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TEXTBOOK • READER

Philosophy by Women

German Philosophy in the Twentieth Century

22 Philosophers Reflect on Philosophy and Its Value

Lukács to Strauss

Edited by Elly Vintiadis

Julian Young

What is philosophy, why does it matter, and how would it be
different if women wrote more of it? At a time when the
importance of philosophy, and the humanities in general, is
being questioned and at a time when the question of gender
equality is a huge public question, 22 women in philosophy lay
out in this book how they think of philosophy, what they actually
do and how that is applied to actual problems. By bringing
together accounts of the personal experiences of women in
philosophy, this book provides a new understanding of the ways
in which the place of women in philosophy has changed in
recent decades while also introducing the reader to the nature
and the value of philosophy.

German philosophy in the 20th century is one of the most
exciting and controversial in the history of human thought. In
this outstanding book, a companion volume to his German
Philosophy in the Twentieth Century: Weber to Heidegger, Julian
Young examines the way in which the major German thinkers
of the period reacted to the challenges posed by the nature of
modernity, the failure of liberalism and the concept of decline.
Essential reading for students of German philosophy,
phenomenology and critical theory, and will also be of interest
to students in related fields such as literature, religious studies,
and political theory.

Routledge
6 x 9: 202pp: 2 illus: 1 halftones: 1 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-45841-6: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-33263-1: Oct 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-003-02571-9: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367332631

Routledge
Market: Philosophy Politics
: 248pp: 6 halftones: 1 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-46820-0: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-46819-4: Oct 2020: $42.95
eBook: 978-1-003-03132-1: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367468194
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3rd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER

The Ethics of Microaggression

The Disordered Mind

Regina Rini, York University, Canada

George Graham

What are microaggressions? Can we be held responsible for
them? How has social media affected the problem? What role
can philosophy play in understanding microaggression? Regina
Rini explores these highly controversial questions in an engaging
and fair-minded way. She illustrates her argument with
compelling examples from media, politics and psychology and
explains the significance of essential concepts, such as media
representation, reparative renaming, and safe spaces.
Ideal for anyone coming to the topic for the first time and for
students in philosophy, gender studies, race theory, disability
theory and social and political philosophy.
Routledge
Market: Philosophy / Psychology / Sociology
: 272pp
Hb: 978-1-138-71312-3: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-71314-7: Oct 2020: $24.95
eBook: 978-1-315-19505-6: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138713147

This book examines, from a philosophical standpoint, what
mental disorder is: its reality, causes, consequences, and more.
Updated throughout, the 3rd edition includes enhanced
discussions of the distinction between mental health and illness,
selfhood and delusions about the self, impairments of capacities
in mental disorder and the roles that mental causation and neural
mechanisms play in mental illness.
Includes chapter summaries and further reading, and
presupposes no special background in philosophy. As such it
will be of interest to those in related disciplines such as
psychology, psychiatry and mental health, and professions such
as nursing and social work.
Routledge
Market: Philosophy / Psychology
: 260pp
Hb: 978-0-367-32230-4: Sep 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-32232-8: Sep 2020: $42.95
eBook: 978-0-429-31742-2: Sep 2020 • Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-50124-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367322328
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3rd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER

The Value and Meaning of Life

The Phenomenological Mind

Christopher Belshaw, The Open University, UK
Which lives, if any, are valuable, and to what extent? What sort,
or sorts, of value do they have? Is life meaningful? What sorts of
lives? And what sorts of meaning can they have?
This book addresses these questions and more. Belshaw draws
on work concerning death, identity, animals, immortality and
extinction to build his argument on the value and meaning of
life. Rejecting suggestions that life is intrinsically valuable, he
argues that its value varies considerably both within and
between different plants, animals and persons.
Essential reading for students and researchers in philosophy, as
well those in related subjects such as religion.
Routledge
Market: Philosophy / Religion
: 264pp
Hb: 978-1-138-90877-2: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-90878-9: Oct 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-003-09702-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138908789

1-800-634-7064

Shaun Gallagher, University of Memphis, USA and Dan
Zahavi, University of Copenhagen, Denmark
One of the outstanding books in the field, now translated into
eight languages, this highly regarded exploration of
phenomenology has been revised and updated throughout.
The chapter on phenomenological methodologies has been
significantly expanded to cover qualitative research and there
are new sections on topics including phenomenology and
emotion, social cognition, race and gender, collective
intentionality and selfhood.
Also included are helpful features such as chapter summaries,
guides to further reading, and a glossary. Anideal introduction
to key concepts in phenomenology, cognitive science and philosophy of mind.
Routledge
Market: Philosophy
: 310pp: 12 illus: 1 halftones: 11 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-33421-5: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-33424-6: Oct 2020: $42.95
eBook: 978-0-429-31979-2: Oct 2020 • Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-61037-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367334246

1-800-248-4724

www.taylorandfrancis.co.uk/books
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Beyond Autonomy in Eighteenth-Century British
and German Aesthetics

Daoism and Environmental Philosophy
Nourishing Life
Eric S. Nelson
Series: Routledge Explorations in Environmental Studies

Edited by Karl Axelsson, Södertörn University, Sweden,
Camilla Flodin, Södertörn University, Sweden and Mattias
Pirholt, Södertörn University, Sweden
Series: Routledge Studies in Eighteenth-Century Philosophy
This collection of essays re-examines traditional interpretations
of the rise of modern aesthetics in eighteenth-century Britain
and Germany. It provides a new account that connects aesthetic
experience with morality, science, and political society. In doing
so, the book challenges longstanding teleological narratives
that emphasize disinterestedness and the separation of
aesthetics from moral, cognitive, and political interests. In
bringing together well-known scholars working on British and
German eighteenth-century aesthetics, philosophy, and
literature, it will appeal to scholars and advanced students in a range of disciplines who
are interested in this topic.
Routledge
Market: Philosophy/Aesthetics
6 x 9: 314pp: 41 illus: 40 line drawings: 1 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-34796-3: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-33025-4: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367347963

Daoism and Environmental Philosophy explores ethics and the
philosophy of nature in the Daodejing, the Zhuangzi, and related
texts to elucidate their potential significance in our contemporary
environmental crisis. The author explores critical and
transformative dimensions of early Daoism to provide exemplary
models and insights for cultivating a more expansive ecological
ethos, environmental culture of nature, and political ecology.
This work will be of interest to students and scholars interested
in philosophy, environmental ethics and philosophy, and
religious studies, and intellectual history.
Routledge
Market: Urban Studies / Urban Sustainability
: 156pp
Hb: 978-0-367-02514-4: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-39914-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367025144
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Challenging the New Atheism

Epistemic Duties

Pragmatic Confrontations in the Philosophy of Religion

New Arguments, New Angles

Aaron Pratt Shepherd, University of Massachusetts at Lowell,
USA
Series: Routledge Studies in American Philosophy
This book presents a pragmatic response to arguments against
religion made by the New Atheism movement. The author
argues that analytic and empirical philosophies of religion are
methodologically unequipped to address the “Threefold
Challenge” made by New Atheist thinkers. He assesses and
responds to these claims by elaborating four philosophical
perspectives— analytic philosophy, empirical philosophy,
continental philosophy, and pragmatism—as well as
contextualizing these perspectives in the history of the
philosophy of religion. The author settles upon a modified
version of pragmatism that he concludes is best suited for articulating the terms and stakes
of the God Debate.

Edited by Kevin McCain, University of Alabama at
Birmingham, USA and Scott Stapleford, St. Thomas
University, Canada
Series: Routledge Studies in Epistemology
This book features a wide variety of positions, ranging from
arguments for and against the existence of purely epistemic
requirements, reductions of epistemic requirements to moral
or prudential requirements, the biological foundations of
epistemic requirements, extensions of the scope of epistemic
requirements to include such things as open-mindedness,
eradication of implicit bias and interpersonal duties to object,
to new applications such as epistemic requirements pertaining
to storytelling, testimony and fundamentalist beliefs. Anyone
interested in the nature of responsibility, belief or epistemic normativity will find a range
of useful arguments and fresh ideas in this book.

Routledge
6 x 9: 240pp
Hb: 978-0-367-35355-1: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-33141-1: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367353551

Routledge
Market: Philosophy / Epistemology
6 x 9: 314pp: 4 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-14110-3: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-03021-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367141103
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Cultivating Our Passionate Attachments

John Dewey’s Ethical Theory

Matthew J. Dennis, TU Delft, Netherlands
Series: Routledge Studies in Ethics and Moral Theory

The 1932 Ethics
Edited by Roberto Frega, French National Center for
Scientific Research and Steven Levine, University of
Massachusetts Boston, USA
Series: Routledge Studies in American Philosophy

This book offers a theory of how we can actively cultivate our
passionate attachments. The author argues that not only do we
have reason to view passionate attachments as susceptible to
growth, change, and improvement, but we should view these
entities as amenable to self-cultivation. He uses Hadot’s and
Foucault’s accounts of Hellenistic self-cultivation to formulate a
theory of cultivating our passionate attachments. Doing this
brings out a significantly new dimension to the role of the
passionate attachments in the flourishing life and offers
theoretical and practical accounts of how we can cultivate them
based on the Hellenistic conception of self-directed character

This book provides a wide-ranging, systematic, and
comprehensive approach to the moral philosophy of John
Dewey. It features contributions by some of the most influential
Dewey scholars from North America and Europe. Part I provides
a running commentary on the chapters of the 1932 Ethics written
by Dewey. Part II interprets the Ethics and demonstrates its
contemporary relevance and vitality. The essays in this part
situate the Ethics in the broader interpretive frameworks
of
th
Dewey’s philosophy, American pragmatism, and 20 -century

change.
Routledge
6 x 9: 202pp
Hb: 978-0-367-52963-5: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08115-9: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367529635

moral theory at large.
Routledge
Market: Philosophy
6 x 9: 288pp: 1 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-20159-3: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-25986-9: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367201593

www.tandf.co.uk/eupdates

Email: orders@taylorandfrancis.com

www.tandfebooks.com

for e-mail updates in your field

for more information
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Kant’s Critical Epistemology

Philosophy of Sculpture

Why Epistemology Must Consider Judgment First

Historical Problems, Contemporary Approaches

Kenneth R. Westphal, Bogaziçi University, Turkey
Series: Routledge Studies in Eighteenth-Century Philosophy
This book assesses Kant’s Critical epistemology, and the rich
resources it provides for understanding fundamental issues
regarding human experience, perceptual judgment, empirical
knowledge and cognitive sciences. Westphal examines Kant’s
methods and strategies for examining human sensory-perceptual
experience, and then examines Kant’s attention to judgment,
and so to the humanly possible valid use of concepts and
principles to judge particulars we confront. Westphal defends
the significance of Kant’s subtle and illuminating account of
causal judgment for three main philosophical domains: history
and philosophy of science, theory of action and human freedom,
and philosophy of mind.
Routledge
6 x 9: 394pp: 4 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-53433-2: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08236-1: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367534332

Edited by Kristin Gjesdal, Temple University, Fred Rush,
Notre Dame University, USA and Ingvild Torsen, University
of Oslo, Norway
Series: Routledge Research in Aesthetics
Sculpture has been a central aspect of almost every art culture.
This volume comprises thirteen essays at the cutting edge of
thinking about sculpture in philosophical terms, representing
approaches to sculpture from the perspectives of both
Anglo-American and European philosophy. Some of the essays
are historically situated, while others are more straightforwardly
conceptual. All of the essays, however, pay strict attention to
actual sculptural examples in their discussions. This reflects the
overall aim of the volume to not merely "apply" philosophy to
sculpture, but rather to test the philosophical approaches taken in tandem with deep
analyses of sculptural examples.
Routledge
Market: Philosophy / Aesthetics
6 x 9: 230pp: 24 halftones
Hb: 978-1-138-61595-3: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-46257-3: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138615953

Dummy text to keep placeholder
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Literature and Understanding

Radically Rethinking Copyright in the Arts

The Value of a Close Reading of Literary Texts

A Philosophical Approach

Jon Phelan
Series: Literature and Education

James O. Young
Series: Routledge Research in Aesthetics

This book investigates potential cognitive gain from the close
analysis of literary texts. Providing a challenge to the
anti-cognitivist position, it argues that cognitive gain is relevant
to our aesthetic appreciation of literature. The author locates
cognitive gain in the verstehen tradition and identifies five
relevant senses of understanding to make the innovative case
that reading literary fiction as literature stimulates the relevant
senses of understanding. Using examples such as irony,
metaphor, ambiguity and repetition, it shows that relevant senses
of understanding may bridge the gap between understanding
a literary text and understanding the world beyond the text.

This book radically rethinks the philosophical basis of copyright
in the arts. The author reflects on the ontology of arts to argue
that current copyright laws cannot be justified. The book begins
by identifying two problems that result from current copyright
laws: 1) creativity is restricted and 2) they primarily serve the
interests of large corporations over the artists and general public.
Against this background, the author presents an account of the
ontology of artworks and explains what metaphysics can tell us
about ownership in the arts and makes a moral argument that
copyright terms should be shorter and that corporations should
not own copyrights.

Routledge
Market: Education
: 202pp
Hb: 978-0-367-33705-6: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-32138-2: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367337056

Routledge
6 x 9: 184pp
Hb: 978-0-367-52183-7: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05829-8: Jun 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367521837

Dummy text to keep placeholder
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Molyneux’s Question and the History of Philosophy

Reason and Ethics

Edited by Gabriele Ferretti and Brian Glenney
Series: Rewriting the History of Philosophy

The Case Against Objective Value

In 1688 William Molyneux sent a letter to John Locke. He asked:
could a man who was born blind and has learned to distinguish
a globe and a cube by touch, be able to distinguish and name
these objects by sight, once he had been given the ability to
see? Molyneux’s letter fascinated Locke, and psychologists and
cognitive scientists wrestle with it today. Is it a thought
experiment that can never be answered? Is one sense more
fundamental than others? Are the senses individuated or linked?
This collection that explores these questions and more. Essential
reading for students and researchers in philosophy and the
history of psychology and cognitive science.
Routledge
Market: Philosophy / Psychology
: 370pp: 30 illus
Hb: 978-0-367-03092-6: Sep 2020: $245.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-02037-7: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367030926

1-800-634-7064

Joel Marks, University of New Haven and Yale University,
USA
Series: Routledge Studies in Ethics and Moral Theory
This book defends the theoretical claim that all values are
subjective and the practical claim that human affairs can be
conducted fruitfully in full awareness of this. Marks suggests a
novel answer to the Companions in Guilt argument that the
denial of morality would mean relinquishing rationality as well.
Marks disarms the argument by conceding the irreality of both
morality and logic, but is still able to rescue rationality while
dispensing with morality on pragmatic grounds. He then offers
a positive account of how life may be lived productively without
recourse to attributions and assertions of right and wrong, good
and bad, and even truth and falsity.
Routledge
6 x 9: 214pp
Hb: 978-0-367-53432-5: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08406-8: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367534325

1-800-248-4724

www.taylorandfrancis.co.uk/books
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The Dispositional Architecture of Epistemic Reasons

The Philosophy of Reenchantment

Hamid Vahid, Institute for Research in Fundamental
Sciences, Iran
Series: Routledge Studies in Epistemology

Edited by Michiel Meijer, University of Antwerp, Belgium
and Herbert De Vriese, University of Antwerp, Belgium
Series: Routledge Studies in Contemporary Philosophy

This book is concerned with the conditions under which
epistemic reasons provide justification for beliefs. It draws on
metaethical theories of reasons and normativity and then applies
his theory to various contemporary debates in epistemology.
The author defends a dispositional account of how propositional
and doxastic justification are related to one another. He examines
how his theory of epistemic reasons influences perceptual
reasons. Finally, he applies his dispositional framework to
epistemological topics including the structure of defeat,
self-knowledge, reasoning, emotions and motivational

This book presents a philosophical study of the idea of
reenchantment and its connections with philosophical
anthropology, ethics, and ontology. The chapters examine
contested notions such as enchantment, transcendence,
interpretation, attention, resonance, and the sacred or
reverence-worthy—notions that are crucial to human
self-understanding but have no place in a scientific worldview.
They also explore the significance of adopting a reenchanting
perspective for debates on major concepts such as nature,
naturalism, God, ontology, and disenchantment.

internalism.
Routledge
6 x 9: 242pp: 3 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-50986-6: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05240-1: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367509866

Routledge
6 x 9: 284pp: 1 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-41814-4: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-367-82344-3: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367418144
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The Indexical Point of View

The Principles of New Ethics I

On Cognitive Significance and Cognitive Dynamics

Metaethics

Vojislav Bozickovic, University of Belgrade, Serbia
Series: Routledge Studies in Contemporary Philosophy

Wang Haiming and Xiaolu An
Series: China Perspectives

This book argues that there is a common cognitive mechanism
underlying all indexical thoughts, in spite of their seeming
diversity. Philosophers disagree as to whether a thinker's
cognitive perspective can be captured and rationalized by
semantic content and, if so, what kind of content this is. This
book surveys competing views and then advances its own
positive account. Ultimately, it argues that a thinker's cognitive
perspective - or her indexical point of view - is to be explained
in terms of the content that is believed and asserted as the only
kind of content that there is which thereby serves as the bearer
of cognitive significance.

This four-volume set proposes a model that divides ethics into
three essential components: metaethics, normative ethics, and
virtue ethics. This volume studies the five primitive concepts of
metaethics — “value”, “good”, “ought”, “right”, and “fact” – and
reveals their relationship, while demonstrating the solution to
“Hume’s guillotine”. The author identifies excellent moral norms,
leading to solutions on how to prove ethical axioms and ethical
postulates.
The Chinese version of this set is a classic best seller that sold
more than 60,000 copies in China. The English version can be
an essential read for students and scholars of ethics and

Routledge
6 x 9: 176pp
Hb: 978-0-367-55480-4: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-09426-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367554804

philosophy in general.
Routledge
Market: Philosophy/Ethics/Metaethics
: 256pp: 4 illus: 4 line drawings
Hb: 978-1-138-33161-7: Oct 2020: $160.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-44721-1: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138331617
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The Philosophy of Ralph Waldo Emerson

The Routledge Handbook of Phenomenology of
Agency

Joseph Urbas, University of Bordeaux, France
Series: Routledge Studies in American Philosophy
This study offers the first comprehensive account of Emerson's
philosophy since his philosophical rehabilitation began in the
late 1970s. It builds on the historical reconstruction proposed
in the author's previous book, Emerson's Metaphysics, and like
that study draws on the entire Emerson corpus—the poetry and
sermons included. The aim here is expository. The overall though
not exclusive emphasis is on identity, as the first term of
Emerson's metaphysics of identity and flowing or metamorphosis

Routledge
Market: Philosophy / American Philosophy
6 x 9: 316pp: 1 halftones
Hb: 978-1-138-35156-1: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-43521-8: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138351561

Edited by Christopher Erhard, LMU Munich, Germany and
Tobias Keiling, University of Freiburg, Germany
Series: Routledge Handbooks in Philosophy
Phenomenology has always been concerned with questions
about knowledge and ontology, but in recent years the rise of
interest in phenomenology and embodiment, the emotions
and cognitive science has seen the concept of agency move to
a central place in the study of phenomenology generally.
This outstanding reference source is the first volume of its kind.
It comprises twenty-seven chapters written by leading
international contributors. Essential reading for students and
researchers in phenomenology, philosophy of mind, metaphysics
and philosophy of cognitive science, and also of interest to those in related subjects such
as sociology and psychology.
Routledge
Market: Philosophy
: 434pp: 2 illus: 2 line drawings
Hb: 978-1-138-09897-8: Oct 2020: $245.00 • eBook: 978-1-315-10424-9: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138098978
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Toleration and the Challenges to Liberalism
Edited by Johannes Drerup, Free University of Amsterdam,
Netherlands and Gottfried Schweiger, University of Salzburg,
Austria
Series: Routledge Studies in Contemporary Philosophy
This book explores the relationship between different versions
of liberalism and toleration by focusing on their shared
theoretical and political challenges. The essays in Part I
reconstruct some of the major historical controversies
surrounding toleration and liberalism. Part II centers on general
conceptual and justificatory questions concerning toleration as
a central category for the definition of liberal political theory.
Part III is devoted to the theoretical analysis of applied issues
and cases of conflicts of toleration in liberal states and societies.
Routledge
6 x 9: 270pp
Hb: 978-0-367-85746-2: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-01512-3: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367857462

Dummy text to keep placeholder

Vice Epistemology
Edited by Ian James Kidd, University of Nottingham, UK,
Heather Battaly, University of California, Fullerton, USA and
Quassim Cassam, University of Warwick, UK
Human behaviors involve vices of the mind such as arrogance,
closed-mindedness, dogmatism, gullibility, intellectual
cowardice, as well as wishful or conspiratorial thinking. What
sorts of things are epistemic vices? How do these vices prevent
us from acquiring knowledge and what is their role in sustaining
patterns of ignorance?
This book seeks to answer these important questions and more.
Chapters explore the nature of epistemic vices, and case studies
in applied vice epistemology, including education and politics.
Eessential reading for students of ethics, epistemology, and
virtue theory, and various areas of applied, feminist, and social philosophy.
Routledge
Market: Philosophy / Psychology
: 278pp: 4 illus: 4 line drawings
Hb: 978-1-138-50443-1: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-315-14605-8: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138504431
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Pointless

Avantgarde Art and Radical Material Theology

The Reality behind Quantum Theory

A Manifesto

RW Boyer, Independent researcher
This book examines how major interpretations of quantum
theory are progressing toward a more unified understanding
and experience of nature. It offers subtle insights to address core
issues of wave-particle duality, the measurement problem, the
mind-body problem, determinism/indeterminism/free will, and
the nature of consciousness. It draws from physics, consciousness
studies, and 'ancient Vedic science' to outline a new holistic
interpretation of quantum theory.
Accessible and thought-provoking, it will be profoundly
integrating for scholars and researchers in science and
technology, in philosophy, and also in South Asian Studies.

Petra Carlsson Redell, Stockholm School of Theology,
Sweden
Series: Routledge Focus on Religion
This book introduces a new thinker to the theological sphere,
Russian avant-garde artist Liubov Popova (1889-1924). Popova’s
art and thought are discussed together with thinkers like Walter
Benjamin, Donna Haraway, Gilles Deleuze and Henri Lefebvre,
along with ecotheological and theopolitical perspectives.
Inspired by the activist creativity of avant-garde art, the book’s
final chapter, playfully yet with deadly seriousness, presents a
manifesto for radical theology today. As such, it will be of keen
interest to academics in Theology, Religion and the Arts and the
Philosophy of Religion.

Routledge India
Market: Science and Religion / Science and Philosophy / Quantum Theory / Transcendentalism
: 302pp: 1 illus: 1 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-33572-4: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-33719-3: Oct 2020: $51.95
eBook: 978-0-429-32147-4: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367337193

Routledge
Market: Religion
: 104pp: 7 illus: 7 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-18871-9: Oct 2020: $60.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-19893-9: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367188719
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Scripture and Violence

The Shamaness in Asia

Edited by Julia Snyder and Daniel H. Weiss, University of
Cambridge, UK
Scripture and Violence explores the complex relationship between
scriptural texts and real-world acts of violence. A variety of issues
are addressed, including the modern tendency to condemn
"religious" violence while tolerating other forms that are
considered "secular," the prevalent assumption that texts have
a single, clear meaning and application, and the common view
that the actions of "religious" people are motivated by what they
read in texts. Contributions come from a diverse group of
scholars of Islam, Judaism, and Christianity. This book highlights
the incredible complexity of the relationship between texts and
human actions.

Gender, Religion and the State
Edited by Davide Torri and Sophie Roche, University of
Heidelberg, Germany
Series: Vitality of Indigenous Religions
This book concentrates on female shamanisms in Asia and their
relationship with the state and other religions, offering a
perspective on gender and shamanism that has often been
neglected in previous accounts. Offering an important
counterbalance to male dominated accounts of shamanism,
this book will be of great interest to scholars of Indigenous
Peoples across Religious Studies, Anthropology, Asian Studies,
and Gender Studies.

Routledge
Market: Religion
: 156pp: 2 halftones
Hb: 978-0-815-36256-2: Sep 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-815-36257-9: Sep 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-351-02422-8: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815362579

Routledge
Market: Religion
: 282pp: 3 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-27932-5: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-31980-8: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367279325
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Religion, the Body, and Sexuality

In Dialogue with the Mahābhārata

An Introduction
Nina Hoel, University of Oslo, Norway, Melissa M. Wilcox
and Liz Wilson
Series: Engaging with Religion
How does religion relate to bodies and sexualities? Many people
would answer, simply, "through repression", but the relationship
is much more complicated than that.
This book offers students and general readers a sophisticated
and accessible exploration of the connections between religion,
sexuality, and the body, through case studies and overviews
on subjects including celibacy, regulation, violence and ecstacy.
This engaging book is an excellent addition to introductory
courses on religion or sexuality and is a much-needed new volume for advanced courses
on the intersections of these areas of human experience.
Routledge
Market: Religion/Sociology/Anthropology
: 180pp
Hb: 978-1-138-72810-3: Sep 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-72812-7: Sep 2020: $42.95
eBook: 978-1-315-19059-4: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138728127

Brian Black
Series: Dialogues in South Asian Traditions: Religion, Philosophy,
Literature and History
This book explores the philosophical implications of the
Mahābhārata by paying attention to the centrality of dialogue,
both as the text’s prevailing literary expression and its organising
structure.It is a fresh perspective on the Mahābhārata that will
be of great interest to any scholar working in Religious Studies,
Indian/South Asian religions, Comparative Philosophy, and World
Literature.

Routledge
Market: Religion
: 228pp
Hb: 978-0-367-43600-1: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-367-43814-2: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367436001
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Investigating the Resurrection of Jesus Christ

Muslim Minorities and Social Cohesion

A New Transdisciplinary Approach

Cultural Fragmentation in the West

Andrew Loke
Series: Routledge New Critical Thinking in Religion, Theology
and Biblical Studies

Edited by Abe W. Ata
Series: Routledge Studies in Religion
This bookexamines various attempts in the ‘West’ to manage
cultural, linguistic, and religious diversity – focusing on Muslim
minorities in predominantly non-Muslim societies. An
international panel of contributors chart evolving national
identities and social values, assessing the way that both
contemporary ‘Western’ societies and their contemporary Muslim
minorities view themselves and respond to the challenges of
diversity. The contributors address multiple critical issues such
as gender, the media, citizenship, and multiculturalism. Useful
for scholars of religious studies, politics, culture, and migration.

This book provides an original and comprehensive assessment
of the hypotheses concerning the origin of resurrection
Christology. This is a thorough study of arguably the key event
in the formation of the Christian faith. As such, it will be of keen
interest to theologians, New Testament scholars, philosophers,
and scholars of religious studies.

Routledge
Market: Religion
: 238pp
Hb: 978-0-367-47756-1: May 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-03725-5: Apr 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367477561

Routledge
Market: Religion
: 296pp: 6 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-48466-8: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-04452-9: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367484668
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Islam, IS and the Fragmented State

Ramified Natural Theology in Science and Religion

The Challenges of Political Islam in the MENA Region

Moving Forward from Natural Theology

Anoushiravan Ehteshami, Amjed Rasheed, Durham
University, UK and Juline Beaujouan, Durham University,
UK
Series: Routledge Studies in Religion

Rodney Holder
Series: Routledge Science and Religion Series
This book offers a rationale for a new ‘ramified natural theology’
that is in dialogue with both science and historical-critical study
of the Bible.Addressing issues of science, theology and revelation
in a new framework, this book will be of keen interest to scholars
working in Religion and Science, Natural Theology, Philosophy
of Religion, Biblical Studies, Systematic Theology, and Science
and Culture.

This book sets out the multifaceted interactions between Islam
and politics in the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) region,
focussing in particular on the so-called Islamic State (IS).
As such, this book will be of great interest to academics and
policymakers focusing on matters relating to the study of Islam,
Islam and politics, study of religion more broadly, and security
studies and area studies, particularly in the MENA region.
Routledge
Market: Religion
: 234pp: 2 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-23486-7: Jul 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-28004-7: Jul 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367234867

Routledge
Market: Religion
: 245pp
Hb: 978-0-367-37319-1: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-35613-1: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367373191
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Israelism in Modern Britain

Religion in the Age of Digitalization

Aidan Cottrell-Boyce
Series: Routledge New Religions

From New Media to Spiritual Machines
Edited by Giulia Isetti, Elisa Innerhofer, Harald Pechlaner
and Michael de Rachewiltz
Series: Routledge Research in Religion, Media and Culture

This book unpacks the history of British-Israelism in the UK.A
detailed study on the subject of British-Israelism is necessary,
because British-Israelists constitute an essential element of British
life during the most violent and consequential century of its
history. As such, this will be a vital resource for any scholar of
Minority Religions, New Religious Movements, Nationalism and
British Religious History.

Routledge
Market: Religion
: 246pp
Hb: 978-0-367-37667-3: Sep 2020: $160.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-35548-6: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367376673

1-800-634-7064

This book examines the current use of digital media in religious
engagement and how new media can influence and alter faith
and spirituality and provides a uniquely comprehensive overview
of the development of religion and spirituality in the digital age.
As such, it will be of keen interest to scholars of Digital Religion,
Religion and Media, Religion and Sociology, as well as Religious
Studies and New Media more generally, but also for every
student interested in the future of religion and spirituality in a
completely digitalized world.
Routledge
Market: Religion
: 196pp
Hb: 978-0-367-40819-0: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-367-80922-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367408190
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Religion, Migration, and Existential Wellbeing

The Bible and Sexual Violence Against Men

Edited by Moa Kindström Dahlin, Oscar L. Larsson and
Anneli Winell
Series: Routledge Studies in Religion
This book uses the very latest research to examine current
interactions between religion, migration and existential
wellbeing.It is an up-to-date and multifaceted study of how
religion engages with the mass movement of peoples. As such,
it will be of great interest to any scholar of Religious Studies,
Migrant Studies, Sociology of Religion, Religion and Politics, as
well as Legal Studies with a human right focus.

Routledge
Market: Religion
: 232pp: 10 illus
Hb: 978-0-367-34506-8: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-32628-8: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367345068

Chris Greenough, Edge Hill University, UK
Series: Rape Culture, Religion and the Bible
This book argues that the shame and stigma around male sexual
abuse are interwoven with contemporary social and cultural
concepts of masculinity, and are also found in the ancient world
and biblical texts themselves. It is interdisciplinary, and has three
main areas of exploration:
Men Too? Exploring the myths around sexual violence against
men Sexual violence against men in the Hebrew Bible Reading
Jesus’ enforced nudity at the crucifixion as sexual violence.
In seeking to serve those who are not familiar with the Bible,
short summaries of the biblical texts are given in each case.
Routledge
Market: Religion / Bible Studies
: 96pp
Hb: 978-0-367-46557-5: Oct 2020: $60.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-02960-1: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367465575
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Resisting Rape Culture

The End of Religion

The Hebrew Bible and Hong Kong Sex Workers

Feminist Reappraisals of the State

Nancy Nam Hoon Tan, The Chinese University of Hong
Kong
Series: Rape Culture, Religion and the Bible
Resisting Rape Culture tackles controversial and harrowing rape
myths prevalent in rape culture: namely that sex workers do not
get raped, and that they are deserving victims of sexual violence.
This cutting-edge book describes the rape culture in Hong Kong,
focusing on how Hong Kong Christians interpret the Bible
concerning prostitutes, and in turn how this affects the treatment
of sex workers.

Routledge
Market: Bible Studies/Religion
: 98pp: 1 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-35383-4: Oct 2020: $60.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-33112-1: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367353834

Edited by Kathleen Mcphillips and Naomi Goldenberg
Feminist critical analysis has not yet examined how the
assumption that religion is natural, timeless, universal and
omnipresent supports sexist and race based oppression. This
book proposes radical new thinking about religion in order to
better comprehend and confront the systematic
disempowerment of women and marginalized groups.
Including case studies focusing on how the category of religion
is deployed to perpetuate male hegemony and racist inequities
in Australia, Mexico, the United States, Britain and Canada,
this volume will be of key interest to scholars and students of
Religion, Sociology, Political Science and Gender Studies.
Routledge
Market: Religion
: 264pp: 6 halftones
Hb: 978-1-472-47043-0: Oct 2020: $149.95 • eBook: 978-1-315-61606-3: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781472470430
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Structural Dividers in the Qur'an

The Routledge Handbook of Religion and
Journalism

Edited by Marianna Klar
Series: Routledge Studies in the Qur'an
This volume showcases a wide range of contemporary
approaches to the identification of literary structures within
Qur’anic surahs. Recent academic studies of the Qur’an have
taken an increasing interest in the concept of the surah as a
unity and, with it, the division of complete surahs into
consecutive sections or parts.
Bringing a combination of different approaches to Qur’an
structure into a single book, written by well-established and
emerging voices in Qur’anic studies, the work will be an
invaluable resource to academics researching Islam, religious
studies, and languages and literatures in general.
Routledge
Market: Islam / Religion
: 416pp: 5 illus: 1 halftones: 4 line drawings: 82 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-80005-5: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-01045-6: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367800055

Edited by Kerstin Radde-Antweiler, University of Bremen,
Germany and Xenia Zeiler, University of Helsinki, Finland
Series: Routledge Handbooks in Religion
The Routledge Handbook of Religion and Journalism is an
outstanding reference source to the key topics, challenges, past
and present global issues, and debates in this exciting subject.
The first collection of its kind, this volume comprises over 25
chapters by a team of international contributors.
This volume is essential reading for students and researchers in
journalism and religious studies. The Handbook will also be very
useful for those in related fields, such as sociology,
communication studies, media studies and area studies.
Routledge
Market: Religion/Journalism
: 458pp: 10 illus: 1 halftones: 9 line drawings: 3 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-30496-3: Oct 2020: $245.00 • eBook: 978-0-203-73142-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138304963
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Transforming Bodies and Religions
Powers and Agencies in Europe
Edited by Mariecke van den Berg, Lieke Schrijvers, Jelle
Wiering and Anne-Marie Korte
Series: Routledge Critical Studies in Religion, Gender and
Sexuality
This book sheds an interdisciplinary light on ‘transforming
bodies’: bodies that have been subjected to, contributed to, or
have resisted social transformations within religious or secular
contexts in contemporary Europe. It will be of great interest to
scholars of Religious Studies, Gender and Sexuality Studies,
Post-Colonial Studies, Anthropology, Sociology, Theology, and
Philosophy.
Routledge
Market: Religion
: 230pp
Hb: 978-0-367-40728-5: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-367-80875-4: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367407285
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Creating Verbatim Theatre from Oral Histories

Hitler Redux

Clare Summerskill, Independent Researcher
Series: Practicing Oral History

The Incredible History of Hitler’s So-Called Table Talks
Mikael Nilsson
Series: Routledge Studies in Fascism and the Far Right

Offering a roadmap for practising verbatim theatre (plays created
from oral histories), this book outlines theatre processes through
the lens of oral history and draws upon oral history scholarship
to bring best practices from that discipline to theatre
practitioners. Supported by international case studies that cover
a wide range of working methods and productions, including The
Laramie Project and Parramatta Girls, this is the perfect guide for
oral historians producing dramatic representations of the
material they have sourced through interviews, and for writers
creating professional theatre productions, community projects
or student plays.

After Hitler's death, several posthumous books were published
which purported to be the verbatim words of the Nazi leader –
two of the most important of these documents were Hitler's
Table Talk and The Testament of Adolf Hitler. This
ground-breaking book provides the first in-depth analysis and
critical study of Hitler’s so-called table talks and their history,
provenance, translation, reception, and usage.
This path-breaking historical investigation will be of considerable
interest to all researchers and historians of the Nazi era.

Routledge
Market: Oral History/Theatre
6 x 9: 220pp
Hb: 978-0-367-18147-5: Sep 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-18150-5: Sep 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-429-05977-3: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367181505

Routledge
Market: History & Politics
: 438pp: 4 illus: 9 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-35305-6: Sep 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-35306-3: Sep 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-429-33058-2: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367353063
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Eurocentrism

Indigenous Struggle and the Bolivian National
Revolution

History, Identity, White Man’s Burden
Michael Wintle, University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands
This bookraises awareness of Eurocentrism’s enormous impact
and shows how, over the course of five centuries, Eurocentrism
has extended its power across the globe. By exploring a vast
range of sources including Eurocentric maps and images,
historiography, and Rudyard Kipling’s White Man’s Burden, Wintle
uncovers Eurocentrism’s gradual evolution and reveals the ways
in which it functions at both seen and unseen levels. Due to its
multi- and interdisciplinary analysis, this book is an indispensable
tool for both scholars and students concerned with modern
history, politics, visual culture and political geography.
Routledge
Market: European History
: 304pp: 63 illus: 61 halftones: 2 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-85700-4: Sep 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-85698-4: Sep 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-003-01446-1: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367856984

Land and Liberty!
James Kohl
Indigenous Struggle and the Bolivian National Revolution: Land
and Liberty! reinterprets the genesis and contours of the Bolivian
National Revolution from an indigenous perspective.
This book will be of interest to students and scholars of modern
Latin American history, peasant movements, the history of U.S.
foreign relations, revolutions, counterrevolutions, and
revolutionary warfare.

Routledge
Market: Latin American History/Revolution
: 410pp: 12 halftones: 7 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-47152-1: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-47139-2: Oct 2020: $57.95
eBook: 978-1-003-03381-3: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367471392
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Gender, Law and Material Culture

International Secretariats

Immobile Property and Mobile Goods in Early Modern Europe

Two Centuries of International Civil Servants and Secretariats

Edited by Annette Caroline Cremer
This interdisciplinary volume discusses the division of the early
modern material world into the important legal, economic and
personal categories of mobile and immobile property, possession
and the rights to usufruct. The varying perspectives, including
cultural history, legal history, philosophy and law, allows for a
more nuanced understanding of the links between the
movability of an object and the gender of the person who
owned, possessed or used it. By exploring a broad scope of
topics including landownership, slaveholding and the dowry,
this book is an essential resource for both researchers and
students of women’s history, social and economic history and
material culture.
Routledge
Market: Early Modern / Law / Material Culture / Gender
: 300pp: 36 illus: 18 halftones: 9 line drawings: 9 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-37179-1: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-37177-7: Oct 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-429-35298-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367371777

Bob Reinalda, Radboud Universiteit Nijmgen, the
Netherlands
Series: Global Institutions
Providing a comprehensive overview of two centuries of
international civil servants and international secretariats, this
book reveals how international secretariats have emerged and
evolved, focusing on both structures and the practitioners. The
book fills a gap in the literature by exploring the full evolution
of international secretariats, covering global and continental
developments as well as regional integration practices.
Secretariats have become the leading actors in multilateral
diplomacy particularly for dealing with complex issues and this
book will be of interest to all scholars of global governance and practitioners working for
a range or international organizations.
Routledge
Market: Politics
: 216pp
Hb: 978-0-367-36929-3: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-36932-3: Oct 2020: $49.95
eBook: 978-0-429-35195-2: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367369323
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2nd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER

Representing Women’s Political Identity in the Early
Modern Iberian World

The French Revolution
Faith, Desire, and Politics

Edited by Jeremy Roe and Jean Andrews

Noah Shusterman

By exploring textual, visual, and material culture, this volume
presents a range of new research into the experiences, agencies,
and diverse political identities of Iberian women between the
fifteenth and early-eighteenth century. The essays explore the
lives of queens, members of the nobility, and painters and nuns,
allowing for a more nuanced understanding of both the elite
and non-elite woman’s experience in Spain, Portugal, and their
overseas realms. By addressing the significance of gender
alongside the visual representation of political ideology and
identity, this book is an invaluable source for students and
researchers of early modern Iberia and the history of women.

Now in its second edition, The French Revolution: Faith, Desire,
and Politics has been updated to include a discussion about how
the actions by soldiers and citizen-soldiers shaped the course
of the Revolution, as well as the daily lives and concerns of
everyday French people. This edition has been revised to include
a fresh analysis of classic nineteenth-century accounts of the
Revolution, including those by Jules Michelet, Jean Jaurès, and
Edgar Quinet. With a brief chronology of the Revolution and a
guide to further reading, this book is an invaluable resource for
students of the French Revolution, women and gender, and the
history of Catholicism.

Routledge
Market: Early Modern Women
: 358pp: 61 halftones
Hb: 978-1-138-54185-6: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-54186-3: Oct 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-351-01012-2: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138541863

Routledge
Market: History
: 288pp: 16 illus: 16 halftones
Hb: 978-1-138-36088-4: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-33697-1: Oct 2020: $42.95
eBook: 978-0-429-43291-0: Oct 2020 • Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-66021-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138336971
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6th Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER

The Intellectual Roots of Contemporary Black
Thought

The Lion's Share
A History of British Imperialism 1850 to the Present
Bernard Porter

Nascent Political Philosophies

Updated to incorporate a substantial new epilogue considering
Brexit and its ‘imperial’ implications, the sixth edition of The Lion’s
Share remains an essential introduction to British imperialism
from its Victorian heyday to the present. Supported by maps,
images and an updated chronology, The Lion’s Share is the
perfect resource for both students and those interested in British
and Imperial History from the Victorian era to the modern day.

Kersuze Simeon-Jones
The Intellectual Roots of Contemporary Black Thought examines
the ways in which the intellectual production of notable
historical figures of Africa Diasporan Thought has shaped, and
continues to shape, social and political discourses in relation to
peoples of African descent.
This book contributes to the fields of intellectual historiography,
human rights, political philosophy, social thought, and critical
race theory, and will be of interest to students and scholars of
history, politics and philosophy.

Routledge
Market: Imperial History
: 378pp: 37 illus: 17 halftones: 12 line drawings: 8 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-42699-6: Sep 2020: $195.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-42698-9: Oct 2020: $49.95
eBook: 978-0-367-85450-8: Sep 2020 • Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-408-28605-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367426989

Routledge
Market: African History
6 x 9: 158pp
Hb: 978-0-367-48557-3: Sep 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-47301-3: Sep 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-003-04163-4: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367473013
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Making Sense of World History

A Nation Divided by History and Memory

Rick Szostak, University of Alberta, Canada

Hungary in the Twentieth Century and Beyond

This is a comprehensive and accessible textbook that helps
students understand the key themes of world history within a
chronological framework stretching from ancient times to the
present day. To lend coherence to its narrative, the book employs
a set of organizing devices that connect times, places, and/or
themes. The book shows the cumulative effect of thematic
interactions through time, communicates the many ways in
which societies have influenced each other through history, and
allows us to compare and contrast how they have reacted to
similar challenges. Written with a unified authorial voice, it is the
go-to textbook for World History courses and students.
Routledge
Market: World History
: 1472pp: 946 illus: 561 halftones: 385 line drawings: 3 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-82089-3: Oct 2020: $195.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-82088-6: Oct 2020: $57.95
eBook: 978-1-003-01351-8: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367820886

1-800-634-7064

Gábor Gyáni
Series: Routledge Histories of Central and Eastern Europe
In A Nation Divided by History and Memory a prominent Hungarian
historian sheds light on how Hungary’s historical image has
become split as a consequence of the differences between the
historian’s conceptualisation of national history and its diverse
representations in personal and collective memory. The book
focuses on the shocking experiences and the intense memorial
reactions generated by a few key historical events and the way
of how they have been interpreted by the historical scholarship.
The pioneering work is essential and enlightening reading for
all historians, many sociologists, political scientists, social
psychologists and the university students.
Routledge
Market: History
: 198pp
Hb: 978-0-367-45719-8: Jul 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-02493-4: Jul 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367457198
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Africa, Empire and World Disorder

Aspects of Recusant History

Historical Essays
A. G. Hopkins
Series: Routledge Approaches to History
This volume brings together important articles from the
Cambridge historian A. G. Hopkins and reflect the enlargement
and evolution of historical studies during the last half century.
The essays cover four of the principal historiographical
developments of the period: the extraordinary revolution that
has led to the writing of non-Western indigenous history; the
revitalization of new types of imperial history; the now ubiquitous
engagement with global history, including a reinterpretation of
American Empire, and the current revival of economic history
after several decades of neglect.
Routledge
Market: History
: 356pp: 2 illus: 2 halftones: 1 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-45946-8: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-02618-1: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367459468

T.A. Birrell, Jos Blom, Frans Korsten and Frans Blom
Series: Variorum Collected Studies
Aspects of Recusant History contains fourteen of Thomas Birrell’s
articles published between 1950 and 2006. They all demonstrate
his bibliographical expertise and his in-depth knowledge of
seventeenth- and eighteenth-century English catholic history.
Birrell combined his scholarship with an intense interest in the
individual lives that shape and are shaped by history, so the
lasting impression that these articles will make is the sense of
getting close to a whole series of personalities caught up in the
turmoil of their time.
Routledge
Market: Recusant History
: 250pp: 6 illus: 6 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-36443-4: Aug 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-34605-7: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367364434
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An International Rediscovery of World War One

Authority, Gender, and Midwifery in Early Modern
Italy

Distant Fronts
Edited by Robert B. McCormick, Araceli
Hernández-Laroche, University of South Carolina Upstate,
USA and Catherine G. Canino, University of South Carolina
Upstate, USA
Series: Routledge Studies in First World War History
International contributors from the fields of political science,
cultural studies, history, and literature grapple with the local and
global impact of World War I on marginal communities in China,
Syria, Europe, Russia, and the Caribbean. The book draws
attention to features of the war that are underrepresented and
redirects focus away from traditional areas of historical
examination, thereby illustrating the war’s omnipresence
throughout the world. The primary objective of this volume is
to examine World War I through the lens of its forgotten participants, neglected stories,
and underrepresented peoples.
Routledge
Market: History
: 182pp: 3 illus: 3 line drawings: 3 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-34383-2: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-43888-2: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138343832

Contested Deliveries
Jennifer F. Kosmin, Bucknell University, USA
Series: The History of Medicine in Context
This book explores attempts by church, state, and medical
authorities to regulate and professionalize the practice of
midwifery in Italy from the late sixteenth to the late eighteenth
century. It argues that new institutional spaces to care for
pregnant women and educate midwives in Italy during the
eighteenth century were not strictly medical developments, but
rather socio-political responses both to long standing concerns
about honor, shame, and illegitimacy, and contemporary unease
about population growth and productivity. It will be of interest
to scholars of the history of medicine, religious history, social
history and Early Modern Italy.
Routledge
Market: Early Modern History
: 236pp: 6 illus: 6 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-52022-9: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05607-2: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367520229
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Archaeologies of Hitler’s Arctic War

British Protestant Missions and the Conversion of
Europe, 1600–1900

Heritage of the Second World War German Military Presence in Finnish
Lapland
Oula Seitsonen, University of Helsinki, Finland
Series: Material Culture and Modern Conflict
This book discusses the archaeology and heritage of the German
military presence in Finnish Lapland during the Second World
War, framing this northern, overlooked WWII material legacy
from the nearly forgotten Arctic front as ‘dark heritage’ – a
concrete reminder of Finns siding with the Nazis – and as
polluting ‘war junk’ that ruins the ‘pristine natural beauty’ of
Lapland’s wilderness. The scholarship herein provides fresh
perspectives to contemporary discussions on heritage
perception and ownership, indigenous rights, community
empowerment, relational ontologies, and the ongoing
worldwide refugee crisis.
Routledge
Market: History
: 290pp: 95 illus: 95 halftones: 5 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-13820-2: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-367-13821-9: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367138202

Edited by Simone Maghenzani and Stefano Villani,
University of Maryland, USA
Series: Routledge Studies in Early Modern Religious Dissents and
Radicalism
This book is the first account of British Protestant conversion
initiatives directed towards continental Europe between 1600
and 1900. It engages with the myth of International
Protestantism, questioning its early origins and its narrative of
transnational belonging, while also interrogating Britain as an
imagined Protestant land of hope and glory. In the history of
western Christianities, 'converting Europe' had a role that has
not been adequately investigated. This is the story of the
attempted, and ultimately failed, effort to convert a continent.
Routledge
Market: History
: 302pp: 15 illus: 15 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-19851-0: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-24369-1: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367198510
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Christianity in Northeast India

Controversial Heritage and Divided Memories from
the Nineteenth Through the Twentieth Centuries

A Cultural History of Nagaland from 1947
Chongpongmeren Jamir
Series: Routledge Studies in Asian Religion and Philosophy

Multi-Ethnic Cities in the Mediterranean World, Volume 2
Edited by Marco Folin, University of Genoa, Italy and Heleni
Porfyriou, CNR - ICVBC, Italy
Series: Routledge Studies in Cultural History

This book examines the distinctive formation of Christianity in
Nagaland, Northeast India, since 1947. It argues that an
understanding of the history of Christianity in the region can be
found in its cultural milieu and the changing political, social and
religious environment. In Nagaland, almost ninety per cent of
the population are Christians.

Routledge
Market: Asian History, Asian Religion
: 178pp: 5 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-46562-9: May 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-03090-4: Apr 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367465629

What is the role of cultural heritage in multi-ethnic societies,
where cultural memory is often polarized by antagonistic identity
traditions? Focusing on heritage and the uses of the past across
the Mediterranean, this book investigates different case studies
ranging from 19th-century Salonica, Port Said, Trieste and Rijeka,
up to the recent post-war reconstructions of Beirut and Sarajevo.

Routledge
Market: History
6 x 9: 194pp: 29 illus: 29 halftones: 1 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-54559-8: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08974-2: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367545598
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Contemporary Studies on Modern Chinese History
I

Credit and Power
The Paradox at the Heart of the British National Debt

Edited by Zeng Yeying and Yanwen Sun
Series: China Perspectives

Simon Sherratt
Series: Routledge Studies in Modern British History

This volume highlights the major achievements of the study of
modern Chinese history. Drawing on a large number of case
studies of critical historical events, such as the founding of the
Communist Party of China and the May 4th Movement, this
volume reflects on economic history and military history, while
moving on to explore more pioneering topics such as intellectual
history and cultural history. This book will be a valuable reference
for scholars and students of Chinese history, especially those
who are interested in contemporary Chinese history.

Following victory at Waterloo the British National Debt stood at
over 200% of GDP. This book reveals the surprising role that
credit, money created ex nihilo by financiers, played in creating
this Debt. Using often overlooked contemporary objections a
startling paradox is revealed as it is shown how the government’s
ostensible creditors had, in fact, very little "real" money to lend
and were instead often reliant for their own solvency upon the
very government they were lending to. This is a tale of
bankruptcy, stock market manipulation, bribery and corruption
that continues to exert its influence today and will interest
anyone interested in the origins of modern finance.

Routledge
Market: HIstory/Modern Chinese
: 266pp: 1 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-23607-3: Oct 2020: $160.00 • eBook: 978-1-351-26940-7: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138236073

Routledge
: 256pp: 2 illus: 2 line drawings: 18 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-33361-4: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-31939-6: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367333614
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Contemporary Studies on Modern Chinese History
II

Cultures and Practices of Coexistence from the
Thirteenth Through the Seventeenth Centuries

Edited by Zeng Yeying and Yanwen Sun
Series: China Perspectives

Multi-Ethnic Cities in the Mediterranean World, Volume 1

This volume belongs to a three-volume set that highlights the
major achievements of the study of modern Chinese history.
Drawing on a large number of case studies of critical historical
events, such as imperial China and the Chinese Workers’
Movement, this volume sets out to explore topics such as the
history of Sino-foreign relations as well as the history of workers’
movements and youth movements.
The book will be a valuable reference for scholars and students
of Chinese history, especially those who are interested in
contemporary Chinese history.
Routledge
Market: History/Chinese History/Modern Chinese History
: 260pp
Hb: 978-1-138-48374-3: Oct 2020: $160.00 • eBook: 978-1-351-05400-3: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138483743

1-800-634-7064

Edited by Marco Folin, University of Genoa, Italy and
Antonio Musarra, Sapienza Università di Roma, Italy
Series: Routledge Studies in Cultural History
This book focuses on the ethnically composite, heterogeneous,
mixed nature of the Mediterranean cities and their cultural
heritage between the late middle ages and early modern times.
How did it affect the cohabitation among different people and
cultures on the urban scene? How did it mold the shape and
image of cities that were crossroads of encounters, but also the
arena of conflict and exclusion? The 13 case studies collected
in this volume address these issues by exploring the traces left
by centuries of interethnic porosity on the tangible and
intangible heritage of cities such as Acre and Cyprus, Genoa and
Venice, Rome and Istanbul, Cordoba and Tarragona.
Routledge
Market: History
6 x 9: 280pp: 31 illus: 31 halftones: 3 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-54444-7: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08933-9: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367544447
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Education in Revolutionary Struggles

From Justinian to Branimir

Iván Illich, Paulo Freire, Ernesto Guevara and Latin American Thought

The Making of the Middle Ages in Dalmatia

Andrés Donoso Romo, Universidad de Chile, Chile
Series: Routledge Studies in the History of the Americas

Danijel Džino
Series: Studies in Medieval History and Culture

What is the role of education in the profound structural or
revolutionary transformation of our societies? To response this
question the book explores the answers offered by three great
Latin American intellectuals of the third quarter of the 20th
century: Iván Illich, Paulo Freire and Ernesto Guevara. After
describing the historical and intellectual context of Latin America
in the period, the book offers us an integral perspective of how
these three intellectuals contributed to understanding of the
links between education and the transformation of society,
highlighting the aspects in which their ideas converged,
complemented one another or diverged.

From Justinian to Branimir explores the social and political
transformation of Dalmatia between c.500 and c.900 AD. This
book will appeal to scholars and students interested in Byzantine
and early medieval Europe, the Balkans and the Mediterranean.
It is important reading for both historians and archaeologists.

Routledge
Market: History
6 x 9: 126pp
Hb: 978-0-367-46778-4: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-03098-0: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367467784

Routledge
Market: Medieval History / Byzantine History
: 276pp: 31 illus: 31 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-28004-8: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-29916-2: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367280048
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Embassies in Crisis

Hearing Enslaved Voices

Studies of Diplomatic Missions in Testing Situations

African and Indian Slave Testimony in British and French America,
1700–1848

Edited by Rogelia Pastor-Castro, University of Strathclyde,
UK and Martin Thomas, Exeter University, United Kingdom
Series: Routledge Studies in Modern History
Embassies are integral to international diplomacy, their staff
instrumental to inter-governmental dialogue, strategic
partnerships, trading relationships and cultural exchange. But
Embassies are also discreet political spaces. Notionally sovereign
territory ‘immune’ from local jurisdiction, in moments of crisis
Embassies have often been targets of protest and sites of
confrontation. It is this aspect of Embassy experience that this
collection of essays explores.
Ranging across multiple British and other embassy crises,
unusually, this book offers equal insights to international historians and members of the
diplomatic community.
Routledge
Market: History
: 268pp
Hb: 978-0-815-35788-9: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-351-12350-1: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815357889

Edited by Sophie White, University of Notre Dame, USA and
Trevor Burnard, University of Hull, UK
Series: Routledge Studies in the History of the Americas
This book focuses on alternative types of slave narratives,
especially courtroom testimony by enslaved African Americans
and Native Americans in the British and French Atlantic World.
The chapters interrogate how such narratives were produced
and the meanings that can be attached to such texts, exploring
slave testimony in ways that allow us to foreground enslaved
persons’ lived experience as expressed in their own words.

Routledge
Market: History
6 x 9: 264pp: 8 illus: 8 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-54186-6: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08812-7: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367541866
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Frederik Hendrik and the Triumph of the Dutch
Revolt

Henry Bennet, Earl of Arlington, and his World

Comparative Insurgencies
Nick Ridley, Liverpool John Moores University, UK
Series: Routledge Research in Early Modern History
During the early-seventeenth century the Dutch, led by Frederik
Hendrik, were engaged in a struggle for independence from the
Spanish Empire. Yet thanks to Frederik Henrik’s adroit diplomacy
and military skill, the Dutch Republic emerged from the conflicts
and gained full independence, eventually becoming a significant
European power. After tracing these developments, the book
continues by examining and comparing later nationalist
insurgencies in the late-twentieth and twenty-first centuries. It
is informative reading for both practitioners and students
studying history, international relations, terrorism and insurgency.
Routledge
Market: History
: 202pp
Hb: 978-0-367-40470-3: Aug 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-35628-5: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367404703

Restoration Court, Politics and Diplomacy
Edited by Robin Eagles and Coleman A. Dennehy
Series: Politics and Culture in Europe, 1650-1750
This book offers the first major reassessment of the life and work
of Sir Henry Bennet, earl of Arlington, for over a century. Arlington
was one of Charles II’s chief ministers and the book charts his
early years through to the careers of his descendants, examining
his political development as a courtier, diplomat, linguist, and
politician. Authored by a series of experts in the field, the book
not only shines a light on his career, but also on Charles II’s reign
as a whole, on the Cavalier court, and on Restoration politics.

Routledge
Market: History
: 170pp: 1 illus: 1 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-51310-8: Jul 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05330-9: Jul 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367513108
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Heresy and Citizenship

History in a Post-Truth World

Persecution of Heresy in Late Medieval German Cities

Theory and Praxis

Eugene Smelyansky
Series: Studies in Medieval History and Culture
Heresy and Citizenship examines the anti-heretical campaigns in
late-medieval Augsburg, Rothenburg ob der Tauber, Strasbourg,
and other cities. By focusing on the unprecedented period of
persecution between 1390 and 1404, it demonstrates how
heretical presence in cities was exploited in ecclesiastical,
political, and social conflicts between the cities and their external
rivals, and between urban elites. It will be of interest to scholars
and students interested in medieval urban and religious history,
and the history of heresy and its persecution.
Routledge
Market: Medieval History
: 198pp: 2 illus: 2 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-41527-3: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-367-81505-9: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367415273

Edited by Marius Gudonis, Collegium Civitas University,
Poland and Benjamin T. Jones, Central Queensland
University, Australia
Series: Routledge Approaches to History
This edited collection explores one of the most significant
paradigm shifts in public discourse. An environment that
primarily appeals to emotion, elevates personal belief and
devalues expert opinion has important implications far beyond
Brexit or the election of Donald Trump, and has a profound
impact on how history is produced and consumed. Defining
"post-truth history" in terms of indifference to historicity,
contempt for expert opinion and ideological motivation, this
book looks at both theoretical dimensions and case studies from
around the world. It also explores the violent potential of post-truth history and calls on
readers to resist.
Routledge
Market: History
6 x 9: 314pp: 8 illus: 8 halftones: 13 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-33324-9: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-31920-4: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367333249
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Historicizing Roma in Central Europe

Housing India’s Urban Poor 1800-1965

Between Critical Whiteness and Epistemic Injustice

Colonial and Post-colonial Studies

Victoria Shmidt and Bernadette Nadya Jaworsky
Series: Routledge Histories of Central and Eastern Europe

Hans Schenk

In Central Europe, limited success in revisiting the role of science
in the segregation of Roma reverberates with the yet-unmet call
for contextualizing the impact of ideas on everyday racism. This
book attempts to interpret such a gap as a case of epistemic
injustice. It underscores the historical role of ideas in race-making
and provides analytical lenses for exploring cross-border transfers
of whiteness in Central Europe. The methodological approach
herein conceptualizes critical whiteness as a practice of epistemic
justice targeted at providing a sustainable platform for reflecting
upon the impact of the past on the contemporary situation of
Roma.
Routledge
Market: History
: 186pp: 14 illus: 14 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-47198-9: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-03409-4: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367471989

The book brings detailed in-depth knowledge on urban housing
and sanitation in several Indian cities, from 1800s- 1960s,
together in a comparative manner and places this local
knowledge in a broader context, crossing urban borders.
Please note: T&F does not sell or distribute the Hardback in South
Asia.

Routledge
Market: Anthropology
: 194pp: 10 illus: 10 halftones: 2 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-55410-1: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-09339-8: May 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367554101
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History as Performance

In the Shadow of the Swastika

Political Movements in Galicia Around 1900

The Relationships Between Indian Radical Nationalism, Italian Fascism
and Nazism

Dietlind Hüchtker, GWZO, Germany
Series: Routledge Studies in Cultural History

Marzia Casolari
Series: Routledge Studies in Modern History

This study analyzes history as performance: as the interaction of
actors, plays, stages and enactments. By this, it examines
women’s politics in Habsburg Galicia around 1900: a Polish
woman active in the peasant movement, a Ukrainian feminist,
and a Jewish Zionist. It shows how the movements constructed
essentialistically regarded collectives, experience as a medially
comprehensible form of credibility, and a historically based
inevitability of change, and legitimized participation and
intervention through social policy and educational practices.
Routledge
Market: History
6 x 9: 330pp: 5 illus: 5 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-54571-0: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08975-9: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367545710
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This book examines and establishes connections between Italian
fascism and Hindu nationalism, connections which developed
within the frame of Italy’s anti-British foreign policy. While
examining fascist political literature and Mussolini’s figure and
role, Marathi nationalists were deeply impressed and influenced
by the political ideology itself, the duce and fascist organisations.
These impressions moulded the RSS, a right-wing, Hindu
nationalist organisation, and Hindutva ideology, with
repercussions on present-day Indian politics. The original
scholarship herein, based enitrely on unpublished sources, will
prove foundational for scholars of modern Indian history.
Routledge
Market: History
: 134pp
Hb: 978-0-367-50826-5: Jul 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05144-2: Jul 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367508265
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India, Sri Lanka and the SAARC Region

John Stearne’s Confirmation and Discovery of
Witchcraft

History, Popular Culture and Heritage
Lopamudra Maitra Bajpai, MIT World Peace University, Pune
This book examines the historical and socio-cultural connections
across the SAARC region, with a special focus on the relationship
between India and Sri Lanka. It investigates hitherto unexplored
narratives of history, popular culture and intangible heritage in
the region to identify the cultural parallels and intersections that
link them together. Lucid and compelling, this book will be useful
for scholars and researchers of cultural studies, South Asian
studies, cultural anthropology, sociology, popular culture,
Cross-cultural communication, gender studies, political sociology,
cultural history, diplomacy, international relations and heritage
studies.
Routledge India
Market: cultural studies / heritage studies / popular culture / South Asian studies
: 180pp
Hb: 978-0-367-33551-9: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-32051-4: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367335519

Text, Context and Afterlife
Scott Eaton, Queen's University Belfast, Northern Ireland
Series: Routledge Research in Early Modern History
Between 1645-7, John Stearne led the most significant outbreak
of witch-hunting in England. As accusations of witchcraft spread
across East Anglia, Stearne and Matthew Hopkins were enlisted
by villagers to identify and eradicate witches. After the trials
finally subsided in 1648, Stearne wrote his only publication, A
confirmation and discovery of witchcraft, but it had a limited
readership. This book is the first study which analyses Stearne’s
publication and contextualises his ideas within early modern
intellectual cultures of religion, demonology, gender, science,
and print in order to better understand the witch-finder’s beliefs
and motives.
Routledge
Market: History
: 204pp: 9 illus: 4 halftones: 5 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-89404-7: Jul 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-01900-8: May 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367894047
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Information Regimes During the Cold War in East
Asia

Kinship and Incestuous Crime in Colonial Guatemala

Edited by Jason Morgan, Reitaku University, Japan
Series: The Cold War in Asia
This book develops the concept of the Information Regime as
a way to understand the use, abuse, and control of information
in East Asia during the Cold war period. More important than
military might, or economic influence, was the creation of
"information regimes" - swaths of territory where a paradigm,
ideology, or political arrangement obtained. Information regimes
are not necessarily state-centric and many of the contributors
to this book focus on examples which were not. Doing so allows
us to see that the East Asian Cold War was not really "cold" at
all, but was the epicentre of an active, contentious birth of
information as the defining element of human interaction.
Routledge
Market: COLD WAR HISTORY
: 206pp
Hb: 978-0-367-49943-3: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-04818-3: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367499433

Sarah N. Saffa, Tulane University, USA
Series: Routledge Studies in the History of the Americas
This book examines social relations in colonial Guatemala
through the lens of incest. It shows that incest codes were not
homogenous nor were all forms of incest equally condemned.
Further, incest codes and the criminal process impacted the
articulation of kinship and contributed to the racialization of kin
behavior. Patterns within incestuous crime ultimately
foreshadowed elements of social life after independence. This
study demonstrates the import of incest to understanding social
relations and culture change in a given area. It will appeal to
anyone interested in Latin America or engaged in the fields of
kinship, gender, or sexuality studies.
Routledge
Market: History
6 x 9: 174pp: 1 illus: 1 halftones: 10 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-46442-4: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-02878-9: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367464424
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Interurban Knowledge Exchange in Southern and
Eastern Europe, 1870–1950

Major-General Hezekiah Haynes and the Failure of
Oliver Cromwell’s Godly Revolution, 1594–1704

Edited by Eszter Gantner, Heidi Hein-Kircher,
Herder-Institut, Germany and Oliver Hochadel, Institución
Milà i Fontanals-CSIC, Barcelona
Series: Routledge Advances in Urban History
Around 1900 cities in Southern and Eastern Europe were
persistently labeled "backward." Allegedly, they had to follow
the model of the metropolis such as London or Paris. Yet this
volume shows that cities as diverse as Barcelona, Berdyansk,
Budapest, Lviv, Milan, Moscow, Warsaw and Zagreb pursued
their own agendas of modernization. Best practices with respect
to urban planning and public health were gleaned from other
cities. They were eclectic and innovative. This interurban
perspective helps to overcome outdated notions of "center and
periphery."
Routledge
Market: History
6 x 9: 330pp: 27 illus: 27 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-33329-4: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-31923-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367333294

David Farr
Series: Routledge Research in Early Modern History
Hezekiah Haynes was shaped by the Puritanism of his father’s
network and experienced emigration to New England as part
of a community removing themselves from Charles I’s
Laudianism. Returning to fight in the British Civil Wars, Haynes
rose to become Cromwell’s ruler of the east of England, tasked
with bringing about a godly revolution. Thiis biography of
Haynes will appeal to specialists in the area and students taking
courses on early modern English and American history, as well
as those with a more general interest in the period.
Routledge
Market: History
: 264pp
Hb: 978-0-367-90310-7: Jul 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-02422-4: May 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367903107
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Manila, 1645

Museums, History and the Intimate Experience of
the Great War

Pedro Luengo, Universidad de Sevilla, Spain
Series: Routledge Research in Early Modern History
Manila, 1645 reconstructs what the city of Manila was like before
the earthquakes of the mid-seventeenth century. It demonstrates
the importance of addressing the history of Southeast Asia as a
multi-layered framework, rather than a series of entangled
histories. In doing so, Manila is contextualized not merely as a
Spanish settlement connected to New Spain via America, but
instead within Southeast Asia, situated between the Chinese
and the Sulú Seas, and located in the centre of commercial
routes used by Armenian, Dutch, and Portuguese traders. It
will appeal to all those interested in early modern history, global
history and architectural history.
Routledge
Market: History
: 170pp: 20 halftones: 8 line drawings: 11 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-43336-9: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-00251-2: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367433369

Love and Sorrow
Edited by Joy Damousi, Deborah Tout-Smith and Bart Ziino
Series: Routledge Studies in First World War History
Museums Victoria’s ground-breaking exhibition, World War I:
Love and Sorrow, exposed at once the nature of that war and its
depth and duration in personal lives. Contributors to this volume
grapple with the complexities of recovering and presenting
difficult histories of the war. The book presents a new, more
sensitive and nuanced narrative of the Great War, in which
families and individuals take centre stage. The volume’s concerns
with the representation and interpretation of war in museums
and historical practice, and with the private costs of World War
I, make it essential reading for students in history and museum
studies.
Routledge
Market: History
: 256pp: 59 illus: 59 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-48754-6: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-04275-4: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367487546
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Migrants and the Making of the Urban-Maritime
World

Negotiating Memory from the Romans to the
Twenty-First Century

Agency and Mobility in Port Cities, c. 1570–1940

Damnatio Memoriae

Edited by Christina Reimann, Stockholm University, Sweden
and Martin Öhman, University of Gothenburg, Sweden
Series: Routledge Advances in Urban History
This volume explores the mutually transformative relations
between migrants and port cities. Migrants made vital
contributions to the construction of the urban-maritime world
in terms of the built environment, the particular sociocultural
milieu, and contemporary representations of these spaces. Port
cities, in turn, formed and conditioned the lives of these mobile
people. Covering port cities on three continents, the
contributions deal with agency in a widened sense, considering
the activities of individuals and collectives as well as the decisive
agency of sailing and steam boats, train connections, the built
environment, goods or microbes in shaping urban-maritime spaces.
Routledge
Market: History
6 x 9: 304pp: 16 illus: 14 halftones: 2 line drawings: 3 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-54361-7: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08895-0: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367543617

Edited by Øivind Fuglerud, Kjersti Larsen and Marina
Prusac-Lindhagen
Series: Routledge Studies in Cultural History
Manipulation of the past and forced erasure of memories have
been global phenomena throughout history, spanning a varied
repertoire from the destruction or alteration of architecture, sites,
and images, to the banning or imposing of old and new
practices. The present volume addresses these questions
comparatively across time and geography.
The broad chronological and comparative scope makes the
volume relevant for researchers and students of several historical
periods and geographic regions.
Routledge
Market: History
6 x 9: 288pp: 43 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-54956-5: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-09133-2: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367549565
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Milton, Marvell, and the Dutch Republic

Nordic Elites in Transformation, c. 1050–1250,
Volume III

Esther van Raamsdonk
Series: Routledge Studies in Renaissance and Early Modern
Worlds of Knowledge

Legitimacy and Glory

The tumultuous relations between Britain and the United
Provinces in the seventeenth century provide the backdrop to
this book, striking new ground as its transnational framework
permits an overview of their intertwined culture, politics, trade,
intellectual exchange and religious debate. The discussion is
anchored in a specific context through the lives and works of
John Milton and Andrew Marvell, whose complex connections
with Dutch people and society are investigated. As well as
turning overdue attention to neglected Dutch writers of the
period, the book creates new possibilities for reading Milton and
Marvell as not merely English, but European poets.
Routledge
Market: Early Modern Cultural History
: 270pp: 3 illus: 3 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-52057-1: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05621-8: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367520571

1-800-634-7064

Edited by Wojtek Jezierski, University of Gothenburg,
Sweden, Kim Esmark, Roskilde University, Denmark, Hans
Jacob Orning, University of Oslo, Norway and Jón Viðar
Sigurðsson, University of Oslo, Norway
Series: Routledge Research in Medieval Studies
This book explores the textual, ritual, spatial, sacral, and practical
means of distinction used by medieval Scandinavian rulers,
magnates, and ecclesiastics. Applying a wide range sources and
methodologies, the book presents novel ways of understanding
how elite dominance in pre-modern societies was symbolically
established, maintained, and transformed over time. Relating
the means of legitimation to the domestic and international
sources of symbolic capital and contemporary European
experiences, the book offers new perspectives to students and researchers on the history
of political order in the medieval Northern world.
Routledge
Market: History
6 x 9: 330pp: 16 illus: 16 halftones: 3 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-56281-6: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-09714-3: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367562816
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Popular New Orleans

Science, Utility and British Naval Technology,
1793–1815

The Crescent City in Periodicals, Theme Parks, and Opera, 1875–2015
Florian Freitag, Johannes Gutenberg-Universität Mainz,
Germany
Series: Routledge Studies in Cultural History
This book examines three moments in the history of New Orleans
in popular culture: the emergence of the city’s popular image
in local-color writing during the late 19th century; the translation
of this image into theme parks during the 20th century; and its
radical transformation in public performances following
Hurricane Katrina. Addressing students and fans of New Orleans
and of popular culture, and covering visions of the city from
George W. Cable’s Old Creole Days stories (1873-1876) to Disney’s
"New Orleans Square" (1966) to Rosalyn Story’s opera Wading
Home (2015), the book traces how the Crescent City’s popular
image has changed from exceptional to exemplary.
Routledge
Market: History
6 x 9: 348pp: 3 illus: 3 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-43771-8: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-00565-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367437718

Samuel Bentham and the Royal Dockyards
Roger Morriss
Series: Routledge Studies in Modern British History
During the French Revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars, the
technology employed by the British navy changed not just the
material resources of the British navy but the culture and
performance of the royal dockyards. This book examines the
role of the Inspector General of Naval Works, an Admiralty office
occupied by Samuel Bentham between 1796 and 1807, which
initiated a range of changes in dockyard technology. While
primarily about the technology, this book also examines the
complementary changes in the industrial culture of the
dockyards.
Routledge
Market: History
: 404pp: 1 illus: 1 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-47229-0: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-03424-7: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367472290
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Ruler Personality Cults from Empires to
Nation-States and Beyond

Slavs in the Making

Symbolic Patterns and Interactional Dynamics
Edited by Kirill Postoutenko, University of Bielefeld, Germany
and Darin Stephanov, Aarhus Institute of Advanced Study,
Denmark
Series: Routledge Studies in Modern History
Encompassing five continents and twenty centuries, this book
puts ruler personality cults on the crossroads of disciplines
seldom juxtaposed before, such as history, linguistics, media
studies, political science and communication sociology. Instead
of reiterating the understandable but unfruitful fixation on rulers
as the cults’ focal points, the authors focus on communicative
patterns and interactional chains linking rulers with their subjects:
in this light, the adoration of political figures is seen as a
collective enterprise impossible without active, if often tacit,
collaboration between rulers and their constituencies.
Routledge
Market: History
: 294pp: 13 illus: 13 halftones: 1 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-22535-3: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-27543-2: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367225353

History, Linguistics, and Archaeology in Eastern Europe (ca. 500 – ca.
700)
Florin Curta
Slavs in the Making takes a fresh look at archaeological evidence
from parts of Slavic-speaking Europe north of the Lower
Danube. It addresses the question of migration in the
archaeology of early medieval Eastern Europe, and makes a
strong case for a more nuanced interpretation of the
archaeological evidence of mobility. It will appeal to scholars
and students interested in medieval history, migration, and the
history of Eastern and Central Europe.

Routledge
Market: Medieval History
: 366pp: 54 illus: 54 halftones
Hb: 978-1-138-57414-4: Sep 2020: $165.00 • eBook: 978-0-203-70125-6: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138574144
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Science in the Metropolis

Staging Favorites

Vienna in Transnational Context, 1848–1918

Theatrical Representations of Political Favoritism in the Early Modern
Courts of Spain, France, and England

Edited by Mitchell G. Ash, Universität Wien, Austria
Series: Routledge Studies in Cultural History
This book presents new research on "thick spaces" of scientific
research and processes of interurban and transnational
knowledge transfer and exchange in the imperial metropolis of
Vienna in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries –
infrastructural preconditions for the explosion of creativity known
as "Vienna 1900."

Routledge
Market: History
6 x 9: 242pp: 16 illus: 16 halftones: 1 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-61258-0: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-10486-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367612580

Francisco Gómez Martos
Series: Routledge Studies in Renaissance and Early Modern
Worlds of Knowledge
Staging Favorites explores theatrical representations of royal
favorites in Spanish, French, and English dramatic production
during the late-sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. During this
time, the courts of Spain, France, and England were dominated
by all-powerful ministers who enjoyed royal favor. The politics
of royal favoritism gave rise to a significant group of plays which
constitutes the subject of this book. Staging Favorites approaches
these "dramas about favorites" from a wider European point of
view, and adds new detail and differentiation to the early modern
perception and representation of the royal favorite.
Routledge
Market: Early Modern History
: 128pp
Hb: 978-0-367-53841-5: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08348-1: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367538415
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Staging the Third Reich

The Eclipse of Community Mental Health and Erich
Lindemann

Essays in Cultural and Intellectual History
Anson Rabinbach, Stefanos Geroulanos and Dagmar
Herzog
Series: Routledge Studies in Second World War History

Community Mental Health, Erich Lindemann, and Social Conscience
in American Psychiatry, Volume 3
David G. Satin, Harvard Medical School, USA

Celebrated as an intellectual historian of twentieth-century
Europe, Anson Rabinbach is one of the most important scholars
of National Socialism working over the last forty years. This
volume collects, for the first time, his pathbreaking work on Nazi
culture, antifascism, and the after-effects of Nazism on postwar
German and European culture. Historically detailed and
theoretically sophisticated, his essays span the aesthetics of
production, messianic and popular claims, the ethos that Nazism
demanded of its adherents and the most significant concepts
to emerge out of the 1930s and 1940s for understanding
European authoritarianism.
Routledge
Market: History
: 486pp
Hb: 978-0-367-81897-5: Jul 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-01069-2: Jul 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367818975

These volumes present a theory of the cycles of ideology that
structure psychiatry, a history of the community mental health
movement as one segment of that cycle, a biography of Erich
Lindemann as a major contributor to social and community
psychiatry, a discussion of the interaction of historical context
and active individuals in the determination of historical direction,
and an argument for the special contributions of social and
community psychiatry to the character of psychiatry and its
contributions to society. The books will be of interest to historians
of psychiatry and medicine, psychiatry and mental health policy
planners, and mental health training directors.
Routledge
Market: History
6 x 9: 482pp: 32 illus: 32 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-35435-0: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-33136-7: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367354350
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The Challenge of Community Mental Health and
Erich Lindemann

The English Exorcist
John Darrell and the Shaping of Early Modern English Protestant
Demonology

Community Mental Health, Erich Lindemann, and Social Conscience
in American Psychiatry, Volume 2

Brendan C. Walsh, University of Queensland, Australia
Series: Routledge Research in Early Modern History

David G. Satin, Harvard Medical School, USA
These volumes present a theory of the cycles of ideology that
structure psychiatry, a history of the community mental health
movement as one segment of that cycle, a biography of Erich
Lindemann as a major contributor to social and community
psychiatry, a discussion of the interaction of historical context
and active individuals in the determination of historical direction,
and an argument for the special contributions of social and
community psychiatry to the character of psychiatry and its
contributions to society. The books will be of interest to historians
of psychiatry and medicine, psychiatry and mental health policy
planners, and mental health training directors.
Routledge
Market: History
6 x 9: 650pp: 9 illus: 9 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-35437-4: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-33137-4: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367354374

The English Exorcist presents an intellectual history of the
clergyman John Darrell, a controversial Puritan exorcist in the
early modern period. It argues that Darrell’s exorcism ministry
was a catalyst for spiritual reform in the early seventeenth century
English Church. The book engages with the corpus of
demonological treatises that emerged from the Darrell
Controversy, illustrating the profound historical impact of this
figure. Written in a highly engaging manner, it will appeal to
both scholaras and general readers.
Routledge
Market: History
: 306pp
Hb: 978-0-367-89401-6: Jul 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-01899-5: Jul 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367894016
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The Cultural Life of Risk and Innovation

The Global Impact of the Russian Revolution
Edited by Aaron B. Retish and Matthew Rendle

Imagining New Markets from the Seventeenth Century to the Present

This book explores the global impact of the Russian Revolution,
arguably the most influential revolution of the modern age. It
explores how the Revolution influenced political movements
on the radical left and right across the world and asks whether
the Russian Revolution remains relevant today. This volume
shows the complexity of the Russian Revolution in today’s
political world.
The chapters in this book were originally published as a special
issue of the journal, Revolutionary Russia.

Edited by Chia Yin Hsu, Portland State University, USA,
Thomas M. Luckett, Portland State University, USA and Erika
Vause, St. John's University, USA
Series: Routledge Studies in Cultural History
This edited volume provides the first historical examination of
how innovations are conceived, marketed, navigated and
legitimated from a global perspective that highlights contrasting
experiences.
Bringing together scholars working on areas as diverse as the
importance of "projecting" in the Dutch New Netherlands to
the checkered success of modern bitcoin technology, this book
reconsiders market and business activities in light of both the
techniques and the emotional vectors that infuse them.
Routledge
Market: History
6 x 9: 176pp: 7 halftones: 1 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-36150-1: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-34416-9: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367361501

1-800-634-7064

Routledge
Market: History
: 176pp
Hb: 978-0-367-53323-6: Oct 2020: $160.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367533236
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The Javanese Travels of Purwalelana

The Political Discourse of the Polish-Lithuanian
Commonwealth

A Nobleman’s Account of his Journeys Across the Island of Java
1860–1875
Edited by Judith E. Bosnak and Frans X. Koot
Series: Hakluyt Society, Third Series
About 160 years ago nobleman Candranegara alias Purwalelana
travelled the length and breadth of Java, which was at the time
an overseas colony of The Netherlands. He transformed his
experiences into the literary work The Travels of Purwalelena, a
travelogue composed as four journeys, representing the first
Javanese travelogue ever written, one which broke with existing
traditions. This Hakluyt volume brings to its readers the unique
perspective of a Javanese gentleman living in colonial times,
providing its readers with a range of topics pivotal to
developments in nineteenth century Java, a treasure trove for
historians and cultural anthropologists alike.
Routledge
Market: History
: 295pp: 109 illus: 100 halftones: 5 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-53005-1: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08772-4: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367530051

Concepts and Ideas
Anna Grześkowiak-Krwawicz, Polish Academy of Sciences,
Poland
Series: Routledge Research in Early Modern History
The book analyses concepts and ideas that are particularly
important for the noble political discourse in Polish-Lithuanian
Commonwealth (1569–1795). It aims to understand what these
concepts meant for the participants in public debate, how they
explained and described the world, and how they allowed for
the formulation of political postulates and ideals. The research
also focuses on the use of such concepts as instruments in the
political struggle. This book is addressed not only to readers
from the academic milieu, but also to less prepared readers
interested in the history of political language as well as the
history of political thought.
Routledge
Market: History
6 x 9: 270pp
Hb: 978-0-367-42324-7: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-367-82353-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367423247
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The Polish Wild West

The Routledge Companion to Cultural History in
the Western World

Forced Migration and Cultural Appropriation in the Polish-German
Borderlands, 1945-1948

Edited by Alessandro Arcangeli, University of Verona, Italy,
Jörg Rogge, Johannes Gutenberg-Universität Mainz and
Hannu Salmi, University of Turku, Finland
Series: Routledge Companions

Beata Halicka, Adam Mickiewicz University in Poznan, Poland
Series: Routledge Studies in Second World War History
The contemporary term ‘Polish Wild West’ not only alluded to
the reigning atmosphere of chaos and ‘survival of the fittest’ in
the Polish-German borderland but was also associated with a
new kind of freedom and the opportunity to start everything
anew. In contrast with narratives concerning expellees in
Germany or pioneers of the ‘Recovered Territories’ in Poland,
this monograph tells the story of the disintegration of a previous
cultural landscape and the establishment of one which was new,
in a colourful and vivid manner and encompassing different
points of view.
Routledge
Market: History, Military History
: 412pp: 20 illus: 20 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-45714-3: May 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-02490-3: May 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367457143

This book is a comprehensive examination of recent discussions
and findings in the exciting field of cultural history. It builds a
panorama of the transformation of Western identities and the
critical ramifications of that evolution from the Middle Ages to
the twenty-first century that offers the reader a wide-ranging
illustration of the potentials of cultural history as a way of
studying the past in a variety of times, spaces and aspects of
human experience. Engaging with historiographical debate and
covering a vast range of themes, periods and places, it is the ideal resource for cultural
history students and scholars to understand and advance this dynamic field.
Routledge
Market: Cultural History
: 604pp: 31 halftones: 5 line drawings: 1 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-64946-0: Sep 2020: $245.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08020-6: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138649460
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The Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth

The Routledge Handbook of Balkan and Southeast
European History

History, Memory, Legacy
Edited by Andrzej Chwalba, Jagiellonian University, Poland
and Krzysztof Zamorski, Jagiellonian University, Poland
Series: Routledge Research in Early Modern History
This volume provides a fresh perspective of the history and
legacy of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth, as well as the
often-disputed memory of it in contemporary European. Through
their application of different historiographical perspectives and
schools of history these essays offer the reader a fresh take on
the Commonwealth’s History and legacy, as well as the memory
of it in the countries that are its inheritors. An exploration of one
of the biggest countries in Early Modern Europe, this will be of
interest to historians, political scientists, cultural anthropologists
and other scholars of the history of Central and Eastern Europe
in the Early Modern period.
Routledge
Market: History
6 x 9: 364pp: 50 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-42497-8: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-367-85307-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367424978

Edited by John R. Lampe, University of Maryland, USA and
Ulf Brunnbauer, University of Regensburg, Germany
Disentangling a controversial history of turmoil and progress,
this Handbook provides essential guidance through the complex
past of a region that was previously known as the Balkans but
is now better known as Southeastern Europe. It gathers 47
international scholars and researchers from the region. They
stand back from the premodern claims and recent controversies
stirred by the wars of Yugoslavia’s dissolution. Providing fresh
analysis from recent scholarship, the brief and accessible chapters
of the Handbook address the general reader as well as students
and scholars. For further study, each chapter includes a short list
of selected readings.
Routledge
Market: History
: 556pp: 8 illus: 8 halftones: 2 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-61308-9: Oct 2020: $245.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-46479-9: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138613089
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The Routledge History Handbook of Central and
Eastern Europe in the Twentieth Century

Urbanization in India During the British Period
(1857–1947)
Dipsikha Sahoo

Volume 3: Intellectual Horizons

This study offers a macro picture of the urban process under the
British administration, showing how colonial capitalism shaped
and imposed urban patterns in India. It contextualizes the
urbanization of India in the world capitalist system of the late
19th and early 20th century, explaining the multifaceted
historical conditions in 1857, just before the imposition of direct
Crown rule. Sahoo examines the socio- economic developments
and demographic changes in India under the British rule and
analyzes the impact of the world capitalist economy, the pattern
of urbanization under the British rule, and the contribution of
railway to urbanization.

Edited by Włodzimierz Borodziej, Warsaw University,
Poland, Ferenc Laczó, Imre Kertész Kolleg, Jena, Germany
and Joachim von Puttkamer, Imre Kertész Kolleg, Jena,
Germany
Series: The Routledge Twentieth Century History Handbooks
This book offers a pioneering, trans-national and comparative
treatment of key thematic areas in the intellectual and cultural
history of Central and Eastern Europe in the twentieth century.
It offers a balanced perspective on the recent past of the
continent through original, critical overviews of such themes as
the social and conceptual history of intellectuals, histories of
political thought and historiography, literary, visual, and religious cultures, and perceptions
and representations of the region. The third in a four-volume set, it is the go-to resource
for understanding the intellectual and cultural history of this dynamic region.
Routledge
Market: Eastern European History
: 394pp: 1 illus: 1 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-30165-8: Aug 2020: $245.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05549-5: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138301658
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Routledge
Market: History
6 x 9: 330pp: 9 illus: 5 halftones: 4 line drawings: 38 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-22486-8: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-27514-2: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367224868
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The Routledge History of Death since 1800

Viking-Age Trade

Edited by Peter N. Stearns, George Mason University
Series: Routledge Histories

Silver, Slaves and Gotland

This book looks at how death has been treated and dealt with
in modern history – the history of the past 250 years – in a global
context through a mix of definite, often quantifiable changes,
and complex, qualitative assessment of the subject. It gives the
reader a framework for assessing the ongoing process, as well
as an understanding of the past. Global in focus and linking
death to a variety of major developments in modern global
history, the volume is ideal for all those interested in the
multifaceted history of how death is dealt with in different
societies over time and who want access to the rich and growing
historiography on the subject.
Routledge
Market: Social and Cultural History
: 568pp: 19 halftones: 11 line drawings: 4 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-13716-8: Oct 2020: $245.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-02827-4: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367137168

Edited by Jacek Gruszczyński, Marek Jankowiak and
Jonathan Shepard
Series: Routledge Archaeologies of the Viking World
That there was an influx of silver dirhams from the Muslim world
into eastern and northern Europe in the ninth and tenth
centuries is well-known, as is the fact that the largest
concentration of hoards is on the Baltic island of Gotland. What
brought the dirhams to northern Europe in such large numbers?
The fur trade has been proposed as one driver for transactions,
but the slave trade offers another – complementary –
explanation. This volume highlights the trade in slaves as driving
exchanges on a trans-continental scale. A combination of general
surveys and regional case-studies sets Gotland and the early
medieval slave trade in a firmer framework than has been available before.
Routledge
Market: History
: 498pp: 97 illus: 60 halftones: 22 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-29394-6: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-315-23180-8: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138293946
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The Sources and Development of Social and
Community Psychiatry

Voices in the Legal Archives in the French Colonial
World

Community Mental Health, Erich Lindemann, and Social Conscience
in American Psychiatry, Volume 1

“The King is Listening”
Edited by Nancy Christie, Western University, Canada,
Michael Gauvreau, McMaster University, Canada and
Matthew Gerber, University of Colorado Boulder, USA
Series: Routledge Research in Early Modern History

David G. Satin, Harvard Medical School, USA
These volumes present a theory of the cycles of ideology that
structure psychiatry, a history of the community mental health
movement as one segment of that cycle, a biography of Erich
Lindemann as a major contributor to social and community
psychiatry, a discussion of the interaction of historical context
and active individuals in the determination of historical direction,
and an argument for the special contributions of social and
community psychiatry to the character of psychiatry and its
contributions to society. The books will be of interest to historians
of psychiatry and medicine, psychiatry and mental health policy
planners, and mental health training directors.
Routledge
Market: History
6 x 9: 360pp: 16 illus: 16 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-35433-6: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-33135-0: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367354336

1-800-634-7064

Voices in the Legal Archives in the French Colonial World: "The King
is Listening" offers, through the contribution of thirteen original
chapters, a sustained analysis of judicial practices and litigation
during the first era of French overseas expansion.
This book will appeal to scholars of French history and the
comparative history of European empires and colonialism.
Routledge
Market: History
6 x 9: 388pp: 4 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-50806-7: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05136-7: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367508067
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War in Eleventh-Century Byzantium
Edited by Georgios Theotokis and Marek Meško
Series: Routledge Research in Byzantine Studies
War in Eleventh-Century Byzantium presents new insights and
critical approaches to warfare between the Byzantine Empire
and its neighbours during the eleventh century. Modern
historians have identified the eleventh century as a landmark
era in Byzantine history. Despite this, the subject of warfare
during this period remains underexplored. Addressing an
important gap in the historiography of Byzantium, the volume
argues that the eleventh century was a period of important
geo-political change, when the Byzantine Empire was attacked
on all sides, and its frontiers were breached.
Routledge
: 374pp: 35 illus: 35 halftones: 2 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-19254-9: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-20135-6: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367192549
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Weather, Migration and the Scottish Diaspora
Leaving the Cold Country
Graeme Morton
Series: Routledge Studies in Modern British History
Why did large numbers of Scots leave a temperate climate to
live permanently in parts of the world where greater temperature
extreme was the norm? Nineteenth-century meteorologists
turned to environmental determinism to explain the persistence
of agricultural shortage and to identify the atmospheric
conditions that exacerbated the incidence of death and disease
in the towns. In these cases, the logic of emigration and the
benefits of an alternative climate were compelling. By building
on the work of historical climatologists, and the availability of
long-run climate data, for the first time the emigration history
of Scotland is examined through the lens of the nation’s climate.
Routledge
Market: History
: 294pp: 25 illus: 5 halftones: 20 line drawings: 69 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-35064-2: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-32950-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367350642
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Bronze Age Worlds

International Thinking on Children in Museums

A Social Prehistory of Britain and Ireland

A Sociocultural View of Practice

Robert Johnston
Bronze Age Worlds brings a new way of thinking about kinship
to the task of explaining the formation of social life in the Bronze
Age Britain and Ireland. Itoffers new perspectives to
anthropologists and archaeologists interested in the effects of
kinship on Bronze Age societies and cultural development.

Routledge
Market: Archaeology
: 390pp: 101 illus: 69 halftones: 32 line drawings
Hb: 978-1-138-03787-8: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-03788-5: Oct 2020: $46.95
eBook: 978-1-315-17763-2: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138037885

Edited by Sharon E. Shaffer, Independent Education
Consultant, USA
Series: Global Perspectives on Children in Museums
Including contributions from practitioners, scholars and
consultants around the globe, International Thinking on Children
in Museums examines museum practices and children’s learning
across a range of distinct cultural and geographic locales. The
framework of the book is based on research and current thinking
in the realm of developmental psychology and anthropology,
allowing the contributors to examine the evolution of early
learning and children’s programs through a sociocultural lens.
This broad-based look at international museum practices for
children offers a rare view of the field from an important, but oft-neglected perspective:
that of society and culture.
Routledge
Market: Museum Studies
: 242pp: 19 illus: 18 halftones: 1 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-27579-2: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-27581-5: Oct 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-429-29669-7: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367275815
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Faxton

Museums and Design for Creative Lives
Suzanne MacLeod, University of Leicester, UK

Excavations in a deserted Northamptonshire village 1966–68

Museums and Design for Creative Lives questions whatwe sacrifice
when we allow economic imperatives to shape public museums,
whilst also considering the implications of these new museum
realities. It also asks: how might we instead design for creative
lives? It will be of great interest to academics and students in
museum studies, gallery studies, heritage studies, arts
management, communication, architecture and design
departments, as well as those interested in understanding more
about design as a resource in museums. The book provides a
valuable resource for museum leaders and practitioners.

Edited by Lawrence Butler and Christopher Gerrard
Series: The Society for Medieval Archaeology Monographs
Faxton is a comprehensive account of the influential excavations
at the deserted medieval settlement of Faxton between 1966-68.
It covers the site’s landscape context, its disputed pre-Conquest
origins, later re-planning and expansion, the decline and
abandonment of the village, the destruction of its church, as
well as new important evidence about Faxton’s buildings and
finds.

Routledge
Market: Museum and Heritage Studies
: 318pp: 193 illus: 193 halftones
Hb: 978-1-138-36020-4: Sep 2020: $150.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-02618-9: Sep 2020: $39.95
eBook: 978-0-429-39869-8: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367026189

Routledge
Market: Archaeology
: 302pp: 200 illus: 196 halftones: 10 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-51772-4: Sep 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-51771-7: Sep 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-003-05515-0: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367517717
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Iconoclasm and the Museum

National Museums and the Origins of Nations

Stacy Boldrick, University of Leicester, UK

Emotional Myths and Narratives

Iconoclasm and the Museum addresses the museum’s historic
tendency to be silent about destruction through an exploration
of institutional attitudes to iconoclasm, or image breaking, and
the concept’s place in public display. It will be important reading
for academics and students in fields such as museum and gallery
studies, archaeology, art history, arts management, curatorial
studies, cultural studies, history, heritage and religious studies.
The book should also be of great interest to museum
professionals, curators and collections management specialists,
and artists.
Routledge
Market: Museum and Heritage Studies
: 212pp: 60 illus: 60 halftones
Hb: 978-1-138-36967-2: Sep 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-36968-9: Sep 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-429-42852-4: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138369689

1-800-634-7064

Sheila Watson
This book provides the first international survey of origins stories
in national museums, covering China, North and South America,
the Middle East, Europe and Australia. It examines the ways in
which national museums use the past as a vehicle to reflect the
concerns of the political present, arguing that they tell us more
about the community the nation wishes to be today, than how
or why it came into being. The analysis includes methods of
of narrative construction and use of exhibition design. At a time
when nationalism is back in focus, the bookwill appeal to
academics and students studying museums, heritage, politics,
and history.
Routledge
Market: Museum Studies
: 228pp: 6 illus: 6 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-33437-6: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-33438-3: Oct 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-429-31987-7: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367334383
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The Ancient Andean States

Affective Architectures

Political Landscapes in Pre-Hispanic Peru

More-Than-Representational Geographies of Heritage

Henry Tantaleán
The Ancient Andean States combines modern social theory, recent
archaeological literature and the experience of the author to
examine politics and power in the great Andean prehispanic
societies. Archaeologists and anthropologists interested in
Peruvian archaeology and the political and social structures of
ancient societies will find this book to be a valuable addition to
their shelves.

Edited by Jacque Micieli-Voutsinas, Clark University, USA
and Angela M. Person, University of Oklahoma, USA
Series: Critical Studies in Heritage, Emotion and Affect
How do places manipulate our emotions? How are spaces
affectious in their articulation and design? This book provides
theoretical frameworks for exploring affective dimensions of
architectural sites based on the notion that heritage, as an
embodied experience, is embedded in places and spaces.
This book offers interdisciplinary perspectives on fundamental
questions of memory, identity and space. It will be of interest to
students and scholars in the fields of geography, architecture,
cultural studies, and museum and heritage studies.

Routledge
Market: Archaeology
: 296pp: 51 illus: 50 halftones: 1 line drawings: 11 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-09763-6: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-09764-3: Oct 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-315-10477-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138097643

Routledge
Market: Heritage/Urban Studies/Cultural Geography
: 306pp: 35 illus: 33 halftones: 2 line drawings: 2 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-15211-6: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-05573-7: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367152116
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The Museum’s Borders

Rituals, Collapse, and Radical Transformation in
Archaic States

On the Challenge of Knowing and Remembering Well
Simon Knell

Edited by Joanne M.A. Murphy

The Museum’s Borders demonstrates that museum practices are
deeply entangled in border making, patrol, mitigation and
erasure, and that the border lens offers a new tool for
deconstructing and reconfiguring such practices. The book
considers the significance of the museum for societies that wish
to know and remember in ways that empower citizens and build
cohesive societies. The book will be of great interest to students
and academics engaged in the study of museums and heritage,
cultural studies, anthropology, memory studies and history. It
will also be useful reading for museum professionals who are
interested in the museum’s role in border making.

Rituals, Collapse, and Radical Transformation in Archaic States
explores the role of ritual in a variety of archaic states and
generates discussion on how the decline in a state’s ability to
continue in its current form affected the practices of ritual and
how ritual as a culture-forming dynamic affected decline,
collapse and regeneration of the state.
Through detailed, cultural specific studies, the book provides a
nuanced understanding of the diverse roles of ritual in the
decline, collapse, and regeneration of societies and will be
important for all archaeologists involved in the important notions
of state "collapse" and "regeneration".

Routledge
Market: Museum and Heritage Studies
: 212pp: 18 illus: 17 halftones: 1 line drawings: 1 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-48647-1: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-48648-8: Oct 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-003-04208-2: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367486488

Routledge
Market: Archaeology
: 226pp: 56 illus: 54 halftones: 2 line drawings: 4 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-23026-5: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-27802-0: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367230265
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Bioarchaeology

The Routledge Handbook of the Bioarchaeology of
Climate and Environmental Change

An Introduction to the Archaeology and Anthropology of the Dead
Mark Q. Sutton, Statistical Research Inc, USA

Edited by Gwen Robbins Schug

Bioarchaeology covers the history and general theory of the field
plus the recovery and laboratory treatment of human remains.
It details recovery methods and how, once recovered, human
remains can be analysed to reveal details about the funerary
system of the subject society and inform on a variety of other
issues, such as health, demography, disease, workloads, mobility,
sex and gender, and migration. Theories, principles and scientific
techniques are laid out in a clear, understandable way and
students of archaeology at undergraduate and graduate levels
will find this an excellent guide to the field.

This handbook examines human responses to climatic and
environmental changes in the past, their impacts on disease
patterns, nutritional status, migration, and interpersonal violence.
The volume uses bioarchaeology to address hypotheses about
the impact on human health and well-being, factors that
promote resilience, and circumstances that make migration or
interpersonal violence a more likely outcome. It's findings are
linked in to the United Nation's Sustainable Development Goals
for 2030. Key reading for students of environmental archaeology,
bioarchaeology, and the history of disease. Also may be
of interest to public health and policy.

Routledge
Market: Archaeology
: 308pp: 82 illus: 65 halftones: 17 line drawings: 11 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-48103-9: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-48106-0: Oct 2020: $42.95
eBook: 978-1-351-06111-7: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138481039

Routledge
Market: Archaeology
: 568pp: 72 illus: 52 halftones: 19 line drawings: 50 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-49248-6: Oct 2020: $245.00 • eBook: 978-1-351-03046-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138492486
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The Sisters of Nazareth Convent
A Roman-period, Byzantine, and Crusader site in central Nazareth
Ken Dark, University of Reading, UK
Series: The Palestine Exploration Fund Annual
This book transforms archaeological knowledge of Nazareth by
publishing over 80 years of archaeological work at the Sisters of
Nazareth convent, including a detailed re-investigation in the
early twenty-first century under the author's direction.
Although one of the world's most famous places and of key
importance to understanding early Christianity, Nazareth has
attracted little archaeological attention. The Sisters of Nazareth
Convent provides a crucial archaeological study for those wishing
to understand the archaeology of the important town of Nazareth and its place in Early
Christianity and beyond.
Routledge
Market: Archaeology
: 284pp: 165 illus: 140 halftones: 25 line drawings: 1 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-54219-1: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08824-0: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367542191
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Critica

Job's Body and the Dramatised Comedy of
Moralising

Textual Issues in Horace, Ennius, Vergil and Other Authors
Egil Kraggerud, University of Oslo, Norway
Gathering together over sixty new and revised discussions of
textual issues, this volume represents notorious problems in
well-known texts from the classical era, by authors including
Horace, Ennius and Vergil.
Critica will be an important resource for students and scholars
of Latin language and literature.

Routledge
Market: Classical Studies
: 342pp: 3 illus: 3 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-82075-6: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-01684-7: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367820756

Katherine E. Southwood, University of Oxford, UK
Series: Routledge Studies in the Biblical World
This book focuses on the expressions used to describe Job’s
body in pain and on the reactions of his friends to explore the
moral and social world reflected in the language and the values
that their speeches betray. It highlights how the perspective of
illness as retribution is powerfully refuted in Job’s speeches and,
in particular, to show how this is achieved through comedy.
Comedy in Job is a powerful weapon used to expose and ridicule
the idea of retribution.
Of interest to anyone working on the Book of Job, as well as
those with an interest in suffering and pain in the Hebrew Bible
more broadly.
Routledge
Market: Biblical Studies / Hebrew Bible
: 202pp
Hb: 978-0-367-46257-4: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-02948-9: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367462574
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Greek and Roman Military Manuals

Peter Chrysologus

Genre and History
Edited by James T. Chlup and Conor Whately, University
of Winnipeg, Canada
Series: Routledge Monographs in Classical Studies
This volume explores the enigmatic primary source known as
the ancient military manual. The diverse group of scholars
examine military manuals from early Archaic Greece to the
Byzantine period, covering a wide range of topics including
readership, siege warfare, mercenaries, defeat, textual history,
and religion. The volume explores both the extent to which such
texts constitute a genre and the degree to which they reflect
the practice of warfare. It covers most major manual writers, and
is a key resource for students and scholars of warfare and military
literature of the period.
Routledge
Market: Classical Studies/Military History
: 308pp
Hb: 978-1-138-33514-1: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-44397-8: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138335141

David Vincent Meconi, S.J.
Series: The Early Church Fathers
Peter Chrysologus is the first book to offer an introduction to the
life of Peter Chrysologus and a selection of his most important
sermons in translation, as well as his letter to Eutyches.
The thorough introduction explores the figure of Peter,
beginning with the obscure biographies telling of his early life,
to his becoming Metropolitan of Ravenna, situating his elevation
in the wider socio-political context of the powerful court of
Valentinian III and the 5th century Roman West. It is an invaluable
tool for anyone working on early Christian theology and the
early Church, as well as students of late antiquity and the western
Empire.
Routledge
Market: Early Christianity
: 158pp
Hb: 978-1-138-64182-2: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-315-63019-9: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138641822
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Hellenism and the Primary History

Rome and Persia at War

The Imprint of Greek Sources in Genesis - 2 Kings

Imperial Competition and Contact, 193–363 CE

Robert Karl Gnuse, Loyola University New Orleans, USA
Series: Copenhagen International Seminar

Peter Edwell, Department of Ancient History at Macquarie
University, Australia

This collection of essays seeks to demonstrate that many biblical
authors used Classical and Hellenistic Greek texts when crafting
parts of the Primary History. Deconstructing the biblical and
Greek works in parallel, Gnuse argues that there are too many
similarities in theme, meaning, and detail, to be coincidence or
shared ancient tropes. Using this evidence, he suggests that
parts likely date from the Hellenistic era. With an original
introduction and final chapter, Gnuse pulls his essays together
into a coherent collection for the first time. Valuable for anyone
working on the dating of the Hebrew Bible, as well as those
working on Hellenism in the ancient Levant.

During this period, military conflict between Rome and Sasanian
Persia was at a level and depth not seen during the Parthian
period. At the same time contact between the two empires
increased markedly and contributed in part to an increased level
of conflict. Edwell examines both war and peace – diplomacy,
trade and religious contact – as the means through which these
two powers competed, and by which they sought to gain,
maintain and develop control of territories and peoples long
the source of dispute between the two empires.

Routledge
Market: Biblical Studies
: 216pp
Hb: 978-0-367-46246-8: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-02943-4: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367462468

Routledge
Market: Classics/Ancient Near East
: 296pp: 59 illus: 59 halftones
Hb: 978-1-472-41817-3: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-315-60702-3: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781472418173
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20th Century Media and the American Psyche

Classical Recording

A Strange Love

A Practical Guide in the Decca Tradition
Charisse L'Pree Corsbie-Massay, S.I. Newhouse School of
Public Communication, Syracuse University
This innovative text bridges media theory, psychology, and
interpersonal communication by describing how our
relationships with media emulate the relationships we develop
with friends and romantic partners through their ability to
replicate intimacy, regularity, and reciprocity. Ideal for media
studies, communication, and psychology students, scholars, and
industry professionals, it guides readers to critically reflect on
their own past relationships with media and develop a greater
understanding of the psychological significance of media
technology, usage, and adoption across the past 150 years.

Caroline Haigh, John Dunkerley and Mark Rogers
Series: Audio Engineering Society Presents
Classical Recording is the authoritative guide to all aspects of
recording acoustic classical music. Offering detailed descriptions,
diagrams and photographs of fundamental recording techniques
such as the Decca tree, this book offers a comprehensive
overview of the essential skills involved in successfully producing
a classical recording. Written by engineers with years of
experience working for Decca, Abbey Road Studios and as
freelancers, the bookequips the student, the interested amateur
and the practising professional with the required knowledge andconfidenceto tackle
everything from solo piano to opera.

Routledge
Market: Media Studies
6 x 9: 210pp: 33 halftones: 1 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-57209-6: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-57210-2: Oct 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-203-70235-2: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138572102

Focal Press
Market: Audio
7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 410pp: 238 illus: 96 halftones: 142 line drawings: 10 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-32133-8: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-31280-0: Oct 2020: $47.95
eBook: 978-0-429-31685-2: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367312800
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Affective Politics of Digital Media

Conversations on Conflict Photography
Lauren Walsh

Propaganda by Other Means

In today’s image-saturated culture, the visual documentation of
suffering around the world is more prevalent than ever. Yet
instead of always deepening the knowledge or compassion of
viewers, conflict photography can result in fatigue or even inspire
apathy.

Edited by Megan Boler, University of Toronto, Canada and
Elizabeth Davis, University of Toronto, Canada
This interdisciplinary, international collection examines how
sophisticated digital practices and technologies exploit and
capitalize on emotions, with particular focus on social media are
used to exacerbate social conflicts surrounding racism, misogyny
and nationalism. The book features contributions from
established and emerging scholars of communications, media
studies, affect theory, journalism, policy studies, gender studies,
and critical race studies, to address questions of concern to
scholars, journalists, and students in these fields and beyond.
Routledge
Market: Media & Cultural Studies
6 x 9: 378pp: 6 illus: 4 halftones: 2 line drawings: 1 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-51064-0: Sep 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-51065-7: Sep 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-003-05227-2: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367510657

Routledge
Market: Photography
: 376pp
Hb: 978-1-350-04918-5: Oct 2019: $155.00 • Pb: 978-1-350-04917-8: Oct 2019: $34.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781350049178
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Chrysotype

Decolonial Feminist Research

A Contemporary Guide to Photographic Printing in Gold

Haunting, Rememory and Mothers

Leanne McPhee
Series: Contemporary Practices in Alternative Process
Photography

Jeong-eun Rhee, Long Island University, USA
Series: Futures of Data Analysis in Qualitative Research

Chrysotype
is about photographic printing in gold on paper. This
th
19 century printing process, modified for contemporary use,
provides artists with an affordable way to produce permanent
prints in gold. By using film or digital negatives, striking
hand-coated prints can be created in monochromatic hues
ranging from pink, violet, magenta and purple, to green, blue,
grey and black. Chrysotype serves to inform, encourage and
challenge a new generation of alternate process practitioners
and a growing chrysotype community, from the newly curious to the experienced
professional.
Focal Press
Market: Photography/Alternative Processes
8 x 10: 214pp: 187 illus: 176 halftones: 11 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-34499-0: Oct 2020: $195.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-34500-3: Oct 2020: $57.95
eBook: 978-0-429-43815-8: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138345003

1-800-634-7064

In Decolonial Feminist Research, Jeong-eun Rhee embarks ona
deeply personal inquiry that is demanded by her dead mother’s
haunting rememory and pursues what has become her work/life
question: what methodologies are available to notice and study
a reality that exceeds and defies modern scientific ontology and
intelligibility? This book is for qualitative researchers and
feminism scholars who are pursuing these kinds of
boundary-crossing 'personal' inquiries.

Routledge
: 128pp: 3 illus: 3 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-22235-2: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-22234-5: Oct 2020: $47.95
eBook: 978-0-429-27393-3: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367222345
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Digital Audio Forensics Fundamentals

Geography, Art, Research

From Capture to Courtroom

Artistic Research in the GeoHumanities

James Zjalic
Series: Audio Engineering Society Presents
Digital Audio Forensics Fundamentals offers an accessible
introduction to both the theory and practical skills behind this
emerging field of forensic science.
Beginning with an overview of the history of the discipline, the
reader is guided through forensic principles and key audio
concepts, before being introduced to practical areas such as
audio enhancement, audio authentication and the presentation
of reports.
Covering all aspects of audio forensics from the capture to the courtroom, this book is
pivotal reading for beginners entering the field, as well as experienced professionals looking
to develop their knowledge of the practice.
Focal Press
Market: Audio
7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 304pp: 53 illus: 16 halftones: 37 line drawings: 11 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-25912-9: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-25910-5: Oct 2020: $51.95
eBook: 978-0-429-29220-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367259105

Harriet Hawkins, Royal Holloway, University of London, UK
Series: Routledge Research in Culture, Space and Identity
This book explores the intersection of geographical knowledge
and artistic research in terms of both creative methods and
practice-based research. In doing so it brings together
geography’s ‘creative turn’ with the art world’s ‘research turn’.
This book offers a timely contribution to the emerging fields of
artistic research and geohumanities and will appeal to
undergraduate and postgraduate students and researchers.

Routledge
Market: Cultural Geography/Art and Creative Practices
: 254pp: 33 illus: 33 halftones: 1 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-40615-8: Sep 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-55835-2: Sep 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-367-80000-0: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367558352
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Digital Negatives with QuadToneRIP

Journalism and Celebrity

Demystifying QTR for Photographers and Printmakers
Ron Reeder and Christina Z Anderson, Associate Professor
of Photography at Montana State University, Bozeman
Series: Contemporary Practices in Alternative Process
Photography
This book fully explores how the QuadToneRIP printer driver can
be used to make expert digital negatives. It takes a
comprehensive, 'under-the-hood' look at how Roy Harrington’s
QTR printer driver can be adapted for use by artists in several
different creative practice areas. The text is written from the
Mac/Photoshop point of view. Learning how to craft expert
digital negatives can be a bit overwhelming at the outset. Digital Negatives with QuadToneRip
makes the process as user-friendly as possible. Like other books in the series, it is thoroughly
comprehensive, accessible to different levels of learner, and illustrative of the contemporary
arts.
Routledge
Market: Photography / Alternative Processes
7 x 10: 296pp: 343 illus
Hb: 978-0-367-86230-5: Oct 2020: $195.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-86229-9: Oct 2020: $57.95
eBook: 978-1-003-01780-6: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367862299

Bethany Usher
Series: Communication and Society
This insightful book traces the development of journalism and
celebrity and their relationship to and influence on political and
social spheres from the beginnings of capitalist democracy in
the 18th century to the present day.
Including historical and contemporary case studies from the UK
and US, this book is excellent reading for journalism,
communication, media studies, and history students, as well as
scholars in the fields of journalism, celebrity, cultural studies, and
political communication.
Routledge
Market: Media/Journalism Studies
: 216pp: 15 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-20086-2: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-20088-6: Oct 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-429-25953-1: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367200886
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Exploring Roguelike Games

Modified: Living as a Cyborg

John Harris
Since 1980, in-the-know computer gamers have been enthralled
by the unpredictable, random, and incredibly deep gameplay
of Rogue and those games inspired by it, known to fans as
"roguelikes."

CRC Press
Market: Games and Animation
8-1/2 x 11: 556pp: 35 illus: 433 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-51372-6: Sep 2020: $149.95 • Pb: 978-0-367-48259-6: Sep 2020: $49.95
eBook: 978-1-003-05357-6: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367482596

Edited by Chris Hables Gray, University of Great Falls, Heidi
Figueroa-Sarriera, University of Puerto Rico, USA and Steven
Mentor, Evergreen Valley College, USA
Building off the highly successful The Cyborg Handbook, this new
collection of essays, interviews, and creative pieces brings
together a set of compelling personal accounts about what it
means to live as a cyborg in the twenty-first century. Compelling,
interdisciplinary, and international, the book is a perfect primer
for students, researchers and teachers of cyberculture, media
and cultural theory, and science fiction studies, as well as anyone
interested in the intersections between human and machine.
Routledge
Market: Media Studies
6 x 9: 330pp: 77 halftones: 2 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-815-36400-9: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-815-36401-6: Oct 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-351-10783-9: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815364016
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2nd Edition • NEW EDITION

New Ways of Seeing

Research in Photography

The Democratic Language of Photography

Behind the Image

Grant Scott

Anna Fox, Head of the BA Photography Programme at The
Surrey Institute of Art & Design and has been working in
photography for almost twenty years. and Natasha Caruana
Series: Basics Creative Photography

Those born since the digital revolution, seem to have the hardest
time re-imagining the role of photography in the world today.
Thinking of photography as a visual language is the approach
this book adopts to addresses this challenge.

A body of photographic work is developed through knowledge
gained in exploring the medium: investigating histories and
theories of photography, observing the world, reading and
listening, taking part in debate and critical reflection.

Routledge
Market: Photography
: 240pp
Pb: 978-1-350-04931-4: Nov 2019: $28.95 • eBook: 978-1-003-10363-9: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781350049314

Routledge
Market: Humanities/Photography/General
: 220pp
Hb: 978-0-367-55205-3: Sep 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-1-350-01049-9: Sep 2020: $36.95
eBook: 978-1-003-09303-9: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781350010499
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Photography in India

Sport, Migration, and Gender in the Neoliberal Age
Edited by Niko Besnier, Professor of Cultural Anthropology
at the University of Amsterdam, Domenica Gisella Calabrò,
University of the South Pacific in Suva, Fiji and Daniel
Guinness, GLOBALSPORT project

From Archives to Contemporary Practice
Edited by Aileen Blaney and Chinar Shar
Photography’s prominence in the representation and experience
of India in contemporary and historical times has not guaranteed
it a position of sustained attention in research and scholarship.
For a technology as all pervasive as photography, and a country
as colossal as India, this scenario is somewhat of an anomaly.

The intersection of sport, mobility, and gender gives a lens
through which this collection of ethnographic chapters explore
the effects of neoliberalism on the life projects of athletes in the
Global South, examining gender relations, the dynamics of
neoliberal sport and the way these redefine social relations.This
book will be of key interest to scholars in Gender Studies,
Anthropology, Sport Studies and Migration Studies.

Routledge
Market: Photography
: 256pp
Hb: 978-1-350-02788-6: Feb 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-1-350-14138-4: Feb 2020: $42.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781350141384

Routledge
Market: Gender Studies
: 274pp: 26 illus
Hb: 978-1-138-39064-5: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-39065-2: Oct 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-429-42327-7: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138390652

2nd Edition
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Planning and Designing the IP Broadcast Facility

The Mojo Handbook

A New Puzzle to Solve

Theory to Praxis

Gary Olson, GHO Group LLC, USA

Ivo Burum, Burum Media Pty Ltd

This book provides a comprehensive understanding of the
technology architecture, physical facility changes, and—most
importantly—the new media management workflows and
business processes to support the entire lifecycle of the IP
broadcast facility from an engineering and workflow perspective.
Those in the fields of TV, cable, IT engineering, and broadcast
engineering will find this book an invaluable resource, as will
students learning how to set up modern broadcast facilities and
the workflows of contemporary broadcasting.

The Mojo Handbook offers a detailed and engaging crash course
on how to use mobile tools to create powerful journalistic stories.
The Mojo Handbook is a valuable resource for aspiring multimedia
professionals in journalism, strategic and corporate
communication, as well as anyone looking to incorporate mobile
into their visual storytelling toolkit.

Routledge
Market: Broadcast Media Production
6 x 9: 218pp: 7 halftones: 33 line drawings: 5 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-40560-1: Feb 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-40561-8: Feb 2020: $38.95
eBook: 978-0-429-35673-5: Feb 2020 • Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-79896-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367405618

1-800-634-7064

Routledge
Market: Mobile storytelling
6 x 9: 350pp: 100 illus: 73 halftones: 19 line drawings: 8 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-33261-7: Sep 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-33262-4: Sep 2020: $54.95
eBook: 978-0-429-31892-4: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367332624
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The Organizational Storytelling Workbook

Women and Photography in Africa

How to Harness this Powerful Communication and Management Tool

Creative Practices and Feminist Challenges

David Collins, University of Suffolk, UK

Edited by Darren Newbury, Lorena Rizzo and Kylie Thomas

Enriched with interactive features to walk managers practically
through the process of improving their storytelling skills,
including practical exercises, contemplative questions, and space
to respond creatively to the ideas in the book, this workbook is
the perfect companion to any executive or postgraduate course
in storytelling as well as a useful and enjoyable companion to
any individual manager that wishes to improve their skills.

This collection explores women’s multifaceted historical and
contemporary involvement in photography in Africa. Raising
critical questions about race, gender and the history of
photography, the collection provides a model for
interdisciplinary feminist approaches for scholars and students
of art history, visual studies and African history.

Routledge
Market: Business & Management
: 210pp: 1 illus: 1 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-90123-3: Jul 2020: $60.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-02275-6: Jul 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367901233

Routledge
Market: Photography / Cultural Studies
: 328pp: 101 halftones
Hb: 978-1-350-13655-7: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-1-350-13656-4: Oct 2020: $37.95
eBook: 978-1-003-08741-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781350136564
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The Rhetoric of Social Movements

Writing Compelling Dialogue for Film and TV

Networks, Power, and New Media

The Art & Craft of Raising Your Voice on Screen

Edited by Nathan Crick
This collection provides an accessible yet rigorous survey of the
rhetorical study of historical and contemporary social
movements and promotes the study of relations between
strategy, symbolic action, and social assemblage. Comprising a
comprehensive collection of the latest research in the field, these
essays are framed by case studies that ground conceptual
characteristics of social movements in reality, and guide readers
in practice and insight. The Rhetoric of Social Movements will be
of interest to scholars and advanced students of rhetoric,
communication, media studies, cultural studies, social protest
and activism, and political science.
Routledge
Market: Rhetoric
7 x 10: 326pp: 18 halftones: 6 line drawings: 3 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-34600-0: Sep 2020: $220.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-52386-2: Sep 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-429-43629-1: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367523862

Loren-Paul Caplin, Columbia University; NYU Tisch; Hofstra
University, USA
Writing Compelling Dialogue for Film and TV is a practical guide
that provides screenwriters with a clear set of exercises, tools,
and methods to raise your ability to hear and discern
conversation at a more complex level, in turn allowing you to
create better, more nuanced, complex and compelling
dialogue.Written by veteran screenwriter, playwright, and
screenwriting professor Loren-Paul Caplin, Writing Compelling
Dialogue is an invaluable writing tool for any aspiring
screenwriter who wants to improve their ability to write dialogue
for film and television, as well as students, professionals, and
educators.
Routledge
Market: Screenwriting
: 214pp
Hb: 978-0-367-25687-6: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-25686-9: Oct 2020: $34.95
eBook: 978-0-429-28915-6: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367256869
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2nd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER

Visual Communication for Architects and Designers

A Research Primer for Technical Communication

Constructing the Persuasive Presentation

Methods, Exemplars, and Analyses

Margaret Fletcher, Auburn University, Auburn, Alabama,
USA
Visual Communication for Architects and Designers teaches you
the art of designing a concise, clear, compelling and effective
visual and verbal presentation. Margaret Fletcher has developed
a reference manual of best practices that gives you the necessary
tools to present your work in the best way possible.
Your ability to communicate your design ideas to others is an
invaluable and important skill. Visual Communication for Architects
and Designers shows you how to develop and implement these
skills and gain command of your presentations.
Routledge
Market: Architecture
: 296pp: 750 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-13461-7: Sep 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-13463-1: Sep 2020: $39.95
eBook: 978-0-429-02662-1: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367134631

George F Hayhoe and Pam Estes Brewer
This fully revised edition provides a practical introduction to
research methods for anyone conducting or critically reading
technical communication research. The book is presented in
two sections, tackling the methodology of the core types of
technical communication research in the Methods section before
bolstering understanding with the section of Exemplars and
Analysis. This book is an essential introduction to research
methods for students of technical communication and for
industry professionals who need to conduct and engage with
research on the job.
Routledge
Market: Technical Communication
7 x 10: 328pp: 41 illus: 26 halftones: 15 line drawings: 43 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-53147-8: Sep 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-53148-5: Sep 2020: $62.95
eBook: 978-1-003-08068-8: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367531485
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Archival Storytelling

Documentary Photography Reconsidered

A Filmmaker’s Guide to Finding, Using, and Licensing Third-Party Visuals
and Music

History, Theory and Practice
Michelle Bogre

Sheila Curran Bernard, University at Albany, State University
of New York, USA and Kenn Rabin, Consulting producer
and internationally-recognized expert on the use of archival
materials in film storytelling
Fully revised and updated, Archival Storytelling is a timely,
pragmatic look at the use of audiovisual materials available to
filmmakers and scholars, from the earliest photographs of the
19th century to the work of media makers today. This book is
an essential resource for both students and professionals, from
seasoned filmmakers to those creating their first projects, offering
practical advice for how to effectively and ethically draw on the
wealth of cultural materials that surround us.
Routledge
Market: Filmmaking & Post Production
6 x 9: 338pp: 39 halftones: 1 line drawings
Hb: 978-1-138-91504-6: May 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-91503-9: May 2020: $42.95
eBook: 978-1-003-02620-4: Apr 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138915046

Documentary photography is undergoing an unprecedented
transformation as it adapts to the impact of digital technology,
social media and new distribution methods.

Routledge
Market: Photography
8 1/4 x 10 5/8: 264pp
Pb: 978-1-472-58669-8: Oct 2019: $45.95 • eBook: 978-1-003-10351-6: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781472586698

17th Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER

TEXTBOOK • READER

Communication Technology Update and
Fundamentals

Global Photography
A Critical History
Erina Duganne, Heather Diack and Terri Weissman

17th Edition

This innovative text recounts the history of photography through
a series of thematically structured chapters. Designed and written
for students studying photography and its history, each chapter
approaches its subject by introducing a range of international,
contemporary photographers and then contextualizing their
work in historical terms.

Edited by August E. Grant, University of South Carolina, USA
and Jennifer H. Meadows, California State University-Chico,
USA
Communication
Technology Update and Fundamentals, now in
th
its 17 edition, has set the standard as the single best resource
for students and professionals looking to brush up on how
communication technologies have developed, grown, and
converged, as well as what’s in store for the future.
Communication Technology Update and Fundamentals continues
to be the industry-leading resource for both students and
professionals seeking to understand how communication
technologies have developed and where they are headed.
Routledge
Market: Broadcast Engineering and Communications Technology (General)
8-1/2 x 11: 370pp
Hb: 978-0-367-42013-0: Jun 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-42016-1: Jun 2020: $73.95
eBook: 978-0-367-81739-8: Jun 2020 • Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-57136-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367420161

Routledge
: 348pp
Hb: 978-1-474-24068-0: Jul 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-1-474-24067-3: Jul 2020: $37.95
eBook: 978-1-003-08548-5: Jun 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781474240673

TEXTBOOK • READER

TEXTBOOK • READER

Contemporary Photography and Theory

Landmark Essays in Contemporary Writing Center
Studies

Concepts and Debates
Sally Miller, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque

Edited by Neal Lerner and Paula Gillespie
Series: Landmark Essays Series

Contemporary Photography and Theory offers an essential
overview of some of the key critical debates in fine art
photography today. Building on a foundational understanding
of photography, it offers an in-depth discussion of five topic
areas: identity, landscape and place, the politics of representation,
psychoanalysis and the event.

Routledge
: 252pp
Hb: 978-1-350-00332-3: May 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-1-350-00331-6: May 2020: $29.95
eBook: 978-1-003-08507-2: May 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781350003316

1-800-634-7064

This volume collects essential writings in the field of writing
center studies as it has blossomed and developed since the 1995
publication of Landmark Essays on Writing Centers. These writings
offer a new generation of writing center readers provocative
ideas and research-based praxis on the topics covered in the
book’s four sections: writing center history, critical perspectives
on current practices, writing center research, and writing centers
in new spaces. It is essential reading for undergraduate and
graduate students in composition and education, as well as
writing center staff and directors.
Routledge
Market: writing studies
: 342pp: 11 line drawings: 10 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-20634-5: Oct 2020: $190.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-20640-6: Oct 2020: $59.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367206406
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Makeup Artistry for Film and Television

Shaping Light for Video in the Age of LEDs

Your Tools for Success On-Set and Behind-the-Scenes

A Practical Guide to the Art and Craft of Lighting

Christine Sciortino, Columbia College Chicago, USA
In this comprehensive handbook, author, makeup artist, and
educator Christine Sciortino offers a detailed introduction to the
conceptual foundations, techniques, and on-set practices of the
makeup design process, going beyond technique-centered
makeup education to provide an in-depth look at the workings
of the film and television world. This approachable and engaging
blend of practical techniques and professional practice is ideal
for both introductory-level and established artists. An online
resource also offers downloadable templates and sample
paperwork for on-set use and practice.
Routledge
Market: Filmmaking / Makeup
7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 328pp: 350 illus
Hb: 978-0-367-20538-6: Oct 2020: $175.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-20539-3: Oct 2020: $54.99
eBook: 978-0-429-26210-4: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367205393

Alan Steinheimer, Gaffer and Lighting Director, USA
A practical, hands-on guide to lighting for video, this book
explores how LEDs are changing the aesthetics of lighting and
provides students with an indispensable guide to the everyday
techniques required to produce professional quality lighting in
the age of LEDs and wireless control options.The book focuses
on first-hand application of technical knowledge, beginning
with simple lighting setups and progressing to more
complicated scenarios, and features accompanying diagrams,
illustrations and case studies to demonstrate their real-world
application. A must have resource for film and media production
students taking classes in lighting and/or cinematography.
Routledge
Market: Lighting / Film & Media Production
: 312pp: 220 illus: 188 halftones: 32 line drawings: 8 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-81913-2: Sep 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-81909-5: Sep 2020: $54.95
eBook: 978-1-003-01079-1: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367819095

3rd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER

STUDENT REFERENCE

No Plastic Sleeves

The Psychology of Art

The Complete Portfolio and Self-Promotion Guide
Larry Volk, Endicott College, USA and Danielle Currier,
Endicott College, USA
This third edition has been updated for photographers, graphic
designers, and other creative professionals, including increased
coverage on self-promotion, social media, branding, and online
promotion, new and updated interviews, case studies, and more.
Including hundreds of photos, examples of successful design,
and interviews with industry professionals, this text guides you through the complete
process of conceptualizing, designing, developing, and promoting all the interconnected
aspects of your total portfolio package. The acclaimed companion website,
www.noplasticsleeves.com, offers additional portfolios, resources, tutorials, and articles.
Routledge
Market: Photography / Graphic Design
11 x 8.5: 246pp: 185 illus
Hb: 978-0-367-15110-2: Oct 2020: $175.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-15112-6: Oct 2020: $54.95
eBook: 978-0-429-05510-2: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367151126

George Mather, University of Lincoln, UK
Series: The Psychology of Everything
How do we define art? Why do we want to create artistic works?
How does the brain inform aesthetic judgement? The Psychology
of Art provides an eclectic introduction to the myriad ways that
psychology can enrich our understanding and appreciation of
art. The book draws on scientific approaches to the study of
human sensation and perception, bridging the gap between
psychology and traditional approaches to art taken in the
humanities. With art as a constant source of inspiration, conflict,
and conversation, The Psychology of Art introduces the reader
to new ways of thinking about why and how we create and
consume art.
Routledge
Market: Perception
: 150pp: 28 illus: 28 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-22607-7: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-60993-1: Oct 2020: $14.95
eBook: 978-0-429-27592-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367609931

20th Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER

6th Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER

Principles of Public Speaking

The Public Relations Handbook

Kathleen German, Professor of Media and Culture, Miami
University, USA
Balancing skills and theory, this introductory public speaking
textbook encourages the reader to see public speaking as a way
to build community in today’s diverse world. This new edition
includes expanded coverage of mediated speaking with
examples from podcasts and online speaking contexts;
discussion of ethical issues of contemporary public discourse,
including disinformation and public civility; and tips for
extemporaneous speaking. Principles of Public Speaking is ideal
for general courses on public speaking as well as specialized
programs in business, management, political communication, and public affairs.
Routledge
Market: Communication
8 x 10: 296pp: 58 illus: 34 halftones: 24 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-86030-1: Oct 2020: $240.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-86028-8: Oct 2020: $125.00
eBook: 978-1-003-01651-9: Oct 2020 • Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-23389-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367860288

Edited by Alison Theaker
Series: Media Practice
th

The Public Relations Handbook, 6 edition provides an engaging,
in-depth exploration of the dynamic and ever-evolving public
relations industry.
Containing student-friendly features including clear chapter
aims, analytical discussion questions, and key further reading
throughout the text, The Public Relations Handbook is an ideal
resource for students of public relations, corporate and strategic
communications, and media studies.
Routledge
Market: Media Studies
: 440pp: 7 illus: 28 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-27890-8: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-27891-5: Oct 2020: $42.95
eBook: 978-0-429-29857-8: Oct 2020 • Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-89096-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367278915
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The Routledge Companion to Race and Ethnicity

Youth Culture and the Media

Edited by Stephen M. Caliendo, North Central College, USA
and Charlton D. McIlwain, New York University
Series: Routledge Companions

Global Perspectives
Bill Osgerby, London Metropolitan University, UK
This expansive, lively introduction charts the connections
between international youth cultures and the development of
global media and communication. With an ideal balance
between detailed examples and engaging analysis, this book is
a must-read for anyone interested in youth cultures and the
modern media.

The second edition of The Routledge Companion to Race and
Ethnicity offers readers a broad overview of scholarly exploration
of the ways that humans have organized themselves (and have
been organized) according to racial and ethnic divisions. More
than 80 scholars from around the world and representing
multiple academic traditions contribute entries to this accessible
yet sophisticated volume that addresses contemporary issues
in historical context.
Routledge
Market: Sociology / Race & Ethnicity
: 312pp
Hb: 978-0-367-17950-2: Oct 2020: $110.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-17951-9: Oct 2020: $21.95
eBook: 978-0-429-05860-8: Oct 2020 • Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-77707-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367179519

Routledge
Market: Media Studies / Cultural Studies
: 266pp
Hb: 978-0-415-62165-6: Sep 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-415-62166-3: Sep 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-351-06526-9: Sep 2020 • Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-23808-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415621663

9th Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
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Thinking Through Communication

Archaeology and Photography

An Introduction to the Study of Human Communication

Time, Objectivity and Archive

Sarah Trenholm, Ithaca College, USA

Edited by Lesley McFadyen and Dan Hicks

The 9th edition of this textbook for hybrid introductory
communication courses provides a balanced introduction to
the fundamental theories and principles of communication.
Exploring communication in a variety of contexts—including
interpersonal, group, organizational, and mass media—Thinking
Through Communication provides students the theoretical
knowledge and the research and critical thinking skills they’ll
need to succeed in advanced communication courses and
communication professions. This edition devotes attention to
how new technologies are changing the ways we think about
communication, with updated examples, and gives special
attention to relevant critical theory.
Routledge
Market: Communication
7-1/2 x 10: 442pp: 66 halftones: 14 line drawings: 52 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-86003-5: Aug 2020: $250.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-85701-1: Aug 2020: $150.00
eBook: 978-1-003-01636-6: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367857011

Does a photograph freeze a moment of time? What does it mean
to treat a photographic image as an artefact? In the 21st century,
do new digital and social forms change the status of
photography as archival or objective – or are they revealing
something more fundamental about photography’s
longstanding relationships with time and knowledge?

Routledge
Market: Photography
6 1/7 x 9 1/5: 264pp
Hb: 978-1-350-02968-2: Nov 2019: $120.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-10332-5: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781350029682

TEXTBOOK • READER
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What’s the Story? The Director Meets Their
Screenplay

Aesthetic Resilience

Art and Activism in the Age of Systemic Crisis
Edited by Eliza Steinbock, Leiden University, Bram Ieven,
Leiden University and Marijke de Valck, University of
Amsterdam, Netherlands
Series: Routledge Research in Art and Politics

An Essential Guide for Directors and Writer-Directors
Peter Markham, Former Head of Directing, AFI Conservatory,
USA
A structured perspective on the crucial interface of Director and
Screenplay, this book encompasses twenty-two seminal aspects
of the approach to story and script that a Director needs to
understand before embarking on all other facets of the Director’s
craft. This book is an essential resource for any aspiring director
who wants to understand exactly how to approach a screenplay
in order to get the very best from it, and an invaluable resource
for any filmmaker who wants to understand the important
creative interplay between the director and screenplay in
bringing a story to life.
Routledge
Market: Directing
: 202pp: 30 illus: 30 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-41589-1: Sep 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-41587-7: Sep 2020: $42.95
eBook: 978-0-367-81536-3: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367415877
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The volume shows the diverse ways in which artists have sought
to confront systemic crises around the globe, searching for new
and enduring forms of building communities and reimagining
the political horizon. The authors engage in a dialogue with
these artistic efforts and their histories – in particular the earlier
artistic activism that was developed during the civil rights era
in the 1960s and 70s – providing valuable historical insight and
new conceptual reflection on the future of aesthetic resilience.
Routledge
Market: Art History
: 224pp: 16 illus: 16 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-21984-0: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-26918-9: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367219840
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Beyond Journalistic Norms

Definitions of Digital Journalism (Studies)
Edited by Scott A. Eldridge II, Kristy Hess, Edson C. Tandoc
Jr. and Oscar Westlund
Series: Journalism Studies

Role Performance and News in Comparative Perspective
Edited by Claudia Mellado, University of Santiago, Chile
Series: Routledge Research in Journalism
This book contests and challenges pre-established assumptions
about a dominant type of journalism prevailing in different
political, economic, and geographical contexts, to posit the
hybrid, fluid and dynamic nature of journalistic roles. The book
brings together scholars from Western and Eastern Europe, North
America, Latin America and Asia, reporting findings based on
data collected from democratic, transitional and non-democratic
contexts to address how journalistic cultures vary around the
globe. This book will be of great relevance to scholars working
in the fields of journalism practices, philosophy of journalism,
sociology of media, and comparative journalism research.
Routledge
Market: Journalism Studies/International Media
6 x 9: 300pp: 24 illus: 24 line drawings: 25 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-38849-9: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-42550-9: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138388499

Definitions of Digital Journalism (Studies) offers an authoritative
and highly accessible point of entry into current debates and
definitions of digital journalism and digital journalism studies.This
book brings together journalism scholars from around the world
to tease out what digital journalism stands for and what
scholarship about it looks like.
The chapters in this book were originally published as a special
issue of the journal, Digital Journalism
Routledge
Market: Journalism
: 102pp
Hb: 978-0-367-86007-3: Oct 2020: $160.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367860073
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Comparing Post-Socialist Media Systems

Design and Political Dissent

The Case of Southeast Europe

Spaces, Visuals, Materialities

Zrinjka Peruško, Dina Vozab and Antonija Čuvalo
Series: Routledge Advances in Internationalizing Media Studies
This book explains divergent media system trajectories in the
countries in southeast Europe, and challenges the presumption
that the common socialist experience critically influences a
common outcome in media development after democratic
transformations, by showing different remote and proximate
configuration of conditions that influence their contemporary
shape. Extending the understanding of media systems beyond
a political journalism focus, this book is a valuable contribution
to the literature on comparative media systems in the areas of
media systems studies, political science, Southeast and Central
European studies, post-socialist studies and communication
studies.
Routledge
Market: Media Studies
: 320pp: 7 illus: 27 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-22677-0: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-367-22678-7: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367226770

Edited by Jilly Traganou, Parsons School of Design, The New
School
Series: Routledge Research in Design Studies
In the past twenty years, theorists of social movements have
noted a diversity of visual and performative manifestations taking
place in protest, while the fields of design, broadly defined, have
been characterized by a growing interest in activism. The book’s
premise stems from the recognition that material engagement
and artifacts have the capacity to articulate political arguments
or establish positions of disagreement. Its contributors look at
a wide array of material practices generated by both professional
and nonprofessional design actors around the globe.
Routledge
Market: Design Studies
: 296pp: 70 illus: 70 halftones
Hb: 978-0-815-37422-0: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-351-18799-2: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815374220
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Contemporary Art and Capitalist Modernization

Digital Icons

A Transregional Perspective

Memes, Martyrs and Avatars

Edited by Octavian Esanu, American University of Beirut
Series: Routledge Advances in Art and Visual Studies
This book addresses the art historical category of "contemporary
art" from a transregional perspective, but unlike other volumes
of its kind, it focuses in on non-Western instantiations of "the
contemporary." The book concerns itself with the historical
conditions in which a radically new mode of artistic production,
distribution, and consumption – called "contemporary art" –
emerged in some countries of Eastern Europe, the post-Soviet
republics of the USSR, India, Latin America, and the Middle East,
following both local and broader sociopolitical processes of
modernization and neoliberalization.
Routledge
Market: Art History
: 304pp: 62 illus: 62 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-49073-7: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-04434-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367490737

Yasmin Ibrahim
Series: Routledge Studies in New Media and Cyberculture
This book offers critical perspectives on the digital ‘iconic’,
exploring how the notion of the iconic is re-appropriated and
re-made online, and the consequences for humanity and society.
Examining cross-cultural case studies of iconic images in digital
spaces, the author offers original and critical analyses, theories
and perspectives on the notion of the ‘iconic’, and on its
movement, re-appropriation and meaning making on digital
platforms.
The book will be an important resource for academics and
students in the areas of media and communications, digital
culture, cultural studies, visual communication, visual culture,
journalism studies and digital humanities.
Routledge
Market: Media Studies
: 150pp
Hb: 978-0-367-44553-9: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-01031-9: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367445539
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Education and the Discourse of Global
Neoliberalism

Exploring Imaginary Worlds
Essays on Media, Structure, and Subcreation
Edited by Mark J.P. Wolf, Concordia University Wisconsin,
USA

Edited by John Gray, Institute of Education, University of
London, UK, John P. O'Regan, University College London,
UK and Catherine Wallace
This book addresses the phenomenon of neoliberalism in
education and focuses on school and higher education settings
in Ireland, the UK, Singapore and Hong Kong. Specifically, it
addresses the role of language and semiosis in the
reconfiguration of global educational practices along increasingly
marketised lines. At the same time, the nature of the
counter-hegemonic discourses also in circulation in these sectors
is also considered.
The chapters in this book were originally published in a special
issue of the journal, Language and Intercultural Communication.
Routledge
Market: Communication Studies
: 128pp
Hb: 978-0-367-50185-3: Oct 2020: $160.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367501853

From The Brothers Karamazov to Star Trek to Twin Peaks, this
collection explores a variety of different imaginary worlds both
historic and contemporary. A follow-up to Mark J. P. Wolf's
field-defining book Building Imaginary Worlds, it will be of critical
interest to students and scholars of popular culture, subcreation
studies, transmedia studies, literature, and beyond.

Routledge
Market: Subcreation Studies
6 x 9: 262pp: 3 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-19730-8: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-24291-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367197308
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Enhancing Intercultural Communication in
Organizations

Female Sexuality in Modernist Fiction
Literary Techniques for Making Women Artists
Elaine Wood, Center for the Study of Race, Ethnicity &
Gender, Bucknell University, PA, USA
Series: Interdisciplinary Research in Gender

Insights from Project Advisers
Edited by Roos Beerkens, Emmanuelle Le
Pichon-Vorstman, Roselinde Supheert and Jan Ten Thije
Series: Routledge Focus on Communication Studies
This book provides a qualitative analysis of the process of
consultancy, to prove how intercultural communication can
solve issues rising from multiculturalism in organizations and
policymaking.
This book will be a key resource for scholars and students
involved in intercultural communication, management, and
consultancy, as well as professionals that are confronted in their
work with diversity and would like to know more about
intercultural consultancy.

A chronological investigation of the innovative writing styles of
canonical modernist writers which reveals a shift in gendered
representations of sexual subjectivity. Using close reading
strategies to identify how modernist authors challenge
representations of female positionality as passive objects, case
studies consider how Virginia Woolf, W.B. Yeats, James Joyce,
and Samuel Beckett found new ways to represent women as
embodied, sexual, desired and desiring subjects through prose,
poetry, and drama. This study will be of great interest to scholars
in English Literature, Women and Gender Studies and Sexuality
Studies.

Routledge
Market: Communication Studies / Business
5-1/2 x 8-1/2: 144pp: 11 illus: 5 line drawings: 3 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-43963-7: Jul 2020: $60.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-00679-4: Jun 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367439637

Routledge
Market: Literature
: 152pp
Hb: 978-0-367-85722-6: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-01459-1: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367857226
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Eugenics, 'Aristogenics', Photography

Film Noir and Los Angeles

Picturing Privilege

Urban History and the Dark Imaginary
Kris Belden-Adams
This is the first study to explore the connections between
late-19th-century university/college composite class portraits
and the field of Eugenics – which first took hold in the United
States at Harvard University.

Routledge
Market: Photography
: 256pp: 51 illus
Hb: 978-1-350-13235-1: Jul 2020: $130.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08535-5: Jun 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781350132351
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Sean W. Maher, Queensland University of Technology,
Australia
Series: Routledge Advances in Film Studies
"This is an exciting book that provides a fresh take on both a
familiar genre, and familiar city. Maher manages to make the
familiar unfamiliar, creating an alternative history of both LA as
a city of our imagination, and Film Noir as the location for this."
-Jane Roscoe, The London Film School
In this unique history of Los Angeles, the city is examined
through the dark lens of film noir and neo noir. The city is
analysed decade by decade from the 1940s to the new
millennium through the leitmotif of noir and key titles ranging
from Double Indemnity in 1944 to in Inherent Vice in 2015.
Routledge
Market: Film History/Film Genre/Urban Studies
: 218pp: 1 illus
Hb: 978-1-138-30456-7: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-203-73003-4: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138304567
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Forms and Functions of Endings in Narrative Digital
Games

I Am Not Your Negro
A Docalogue

Michelle Herte
Series: Routledge Advances in Game Studies

Edited by Jaimie Baron and Kristen Fuhs
Series: Docalogue

This book looks closely at the endings of narrative digital games,
examining their ways of concluding the processes of both
storytelling and play in order to gain insight into what endings
are and how we identify them in different media. As an
interdisciplinary study that draws on game studies as much as
on transmedial narratology, Forms and Functions of Endings in
Narrative Digital Games is suited for scholars and students of
digital games as well as for narratologists yet to become familiar
with this medium.

As the inaugural volume in the Docalogue series, this book
models a new form for the discussion of documentary film.
Undergraduate and graduate students as well as scholars of film
and media studies, communication studies, African American
Studies, and gender and sexuality studies will find this book
extremely useful in understanding the significance of this film
and the ways in which it offers insight into not only Baldwin and
his writings but also wider historical and contemporary realities.

Routledge
Market: Media Studies
: 278pp: 40 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-47991-6: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-03753-8: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367479916

Routledge
Market: Film Studies
: 100pp: 12 illus: 12 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-17894-9: Jun 2020: $60.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-05830-1: Jun 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367178949
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Game Audio Programming 3: Principles and
Practices

Iconology, Neoplatonism, and the Arts in the
Renaissance

Edited by Guy Somberg
This is Volume 3 in a sequential series of bi-annual volumes, with
each volume comprised of 20-25 chapters written by game
audio programmers and sound designers. Basic to advanced
knowledge of programming and audio integration techniques
is presented. One of the goals of this book is to raise the general
level of game audio programming expertise, so it is written in a
manner that is accessible to beginners, while still providing
valuable content for more advanced game audio programmers.
The authors of the chapters will have used all of the techniques
in shipping games, so readers will learn about techniques that
are actually practical, with plenty of code examples and
diagrams.
CRC Press
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 280pp: 53 illus: 26 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-35413-8: Sep 2020: $180.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-34804-5: Sep 2020: $69.95
eBook: 978-0-429-33125-1: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367348045

Edited by Berthold Hub and Sergius Kodera
Series: Routledge Research in Art History
The mid-twentieth century saw a change in paradigms of art
history: iconology. The main claim of this novel trend in art
history was that renown Renaissance artists (such as Botticelli,
Leonardo or Michelangelo) created imaginative syntheses
between their art and contemporary cosmology, philosophy,
theology and magic. The Neo-Platonism in the books by Marsilio
Ficino and Giovanni Pico della Mirandola became widely
acknowledged for their lasting influence on art.
Routledge
Market: Art History
: 246pp: 33 illus: 33 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-89529-7: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-01967-1: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367895297
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Hollywood Remembrance and American War

Independent Videogames

Edited by Andrew Rayment and Paul Nadasdy
Series: Routledge Advances in Film Studies
Hollywood Remembrance and American War addresses the
synergy between Hollywood war films and American forms of
war remembrance. Subjecting the notion that war films ought
to be considered 'the war memorials of today' to critical scrutiny,
the book develops a theoretical understanding of how
Hollywood war films, as rhetorical sites of remembering and
memory, reflect, replicate and resist American modes of
remembrance.
Bringing together the fields of film studies and memory studies,
this book will be of interest to scholars and students in not just
these areas but those in the fields of history, media and cultural
studies more broadly, too.
Routledge
Market: Media Studies
: 274pp: 2 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-50315-4: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-04945-6: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367503154

Cultures, Networks, Techniques And Politics
Edited by Paolo Ruffino
Series: Routledge Advances in Game Studies
Independent Videogames investigates the social and cultural
implications of contemporary forms of independent video game
development. Through a series of case studies and theoretical
investigations, it evaluates the significance of such a
multi-faceted phenomenon within video game and digital
cultures. Systematically mapping the current directions of a
phenomenon that is becoming increasingly difficult to define
and limit, this book will be a crucial resource for scholars and
students of game studies, media history, media industries and
independent gaming.
Routledge
: 286pp: 3 illus: 3 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-33620-2: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-367-33621-9: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367336202
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Jimmie Durham, Europe, and the Art of Relations

Mobile News

Andrea Feeser
Series: Routledge Focus on Art History and Visual Studies

Journalism’s Shift from Fixed to Fluid
Edited by Andrew Duffy, Rich Ling, Nuri Kim, Edson
Tandoc, Jr. and Oscar Westlund

This book investigates Jimmie Durham’s community-building
process of making and display in four of his projects in Europe:
Something … Perhaps a Fugue, or an Elegy (2005); two Neapolitan
nativities (2016 and ongoing); The Middle Earth (with Maria
Thereza Alves, 2018); and God’s Poems, God’s Children (2017).
Andrea Feeser explores these artworks in the context of ideas
about connection set forth by writers Ann Lauterbach, Franz
Rosenzweig, Pamela Sue Anderson, Vinciane Despret, and
Hirokazu Miyazaki, among others.
Routledge
Market: Art History
5-1/2 x 8-1/2: 110pp: 14 illus: 14 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-40455-0: Sep 2020: $60.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-35623-0: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367404550

The rise of the smartphone has shifted news from fixed
publication to a flow of updateable information. The chapters
in this book investigate the implications for audiences, industry
and society as news becomes mobile. The contributors take
varied viewpoints on mobility and news, and its impact on what
news is, how journalists produce it, and how it fits into
everybody’s everyday life.
The chapters in this book were originally published as a special
issue of Digital Journalism.
Routledge
Market: Journalism
: 190pp
Hb: 978-0-367-56635-7: Oct 2020: $160.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367566357
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Landscapes between Then and Now

Modernizing Costume Design, 1820–1920
Annie Holt
Series: Routledge Advances in Theatre & Performance Studies

Recent Histories in Southern African Photography, Performance and
Video Art

Annie Holt identifies the roots of contemporary Euro-American
practices of costume design, in which costumes are an
integrated part of the dramaturgy rather than a reflection of an
individual performer’s taste or status. She argues that in the
period 1820-1920, as part of the larger project of Modernism
across the artistic and cultural field, the functions of "clothing"
and "costume" diverged.

Nicola Brandt
Series: Photography, Place, Environment
In Landscapes Between Then and Now, Nicola Brandt examines
the increasingly compelling and diverse cross-disciplinary work
of photographers and artists made during the transition from
apartheid to post-apartheid and into the contemporary era.

Routledge
Market: Costume
: 168pp: 30 illus: 30 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-15063-1: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-05478-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367150631

Routledge
Market: Photography
6 1/7 x 9 1/5: 288pp
Hb: 978-1-350-02400-7: Jan 2020: $120.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781350024007
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Millard Meiss, American Art History, and
Conservation

Photography and Its Publics
Edited by Melissa Miles and Edward Welch
Photography is a ubiquitous part of the public sphere. Yet we
rarely stop to think about the important role that photography
plays in helping to define what and who constitute the public.

From Connoisseurship to Iconology and Kulturgeschichte
Jennifer Cooke, University of Turin
Series: Studies in Art Historiography
A member of the art history generation from the golden age of
the 1920s and 30s, Millard Meiss (1904-1975) developed a new
and multi-faceted methodological approach. This book lays the
foundation for a reassessment of this key figure in post-war
American and international art history. The book analyzes his
work alongside that of contemporary art historians, considering
both those who influenced him and those who were receptive
to his research. Jennifer Cooke uses extensive archival material
to give Meiss the critical consideration that his extensive and
important art historical, restoration and conservation work
deserves.
Routledge
Market: Art history/historiography
: 220pp: 11 illus: 11 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-13834-9: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-367-13835-6: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367138349
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Routledge
Market: Photography
: 266pp
Hb: 978-1-350-05496-7: Jan 2020: $120.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-10372-1: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781350054967
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Queers in State Socialism

Surrealism and Photography in 1930s Japan

Cruising 1970s Poland

The Impossible Avant-Garde

Edited by Tomasz Basiuk, University of Warsaw and Jędrzej
Burszta, Affiliated Faculty Member at the American Studies
Center, University of Warsaw
Series: LGBTQ Histories
This short collection of essays engages with queer lives and
activism in 1970s Poland, illustrating discourses about queerness
and a trajectory of the struggle for rights which clearly sets itself
apart, and differs from a western-based narrative of liberation.
Emphasizing the differences of Poland’s LGBT history from that
of the ‘global’ West while underscoring the existing lines of
communication between queer subjects on either side of the
iron curtain; this book will be of key interest to scholars and
students in gender and sexuality studies, social history and
politics.
Routledge
Market: Gender Studies
: 132pp: 2 illus: 2 halftones: 5 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-56334-9: Oct 2020: $60.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-09733-4: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367563349

Jelena Stojkovic
Despite the censorship of dissident material during the decade
between the Manchurian Incident of 1931 and the outbreak of
the Pacific War in 1941, a number of photographers across Japan
produced a versatile body of Surrealist work.

Routledge
Market: Photography
: 272pp
Hb: 978-1-788-31405-3: Feb 2020: $120.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08679-6: May 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781788314053
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Reading Iraqi Women’s Novels in English
Translation

The Gender of Photography

Iraqi Women’s Stories
Ruth Abou Rached, Freie Universität Berlin, Germany
Series: Focus on Global Gender and Sexuality
By exploring how translation has shaped the literary contexts of
six Iraqi woman writers, this book offers new insights into their
translation pathways as part of their stories’ politics of
meaning-making. The writers in focus are Daizy Al-Amir, Samira
Al-Mana, Inaam Kachachi, Betool Khedairi, Alia Mamdouh and
Hadiya Hussein, whose novels include themes of exile, diaspora,
life, war and occupation, class, rurality, gendered story-telling as
cultural survival.This book will be of great interest for researchers
in Arabic literature, Women’s Literature, Translation Studies, and
Women and Gender Studies
Routledge
Market: Gender Studies, Literary Studies
: 122pp: 3 illus: 3 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-85717-2: Oct 2020: $60.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-01456-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367857172

How Masculine and Feminine Values Shaped the History of
Nineteenth-Century Photography
Nicole Hudgins
It would be unthinkable now to omit early female pioneers from
any survey of photography's history in the Western world. Yet
for many years the gendered language of American, British and
French photographic literature made it appear that women's
interactions with early photography did not count as significant
contributions.

Routledge
Market: Photography
: 312pp
Hb: 978-1-474-27156-1: Feb 2020: $120.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-10396-7: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781474271561
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Routledge Handbook of Counter-Narratives

The Handbook of Photography Studies

Edited by Klarissa Lueg and Marianne Wolff Lundholt
Series: Routledge International Handbooks
Routledge Handbook of Counter-Narratives is a landmark volume
providing students, university lecturers, and practitioners with
a comprehensive and structured guide to the major topics and
trends of research on counter-narratives. The handbook is framed
by a comprehensive introduction as well as summarizing chapter
providing an outlook on future research avenues. Its direct and
clear appeal will support university learning and prompt both
students and researchers to further investigate the arena of
narrative research. ; ;
Routledge
Market: Sociology / Social Theory
: 494pp: 22 illus: 7 halftones: 15 line drawings: 8 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-23403-4: Oct 2020: $220.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-27971-3: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367234034

Edited by Gil Pasternak
The Handbook of Photography Studies is a state-of-the-art
overview of the field of photography studies, examining its
thematic interests, dynamic research methodologies and
multiple scholarly directions.

Routledge
Market: Photography
7 x 10: 610pp
Hb: 978-1-474-24220-2: Jan 2020: $170.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-10397-4: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781474242202
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The News Media in Puerto Rico

The Routledge Companion to Art in the Public
Realm

Journalism in Colonial Settings and in Times of Crises
Federico A. Subervi-Vélez, Sandra Rodríguez-Cotto and
Jairo Lugo-Ocando
Series: Routledge Advances in Internationalizing Media Studies
This book offers a synopsis and a critical analysis of the Island’s
news media system, with emphasis on the political and
economic factors that most influence how the media operate.
The authors also document the impact of Hurricane Maria on
the media structures and the changing media landscape. The
final chapters include theoretical frameworks and
methodological guidelines for the analysis of other colonial,
post-colonial and neo-colonial media systems.
This book will be an essential read for students and scholars
interested in learning about the Puerto Rican and Latin American mass media, and media
systems of other colonial/neo-colonial countries
Routledge
Market: Media Studies / Communication Studies
: 226pp: 3 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-42903-4: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-00005-1: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367429034

Edited by Cameron Cartiere, Emily Carr University of Art &
Design, Canada and Leon Tan, Unitec Institute of
Technology in Auckland, New Zealand
Series: Routledge Art History and Visual Studies Companions
This multidisciplinary companion offers a comprehensive
overview of the global arena of public art. It is organized around
four distinct topics, activation, social justice, memory and identity
and ecology, with a final chapter mapping significant works of
public and social practice art around the world between
2008-2018. The thematic approach brings into view similarities
and differences in the recent globalization of public art practices,
while the multidisciplinary emphasis allows for a consideration
of the complex outcomes and consequences of such practices, as they engage different
disciplines and communities and affect a diversity of audiences beyond the existing 'art
world.'
Routledge
Market: Art history/contemporary art
: 392pp: 70 illus: 70 halftones
Hb: 978-1-138-32530-2: Oct 2020: $245.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-45047-1: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138325302
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The Outsider, Art and Humour

The Routledge Companion to Digital Media and
Children

Paul Clements, Goldsmiths, University of London, UK
Series: Routledge Advances in Art and Visual Studies
Each chapter deals with specific themes and approaches, from
the construct of outsider and complexity of humour, to Outsider
Art and spaces, using various theoretical and analytical methods.
Paul Clements draws on humour especially from visual arts and
culture (and to a lesser extent literature, film, music and
performance) as a tool of ridicule, amongst other discourses,
employed by the powerful but also as a weapon to satirize them.
These ambiguous representations vary depending on context,
often assimilated then re-interpreted in a game of authenticity
that is poignant in a world of facsimile and 'fake news'.
Routledge
Market: Art History/Visual Culture
7 x 10: 216pp: 25 illus
Hb: 978-0-367-46822-4: May 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-03136-9: May 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367468224

Edited by Lelia Green, Donell Holloway, Edith Cowan
University, Australia, Kylie Stevenson, Edith Cowan
University, Australia, Tama Leaver and Leslie Haddon
Series: Routledge Media and Cultural Studies Companions
This companion presents the newest research in this important
area, showcasing the huge diversity in children’s relationships
with digital media around the globe, and exploring the benefits,
challenges, history, and emerging developments in the field.
Featuring a highly international range of case studies,
perspectives and socio-cultural contexts, The Routledge
Companion to Digital Media and Children is the perfect reference
tool for students and researchers of media and communication,
family and technology studies, psychology, education, anthropology, and sociology, as
well as interested teachers, policy makers, and parents.
Routledge
Market: Media Studies
7 x 10: 630pp: 12 halftones: 11 line drawings: 32 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-54434-5: Oct 2020: $245.00 • eBook: 978-1-351-00410-7: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138544345
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The Reception of the Printed Image in the Fifteenth
and Sixteenth Centuries

The Routledge Companion to William Morris
Edited by Florence S. Boos, University of Iowa
Series: Routledge Art History and Visual Studies Companions

Multiplied and Modified

This Companion draws together historical and critical responses
to the impressive range of Morris’s multi-faceted life and
endeavors: his homes, travels, family, business practices,
decorative artwork, poetry, fantasy romances, translations,
political activism, eco-socialism, and book collecting and design.
Each chapter provides valuable historical and literary background
information, reviews relevant opinions on its subject from the
late-nineteenth century to the present, and offers new
approaches to important aspects of its topic.

Edited by Grażyna Jurkowlaniec, University of Warsaw and
Magdalena Herman
Series: Routledge Research in Art History
This book examines the early development of the graphic arts
from the perspectives of material things, human actors and
immaterial representations while broadening the geographic
field of inquiry to Central Europe and the British Isles and
considering the reception of the prints on other continents. The
role of human actors proves particularly prominent, i.e. the
circumstances that informed creators’, producers’, owners’ and
beholders’ motivations and responses. Certainly, such a complex
relationship between things, people and images is not an
exclusive feature of the pre-modern period’s print cultures.

Routledge
Market: Art History
: 562pp: 112 illus: 108 halftones: 4 tables
Hb: 978-0-415-34743-3: Oct 2020: $245.00 • eBook: 978-1-315-22941-6: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415347433

Routledge
Market: Art History
: 324pp: 134 illus: 134 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-46511-7: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-02919-9: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367465117
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The Routledge Encyclopedia of Citizen Media

Urban Art and the City

Edited by Mona Baker, The University of Manchester, UK,
Bolette B. Blaagaard, Aalborg University, Denmark, Henry
Jones and Luis Pérez-González, University of Manchester,
UK
Series: Critical Perspectives on Citizen Media
Thisis the first authoritative reference work to map the
multi-faceted site of citizen media research and practice,
incorporating insights from across a range of scholarly areas.
Featuring contributions by leading scholars, the Encyclopedia is
essential reading for undergraduate and postgraduate students
as well as researchers in media studies, social movement studies,
performance studies, political science and a variety of other disciplines across the humanities
and social sciences. It will also be of interest to non-academics involved in activist
movements and those working to effect change in various areas of social life.
Routledge
Market: Media Studies
: 640pp: 1 illus: 1 line drawings: 1 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-66556-9: Oct 2020: $245.00 • eBook: 978-1-315-61981-1: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138665569

Creating, Destroying, and Reclaiming the Sublime
Edited by Argyro Loukaki, Hellenic Open University, Greece
Series: Routledge Studies in Urbanism and the City
This book offers original interdisciplinary insights into cities as a
diachronic creation of urban art. It engages in a sequence of
historical perspectives to examine urban space as an object of
apparent quasi-cycles and processes of constitution, exaltation,
imitation, contestation and redemption through art.; Offering
fresh notions on art, architecture, space, antiquity,
(post)-modernity and politics of the region, this book will appeal
to scholars and students of geography, urban studies, art,
restoration, and film theory, architecture, landscape design,
planning, anthropology, sociology and history.
Routledge
Market: Urban Studies/Cultural Geography
: 264pp: 59 illus: 59 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-13296-5: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-367-13297-2: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367132965
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Threat Communication and the US Order after 9/11

Violence
Toby Miller, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque

Medial Reflections
Edited by Vanessa Ossa, David Scheu and Lukas R.A. Wilde
Series: Routledge Studies in Media, Communication, and Politics
This volume investigates the perception of threat, with particular
regard to the roles, functions, and agencies of various types of
media. With a focus on the profound impact of the terrorist
attacks on September 11, 2001 on the US-American political,
social, and cultural order, the chapters reach from the early days
after the attacks up to the 2016 election of Donald J. Trump. This
book’s focus on the interrelation between Media Studies, Cultural
Studies, and American Studies makes it an indispensable
landmark for fields such as Historical Research, Media Theory,
Narratology, and Popular Culture Studies.
Routledge
Market: Media Studies
: 196pp: 1 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-24655-6: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-28372-7: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367246556

Using discourses from across the conceptual and geographical
board, Toby Miller argues for a different way of understanding
violence, one that goes beyond supposedly universal human
traits to focus instead on the specificities of history, place, and
population as explanations for it. This book is a powerful
introduction to the study of violence, ideal for students and
researchers across the human sciences, most notably sociology,
American and area studies, history, media and communication
studies, politics, literature, and cultural studies.

Routledge
Market: Cultural Studies / Media Studies
: 138pp: 4 illus: 4 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-19760-5: Oct 2020: $70.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-24311-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367197605
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Transmediality in Independent Journalism

Virtual Reality Designs

The Turkish Case
Dilek Gürsoy
Series: Routledge Advances in Transmedia Studies
This book investigates mainstream journalism and its escape
routes to independence through transmedia strategies. Within
the scope of the latest debates in Turkey, the author argues that
the function of transmediality in Turkish journalism is gradually
shifting from being only a commercial entity to becoming a
political system for social change, a survival mechanism for
independent journalists to reach out to diverse audiences, and
gain back the public trust.
Looking beyond the case of Turkey, it will be of great benefit to
students and scholars of journalism studies, transmedia studies,
and media and communication studies.
Routledge
Market: Media Studies
: 106pp
Hb: 978-0-367-85913-8: Mar 2020: $60.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-01574-1: Mar 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367859138

Edited by Adriana Peña Pérez Negrón, Universidad de
Guadalajara, Graciela Lara López, Universidad de
Guadalajara and Héctor Rafael Orozco Aguirre,
Autonomous University of Mexico State, University Center
UAEM Valley of Mexico
Virtual Reality is not real life. Instead it is life-like creations using
computer-generated scenarios. Human behavior is replicated
in virtual scenarios, where every detail is controlled by
computers, and in situations that can be repeated under the
same conditions. Based on technology and design, the user can
experience presence. In the virtual world, users are embodied
in avatars that represent them and are the means to interact
with the virtual environment. Avatars are graphical models that
behave on behalf of the human behind them. The user avatar is a proxy that also backs
interaction with others, allowing computer-mediated interactions.
CRC Press
Market: Computer Science
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 248pp: 129 illus: 21 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-89497-9: Mar 2020: $199.95 • eBook: 978-1-003-01958-9: Mar 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367894979
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What is Digital Journalism Studies?
Steen Steensen and Oscar Westlund
Series: Disruptions
This insightful book traces the development of journalism and
celebrity and their relationship to and influence on political and
social spheres from the beginnings of capitalist democracy in
the 18th century to the present day.
Including historical and contemporary case studies from the UK
and US, this book is excellent reading for journalism,
communication, media studies, and history students, as well as
scholars in the fields of journalism, celebrity, cultural studies, and
political communication.
Routledge
Market: Media/Journalism Studies
: 124pp: 4 illus: 2 halftones: 2 line drawings: 5 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-20090-9: Jul 2020: $60.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-25955-5: Jul 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367200909
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Whistleblowing, Communication and Consequences
Lessons from The Norwegian National Lottery
Edited by Peer Jacob Svenkerud, Jan-Oddvar Sørnes, Nord
University Business School, Norway and Larry Browning,
University of Texas at Austin, USA; University of Nordland,
Norway
Series: Routledge Studies in Communication, Organization, and
Organizing
Whistleblowing, Communication and Consequences offers the first
in-depth analysis of the most publicized, and morally complex,
case of whistleblowing in recent European history: the
Norwegian national lottery, Norsk Tipping. An international team
of scholars use fourteen different theoretical lenses to show the
complex and multi-faceted nature of whistleblowing.
This fascinating, complex, and multi-theoretical book will be of great interest to scholars,
students and industry leaders in the areas of public relations, corporate communication,
leadership, corporate social responsibility, whistleblowing and organizational resistance.
Routledge
Market: Communication Studies
6 x 9: 266pp: 4 line drawings: 2 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-42133-5: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-367-82203-3: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367421335
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Women and the Art and Science of Collecting in
Eighteenth-Century Europe
Edited by Arlene Leis and Kacie L. Wills
Series: The Histories of Material Culture and Collecting,
1700-1950
Through both longer essays and shorter case studies, this book
examines the relationship of European women from various
countries and backgrounds to collecting, in order to explore the
social practices and material and visual cultures of collecting in
eighteenth-century Europe.
It recovers their lives and examines their interests, their
methodologies, and their collections and objects — some of
which have rarely been studied before. The book also considers
women’s role as producers, that is creators of objects that were
collected.
Routledge
Market: Art History
: 212pp: 37 illus: 27 halftones: 3 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-85666-3: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-367-85667-0: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367856663
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3rd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER

Introduction to Contemporary Print Culture

Using Critical Theory

Books as Media

How to Read and Write About Literature
Simone Murray

Lois Tyson, Grand Valley State University, USA

Introduction to Contemporary Print Culture considers the book’s
deeply intertwined relationships with other media. Divided into
three parts, the book first introduces students to various theories
and methods for understanding print culture, demonstrating
how the study of the book has grown out of longstanding
academic disciplines. The second part comprises a survey of key
sectors of the contemporary book world. In the final part, digital
technologies take centre stage as eBook regimes and
mass-digitisation projects are investigated for what they reveal
about information power and access in the new millennium.

Explaining both why theory is important and how to use it, Tyson
introduces students of literature to this often daunting field in
a friendly and readable style. The new edition is clearly structured
with chapters based on major theories frequently covered both
in courses on literature and on critical theory. It also includes
updated and expanded theoretical vocabulary, as well as Basic
Concepts and Further Study sections and an expanded
"next-step" appendix that suggests additional literary works for
extra practice. Comprehensive and easy to use, Using Critical
Theory is the ideal first step for students beginning degrees in
literature, composition, and cultural studies.

Routledge
Market: Literary Studies
: 256pp: 38 illus: 38 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-33901-2: Oct 2020: $150.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-33899-2: Oct 2020: $31.95
eBook: 978-0-429-32274-7: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367338992

Routledge
Market: Literary Theory
: 398pp
Hb: 978-1-138-58645-1: Oct 2020: $150.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-58647-5: Oct 2020: $39.95
eBook: 978-0-429-46902-2: Oct 2020 • Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-61617-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138586475
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Judge for Yourself

(In)digestion in Literature and Film

Reading Hyper-Contemporary Literature and Book Prize Shortlists

A Transcultural Approach

Nicholas Taylor-Collins
Judge for Yourself guides interested and advanced-level readers
through the challenge of judging the quality of
hyper-contemporary literature, and the challenge of the text.
Through five chapters Judge for Yourself introduces readers to
current critical debates that inform engagement and the reading
experience of hyper-contemporary writing. Topics covered
include feminism, postcolonialism, critical race theory, queer,
class, and book reviews. Each chapter includes introductory
questions for the reader, and Judge for Yourself i accompanied
by an exploration of book-prize culture and the challenge posed
by hyper-contemporary literature

Edited by Serena J. Rivera and Niki Kiviat
Series: Literary Criticism and Cultural Theory
This is a collection of essays representative of diverse
geographies, all of which underscore moments of disordered
eating. The volume removes the pathology and stigma
surrounding non-normative eating, highlighting these acts as
expressions of resistance against the sociopolitical order of
operations.

Routledge
: 222pp
Hb: 978-0-367-37199-9: Oct 2020: $110.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-37197-5: Oct 2020: $24.95
eBook: 978-0-429-35302-4: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367371975

Routledge
Market: Literary Studies
6 x 9: 222pp
Hb: 978-0-367-44307-8: May 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-04788-9: Apr 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367443078
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Postcolonial Locations

“Music Makers” and World Creators

New Issues and Directions in Postcolonial Studies

The Forms And Functions Of Embedded Poems In British Fantasy
Narratives

Robert Spencer, University of Manchester, UK and Anastasia
Valassopoulos, University of Manchester, UK
This book seeks to clarify the meaning of ‘the postcolonial’
through close textual readings, rather than abstract theoretical
discussions; it steps back from the field and provides a practical
explanation of what the discipline is for. It begins with an
introduction of the key theoretical debates in the field but it
then goes on to demonstrate, via a series of close textual
readings, that we can achieve a more comprehensive and
complete reading of the multiple times, places and texts in which
colonial power is both exerted and fought. An engaging and
comprehensive guide to contemporary postcolonial studies,
this guide is essential reading for students as well as professors
Routledge
: 232pp
Hb: 978-1-138-05118-8: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-05120-1: Oct 2020: $31.95
eBook: 978-1-315-16837-1: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138051201

Michaela Hausmann
Series: Routledge Studies in Nineteenth Century Literature
Many works of fantasy literature feature a considerable number
of embedded poems, some written by the authors themselves,
some borrowed and transformed from other authors. Exploring
the mechanisms of this mix and the interaction between
individual poems and the overall narrative, this monograph
analyses the various forms and functions of embedded poems
in major works of fantasy literature.

Routledge
6 x 9: 294pp
Hb: 978-0-367-42643-9: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-367-85405-8: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367426439
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All Along Bob Dylan

Career Construction Theory and Life Writing

America and the World

Narrative and Autobiographical Thinking across the Professions

Edited by Tymon Adamczewski
Series: Routledge Studies in Contemporary Literature

Edited by Hywel Dix
Series: Life Writing

Adding European and non-English speaking contexts to the
vibrant field of Dylan studies, this volume covers a wide range
of topics and methodologies while dealing with the inherently
complex and varied material produced or associated with the
iconic artist.

This volume applies the insight and methods of career
construction theory to explore how autobiographical writing is
used in different professional careers, from fiction and journalism
to education and medicine. It draws attention to the fact that a
career is a particular kind of artefact with distinctive properties
and features that can be analysed and compared, and puts
forward a new theory of the relationship between narrative
methodology and the vocation of writing.
The chapters in this book were originally published in the journal,
Life Writing

Routledge
Market: Literature
6 x 9: 184pp: 2 illus: 2 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-23626-7: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-28086-3: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367236267

Routledge
Market: Literature/Life Writing
: 146pp
Hb: 978-0-367-55092-9: Oct 2020: $160.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367550929
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Apocalyptic Territories

Catherine Crowe: Gender, Genre, and Radical
Politics

Setting and Revelation in Contemporary American Fiction
Anna Hellén
Series: Routledge Studies in Contemporary Literature

Ruth Heholt
Series: Among the Victorians and Modernists

Research on the relationship between the apocalyptic tradition
and the literary imagination has typically espoused a temporal
approach which in one way or another revolves around the
order of events that precedes the end of history and the ensuing
establishment of a new world. This study, by contrast, explores
the spatial dimensions of apocalypse, more precisely the way
in which the settings of the Book of Revelation are taken up by
contemporary American writers and related to more general
but also more contested concerns of territorial integrity and
national identity.

This is the first full-length study of the popular Victorian writer
Catherine Crowe (1790-1872). Crowe is increasingly being
recognised as an important and influential figure in the literary
and Spiritualist circles of the nineteenth century. Best known
today for her collection of "real" ghost tales The Night Side of
Nature: or of Ghosts and Ghost Seers, Crowe also wrote five popular
novels as well as numerous short stories and essays. This volume
aims to restore an author who was "[o]nce as famous as Dickens
or Thackeray" (Wilson 1986, v) to her proper place in the scholarly
discussion of Victorian literature.

Routledge
Market: Literature
6 x 9: 150pp
Hb: 978-0-367-89657-7: Feb 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-367-89658-4: Feb 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367896577

Routledge
Market: Literature
6 x 9: 228pp
Hb: 978-0-367-54332-7: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08882-0: Jun 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367543327
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Beyond Collective Memory

Character and Dystopia

Structural Complicity and Future Freedoms in Senegalese and South
African Narratives

The Last Men
Aaron S. Rosenfeld
Series: Routledge Studies in Twentieth-Century Literature

Cullen Goldblatt
Series: Routledge Studies in Comparative Literature

Character and Dystopia: The Last Men examines dystopian
characterization through analysis of the "last man" figure. Unlike
most work on dystopia that emphasizes dystopia’s politics, this
book’s approach grows out of questions of poetics: How do
dystopian characters operate differently than other characters,
within texts and upon the reader? What is the relation between this
character and other forms of literary character, such as are found
in romantic and modernist texts? By reading character as crucial
to the dystopian project, the book makes a case for dystopia as
a sensitive register of modern anxieties about subjectivity and
its portrayal in literary works.

Beyond Collective Memory investigates the elisions of "memory,"
and invites an exploration of the African pasts and imaginaries
that exist beyond it.

Routledge
Market: Literary Studies
6 x 9: 234pp
Hb: 978-0-367-44302-3: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-09553-8: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367443023

1-800-634-7064

Routledge
6 x 9: 286pp
Hb: 978-0-367-42275-2: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-367-82310-8: Jul 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367422752
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ChicaNerds in Chicana Young Adult Literature

Gender, Eating Disorders, and Graphic Medicine
Anu Mary Peter and Sathyaraj Venkatesan

Brown and Nerdy
Cristina Herrera
Series: Children's Literature and Culture
While popular culture and mainstream media have shaped the
well-known figure of the nerd as synonymous with white
maleness, Chicana YA literature subverts the nerd stereotype
through its negation of this identity as always white and male.
These ChicaNerds unite their burgeoning sociopolitical
consciousness as young nonwhite girls with their "nerdy" traits
of bookishness, math and literary intelligence, poetic talents,
and love of learning. Combining the sociopolitical consciousness
of Chicanisma with one aligned to the well-known image of the
"nerd," ChicaNerds learn to navigate the many complicated
layers of coming to an empowered declaration of themselves
as smart Chicanas.
Routledge
6 x 9: 164pp
Hb: 978-0-367-86021-9: Jul 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-01647-2: Jun 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367860219

Drawing on the findings from their biocultural investigation of
eating disorders among women using graphic memoirs,
Venkatesan and Anu discusses how graphic medicine offers an
ingress into women’s subjective experience of eating disorders.

Routledge
Market: Literary Studies
5-1/2 x 8-1/2: 120pp
Hb: 978-0-367-44300-9: Sep 2020: $60.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08756-4: Jun 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367443009
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Ethnic Resonances in Performance, Literature, and
Identity

Holocaust Narratives
Trauma, Memory and Identity Across Generations

Edited by Yiorgos Kalogeras and Cathy C. Waegner
Series: Routledge Interdisciplinary Perspectives on Literature

Thorsten Wilhelm
Series: Routledge Studies in Comparative Literature

An international group of scholars examines the ramifications
of the dynamic concept of resonance for ethnic studies. The
chapters investigate specific ethnic phenomena in terms of
relevant literature, cultural and theoretical thought, or historical
intervention. This interdisciplinary volume shows that literary
production can both enhance and disturb cultural narratives of
ethnicity.

This book analyzes individual multi-generational frameworks of
Holocaust trauma to answer one essential question: How do
these narratives change to not only transmit the trauma of the
Holocaust but also construct the trauma as a connector to a
past that needs to be continued in the present?

Routledge
Market: Literary Studies
6 x 9: 236pp: 9 illus: 9 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-85991-6: Dec 2019: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-01627-4: Dec 2019
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367859916

Routledge
Market: Literary Studies
6 x 9: 218pp
Hb: 978-0-367-44297-2: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08754-0: Jun 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367442972
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First Readers of Shakespeare’s Sonnets, 1590-1790

Household Servants in Early Modern Domestic
Tragedy

Faith D. Acker
Series: Routledge Studies in Shakespeare
First Readers of Shakespeare’s Sonnets reintroduces many early
readings of Shakespeare’s sonnets, arguing that studying the
priorities and interpretations of these previous readers expands
the modern critical applications of these poems, thereby
affording them numerous future applications. This volume draws
upon book history, manuscript studies, and editorial theory to
recover four lost critical approaches to the sonnets, highlighting
early readers’ interests in Shakespeare’s classical adaptations,
political applicability, religious themes, and rhetorical skill during
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.
Routledge
6 x 9: 270pp: 9 illus
Hb: 978-0-367-50136-5: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-04895-4: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367501365

Iman Sheeha
Series: Routledge Studies in Renaissance Literature and Culture
This book nuances the picture of domestic servants constructed
by both early modern moralists and modern scholarship. It
argues that domestic tragedy stages complex and varied service
relationships. Focusing on the homes of the middling sorts, it
expands our understanding of service beyond elite circles.

Routledge
Market: Literature
6 x 9: 254pp: 2 illus: 2 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-49885-6: Jun 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-04794-0: May 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367498856
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In Defense of Dialogue

Marie Jeanne Riccoboni’s Epistolary Feminism

Reading Habermas and Postwar American Literature

Fact, Fiction, and Voice

Monika Gehlawat
Series: Routledge Research in American Literature and Culture

Marijn S. Kaplan
Series: Routledge Studies in Eighteenth-Century Literature

In Defense of Dialogue: Reading Habermas and Postwar
American Literature offers a timely investigation of the value of
dialogue in contemporary American culture.

In Marie Jeanne Riccoboni’s Epistolary Feminism: Fact, Fiction, and
Voice, Marijn S. Kaplan juxtaposes Riccoboni’s epistolary fiction
with some of her relatively unknown letters to her publisher,
editors, Diderot, Laclos etc. (included, with translations), tracing
related proto-feminist strategies in both to her first novel Lettres
de Mistriss Fanni Butlerd (1757).

Routledge
Market: Literary Studies
6 x 9: 238pp
Hb: 978-0-367-43797-8: Mar 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-00585-8: Feb 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367437978

Routledge
Market: Literary Studies
6 x 9: 174pp
Hb: 978-0-367-85852-0: May 2020: $150.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-04780-3: Apr 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367858520
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Life-Writing, Genre and Criticism in the Texts of
Sylvia Townsend Warner and Valentine Ackland

Masculinities in Austrian Contemporary Literature
Strategic Evasion
Matthias Eck
Series: Routledge Studies in Contemporary Literature

Women Writing for Women
Ailsa Granne
Series: Routledge Studies in Twentieth-Century Literature
Sylvia Townsend Warner has increasingly become recognized
as a significant and distinctive talent amongst twentieth-century
authors. This volume explores her remarkable relationship with
Valentine Ackland - her partner for forty years - by closely
examining their letters and diaries alongside a selection of their
other texts, in particular their poetry. This analysis reveals the
crucial role their writing played in establishing, maintaining, and
defending their intimacy and describes the emergence of an
alternative textual world upon which they became wholly reliant.
Routledge
Market: Literature
6 x 9: 216pp
Hb: 978-0-367-52072-4: Jul 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05627-0: May 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367520724

Masculinities in Austrian Contemporary Literature: Strategic
Evasion shows the important contribution that literature can
make to the understanding of masculinities, by offering insights
into the mental structures of hegemonic masculinity. While there
is evidence of frustrating hegemonic masculinities, contemporary
Austrian literature offers few positive images of alternative
masculinity.

Routledge
Market: Literary Studies
6 x 9: 208pp
Hb: 978-0-367-43791-6: Mar 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-367-43792-3: Mar 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367437916
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Literary Criticism, Culture and the Subject of
'English': F.R. Leavis and T.S. Eliot

Memory and Utopian Agency in Utopian/Dystopian
Literature

Dandan Zhang
Series: Routledge Studies in Twentieth-Century Literature

Memory of the Future
Carter F. Hanson

This volume considers the highly convoluted relationship
between F. R. Leavis and T. S. Eliot, comparing their ideas in
literary and cultural criticism, and connecting it to the broader
discourse of English Studies as a university subject that
developed in the first half of the twentieth century. Comparing
and contrasting all the many writings of Leavis on Eliot, and the
two on Lawrence, the study examines how Eliot is formative for
the theory and practice of Leavis’s literary criticism in both
positive and negative ways, and investigates Lawrence’s
significance in relation to Leavis’s changing attitude to Eliot.
Routledge
6 x 9: 198pp
Hb: 978-0-367-36087-0: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-34373-5: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367360870

1-800-634-7064

Memory and Utopian Agency in Utopian/Dystopian Literature:
Memory of the Future examines utopian/dystopian fiction’s
enduring preoccupation with memory, asserting through
readings of seminal texts that from the nineteenth century
onward, memory and forgetting feature as key problematics in
the genre as well as vital sources of the utopian impulse.

Routledge
Market: Literary Studies
6 x 9: 218pp
Hb: 978-0-367-85861-2: Jul 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08265-1: Jun 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367858612
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Migrant and Tourist Encounters

Nineteenth-Century Italian Women Writers and the
Woman Question

The Ethics of Im/mobility in 21st Century Dominican and Cuban
Cultures
Andrea Easley Morris
Series: Routledge Interdisciplinary Perspectives on Literature
This monograph compares the ways in which literary works and
films reflect on and critique the power relations and ethics of
im/mobility and encounter, both on the islands and in
destinations abroad, against the backdrop of a surge in migration
and tourism during the last three decades.

The Case of Neera
Catherine Ramsey-Portolano
Series: Routledge Focus on Literature
Nineteenth-Century Italian Women Writers and the Woman
Question focuses on the literary, journalistic and epistolary
production of Italian woman writer Neera, pseudonym for Anna
Radius Zuccari, one of the most prolific and successful women
writers of late-nineteenth-century Italy. This volume analyzes
Neera’s contribution to fin-de-siècle literary and cultural debates
to show how this writer played a role, not only through her
narrative and journalistic production but also through her
epistolary exchanges, in renewing Italian literature as well as
assisting in the creation of a female literary voice.

Routledge
Market: Literature
6 x 9: 214pp
Hb: 978-0-367-50378-9: Jul 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-04972-2: May 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367503789

Routledge
5-1/2 x 8-1/2: 144pp
Hb: 978-0-367-50890-6: Oct 2020: $60.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05168-8: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367508906
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Modernist Literature and European Identity

Objects and Intertexts in Toni Morrison’s "Beloved"

Birgit Van Puymbroeck
Series: Routledge Studies in Twentieth-Century Literature
Modernist Literature and European Identity examines how
European and non-European authors debated the idea of Europe
in the first half of the twentieth century. It shifts the focus from
European modernism to modernist Europe, and shows how the
notion of Europe was constructed in a variety of modernist texts.
Building on insights gained from global modernism and network
theory, this book suggests that rather than defining Europe
through a set of core principles, we may also regard it as an open
or weak construct, a crossroads where different authors and
views converged and collided.
Routledge
Market: Literature
6 x 9: 174pp
Hb: 978-0-367-51635-2: Jul 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05471-9: May 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367516352

The Case for Reparations
Maureen E. Ruprecht Fadem
Series: Routledge Research in American Literature and Culture
This is an inspired contribution to the scholarship on one of the
most influential American novels and novelists. The author
positions Beloved as a meditation on historical justice and
re-comprehends it as both a formal tragedy—a generic
translation of fiction and tragedy or a "novel-tragedy"
(Kliger)—and as a novel of objects.

Routledge
Market: Literary Studies
6 x 9: 304pp
Hb: 978-0-367-41619-5: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-10506-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367416195
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Mythopoeic Narrative in The Legend of Zelda

Outside the Anthropological Machine

Edited by Anthony Cirilla and Vincent Rone
Series: Routledge Interdisciplinary Perspectives on Literature
The Legend of Zelda series is one of the most popular and
recognizable examples in videogames of what Tolkien referred
to as mythopoeia, or myth-making. The essays in this volume
explore how The Legend of Zelda series puts players in touch
with videogames’ myth-making power.

Routledge
Market: Literary Studies
6 x 9: 252pp
Hb: 978-0-367-43798-5: Feb 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-00587-2: Feb 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367437985

Crossing the Human-Animal Divide and Other Exit Strategies
Edited by Chiara Mengozzi
Series: Perspectives on the Non-Human in Literature and Culture
This book is to free the humanities from their anthropocentric
frame and to explore how they might instead deepen our
understanding of animals’ lives and points of view. By
decentering human concerns and foregrounding animals’
perceptual and cognitive worlds, it urges us to "unlearn" no
more and no less than our species’ arrogance.

Routledge
Market: Literature
6 x 9: 284pp: 23 illus: 23 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-50444-1: Jun 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-04988-3: May 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367504441
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Peril and Protection in British Courtship Novels

Reading Mathematics in Early Modern Europe

A Study in Continuity and Change

Studies in the Production, Collection, and Use of Mathematical Books

Geri Giebel Chavis
Series: Among the Victorians and Modernists

Edited by Philip Beeley, Yelda Nasifoglu and Benjamin
Wardhaugh
Series: Material Readings in Early Modern Culture

Peril and Protection in British Courtship Novels: A Study in
Continuity and Change explores the use and context of
danger/safety language in British courtship novels published
between 1719 and 1920. Blending close textual analysis with
historical/cultural and feminist criticism, this multi-faceted study
invites readers to look with both a microscopic lens at the
nuances of figurative and literal language and a telescopic lens
at the ways in which modifications to views of masculinity and
femininity and interactions within the courtship arena inform
the novel genre’s evolution.

The volume contains eleven case studies exploring the
production, collection, and use of early modern mathematical
texts across different social milieus. Focusing on what can be
learned from material traces of book use, but also covering topics
such as manuscript tradition, book production, and the role of
diagrams, it seeks to define and illuminate the distinctive world
of mathematical reading.

Routledge
6 x 9: 232pp
Hb: 978-0-367-50899-9: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05173-2: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367508999

Routledge
Market: Literature
6 x 9: 348pp: 35 illus: 35 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-60925-2: Oct 2020: $160.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-10255-7: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367609252
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Posthumanism in the Novels of Kurt Vonnegut

Robert Chambers of Edinburgh

Matter That Complains So

Victorian Polymath and Educator

Andrew Hicks
Series: Routledge Research in American Literature and Culture

Iris Macfarlane and Alan Macfarlane
The book weaves together the life and times of Robert
Chambers, founder of W. & R. Chambers publishers. It is a
biography of Chambers and his family. It also provides the
context of his life by the way of a portrait of nineteenth century
Edinburgh as seen through his eyes. It explores the intellectual
and organisational revolutions embodied in his life, the
explorations in history, folklore, geology, publishing, education
and many other fields which made him one of the most exciting
thinkers of his age ; Please note: Taylor & Francis does not sell or
distribute the Hardback in India, Pakistan, Nepal, Bhutan,
Bangladesh and Sri Lanka.

Posthumanism in the Novels of Kurt Vonnegut: Matter That
Complains So draws on New Materialist, Eco-Critical and Systems
Theory methodologies to highlight posthumanist themes in six
of Vonnegut’s most famous novels, challenging the prevailing
critical consensus that he was a humanist writer.

Routledge
Market: Literary Studies
6 x 9: 242pp: 2 illus: 2 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-85855-1: Jul 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-367-52164-6: May 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367858551

Routledge
Market: Anthropology
: 334pp: 31 illus: 31 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-56149-9: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-09765-5: Jun 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367561499
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Prison Writing and the Literary World

Rulers of Literary Playgrounds

Imprisonment, Institutionality and Questions of Literary Practice

Politics of Intergenerational Play in Children’s Literature

Edited by Michelle Kelly and Claire Westall
Series: Routledge Interdisciplinary Perspectives on Literature

Edited by Justyna Deszcz-Tryhubczak and Irena Barbara
Kalla
Series: Children's Literature and Culture

Prison Writing and the Literary World offers scholarly essays
exploring international prison writings in relation to wartime
internment, political imprisonment, resistance and
independence-creation, regimes of terror, and personal narratives
of development grappling with race, class and gender. It also
includes pieces from writers with experience of the fraught,
testing and potentially inspiring links between prison and the
literary world.

Routledge
Market: Literature
6 x 9: 284pp
Hb: 978-0-367-61623-6: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-10578-7: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367616236

1-800-634-7064

Rulers of Literary Playgrounds: Politics of Intergenerational Play
in Children’s Literature offers multifaceted reflection on
interdependences between children and adults as they engage
in play in literary texts and in real life. This volume brings together
international children’s literature scholars who each look at
children’s texts as key vehicles of intergenerational play reflecting
ideologies of childhood and as objects with which children and
adults interact physically, emotionally, and cognitively.
Routledge
6 x 9: 260pp: 25 halftones: 2 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-50143-3: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-04898-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367501433
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South Asian Digital Humanities

The Algerian War Retold

Postcolonial Mediations across Technology’s Cultural Canon

Of Camus’s Revolt and Postwar Reconciliation

Edited by Roopika Risam and Rahul K. Gairola, Murdoch
University, Australia

Meaghan Emery
Series: Routledge Interdisciplinary Perspectives on Literature

Building on the important history of digital humanities
scholarship in South Asia and its diasporas that precedes this
work, this book contends that South Asian studies is further
positioned to offer a new genealogy of digital humanities,
demonstrated through this assemblage of essays that reveal
how the digital continues to shape notions of home, belonging,
nation, identity, memory, and diaspora through a variety of
humanistic methodologies and digital techniques.
This book was originally published as a special issue of South
Asian Review

The Algerian War Retold: Of Camus’s Revolt and Postwar
Reconciliation focuses on specific aspects of Albert Camus’s
ethical thought through a study of his writings in conjunction
th

st

with late 20 - and early 21 -century works written by
Franco-Maghrebi authors on the topic of the Algerian War
(1954-1962). It combines historical inquiry with literary analysis
in order to examine the ways in which Camus’s concept of revolt
-- in his novels, journalistic writing, and philosophical essays -reverberates in productions pertaining to that war.

Routledge
Market: Digital Humanities / Postcolonial Studies / Literature
: 156pp
Hb: 978-0-367-50405-2: Jul 2020: $160.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-04984-5: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367504052

Routledge
Market: Literary Studies
6 x 9: 226pp
Hb: 978-0-367-44469-3: Dec 2019: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-00987-0: Nov 2019
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367444693
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Spatial Literary Studies

The Anthropocenic Turn

Interdisciplinary Approaches to Space, Geography, and the Imagination

The Interplay between Disciplinary and Interdisciplinary Responses to
a New Age

Edited by Robert T. Tally Jr.
Series: Routledge Interdisciplinary Perspectives on Literature
Following the spatial turn in the humanities and social sciences,
Spatial Literary Studies draw upon diverse critical and theoretical
traditions in disclosing, analyzing, and exploring the significance
of space, place, and mapping in literature and in the world, thus
making possible new textual geographies and literary
cartographies.

Routledge
Market: Literary Studies
6 x 9: 352pp
Hb: 978-0-367-52010-6: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05602-7: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367520106

Edited by GABRIELE DÜRBECK and PHILIP HÜPKES
Series: Routledge Interdisciplinary Perspectives on Literature
The "Anthropocene" discourse creates novel conceptual
configurations and enables scholars across disciplines to
re-contextualize and re-negotiate long-established paradigms,
premises, theories and methodologies. This interdisciplinary
volume discusses whether the increasing salience of the
Anthropocene concept in the humanities and the social sciences
constitutes an "Anthropocenic turn."

Routledge
Market: Literary Studies
6 x 9: 266pp: 13 illus: 13 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-48015-8: Mar 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-03762-0: Mar 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367480158
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Telling the Time in British Literature, 1675-1830

The Birth and Death of the Author

Hours of Folly?

A Multi-Authored History of Authorship in Print
Marcus Tomalin
Series: British Literature in Context in the Long Eighteenth
Century
This book explores how the essayists, poets, playwrights, and
novelists of the eighteenth century meditated deeply upon the
physical form, social functions, and philosophical implications
of particular time-telling objects. Consequently, each chapter
considers a different device – mechanical watches, pendulums,
sandglasses, sundials, flowers, and bells – and the literary
responses of significant figures such as Alexander Pope, Anne
Steele, William Wordsworth, Samuel Taylor Coleridge, Charlotte
Smith, and William Hazlitt are carefully examined.

Routledge
Market: Literary Studies
6 x 9: 210pp
Hb: 978-0-367-85857-5: Apr 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-02570-2: Mar 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367858575

Edited by Andrew J. Power
Series: Routledge Auto/Biography Studies
The Birth and Death of the Author is a work about the changing
nature of authorship as a concept. In eight specialist
interventions by a diverse group of the finest international
scholars it tells a history of print authorship in a set of author
case studies from the fifteenth to the twenty-first century. As a
multi-authored history of authorship itself, each chapter takes
a single author or work from every century since the advent of
print and focuses in on the relationship between the author and
the reader.
Routledge
Market: Literature
6 x 9: 190pp
Hb: 978-1-138-31116-9: Jul 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-45902-3: Jul 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138311169
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The Hawthornden Manuscripts of William Fowler
and the Jacobean Court 1603–1612

Trans(in)fusion
Reflections for Critical Thinking

Allison L. Steenson
Series: Routledge Studies in Renaissance Literature and Culture

Ranjan Ghosh
Series: Literary Criticism and Cultural Theory

This book explores the Hawthornden manuscripts of William
Fowler, Scottish poet, largely unknown to modern scholars. It
engages in the exploration of the "cultural places of the
European Renaissance", focusing on the Jacobean courtly
establishment in the first decade of the the newly united Great
Britain, from the point of view of a Scottish insider.

Trans(in)fusion is a highly original book that tries to radicalize
our ways of ‘critical thinking’ across disciplines. The book,
refreshingly, brings into play critical philosophy, literary criticism,
studies in mathematics, physics, chemistry and developmental
biology, and various other disciplines and epistemes to set up
a tenure and tenor of ‘critical thinking’.

Routledge
Market: Literary Studies
6 x 9: 246pp: 8 illus: 8 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-54326-6: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08876-9: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367543266

Routledge
Market: Literature
6 x 9: 172pp
Hb: 978-0-367-56408-7: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-09760-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367564087
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The Shakespearean International Yearbook 18

Translingual Francophonie and the Limits of
Translation

Special Section: Soviet Shakespeare
Edited by Tom Bishop and Alexa Alice Joubin
Series: The Shakespearean International Yearbook

Ioanna Chatzidimitriou
Series: Routledge Studies in Comparative Literature

For its eighteenth volume The Shakespearean International
Yearbook surveys the present state of Shakespeare studies,
addressing issues that are fundamental to our interpretive
encounter with Shakespeare’s work and his time, across the
whole spectrum of his literary output.

This book articulates a new theory of translation based on the
estuary as metaphor for what translation can do at cultural and
linguistic borders. It then uses the concept of "estuarine
translation" as a critical lens for the study of works that either
practice and/or thematize translation by selected francophone,
translingual authors.

Routledge
Market: Literary Studies
6 x 9: 246pp: 15 illus: 15 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-44298-9: Jul 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-04876-3: Jun 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367442989

Routledge
Market: Literature
6 x 9: 212pp
Hb: 978-0-367-54912-1: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-09116-5: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367549121
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Tracing the Trails in the Medieval World

Trauma and Transformation in African Literature
J. Roger Kurtz, SUNY Brockport, USA
Series: Routledge Interdisciplinary Perspectives on Literature

Epistemological Explorations, Orientation, and Mapping in Medieval
Literature

This book interrogates the relevance of trauma for African
literatures, arguing that a thoughtful application of trauma theory
in relation to African literatures is in fact a productive exercise.
Kurtz makes the case for understanding trauma healing within
the larger project of peacebuilding, with an emphasis on the
transformative potential of the African moral imagination. He
offers readings of Chinua Achebe, Ngugi wa Thiong’o,
Chimamanda Adichie, and Nuruddin Farah as case studies.

Albrecht Classen
Series: Routledge Studies in Medieval Literature and Culture
Only a highly comparative study of medieval literature can help
us to comprehend how much fundamental ideas and concepts
were shared throughout the entire period. The idea of the trail
as an epistemological vehicle for the protagonists proves to be
critical in reaching a deep understanding of medieval values
and ideals.

Routledge
Market: Literary Studies
6 x 9: 324pp: 2 illus: 2 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-45969-7: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-09886-7: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367459697
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Routledge
Market: Literature / Trauma Studies
6 x 9: 198pp
Hb: 978-1-138-20523-9: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-315-46753-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138205239
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Victimhood in American Narratives of the War in
Vietnam

Women’s Letters as Life Writing 1840–1885

Aleksandra Musiał
This book revisits the American canon of novels, memoirs, and
films about the war in Vietnam, in order to trace the strategies
of representation that establish American soldiers and veterans
as the most significant victims of the war, and to investigate the
mythologization of "Vietnam" in the American cultural narrative
of the war.

Routledge
Market: Literary Studies
6 x 9: 210pp: 1 illus: 1 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-43803-6: Mar 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-00589-6: Mar 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367438036

Catherine Delafield
Series: The Nineteenth Century Series
This book revisits the letter as a vehicle for life writing and
explores how letters were employed within the
nineteenth-century letter collections of six women: Frances
Burney, Charlotte Brontë, Mary Delany, Catherine Winkworth,
Jane Austen and George Eliot. The book considers life-writing
theory and collaboration, and proposes a model for the
nineteenth-century life written in letters that demonstrates how
elements of (un)sociability, resistance and community played a
role in the response to writerly identity.
Routledge
Market: Literary Studies
6 x 9: 202pp
Hb: 978-0-367-85911-4: Dec 2019: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-01571-0: Dec 2019
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367859114
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Vulnerable South Asia

Write My Name

Precarities, Resistance, and Care Communities

Authorship in the Poetry of Thomas Moore

Edited by Pallavi Rastogi
This collection is a significant intervention in the on-going global
conversation on precarity, vulnerability, and suffering not only
because these issues have preoccupied the human race through
the ages but also because our present moment – the now – is
characterized by pervasive hazard that writers, readers, teachers,
and humanists must call out, talk and write about, and thus resist.
The chapters in this book were originally published as a special
issue of the journal, South Asian Review.

Justin Tonra
Series: Poetry and Song in the Age of Revolution
Write My Name: Authorship in the Poetry of Thomas Moore is the
first monograph devoted to Moore’s poetry, and argues for the
value of attending to neglected aspects of Moore’s poetic work
through analysis of his shifting modes of authorship and their
various motivations.

Routledge
Market: Literature
: 172pp
Hb: 978-0-367-50666-7: Oct 2020: $160.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367506667

Routledge
Market: Literary Studies
6 x 9: 208pp: 8 illus: 8 halftones: 4 line drawings: 4 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-41617-1: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-09096-0: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367416171
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War Comics

Writing the Land, Writing Humanity

A Postcolonial Perspective

The Maya Literary Renaissance

Jeanne-Marie Viljoen
Series: Routledge Interdisciplinary Perspectives on Literature

Charles M. Pigott
Series: Perspectives on the Non-Human in Literature and Culture

This book focuses on non-fictional, visual narratives (including
comics; graphic narratives; animated documentaries) that
attempt to represent violent experiences, primarily in the
Levant. It explores, from a philosophical perspective, the problem
of representing trauma when language seems inadequate to
describe our experiences.

The Maya Literary Renaissance is a growing yet little-known
literary phenomenon that can redefine our understanding of
"literature" universally. By analyzing eight representative texts,
the book synthesizes core Maya concepts with diverse theories
to reveal how literature constantly emerges from wider creative
patterns in nature.

Routledge
Market: Literature
6 x 9: 232pp: 20 illus: 20 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-53315-1: Jul 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08136-4: Jun 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367533151

Routledge
Market: Literary Studies
6 x 9: 268pp: 24 illus: 13 halftones: 10 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-47352-5: Mar 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-03504-6: Mar 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367473525
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Defiant Discourse

Translation and Practice Theory
Maeve Olohan, University of Manchester, UK
Series: Translation Theories Explored

Speech and Action in Grassroots Activism
Tamar Katriel, University of Haifa, Israel
Series: Politics of Language
In this timely and innovative book, Tamar Katriel takes a language
and discourse-centred approach to the subject of peace activism
in Israel-Palestine, one of the most significant political issues of
our time, while also posing more general questions about the
role played by language in activist movements—how activists
themselves conceptualise their speech and its relationship to
action. This is critical reading for all students and scholars
studying activism and social movements within Linguistics,
Middle Eastern studies, Peace studies and Communication
studies.
Routledge
Market: Linguistics/Middle Eastern Studies/Peace Studies/Communication Studies
: 256pp: 1 illus: 1 line drawings
Hb: 978-1-138-89571-3: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-89573-7: Oct 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-315-17936-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138895713

Translation and Practice Theory is a timely and theoretically
innovative study linking professional practice and translation
theory for the first time. Focusing on the key aspects of
translation practices, Olohan provides the reader with an
in-depth understanding of how translators work, interact and
collaborate – with people, with technologies and other material
resources in the translation workplace. This book is key reading
for advanced students and researchers of Translation Theory. It
will also be of interest in the area of professional communication
within Communication Studies and Applied Linguistics.
Routledge
Market: Translation/Translation Studies/Applied Linguistics/Communication Studies
: 166pp
Hb: 978-1-138-20029-6: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-20030-2: Oct 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-315-51477-2: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138200302
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Japanese–English Translation

Translation Revision and Post-editing

An Advanced Guide

Industry Practices and Cognitive Processes
Judy Wakabayashi

Edited by Maarit Koponen, Brian Mossop, Isabelle S. Robert
and Giovanna Scocchera

This volumeis a textbook for aspiring translators of Japanese into
English, as well as a reference work for professional
Japanese-English translators and for translator educators.
Underpinned by sound theoretical principles, it provides a solid
foundation in the practice of Japanese-English translation, then
extends this to more advanced levels.
This is an essential resource for postgraduate students of
Japanese-English translation and Japanese language,
professional Japanese-English translators and translator
educators. It will also be of use and interest to advanced
undergraduates studying Japanese.
Routledge
Market: Language Learning / Japanese
: 270pp: 5 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-86334-0: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-86333-3: Oct 2020: $49.95
eBook: 978-1-003-01845-2: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367863333

The process and practice of checking and revising translations
is well-established but it is currently growing in importance as
more and more translators find themselves checking outputs
of Translation Memory and Machine Translation, with this
checking work increasingly done by volunteers rather than by
professionals and because of new standards and legislation. This
collection will bring together new research on revision in
government and corporate translation departments, translation
agencies, the literary publishing sector and the volunteer sector,
as well as on revision training. Essential reading for anyone
studying or working in the area of revision and post-editing.
Routledge
Market: Translation and Translation Studies
: 294pp: 50 illus: 5 halftones: 45 line drawings: 23 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-54970-8: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-54971-5: Oct 2020: $46.95
eBook: 978-1-003-09696-2: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138549715
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TEXTBOOK • READER

Linguistic Planets of Belief

Exploring Grammar Through Texts

Mapping Language Attitudes in the American South

Reading and Writing the Structure of English

Paulina Bounds, Jennifer Cramer and Susan Tamasi, Emory
University, USA

Cornelia Paraskevas
This textbook provides an innovative introduction to core areas
of grammar: a systematic guide to the structure of English,
arranged hierarchically from the word to the sentence to the
paragraph level. Using a linguistic framework, activities and
exercises, and diverse authentic texts, the book connects
grammar knowledge to writing development, strengthening
student understanding of language as a tool for text
construction. Students of linguistics and English language will
develop foundational knowledge about grammar and texts, as
will writing students. Aligning with state curricular standards
around the world, the book will be particularly useful for students
of English Education.

Linguistic Planets of Belief presents a way for people to notice,
examine, and question the role language plays in identifying,
recognizing, and understanding those around them. It is essential
interdisciplinary reading for students of English language,
linguistics, and sociolinguistics, and will also be of interest to
anyone concerned with the ways that language, ideology and
discrimination intersect.

Routledge
: 180pp: 82 illus: 40 halftones: 42 line drawings: 23 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-49112-0: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-49113-7: Oct 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-351-03382-4: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138491137

1-800-634-7064

Routledge
Market: Linguistics/Education/Composition
6 x 9: 220pp: 24 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-56226-7: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-56223-6: Oct 2020: $42.95
eBook: 978-1-003-09698-6: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367562236
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Language and Media

Advancing Socio-grammatical Variation and Change

A Resource Book for Students

In Honour of Jenny Cheshire

Rodney H. Jones, Sylvia Jaworska and Erhan Aslan
Series: Routledge English Language Introductions
Routledge English Language Introductions cover core areas of
language study and are one-stop resources for students.
This revised second edition of Language and Media emphasises
the increasingly creative ways ordinary people are engaging in
media production. It also addresses a number of urgent current
concerns around media and media production/reception
including fake news, clickbait, virality and surveillance.
Written by three experienced teachers and authors, this
accessible textbook is an essential resource for all students of
English language and linguistics.
Routledge
Market: English Language and Linguistics/Media/Communication
: 322pp: 70 illus: 70 halftones: 19 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-64439-7: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-64441-0: Oct 2020: $42.95
eBook: 978-1-003-08421-1: Oct 2020 • Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-47574-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138644410

Edited by Karen V. Beaman, Isabelle Buchstaller, Sue Fox
and James A. Walker
Series: Routledge Studies in Sociolinguistics
Throughout her long and illustrious career, Jenny Cheshire has
shaped the field of sociolinguistics. Her contributions span a
broad spectrum, ranging from the development of multi-ethnic
varieties, the ways in which linguists can influence educational
policy to the impact of gender and adolescent networks on
linguistic innovation and on language change more generally.
Most particularly, however, her name is associated with
sociolinguistic research above the level of phonology: the
analysis of variation in syntax, discourse, and pragmatics. .
Routledge
Market: Sociolinguistics
6 x 9: 446pp: 61 illus: 61 line drawings: 51 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-24479-8: Aug 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-28272-0: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367244798
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A Century of Chinese Literature in Translation
(1919–2019)

Community, Solidarity and Multilingualism in a
Transnational Social Movement

English Publication and Reception

A Critical Sociolinguistic Ethnography of Emmaus

Edited by Leah Gerber, Monash University, Australia and
Lintao Qi, Monash University, Australia
Series: Routledge Advances in Translation and Interpreting
Studies
This book examines the landscape of Chinese literature translated
into English over the last 100 years, starting from 1919, when
the May Fourth Movement heralded the start of the modern era
for China. Contributors from all around the world approach this
theme from various angles, providing an overview of translation
phenomena at critical historical moments, identifying the trends
of translation and publication, uncovering translation norms of
important works, elucidating the relationship between translators
and other agents, articulating the interaction between texts and
readers, and in short, disclosing the nature of literary migration from Chinese into English
Routledge
Market: Translation; Chinese Literature
: 200pp: 4 illus: 3 halftones: 1 line drawings: 7 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-32129-1: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-31682-1: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367321291

Maria Rosa Garrido Sardà
Series: Routledge Critical Studies in Multilingualism
This book presents a critical sociolinguistic ethnography of the
Emmaus movement, analyzing linguistic and discursive practices
in two local communities to provide insight into solidarity
discourses and transnational communication more broadly.

Routledge
Market: Sociolinguistics
6 x 9: 236pp: 14 illus: 13 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-14352-7: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-03144-1: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367143527
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Advances in Discourse Analysis of Translation and
Interpreting

Controlled Document Authoring in a Machine
Translation Age

Linking Linguistic Approaches with Socio-cultural Interpretation
Edited by Binhua Wang, University of Leeds, UK and Jeremy
Munday, University of Leeds, UK
Series: Routledge Advances in Translation and Interpreting
Studies
This edited collection investigates the process of how cultural
and ideological intervention is conducted in translation and
interpretation studies using a critical discourse-analysis and
systemic functional linguistics approach. The book is divided
into four main sections – linking linguistic approach with
socio-cultural interpretation, discourse analysis into news
translation, multimodal and intersemiotic analysis into
translation, and uncovering positioning and ideology in
interpreting and translation.
Routledge
Market: Translation Studies
: 240pp: 25 illus: 15 halftones: 10 line drawings: 35 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-42175-5: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-367-82244-6: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367421755

Rei Miyata, Nagoya University, Japan
Series: Routledge Studies in Translation Technology
This book explains the concept, framework, implementation,
and evaluation of controlled document authoring in this digital
age. With a specific focus on Japanese municipal documents,
the book establishes a framework for controlled document
authoring by integrating various research topics including
document analysis, controlled language, and terminology
management. It then presents the development and evaluation
of an authoring support system, MuTUAL. The book provides
useful insights for researchers and practitioners interested in
translation technology, technical writing, and natural language
processing applications.
Routledge
Market: Translation; Machine Learning
: 236pp: 24 illus: 24 line drawings: 56 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-50019-1: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-04852-7: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367500191
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Corpus-Based Analysis of Ideological Bias

Interaction, Language Use, and Second Language
Teaching

Migration in the British Press
Anna Islentyeva
Series: Routledge Applied Corpus Linguistics

Thorsten Huth
Series: Routledge Advances in Second Language Studies

Corpus-Based Analysis of Ideological Bias presents research
combining a range of corpus-linguistic techniques which are
employed to analyse how migration discourse is (re)constructed
in the contemporary British press. This book is a useful source
not only for students of English, Linguistics, and Media Studies,
but also for researchers in the fields of applied corpus linguistics,
critical discourse studies, contemporary media analysis, and
metaphor research.

This book presents a view of human language as social
interaction, illustrating its implications for language learning and
second language teaching. The volume advocates for
researchers, practitioners, and administrators to rethink and
reconceptualize an understanding of language beyond that of
the written word to one encompassing social and interactional
activity built on co-construction, collaboration, and negotiation.
This book will be key reading for scholars interested in second
language teaching research, as well as active second language
teachers and language program administrators.

Routledge
: 194pp: 7 illus: 7 halftones: 37 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-20716-8: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-26306-4: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367207168

Routledge
Market: Applied Linguistics
6 x 9: 180pp: 40 illus: 40 line drawings: 1 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-44525-6: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-01735-6: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367445256
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Decolonizing Language Learning, Decolonizing
Research

Japanese Politeness
An Enquiry
Yasuko Obana, Kwansei Gakuin University, Japan

A Critical Ethnography Study in a Mexican University

Although Japanese language is one of the most quoted
examples in politeness research, extant publications focus on
particular areas of politeness, and very few of them enquire into
varied aspects of Japanese politeness. In this book, Yasuko Obana
provides an integrated account of what signifies Japanese
politeness.
Obana exposes a variety of characteristics of Japanese politeness.
By taking a diachronic approach, she probes into what
constitutes politeness, extracts key elements of the term ‘polite’
in Japanese, and demonstrates how modern honorifics’ apparent
diverse, divergent uses and effects can be integrated into a
systematic matrix.

Colette Despagne
Series: Routledge Critical Studies in Multilingualism
This volume explores the socio-political dynamics, historical
forces, and unequal power relationships which mediate language
ideologies in Mexican higher education settings, shedding light
on the processes by which minority students learn new
languages in postcolonial contexts. Highlighting the importance
of critical approaches in encouraging the equitable treatment
of diverse cultures and languages and the development of
agency in minority language learners, this book will be key
reading for researchers in sociolinguistics, educational linguistics,
applied linguistics, ethnography of communication, and linguistic
anthropology.
Routledge
Market: Sociolinguistics / Linguistic Anthropology
6 x 9: 178pp
Hb: 978-0-367-14353-4: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-03145-8: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367143534

Routledge
Market: Language Learning / Japanese / Linguistics
: 224pp: 14 illus: 14 line drawings: 4 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-28060-4: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-29946-9: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367280604
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De-Gendering Gendered Occupations

Language Diversity in the Sinophone World

Analysing Professional Discourse

Historical Trajectories, Language Planning, and Multilingual Practices

Joanne McDowell
Series: Routledge Research in Language, Gender, and Sexuality

Edited by Henning Klöter and Mårten Söderblom Saarela
Series: Routledge Studies in Sociolinguistics

De-gendering Gendered Occupations brings together
contributions from researchers on language and gender studies
and workplace discourse to unpack and challenge hegemonic
gendered norms encoded in what have been traditionally
considered "female" occupations in which men are the minority.
This book will be key reading for students and researchers in
sociolinguistics, discourse analysis, gender studies, cultural
studies, and professional discourse.

Language Diversity in the Sinophone World offers interdisciplinary
insights into social, cultural, and linguistic aspects of
multilingualism in the Sinophone world, highlighting language
diversity and opening up the burgeoning field of Sinophone
studies to new perspectives from sociolinguistics.
Taken together, the collection makes a unique
sociolinguistic-focused intervention into emerging research in
Sinophone studies and will be of interest to students and
scholars within the discipline.

Routledge
Market: Language and Gender / Sociolinguistics
6 x 9: 214pp: 2 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-14351-0: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-03143-4: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367143510
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Routledge
Market: Sociolinguistics
6 x 9: 330pp: 2 halftones: 14 line drawings: 13 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-50451-9: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-04989-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367504519
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Language Teaching with Video-Based Technologies

Practical Grammar of Modern Chinese I

Creativity and CALL Teacher Education

Overview and Notional Words

Michael Thomas and Christel Schneider
Series: Routledge Studies in Applied Linguistics

Liu Yuehua, Pan Wenyu, Gu Wei and Xiaolu An
Series: Chinese Linguistics

This book explores the implications of technology-mediated
project-based language learning for CALL teacher development,
focusing on the role of video-based instruction in elucidating
challenges and opportunities to promote learner creativity in
the language classroom. The volume builds on existing literature
on project-based language learning by extending the focus on
the affordances of machinima, digital video created by teachers
and learners to capture experience in 3D immersive games or
virtual worlds.

This volume introduces the general grammar system of Chinese
grammar, along with the use of notional words in modern
Chinese grammar, including nouns, pronouns, numerals,
quantifiers, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs. It belongs to a
four-volume set which is one of the earliest and most influential
works on Chinese grammar, with a special focus on teaching
and learning Chinese as a second language. Practitioners and
scholars of teaching Chinese as a second language, as well as
students with basic knowledge of Chinese, will find it to be a
handy reference.

Routledge
Market: Applied Linguistics
6 x 9: 250pp: 34 illus: 30 halftones: 4 line drawings: 12 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-43453-3: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-00331-1: Jul 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367434533

Routledge
Market: Chinese as a second language/grammar/language teaching
: 316pp
Hb: 978-0-367-56206-9: Oct 2020: $160.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-09683-2: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367562069
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Multilingual Global Cities

Practical Grammar of Modern Chinese II

Singapore, Hong Kong, Dubai

Function Words

Edited by Peter Siemund and Jakob R.E. Leimgruber,
University of Basel, Switzerland
Series: Routledge Multilingual Asia Series
This volume sets out to investigate the linguistic ecologies of
Singapore, Hong Kong and Dubai, with chapters that combine
empirical and theoretical approaches to the sociolinguistics of
multilingualism. One important feature of this publication is that
that the five parts of the collection deal with such key issues as the
historical dimension, language policies and language planning,
contemporary societal multilingualism, multilingual language
acquisition, and the localized Englishes of global cities.

Liu Yuehua, Pan Wenyu, Gu Wei and Xiaolu An
Series: Chinese Linguistics
This volume introduces functional words in modern Chinese
grammar, including prepositions, conjunctions, auxiliaries,
onomatopoetic words, and interjections. It belongs to a
four-volume set which is one of the earliest and most influential
works on Chinese grammar, with a special focus on teaching
and learning Chinese as a second language. Practitioners and
scholars of teaching Chinese as a second language, as well as
students with basic knowledge of Chinese, will find it to be a
handy reference.

Routledge
Market: Linguistics, Multilingualism, Sociolinguistics, World Englishes
: 350pp: 58 illus: 30 halftones: 28 line drawings: 26 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-61485-7: Oct 2020: $170.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-46386-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138614857

Routledge
Market: linguistics/Chinese linguistics/grammar
: 220pp
Hb: 978-0-367-54885-8: Oct 2020: $160.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-09105-9: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367548858
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Persian Linguistics in Cultural Contexts

Practical Grammar of Modern Chinese III

Edited by Alireza Korangy and Farzad Sharifian, Monash
University, Australia
Series: Routledge Studies in Linguistics
Korangy and Sharifian’s groundbreaking book offers the first
in-depth study into cultural linguistics for the Persian language.
The book highlights a multitude of angles through which the
intricacies of Persian and its many dialects and accents, wherever
spoken, can be examined. The chapters are insightful resources
for analyzing and augmenting our knowledge of linguistics
under the rubric of Persian Culture but also for proposing and
foregrounding new ideas in this field of study.
Routledge
Market: Linguistics, Linguistic Anthropology, Persian, Cultural Linguistics
: 192pp: 23 illus: 22 line drawings: 24 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-60134-5: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-47016-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138601345

Sentence Constituents
Liu Yuehua, Pan Wenyu, Gu Wei and Xiaolu An
Series: Chinese Linguistics
This volume introduces sentence constituents in modern
Chinese grammar, including subjects, objects, attributes,
adverbials, complements, double references, and parentheses.
It belongs to a four-volume set which is one of the earliest and
most influential works on Chinese grammar, with a special focus
on teaching and learning Chinese as a second language. ;
Practitioners and scholars of teaching Chinese as a second
language, as well as students with basic knowledge of Chinese,
will find it to be a handy reference.
Routledge
Market: Chinese grammar/Chinese as a second language/teaching and learning
: 226pp
Hb: 978-0-367-56301-1: Oct 2020: $160.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-09722-8: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367563011
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Practical Grammar of Modern Chinese IV

Translating Worlds

Simple Sentence, Compound Sentence, and Discourse

Migration, Memory, and Culture

Liu Yuehua, Pan Wenyu, Gu Wei and Xiaolu An
Series: Chinese Linguistics
This volume introduces several simple sentence and compound
sentence structures of modern Chinese grammar. In addition,
the authors examine discourse and other larger units of
sentences in use. It belongs to a four-volume set which is one
of the earliest and most influential works on Chinese grammar,
with a special focus on teaching and learning Chinese as a
second language. Practitioners and scholars of teaching Chinese
as a second language, as well as students with basic knowledge
of Chinese, will find it to be a handy reference.
Routledge
Market: Chinese grammar/Chinese as a second language/teaching and learning
: 292pp
Hb: 978-0-367-56310-3: Oct 2020: $160.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-09726-6: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367563103

Edited by Susannah Radstone, Monash University, Australia
and Rita Wilson, Monash University, Australia
Series: Creative, Social and Transnational Perspectives on
Translation
This international and interdisciplinary volume explores the
relations between translation, migration and memory. It brings
together humanities researchers from a range of fields including
history, memory studies, literary, cultural and media studies. The
innovative perspective understands translation’s explanatory
reach as extending beyond the comprehension of one language
by another to encompass those complex and multi-layered
processes of parsing by means of which the unfamiliar and the
familiar, the old home and the new are brought into
conversation and connection.
Routledge
Market: Linguistics
: 188pp: 10 illus: 10 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-11125-0: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-02495-5: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367111250
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Researching Interpretive Talk Around Literary
Narrative Texts

What Is Critical in Language Studies
Disclosing Social Inequalities and Injustice
Edited by Solange Maria de Barros and Dánie M. de Jesus

Shared Novel Reading

This volume examines the notion of criticality in language
studies. Drawing on the work of the Frankfurt School — Adorno
and Horkheimer, Marcuse, Habermas, among others — the
essays in the volume examines a variety of linguistic contexts:
from gender activism to web journalism, from the classroom to
the open streets. This book will be of great interest to scholars
and researchers of language studies and linguistics, philosophy,
politics, and sociology and social policy.

John Gordon
Series: Routledge Studies in Applied Linguistics
Drawing on a multidisciplinary approach integrating insights
from conversation analysis, narrative analysis, and narratology,
this book theorizes teaching around narrative prose in each level
of education, with a focus on a new framework of Pedagogic
Literary Narration which emphasizes the practice of shared novel
reading and the importance of the role of the teacher in
mediating this practice. This book is a valuable resource for
scholars in language and education, literary studies, narrative
inquiry, and education research.
Routledge
Market: Applied Linguistics / Language and Education
6 x 9: 260pp: 2 illus: 2 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-23007-4: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-27791-7: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367230074

Routledge India
: 172pp: 9 illus: 4 halftones: 5 line drawings: 5 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-85802-5: Sep 2020: $160.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-04393-5: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367858025
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The Routledge Handbook of Arabic and Identity
Edited by Reem Bassiouney, American University in Cairo
(AUC) and Keith Walters
The Routledge Handbook of Arabic and Identity offers a
comprehensive and up to date account of studies that relate
the Arabic language in its entirety to identity.
Split into three parts covering ‘Identity and Variation’, ‘Identity
and Politics’ and ‘Identity Globalisation and Diversity’, It is the
first of its kind to offer such a perspective on identity, linking the
social world to identity construction and including issues
pertaining to our current political and social context, including
Arabic in the diaspora, Arabic as a minority language, pidgin and
creoles, Arabic in the global age, Arabic and new media, Arabic
and political discourse.
Routledge
Market: Language Learning / Arabic
: 292pp: 21 illus: 10 halftones: 11 line drawings: 15 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-30399-7: Sep 2020: $245.00 • eBook: 978-0-203-73051-5: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138303997
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3rd Edition • NEW EDITION

Lingüística textual y enseñanza del español LE/L2

The New Routledge & Van Dale Dutch Dictionary

Edited by Javier de Santiago-Guervós, University of
Salamanca, Spain and Lourdes Díaz Rodriguez, University
Pompeu Fabra, Barcelona, Spain
Series: Routledge Advances in Spanish Language Teaching
Lingüística textual y enseñanza del español LE/L2 ofrece una visión
de conjunto teórico-práctica y actualizada de la Lingüística
textual aplicada a la enseñanza del español como lengua
extranjera y/o segunda. El volumen, escrito por un elenco
internacional de profesores-investigadores, presenta una visión
actualizada y práctica de los géneros textuales más frecuentes
en programaciones universitarias.
Routledge
Market: Spanish language teaching
: 332pp: 19 illus: 11 halftones: 8 line drawings: 49 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-10535-5: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-10536-2: Oct 2020: $39.95
eBook: 978-1-315-10182-8: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138105362

Dutch-English/English-Dutch
Edited by Van Dale Uitgevers, a division of VBK | media
This comprehensive and contemporary two-way dictionary is
ideal for Dutch language learners and users at all levels. Key
features include: over 33,000 Dutch entries; the use of colloquial
and idiomatic language and phonetic transcription for all Dutch
headwords, aiding pronunciation.
; This third edition has been systematically revised and updated
throughout to provide: 2,000 new headwords and definitions,
supported by 4,500 translations and helpful pronunciation aid;
expanded and updated information for a number of the
previously existing headwords and includes the addition of 2,200
new examples.
Routledge
Market: Language Learning / Dutch
: 1182pp
Hb: 978-0-367-50657-5: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-50658-2: Oct 2020: $58.95
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-78579-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367506582
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Teaching Arabic as a Heritage Language

Jewish Languages from A to Z

Rasha ElHawari, Concordia University, Canada

Aaron D. Rubin and Lily Kahn

Teaching Arabic as a Heritage Language is a practical guide to
Arabic pedagogy for Heritage Learners of Arabic.
Exploring the teaching of Arabic as a foreign language (TAFL)
in North America and Europe, it covers sociocultural topics such
as diglossia and religion alongside theoretical approaches to
Heritage Language Learning (HLL). This is an indispensable
resource for instructors, researchers and students in the fields
of TAFL and TASOL, as well as linguists interested in Arabic
language learning and teaching.

Jewish Languages from A to Z provides an engaging and
enjoyable overview of the rich variety of languages spoken and
written by Jews over the past three thousand years.
The book covers more than 50 different languages and language
varieties. These include not only well-known Jewish languages
like Hebrew, Yiddish, and Ladino, but also more exotic languages
like Chinese, Esperanto, Malayalam, and Zulu, all of which have
a fascinating Jewish story to be told. This comprehensive survey
of Jewish languages is designed to be accessible to all readers
with an interest in languages or history, regardless of their
background.

Routledge
Market: Language learning/Arabic
: 126pp: 5 illus: 5 line drawings: 6 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-49933-1: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-49940-9: Oct 2020: $38.95
eBook: 978-1-351-01467-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138499409

Routledge
Market: Language Learning / Jewish Languages
: 246pp: 52 illus: 52 halftones: 9 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-48728-4: Sep 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-48730-7: Sep 2020: $38.95
eBook: 978-1-351-04344-1: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138487307
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Teaching Korean as a Foreign Language

Language Patterns in Spanish and Beyond

Theories and Practices

Structure, Context and Development

Edited by Young-mee Yu Cho, Rutgers University, USA
Teaching Korean as a Foreign Language: Theories and Practices is
designed for prospective or in-service KFL teachers.
With contributions from leading experts in the field, readers will
gain an understanding of the theoretical framework and practical
applications of KFL education in the context of SLA.
This comprehensive volume also includes an annotated
bibliography which will be of great service to students, teachers,
and any researchers in applied linguistics and second language
acquisition interested in Korean language education.

Routledge
Market: Language Learning/Korean
: 274pp: 10 illus: 4 halftones: 6 line drawings: 15 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-19961-6: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-19963-0: Oct 2020: $39.95
eBook: 978-0-429-24438-4: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367199630

Edited by Juan J. Colomina-Almiñana and Sandro
Sessarego, The University of Texas, Austin
Series: Routledge Studies in Hispanic and Lusophone Linguistics
The scholarly articles included in this volume represent
significant contributions to the fields of formal and descriptive
syntax, conversational analysis and speech act theory, as well as
language development and bilingualism. Taken together, these
studies adopt a variety of methodological techniques—ranging
from grammaticality judgments to corpus-based analysis to
experimental approaches—to offer rich insights into different
aspects of Ibero-Romance grammar.
The volume will be of interest to anyone researching or studying
Hispanic and Ibero-Romance Linguistics.
Routledge
Market: Hispanic Linguistics
: 368pp: 103 illus: 60 halftones: 43 line drawings: 37 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-55063-9: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-09179-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367550639
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Los castellanos del Perú
historia, variación y contacto lingüístico
Edited by Luis Andrade Ciudad and Sandro Sessarego, The
University of Texas, Austin
Series: Routledge Studies in Hispanic and Lusophone Linguistics
Este libro reúne contribuciones de destacados investigadores
de la lingüística hispánica para ofrecer un panorama integral de
los castellanos del Perú, incluidos algunos que han sido
tradicionalmente objeto de discriminación, como el castellano
andino, el amazónico y el afroperuano.
Escrito en castellano, este volumen será de interés para
estudiantes graduados en lingüística hispánica e investigadores
dedicados a la dialectología, la sociolingüística y la lingüística
del contacto.
Routledge
Market: Spanish linguistics
: 270pp: 20 illus: 3 halftones: 17 line drawings: 21 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-53827-9: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08341-2: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367538279
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The Routledge Hispanic Studies Companion to
Nineteenth-Century Spain
Edited by Elisa Martí-López, Northwestern, USA
Series: Routledge Companions to Hispanic and Latin American
Studies
The Routledge Hispanic Studies Companion to Nineteenth Century
Spain brings together an international team of expert
contributors in this critical and innovative volume that redefines
19th Century Spain in a multi-national, multi-lingual and
transnational way.
This invaluable resource will be of interest to advanced students
and scholars in Hispanic Studies.
Routledge
Market: HIspanic Studies
: 444pp: 45 illus: 44 halftones: 1 line drawings: 14 tables
Hb: 978-0-815-35824-4: Sep 2020: $245.00 • eBook: 978-1-351-12290-0: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815358244
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A History of Contemporary Stage Combat

Living the Lighting Life

1969 - Today

A Guide to a Career in Entertainment Lighting
Brian LeTraunik
A History of Contemporary Stage Combat chronicles the
development of stage combat from the origins of the Society
of British Fight Directors in 1969 to the modern day.
Featuring interviews with some of the pioneers of this art form,
the book analyzes how stage combat developed in response to
the needs of the industry and the changing social mores in the
United States, United Kingdom, Canada, the European Continent,
Australia, and New Zealand. This is an excellent resource for
actors, directors, stage combatants, theatre historians, and
anyone with a love of action on stage and film.

Routledge
Market: Theatre / Stage Combat
: 180pp: 16 illus: 16 halftones
Hb: 978-1-138-29548-3: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-50393-9: Oct 2020: $39.95
eBook: 978-1-315-14565-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138503939

Brad Schiller, Lighting programmer, 68th Annual Academy
Awards, and the 2000 Olympic Games. Contributor to PLSN
magazine.
Living the Lighting Life provides practical tools and advice for a
successful career in entertainment lighting.
This easy-to-navigate guide offers real-world examples and
documentation from the author and key industry experts, giving
readers a comprehensive overview of the lighting life. It provides
insight on a wide range of topics, from different job opportunities
in the entertainment lighting industry to tips on self-promotion,
networking, and continual learning.
With insightful interviews from industry veterans, this is a key
navigational resource for anyone considering a career in entertainment lighting or just
starting out.
Routledge
Market: Theatre / Lighting
6 x 9: 260pp: 60 illus: 24 halftones: 36 line drawings: 7 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-34933-2: Sep 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-34932-5: Sep 2020: $39.95
eBook: 978-0-429-32878-7: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367349325

2nd Edition • NEW EDITION
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Acting: Make It Your Business

Performer Training and Technology

How to Avoid Mistakes and Achieve Success as a Working Actor

Preparing Our Selves

Paul Russell
In Acting: Make It Your Business Second Edition award-winning
casting director Paul Russell puts the power to land jobs and
thrive in any medium – stage, film, TV, or the Internet – directly
into the hands of the actor.
An excellent resource for beginning and amateur actors, as well
as students in Acting I and II, Auditions, and Business of Acting
courses, this blunt and practical guide offers a wealth of advice
on auditioning, marketing, and networking. Well-known actors
and powerful agents and managers make cameos throughout,
offering a clear-eyed, uncensored perspective on survival and
advancement within the entertainment industry.

Maria Kapsali
Series: Perspectives on Performer Training
Performer Training and Technology employs philosophical
approaches to technology, including postphenomenology and
Heidegger’s thinking, to examine the way technology manifests,
influences, and becomes used in performer training discourse
and practice. This book is of vital relevance to performer training
scholars and practitioners; theatre, performance, and dance
scholars and students; and especially those interested in
philosophies of technology.

Routledge
Market: Theatre / Acting
6 x 9: 430pp: 42 illus: 39 halftones: 3 line drawings: 29 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-29949-8: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-50392-2: Oct 2020: $29.95
eBook: 978-1-315-14564-8: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138503922

Routledge
Market: Drama and Theatre Studies
: 216pp: 9 illus: 9 halftones
Hb: 978-1-138-67780-7: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-67781-4: Oct 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-315-55932-2: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138677814
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Designing Presence

Costume Design: The Basics

Jorge Crecis and Bridget Lappin

T.M. Delligatti
Series: The Basics

Designing Presence offers a unique insight into the training that
has helped people around the world to cultivate more presence
in both professional and personal settings. It explains the
research behind the method of Towards Vivencia, shares stories
of how it has been implemented and offers practical exercises
to apply it in any context. This book aims to equip readers with
the ability to actively design their experiences and create lasting
changes not only in how they approach performance, but how
they approach their everyday lives.

Costume Design: The Basics provides an overview of the
fundamental principles of theatrical costume design, from
pre-production through opening night.
Peppered with interviews with working costume designers, it
provides an understanding of what it means to be a costume
designer and offers a strong foundation for additional study.
This book is an ideal starting point for aspiring designers looking
for ways to achieve the best costumes on stage and realize their
vision into a visual story told through clothing.

Entering Towards Vivencia

Routledge
Market: Drama and Theatre Studies
: 144pp: 11 illus: 11 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-46038-9: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-46033-4: Oct 2020: $38.95
eBook: 978-1-003-02659-4: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367460334

Routledge
Market: Theatre / Costume
: 188pp: 24 illus: 12 halftones: 12 line drawings: 2 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-37417-4: Sep 2020: $110.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-37418-1: Sep 2020: $21.95
eBook: 978-0-429-35430-4: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367374181
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Dance Appreciation

Aotearoa New Zealand in the Global Theatre
Marketplace

Amanda Clark and Sara Pecina
Dance Appreciation is an exciting exploration of how to
understand and think about dance in all of its various contexts.
This book unfolds a brief history of dance with engaging insight
into the social, cultural, aesthetic, and kinetic aspects of various
forms of dance. Written for the novice dancer as well as the more
experienced dance student, Dance Appreciation enables readers
to learn and think critically about dance as a form of
entertainment and art.

Routledge
Market: Dance / Theatre Studies / Drama
: 308pp: 98 illus: 98 halftones: 14 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-18400-1: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-18403-2: Oct 2020: $49.95
eBook: 978-0-429-06137-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367184032

Travelling Theatre
James Wenley
Series: Routledge Advances in Theatre & Performance Studies
Aotearoa New Zealand is a case study of how work from one
nation has attempted to tour, represent and market itself in the
global theatre industry.
This book will primarily focus on examples of New Zealand
theatrical work toured and performed internationally under the
accelerated globalised conditions over the last thirty years.

Routledge
Market: Theatre History
: 236pp: 11 illus: 8 halftones: 3 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-19202-0: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-20099-1: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367192020

4th Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
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Illustrated Theatre Production Guide

Involuntary Motion

John Ramsey Holloway, Professor and Technical Director,
Theatre Department, University of Kentucky and Zachary
Stribling, Lecturer and Faculty Technical Director, University
of Kentucky
Now in its fourth edition, this book delivers a step-by-step
approach to the most prevalent and established theatre
production practices, focusing on essential issues related to the
construction of wooden, fabric, plastic, and metal scenery used
on the stage.
A must-have resource for both the community theatre worker
who must be a jack of all trades and the student who needs to
learn the fundamentals, this guide covers all the necessities of theatre production through
detailed lessons and hundreds of drawings. It also includes access to a companion website
featuring instruction videos, tips for an eco-friendly production, and additional images and
resources.
Routledge
Market: Theatre Production
8-1/2 x 11: 442pp: 964 illus: 964 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-15202-4: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-15203-1: Oct 2020: $64.95
eBook: 978-1-003-03457-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367152031

The Somatics of Refugee Performance
Jeff Kaplan
This book contributes to the study of refugee flight by using
movement as a lens to explore problems in refugee performance
and understand the experience of bodies in motion. Bringing
together debates in Migration Studies and Movement Studies,
it argues that refugees are akin to dancers performing on
disappearing stages, not of their choosing. Involuntary Motion will
be of great interest to students and scholars of performance,
dance and politics.

Routledge
Market: Performance Art
: 180pp: 12 illus: 10 halftones: 2 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-49004-1: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-09706-8: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367490041

2nd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
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The Applied Theatre Reader

Practices of Relations in Task-Dance and the
Event-Score

Edited by Tim Prentki, University of Winchester, UK and
Nicola Abraham
The Applied Theatre Reader is the first book to bring together new
case studies of practice by leading practitioners and academics
in the field and beyond, with classic source texts from writers
such as Noam Chomsky, bell hooks, Mikhail Bakhtin, Augusto
Boal, and Chantal Mouffe. This new edition brings the field fully
up to date with the breadth of applied theatre practice in the
Twenty First Century, adding essays on playback theatre, digital
technology, work with indigenous practitioners,
inter-generational practice, school projects, and contributors
from South America, Australia and New Zealand.
Routledge
Market: Theatre and Performance Studies
: 342pp: 5 illus: 5 halftones: 1 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-37626-0: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-37629-1: Oct 2020: $42.95
eBook: 978-0-429-35536-3: Oct 2020 • Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-42887-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367376291
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A Critique of Performance
Josefine Wikström
Series: Routledge Advances in Theatre & Performance Studies
This book confronts and criticises the way in which the dominating concept of performance
has been used in Art Theory, Performance- and Dance Studies. Practices of Relations in
Event-Score and Task-Dance Practices will be of great interest to scholars, students and
practitioner across dance, performance art, aesthetics and art theory.
Routledge
Market: Performance Art
: 192pp: 2 illus: 2 line drawings: 1 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-40868-8: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-367-80961-4: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367408688
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Strangeness in Jacobean Drama

Theatre and Internationalization

Callan Davies
Series: Studies in Performance and Early Modern Drama
Strangeness in Jacobean Drama offers an alternative model for
understanding this important period of English dramatic history
that moves beyond categories such as "Shakespeare’s late plays,"
"tragicomedy," or the home of cynical and bloodthirsty tragedies.

Routledge
Market: Theatre & Performance/Drama
: 214pp: 8 illus: 8 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-50031-3: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-04892-3: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367500313

Perspectives from Australia, Germany, and Beyond
Ulrike Garde and John R. Severn
Theatre and Internationalization examines how
internationalization affects the processes and aesthetics of
theatre, and how this art form responds dramatically and
thematically to internationalization beyond the stage.
With central examples drawn from Australia and Germany from
the 1930s to today, the book explores how theatre shapes and
is shaped by international flows of people, funds, practices, and
works. This is an excellent resource for academics and students
of theatre and performance studies, especially in the fields of
spoken theatre, opera and operetta studies, and migrant theatre.
Routledge
Market: Theatre & Performance
: 280pp: 14 illus: 10 halftones: 4 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-46354-0: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-02840-6: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367463540
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The Scenography of Howard Barker
The Wrestling School Aesthetic 1998-2011
Lara Maleen Kipp
Series: Routledge Advances in Theatre & Performance Studies
Despite influential contemporary British playwright and director
Howard Barker's this active involvement in the design of set,
costume, lighting and sound, no in-depth published study on
this aspect of his work exists to date. This monograph therefore
offers the first comprehensive and detailed analysis of Barker’s
scenographic practice.
Combining aesthetic analysis of play texts and production
records with original interview materials, this book presents the
first full-length foray into Barker’s scenography. It features extracts
from conversations with designers working with Barker, and
with Barker himself.
Routledge
Market: Theatre
: 214pp: 12 illus: 12 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-07655-9: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-02189-3: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367076559
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The Teaching of Kathakali in Australia
Mirroring the Master
Arjun Raina
Series: Routledge Advances in Theatre & Performance Studies
This book tells the story of teaching Kathakali, a seventeenth
century Indian dance-drama, to contemporary performers in
Australia. This study will be of great interest to students and
scholars of theatre and dance, intercultural actor training,
practice-led research, and interdisciplinary studies of
neuroscience and performance.

Routledge
Market: Theatre & Performance
: 144pp: 11 illus: 11 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-53996-2: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08410-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367539962
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Analytical Approaches to 20th-Century Russian
Music

Made in Ireland
Studies in Popular Music
Edited by Áine Mangaoang, University of Oslo, Norway,
John O'Flynn, Dublin City University, Ireland and Lonán Ó
Briain, The University of Nottingham, UK
Series: Routledge Global Popular Music Series

Tonality, Modernism, Serialism
Edited by Inessa Bazayev, Louisiana State University, USA
and Christopher Segall, University of Cincinnati, USA
Musical analyses of works by thirteen Russian composers show
how approaches to tonality, modernism, and serialism forge
forward-looking, independent paths from their western
counterparts. Drawing from composers active throughout the
twentieth century, this volume for the first time identifies
large-scale trends in this repertoire. Through representative
analyses by leading scholars in music theory and analysis, readers
will learn how to understand, listen to, and analyze the music
of several composers, including Rachmaninoff, Myaskovsky,
Prokofiev, Shostakovich, Mansurian, Roslavets, Mosolov, Lourié,
Tcherepnin, Ustvolskaya, Denisov, Gubaidulina, and Schnittke.
Routledge
Market: Music Theory/Russian Music
6 x 9: 278pp: 135 illus: 135 line drawings: 16 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-43033-7: Sep 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-43032-0: Sep 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-003-00080-8: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367430320

Made in Ireland: Studies in Popular Music serves as a
comprehensive and thorough introduction to the history,
sociology, and musicology of twentieth and twenty-first century
Irish popular music. The book is organized into three thematic
sections: Industries and Historiographies; Roots and Routes; and
Scenes and Networks. The volume also includes a coda by Gerry
Smyth, one of the most published authors on Irish popular music.
Routledge
Market: Popular Music/World Music
: 296pp: 19 illus: 18 halftones: 1 line drawings: 3 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-33602-5: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-33603-2: Oct 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-429-44336-7: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138336032
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Made in Finland

Musical Mosaic

Studies in Popular Music

A Journey through Music: A Memoir

Edited by Toni-Matti Karjalainen, Aalto University, Finland
and Kimi Kärki, University of Turku, Finland
Series: Routledge Global Popular Music Series
Made in Finland: Studies in Popular Music serves as a
comprehensive and thorough introduction to the history,
sociology, and musicology of twentieth and twenty-first century
popular music in Finland. The volume consists of essays by
leading scholars in the field, and covers the major figures, styles,
and social contexts of popular music in Finland. Each essay
provides adequate context so readers understand why the figure
or genre under discussion is of lasting significance. The book is
organized into four thematic sections: Emerging Foundations
of Popular Music in Finland; Environments, Borderlines, Minorities; Transnationalisms;
Redefining Finnishness.
Routledge
Market: Popular Music/Global Music
: 276pp: 11 halftones: 1 line drawings: 2 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-22890-3: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-22891-0: Oct 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-429-27742-9: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367228910

Eric Antoni
This book is all about the musical creativity as inspired by the
sense of tonality, throughout the history of music in Europe,
since Monteverdi, and all over the world nowadays. As a text
that is “musico-sophical” instead of being “musico-logical,” it is
inspired by the founder of phenomenology, Edmund Husserl
(1859–1938), and his philosophical seizure of consciousness. It
discusses the author’s journey in the world of music and
describes “musical consciousness” and the ways in which it
moves and works within us.

Jenny Stanford Publishing
Market: Music
6 x 9: 180pp: 35 illus
Hb: 978-9-814-87703-9: Oct 2020: $49.95 • eBook: 978-1-003-05605-8: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9789814877039
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Made in Germany

The Sound of a Room

Studies in Popular Music

Memory and the Auditory Presence of Place

Edited by Oliver Seibt, University of Amsterdam, the
Netherlands, Martin Ringsmut and David-Emil Wickström,
Popakademie Baden-Württemberg, Germany
Series: Routledge Global Popular Music Series
Made in Germany: Studies in Popular Music serves as a
comprehensive introduction to the history, sociology, and
musicology of contemporary German popular music. Each essay,
written by a leading scholar of German music, covers the major
figures, styles, and social contexts of pop music in Germany and
provides adequate context so readers understand why the figure
or genre under discussion is of lasting significance. The book
first presents a general description of the history and background
of popular music in Germany, followed by essays organized into thematic sections: Historical
Spotlights; Globally German; Also "Made in Germany"; Explicitly German; and Reluctantly
German.
Routledge
Market: POPULAR MUSIC / GERMANY
: 248pp: 12 halftones
Hb: 978-0-815-39177-7: Sep 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-815-39178-4: Sep 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-351-20079-0: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815391784

1-800-634-7064

Seán Street, Bournemouth University, UK
The Sound of a Room takes a poetic and philosophical approach
to exploring these questions, providing a thoughtful
investigation of the sonic aesthetics of our lived environments.

Routledge
Market: Sound Studies
6 x 9: 152pp
Hb: 978-0-367-46334-2: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-46335-9: Oct 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-003-02822-2: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367463359
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Philosophy of Western Music

Classical Concert Studies

A Contemporary Introduction

A Companion to Contemporary Research and Performance

Andrew Kania, Trinity University, USA
Series: Routledge Contemporary Introductions to Philosophy
This is the first comprehensive, book-length introduction to the
philosophy of Western music that fully integrates consideration
of popular music and hybrid musical forms. Two chapters on
the nature of music open the book. Chapters 2-5 investigate the
most commonly defended sources of musical value: its
emotional power and its musical features and form. Chapters
6-9 explores issues raised by various musical practices, particularly
work-performance (in classical music), improvisation (in jazz),
and recording (in rock and pop). Chapter 10 investigates the
intersection of music and morality.
Routledge
6 x 9: 338pp: 21 illus: 21 line drawings
Hb: 978-1-138-62872-4: Apr 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-62873-1: Apr 2020: $42.95
eBook: 978-1-315-21062-9: Apr 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138628731

Edited by Martin Tröndle and Erik Dorset
Classical Concert Studies: A Companion to Contemporary Research
and Performance is a landmark publication that maps out a new
interdisciplinary field of Concert Studies, offering fresh ways of
understanding the classical music concert in the twenty-first
century. It brings together essays, research articles, and case
studies from scholars and music professionals including
musicians, music managers, and concert designers. This
companion enables students, researchers, and practitioners in
the classical and contemporary music fields to understand this
emerging field of research.
Routledge
Market: Music/Arts Management/Cultural Studies
7 x 10: 380pp: 62 illus: 50 halftones: 12 line drawings: 4 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-85595-6: Sep 2020: $245.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-01383-9: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367855956
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Becoming an Irish Traditional Musician

Clifford K. Madsen's Contributions to Music
Education and Music Therapy

Learning and Embodying Musical Culture
Jessica Cawley
Series: SOAS Studies in Music

Love of Learning
Jessica Nápoles, University of North Texas, USA and Rebecca
B. MacLeod, The University of North Carolina at Greensboro,
USA

Becoming an Irish Traditional Musician explores the rich and
diverse ways traditional musicians hone their craft. It details the
educational benefits and challenges associated with each
learning practice, outlining the motivations and obstacles
learners experience during musical development. By exploring
learning from the point of view of the learners themselves the
author provides new insights into modern Irish traditional music
culture and how people begin to embody a musical tradition.
This book charts the journey of becoming an Irish traditional
musician and explores how musicality is learned, developed,
and embodied.
Routledge
: 262pp: 21 illus: 20 halftones: 4 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-42999-7: Sep 2020: $160.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08334-4: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367429997

Clifford K. Madsen’s Contributions to Music Education and Music
Therapy: Love of Learning summarizes the life and work of Dr.
Clifford Madsen, a luminary in music education and author of a
dozen books, first recipient of the Senior Researcher Award from
the Music Educators National Conference, and mentor and
teacher to generations of music educators. This text presents
Madsen’s philosophy, career, and legacy through an exploration
of primary sources and extensive interviews with former students,
outlining the philosophical tenets Madsen espouses while
contextualizing those tenets within his teachings, research, and
service.
Routledge
Market: MUSIC EDUCATION / MUSIC THERAPY
5-1/2 x 8-1/2: 148pp: 25 halftones: 2 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-85775-2: Mar 2020: $60.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-01502-4: Feb 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367857752
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Beethoven and the Lyric Impulse

Concepts of Time in Post-War European Music

Essays on Beethoven Song
Amanda Glauert
Series: Routledge Voice Studies
Beethoven and the Lyric Impulse offers readers a rich exploration
of the poetical and philosophical context in which Beethoven
found himself when composing songs. It offers detailed
commentaries on possible responses to specific songs, responses
designed to open up new ways for performing, hearing and
appreciating this provocative song repertoire.

Routledge
Market: Beethoven
: 152pp: 47 illus: 43 halftones: 4 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-46356-4: Oct 2020: $60.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-02842-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367463564

Aaron Hayes
Series: Ashgate Studies in Theory and Analysis of Music After
1900
Concepts of Time in Post-War European Music gives a historical
and philosophical account of the discussions of the nature of
time and music during the mid-twentieth century.
Each chapter provides a philosophical explanation of specific
problems that are relevant for interpreting the composer’s own
essays or lectures, followed by a musical analysis of a piece of
music which illustrates central theoretical concepts.
This is a valuable study for scholars and researchers of music
theory, music history, and the philosophy of music.
Routledge
Market: Music / Music Theory / Music and Philosophy
: 160pp: 17 illus: 16 halftones: 3 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-19192-4: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-20096-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367191924
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Desired Artistic Outcomes in Music Performance

Musical Gentrification

Gilvano Dalagna, University of Aveiro, Portugal, Sara
Carvalho, University of Averio, Portugal and Graham F.
Welch
Series: SEMPRE Studies in The Psychology of Music

Popular Music, Distinction and Social Mobility
Edited by Petter Dyndahl, Sidsel Karlsen and Ruth Wright
Series: ISME Series in Music Education

Desired Artistic Outcomes in Music Performance argues that
musicians should be able to conceptualize and achieve Desired
Artistic Outcomes (DAO), a key element for a successful career
transition in and beyond higher education music institutions. It
explores the nature of the DAO and empowers higher education
students to explore their own DAO, equipped with the findings
of a range of exploratory studies. With numerous case studies,
historical perspectives, and coverage of issues regarding current
changes in music industries, this will be of particular interest to aspiring music professionals
and all those working in the areas of Music Education and Performance Studies.
Routledge
Market: Music / Music Education / Performance Studies
: 236pp: 10 illus: 10 line drawings: 3 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-15138-6: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-05530-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367151386

Musical Gentrification is an exploration of the role of popular
music in processes of sociocultural inclusion and exclusion in a
variety of contexts. Twelve chapters by international scholars
reveal how cultural objects of relatively lower status, in this case
popular musics, are made objects of acquisition by subjects or
institutions of higher social status, thereby playing an important
role in social elevation, mobility and distinction. Drawing on a
wide range of case studies, empirical examples, and
ethnographic data, this is a valuable study for scholars and
researchers of Ethnomusicology and Music Education.
Routledge
Market: Music / Music and Education
: 196pp: 3 illus: 3 line drawings: 1 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-34335-4: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-32507-6: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367343354
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Managing Stress in Music Education

Somatic Voices in Performance Research and
Beyond

Routes to Wellness and Vitality
H. Christian Ii, Bernhard
Series: Routledge New Directions in Music Education Series

Edited by Christina Kapadocha
Series: Routledge Voice Studies

Managing Stress in Music Education presents research, theory,
possible pitfalls, and strategies for music teachers looking to
navigate the challenging climate of potential stressors.
Covering a wide range of topics such as sleep, physical
movement, nutrition, happiness, gratitude, and mindfulness,
this book offers music educators the tools to thrive in a work
environment that can often lead to stress and burnout. Readers
will examine vignettes of challenged and successful music
teachers, and consider new techniques and classic reminders
for a healthy enjoyment of work and life.

Somatic Voices in Performance Research and Beyond brings
together a community of international practitioner-researchers
who explore voice through soma or soma through voice.
Somatic methodologies offer research processes within a new
area of vocal, somatic and performance praxis. It fills a significant
gap for scholars in the field of vocal performance studies, theatre
studies, somatic studies, artistic research and pedagogy. It is also
a vital read for graduate students, doctoral and postdoctoral
researchers.

Routledge
Market: Music / Education
5-1/2 x 8-1/2: 88pp: 10 illus: 10 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-43454-0: Oct 2020: $60.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-00336-6: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367434540

Routledge
Market: Performance
: 280pp: 12 illus: 9 halftones: 3 line drawings: 1 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-36060-0: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-43303-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138360600
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Music Saved Them, They Say

Spinning the Child

Social Impacts of Music-Making and Learning in Kinshasa (DR Congo)

Musical Constructions of Childhood through Records, Radio and
Television

Lukas Pairon

Liam Maloy

Music Saved Them, They Say: Social Impacts of Music-Making and
Learning in Kinshasa (DR Congo) explores the role music-making
has played in community projects run for young people in the
poverty-stricken and often violent surroundings of Kinshasa. The
musicians described here – former gang members and so-called
"witch children" living on the streets – believe music was vital
in (re)constructing their lives. Based on fieldwork carried out
over the course of three-and-a-half years of research, the study
synthesizes interviews, focus group sessions, and participant
observation to contextualize this complicated cultural and social
environment.
Routledge
Market: Music / Ethnomusicology
6 x 9: 164pp: 15 illus: 15 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-45675-7: Jul 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-02473-6: May 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367456757

1-800-634-7064

The music, lyrics and sonics of hundreds of recorded songs are
analysed with reference to their specific social, historical and
technological contexts. The chapters expose the attitudes, morals
and desires that adults have communicated both to and about
the child through the music that has been created and compiled
for children. The musical representations of age, race, class and
gender reveal how recordings have both reflected and shaped
transformations in discourses of childhood.
; This book is recommended for scholars in the sociology of
childhood, the sociology of music, ethnomusicology, music
education, popular musicology, children’s media and related
fields.
Routledge
Market: Music
: 264pp: 10 illus: 10 line drawings: 2 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-57156-3: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-203-70268-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138571563
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The Art of Tango
Bárbara Varassi Pega
The Art of Tango offers a systematic exploration of the
performance, arrangement and composition of the universally
popular tango.
With an in-depth focus on both reception and practice, the
volume and its companion website featuring supplementary
audio-visual materials analyse, and discuss literature, scores and
recordings to provide a deeper understanding of tango’s artistic
concepts, and techniques. The volume offers numerous tools
for developing skills in practice, and is a valuable resource for
everyone with an interest in tango, whether they be composers,
performers, arrangers, teachers, music lovers or scholars in the
field of popular music studies.
Routledge
Market: Music
: 270pp: 83 illus: 74 halftones: 9 line drawings
Hb: 978-1-138-39206-9: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-42238-6: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138392069
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The Instrumental Music Teacher
Autonomy, Identity and the Portfolio Career in Music
Kerry Boyle and International Society for Music Education
(ISME)
Series: ISME Series in Music Education
Kerry Boyle explores the way in which individuals who begin
teaching can negotiate successful careers in music without
formal training. Existing studies suggest that individuals in this
context have complex understandings of professional identity,
preferring to identify as musicians or performers rather than
teachers, even when most of their income is derived from
teaching. Boyle explores the complex working lives of
instrumental teachers in the UK, including routes into
instrumental teaching and the specific meanings associated
with the role and identity of the professional musician for individuals involved in portfolio
careers in music.
Routledge
Market: Music Education / Pedagody / Music Career
: 132pp: 1 illus: 1 line drawings: 1 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-47694-6: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-03589-3: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367476946
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EARLY YEARS AND EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

2nd Edition • NEW EDITION
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Coding as a Playground

Partnership with Parents in Early Childhood Settings

Programming and Computational Thinking in the Early Childhood
Classroom

Insights from Five European Countries

Marina Umaschi Bers

Edited by Liz Hryniewicz, Canterbury Christ Church
University, UK and Paulette Luff

This is the first book to focus on how young children (ages 7
and under) can engage in computational thinking and be taught
to become computer programmers, a process that can increase
both their cognitive and social-emotional skills. Learn how
coding can engage children as producers—and not merely
consumers—of technology in a playful way. Featuring all new
case studies, vignettes and projects, and an expanded focus on
teaching coding as a new literacy, this second edition helps you
learn how to integrate coding into different curricular areas to
promote literacy, math, science, engineering, and the arts
through a project-based and positive approach to learning.

Drawing on policy, research and practice across five European
countries, this book examines how the relationship between
educators and children’s families impacts on early child
development. It shows how political, social and cultural changes
are affecting the dynamics of these relationships and highlights
how respectful, sensitive and open bi-directional communication
that takes local contexts and needs into account is vital in order
to include, understand and value all families. Including detailed
case studies, it aims to address some of the common issues
experienced in these countries and makes suggestions for
developing future policy and practice in parent partnership

Routledge
Market: Education
6 x 9: 242pp: 43 illus: 31 halftones: 12 line drawings: 1 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-90096-0: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-90050-2: Oct 2020: $35.95
eBook: 978-1-003-02260-2: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367900502

working.
Routledge
Market: Education
: 196pp: 35 illus: 17 halftones: 18 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-34709-0: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-34711-3: Oct 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-429-43711-3: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138347090
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How to Use Work Group Supervision to Improve
Early Years Practice

Revisiting Paulo Freire’s Pedagogy of the Oppressed
Issues and Challenges in Early Childhood Education
Edited by Michel Vandenbroeck, Ghent University, Belgium
Series: Contesting Early Childhood

Stella Louis
Working with young children and their families is inherently
challenging, and practitioners need regular support to improve
their skills and knowledge. This book shows how group work
supervision can provide a structure for robust discussion and a
reflective space for the whole team to share viewpoints and
work together to develop a shared understanding. It sets out a
new model of supervision as a collaborative process that
encourages practitioners to consider their own beliefs about
how children learn, acknowledge different perspectives and to
give and receive support. Throughout there are detailed case
studies to help practitioners apply the ideas to their own practice.
Routledge
Market: Education / Early Years
: 174pp: 3 illus: 3 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-18460-5: Sep 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-18461-2: Sep 2020: $25.95
eBook: 978-0-429-19644-7: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367184612

1-800-634-7064

Celebrating 50 years since Freire’s seminal Pedagogy of the
Oppressed was published, Vandenbroeck discusses its acute
and ongoing relevance for early childhood education. Drawing
on early childhood experts from all over the world and inspired
by his ground-breaking work, they show why contesting the
neo-liberalisation and commodification of early childhood
education in the post-truth era is necessary. Exploring ways
forward towards untested feasibilities and real utopias,
contributors contextualise Freire’s writing within their countries.
Vandenbroeck concludes with a vision for theorising and
implementing emancipatory practice in early childhood
education in contexts of neoliberalism.
Routledge
Market: Education
: 224pp: 12 illus: 1 halftones: 11 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-36370-3: Sep 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-36371-0: Sep 2020: $38.95
eBook: 978-0-429-34549-4: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367363710
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EARLY YEARS AND EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
2nd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER

An Integrated Play-Based Curriculum for Young
Children
Olivia N. Saracho, University of Maryland, College Park, USA
An Integrated Play-Based Curriculum for Young Children, Second
Edition explores how to integrate play across the curriculum,
helping teachers develop their early childhood curriculum using
developmentally and culturally appropriate practice.

Routledge
Market: Education
7 x 10: 406pp: 14 illus: 5 halftones: 9 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-33968-2: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-33969-9: Oct 2020: $47.95
eBook: 978-0-429-44099-1: Oct 2020 • Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-88775-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138339699

2nd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER

Early Childhood Teacher Research
From Questions to Results
Kathryn Castle, Oklahoma State University, USA
In this fully revised and updated second edition, Early Childhood
Teacher Research addresses the questions and concerns that preand in-service teachers of young children frequently have when
engaging in teacher research. Accessible and interactive, this
book guides readers from conceptualization, generating research
questions, identifying data sources, gathering and analyzing
data, interpreting and sharing results, to taking action. This
second edition features thoroughly updated references,
standards, and resources, as well as all new sections on teacher
advocacy, social media and devices, data collection, and planned
versus unplanned research.
Routledge
Market: Education
7 x 10: 216pp: 23 illus: 6 halftones: 17 line drawings: 8 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-36577-6: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-40718-6: Oct 2020: $47.95
eBook: 978-0-367-80867-9: Oct 2020 • Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-87759-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367407186

TEXTBOOK • READER

Exploring Childhood and Youth
Edited by Victoria Cooper and Naomi Holford
Focusing on four broad areas – bodies and minds; space, place
and belonging; inequalities and inclusion; childhood in the past,
present and future – this exciting Reader illustrates and analyses
the complexities of children and young people’s everyday lived
experiences. The book draws on insighs from psychology,
cultural studies, sociology, anthropology, health and education
and covers a wide range of topics such as eating practices,
gender, play and plastic childhoods. Including case studies,
suggestions for guided reading and full colour illustrations, this
is ideal reading for students on Childhood and Youth courses
and those working with young children, their famiies and
communities.
Routledge
Market: Education / Childhood and Youth Studies
: 244pp: 62 illus: 11 halftones: 51 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-48543-6: Aug 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-48544-3: Aug 2020: $34.95
eBook: 978-1-003-04157-3: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367485443
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Closing the Attainment Gap in Schools

Purposeful Planning for Learning

Progress through Evidence-based Practices

Shaping Learning and Teaching in the Primary School

Antony Luby

Edited by Natasha Serret, Nottingham Trent University, UK
and Catherine Gripton, Nottingham Trent University, UK

This book contains the stories of teachers who have a
determined, 'can do' approach to closing the attainment gap
in their schools. From Superstar Assemblies to encourage their
dreams and aspirations; to Munch ‘n Mingle sessions to
encourage healthy eating; to Marvellous Me software to
encourage the use of open-ended questions and parent-child
conversations at home; and through to the use of skilled
specialists to develop their handwriting skills; these schools and
teachers will do all that it takes improve the lives of their children.

Purposeful Planning in the Primary Classroom puts the passion
and depth back into how teachers plan for learning in the
primary classroom. Offering a unique perspective on what
constitutes purposeful planning for learning, this book
encourages a mindset where planning is integral to, supportive
of and informed by learning, including learning that is social,
emotional, physical and cognitive. This cross-curricular resource
provides aspirational, professional and practical insights into
current issues that surround planning.

Routledge
Market: Education
: 148pp: 2 illus: 1 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-34487-0: Sep 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-34490-0: Sep 2020: $26.95
eBook: 978-0-429-32616-5: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367344900

Routledge
Market: Education
: 128pp: 10 illus: 3 halftones: 7 line drawings: 10 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-59377-0: Sep 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-59379-4: Sep 2020: $28.95
eBook: 978-0-429-48926-6: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138593794
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Discourse Strategies for Science Teaching and
Learning

Reimagining Professional Development in Schools
Edited by Eleanore Hargreaves, UCL Institute of Education
and Luke Rolls
Series: Unlocking Research

Research and Practice
Kok-Sing Tang, Curtin University, Australia.
Series: Teaching and Learning in Science Series
This engaging and practical volume looks at discourse strategies
and how they can be used to facilitate and enhance science
teaching and learning within the classroom context, offering a
synthesis of research on classroom discourse in science
education as well as practical discourse strategies that can be
applied to the classroom. Building on more than 10 years of
research on classroom discourse, Discourse Strategies for Science
Teaching and Learning is an ideal text for science teacher
educators, preservice science teachers, scholars, and researchers.

This fascinating and vital book seeks to challenge the
effectiveness of current practices in professional development
by urging educators to rethink professional learning for teachers
and teaching assistants. It importantly brings together ideas
about teacher professionalism and how to build creative and
trusting cultures in which high expectations are not
compromised. Packed with innovative ideas and practical
suggestions, this book highlights the importance of using
research evidence to develop teachers’ practice in the realities
of their own classrooms and schools. This will be a key read for teachers, school leaders,
teaching assistants and student teachers.
Routledge
Market: Education/Primary
: 236pp: 40 illus: 18 halftones: 22 line drawings: 7 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-26450-5: Sep 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-26451-2: Sep 2020: $29.95
eBook: 978-0-429-29333-7: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367264512
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Market: Science Education
6 x 9: 212pp: 34 illus: 26 halftones: 8 line drawings: 50 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-36981-1: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-34424-5: Oct 2020: $47.95
eBook: 978-0-429-35217-1: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367344245
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Genre in World Language Education

Say 'No' to Exam Stress

Contextualized Assessment and Learning

The Easy to Use Programme to Survive Exam Nerves

Edited by Francis John Troyan

Anthony James

Ideal for methods and foundational courses in World Languages
Education, this book presents a theoretically-informed
instructional framework for instruction and assessment of world
languages. In line with ACTFL and CEFR standards, this volume
brings together scholarship on contextualized, task-based
performance assessment and instruction with a genre theory
and pedagogy to walk through the steps of designing and
implementing effective genre-based instruction. Chapters feature
step-by-step lesson designs, models of performance assessment,
and a wealth of practical and research-based examples on how
to make languages explicit and visible to students through a
focus on genre.

Exams are important. The results can change lives and stressing
about them can damage performance and undermine young
peoples' confidence.This exam stress management programme
requires very little time or effort to use and provides a
straightforward, practical guide to exam stress management. It
is written by an experienced educational psychologist and is
suitable for use by school age pupils. College and university
students may also benefit from the programme. A short
explanatory book is accompanied by simple, easy to follow
audiofiles which lead the listener through a sequence of five
relaxation sessions to reduce stress, increase focus and plan for
success!

Routledge
Market: Education
6 x 9: 294pp: 16 line drawings: 56 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-33652-3: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-33651-6: Oct 2020: $47.95
eBook: 978-0-429-32100-9: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367336516
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Hb: 978-0-367-48255-8: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-48256-5: Oct 2020: $23.95
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Study Guide: What Great Teachers Do Differently

The Trouble with Maths

Nineteen Things That Matter Most

A Practical Guide to Helping Learners with Numeracy Difficulties

Todd Whitaker and Beth Whitaker

Steve Chinn, Visiting Professor, University of Derby, UK

Written to accompany the third edition of Todd Whitaker's
bestselling title, What Great Teachers Do Differently, this study
guide can be used by facilitators and participants in workshops,
webinars, book study groups, or other professional development
events. The guide features a variety of strategies and activities
that will help teachers apply the book’s concepts to their own
classroom situation, so they can get the most out of the book
and increase their impact in the classroom. With this study guide,
teachers will have a fun, collaborative, meaningful tool to assist
with professional growth.

Now in fourth edition, this award-winning text provides vital,
pragmatic insights into the often-confusing world of numeracy.
This book provides a complete overview of the most frequently
occurring problems associated with maths teaching and
learning. With useful features such as checklists for the evaluation
of books and an overview of resources, this book will equip you
with essential skills to help you tackle your pupils’ maths
difficulties and improve standards for all learners. This book will
be useful for all teachers, classroom assistants, learning support
assistants and parents.

Eye on Education
Market: Education
8 1/4 x 11: 100pp
Hb: 978-0-367-55023-3: Jul 2020: $125.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-55000-4: Jul 2020: $16.95
eBook: 978-1-003-09161-5: Jul 2020 • Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-596-67205-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367550004

Routledge
Market: Education/Mathematics
: 200pp: 50 illus: 50 line drawings: 6 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-86213-8: Sep 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-86214-5: Sep 2020: $34.95
eBook: 978-1-003-01771-4: Sep 2020 • Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-18746-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367862145
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Supporting Civics Education with Student Activism

Debates in Primary Education

Citizens for a Democratic Society
Pablo A. Muriel and Alan J. Singer
This volume empowers teachers to support student activists by
examining arguments for promoting student activism, exploring
state and national curriculum standards, suggesting activist
projects, and reporting examples of student individual and group
activism. Including interviews with student and teacher activists,
this volume highlights issues such as racial and immigrant justice,
anti-gun violence, and climate change.

Routledge
Market: Education
6 x 9: 184pp
Hb: 978-0-367-49812-2: Oct 2020: $150.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-48169-8: Oct 2020: $47.95
eBook: 978-1-003-04745-2: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367481698

Edited by Virginia Bower, Canterbury Christ Church
University, United Kingdom.
Series: Debates in Subject Teaching
This powerful text encourages both pre-service and established
teachers to engage with contemporary debates in primary
education. The chapters explore a wide range of key themes
including the importance of values in primary education and
the imperative for a curriculum which embraces the whole range
of available subjects. With annotated further reading and
reflective questions, this key text is essential reading for all those
wanting to develop a better understanding of the issues that
shape their practice including student teachers at both
undergraduate and postgraduate level, practising teachers engaged in continuing
professional development and teacher educators.
Routledge
Market: Education
: 316pp: 4 halftones: 4 line drawings: 5 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-54884-1: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-54886-5: Oct 2020: $37.95
eBook: 978-1-003-09102-8: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367548865
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Supporting Teacher Wellbeing

Elementary Social Studies

A Practical Guide for Primary Teachers and School Leaders

Constructing a Powerful Approach to Teaching and Learning

Suzanne Allies
All teachers are in the unique position of influencing the future
happiness and success of the next generation, therefore it is
crucial that the wellbeing of teachers is not overlooked. This
proative guide will empower school staff; it will enlighten and
equip them with essential knowledge about wellbeing. It
encourages a pro-active approach to holistic wellbeing and
deals with a serious topic in a humorous and lighthearted way.
Written by a Primary Education lecturer with over twenty years
of experience teaching in primary schools, this book is an
essential resource for trainee teachers, early career teachers,
experienced teachers and school leaders alike.
Routledge
Market: Education
: 200pp: 8 illus: 8 line drawings: 3 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-35324-7: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-35325-4: Oct 2020: $23.95
eBook: 978-0-429-33069-8: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367353254

S.G. Grant, Binghamton University, State University of New
York, USA and Bruce A. VanSledright, University of North
Carolina, Charlotte, USA
Organized around four commonplaces of education—learners
and learning, subject matter, teachers and teaching, and
classroom environment—Elementary Social Studies provides a
rich and ambitious framework to help social studies teachers
achieve powerful teaching and learning results. By blending the
theoretical and the practical, the authors deeply probe the basic
elements of quality instruction—planning, implementation, and
assessment—always with the goal of creating and supporting
students who are motivated, engaged, and thoughtful.
Routledge
Market: Education
7 x 10: 362pp: 20 halftones: 26 line drawings: 5 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-85596-3: Sep 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-85585-7: Sep 2020: $95.95
eBook: 978-1-003-01380-8: Sep 2020 • Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-83580-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367855857
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Understanding and Teaching Primary Mathematics

Informal Learning, Practitioner Inquiry and
Occupational Education

Tony Cotton, Freelance writer and education consultant,
UK
Written by an experienced teacher and teacher educator with
widespread experience of teaching mathematics in the UK and
internationally, Understanding and Teaching Primary Mathematics
combines pedagogy and subject knowledge to build confidence
and equip you with all the skills and know-how you need to
successfully teach mathematics to children of any age.
Stimulating, accessible and well-illustrated, with comprehensive
coverage of subject knowledge and pedagogy, Understanding
and Teaching Primary Mathematics is an essential purchase for
trainee and practising teachers alike.
Routledge
Market: Education
: 348pp: 156 illus: 48 halftones: 104 line drawings: 4 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-33204-4: Sep 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-33205-1: Sep 2020: $34.95
eBook: 978-0-429-31845-0: Sep 2020 • Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-90640-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367332051

An Epistemological Perspective
Edited by Sai Loo and Brian Sutton
Informal Learning, Practitioner Inquiry and Occupational
Education explores how practitioners in a variety of occupations
perform their jobs and argues that working and learning are
intricately connected.
This book will be of great interest for academics, scholars and
post-graduate students who are engaged in the study of informal
education, vocational education and occupation-related
programmes. It will also offer significant insights for related
education practitioners wanting to have greater understanding
of their own journeys and practices.
Routledge
Market: Education
: 206pp: 5 illus: 5 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-89484-9: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-01947-3: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367894849
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World Language Education as Critical Pedagogy

International Perspectives on Digital Media and
Early Literacy

The Promise of Social Justice
Timothy G. Reagan and Terry A. Osborn, Fordham
University, USA
Accessible and cutting-edge, this text is a pivotal update to the
field and offers a much-needed critical perspective on world
language education. Building off their classic 2002 book, The
Foreign Language Educator in Society, Timothy G. Reagan and
Terry A. Osborn address major issues facing the world language
educator today, including language myths, advocacy, the
perceived and real benefits of language learning, linguistic
human rights, constructivism, learning theories, language
standards, monolingualism, and teaching the classics.
Routledge
Market: Education
6 x 9: 336pp: 2 illus: 2 line drawings: 13 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-46521-6: Sep 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-46520-9: Sep 2020: $49.95
eBook: 978-1-003-02926-7: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367465209

The Impact of Digital Devices on Learning, Language Acquisition and
Social Interaction
Edited by Katharina J. Rohlfing and Claudia Müller-Brauers
Series: Routledge Research in Early Childhood Education
International Perspectives on Digital Media and Early Literacy
evaluates the use and impact of digital devices for social
interaction, language acquisition and early literacy. It explores
the role of interactive mediation as a tool for using digital media
and provides empirical examples of best practice for the
targeting of digital media towards language teaching and
learning.
This book will appeal to practitioners, academics, researchers,
and students with an interest in early years education, literacy
education, digital education, the sociology of digital culture and
social interaction, school reform and teacher education.
Routledge
Market: Education
: 212pp: 20 illus: 20 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-27904-2: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-32139-9: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367279042
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Classifying Fashion, Fashioning Class

Multidisciplinary Approaches to Art Learning and
Creativity

Making Sense of Women's Practices, Perceptions and Tastes
Katherine Appleford, Kingston University, London, UK
Series: Routledge Advances in Sociology

Fostering Artistic Exploration in Formal and Informal Settings
Edited by Karen Knutson, University of Pittsburgh, USA,
Takeshi Okada, Nagoya University, Japan and Kevin
Crowley, University of Pittsburgh, USA.
Series: Routledge Research in Education

Drawing together theoretical ideas from across the social
sciences, Classifying Fashion, Fashioning Class examines how the
fashion-class association has developed and using the
experiences of middle-and-working class British women to
demonstrates how this relationship operates today.
It considers how class identity shapes women’s attitudes
concerning fashion trends and classic styles, and it draws
attention to the pivotal role mothers play in cultivating these
class distinctions. The book will be of interest to students in
sociology, fashion studies, cultural studies, human geography
and consumer behaviour.
Routledge
Market: Education
6 x 9: 222pp
Hb: 978-0-415-78412-2: Oct 2020: $160.00 • eBook: 978-1-315-22855-6: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415784122
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This book explores learning in the arts and highlights ways in
which art and creativity can ignite learning in schools, informal
learning spaces, and higher education. The focus is on learning
in, with, and through the arts. An illustrative text for researchers
and educators in the arts, Multidisciplinary Approaches to Art
Learning and Creativity demonstrates how artistic ways of
thinking and working with artists empower art learners and
support their needs and opportunities across the lifespan.
Routledge
Market: Education
6 x 9: 296pp: 50 illus: 34 halftones: 16 line drawings: 18 tables
Hb: 978-0-815-36188-6: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-351-11403-5: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815361886
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Sport, Physical Education, and Social Justice
Religious, Sociological, Psychological, and Capability Perspectives
Edited by Nick J. Watson, York St John University, UK, Grant
Jarvie, University of Edinburgh, UK and Andrew Parker,
University of Gloucestershire, UK
Series: Routledge Research in Education
This interdisciplinary collection explores the nexus of social
justice and sport to consider how sport and physical education
can serve as a unique point of commonality in an era of religious,
political, economic, and cultural polarity. Originally published
as a special issue of Quest, Sport, Physical Education, and Social
Justice offerstimelytheoretical perspectives from the fields of
theology, philosophy, psychology, and sociology.
Sport, Physical Education and Social Justice will be of interest to
researchers, scholars, policy makers and advocates in the fields of Education, Psychology,
Sociology, and Religious Studies.
Routledge
Market: Education
6 x 9: 206pp
Hb: 978-0-367-48104-9: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-04271-6: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367481049
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Tracing Ted Tetsuo Aoki’s Intellectual Formation
Historical, Societal, and Phenomenological Influences
Patricia Liu Baergen, University of British Columbia, Canada.
Series: Studies in Curriculum Theory Series
The book draws unique comparison between Aoki’s writings
and Heidegger’s concept of "being-in-the-world". In exploring
Aoki’s narratives on momentous life events, the author attends
to the interwoven, dynamic, and poetic essence of the scholar’s
intellectual formation and identifies a critically reflective style of
theorizing. By contextualizing Aoki’s narrations on his
momentous life events, the text engages with Aoki’s critical
reflective and unique style of theorizing and foregrounds the
prominent influence of Heidegger’s phenomenology and
writings on Aoki’s thinking.
Routledge
Market: Education
6 x 9: 166pp: 3 illus: 3 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-46554-4: Jul 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-02955-7: Jul 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367465544
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Virtues as Integral to Science Education
Understanding the Intellectual, Moral, and Civic Value of Science and
Scientific Inquiry
Edited by Wayne Melville, Lakehead University, Canada. and
Donald Kerr, Lakehead University, Canada.
Series: Routledge International Studies in the Philosophy of
Education
This text challenges the increasing professionalization of science;
questions the view of scientific knowledge as objective; and
highlights the relationship between democracy and science.
Exploring how virtues relate to citizenship, technology, and
politics, the chapters in this work illustrate the ways in which
virtues are integral to understanding the values and limitations
of science, and its role in informing democratic engagement.
Scholars in the fields of Philosophy of Science, Ethics and
Philosophy of Education, as well as Science Education, will find
this book to be highly useful.
Routledge
Market: Education
6 x 9: 192pp: 10 halftones: 2 line drawings: 3 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-42139-7: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-367-82210-1: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367421397
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Beyond Think-Pair-Share

Geography Education in the Digital World

A Quick Guide to Effective Collaboration

Linking Theory and Practice

Christina M. Krantz and Laura Gullette Smith

Edited by Nicola Walshe and Grace Healy

This book shows you how to teach K-12 students to work in pairs
and groups more effectively, so that true collaboration can
happen in the classroom. Coming from their experience in social
work and classroom teaching, Christina M. Krantz and Laura
Gullette Smith explain the problems that can occur with
traditional think-pair-share models and offer refreshing solutions.
They provide practical strategies on helping students build
collegial peer relationships, learn to share tasks, and hold deeper
discussions. This book includes an invaluable appendix of
resources the authors share when leading workshops, as well
as rubrics, agendas and classroom tools.

This book draws on theory and practice to provide a critical
exploration of the role and practice of geography education
within the digital world.It considers how living within a digital
world influences teacher identity and professionalism and is
changing young people’s lives. It moves beyond the applied
perspective of educational technology to engage with wider
social and ethical issues of technology implementation and use
of digital data within geography education. This is a crucial read
for geographers, geography educators and geography teacher
educators as well as those engaging with existing and new
technologies to support geographical learning.

Eye on Education
Market: Education
6 x 9: 118pp: 5 halftones: 26 line drawings: 14 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-37455-6: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-37454-9: Oct 2020: $29.95
eBook: 978-0-429-35459-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367374549
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: 212pp: 11 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-22446-2: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-22447-9: Oct 2020: $32.95
eBook: 978-0-429-27490-9: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367224479
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The Fundamentals of Teaching

Learning to Teach Design and Technology in the
Secondary School

A Five-Step Model to Put the Research Evidence into Practice
Mike Bell
This book synthesises the key findings from educational research
to show how learning happens, the methods that work best,
how to improve students‘ learning, how to help struggling
learners and how to eliminate time-consuming, low effect
practices. It explains why these methods work drawing on
neuroscience and looks at the systems and policies which need
to be in place to enable learning to happen. The book then sets
out a tried-and-tested five step model for putting these methods
into practice focusing on prior knowledge, presenting new
material, setting challenging tasks, feedback and improvement,
and repetition and consolidation alongside practical examples
from real schools.
Routledge
Market: Education
: 176pp: 8 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-35864-8: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-35865-5: Oct 2020: $21.95
eBook: 978-0-429-34231-8: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367358655

A Companion to School Experience
Edited by Alison Hardy
Series: Learning to Teach Subjects in the Secondary School Series
The key text for those training to teach Design and Technology
in the secondary school, this book will enable readers to develop
broad subject knowledge, and gain deeper understanding of
the role, purpose and potential of DT in the secondary
curriculum. Adapted to reflect significant changes to the national
curriculum, this fourth edition includes information on
integrating digital technologies, and on new subject
requirements relating to resistant materials, textiles, electronics
and control technologies. Alongside practical advice on planning,
teaching and evaluating lessons, chapters offer discussion of
issues including assessment, safety and professional development.
Routledge
Market: Secondary Education
: 386pp: 6 halftones: 19 line drawings: 44 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-33678-3: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-33681-3: Oct 2020: $37.95
eBook: 978-0-429-32119-1: Oct 2020 • Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-78525-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367336813
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Debates in Physical Education

Secondary Mathematics for Mathematicians and
Educators

Edited by Susan Capel, Brunel University, United Kingdom.
and Richard Blair
Series: Debates in Subject Teaching

A View from Above
Michael Weiss, The University of Michigan, USA

This updated second edition of Debates in Physical Education
explores issues physical education teachers encounter in their
daily lives. By engaging with established and contemporary
debates, this volume challenges readers to think about and
reflect on the relative validity of positions presented in order to
develop their own reasoned and personal view in relation to
the topics explored. Designed to stimulate discussion and
support readers in their own research, writing and practice, this
book will be a valuable resource for any student or practising
teacher engaged in initial teacher education, continuing professional development or
Masters level study.
Routledge
Market: Secondary Education/Physical Education
: 350pp: 4 line drawings: 4 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-58066-4: Dec 2019: $140.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-58687-1: Dec 2019: $31.95
eBook: 978-0-429-50436-5: Dec 2019 • Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-67625-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138586871
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In this engaging text, Michael Weiss offers an advanced view of
the secondary mathematics curriculum through the prism of
theory, analysis, and history, aiming to take an intellectually and
mathematically mature perspective on the content normally
taught in high school mathematics courses. Rather than a
secondary mathematics textbook, Weiss presents here a textbook
about the secondary mathematics curriculum, written for
mathematics educators and mathematicians and presenting a
long-overdue modern-day integration of the disparate topics
and methods of secondary mathematics into a coherent
mathematical theory.
Routledge
Market: Education
7 x 10: 332pp: 47 illus: 4 halftones: 43 line drawings: 3 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-29466-0: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-29467-7: Oct 2020: $47.95
eBook: 978-1-315-10096-8: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138294677
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The Essence of Teaching Social Studies
Methods for Secondary and Elementary Teacher Candidates
James A. Duplass, University of South Florida
Designed for use in elementary and secondary social studies
education courses, this book supports the teaching of social
studies methods in a range of educational settings. This volume
offers the building blocks of a comprehensive course, for use as
springboards to the effective presentation of professors’ desired
course emphases. With sections on foundations, subject areas,
and best practices, this text explains the intersection between
the ‘modelling’ role of social studies teachers as democratic
citizens, social studies fields of study, and strategies implemented
in the classroom to encourage students’ critical thinking and
values formation.
Routledge
Market: Education
7 x 10: 318pp: 64 line drawings: 12 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-55914-4: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-36381-9: Oct 2020: $47.95
eBook: 978-1-003-09568-2: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367363819
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2nd Edition • NEW EDITION
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Autism Through A Sensory Lens

My Mummy is Autistic

Sensory Assessment and Strategies

A Picture Book and Guide about Recognising and Understanding
Difference

Joy Beaney
The fully revised second edition of this easy-to-use resource
introduces the sensory differences autistic children may face,
and explores how these differences can affect their ability to
make sense of the world. It Includes an online assessment with
accompanying aids to create a visual representation of the child’s
sensory needs. This practical guide offers both a wealth of
enjoyable activities for sensory exploration and play, whilst also
providing suggestions for strategies and ideas that can be used
at home or in school to create an autism-friendly environment.
It will be an essential tool for parents, carers and practitioners
working with autistic children.
Routledge
Market: Education
: 114pp: 94 line drawings: 50 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-50266-9: Aug 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-36962-0: Aug 2020: $39.95
eBook: 978-0-429-35208-9: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367369620

Heath Grace and Joanna Grace
This original and imaginative book has been created by
five-year-old Heath. In it Heath illustrates his understanding of
his autistic mother Joanna, giving insight into the different ways
in which autistic and neurotypical people understand language.
In his simple and uncomplicated style, accompanied by bright
and colourful illustrations, Heath explains why his mother’s brain understands words at a
different rate than his own, and how they communicate in spite of their differences. Heath’s
work is accompanied by explanatory notes exploring Joanna’s own experience of autism
and language.
Routledge
Market: SEND/Inclusion
: 56pp: 25 illus: 25 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-51063-3: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-46023-5: Oct 2020: $19.95
eBook: 978-1-003-02651-8: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367460235
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Behaviour Management and the Role of the
Teaching Assistant

The Co-Teacher’s Guide
Intensifying Instruction Beyond One Teach, One Support
Jennifer L. Goeke, Montclair State University, USA

A Guide for Schools

This pragmatic guide provides concrete, detailed strategies for
co-teachers looking to expand their instructional methods and
involvement beyond the One Teach/One Support model.
Including step-by-step examples, practical scenarios, and visuals
of successful implementations to help you quickly and effectively
put these tools into practice, each chapter also highlights specific
tensions that can arise in your co-teaching partnership and
frames solutions to move beyond them efficiently and effectively.
While designed for both teachers in a co-teaching pair, the
book’s tools can easily be applied on your own, making this an
ideal resource for co-teachers with limited common planning
time.

Emma Clarke
Behaviour Management and the Role of the Teaching Assistant
draws on the latest research as well as teaching assistants' own
views to enable readers to reconsider TA deployment and to
maximise the benefits TAs have to offer in supporting children’s
behaviour. It considers the difficulties facing TAs, summarises
the key stages in the evolution of their role in the classroom and
highlights the significant challenges of TAs’ role definition. This
is essential reading for professionals at all levels working in
schools wanting to understand how teaching assistants can best
be supported to successfully manage behaviour in schools.
Routledge
Market: Education
: 230pp: 25 illus
Hb: 978-0-367-17560-3: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-17561-0: Oct 2020: $33.95
eBook: 978-0-429-05743-4: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367175610

Routledge
Market: Special Education
6 x 9: 272pp: 28 illus: 45 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-14800-3: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-14873-7: Oct 2020: $35.95
eBook: 978-0-429-05361-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367148737
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2nd Edition • NEW EDITION

Medical Treatment of ADHD

The Resilience and Wellbeing Toolbox

A Practical Guide for Clinicians, Counselors, and Parents

Building Character and Competence through Life’s Ups and Downs

J. Dennis Odell

Madhavi Nawana Parker, Behaviour Consultant, Australia

This practical and easily navigable book covers the gamut of
issues that need to be understood to provide excellent medical
care for those with ADHD. Outside of mental health professionals,
those who most often treat ADHD are primary care providers
such as family practitioners, pediatricians, nurse practitioners,
physician assistants, and school personnel. Readers will gain an
understanding of what ADHD is, practical reviews of the literature
that will help in discussion with patients and their families the
importance of intervention, and all the resources and options
available to provide the best treatment strategies of anyone
who has ADHD as well as the commonly associated conditions.

This fully updated second edition is a practical guide for parents,
teachers and other professionals to create cultures of resilience
and wellbeing in schools, homes and health care settings. This
is a must-have handbook for anyone seeking to provide young
people in their care with a strong foundation for life long social,
emotional and learning outcomes.

Routledge
Market: ADHD
6 x 9: 204pp: 1 illus: 1 line drawings: 2 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-49479-7: Sep 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-49478-0: Sep 2020: $39.95
eBook: 978-1-003-04634-9: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367494780
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Routledge
Market: Education
: 206pp: 32 illus: 32 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-49028-7: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-49029-4: Oct 2020: $38.95
eBook: 978-1-003-04406-2: Oct 2020 • Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-92117-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367490294
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Universal Approaches to Support Children’s Physical
and Cognitive Development in the Early Years
Sue Soan and Eve Hutton
This book has been designed to provide educators with practical
strategies and approaches to support the motor and
coordination development of children within an educational
setting. Difficulties with movement and coordination can
significantly affect participation and learning, in Early Years
settings and schools, but many of these children can be
supported through changes to their educational environment,
or the implementation of universal strategies. Taking a holistic
approach to early learning and teaching, this is a vital resource
for teachers and trainee teachers, teaching assistants, SENCOs,
student occupational therapists and all practitioners working in
Early Years settings.
Routledge
Market: Special Education
: 90pp: 27 illus: 27 line drawings: 4 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-54126-2: Sep 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-26521-2: Sep 2020: $39.95
eBook: 978-0-429-29361-0: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367265212
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The Role of Assistive Technology in Fostering
Inclusive Education
Strategies and Tools to Support Change
Edited by Evert-Jan Hoogerwerf, AIAS Bologna Onlus, Italy,
Katerina Mavrou, University Cyprus, Cyprus and Ivan Traina,
University of Ireland Galway, Ireland
Series: Routledge Research in Special Educational Needs
The Role of Assistive Technology in Fostering Inclusive Education
uses evidence-based research to explore issues related to ICT
based Assistive Technology (ICT-AT) in education.
This book will be of great interest for academics, researchers and
post-graduate students in the fields of inclusive education and
assistive technology, as well as those interested in education
research and policy development.
Routledge
Market: Education
: 166pp: 9 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-37008-1: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-42824-1: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138370081
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A Handbook for Authentic Learning in Higher
Education

Digital Experiences of International Students
Challenging Assumptions and Rethinking Engagement
Edited by Shanton Chang and Catherine Gomes
Series: Internationalization in Higher Education Series

Transformational Learning Through Real World Experiences
Andy Pitchford, University of Bath, UK, David Owen,
University of Bristol, UK and Ed Stevens, King's College
London, UK
An accessible resource to develop authentic learning and
teaching in higher education, this book challenges conventional
teaching practice and presents meaningful and impactful
alternatives across disciplines that are research informed,
student-centred and achievable. With engaging case study
material, underpinned by cutting edge research, this book shares
innovative implementable examples form over 50 different
institutions. Ideal for early career academics exploring
approaches to learning, established academics searching for
practical guides to emergent pedagogies and staff who are
responsible for leading teaching and learning practices within their department or
institution.
Routledge
Market: Education
: 168pp: 4 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-19723-0: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-19724-7: Oct 2020: $38.95
eBook: 978-0-429-24285-4: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367197247

Exploring the impact of the digital environment on international
students, carefully selected global contributors examine how
digital experiences have been used to internationalize higher
education. Using fascinating case studies and current research,
this book considers the digital experiences of students as a result
of their engagement with international education providers and
stakeholders from a transnational and trans-disciplinary
perspective. Digital Experiences of International Students is
essential reading for practitioners, academics, researchers,
administrators, policy-makers and anyone with an interest in
learning and teaching in a digital age.
Routledge
Market: Education / Higher Education
: 228pp: 17 illus: 1 halftones: 16 line drawings: 23 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-22632-9: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-22635-0: Oct 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-429-27608-8: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367226329
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An Educator’s Guide to Assessing Threats in Student
Writing

Examining Doctoral Work
Exploring Principles, Criteria and Processes
Jerry Wellington, University of Sheffield, UK
Series: Key Guides for Effective Teaching in Higher Education

Social Media, Email, and other Narrative
Brian Van Brunt, TNG NCHERM Group, LLC, New Hampshire,
USA, W. Scott Lewis, School of Education, University of
Delaware and Jeffrey H. Solomon
Based on research from the threat assessment community, this
important book addresses the challenge of assessing concerning
online communication, written narratives, and artistic works at
schools, colleges, and universities. Drawing from the fields of
law enforcement, law, and psychology, the authors expand on
evidence-based practices to help student affairs staff and K-12
educators best assess the validity of these communications and
develop intervention and management plans. Appropriate for
the classroom, Behavioral Intervention teams, front-line teaching
staff, and administrators, this resource will ensure an
evidence-based approach to early assessment and intervention.
Routledge
Market: Education
6 x 9: 298pp: 35 illus: 28 halftones: 7 line drawings: 25 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-42859-4: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-43066-5: Oct 2020: $39.95
eBook: 978-1-003-00109-6: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367430665

In clear, straight-forward language, Examining Doctoral Work
considers how the practice of doctoral examination can be
improved to ensure that both examiners and students can make
the most of the assessment process. With insight into how to
prepare for a viva, as well as a consideration of the responsibilities
afterwards, the book de-mystifies this crucial part of the process
to provide a comprehensive overview of the principles, criteria
and processes needed to ensure success. Drawing from a mixture
of personal experience, existing research and anecdote, this
book is ideal reading for those new to the world of doctoral
examination, or looking to improve their practice.
Routledge
Market: Education / Higher Education
: 116pp: 1 illus: 7 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-43159-4: Sep 2020: $140.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-43160-0: Sep 2020: $31.95
eBook: 978-1-003-00160-7: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367431600
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Defending Assessment Security in a Digital World

Immigrant Faculty in the Academy

Preventing E-Cheating and Supporting Academic Integrity in Higher
Education

Narratives of Identity, Resilience, and Action
Edited by Maysaa Barakat and Mariela A. Rodríguez

Phillip Dawson, EdD, Center for Learning and Attention
Disorders, Seacoast Mental Health Center, Portsmouth, NH
This book explores the phenomenon of e-cheating and identifies
ways to bolster assessment to ensure that it is secured against
threats posed by geographically distributed assessments,
computer-based examinations, anonymous online
communications and online cheating services. It advances the
concept of ‘assessment security’, proposing metrics for
measurement and strategies for improvement. The book takes
a multi-disciplinary approach, drawing together perspectives
from educational assessment, academic integrity, cybersecurity,
learning analytics, game studies and criminology, to provide
practitioners in higher education with a guide to managing and
improving assessment security.
Routledge
Market: Education/Assessment
: 178pp: 7 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-34154-1: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-34152-7: Oct 2020: $39.95
eBook: 978-0-429-32417-8: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367341527
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This edited volume shares the diverse experiences of immigrant
professors in the United States. Chapters provide insight for
educators in academia seeking deeper understanding of issues
of identity and intersectionality, assimilation and integration,
culture and its different manifestations, accent and the politics
of language, and hegemonic systems and structures. Blending
autoethnographies and case studies, this book highlights the
invaluable collective experiences of immigrant professors as
they navigate challenges and success.

Routledge
Market: Education
6 x 9: 180pp: 1 illus: 1 line drawings: 1 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-20999-5: Sep 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-20997-1: Sep 2020: $47.95
eBook: 978-0-429-26473-3: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367209971
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Reframing and Rethinking Collaboration in Higher
Education and Beyond

Glocalization and the Development of a Hybrid
Leadership Model

A Practical Guide for Doctoral Students and Early Career Researchers

A Study of Chinese University Presidency

Narelle Lemon, La Trobe University, Australia and Janet
Salmons
Series: Insider Guides to Success in Academia
Reframing and Rethinking Collaboration in Higher Education and
Beyond delves into a taxonomy of collaboration underpinned
by mindful choices and considering your and others’ strengths.
Looking at how higher degree research students and early career
researchers can approach collaboration, this book unpacks what
collaboration is and points to the specific knowledge, skills, and
abilities associated with achieving collaborative advantage. Full
of practical tips, case studies, real situations and experiences,
this book offers strategies that can be used in online or hybrid
collaborations and is ideal reading for anyone interested in how
to make collaborative practice work.
Routledge
Market: Education / Higher Education
: 224pp: 18 illus: 12 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-22614-5: Oct 2020: $140.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-22616-9: Oct 2020: $22.95
eBook: 978-0-429-27599-9: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367226169

Qingyan Tian
Series: Routledge Research in Educational Leadership
Through in-depth interviews with the presidents of major
Chinese universities, this text explores the changing demands
on leaders in Higher Education in the wake of globalization, and
develops a contemporary model of Hybrid Leadership. Drawing
on data from a unique methodological process which integrates
Western and Eastern approaches, chapters foreground the
experiences of leaders in higher education to demonstrate how
they perceive and balance diverse and potentially conflicting
local and global demands, and ensure effective leadership by
combining leadership philosophies and practices from local and
global contexts.
Routledge
Market: Education
6 x 9: 284pp: 6 illus: 1 halftones: 5 line drawings: 2 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-24890-1: Oct 2020: $160.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-28496-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367248901
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The Practice of Leadership in Higher Education

Graduate Students’ Research about Community
Colleges

Real-world Perspectives on Becoming, Being and Leaving
Edited by Kendall Jarrett and Stephen Newton
This practice-orientated book explores the nature of leadership
in higher education during three key stages of the leadership
cycle: becoming, being and leaving leadership. Providing
perspectives on leadership from a range of professional sectors
this book presents considered views on contemporary and future
leadership practices in higher education from a global network
of contributors. Full of practical examples of personal leadership
experiences which can be used to help inform readers’
leadership aspirations, development and legacy planning, this
is the ideal read for anyone interested in understanding their
identity and practice as a leader in higher education.
Routledge
Market: Education / Higher Education
: 282pp: 6 illus: 2 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-42365-0: Sep 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-42367-4: Sep 2020: $38.95
eBook: 978-0-367-82384-9: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367423674

A Guide for Publishing
Edited by Deborah L. Floyd, Cristobal Salinas Jr., Ethan C.
Swingle, María-Jose Zeledón-Pérez, Sim Barhoum and
Gianna Ramdin
This book brings together a collection of chapters with different
research designs that explore the research, practice, and policies
of community colleges.Each book chapter addresses the
implications for practice and future research, policy for
community colleges, and recommendation for change indicated
by the research results. Five broad research themes, higher
education policy, leadership practices and roles, network
community, student success, and technology, emerged from
the empirical articles and critical reviews. A final chapter shares
advice and lessons learned from the 30 authors and mentors.
Routledge
Market: Education
: 174pp
Hb: 978-0-367-43710-7: Sep 2020: $160.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367437107
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An Introduction to Distance Education

Innovation Competency Model

Understanding Teaching and Learning in a New Era

Shaping Faculty Academic Innovation Development in China’s Higher
Education

Edited by Martha F. Cleveland-Innes and D. Randy Garrison
An Introduction to Distance Education is a comprehensive look
at the field of distance education, outlining current theories,
practices, and goals that are essential to effective design, delivery,
and navigation. As an alternative pedagogical approach, distance
education is posited to meet the evolving demands for access,
affordability, and quality in higher education. This fully revised
and updated second edition reviews the history of distance
education while addressing its current influence on the
education sector. The book offers a solid foundation from which
to explore and develop new approaches to designing and
implementing online courses.
Routledge
Market: Education
6 x 9: 228pp: 26 illus: 4 line drawings: 3 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-05440-0: Sep 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-05441-7: Sep 2020: $64.95
eBook: 978-1-315-16689-6: Sep 2020 • Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-99599-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138054417

Jian Li
Series: China Perspectives
Contributing to discussion over China’s higher education
development, this book takes a theoretical approach to address
the topic of university academics’ innovation by introducing an
academic innovation competence model, comprising three
interdependent dimensions: the academic internal drive vitality,
the academic synthesizing refined ability and the academic
suspected and introspective ability. The book will be valuable
to researchers, students and stakeholders hoping to learn the
education reform in China or those who study higher education
management and comparative education.
Routledge
Market: Higher Education
: 176pp: 6 illus: 6 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-52211-7: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05693-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367522117
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Internationalization of Teacher Education and the
Nation State

The Experiences of Queer Students of Color at
Historically White Institutions

Rethinking Nationalization in Singapore

Navigating Intersectional Identities on Campus

Rita Z. Nazeer-Ikeda
Series: Routledge Critical Studies in Asian Education
The relationship between teacher education and
internationalization is often regarded as one that has just begun,
sparked by globalization and its knowledge economy. This book
questions such an assumption by arguing that although
contemporary demands on teacher education have intensified
the need for internationalization and teacher education have a
deep and complex relationship, which is context dependent
and has developed differently over time. This book will be of
great interest to academics, postgraduate students and
researchers in the fields of international and comparative
education, teacher education, and South East Asia studies.
Routledge
Market: Higher Education
: 262pp: 1 halftones: 15 line drawings: 39 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-22704-3: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-27650-7: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367227043

Antonio Duran
Series: Routledge Critical Studies in Gender and Sexuality in
Education
This significant text employs an intersectional analysis and
considers the role of queer frameworks to understand the
experiences of queer people of color (QPOC) at historically white
institutions in the U.S. This monograph will offer invaluable
insights for scholars, researchers, and graduate students working
in the fields of gender and sexuality, higher education, and issues
of educational equity, who wish to realize the potential of
intersectionality as an analytic framework for the study of identity
and development of affirming educational environments.
Routledge
Market: Education
6 x 9: 190pp: 1 illus: 1 line drawings: 1 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-89432-0: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-01913-8: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367894320
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Preferential Education Policies in Multi-ethnic China

The Impacts of Neoliberalism on US Community
Colleges

National Rhetoric, Local Realities
Naomi C.F. Yamada, University of Tsukuba, Japan
Series: Education and Society in China

Reclaiming Faculty Voice in Academic Governance
Greg Sethares, Bristol Community College, Massachusetts,
USA
Series: Routledge Studies in Education, Neoliberalism, and
Marxism

Preferential Education Policies in Multi-ethnic China: National
Rhetoric, Local Realities explores the cultural logic of China’s
preferential policy measures. Similar in premise but different in
practice and philosophy to American affirmative action, the
preferential policies evoke controversy on all sides: from those
who see the measures as insufficient to problems of educational
disparities between ethnic groups, and from those who see the
measures as "reverse discrimination." Yamada shows how the
policy measures attempt to manage ethnic-based contradictions
and appease both majority and minority populations.
Routledge
Market: Educational Policy
: 222pp: 6 illus: 6 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-49139-0: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-04475-8: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367491390

Focusing on community colleges as a unique structure within
American higher education, this text investigates the specific
ways in which these institutions have been impacted by a global
increase in neoliberal education policies. This text will be of great
interest to graduate and postgraduate students, academics,
professionals and policy makers in the field of Higher Education,
Education Policy & Politics, Sociology of Education, Higher
Education Management and Education Politics.
Routledge
Market: Education
5-1/2 x 8-1/2: 126pp
Hb: 978-0-367-86045-5: Apr 2020: $60.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-01664-9: Mar 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367860455
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Students' Experiences of Teaching and Learning
Reforms in Vietnamese Higher Education
Tran Le Huu Nghia, Monash University, Australia and Ly Thi
Tran, Deakin University, Australia
Series: Routledge Critical Studies in Asian Education
This book examines educational
reform in Vietnamese
st
universities in the 21 Century. The authors explore motives,
current implementation, effectiveness, and challenges of these
reforms, particularly from the students’ perspectives. Analysing
over 4300 responses, this research covers key issues in higher
education including: The learning environment; Student support
and first year transition; Student-centred teaching; The use of
credit-based curricula; The use of information and
communication technology; Assessment and feedback; Work
placements; Informal learning via extracurricular activities and
Students’ perception of the values of university education.
Routledge
Market: Education
: 284pp: 3 illus: 71 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-02318-8: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-40026-1: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367023188
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Data Science in Education Using R
Ryan A. Estrellado, Emily A. Freer, Jesse Mostipak, Joshua
M. Rosenberg and Isabella C. Velásquez
This book provides educational analysts and educators with
practical tools to start working in data science and data analysis
- using the data usefully that is generated by school districts,
government agencies, and education businesses. The authors
demonstrate the principles of analysis working with R and
walkthrough various scenarios and projects to show the outcome
of the analysis. The book will teach education professionals to
apply programming and statistics to prepare data, transform it,
visualize it, and analyze it to answer questions that are pertinent
to their daily roles.
Routledge
Market: Research Methods/Education
: 304pp: 43 illus: 43 halftones: 8 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-42224-0: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-42225-7: Oct 2020: $47.95
eBook: 978-0-367-82284-2: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367422257
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An Introduction to Grounded Methodology for
Emerging Educational Researchers
Simon Hayhoe, University of Bath, UK
Series: Qualitative and Visual Methodologies in Educational
Research
Introducing the reader to grounded methodology and its ethical
approach, this book explores the theory behind the method as
well as how to use it to develop and evaluate learning and
education projects.
It is ideal reading for students and academics looking to update
and increase their knowledge on grounded methodology,
especially students who are researchers in final year
undergraduate or post-graduate level programs, or instructors
planning to teach grounded theory or grounded methodology
to their own emerging research students.
Routledge
Market: Education / Research Methods
: 82pp: 1 illus: 1 line drawings: 1 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-42681-1: Oct 2020: $60.00 • eBook: 978-0-367-85439-3: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367426811
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Further Perspectives on Researching Play from a
Playwork Perspective
Process, Playfulness, Rights-based and Critical Reflection
Edited by Pete King, Swansea University, UK and Shelly
Newstead, UCL, UK
Series: Advances in Playwork Research
Building on the success of the first volume of Researching Play
from a Playwork Perspective, this book further develops the crucial
research of playwork as an emerging and unique discipline.
This will be of great interest to researchers and upper-level
students in the fields of playwork, childcare, early years,
education, psychology and children’s rights. It will also appeal
to practitioners in a wide variety of professional contexts,
including childcare and therapy.
Routledge
Market: Education
: 152pp: 2 illus: 2 line drawings: 5 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-39417-9: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-40135-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138394179
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Flip the System US

A Pedagogy of Equality in a Time of Unrest

How Teachers Can Transform Education and Save Democracy

Strategies for an Ambiguous Future

Edited by Michael Soskil

Carl Anders Safstrom
Series: Theorizing Education

This powerful and honest book uncovers how we can flip the
system, building a more democratic, equitable, and cohesive
society where teacher expertise drives solutions to education
challenges. Editor Michael Soskil brings together a team of
diverse voices to highlight solutions, spark positive change, and
show us the path forward towards a more civil and more
peaceful America. In each chapter, inspiring educators describe
how we can create lasting and meaningful change by elevating
teacher expertise; educating the whole child; increasing teacher
morale; and fighting for all of our children to have equitable
opportunity and quality schools.

A Pedagogy of Equality in a Time of Unrest addresses education
and teaching as fundamental democratic forms of equality.
This book will be of great interest to academics, researchers and
postgraduate students in the fields of the philosophy of
education, history of education, critical sociology of education
and educational theory. It will also appeal to activists and those
interested in emancipatory forms of education and pluralist
democracy.

Eye on Education
Market: Education
6 x 9: 214pp: 1 halftones: 2 line drawings: 4 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-37457-0: Oct 2020: $125.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-37456-3: Oct 2020: $35.95
eBook: 978-0-429-35460-1: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367374570

Routledge
Market: Education
: 146pp
Hb: 978-0-815-34731-6: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-351-16940-0: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815347316
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Privatisation and Commercialisation in Public
Education

Climate Change, The Fourth Industrial Revolution
and Public Pedagogies

How the Public Nature of Schooling is Changing

The Case for Ecosocialism

Edited by Anna Hogan and Greg Thompson

Mike Cole

This book questions how the public nature of schooling is
changing at the hands of privatised and commercialised policy
reforms. It argues that public institutions are being re-organised
through privatising and commercialising logics and that this is
directly impacting schools. The work brings together
international perspectives from expert policy academics, offering
readers important insight into understanding, conceptualising
and theorising public schooling, both in the present and into
the future. This is essential reading for anyone interested in the
way that current education policy reforms are reshaping
educational practices in public schooling.

In the context of ongoing debates about climate change, the
Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR), and ecosocialism, this book
makes links between these existential issues, focusing on the
ways in which they are addressed in the public sphere via public
pedagogy. The book considers the fundamental reality of
(impending) climate change extinction, where there is a need
to demand ‘climate change emergency’ worldwide. It argues
that, given the exponential and unprecedented velocity of both
climate change and 4IR, and in the light of increasing political
polarisation only ecosocialism can provide a viable agenda for
an equitable and sustainable future for the planet.

Routledge
Market: Education/Policy
: 228pp: 4 illus: 1 halftones: 3 line drawings: 13 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-35145-8: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-35144-1: Oct 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-429-33002-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367351441

Routledge
Market: Education
: 118pp
Hb: 978-0-367-50817-3: Oct 2020: $60.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05141-1: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367508173
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The Metrics of Teacher Effectiveness and Teacher
Quality Research

Exploring English Language Teaching in Post-Soviet
Era Countries

Sidelining the Issues that Really Count

Perspectives from Azerbaijan

Andrew Skourdoumbis, Deakin University, Australia and
Shaun Rawolle

Tamilla Mammadova
Series: Routledge Research in Language Education

This book explores how accountability metrics that privilege
‘teacher effectiveness’ and ‘teacher quality’ distort analyses of
student achievement, sideline broader contextual and systemic
influences on learning, reinforce input-output analysis of
schooling, and thereby skew the educational debate to
camouflage basic school system and economic inequities.
Focusing on recent phases of school education reform, it
examines why and how issues of teacher effectiveness and
teacher quality figure so prominently in their formation, why
pressing matters of school funding are downplayed and how
teachers can develop their role as pedagogic experts in a highly

Exploring English Language Teaching in Post-Soviet Era Countries
analyses different elements of English language teaching from
the Soviet era to a new era of Westernized tendencies.
This book will be of great interest to academics, researchers, and
post-graduate students in the fields of English language
education, education in Eastern Europe and applied linguistics..

scrutinized environment.
Routledge
Market: Education
: 156pp: 1 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-46061-7: Mar 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-46063-1: Mar 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-003-02671-6: Mar 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367460631
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Routledge
Market: Education
: 162pp: 11 illus: 11 line drawings: 41 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-48031-8: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-03768-2: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367480318
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International Perspectives on Inclusion within
Society and Education

School Reform and Democracy in East Asia

Edited by Mabel Ann Brown
Series: Routledge Research in Educational Equality and Diversity
International Perspectives on Inclusion within Society and
Education explores how the theme of inclusion in education
and society plays out across different nations and cultures.
This book will be of great interest for academics, researchers and
post graduate students in the fields of comparative education,
inclusive education, sociology, political sciences, and social work.

Routledge
Market: Education
: 176pp: 5 illus: 5 line drawings: 7 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-85971-8: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-01609-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367859718

Edited by Masamichi Ueno, Daito Bunka University, Japan
Series: Routledge Series on Schools and Schooling in Asia
This book discusses how East Asia has introduced school and
curricular reform to reflect democratic citizenship and globalized
skills and competencies in the 21st century. It also focuses on
the tendencies and reasons students from Japan, China, South
Korea, Taiwan, and Singapore receive the highest scores in
international students’ assessment; yet their curiosity and
motivation for learning are the lowest internationally. This book
illuminates each country’s struggle to realize school reform and
looks at what connects East Asia’s past, present, and future.
Routledge
Market: Education
: 180pp: 10 illus: 2 halftones: 8 line drawings: 6 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-34604-8: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-43755-7: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138346048
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Mentoring Children and Young People for Social
Inclusion
Global Approaches to Empowerment
Edited by Òscar Prieto-Flores, University of Girona, Spain
and Jordi Feu, University of Girona, Spain
Mentoring Children and Young People for Social Inclusion
critically analyses the challenges and possibilities of mentoring
approaches to youth welfare and equality.
This book will be of great interest for academics, scholars and
post graduate students in the area of inclusive education and
mentoring. It will also be useful reading for social workers,
community developers and practitioners working in NGOs, as
well as for governments looking for innovative ways to generate
interventions in the educational and social arena.
Routledge
Market: Education
: 154pp: 3 illus: 3 line drawings: 2 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-36431-1: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-34595-1: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367364311
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Post-Imperial Perspectives on Indigenous Education
Lessons from Japan and Australia
Edited by Peter J. Anderson, Koji Maeda, Zane M. Diamond,
Monash University, Australia and Chizu Sato, International
Christian University, Japan
This book explores the impact of the United Nations Declaration
on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples in Japan and Australia,
where it has heralded change in the rights of Indigenous peoples
to have their histories, cultures and lifeways taught in culturally
appropriate and respectful ways in mainstream education
systems. This book will be of great interest to researchers and
lecturers of education specialising in Indigenous Education, as
well as postgraduate students of education and teachers
specialising in Indigenous Education.
Routledge
Market: Education
: 302pp: 33 illus: 29 halftones: 4 line drawings: 9 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-00195-7: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-40083-4: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367001957
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A Session by Session Guide to Life Story Work

Exploring Teacher Recruitment and Retention

A Practical Resource to Use with Looked After or Adopted Children

Contextual Challenges from International Perspectives

Gillian Shotton, Educational Psychologist, Northumberland.

Edited by Tanya Ovenden-Hope, The Cornwall College
Group and Rowena Passy, University of Plymouth, UK

Life story work is a term often used to describe an approach that
helps looked after and adopted children to talk and learn about
their life experiences with the help of a trusted adult. This book
is an essential step-by-step guide for carers and professionals
seeking to carry out life story work with a traumatised or
vulnerable child in their care.
This book gives professionals and carers the confidence to carry
out life story work in a way that is sensitive to the child’s needs
and positive for their self-perception and relationships.
Routledge
Market: Social Work
: 196pp: 81 halftones: 6 line drawings: 3 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-55787-4: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-23522-2: Oct 2020: $45.95
eBook: 978-0-429-28016-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367235222

This thought-provoking collection examines the challenge of
teacher shortages that is of international concern. It presents
multiple perspectives, and explores the commonalities and
differences in approaches, from around the world to understand
possible solutions for the current teacher workforce crisis.
Abundant in critiques, research informed positions and
context-specific discussions about the impact of teacher
workforce supply and shortages, this book will be valuable
reading for teacher educators, educational leaders, education
policy makers and academics in the field.
Routledge
Market: Education
: 262pp: 22 illus: 1 halftones: 21 line drawings: 26 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-07644-3: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-07645-0: Oct 2020: $38.95
eBook: 978-0-429-02182-4: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367076450
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Being a Teacher Educator

Self Managed Learning and the New Educational
Paradigm

Research-Informed Methods for Improving Practice
Edited by Anja Swennen, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam,
The Netherlands and co-editor of the European Journal of
Teacher Education and Elizabeth White, Principal Lecturer
at the Centre for Research in Professional and WorkRelated Learning, University of Hertfordshire, UK
This collection offers a timely and wide-ranging contribution to
the research-informed improvement of the work of teacher
educators. Drawing on original research studies conducted
across a range of European countries, Canada, and Israel,
contributors offer insight not only into questions of curriculum
and program development, research, and professional
development, but into their day-to-day experience as teacher
educators, student teachers, and mentors in schools. This book offers a unique survey of
the contributions of teacher educators and charts a path for future directions of the field.
Routledge
Market: Teacher Education
: 200pp: 5 illus: 2 halftones: 3 line drawings: 8 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-51858-5: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-51859-2: Oct 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-003-05545-7: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367518592

Ian Cunningham
This book asks the question: what is the need for learning and
how can it best be met? It’s often the learning that takes place
outside the classroom that is most important. This fascinating
book celebrates successes of self-managed learning drawn from
the author’s own college and eight other schools, from the
workplace and from international contexts. It provides detailed
guidance on setting up an SML culture, overcoming common
problems and dealing with difference and is an indispensable
introduction to SML for any interested teacher, parent or school
leader or business.
Routledge
Market: Education
: 186pp: 2 illus: 2 line drawings: 2 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-21965-9: Sep 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-21966-6: Sep 2020: $21.95
eBook: 978-0-429-26906-6: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367219666
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Black Educational Leadership

Social Ecology and Education

From Silencing to Authenticity

Transforming Worldviews and Practices

Rachelle Rogers-Ard and Christopher B. Knaus, Professor
of Education at the University of Washington Tacoma and
Professor Extraordinarius, University of South Africa
This book explores Black educational leadership and the
development of anti-racist, purpose-driven leadership identities.
With a focus on thirteen leaders, this volume demonstrates how
US schools exclude African American students, and the impacts
such exclusions have on Black school leaders. It clarifies parallel
racism along the pathway to becoming teachers and school
leaders, framing an educational pipeline designed to silence
and mold educators into perpetrators of educational disparities.
This book is designed for district administrators as well as faculty
and students in Race and Ethnicity in Education, Urban
Education, and Educational Leadership.
Routledge
Market: Education
6 x 9: 204pp: 1 line drawings: 2 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-46616-9: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-46613-8: Oct 2020: $47.95
eBook: 978-1-003-02996-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367466138
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Edited by David Wright and Stuart B. Hill
This collection addresses the learning transformation that is
required to inspire action and ensure the future wellbeing of
our plant. Through the insights and expertise of the contributing
authors, this book provides innovative strategies from around
the world to transform teaching and learning practices to achieve
ecological sustainability. Chapters cover a range of areas such
as student-led learning, incorporating indigenous
understandings, climate change, social disillusionment and
common barriers to meaningful change. This book will appeal
to undergraduate and postgraduate students in a range of
education and environmental courses.
Routledge
Market: Education/Environment
: 202pp: 1 illus: 1 line drawings: 3 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-47108-8: Sep 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-47109-5: Sep 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-003-03346-2: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367471095
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The Elements of Instruction

The Hero's Mask: Helping Children with Traumatic
Stress

A Framework for the Age of Emerging Technologies
Michael H. Molenda, Indiana University Indiana University
and Deepak Prem Subramony
This volume provides a common vocabulary and conceptual
schema of teaching and learning that is fully applicable to all
forms of instruction in our digital-centric era. The book proposes
a new framework for organizing research and theory, clear
concepts and definitions for its basic elements, and a new
typology of teaching-learning arrangements to simplify the
selection of optimal conditions for a variety of learning goals.
As trends in media, technology, and methodology continue to
evolve, these historically contextual, back-to-basics pedagogical
tools will be invaluable to all instructional designers and
educational researchers.
Routledge
Market: Education
6 x 9: 352pp: 24 line drawings
Hb: 978-1-138-72102-9: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-72107-4: Oct 2020: $45.95
eBook: 978-1-315-19472-1: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138721074

A Resource for Educators, Counselors, Therapists, Parents and Caregivers
Richard Kagan
This set includes:
The Hero’s Mask, a short novel designed to encourage young people to share and understand
their feelings related to traumatic stress and to learn how family members, friends,
neighbours and schools can help each other to survive hard times and learn to thrive again.
The Hero’s Mask Guidebook: Helping Children with Traumatic Stress, a practical resource for
use by teachers, counselors, therapists, parents and caregivers that promotes an
understanding of trauma and strengthens emotionally supportive relationships to reduce
traumatic stress reactions.
Routledge
Market: Mental Health / Trauma
: 272pp: 1 tables
Pb: 978-0-367-47428-7: Oct 2020: $46.95 • eBook: 978-1-003-03553-4: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367474287
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The Hero’s Mask

Visioning Multicultural Education

Richard Kagan

Past, Present, Future

The Hero’s Mask is an engaging novel about Carrie, an eleven-year
old girl and her friends who work together to stop the bullies
picking on their classmates as they unravel mysteries in their
school. The novel traces Carrie’s discovery of strengths within
herself, her family and her friends, despite losses and hardships
in her family, and how Carrie is inspired by a new teacher who
helps her learn the secrets of heroes. The Hero’s Mask is a story
about children and parents/caregivers overcoming fears and
healing the wounds separating a mother and daughter, both
scarred by traumatic grief.
Routledge
Market: Mental Health / Trauma
: 208pp
Pb: 978-0-367-47431-7: Oct 2020: $19.95 • eBook: 978-1-003-03555-8: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367474317

Edited by H. Prentice Baptiste and Jeanette Haynes Writer
Organized by the National Association of Multicultural Education,
this volume explores the organic relationship between the past,
present, and future of the discipline. Written by a hand-selected
group of eminent and emerging scholars, chapters draw lessons
from the past two decades and celebrate present
accomplishments in order to ambition a better future through
multicultural education.

Routledge
Market: Education
6 x 9: 186pp: 2 illus: 2 line drawings: 2 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-55899-4: Sep 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-55898-7: Sep 2020: $47.95
eBook: 978-1-003-09564-4: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367558987
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The Hero’s Mask Guidebook: Helping Children with
Traumatic Stress

Wellbeing Champions: A Complete Toolkit for
Schools

A Resource for Educators, Counselors, Therapists, Parents and Caregivers
Richard Kagan
The Hero’s Mask Guidebook provides practical strategies to be
used alongside the storybook, The Hero’s Mask. It has been
designed to promote an understanding of the impact of
traumatic stress and what counselors, therapists, educators,
parents and caregivers can do to promote healing and recovery.
The guidebook and novel can be used together to spark
conversations around the difficult topics of loss and trauma and
to create openings for renewing and strengthening emotionally
supportive relationships with distressed children after traumatic
experiences.
Routledge
Market: Mental Health / Trauma
: 64pp: 1 tables
Pb: 978-0-367-47429-4: Oct 2020: $32.95 • eBook: 978-1-003-03554-1: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367474294

Alison Waterhouse
Wellbeing Champions supports schools in recruiting students to
act as wellbeing champions within their school setting and wider
community. Packed with resources to help promote and support
emotional wellbeing and positive mental health within schools
at KS1, KS2 and KS3, this book is the ideal toolkit. This book
carefully considers emotions, wellbeing, self-care, resilience,
communication and support systems in order to promote
positive health and wellbeing throughout a school. This book
is ideal for all those looking to improve mental health and
wellbeing in their schools and is an essential resource for both
educators and health professionals.
Routledge
Market: Education / Mental Health & Wellbeing
: 288pp: 110 halftones: 2 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-43166-2: Sep 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-42986-7: Sep 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-003-00052-5: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367429867
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Making Education Fit for Democracy

A Platonic Theory of Moral Education

Closing the Gap

Cultivating Virtue in Contemporary Democratic Classrooms
Brenda Watson
This book focuses on the crucial role education can play in
enabling democracy to flourish. It considers the current focus
on examinations, accountability and subject knowledge at the
expense of the arts, philosophy and religion and the long-term
impact this has on students. It argues that education needs to
be holistic and relate to ordinary experiences of life if it is to help
children and young people navigate change, be open minded,
develop a wide range of interests and hold civilizing values.
Including detailed case studies, the book explores how different
education systems might deliver effective education for all which
is holistic, personal and fit for democracy.

Routledge
Market: Education
: 216pp: 26 illus
Hb: 978-0-367-22034-1: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-22037-2: Oct 2020: $31.95
eBook: 978-0-429-27044-4: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367220372

Mark E. Jonas, Wheaton College, Illinois and Yoshiaki
Nakazawa, University of Dallas, US
Series: Routledge International Studies in the Philosophy of
Education
Discussing Plato’s views on knowledge, recollection, dialogue,
and epiphany, this ambitious volume offers a systematic analysis
of the ways that Platonic approaches to education can help
students navigate today’s increasingly complex moral
environment. A Platonic Theory of Moral Education will be of
interest to academics, researchers, and post-graduate students
in the fields of: ethics; Plato scholarship; moral psychology;
educational foundations; and the philosophy of education. This
book would also benefit graduate students and scholars in teacher education.
Routledge
Market: Education
6 x 9: 202pp
Hb: 978-0-367-22657-2: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-27625-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367226572

5th Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
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Motivating Students to Learn

Acculturation and School Adjustment of Minority
Students

Kathryn Wentzel
Written specifically for teachers in training, this text offers a
wealth of research-based principles on student motivation for
use in the classroom. Positioning the teacher as the decisive
motivator, the book is grounded in the realities of contemporary
schools, curriculum goals, and peer dynamics. Twelve rich
chapters offer extrinsic and intrinsic approaches to guide daily
practice, guidelines for adapting to group and individual
differences, and ways to reach discouraged or disaffected
students. This revised fifth edition features new instructional
strategies, summaries of effective interventions, chapters on
family/cultural diversity and teacher motivation, and more.
Routledge
Market: Education
6 x 9: 416pp: 2 illus: 2 line drawings: 13 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-13674-1: Sep 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-13675-8: Sep 2020: $76.95
eBook: 978-0-429-02796-3: Sep 2020 • Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-89352-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367136758

School and Family-Related Factors
Edited by Elena Makarova
This book discusses the trajectories of minority students’
acculturation in terms of school and family-related characteristics
that are influential for school adjustment of minority youths. The
aim of the book is to provide multifaceted insights into the
challenges that minority students, as well as their parents and
teachers, encounter during the acculturation process, and to
illustrate the interplay between school and family related factors
of minority youths’ school adjustment. This book was originally
published as a special issue of the journal, Intercultural Education.

Routledge
Market: Education
: 172pp
Hb: 978-0-367-51634-5: Oct 2020: $160.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367516345
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Understanding Contemporary Issues in Higher
Education

Blended and Online Learning for Global Citizenship
New Technologies and Opportunities for Intercultural Education
Roger Austin, Ulster University, Northern Ireland and William
J. Hunter, Ontario Tech University, Canada; University of
Calgary, Canada
Series: Routledge Research in International and Comparative
Education

Contradictions, Complexities and Challenges
Edited by Brendan Bartram
Series: The Routledge Education Studies Series
Integrating contributions from experienced academics and
teachers, this book offers a wide-ranging collection of lively
discussions on contemporary issues, policies and practices in
Higher Education. Topics include the role of technology in
teaching, Universities and the mental health ‘crisis’, knowledge,
the state and the market, ethics in the contemporary academy,
transitioning to employability, teaching excellence, and
work-based learning and diversity and many more. Written
specifically for Education Studies students, each chapter offers
discussion points, research tasks and suggestions on further
reading for students to explore further in assignments and
education projects.
Routledge
Market: Education
: 182pp: 6 illus: 6 line drawings: 13 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-37413-6: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-37415-0: Oct 2020: $36.95
eBook: 978-0-429-35427-4: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367374136
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By showcasing international, European, and community-based
projects, this volume explores how online technologies
and collaborative and blended learning can be used to bolster
social cohesion and increase students’ understanding of what
it means to be a global citizen. Building on the authors’ previous
work Online Learning and Community Cohesion (2013), this
thought-provoking text will be of interest to researchers,
academics, and postgraduate students in the fields of
international and comparative education. Educators and school leaders concerned with
how multiculturalism and technology play out in the classroom environment will also
benefit from reading this text.
Routledge
Market: Education
6 x 9: 200pp: 1 line drawings: 5 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-40821-3: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-367-82166-1: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367408213
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Considering Inclusive Development across Global
Educational Contexts

Islamic Schooling and the Identities of Muslim
Youth in Quebec

How Critical and Progressive Movements can Inform Education

Navigating National Identity, Religion, and Belonging

Christopher J. Johnstone, University of Minnesota, US.
Series: Routledge Research in International and Comparative
Education
This volume charts the rise of the concept of "inclusive
development" and simultaneously recognizes its problematic
implications as it shifts the focus of development work from
efficiency to justice. This timely volume will be of interest to
academics, researchers, and post-graduate students in the fields
of education development, inclusivity, and sustainable
development. This book would also benefit graduate students
and scholars in development education.
Routledge
Market: Education
6 x 9: 178pp
Hb: 978-0-367-35464-0: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-33155-8: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367354640

Hicham Tiflati
Series: Routledge Research in Education
This insightful text examines the impact of Islamic schooling on
Muslim youth in French-speaking Canada to consider how these
institutions influence the formation of students’ cultural, national,
ethnic and religious identities, and their sense of belonging to
Quebec and Canada.
Through close qualitative analysis of data from interviews
conducted with first- and second-generation students, as well
as parents, teachers, and leaders involved in Islamic high schools,
this text explores how far institutions succeed in preparing young
Muslims to participate in the broader secular society in Quebec
and in English-speaking Canada.
Routledge
Market: Education
6 x 9: 170pp
Hb: 978-0-367-49956-3: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-04827-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367499563
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Experiences of Racialization in Predominantly White
Institutions

Japanese Schooling and Identity Investment
Overseas

Critical Reflections on Inclusion in US Colleges and Schools of Education

Exploring the Cultural Politics of "Japaneseness" in Singapore

Edited by Rachel Endo, University of Washington Tacoma
Series: Routledge Research in Educational Equality and Diversity
Centered on narratives from ethnically and racially diverse
scholars of color with experience of working or studying in
predominantly White institutions in the United States, this
volume critically reflects on policies, and practices which limit
or preclude racial diversity and inclusion in educational research
and teaching. Students, scholars, and researchers across a broad
number of fields including Educational Leadership, Ethnic
Studies, Teacher Education, Higher Education may benefit from
the discussions provided in this work.
Routledge
Market: Education
6 x 9: 190pp: 2 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-37698-7: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-35563-9: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367376987

Glenn Toh, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore
Series: Routledge Research in International and Comparative
Education
This book is about education, ideology, power and identity
investment and concerns an influential East Asian expatriate
community, despite the manifestly multicultural ethos of their
Singaporean domicile.
Readers will gain fresh insights into the role of education and
ideology in reproducing asymmetry and the value of
sociohistorical analyses in surfacing hidden power relations.
Researchers, educators and decision makers will appreciate the
transparency of ethnographic observation yielding insights into
practices while students of the social politics of education and the cultural politics of
language, ideology and identity will find the book a provocative read.
Routledge
Market: Education
: 152pp: 5 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-53866-8: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08355-9: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367538668
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International Student Mobility

Metacognitive Mindscapes

Exploring Identities and Engagements

Understanding Secondary EFL Writing Students' Systems of Knowledge

Jasper Kun-Ting Hsieh, University of New South Wales,
Australia

Sin Wang Chong, The Chinese University of Hong Kong,
Hong Kong

This book presents an autoethnographic study, which follows
a group of non-English speaking international students from
Taiwan during a period of study in Australia. The aim of the study
is understand the way in which the students’ sense of identity
shifts over time. The author engages Pierre Bourdieu’s notions
of capital, habitus and field to develop an understanding of this
complex process and asks to what extent the students see
themselves as culturally and linguistically ‘international’, both
during their time abroad and upon their return home.

Synthesizing research on metacognition and intersecting it with
studies on second and foreign language writing, Sin Wang Chong
puts forward a conceptual framework of metacognition and
metacognitive knowledge that is employed as an analytical lens
to examine junior secondary EFL students’ writing proficiencies.
Based on data garnered from interviews, open-ended
questionnaire, and think-aloud sessions with students, the book
analyzes the three types of metacognitive knowledge – theorized
as a system – of junior secondary students with high, average,
and low writing proficiencies.

Routledge
Market: Education
: 212pp
Hb: 978-0-367-02847-3: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-39756-1: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367028473

Routledge
Market: Education, Metacognition, Literacy, Writing
: 128pp: 16 illus: 16 line drawings: 2 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-58751-9: Sep 2020: $60.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-50389-4: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138587519
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Rebuilding the Education Sector in East Timor
during UNTAET

The Far-Right, Education and Violence
An Educational Philosophy Reader Volume IX
Michael A. Peters, Beijing Normal University, China and Tina
Besley, Beijing Normal University, China
Series: Educational Philosophy and Theory: Editor’s Choice

International Collaboration and Timorese Agency
Trina Supit, University of Sydney, Australia.
Series: Routledge Studies in Educational History and
Development in Asia
This original volume examines the collaboration between East
Timorese and international staff in the rebuilding of the
education sector during the United Nations Transitional
Administration in East Timor (UNTAET) 1999-2002. Concluding
with a contemporary discussion on the educational
achievements for East Timorese children during UNTAET
compared with those of today, this book will be of interest to
academics, researchers and post-graduate students in the fields
of post-conflict studies, post-colonial education and language
policy as well as East Timor more specifically. This book will also
benefit graduate students and scholars in teacher education.
Routledge
Market: Education
6 x 9: 260pp: 2 illus: 1 line drawings: 12 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-34561-7: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-32655-4: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367345617

In the last decade the far-right, associated with white nationalism,
identarian politics, and nativist ideologies, has established itself
as a major political force in the West. This shift has rolled back
the liberal internationalism that developed after WWI and shaped
world institutions, globalization, and neoliberalism. This book of
essays provides a philosophical discussion of the rise of the
far-right and uses it as a canvas to understand the return of
fascism, white supremacism, acts of terrorism and related events
including the refugee crisis, the rise of authoritarian populism,
the crisis of international education and Trump’s ‘end of
globalism’.
Routledge
Market: Education
: 134pp: 2 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-56201-4: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-09678-8: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367562014
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STEM and the Social Good

Young British African and Caribbean Men Achieving
Educational Success

Forwarding Political and Ethical Perspectives in the Learning Sciences
Edited by Tesha Sengupta-Irving and Maxine McKinney
de Royston

Disrupting Deficit Discourses about Black Male Achievement

In this book, scholars of race, education, and learning offer a
range of analyses from which to consider the "who", "what", and
"toward ends" of STEM education. Together with scholarly
commentaries, the studies frame STEM learning as a personal
and political enterprise worthy of closer examination in the lives
of children, the work of adults, and the making of nations.
The chapters in this book were originally published in a special
issue of the journal, Cognition and Instruction.

Routledge
Market: Education
7 x 10: 160pp
Hb: 978-0-367-54465-2: Oct 2020: $160.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367544652

Cecile Wright, University of Nottingham, UK, Uvanney
Maylor, University of Bedfordshire, UK and Thomas Pickup,
Local Government, UK
Series: Routledge Critical Studies in Gender and Sexuality in
Education
In contrast to research that focuses on the underperformance
of young Black males in the British education system, the
dominant notion of this volume is educational success. By aiming
to understand how young, Black—notably African and
Caribbean—male education plays out in different educational
spaces, this book provides new insights around intersections
between, and across, different structural forces and educational
contexts. Researchers, academics, and postgraduate students
in the fields of multicultural education, and gender and sexuality in education will benefit
from this book, as well as educators concerned with how Black male masculinities play out
in educational discourses.
Routledge
Market: Education
6 x 9: 172pp: 1 halftones: 5 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-18853-5: Oct 2020: $160.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-19877-9: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367188535
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Teaching to Close the Achievement Gap for
Students of Color
Understanding the Impact of Factors Outside the Classroom
Edited by Theodore S. Ransaw and Richard Majors
Series: Routledge Research in Educational Equality and Diversity
This volume highlights approaches to closing the achievement
gap for students of color across K-12 and post-secondary
schooling. It uniquely examines factors outside the classroom
to consider how these influence student identity and academic
performance.
This insightful collection will be of interest to researchers,
scholars, and post-graduate students in the fields of teacher
education, sociology of education, and educational leadership.

Routledge
Market: Education
6 x 9: 206pp: 4 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-55520-7: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-09385-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367555207
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Principal Bootcamp

Leadership for Increasingly Diverse Schools

Accelerated Strategies to Influence and Lead from Day One
Brad Johnson, North Carolina State University, USA.
This book shows principals how they can accelerate their impact
and make a difference from day one. Speaker and author Dr.
Brad Johnson offers new and experienced principals authoritative
advice on how to succeed in key areas: understanding the best
leadership traits; developing positive relationships with staff;
building a dynamic team culture; and creating a unified vision.
Each chapter includes inspiring stories and practical examples
for leaders in all types of school districts. Using these strategies,
you will learn how to immediately maximize your influence over
yourself, your staff, and the entire school culture.
Eye on Education
Market: Education
6 x 9: 104pp: 1 line drawings: 1 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-43310-9: Oct 2020: $125.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-43309-3: Oct 2020: $29.95
eBook: 978-1-003-00240-6: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367433093

Edited by George Theoharis, Syracuse University, USA and
Martin Scanlan, Marquette University, USA
Series: Educational Leadership for Equity and Diversity
Leadership for Increasingly Diverse Schools helps both practicing
and aspiring school leaders deepen their knowledge, skills, and
dispositions to create schools that best serve all students. This
book helps readers sharpen their awareness of how students’
multiple dimensions of diversity intersect as well as develop
strategies for working with students of all socioeconomic
statuses, races, religions, sexual orientations, languages, and
special needs. Leadership for Increasingly Diverse Schools provides
school leaders with the theory, research, and practical guidance
to foster teaching and learning environments that promote educational equity and
excellence for all students.
Routledge
Market: Education
7 x 10: 336pp: 8 illus: 8 line drawings: 14 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-37439-6: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-40460-4: Oct 2020: $49.95
eBook: 978-0-429-35626-1: Oct 2020 • Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-78593-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367404604

3rd Edition • NEW EDITION
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Study Guide: What Great Principals Do Differently

A Model of Emotional Leadership in Schools

Twenty Things That Matter Most

Effective Leadership to Support Teachers’ Emotional Wellness

Todd Whitaker, Beth Whitaker and Jeffrey Zoul
Written to accompany the third edition of Todd Whitaker's
bestselling title, What Great Principals Do Differently, this study
guide can be used by facilitators and participants in workshops,
webinars, book study groups, or other professional development
events. The guide features a variety of strategies and activities
that will help principals apply the book’s concepts to their own
situation, so they can get the most out of the book, increase
their professional growth, and have a greater impact as school
leaders.
With this study guide, you can gain a deeper understanding of
Whitaker's acclaimed book and learn how to apply his concepts and ideas in daily practices.

Izhak Berkovich, Open University of Israel, Israel and Ori
Eyal, Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Israel.
Series: Routledge Research in Educational Leadership
Against the backdrop of research that tells us emotions are
playing an increasingly prevalent role in organizations’
performance, this text draws on empirical studies to powerfully
argue that it is incumbent upon school principals to display
emotional leadership within the education system. This insightful
text will be of interest to researchers, academics, and
postgraduate students in the fields of school leadership and
leadership strategy, as well as educators and school leaders
concerned with how interpersonal aspects of emotion
management play out within the school context.

Eye on Education
Market: Education
8 1/4 x 11: 114pp
Hb: 978-0-367-55022-6: Jul 2020: $125.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-55002-8: Jul 2020: $16.95
eBook: 978-1-003-09160-8: Jul 2020 • Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-596-67206-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367550028

Routledge
Market: Education
6 x 9: 162pp: 6 line drawings: 5 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-36188-4: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-34444-2: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367361884
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Developing the Organizational Culture of the
Central Office

Quality and Equity in Education

Collaboration, Connectivity, and Coherence
Sally J. Zepeda, University of Georgia, USA, Mary Lynne
Derrington and Philip D. Lanoue
This important book guides aspiring district leaders to take up
the challenge to transform their schools, while balancing their
core responsibilities. This book helps readers rethink the impact
of central office on system and school initiatives, understand
and apply transformational thinking, and change strategies at
the central office to develop new instructional designs, create
new opportunities to prioritize human and fiscal resources, and
establish new leadership approaches founded on systems review
and change. Full of exemplars from the field, questions for
discussion, and suggested readings, this valuable textbook is for
use in educational leadership preparation programs.
Routledge
Market: Education
7 x 10: 246pp: 16 illus: 11 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-22477-6: Sep 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-22478-3: Sep 2020: $47.95
eBook: 978-0-429-27507-4: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367224783

Revisiting Theory and Research on Educational Effectiveness and
Improvement
Leonidas Kyriakides, University of Cyprus, Cyprus, Bert P.M.
Creemers, University of Groningen, Netherlands, Anastasia
Panayiotou and Evi Charalambous
Series: Routledge Research in Education
Quality and Equity in Education draws attention to the importance
of developing and testing theories of educational effectiveness
and using these theories for improvement purposes. It makes a
major contribution to knowledge and theory building in research
on promoting quality and equity in education. This book will be
of great interest for academics, researchers and postgraduate
students working in education research and the area of quality
and equity in education. It will also be of interest to policymakers,
school advisors and other stakeholders in education.
Routledge
Market: Education
: 310pp: 12 illus: 12 line drawings: 14 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-30180-1: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-203-73225-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138301801
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Best Practices for Administering Online Programs

Research Methods in Learning Design and
Technology

Daniel Hillman, Robert Schudy and Anatoly Temkin
Series: Best Practices in Online Teaching and Learning

Edited by Enilda Romero-Hall

Best Practices for Administrating Online Programs is a practical
volume for university teams seeking to manage effective online
programs. Defining, designing, implementing, and updating
online courses is a highly collaborative effort, particularly with
limited resources and expanding student enrollment. Readers
will find guidelines for fostering quality, faculty skills, academic
integrity, learning objectives, course improvement, and more.

Routledge
Market: Education / Technology
6 x 9: 220pp: 5 line drawings: 4 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-34973-8: Oct 2020: $42.95 • Pb: 978-0-367-34974-5: Oct 2020: $42.95
eBook: 978-0-429-32908-1: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367349745

Research Methods in Learning Design and Technology explores
the many forms, both new and established, that research takes
within the field of instructional design and technology (IDT).
This comprehensive, up-to-date volume familiarizes graduate
students, faculty, and instructional design practitioners with the
full spectrum of approaches available for investigating the new
and changing educational landscapes.

Routledge
Market: Education
6 x 9: 246pp: 31 illus: 9 halftones: 22 line drawings: 13 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-20326-9: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-20328-3: Oct 2020: $47.95
eBook: 978-0-429-26091-9: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367203283
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The Media-Savvy Middle School Classroom
Strategies for Teaching Against Disinformation
Susan Brooks-Young
The Media-Savvy Middle School Classroom is a practical guide for
teachers of grades 5-8 who need to educate their students with
media literacy skills. Spanning correct source use, personal versus
expert opinions, deliberate disinformation, social media, and
more, these ready-to-use activities can be integrated directly
into existing language arts and mathematics lesson plans.

Eye on Education
Market: Education
6 x 9: 88pp: 1 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-41815-1: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-42079-6: Oct 2020: $38.95
eBook: 978-0-367-82161-6: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367420796

TEXTBOOK • READER

Merging the Instructional Design Process with
Learner-Centered Theory
The Holistic 4D Model
Charles M. Reigeluth, Indiana University, USA and Yunjo
An
Merging the Instructional Design Process with Learner-Centered
Theory brings together the innovations of two previously divided
processes—learning design strategies/theories and instructional
systems development—into a new introductory textbook. Using
a holistic rather than fragmented approach that includes
top-level, mid-level, and lower-level design, this volume provides
guidance for major topics such as non-instructional interventions,
just-in-time analysis, rapid-prototype approaches, and
learner-centered, project-based, anytime-anywhere instruction.
Routledge
Market: Education
7 x 10: 242pp: 22 illus: 1 halftones: 21 line drawings: 103 tables
Hb: 978-0-815-36078-0: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-815-36079-7: Oct 2020: $54.95
eBook: 978-1-351-11754-8: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815360797
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Creating Inclusive Writing Environments in the K-12
Classroom

Reconciling Translingualism and Second Language
Writing

Reluctance, Resistance, and Strategies that Make a Difference
Angela Stockman
Timely and accessible, this book offers tangible strategies that
will help teachers plan and sustain writing workshop experiences
that are responsive to the needs of their specific students. Angela
Stockman helps teachers understand why some writers may fail
to meet their expectations and how to help all writers reach
their fullest potential. Organized in three parts, this book reframes
common narratives about resistant writers, empowers teachers
to design, lead and refine their workshop, and provides a toolkit
to do so.

Eye on Education
Market: Education
7 x 10: 266pp: 63 illus: 63 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-46338-0: Sep 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-46286-4: Sep 2020: $35.95
eBook: 978-1-003-02826-0: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367462864

Edited by Tony Silva, Purdue University and Zhaozhe Wang,
Purdue University
Series: ESL & Applied Linguistics Professional Series
This book brings together top scholars on different sides of the
important scholarly debate between the translingual movement
and the field of second language writing. Drawing on a wide
range of perspectives, this volume examines the differences in
theory and practice with the hope of promoting reconciliation
between the two schools of thought.; ; Chapters address the
tensions in the relationship between translingualism and second
language writing and explore programs, pedagogies and
research that highlight commonalities between the two camps.
The book comprehensively addresses the issues related to this contentious debate and
provides a panoramic view of the current field.
Routledge
Market: Education
6 x 9: 270pp: 2 line drawings: 2 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-43514-1: Sep 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-43513-4: Sep 2020: $47.95
eBook: 978-1-003-00378-6: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367435134
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Leading Your World Language Program

Teaching Critical Thinking Skills

Strategies for Design and Supervision, Even If You Don’t Speak the
Language!

An Introduction for Children Aged 9–12

Catherine Ritz
An essential resource for district, school, and program leaders
who supervise, evaluate, or otherwise support world language
programs, this book provides clear, practical guidance on leading
an exemplary K-12 world language program. No matter whether
you speak the language, the effective approaches in this book
will equip you with the tools you need to implement and
evaluate world language curricula in your school. Catherine Ritz
provides a clear research-based framework for world language
instruction aligned to rigorous national and state standards, and
addresses essential concepts and topics, including program and
curriculum design, assessment and evaluation, and strategic
planning.
Routledge
Market: Education
7 x 10: 208pp: 14 illus: 3 halftones: 11 line drawings: 31 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-46976-4: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-46934-4: Oct 2020: $35.95
eBook: 978-1-003-03238-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367469344

Catherine Delamain, Speech and Language Therapist
(retired) and Jill Spring, Speech and Language Therapist
This practical teaching resource has been designed to give
children aged 9-11 the basic tools required to challenge some
of the conflicting information which they may encounter in
everyday life. With increasing exposure to modern information
technology and social media, children are increasingly exposed
to misleading information that can seriously influence their
worldview and self-esteem. The sooner they are helped to
approach some of this material with a critical eye, the better
they will be able to make independent judgements. This is a
vital text for teachers, teaching assistants and other professionals
looking to develop critical thinking skills in their students
Routledge
Market: Education
: 142pp
Hb: 978-0-367-54160-6: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-35821-1: Oct 2020: $39.95
eBook: 978-0-429-34204-2: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367358211
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Novice Teachers Embracing Wobble in Standardized
Schools

Teaching English Language and Literature 16-19

Using Dialogue and Inquiry for Self-Reflection and Growth
Bob Fecho, Dawan Coombs, Trevor Thomas Stewart and
Todd S. Hawley
A critical resource for pre-service and practicing teachers, this
book addresses what happens when new teachers try to enact
inquiry-based and dialogical pedagogy within standardized
schools. Exploring the narratives from beginning ELA and
humanities teachers when they encounter challenges and
obstructions, this book explores moments of wobble—key
events that called attention to practice in the context of inflexible
schooling systems—that the teachers shared with their peers
via an oral inquiry process (OIP) to help them unpack and
understand their experiences.
Routledge
Market: Education
6 x 9: 146pp
Hb: 978-0-367-40441-3: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-40440-6: Oct 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-429-35616-2: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367404406

Edited by Furzeen Ahmed, University of Derby, UK, Marcello
Giovanelli, Megan Mansworth and Felicity Titjen
Series: National Association for the Teaching of English (NATE)
This is an essential resource for those interested in developing
more integrating approaches to English and those who are
teaching post-16 English Language and Literature specifications.
Providing a comprehensive overview of the identity of the
subject, it outlines the pedagogical benefits of studying a unified
English at post-16 and provides case studies of innovative
classroom practice across a range of topics and text types.
Written to complement the two other titles in the NATE series
Teaching English Literature 16-19 (Atherton et al) and Teaching
English Language 16-19 (Hall and Illingworth) this completes
an essential set of post-16 English resources for all Secondary school teachers.
Routledge
Market: Education
: 164pp: 15 illus: 1 halftones: 14 line drawings: 7 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-32203-8: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-32204-5: Oct 2020: $25.95
eBook: 978-0-429-31725-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367322038
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Language in Writing Instruction

Language Education and Emotions

Enhancing Literacy in Grades 3-8

Research into Emotions and Language Learners, Language Teachers
and Educational Processes

María Estela Brisk

Edited by Mathea Simons and Tom F.H. Smits
Series: Routledge Research in Language Education

Accessible and engaging, this book offers a comfortable entry
point to integrating language instruction in writing units in
grades 3 – 8. A full understanding language development is
necessary for teaching writing in a successful and meaningful
way. Applying a Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL) approach,
Maria Brisk embraces an educator’s perspective, breaks down
the challenges of teaching language for non-linguists, and
demonstrates how teachers can help students express their
ideas and create cohesive texts. This book features a sample unit
and a reference list of instructional resources.
Routledge
Market: Education
6 x 9: 198pp: 7 illus: 29 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-02793-3: Sep 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-02794-0: Sep 2020: $47.95
eBook: 978-0-429-39776-9: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367027940

Language Education and Emotions presents innovative, empirical
research into the influence of emotions and affective factors in
language education, both in L1 and in foreign language
education.
This book will be of great interest for academics, researchers and
postgraduate students in the field of language education,
psycholinguistics, sociolinguistics, and applied linguistics.

Routledge
Market: Education
: 244pp: 45 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-89486-3: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-01949-7: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367894863
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Teaching ESL/EFL Listening and Speaking

Localizing Global English

Jonathan M. Newton and I.S.P. Nation, Victoria University
of Wellington, New Zealand
Series: ESL & Applied Linguistics Professional Series

Asian Perspectives and Practices
Edited by Hikyoung Lee, Korea University, Korea and
Bernard Spolsky, Bar-Ilan University, Israel
Series: Routledge Critical Studies in Asian Education

This guide for teachers and teacher trainees provides a wealth
of suggestions for helping learners at all levels of proficiency
develop their listening and speaking skills and fluency, using a
framework based on principles of teaching and learning. By
following these suggestions, which are organized around four
strands – meaning-focused input, meaning-focused output,
language-focused learning, and fluency development – teachers
will be able to design and present a balanced program for their
students.; The second edition of this bestselling book is an
essential text for all Certificate, Diploma, Masters and Doctoral courses for teachers of
English as a second or foreign language.

English is the most widely taught and learned language in the
world and is used for communication among speakers from
different language backgrounds. This edited collection addresses
issues such as how English can be effectively taught and learned,
and what English means to, and how it can be "owned" by,
non-native speakers of English in Asia and elsewhere. The volume
looks at a wide range of topics that are relevant and timely in
contexts where English is taught as a foreign language. The
authors offer novel perspectives gleaned from theory and actual
practice that can inform English language teaching in Asia and

Routledge
Market: Education
6 x 9: 294pp: 1 halftones: 21 line drawings: 28 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-19551-9: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-19553-3: Oct 2020: $49.95
eBook: 978-0-429-20311-4: Oct 2020 • Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-98970-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367195533
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Teaching ESL/EFL Reading and Writing

Researching Literate Lives

Routledge
Market: Education; English Language Teaching
: 174pp: 7 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-53639-8: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08270-5: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367536398

I.S.P. Nation, Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand
and John Macalister
Series: ESL & Applied Linguistics Professional Series

The Selected Works of Jerome C. Harste
Jerome C. Harste, Indiana University-Bloomington
(Emeritus), USA
Series: World Library of Educationalists

The second edition of this bestselling text, Teaching ESL/EFL
Reading and Writing is a fully updated and expanded guide for
preservice teachers that provides a wealth of suggestions for
helping learners at all levels of proficiency develop their reading
and writing skills and fluency.
Updated with cutting-edge research and theory, this is a practical
and engaging text that draws on research and theory in applied
linguistics. It is essential reading for preservice teachers of all
levels who are studying to teach English as a second or foreign
language, including those on Certificate, Diploma, Masters and Doctoral courses.
Routledge
Market: Education
6 x 9: 202pp: 3 line drawings: 29 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-43377-2: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-43376-5: Oct 2020: $47.95
eBook: 978-1-003-00276-5: Oct 2020 • Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-98968-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367433765

1-800-634-7064

In the World Library of Educationalists series, international experts
themselves compile career-long collections of what they judge
to be their finest pieces so the world can read them in a single
manageable volume. This volume brings together articles, essays,
poetry, and artwork from Jerome C. Harste’s extensive career
across the field of literacy studies. This book addresses his
contributions to early literacy, reading comprehension, ways of
knowing, inquiry-based education, and creating critical
classrooms—among other topics—in his characteristically
whimsical tone.
Routledge
Market: Education
6 x 9: 260pp: 53 illus: 17 halftones: 36 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-53259-8: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08305-4: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367532598
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A Divided Union: Structural Challenges to
Bipartisanship in America

British Fascism After the Holocaust

Structural Challenges to Bipartisanship in America
Edited by Dario Moreno, Eduardo Gamarra, Patrick Murphy
and David Jolly
A Divided Union delves deep into ten pressing political
challenges central to the dysfunction in Congress and the
country today. The core of the book is original analysis by experts
on key topics such as geographic challenges, demographic
change, a polarized media, gerrymandering, the role of money
in politics, and the structure of primary elections. Contributors
include former federal elected officials, political science
professors, members of the press, and scholars immersed in their
fields of study. A Divided Union is appropriate for all political
science students as well as the general public frustrated and
alarmed by political deadlock.
Routledge
6 x 9: 0pp: 26 illus: 6 halftones: 15 line drawings: 5 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-56540-4: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-56537-4: Oct 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-003-09826-3: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367565374

From the Birth of Denial to the Notting Hill Riots 1939–1958
Joe Mulhall, HOPE not hate, UK
Series: Routledge Studies in Fascism and the Far Right
This book explores the policies and ideologies of a number of
individuals and groups that attempted to re-launch fascist,
antisemitic, and racist politics in the wake of World War II and
the Holocaust. This book treads new historical ground and shines
a light onto the most understudied period of British fascism,
whilst simultaneously adding to our understanding of the
evolving ideology of fascism, the persistent nature of
antisemitism, and the blossoming of Britain’s anti-immigration
movement. It will primarily appeal to scholars and students with
an interest in the history of fascism, antisemitism and the
Holocaust, racism, immigration, and post-war Britain.
Routledge
Market: History
: 224pp
Hb: 978-1-138-62413-9: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-62414-6: Oct 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-429-45262-8: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138624146
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All the World’s a Stage

British Prime Ministers from Walpole to Salisbury:
The 18th and 19th Centuries

The Theater of Political Simulations
Hemda Ben-Yehuda
Series: International Studies Intensives
Classroom role-playing simulations bring the drama of politics
to life and enrich traditional learning by plunging students into
the midst of historical or current events. Ben-Yehuda gives
students and instructors the resources and confidence to embark
on a careful enactment of scenarios that will inspire enthusiasm
in participants and stick in the memory long after the curtain
falls. The book includes in-depth discussions of three possible
theatrical simulations: appeasement in 1938 Munich, the regional
turmoil following the 1947 UN Palestine Partition decision, and
the ongoing global confrontation with ISIS. Appropriate for
students in global studies courses at all levels.
Routledge
Market: Politics
6 x 9: 206pp: 29 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-09404-8: Sep 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-09405-5: Sep 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-315-10628-1: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138094055

Dick Leonard, Journalist, author, former Labour MP
This book surveys the lives and careers of all the 32 Prime
Ministers from
Sir Robert Walpole (1721-42) to Archibald Philip
th
Primrose, 5 Earl of Rosebery (1894-95) in 32 succinct, informative
and entertaining chapters. Bringing to life the political
achievements and personal idiosyncrasies of Britain's rulers, the
author recounts the circumstances which took them to the
pinnacle of British political life, probes their political and personal
strengths and weaknesses, assesses their performance in office
and asks what lasting influence they have had. This book is also
part of a 2-volume set with the companion Modern British Prime
Ministers from Balfour to Johnson
Routledge
Market: British Politics
: 446pp: 33 illus: 33 halftones: 1 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-46913-9: Aug 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-46911-5: Aug 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-003-03192-5: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367469115
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Anti-Fascism in a Global Perspective

China from a U.S. Policy Perspective

Transnational Networks, Exile Communities, and Radical Internationalism

Eric J. Heikkila, University of Southern California (USC), USA

Edited by Kasper Braskén, Åbo Akademi University, Finland,
Nigel Copsey, University of Teesside, UK and David J
Featherstone
Series: Routledge Studies in Fascism and the Far Right

In this book, Eric J. Heikkila explores how the rise of China alters
the context in which policies in the United States should be
assessed. Here, the policy domain of the U.S. Government is
divided into Economic Policies; Sustainability Policies; and
Geopolitical Policies. Heikkila assesses the key policy issues and
tradeoffs within each domain and examines how the balance
of such tradeoffs shifts due to China’s rise. In doing so, he
demonstrates how a rising China exerts its gravitation pull on
U.S. policy through the very nature of its being. This book will
be of key interest to scholars and students of policy analysis, US
politics, Chinese politics and International Relations.

This book initiates a critical discussion on the varieties of global
anti-fascism and explores the cultural, political and practical
articulations of anti-fascism around the world. Aimed at a
postgraduate student audience, this book will be useful for
modules on the extreme right, political history, political thought,
political ideologies, political parties, social movements, political
regimes, global politics, world history and sociology.
Routledge
Market: Nordic Politics
: 330pp
Hb: 978-1-138-35218-6: Sep 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-35219-3: Sep 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-429-05835-6: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138352193

Routledge
Market: Politics / U.S. Politics / Policy Analysis
6 x 9: 236pp: 50 illus: 5 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-89797-0: Sep 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-89796-3: Sep 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-003-02120-9: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367897963
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Developing and Managing Requests for Proposals
in the Public Sector

Digital Diplomacy and International Organisations
Autonomy, Legitimacy and Contestation
Edited by Corneliu Bjola and Ruben Zaiotti
Series: Routledge New Diplomacy Studies

Theresa Bauccio-Teschlog, Dennis Carney, Joyce Foster,
Ronald King and Christine Weber
Series: Cornerstones of Public Procurement
American state and local governments spend roughly $3.5 trillion
dollars annually fulfilling the community and governmental
needs of public procurement. As governments continue to rely
on the support of private sector resources and subject matter
experts, mastering RFP solicitations is a critical skill required of
every public procurement professional. Designed to provide a
strategic overview of the skills and traits necessary to fulfill the
procurement function against best value policy, this book
thoroughly examines the foundational knowledge and skills
needed by those who choose competitive negotiations as the
best and most appropriate form for a given solicitation.
Routledge
Market: Public Administration & Public Policy
6 x 9: 218pp: 23 illus: 10 line drawings: 13 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-52031-1: Jul 2020: $110.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05609-6: Jul 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367520311

This book examines how International Organisations (IOs) have
struggled to adapt to the digital age, and with social media in
particular. This book will be of much interest to students of
diplomacy, media and communication studies, and international
organisations.

Routledge
Market: Diplomacy Studies / Media and Communication Studies / International Relations
: 320pp: 50 illus: 20 halftones: 30 line drawings: 27 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-47001-2: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-46999-3: Oct 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-003-03272-4: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367469993
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Dwight Waldo

Politics as a Science

Administrative Theorist for our Times

A Prolegomenon

Richard Stillman
Series: ASPA Series in Public Administration and Public Policy
In this new deep dive into Dwight Waldo’s writing, editor Richard
Stillman offers a representative selection of Waldo’s most
important works alongside introductory essays to help the
seasoned public administration scholar and the novice student
alike appreciate Waldo’s contribution to public service as a crucial
and colorful field of study. In particular, selections of Waldo’s
previously unpublished magnum opus on democracy and
bureaucracy are included. This book will be required reading for
all those interested in public administration as a field of inquiry
or practice.
Routledge
Market: Public Administration
6 x 9: 332pp
Hb: 978-1-138-39085-0: Oct 2020: $99.95 • eBook: 978-0-429-42315-4: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138390850

Philippe C. Schmitter, European University Institute, Italy
and Marc Blecher, Oberlin College and Conservatory, USA
Series: Conceptualising Comparative Politics
In Politics as a Science, two of the world's leading authorities on
Comparative Politics, Philippe C. Schmitter and Marc Blecher,
provide a lively introduction to the concepts and framework to
study and analyze politics. Schmitter and Blecher keep the text
broadly conceptual and theoretical to convey their vision of the
sprawling subject of politics. They map the process in which
researchers try to specify the goal of the trip, some of the
landmarks likely to be encountered en route, and the boundaries
that will circumscribe the effort. This book is an ideal introduction
for anyone interested in, or studying, Comparative Politics.
Routledge
Market: Politics / Comparative Politics
6 x 9: 158pp: 3 illus: 3 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-46949-8: Jul 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-46469-1: Jul 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-003-03214-4: Jul 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367464691
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Hegemony and World Order

Power, Philosophy and Egalitarianism

Reimagining Power in Global Politics

Women, the Family and African Americans

Edited by Piotr Dutkiewicz, Tom Casier, Brussels School of
International Studies, University of Kent, Belgium and Jan
Aart Scholte
Series: Routledge Global Cooperation Series
This book focuses on hegemony and asks whether it has a role
in ordering world politics in the twenty-first century. It looks at
what form the hegemony takes and how it operates in the
contemporary world. Perspectives are assembled from across
the world, including Canada, Central Asia, China, Europe, India,
Russia, and the USA, and it spans diverse theoretical perspectives
from realism to postcolonialism. It will be critical reading for
policymakers and advanced students of International Relations,
Global Governance, Development, and International Political Economy.
Routledge
Market: International Relations/Governance
: 276pp: 3 illus: 3 line drawings: 6 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-47901-5: Sep 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-45724-2: Sep 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-003-03723-1: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367457242
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Robert C. Smith
Series: Routledge Series on Identity Politics
In this book, Robert C. Smith presents a philosophical and
empirical examination on the subordination of women and
blacks in the United States. Comparing liberalism – specifically
the major social contract philosophies – and Marxism on the
nature of the subordination of blacks and women and their
proposals, if any, for women’s and black liberation, Smith argues
that sexual and racial equalitarianism in the United States is
about politics and power. Power, Philosophy and Egalitarianism
is an essential read for all those interested in race, women and
politics today.
Routledge
Market: Politics / Political Theory / Race
6 x 9: 166pp
Hb: 978-0-367-54535-2: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-54532-1: Oct 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-003-08996-4: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367545321
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Public Sector Strategy Design

Women, Gender and Conditional Cash Transfers

Theory and Practice for Government and Nonprofit Organizations

Interdisciplinary Perspectives from Studies of Bolsa Família

David E. McNabb and Chung-Shing Lee
In this book, authors David McNabb and Chung-Shingh Lee
examine five frameworks public sector organization managers
have followed when designing public sector strategies. Its
purpose is to serve as a guide for managers and administrators
of large and small public organizations and agencies. Including
chapters on game theory, competitive forces, resources-based
view, dynamic capabilities, and network governance, the authors
demonstrate ways that real managers of public sector and civil
society organization have put strategic management to work
in their organizations. This book will be of interest to both
practicing and aspiring public servants.
Routledge
Market: Public Administration & Public Policy
6 x 9: 272pp: 17 line drawings: 31 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-55680-8: Sep 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-55677-8: Sep 2020: $54.95
eBook: 978-1-003-09465-4: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367556778

Edited by Teresa Sacchet, Federal University of Bahia, Brazil,
Silvana Mariano, State University of Londrina, Brazil and
Cássia Maria Carloto, State University of Londrina, Brazil
In Women, Gender and Conditional Cash Transfers, a
multidisciplinary group of feminist scholars use survey data
analysis, in-depth interviews, and ethnographic and archival
research to explore to what extent Bolsa Familia in Brazil
contributes to women´s autonomy and improves gender
relations. The authors captures perspectives from different
regions of Brazil to explain these regional social inequalities and
provide historical and up-to-date insights of this program from
a feminist perspective. This book will be of great interest not
only to scholars of Latin American politics, but also to students
of development policy, public policy and gender.
Routledge
Market: Politics / Gender Politics / Public Policy
6 x 9: 210pp: 16 illus: 9 line drawings: 7 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-25115-4: Sep 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-25116-1: Sep 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-429-28613-1: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367251161
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Speed and Micropolitics

Democratic Latin America
Craig L. Arceneaux, California Polytechnic State University,
San Luis Obispo, USA

Bodies, Minds, and Perceptions in an Accelerating World
Simon Glezos, University of Victoria, USA

The third edition of Democratic Latin America retains its classic
institutional approach to understand contemporary Latin
American politics. Each chapter focuses on a different institution
and compares how they are constructed differently across
countries. Placing a premium on accessibility, the chapters open
with a story and end with a detailed country case study, making
use of contemporary examples to feed student interest in current
events, with comparison-based tables and box features
interspersed throughout to stimulate analysis. Democratic Latin
America continues to offer an original way of teaching and
learning about Latin American politics.

This book provides a theoretical framework for understanding
the micropolitics of speed; a rich, nuanced, and embodied
account of life in an accelerating world. While drawing
extensively on the work of contemporary theorists, Simon Glezos
recognizes that social acceleration is not a purely recent
phenomenon. He therefore turns to thinkers such as Nietzsche,
Spinoza, Bergson and Merleau-Ponty, to ask how they sought
to understand, and respond to, the rapid changes and unsettling
temporalities of their eras, and how their insights can be applied
to our own.
Routledge
Market: Politics / Political Theory
6 x 9: 264pp
Hb: 978-0-367-28063-5: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-28065-9: Oct 2020: $45.95
eBook: 978-0-367-28064-2: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367280659

Routledge
Market: Latin American Politics
6 x 9: 522pp: 53 illus: 19 halftones: 3 line drawings: 30 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-35352-0: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-35630-9: Oct 2020: $79.95
eBook: 978-0-429-34076-5: Oct 2020 • Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-68267-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367356309
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Wild Animal Ethics

Global Political Economy

The Moral and Political Problem of Wild Animal Suffering

Theory and Practice

Kyle Johannsen, Trent University, Canada

Theodore H. Cohn, Simon Fraser University and Anil Hira

In this book Kyle Johannsen argues that we have a duty to
research safe ways of providing large-scale assistance to wild
animals. Using concepts from moral and political philosophy to
analyze the issue of wild animal suffering (WAS), Johannsen
explores how a collective, institutional obligation to assist wild
animals should be understood. He claims that with enough
research, genetic editing may one day give us the power to
safely intervene without perpetually interfering with wild animals’
liberties. Wild Animal Ethics is essential for students and scholars
of political philosophy and political theory studying animal ethics,
environmental ethics, and environmental philosophy.

Praised for its authoritative coverage, Global Political Economy
places IPE in broad theoretical context and has been updated
to cover key new topics including the rise of populism, Brexit,
the USMCA, US-China trade wars, refugees and global migration,
automation, the "gig" economy, climate change,
cryptocurrencies, and the residual effects of global economic
crises. Written by leading IPE scholar Theodore Cohn, now joined
by his prolific colleague Andy Hira, this book equally emphasizes
theory and practice to provide a framework for analyzing current
events and long-term developments in the global economy.
This text is suitable for both introductory and advanced IPE
courses.

Routledge
Market: Politics / Philosophy / Ethics
6 x 9: 128pp
Hb: 978-0-367-27568-6: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-27570-9: Oct 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-429-29667-3: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367275709

Routledge
Market: Politics/Economics
6 x 9: 468pp: 9 illus: 9 line drawings: 24 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-52198-1: Sep 2020: $260.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-51250-7: Sep 2020: $79.95
eBook: 978-1-003-05688-1: Sep 2020 • Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-95874-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367512507
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Interest Groups and Lobbying

ASEAN as a Method

Pursuing Political Interests in America

Re-centering Processes and Institutions in Contemporary Southeast
Asian Regionalism

Thomas T. Holyoke

Edited by Ceren Ergenç, Xi'an Jiaotong-Liverpool University,
China
Series: Politics in Asia

Interest Groups and Lobbying shows how political organizations
and their lobbyists play a crucial role in how public policy is
made in the United States. This book cuts through the myths
and misconceptions about interest groups and lobbyists with
an accessible and comprehensive text that lays out the facts
supported by the latest research. Pulling together the two areas
of interest group scholarship – why advocacy organizations form
and how they are able to influence Washington lawmakers –
Thomas Holyoke shows students the inner workings interest
groups in the United States, using case studies to bring into
sharp focus the issues surrounding lobbying in Washington, DC.
Routledge
6 x 9: 390pp: 34 illus: 34 line drawings: 5 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-48591-7: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-48590-0: Oct 2020: $42.95
eBook: 978-1-003-04179-5: Oct 2020 • Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-813-34581-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367485900

This edited volume proposes that an understanding of ASEAN
- its development and institutionalisation – is invaluable to our
conception of International relations theory in the Asian context.
ASEAN is a hub institution for the greater Asian region, yet its
importance and influence are not limited to the policy world.
ASEAN is both a test case for regional institutionalization, and
for non-Western centric theory building. Combining chapters
on ASEAN’s internal cooperation, and on its relations with its
neighbours and partners, this book provides an interdisciplinary
and diverse approach to understanding ASEAN.
Routledge
Market: International Relations
: 154pp: 1 illus: 1 line drawings: 1 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-42813-6: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-367-85529-1: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367428136
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The Politics of Gun Control

Barriers to Effective Civil Society Organisations

Robert J. Spitzer

Political, Social and Financial Shifts

This book is the classic work on the tumultuous national gun
debate in the US. The eighth edition brings together the latest
research in gun politics, policy, law, history, and criminology and
covers new topics including the Second Amendment sanctuary
movement, the connection between the concealed gun carry
movement and crime, the cascading troubles besetting the
National Rifle Association coupled with a surging gun safety
movement, the bump stock controversy, and the rise of red flag
laws. This book provides a comprehensive and accessible source
widely used by scholars, journalists, and in classrooms.
Routledge
Market: Politics / Policy
6 x 9: 300pp: 7 illus: 1 line drawings: 6 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-50286-7: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-50284-3: Oct 2020: $49.95
eBook: 978-1-003-04937-1: Oct 2020 • Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-55914-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367502843

Edited by Ibrahim Natil, Vanessa Malila and Youcef Sai
Series: Routledge Explorations in Development Studies
This book provides an insight into the historical changes and
present-day circumstances that have influenced the
development and future of civil society. This book draws on case
studies from across Latin America, Africa, MENA and Ireland to
highlight how CSOs in these countries are shaped by shifting
challenges. Reflecting on solutions for the sector, the authors
provide an understanding of the various ‘self-accommodation’
policies and techniques employed by CSOs in order to continue
and improve their services.This book is essential for researchers,
policy makers and CSO/NGO workers looking to better
understand the current state and future of the sector.
Routledge
Market: Development Studies
: 180pp: 3 line drawings: 2 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-51258-3: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05304-0: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367512583
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American Security and the Global War on Terror

Between Class and Discourse: Left Intellectuals in
Defence of Capitalism

Edwin Daniel Jacob
This book delivers an interpretive framework for making sense
of today’s geopolitical landscape and casts new light on the
impact ideology and technology have had on American foreign
policy and contemporary security practices. Making use of
insights derived from Machiavelli, Hobbes, Marx, Weber, Schmitt,
and Morgenthau, this interdisciplinary work provides an overview
of American foreign policy in the twenty-first century and speaks
to crucial themes in the fields of history, political science, and
sociology.

Routledge
Market: Politics
: 142pp
Hb: 978-0-367-43831-9: Apr 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-00608-4: Apr 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367438319
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Boris Kagarlitsky, The Moscow School of Social and
Economic Sciences, Russia
Series: Rethinking Globalizations
This provocative book addresses the ideological and political
crisis of the Western left, comparing it with the problems facing
leftist politics in Russia and other countries.The author presents
a radical critique of the current state of the Western left which
puts discourse above class interest and politics of diversity above
politics of social change. This book speaks directly to the way
the identity politics / class politics divide has been framed within
the English-speaking world. It will be of great interest to scholars
and students of political science and political sociology,
international relations, security studies and global studies, as
well as socialist activists.
Routledge
Market: Politics / Populism / Marx theory
: 210pp
Hb: 978-0-367-47808-7: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-03658-6: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367478087
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Bringing Normativity into Critical Terrorism Studies

Collaborative Performance Management for Public
Health

Edited by Alice Martini, Comillas Pontifical University, Spain
Series: Routledge Critical Terrorism Studies
The volume draws together authors with very different positions
and understandings of normativity and policy-implementations
in relation to countering terrorism, to offer the reader a wide
range of perspectives and views on this topic. As such, the book
is aimed at interrogating the concept of normativity in CTS from
a wide range of theoretical angles but also at incorporating
within the CTS’ agenda new debates and critiques.
The chapters in this book were originally published in the journal,
Critical Studies on Terrorism
Routledge
Market: Politics/Terrorism
: 162pp
Hb: 978-0-367-56561-9: Oct 2020: $160.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367565619

A Practical Guide
Amanda E. McCarty, Sonja M. Armbruster and John W.
Moran
Written by leaders in public health performance management
and quality improvement, this book carefully explains what
public health performance management is -- and makes a strong
case for why it is needed to tackle successfully the long-standing
health issues plaguing communities and states. Notably, the
book eschews the need to invest in technology or to learn a
new performance management vocabulary. Collaborative
Performance Management for Public Health is required reading
for all public health leaders and employees concerned with
maximizing the health impact of scarce resources.
Routledge
Market: Public Administration & Public Policy
5-1/2 x 8-1/2: 118pp: 42 illus: 36 line drawings: 4 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-51526-3: Jun 2020: $70.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05449-8: Jun 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367515263
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Buen Vivir and the Challenges to Capitalism in Latin
America

Conspiracy Narratives South of the Border
Bad Hombres Do the Twist
Gonzalo Soltero, National Autonomous University of Mexico,
Mexico
Series: Conspiracy Theories

Edited by Henry Veltmeyer and Edgar Zayago Lau
Series: Routledge Critical Development Studies
This book critically explores the development and resistance
dynamics generated by conflicting forces of social change in
Latin America. Divided into two parts, this book first provides a
retrospective analysis of these forces of change, which are tied
up in politics on both an international and a domestic scale. The
second part goes on to focus on forward-looking challenges,
particularly as relates to the worldview embedded in the
indigenous notion of Vivir Bien – the concept of ‘living well’ in
social solidarity and harmony with nature. This collection is key
reading for advanced scholars and researchers in the field.

This book examines four conspiracy narratives from Mexico that
push the boundaries of conspiracy research in a new direction.
They include narratives about Lee Harvey Oswald's visit to Mexico
City, shortly before he apparently assassinated JFK, and street
gangs across borders and how some of our worst fears are
projected into them. This book will be of interest to researchers
of conspiracy theories, crime and its representations, Mexican
politics and society, and US-Latin American relations.

Routledge
Market: Critical Development Studies/Latin America
: 220pp: 8 illus: 6 line drawings: 4 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-55001-1: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-09151-6: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367550011

Routledge
Market: Politics and Current Affairs
: 280pp: 40 halftones: 2 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-47042-5: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-03302-8: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367470425
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Challenging Inequality in South Africa

Conspiracy Theories in Eastern Europe

Transitional Compasses

Tropes and Trends

Edited by Michelle Williams and Vishwas Satgar
Series: Rethinking Globalizations

Edited by Anastasiya Astapova, University of Tartu, Estonia,
Onoriu Colăcel, ?tefan cel Mare University of Suceava,
Romania, Corneliu Pintilescu, Romanian Academy, Romania
and Tamás Scheibner, University of Budapest, Hungary
Series: Conspiracy Theories

In Challenging Inequality in South Africa: Transitional Compasses
leading scholars of South Africa explore creative possibilities to
challenge structures of economic, social and political power that
produce inequality. Through concrete empirical examples of
movements, workers’ struggles, initiatives, and politics in
challenging inequality, the authors illustrate ‘transitional
compasses’ that go beyond protest politics to a ‘generative’
politics, a politics of building the alternatives in the interstitial
spaces of capitalism.
The chapters in this book were originally published in the journal,
Globalizations.
Routledge
Market: Politics
: 146pp
Hb: 978-0-367-55161-2: Oct 2020: $160.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367551612

This collection of state-of-the-art essays explores conspiracy
cultures in post-socialist Eastern Europe, ranging from the
nineteenth century to contemporary manifestations. The book
will appeal to scholars and students of conspiracy theories, as
well as those in the areas of political science, area studies, media
studies, cultural studies, psychology, philosophy and history,
among others. Politicians, educators, and journalists will find this
book a useful resource in countering disinformation in and about
the region.
Routledge
Market: Politics and Current Affairs
: 310pp: 4 line drawings: 4 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-34477-1: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-32607-3: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367344771
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Crime, Violence and the State in Latin America

Electoral Politics and Hindu Nationalism in India

Jonathan D. Rosen and Hanna Samir Kassab
Series: Routledge Studies in Latin American Politics

The Bharatiya Jana Sangh, 1951–1971
Koushiki Dasgupta
Series: Routledge Studies in South Asian Politics

This succinct text explores the linkage between weak institutions
and government policies designed to combat drug trafficking,
organized crime, and violence in Latin America. Using
quantitative analysis to examine criminal violence and publicly
available survey data to conduct regression analysis, individual
case studies on Colombia, Mexico, El Salvador, and Nicaragua
highlight the challenges that governments face and how they
have responded to various security issues. Crime, Violence and
the State in Latin America is suitable to both undergraduate and
graduate courses in criminal justice, international relations,
comparative politics, organized crime and drug trafficking.

Offering a comprehensive analysis of the party Bharatiya Jana
Sangh - its origin, ideas and electoral performances in the first
two decades of its journey - the book provides an overview of
the state-wise electoral record of the party mobilizing Hindu
support and managing factional disputes. It surveys the issues
of conflicts between the intraparty factions dominated by the
recruits from the Rastriya Swayamseyak Sangh and the others.

Routledge
Market: Politics / Latin American Politics
6 x 9: 144pp: 39 illus: 22 line drawings: 17 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-52946-8: Aug 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-07991-0: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367529468

Routledge
Market: Asian Politics, South Asian Studies
: 182pp: 14 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-44131-9: Dec 2019: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-00386-1: Dec 2019
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367441319
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Democracy and Brazil

European and East Asian Regionalism

Collapse and Regression

Critical Junctures and Historical Turning Points

Edited by Bernardo Bianchi, Jorge Chaloub, Patricia Rangel
and Frieder Otto Wolf
Series: Routledge Studies in Latin American Politics
This book discusses the de-democratization process underway
in contemporary Brazil. A multidisciplinary group of eleven
experts on Brazil discuss the ongoing political turmoil in the
light of distinct national issues of geopolitics, gender, religion,
media, indigenous populations, right-wing strategies and new
forms of coup, among others. Updated analyses enriched with
historical perspective help to illuminate the intricate issues that
will determine the country's fate in years to come. Democracy
and Brazil: Collapse and Regression will interest students and
scholars of Brazilian Politics and History, Latin America, and the
broader fields of democracy studies.
Routledge
Market: Politics / Latin America / Brazil
6 x 9: 300pp: 9 illus: 9 line drawings: 1 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-89768-0: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-02100-1: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367897680

Jens-Uwe Wunderlich, Aston University, UK
Embedded in the evolving comparative regionalism literature,
this book offers a systematic analysis of the factors positively
and negatively influencing regional institution-building. Drawing
from critical juncture research and historical comparative analysis,
this volume uses the cases of European and East Asian regional
institution-building to systematically analyse institutional
transformations during specific historical turning points and
critical juncture moments. A valuable resource for scholars of
regionalism, region-building, regional governance and
international relations of Europe and East Asia.
Routledge
Market: Politics
: 260pp: 2 tables
Hb: 978-1-472-48954-8: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-09671-9: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781472489548
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Democratization in Christian Orthodox Europe

European Socialist Regimes' Fateful Engagement
with the West

Comparing Greece, Serbia and Russia
Marko Veković, University of Belgrade, Serbia
Series: Routledge Studies in Religion and Politics

National Strategies in the Long 1970s
Edited by Angela Romano and Federico Romero
Series: Cold War History

For a long time, Orthodox Christianity was regarded as a religious
tradition that was incompatible with democracy. This book
challenges this incompatibility thesis, offering an innovative and
fresh theoretical framework for dealing with the issue of
Orthodoxy and democracy.
This book will be of great interest to academics and students
globally who teach, study and research in the emerging field of
religion and democracy.

Routledge
Market: Politics and Religion / Democratization
: 176pp: 4 line drawings: 4 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-42083-3: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-367-82168-5: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367420833

1-800-634-7064

This edited volume analyses European socialist countries’ strategy
of engagement with the West and the European Economic
Community in the long 1970s. This book will be of much interest
to students and researchers of Cold War Studies, European
history, and International Relations.

Routledge
Market: Cold War Studies / European History / International Relations
: 290pp: 8 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-35617-0: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-34070-3: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367356170
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Facts & Norms

Long Term Perspectives in Evaluation
Edited by Theresa Scavenius, University of Copenhagen,
Denmark and Kasper Lippert-Rasmussen, Aarhus University,
Denmark
What role should (non-normative) facts such as people’s confined
generosity and scarcity of resources play in the normative
theorising of political philosophers? The chapters in this book
investigate different aspects of this broad question.
The chapters in this book were originally published in the journal,
Critical Review of International Social and Political Philosophy.

Routledge
Market: Politics
: 130pp
Hb: 978-0-367-54858-2: Sep 2020: $160.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367548582

Increasing Relevance and Utility
Edited by Kim Forss, Andante – tools for thinking AB,
Sweden, Ida Lindkvist, Norwegian Agency for Development
Cooperation (Norad), Norway and Mark McGillivray, Deakin
University, Australia
Series: Comparative Policy Evaluation
This book is the first to advocate the virtues of a long-term
perspective for policy evaluation as well as to show how
evaluations can take a longer time perspective than they usually
do. Cases discussed include: education sector reforms in Sweden,
local governance reforms in Denmark, policy interventions in
southern Italy and Brazil and Paris declaration principles of aid
effectiveness such as Swedish aid to Tanzania, Vietnam, Laos
and Sri Lanka. Divided into three parts, and bringing together a
rich collection of insights and a renowned group of experts, Long Term Perspectives in
Evaluation: Increasing Relevance and Utility, constitutes a significant perspective in the field.
Routledge
Market: Politics / Policy
6 x 9: 238pp: 20 illus: 14 line drawings: 5 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-52514-9: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05825-0: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367525149
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Free Trade Agreements and Global Labour
Governance

Multiorganizational Arrangements for Watershed
Protection

The European Union’s Trade-Labour Linkage in a Value Chain World

Working Better Together

Adrian Smith, Queen Mary University of London, UK, James
Harrison, University of Warwick, UK, Liam Campling, Queen
Mary University of London, UK, Ben Richardson, University
of Warwick, UK and Mirela Barbu, University of Sussex, UK
Series: RIPE Series in Global Political Economy
Exploring the contentious relationship between trade and labour,
this book looks at the impact of the EU’s ‘new generation’ free
trade agreements on workers. Drawing upon extensive original
research, including over 200 interviews with key actors across
the EU and its trading partners, it considers the effectiveness of
the trade-labour linkage in an era of global value chains. This
book will appeal to research scholars, post-graduate students,
trade policy practitioners, policy researchers allied to labour
movements, and informed activists.
Routledge
Market: Politics
: 204pp: 8 line drawings: 13 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-20206-4: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-26015-5: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367202064

Madeleine Wright McNamara and John Charles Morris
Series: Routledge Research in Public Administration and Public
Policy
In this book Madeleine Wright McNamara and John Charles
Morris present the Multiorganizational Interaction Model as a
framework to explore cooperation, coordination, and
collaboration between 15 federal/state agencies, local
governments, and nongovernmental organizations working
together on Virginia’s Eastern Shore. Through theory
development and testing, readers are provided with a theoretical
framework through which to think about interorganizational
interactions, while a case study illustrates how these relationships
manifest themselves in practice. Multiorganizational
Arrangements for Watershed Protection will be essential for scholars, students, and policy
makers.
Routledge
Market: Politics / Public Administration & Public Policy / Environment
5-1/2 x 8-1/2: 144pp: 4 illus: 4 line drawings: 15 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-48641-9: Oct 2020: $60.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-04205-1: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367486419
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International Aid and Democracy Promotion

Non-Territorial Autonomy and Decentralization

Liberalization at the Margins

Ethno-Cultural Diversity Governance

Bann Seng Tan, Ashoka University, India
Series: Democratization Studies
International Aid and Democracy Promotion investigates the link
between foreign aid and the promotion of democracy, using
theory, statistical tests and illustrative case studies. It will be of
great interest to academics and students of development and
democratization, as well as policy makers with authority over
foreign aid allocation.

Routledge
Market: Politics / Democracy Promotion
: 216pp: 1 illus: 1 line drawings: 18 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-50585-1: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05043-8: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367505851

Edited by Tove H. Malloy and Levente Salat, Babes-Bolyai
University, Romania
Series: Routledge Studies in Federalism and Decentralization
This volume describes and analyzes alternative and emerging
models of non-territorial autonomy (NTA), particularly in relation
to decentralization. With contemporary examples from Europe,
the Middle East, Asia and South Africa, as well as theoretical
aspects of the conceptualization of autonomy, this book offers
a truly global perspective. It will be of great interest to
policy-makers in countries experiencing adverse developments
due to the pressure on public management, as well as advanced
students and scholars questioning the ability of the Westphalian
system to address cultural diversity.
Routledge
Market: Politics / Decentralization
: 288pp: 1 halftones: 3 line drawings: 3 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-48323-4: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-03931-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367483234
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Paradigms of Justice

Perspectives on Contemporary Pakistan

Redistribution, Recognition, and Beyond

Governance, Development and Environment

Edited by Denise Celentano and Luigi Caranti

Edited by Ghulam Ali and Ejaz Hussain
Series: Routledge Advances in South Asian Studies

This book explores the relation between two key paradigms in
the contemporary discourse on justice. Partly inspired by the
debate between Nancy Fraser and Axel Honneth, it investigates
whether the paradigms, redistribution and recognition, are
complementary, mutually exclusive, insufficient or essentially
inadequate accounts of justice. The chapters engage with
concepts such as universal basic income, property-owning
democracy, poverty, equality, and self-respect, all of which have
an impact on citizens’ recognition and distributive policies. The
volume will be useful to scholars of politics, law, human rights,
economics, social justice, as well as policymakers.

This book analyses problems of governance, development and
environment affecting contemporary Pakistan; issues that lie at
the centre of federal and provincial policy deliberations,
formulation and implementation. The book offers a
comprehensive assessment of the policies, or lack thereof.
Authors from a variety of disciplines empirically and conceptually
evaluate latest developments, events and data regarding law
and order, economic under-performance, social intolerance and
climate crisis.

Routledge India
Market: Politics / Law
: 296pp: 2 illus: 2 line drawings
Hb: 978-1-138-59427-2: Oct 2020: $160.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-09993-2: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138594272

Routledge
Market: Asian Politics, South Asia
: 232pp: 2 halftones: 11 line drawings: 11 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-43529-5: Jul 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-00778-4: Jun 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367435295
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Parliamentary Candidates Between Voters and
Parties

Political Sociologies of the Cultural Encounter
Essays on Borders, Cosmopolitanism, and Globalization
Edited by Barrie Axford, Oxford Brookes University, UK,
Alistair Brisbourne, Royal Holloway, University of London,
UK, Sandra Halperin and Claudia Lueders, Royal Holloway,
University of London, UK
Series: Routledge Studies in Global and Transnational Politics

A Comparative Perspective
Edited by Lieven De Winter, ISPOLE, Belgium, Rune Karlsen,
University of Oslo, Norway and Hermann Schmitt, University
of Mannheim, Germany
Series: Routledge Research on Social and Political Elites
This book offers the first comprehensive, comparative and
coherent perspective on parliamentary candidates in
contemporary representative democracy. This book will be of
key interest to scholars and students of political parties and party
politics, political elites, political communication, political
participation, elections, theories of democracy and
representation, legislative studies, voting behaviour and more
broadly to European politics, as well as to political and policy
professionals throughout Europe.
Routledge
Market: Comparative Politics
: 258pp: 40 illus: 40 line drawings: 32 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-24851-2: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-28470-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367248512

This book offers transdisciplinary scholarship which challenges
the agendas of and markers around traditional social scientific
fields. It builds on the belief that the study of major issues in the
global cultural and political economies benefit from a
perspective that rejects the limitations imposed by established
boundaries, whether disciplinary, conceptual, symbolic or
material. The book will be of interest to scholars of International
Relations, Political Science, Sociology, Political Sociology, Social
Theory, Geography, Area studies and European studies
Routledge
Market: Politics
: 198pp: 1 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-34731-4: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-34502-9: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367347314
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Peace and Rural Development in Colombia

Sexual Violence Crimes and Gendered Power
Relations

The Window for Distributive Change in Negotiated Transitions
Andrés García Trujillo
Series: Routledge Studies in Latin American Politics

Bringing Justice to Women in the Democratic Republic of the Congo
Bilge Sahin, SOAS University of London, UK
Series: Routledge Studies in Gender and Global Politics

In Peace and Rural Development in Colombia Andrés García Trujillo
investigates whether peace agreements geared towards
terminating internal armed conflicts trigger rural distributive
changes. García Trujillo shows that the peace agreement in
Colombia opened an exceptional window for addressing rural
inequality yet this change was severely constrained by opposing
actors within and outside the government. The original
theoretical framework and empirically rich analysis make this
book an indispensable read to scholars and practitioners who
wish to gain an understanding on the political economy of
peace-making, policy change and rural development in

This book provides a robust gendered analysis and establishes
a feminist approach to international actors’ responses to sexual
violence crimes in conflict in the eastern Democratic Republic
of the Congo (DRC) and the impact of these global political
practices on local gendered power relations. This book will be
of interest to scholars and postgraduate students in gender
studies, development studies, and international relations. It will
also provide significant guidance for professionals working for
development agencies and INGOs focusing on the eastern DRC.

Colombia and beyond.
Routledge
Market: Politics / Latin American Politics
6 x 9: 314pp: 6 illus: 6 line drawings: 12 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-42408-4: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-367-82397-9: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367424084

1-800-634-7064

Routledge
Market: Gender Politics / Africa
: 212pp: 3 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-86147-6: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-01719-6: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367861476
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Social Distinctions in Contemporary Russia

The Army and Ideology in Indonesia

Waiting for the Middle-Class Society?

From Dwifungsi to Bela Negara

Edited by Jouko Nikula, Aleksanteri Institute, University of
Helsinki, Finland. and Mikhail Chernysh, Russian Academy
of Sciences, Moscow, Russia.
Series: Studies in Contemporary Russia
This book analyses social change in Russia, and in particular the
development of a middle class, one of the most important social
and political projects of Putin’s administration. The book will be
of interest students and scholars of sociology, political science,
transition studies, social policy and Russian studies and anyone
who wants to understand the internal divisions and organization
of the middle class in Russia.
Routledge
Market: Politics
: 218pp: 34 illus: 34 line drawings: 50 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-46528-5: May 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-02929-8: Apr 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367465285

Muhamad Haripin, Adhi Priamarizki and Keoni Indrabayu
Marzuki
Series: Routledge Contemporary Southeast Asia Series
This book is an analysis of Indonesia’s civil-military relations in
the post-1998 reform era. It focuses on the political thinking of
the Indonesian Army during the time of democratic
consolidation. The book examines the army (Tentara Nasional
Indonesia Angkatan Darat, TNI AD), a pivotal player in the political
scene of Indonesian state, and the aspect of military ideology
development.

Routledge
Market: Asian Politics, Southeast Asian Politics
: 82pp: 1 line drawings: 1 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-55305-0: Sep 2020: $60.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-09292-6: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367553050
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Strategic Conspiracy Narratives

The EU through Multiple Crises

A Semiotic Approach

Representation and Cohesion Dilemmas for a “sui generis” Polity

Mari-Liis Madisson, University of Tartu, Estonia and Andreas
Ventsel, University of Tartu, Estonia
Series: Conspiracy Theories

Edited by Maurizio Cotta, Università di Siena, Italy and
Pierangelo Isernia, Università di Siena, Italy
Series: Routledge Advances in European Politics

Strategic Conspiracy Narratives proposes an innovative semiotic
perspective for analysing how contemporary conspiracy theories
are used for shaping interpretation paths and identities of a
targeted audience.
This book is targeted to specialists and graduate students
working on social theory, semiotics, journalism, strategic
communication, social media, and contemporary social problems
in general.

This book explores the mechanisms of political representation
and accountability in the European political system, against the
backdrop of multiple crises in recent years in the economic,
financial, security and immigration fields, which have triggered
strong tensions and centrifugal drives inside the EU and among
its Member states. This book will be of key interest to scholars
and students of European Union and more broadly to
comparative European politics and international relations.

Routledge
Market: Politics and Current Affairs
: 144pp
Hb: 978-0-367-03098-8: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-02038-4: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367030988

Routledge
Market: European Union Politics
: 268pp: 53 illus: 53 line drawings: 53 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-35473-2: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-33168-8: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367354732
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Stupidity in Politics

The Making of Kropotkin's Anarchist Thought

Its Unavoidability and Potential

Disease, Degeneration, Health and the Bio-political Dimension

Nobutaka Otobe
Series: Routledge Studies in Social and Political Thought
Undertaking a theoretical investigation of stupidity, this book
challenges the assumption that stupidity can be avoided. Otobe
argues that the very ubiquity of stupidity implies its
unavoidability - that we cannot contain it in such domains as
error, ignorance, or "post-truth." What we witness is rather that
one’s reasoning can be sound, evidence-based, and stupid. In
revealing this unavoidability, he contends that stupidity is an
ineluctable problem not only of politics, but also of thinking.

Routledge
Market: Political Theory
: 232pp
Hb: 978-1-138-58843-1: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-49229-7: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138588431

Richard Morgan
Series: BASEES/Routledge Series on Russian and East European
Studies
This book argues that the Russian thinker Petr Kropotkin’s
anarchism was a bio-political revolutionary project. It shows how
Kropotkin drew on late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century
European and Russian biosocial-medical scientific thought to
the extent that ideas about health, sickness, insanity,
degeneration, and hygiene were for him not metaphors, but
rather key political concerns. It goes on to discuss how for
Kropotkin's bio-political anarchism the state, capitalism, and
revolution were medical concerns whose effects on the
individual and society were measurable by social statistics and
explainable by biosocial-medical knowledge.
Routledge
Market: Politics / Russian Studies
: 154pp
Hb: 978-1-138-36565-0: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-43061-9: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138365650
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The Realpolitik of Evaluation

The Routledge Handbook on the International
Dimension of Brexit

Why Demand and Supply Rarely Intersect
Edited by Markus Palenberg and Arne Paulson
Series: Comparative Policy Evaluation
This book shines a light on the divergent demands for evaluation.
Examining questions from both the demand and the supply
side, experts analyze ten different global examples of the gap
between demand and supply of evaluation information in
different contexts. In an attempt to bridge that gap, they
effectively expose the biases behind supposedly non-partisan
sources of evaluation information and highlight the pros and
cons of attempts to bridge the gap through a variety of methods.
The Realpolitik of Evaluation is an important book that poses
questions at multiple levels of thinking. It will be of great interest
to policy-makers, program implementers, and project managers.
Routledge
Market: Politics / Public Policy
6 x 9: 190pp: 16 illus: 9 line drawings: 7 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-43432-8: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-00516-2: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367434328

Edited by Juan Santos Vara, University of Salamanca, Spain
and Ramses A. Wessel, University of Twente, the
Netherlands
Series: Routledge International Handbooks
This handbook provides comprehensive and expert analysis of
the impact of the Brexit process and the withdrawal of the United
Kingdom from the European Union on existing and future EU-UK
relations within the context of both EU and international law. It
is an authoritative and essential reference text for scholars and
students of international and European/EU law and policy, EU
politics, and British Politics and Brexit, as well as of key relevance
to legal practitioners involved in Brexit, governments,
policy-makers, civil society organizations, think tanks, practitioners, national parliaments,
and the Court of Justice.
Routledge
Market: European Politics / European Law
: 372pp: 2 illus: 2 line drawings: 1 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-43406-9: Oct 2020: $245.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-00297-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367434069

2nd Edition • NEW EDITION
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The Redesign of the Global Financial Architecture

Transnational Networks and EU International
Cooperation

State Authority, New Risks and Dynamics
Stuart P. M. Mackintosh, Group of Thirty, USA
Series: Rethinking Globalizations

In Pursuit of Effectiveness
Sebastian Steingass, University of Cambridge, UK
Series: Routledge/UACES Contemporary European Studies

More than ten years on from the most intense phase of the
global financial crisis, and the collective international response
in the G20 summit in London, a ‘new normal’ has emerged with
systems in place to mitigate against further banking crises. This
updated new edition analyzes this post-crisis international and
national regulatory framework and asks whether the current
paradigm is fit for purpose as new dangers gestate and develop.
This text will be of great interest to students, teachers and
researchers of financial frameworks, globalization and political
economy.
Routledge
Market: International Political Economy / Finance
: 264pp: 13 illus: 13 line drawings: 1 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-85747-9: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-01479-9: Oct 2020
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-138-85041-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367857479

This book provides a timely evaluation of the EU’s ability to act
internationally and coordinate policy in a time when it also seeks
to meet shifting demands of international cooperation. These
include global sustainable development, the challenge of
multilateralism and the changing geopolitical order. This text
will be of key interest to scholars and students of European and
EU politics, EU foreign policy, EU external relations and more
broadly to international relations and international development.

Routledge
Market: European Union Politics
: 210pp: 1 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-36769-5: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-35133-4: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367367695
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The Rise of the Dutch New Right

U.S. Global Leadership Role and Domestic
Polarization

An Intellectual History of the Rightward Shift in Dutch Politics
Merijn Oudenampsen, University of Amsterdam, the
Netherlands
Series: Routledge Studies in Fascism and the Far Right

A Role Theory Approach
Gordon M. Friedrichs
Series: Role Theory and International Relations

In the past twenty years, a wave of right-wing populist
movements has swept over Europe, changing the face of
European politics. The Netherlands has been one of the more
iconic countries to partake in this shift. Known internationally as
an emblem of progressivism and tolerance, the country soon
became a frontrunner in the revival of nationalist and
anti-immigrant sentiment. This is the first study to offer an
extensive engagement with the ideas behind the Dutch swing
to the right.; ; This text will be essential reading for students and
scholars in the fields of European Studies and Political Science,
and Dutch politics and society more specifically.
Routledge
Market: Politics
: 244pp: 1 line drawings
Hb: 978-1-138-62415-3: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-45260-4: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138624153

1-800-634-7064

Gordon Friedrichs offers a pioneering insight into the
implications of domestic polarization for US foreign policymaking
and international relations. Friedrichs applies role theory to
analyze three polarization effects for US leadership role-taking
- a sorting effect, a partisan warfare, and an institutional corrosion
effect. These effects are then deployed in two comparative case
studies on the Iran nuclear crisis and the negotiations of the
Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement. U.S. Global Leadership Role
and Domestic Polarization is a rich resource for scholars of
International Relations, Foreign Policy Analysis, American
Government and Polarization.
Routledge
Market: Politics / Leadership / Foreign Policy
6 x 9: 248pp: 36 illus: 28 line drawings: 8 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-54483-6: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08947-6: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367544836
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Asia-Pacific Regional Security Assessment 2020

Iran’s Networks of Influence in the Middle East
Edited by The International Institute for Strategic Studies
(IISS)

Key Developments and Trends
Edited by The International Institute for Strategic Studies
(IISS)

The IISS Strategic Dossier Iran’s Networks of Influence provides an
understanding of how Iran builds, operates and uses this
capability. Based on original field research, open-source
information and interviews with a range of sources, the dossier
conducts an audit of Iran’s activities in the principal regional
theatres of Iraq, Lebanon, Syria and Yemen, and its reach into
Bahrain, Saudi Arabia and Kuwait.

The Asia-Pacific Regional Security Assessment provides insight
into key regional strategic, geopolitical, economic, military and
security topics.

Routledge
Market: Security Studies / Asian Politics / International Relations
: 160pp
Pb: 978-0-860-79220-8: Jun 2020: $115.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-10472-8: Jun 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780860792208
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Routledge
Market: Security Studies / Asian Politics / International Relations
: 224pp
Pb: 978-0-860-79218-5: Mar 2020: $117.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08110-4: Mar 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780860792185
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China's Quest for Foreign Technology

ISR and the Gulf

Beyond Espionage

An Assessment
Edited by William C. Hannas and Didi Kirsten Tatlow
Series: Asian Security Studies

Edited by The International Institute for Strategic Studies
(IISS)

This book analyses China’s foreign technology acquisition activity
and how this has helped its rapid rise to superpower status. This
book will be of much interest to students of Chinese politics, US
foreign policy, intelligence studies, science and technology
studies, and International Relations in general.

ISR & the Gulf: An Assessment considers the meaning of and
requirement for intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance
in the context of the region. It examines the military needs and
industrial aspirations of the Gulf Arab states regarding ISR, and
the opportunities and risks these present.

Routledge
Market: Chinese Politics / Security Studies / International Relations
: 372pp: 5 illus: 5 line drawings: 6 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-47359-4: Sep 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-47357-0: Sep 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-003-03508-4: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367473570

Routledge
Market: Security Studies / Asian Politics / International Relations
: 100pp
Pb: 978-0-860-79219-2: May 2020: $115.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-09261-2: Apr 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780860792192
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India’s Defence Economy

Survival: Global Politics and Strategy June-July 2020

Planning, Budgeting, Industry and Procurement

In the Time of Coronavirus

Laxman Kumar Behera
This book examines how well India’s defence economy is
managed, through a detailed statistical exposition of five key
themes – defence planning, expenditure, arms production,
procurement, and offsets. The author draws on hard-core
evidence collected from multiple government and other credible
sources including the ministries of Defence, Finance, and
Commerce and Industry. It will be indispensable to students and
researchers of defence and security studies, politics and
international relations, finance, development studies, economics,
strategic studies, South Asian politics, foreign policy and peace
studies.
Routledge India
Market: Defence Studies / Economics / International Relations
: 270pp: 20 illus: 20 line drawings: 57 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-56496-4: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-61505-5: Oct 2020: $47.95
eBook: 978-1-003-10530-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367564964

Edited by The International Institute for Strategic Studies
(IISS)
Survival, the bi-monthly publication from The International
Institute for Strategic Studies, is a leading forum for analysis and
debate of international and strategic affairs. With a diverse range
of authors, thoughtful reviews and review essays, Survival is
scholarly in depth while vivid, well-written and policy-relevant
in approach. Shaped by its editors to be both timely and
forward-thinking, the publication encourages writers to
challenge conventional wisdom and bring fresh, often
controversial, perspectives to bear on the strategic issues of the
moment.
Routledge
Market: Strategic Studies / IR
: 240pp
Pb: 978-0-367-49192-5: May 2020: $14.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367491925
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Understanding Terrorism and Political Violence

Architects of Continental Seapower

The Life Cycle of Birth, Growth, Transformation, and Demise

Comparing Tirpitz and Gorshkov

Dipak K. Gupta
Series: Political Violence

Jeremy Stocker
Series: Corbett Centre for Maritime Policy Studies Series

This book provides a multidisciplinary approach to
understanding human behavior and uses it to analyze the forces
shaping the life cycle of violent political movements. This new
edition has been revised and updated, with three new chapters
being added. This book will be essential reading for students of
terrorism studies, and of great interest to students of social
psychology, political science and sociology.

This book compares two key figures of twentieth-century naval
and strategic history, Grand Admiral Alfred von Tirpitz and
Admiral of the Fleet of the Soviet Union Sergei Gorshkov.

Routledge
Market: Terrorism Studies and Security Studies
: 322pp: 16 illus: 16 line drawings: 6 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-27710-9: Sep 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-27712-3: Sep 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-429-29742-7: Sep 2020 • Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-77165-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367277123

Routledge
Market: Naval History / Strategic Studies
: 228pp
Hb: 978-0-367-53127-0: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08055-8: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367531270
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US–China Foreign Relations

Defence Industries in the 21st Century

Power Transition and its Implications for Europe and Asia

A Comparative Analysis

Edited by Robert S. Ross, Øystein Tunsjø, Norwegian
Institute for Defence Studies, Oslo, Norway and Dong Wang
Series: Asian Security Studies
This book examines the power transition between the US and
China, and their implications for Europe and Asia in a new era
of uncertainty. This book will be of much interest to students of
Asian security, US foreign policy, European politics and
International Relations in general.

Routledge
Market: Asian Security Studies / US Foreign Policy / European Politics
: 242pp: 1 illus: 1 line drawings: 6 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-52140-0: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-52134-9: Oct 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-003-05668-3: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367521349

Edited by Çağlar Kurç, Bilkent University, Turkey, Richard A.
Bitzinger, S. Rajaratnam School of International Studies,
Singapore and Stephanie G. Neuman, Columbia University,
USA
This book explores the transformation in the global defence
industrial production through examining the interaction
between international and domestic factors. It shows that the
defence industrial bases and arms export policies of emerging
states display significant variance - a result of a unique balance
between domestic and international factors that has shaped
the defence industrialisation behaviour and policies of the less
industrialised states. One of the most important conclusions is
that the interplay between domestic and international factors
clearly influences the variation in the emerging states’ defence industrialisation policies,
and their success or failure.
Routledge
Market: Defense Studies / Global Arms
: 240pp
Hb: 978-0-367-44453-2: Oct 2020: $160.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367444532
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Preventing and Countering Violent Extremism

Exercising Control of the Sea

Designing and Evaluating Evidence-Based Programs

Theory and Practice

Michael J. Williams, PhD, Department of Psychological
Sciences, Purdue University
Series: Political Violence

Milan Vego, US Naval War College, Newport, RI, USA
Series: Cass Series: Naval Policy and History
This book explains both the strategic and the operational aspects
of exercising control of the sea. This book will be of much interest
to students of strategic studies, seapower and naval history.

This textbook serves as a guide to design and evaluate
evidence-based programs intended to prevent or counter violent
extremism (P/CVE). This book will be essential reading for
students of terrorism, preventing or countering violent
extremism, political violence, and deradicalization, and highly
recommended for students of criminal justice, criminology, and
behavioural psychology.
Routledge
Market: Counter-Terrorism / Public Policy / Behavioural Science
: 204pp: 31 illus: 2 halftones: 29 line drawings
Hb: 978-1-138-33845-6: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-33847-0: Oct 2020: $42.95
eBook: 978-0-429-44173-8: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138338470

1-800-634-7064

Routledge
Market: Strategic Studies / Naval History / Security Studies
: 382pp: 9 illus: 9 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-25217-5: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-28658-2: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367252175
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Female Terrorism in America

Military Strategy of Middle Powers

Past and Current Perspectives

Competing for Security, Influence, and Status in the 21st Century

Jonathan Matusitz, University of Central Florida, USA and
Elena Berisha
Series: Contemporary Terrorism Studies

Håkan Edström, Swedish Defence University, Stockholm,
Sweden and Jacob Westberg, Swedish Defence University,
Stockholm, Sweden
Series: Cass Military Studies

This book provides a comprehensive analysis of female terrorism
in America, both past and present. This book will be of much
interest to students of terrorism and political violence, American
politics, gender studies and sociology.

Military Strategy of Middle Powers explores to what degree
21st-century middle powers adjust their military strategies due
to changes in the international order, such as the decline in US
power. This book will be of much interest to students of military
and strategic studies, foreign policy and International Relations,
in general.

Routledge
Market: Terrorism and Political Violence / Gender Studies / US politics
: 294pp
Hb: 978-0-367-50662-9: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05070-4: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367506629

Routledge
Market: Strategic Studies / International Relations
: 228pp: 24 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-50087-0: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-04873-2: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367500870
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Impact in International Affairs

Navies in Multipolar Worlds

The Quest for World-Leading Research

From the Age of Sail to the Present

James Gow, King’s College London, UK and Henry
Redwood, King’s College London, UK
Series: Contemporary Security Studies
This book examines how and to what extent academic research
in politics and international studies has had 'impact' — in doing
so, it also considers what might characterise ‘world leading’
research impact. This book will be of much interest to students
of politics and international studies, as well as educational
research and policymakers.

Routledge
Market: International Relations / Politics / Education Research
: 146pp: 2 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-90203-2: Aug 2020: $60.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-02308-1: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367902032

Edited by Paul Kennedy and Evan Wilson
Series: Cass Series: Naval Policy and History
Cass Series: Naval Policy and History

NAVIES IN MULTIPOLAR
WORLDS
FROM THE AGE OF SAIL TO THE PRESENT
Edited by
Paul Kennedy and Evan Wilson

Recent challenges to US maritime predominance suggests a
return to great power competition at sea, and this new volume
looks at how navies in previous eras of multipolarity grappled
with similar challenges. This book will be of much interest to
students of naval history, strategic studies and international
relations history, as well as senior naval officers.

Routledge
Market: Naval History / Strategic Studies / International Relations
: 278pp: 4 illus: 4 line drawings: 5 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-42722-1: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-367-85540-6: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367427221
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Military Mission Formations and Hybrid Wars

Neutrality and Vulnerable States

New Sociological Perspectives

An Analysis of Afghanistan’s Permanent Neutrality

Edited by Thomas Vladimir Brønd, Uzi Ben-Shalom and
Eyal Ben-Ari, Kinneret Center for Society, Security and Peace,
Israel
Series: Cass Military Studies
This volume explores and develops new social-scientific tools
for the analysis and understanding of contemporary military
missions in theatre. This book will be of much interest to students
of military studies, sociology, security studies and International
Relations in general.

Routledge
Market: Military Studies / Sociology / Security Studies
: 216pp: 8 illus: 8 line drawings: 6 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-42715-3: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-367-85539-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367427153
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Nasir Ahmad Andisha
This book offers a timely and concise academic and historical
background to the concept and practice of neutrality, a relatively
new phenomenon in foreign and security policy. The author
approaches two key questions: under what circumstances can
permanent neutrality be applied and, what are the main
ingredients of success and the causes of failure, in applying
permanent neutrality? An insightful book for all scholars, students
and policy-makers working in International Relations, Security
Studies, the history of neutrality and Afghanistan studies.

Routledge
Market: Politics/Foreign Policy
: 132pp: 3 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-62578-5: Oct 2020: $70.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-45968-9: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138625785
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Resilience in the Pacific and the Caribbean
The Local Construction of Disaster Risk Reduction
Simon Hollis, Swedish Defence University, Stockholm
Series: Routledge Studies in Resilience
This book critically examines the global diffusion and local
reception of resilience through the implementation of Disaster
Risk Reduction (DRR) programmes in Pacific and Caribbean island
states. This book will be of much interest to students of resilience,
risk management, development studies, and area studies.

Routledge
: 218pp: 16 illus: 11 halftones: 5 line drawings: 9 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-07628-3: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-02169-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367076283
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US Foreign Policy in the Age of Trump
Drivers, Strategy and Tactics
Reuben Steff
This book investigates the drivers, tactics and strategy that propel
the Trump administration’s foreign policy. This book will be of
much interest to students of US foreign policy, security studies
and IR in general.

Routledge
Market: US Foreign Policy / International Relations
: 120pp
Hb: 978-0-367-86093-6: Sep 2020: $60.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-01686-1: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367860936
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A Political Biography of Aung San Suu Kyi

Indian Social Work
Edited by Bishnu Mohan Dash, Bhim Rao Ambedkar College,
Delhi University, Mithilesh Kumar, Mahatma Gandhi
Antarrashtriya Hindi Vishwavidyalaya, Wardha, D. P. Singh,
Punjabi University, Patiala and Siddheshwar Shukla,
Associate Editor of Devdiscourse

A Hybrid Politician
Michał Lubina
Series: Politics in Asia
This book is the first political biography of Aung San Suu Kyi
covering both her years in opposition and all her years in power
from 2016 onwards. It offers a new interpretation of Aung San
Suu Kyi by presenting a balanced and thorough account of Suu
Kyi’s policies. In the last 30 years there has not been a person in
global politics who has risen so high and fallen so low – and so
quickly – as Aung San Suu Kyi.

Routledge
Market: Asian Studies, Political Biographies
: 158pp
Hb: 978-0-367-46916-0: Sep 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-46384-7: Sep 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-003-03195-6: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367463847

This book provides multiple frameworks and paradigms for social
work education which integrates indigenous theories and
cultural practices. It emphasizes on the need for the Indianisation
of social work curriculum so that it could be applied to the
socio-cultural contours of a diverse Indian society. The book
delineates strategies and methods derived from meditation,
Yoga, Bhakti and ancient Buddhist and Hindu philosophy to
prepare social work practitioners with the knowledge, and skills
that will support and enhance their ability to work in partnership with diverse communities
and indigenous people.
Routledge India
Market: social work / sociology / development studies
: 218pp: 2 illus: 2 line drawings: 7 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-33550-2: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-33777-3: Oct 2020: $47.95
eBook: 978-0-429-32181-8: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367337773
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Delivering Justice

Indigeneity and Nation
Edited by G. N. Devy, Centre for Multidisciplinary
Development Research, Dharwad, India and Geoffrey V.
Davis, University of Aachen, Germany
Series: Key Concepts in Indigenous Studies

Issues and Concerns
Edited by Sibnath Deb, Dean (I/C), School of Law,
Pondicherry University, India and G. Subhalakshmi, Faculty,
School of Law, Pondicherry University, India
This book analyzes emerging issues and challenges in delivering
timely justice to common people. It deals with themes such as
administration accountability and securing justice; challenges
for the judiciary in early disposal of cases; challenges to forensic
community; green federalism and environmental justice; threats
to human rights; ethics in the criminal justice system; and,
honour killing from socio-cultural perspectives. It will interest
researchers of political studies, legal studies, human rights,
psychology, behavioural studies, political sociology, development
studies, governance and public policy, and South Asian studies
as also policymakers, NGOs, activists and professionals.
Routledge India
Market: Law / Political studies / Human rights / Governance & Public Policy
: 260pp: 1 illus: 1 line drawings: 3 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-34128-2: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-34129-9: Oct 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-429-32406-2: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367341299

This book deals with the two key concepts of indigeneity and
nation of the indigenous people from all continents of the world.
It looks at issues and ideas of indigeneity, nationhood, nationality,
State, identity, selfhood, constitutionalism, and citizenship in
Africa, North America, New Zealand, Pacific Islands and Oceania,
India, and Southeast Asia. It will serve as a comprehensive guide
for teachers and scholars of indigenous studies, social and
cultural anthropology, tribal studies, sociology and social
exclusion studies, politics, religion and theology, cultural studies, literary and postcolonial
studies, Third World and Global South studies, as well as activists.
Routledge India
Market: Anthropology / Indigenous studies / Sociology / Politics
: 178pp
Hb: 978-0-367-24531-3: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-26323-2: Oct 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-429-29183-8: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367263232
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Geopolitics in the Era of Globalisation

Myanmar

Mapping an Alternative Global Future

Politics, Economy and Society

Yogendra Kumar
This book presents an alternative roadmap for a world
characterised by geopolitical uncertainty. It surveys the
intellectual discourse, the attempts to redesign the global
institutions, and the geopolitical trends since the end of the
Cold War to understand the contemporary geopolitics, and
analyses contemporary geopolitics, the seeming intractability
of the global challenges, and the ongoing discourse about
preventing their further deterioration. It will be indispensable
for foreign policy experts, government think tanks, and career
bureaucrats, scholars of international relations, foreign policy,
politics, and governance and public policy.
Routledge India
Market: International Relations / Foreign Policy / Politics
: 206pp
Hb: 978-1-138-38650-1: Sep 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-54769-1: Sep 2020: $51.95
eBook: 978-1-003-09054-0: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367547691
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Edited by Adam Simpson, University of South Australia and
Nicholas Farrelly, Australian National University
This book provides a sophisticated, yet accessible, overview of
the key political, economic and social challenges facing
contemporary Myanmar and explains the complex historical
and ethnic dynamics that have shaped the country. With clear
and incisive contributions from the world’s leading Myanmar
scholars, this book assesses the policies and political reforms
that have provoked contestation in Myanmar’s recent history
and driven both economic and social change.

Routledge
Market: Asian Politics, Southeast Asian Studies
: 290pp: 1 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-11035-2: Sep 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-11044-4: Sep 2020: $51.95
eBook: 978-0-429-02444-3: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367110444
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Reading China Against the Grain

Social Knowledge Management for Rural
Empowerment

Imagining Communities
Edited by Carlos Rojas and Mei-hwa Sung
Through an analysis of contemporary Chinese literature from
inside and outside of China, this volume considers some of the
ways in which China and Chineseness are understood and
imagined. It contains chapters offering new perspectives on
well-known authors, as well as authors rarely included in
discussions of contemporary Chinese literature. Invested in issues
ranging from identity and representation, translation and
grammar, it devotes comparable attention to authors from
Mainland China and throughout the global Chinese diaspora. It
will appeal to students and scholars of Chinese studies,
sinophone studies, and comparative literature.
Routledge
Market: Literary Criticism / Chinese Studies / Chinese literature
: 254pp: 3 illus: 3 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-40665-3: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-41549-5: Oct 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-367-81515-8: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367415495

Bridging the Knowledge Divide Using Social Technologies
Somprakash Bandyopadhyay, Indian Institute of
Management Calcutta, Kolkata, India, Sneha Bhattacharyya,
Indian Institute of Management Calcutta, Kolkata, India and
Jayanta Basak, Indian Institute of Management Calcutta,
Kolkata, India
This book develops and examines the concepts and strategies
for rural empowerment through the formation of a
community-driven social knowledge management (SKM)
framework aided by social technology. It will be useful to scholars
and researchers of development studies, rural sociology,
management studies, IT/IS, knowledge management and ICT
for development, public policy, sociology, political economy
and development economics. It will benefit professionals and
policymakers, government and nongovernment bodies and international agencies involved
with policy decisions related to application of technologies for rural development, social
workers and those in the development sector.
Routledge India
Market: Development studies / Rural development / Management & ICT studies / Rural sociology /
Public policy / Sociology
: 340pp: 21 illus: 6 halftones: 15 line drawings: 6 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-33493-2: Sep 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-33494-9: Sep 2020: $38.95
eBook: 978-0-429-32017-0: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367334949
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Refugees, Borders and Identities

The Bhagavad-gītā

Rights and Habitat in East and Northeast India

A Critical Introduction

Anindita Ghoshal, Currently teaching in the Department
of History, Diamond Harbour Women’s University, Kolkata

Edited by Ithamar Theodor
This volume is a systematic and comprehensive introduction to
one of the most read texts in South Asia, the Bhagavad-gita. It
brings together themes such as the Gita's structure, the history
of its exegesis, its acceptance by different traditions within
Hinduism, and its global relevance. The book will be
indispensable for scholars and researchers of religious studies,
especially Hinduism, Indian philosophy, Asian philosophy, Indian
history, literature and South Asian studies. It will also be of great
interest to the general reader.

This book examines the impact of Partition on refugees in East
and Northeast India and their struggle for identity, space and
political rights. Drawing on extensive research and in-depth
fieldwork, this book discusses themes of displacement,
rehabilitation, discrimination, and politicization of refugees that
preceded and followed the Partition of India in 1947. This
volume will be indispensable for researchers of refugee studies,
border studies, South Asian history, migration studies, Partition
studies, sociology, anthropology, political studies, international
relations, refugee studies, and modern Indian history.
Routledge India
Market: refugee studies / migration studies / history / political studies
: 336pp
Hb: 978-0-367-32265-6: Aug 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-32266-3: Aug 2020: $51.95
eBook: 978-0-429-31762-0: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367322663

Routledge India
Market: Religion / Philosophy / Literature / South Asian Studies
: 150pp: 1 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-07692-4: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-55637-2: Oct 2020: $47.95
eBook: 978-1-003-09445-6: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367556372
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Saberes con sabor

The Shenzhen Phenomenon

Culturas hispánicas a través de la cocina

From Fishing Village to Global Knowledge City

Conxita Domènech, the University of Wyoming, USA and
Andrés Lema-Hincapié, The University of Colorado Denver,
USA

Richard Hu, University of Canberra, Australia
The Shenzhen Phenomenon is a comprehensive and systematic
study about how Shenzhen, the world’s fastest growing city, has
developed into an international metropolis from scratch within
40 years. It unravels the decision and policy making, planning,
design, and development processes that have enabled the city’s
rapid growth, and associated problems and paradoxes. It also
reveals the politics and power that have propelled this
experimental city to spearhead Deng Xiaoping’s ‘reform and
opening-up’ agenda, which has made the city and remade the
nation. Produced at the 40th anniversary of Shenzhen, this timely
volume offers a comprehensive and systematic chronicle of the
city.

Saberes con sabor: Culturas hispánicas a través de la cocina es un
manual avanzado que responde al creciente interés por el
estudio de las prácticas culinarias y alimenticias de Ibero-América,
sin desatender la lengua y a la cultura de esas regiones del
mundo.
Muy útil en cursos universitarios, Saberes con sabor es un recurso
original y único de aprendizaje para estudiantes fascinados por
los placeres del paladar y, de igual manera, con una genuina
pasión por las culturas hispánicas.
Routledge
Market: Language Learning/Spanish
: 298pp: 78 illus: 78 halftones: 21 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-35963-5: Sep 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-35964-2: Sep 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-429-43359-7: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138359642

1-800-634-7064

Routledge
Market: Urban Studies, Urban Planning, China
: 210pp: 6 halftones: 14 line drawings: 4 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-41594-5: Sep 2020: $150.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-41676-8: Sep 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-367-81565-3: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367416768
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Upholding Justice

Bureaucracy, Belonging, and the City in North India

Social, Psychological and Legal Perspectives

1870-1930

Edited by Sibnath Deb, Dean (I/C), School of Law,
Pondicherry University, India, G. Subhalakshmi, Faculty,
School of Law, Pondicherry University, India and Kaustuv
Chakraborti, Department of English, Pondicherry University,
India
This book examines the social, psychological, behavioural, and
legal perspectives of justice. It discusses many contemporary
and relevant issues relating to violation of human rights and
themes such as civic and legal rights of children; dignity of the
third gender in India; food justice in a welfare state; rights of
disabled children; secret marriage of individuals with mental
health challenges; and ethics and good governance. It will
interest researchers of political studies, legal studies, human
rights, psychology, behavioural studies, political sociology, development studies, governance
and public policy, and South Asian studies as also policymakers, NGOs, activists and
professionals.
Routledge India
Market: Human rights / Law / Political studies / Public policy
: 286pp: 6 illus: 6 line drawings: 4 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-34130-5: Sep 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-34131-2: Sep 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-429-32408-6: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367341312

Michael S. Dodson
Series: Routledge Studies in South Asian History
This book is a re-evaluation of modern urbanism and architecture
and a history of urbanism, architecture, and local identity in
colonial north India at the turn of the twentieth century. Focusing
on Banaras and Jaunpur, two of northern India’s most traditional
cities, the book examines the workings of colonial bureaucracy
in the cities and argues that interactions with the colonial state
were an integral aspect of the ways that Indians created a sense
of their own personal investment in the city in which they lived.

Routledge
Market: Asian History, South Asia
: 248pp: 12 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-81890-6: Apr 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-01723-3: Apr 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367818906
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An Indian Tantric Tradition and Its Modern Global
Revival

Caste, State and Society
Degrees of Democracy in North India
Jagpal Singh, IGNOU, New Delhi

Contemporary Nondual Śaivism
Douglas Osto, Massey University, New Zealand
Series: Routledge Studies in Tantric Traditions
The author bridges the current gap in the literature between
"insider" (emic) and "outsider” (etic) perspectives by examining
modern Nondual Śaivism from multiple standpoints as both a
critical scholar of religion and an empathetic
participant-observer. The book explores modern Nondual Śaivism
in relation to recent scholarly debates concerning the legitimacy
of New Age consumptive spirituality, the global spiritual
marketplace, and the contemporary culture of narcissism.

Routledge
Market: Asian Religion, South Asia
: 202pp
Hb: 978-0-367-43689-6: Mar 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-00779-1: Mar 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367436896

This book examines the politics of social, cultural and political
recognition of caste groups in North India. It explores the factors
that make some castes politically influential, while others
continue to remain socially and economically marginalized. The
author utilizes a multicultural framework to understand why and
when various castes have sought to achieve recognition and
redistributive justice; to what extent different castes have been
able to achieve these goals; and how civil society has engaged
with these issues. The volume will be of great interest to
scholars of social exclusion, development studies, sociology and
social policy, politics, and South Asian studies.
Routledge India
Market: Politics / Sociology / Public Policy
: 314pp: 9 illus: 9 line drawings: 15 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-35984-3: Oct 2020: $160.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-34306-3: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367359843
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ASEAN and Power in International Relations

Child Guidance Centres in Japan

ASEAN, the EU, and the Contestation of Human Rights

Alternative Care, Social Work, and the Family

Jamie D. Stacey
Series: Routledge Contemporary Southeast Asia Series

Michael Rivera King, Ashinaga Association, UK
Series: Nissan Institute/Routledge Japanese Studies

This book analyses the Association of Southeast Asian Nations
(ASEAN) as a powerful actor in International Relations by
examining how the ASEAN community has evolved, looking
specifically at its relationship with the EU with regards to human
rights. The book adds to important contemporary debates within
constructivist theory, shedding light on the need for ‘critical’
constructivism that emphasises language and contestation and
what that may entail.

In contemporary Japan, 85% of children in alternative care remain
housed in large welfare institutions, as opposed to family-based
foster care. This publication examines how Japan has been
isolated from global discourse on alternative care, urging a shift
in social work and alternative care policies. As the first
ethnographic account from inside child guidance centres, it
makes a key contribution towards understanding the closed
world of Japan’s social services, with reference to detailed case
studies and discussions around the organisational cultures of
the child guidance centres.

Routledge
Market: Asian Politics, International Relations
: 214pp: 15 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-46581-0: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-03197-0: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367465810

Routledge
Market: Japanese Studies / Social Work / Alternative Care
: 282pp: 26 illus: 3 halftones: 23 line drawings: 3 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-36594-0: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-43054-1: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138365940
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China's International Socialization of Political Elites
in the Belt and Road Initiative

Classes of Labour
Work and Life in a Central Indian Steel Town
Jonathan Parry and Ajay T.G

Theodor Tudoroiu and with Amanda R. Ramlogan
Series: Routledge Contemporary China Series

Classes of Labour: Work and Life in a Central Indian Steel Town
looks at a context in which the manual workforce is divided into
distinct social classes, which have a clear sense of themselves
as separate and interests that are sometimes opposed. A central
concern is with the intersection between class, caste, gender
and regional ethnicity, with how class trumps caste in most
contexts and with how classes have become increasingly
structured as the ‘structuration’ of castes has declined. The wider
theoretical ambition is to specify the general conditions under
which the so-called ‘working class’ has any realistic prospect of
unity.

This book argues that China’s international socialization of the
political elites of Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) partner states is
an exceptionally effective instrument of China’s current foreign
policy. It shows how the BRI-related process of socialization
generates shared beliefs in the legitimacy and therefore in the
acceptability of a Chinese international order among target elites
and how in turn the policies and actions of states controlled by
these elites tend to become aligned with the norms ‘taught’ by
the Chinese socializer.
Routledge
Market: Asian Studies / International Relations
: 292pp: 2 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-48731-7: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-04253-2: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367487317

Routledge
Market: Sociology, Anthropology
6 x 9: 702pp: 30 illus: 20 halftones: 10 line drawings: 10 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-09559-5: Apr 2020: $180.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-51032-9: Apr 2020: $34.99
eBook: 978-0-203-71246-7: Mar 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367510329
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Chinese Energy Companies in Africa

Classical Buddhism, Neo-Buddhism and the
Question of Caste

Implications for the Foreign Policy of an Authoritarian State
T. Kasandra Behrndt-Eriksen, University of Copenhagen,
Denmark
Series: Routledge Contemporary China Series

Edited by Pradeep P. Gokhale, Departments of Philosophy
and Pali, Savitribai Phule Pune University, Pune, India

Over the last decade, Chinese energy companies have engaged
in acquisitions of oil and gas in Africa. This book investigates the
activities of Chinese energy companies throughout African
countries, including Nigeria, Angola, Sudan and Tunisia. Based
on empirical research and interviews with Chinese government
and company members, original ground is broken in
understanding the domestic interest groups in foreign policy.
This is also the first publication to focus on the foreign policy
behaviour of an authoritarian state. It will serve as a valuable
resource for those involved in the fields of foreign policy,
international security and international relations.

This book examines the interface between Buddhism and the
caste system in India. It discusses how Buddhism in different
stages, from its early period to contemporary forms (Theravāda,
Mahāyāna, Tantrayāna and Navayāna) dealt with the question
of caste, along with class and gender. It looks at the interaction
between Hinduism and Buddhism and focuses on the radical
challenge posed by B. R. Ambedkar’s Navayāna Buddhism or
neo-Buddhism. The book will be useful to scholars and
researchers of Indian philosophy, Buddhist studies, Indology,
literature (Sanskrit and Pali), exclusion and discrimination studies,
history, political studies, women studies, sociology, and South
Asian studies.

Routledge
Market: Politics / Asian Politics / China
: 292pp: 53 illus: 12 halftones: 41 line drawings: 53 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-39000-3: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-42357-4: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138390003

Routledge India
Market: Buddhism / Political Sociology / Religion and Society / Religion and Philosophy / Political
Studies
: 326pp: 1 tables
Hb: 978-0-815-38167-9: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-04509-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815381679
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Chinese Hinterland Capitalism and Shanxi Piaohao

Contemplative Studies and Hinduism

Banking, State, and Family, 1720-1910

Meditation, Devotion, Prayer, and Worship

Luman Wang
Series: Routledge Studies in the Modern History of Asia
This book examines Shanxi piaohao – private financiers from the
Chinese hinterland – in the economic history of late imperial
China, forming the original theory of Chinese hinterland
capitalism. The book foregrounds the expansionist role played
by Shanxi piaohao, transforming China from an agrarian empire
to a modern nation state. In a departure for economic history,
it also narrates the histories of the people and their lifeworlds
behind financial institutions, previously erased by universal
capitalist narratives. This book will appeal to students and
scholars of Chinese and economic history, anthropology and
post-colonial studies more generally.
Routledge
Market: Chinese History / Economic History
: 208pp: 18 illus: 13 halftones: 5 line drawings: 4 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-45809-6: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-02727-0: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367458096

1-800-634-7064

Edited by Rita D. Sherma, Graduate Theological Union,
Berkeley, California, USA and Purushottama Bilimoria,
Graduate Theological Union, Berkeley, USA
This book surveys the major types and categories of Hindu
contemplative praxis. It explores diverse spiritual and religious
practices within the Hindu traditions and Indic hermeneutical
perspectives to understand the intricate culture of meditative
communion and contemplation, devotion, spiritual formation,
prayer, ritual, and worship. This book will be useful to scholars
and researchers of religious and theological studies,
contemplative studies, Hindu studies, consciousness studies,
yoga studies, Indian philosophy and religion, sociology of
religion, philosophy of religion, comparative religion, South Asian
studies, as also general readers.
Routledge India
Market: Religion / Hinduism / Contemplative Studies / Indian Philosophy / Jainism / Sociology
: 228pp: 3 illus: 3 line drawings
Hb: 978-1-138-58374-0: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-04241-9: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138583740
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Contested Waters

Development Prospects for North Korea

India's Transboundary River Water Disputes in South Asia
Amit Ranjan, National University of Singapore
This book examines India’s transboundary river water disputes
with its South Asian neighbours: Pakistan, Bangladesh, Nepal
and Bhutan. It explores the history and politics of transboundary
river waters, and discusses current disputes, future concerns,
and challenges for existing transboundary river water sharing
treaties. It will interest scholars and researchers in river
management, environmental politics, transnationalism, water
resources, politics and international relations, security studies,
peace and conflict studies, geopolitics, development studies,
governance and public administration, and South Asian studies
as also policymakers and journalists.
Routledge India
Market: Environmental politics / Water resources management / Politics & international relations /
Security studies / Peace & conflict studies / Geopolitics / Development studies / Governance & Public
administration / South Asian studies
: 216pp: 5 illus: 5 halftones: 2 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-04033-5: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-04512-0: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138040335

Edited by Tae Yong Jung, Yonsei University, South Korea
and Sung Jin Kang, Korea University, South Korea
Series: Routledge Advances in Korean Studies
The Contributors to this book explore the current situation of
North Korea in various aspects and provide policy suggestions
for North Korea to become part of the international community
and achieve sustainable development. A valuable resource for
scholars and policy planners with a focus on North Korea.

Routledge
Market: Asian Studies
: 224pp: 55 illus: 5 halftones: 50 line drawings: 35 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-56943-3: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-10001-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367569433
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Continuity and Change in Brunei Darussalam

Duelling, the Russian Cultural Imagination, and
Masculinity in Crisis

Edited by Victor T. King, University of Leeds, UK and Stephen
C. Druce, Academy of Brunei Studies, Universiti Brunei
Darussalam
Series: The Modern Anthropology of Southeast Asia
This book analyses the processes of social, cultural and economic
change in Brunei Darussalam. Drawing on recent studies
undertaken by both locally-based scholars and senior researchers
from outside the state, the book explores the underlying
strengths, characteristics, and uniqueness of Malay Islamic
Monarchy in Brunei Darussalam in a historical context and
examines these in an increasingly challenging regional and
global environment.
Routledge
Market: Southeast Asian Studies, Anthropology
: 208pp: 8 illus: 7 halftones: 1 line drawings: 10 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-07640-5: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-02179-4: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367076405

Amanda DiGioia
Series: Routledge Studies in the History of Russia and Eastern
Europe
This book, written from a feminist perspective, uses the focus of
duelling to discuss the nature of masculinity in Russia. It traces
the development of duelling and masculinity historically from
the time of Peter the Great onwards, considers how duelling
and masculinity have been represented in both literature and
film and assesses the high emphasis given in Soviet times to
gender equality, arguing that this was a failed experiment that
ran counter to Russian tradition.
Routledge
Market: Russian studies / History / Gender studies
: 222pp
Hb: 978-0-367-27965-3: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-33145-9: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367279653
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Culture of Inequality

Economic and Financial Integration in South Asia

Changing Hindu–Muslim Relations in Maharashtra

A Contemporary Perspective

Amod N. Damle, Assistant Professor, College of Innovation
and Design, Boise State University, Boise, Idaho, USA and
Nilu H. Damle, Independent journalist and author
This book offers a historical perspective on the changing
Hindu–Muslim relationship in India through a study of syncretic
traditions in Kurundwad, Maharashtra. It explores the social and
cultural dynamics between the two communities and analyses
underlying issues of caste hierarchy, Hindu hegemony, and social
dominance. Through field interviews conducted over three years,
the authors contextualise and analyse the nature of cultural
hybridity in Kurundwad and how the relationship has changed
over the years.
Routledge India
Market: sociology / political studies / cultural studies / ethnic studies / minority studies
: 168pp: 9 illus: 9 halftones: 1 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-81942-2: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-01402-7: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367819422

109

Sanjay Sehgal, Wasim Ahmad, Piyush Pandey and Sakshi
Saini
This book analyses the current state and potential of economic
and financial integration in South Asia which has emerged as
one of the most dynamic regions of the world. It looks at how
regional convergences and cooperation would reinforce ties
amongst the diverse economies of South Asia in the changing
global economic landscape. Drawing on empirical research, the
book looks at the degree of economic and financial integration
in South Asia which according to the World Bank is the least
integrated regions in the world, and explores the fundamental
factors that drive integration amongst these countries.
Routledge India
Market: Economics / South Asian Studies / Political Economy / Business
: 214pp: 43 illus: 33 halftones: 10 line drawings: 37 tables
Hb: 978-0-815-38013-9: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-09756-3: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815380139
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Eisaku Sato, Japanese Prime Minister, 1964-72

Fixed Borders, Fluid Boundaries

Okinawa, Foreign Relations, Domestic Politics and the Nobel Prize

Identity, Resources and Mobility in Northeast India

Ryuji Hattori and Graham B. Leonard
Series: Routledge Studies in the Modern History of Asia
This book is a biography of Eisaku Satō (1901-75), who served
as prime minister of Japan from 1964 to 1972, before Prime
Minister Abe the longest uninterrupted premiership in Japanese
history. The book focuses on Satō’s management of Japan’s
relations with the United States and Japan’s neighbours in East
Asia, where Satō worked to normalize relations with South Korea
and China. It also covers domestic Japanese politics, particularly
factional politics within the ruling Liberal Democratic Party (LDP),
where Satō, as the founder of what would become the largest
LDP faction, was at the centre of LDP politics for decades.
Routledge
Market: Japanese studies / History / Politics
: 308pp: 6 illus: 6 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-53776-0: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08330-6: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367537760

Edited by Chandan Kumar Sharma, Tezpur University,
Assam, India and Reshmi Banerjee, Academic Visitor, Asian
Studies Centre (Programme on Modern Burmese Studies),
St Antony’s College, University of Oxford, UK
This book provides an understanding of the challenges in
Northeast India in terms of the nature of flows and ruptures in
the daily lives of people. It brings together multiple and
interconnected issues of identity, development, environment,
migration, land alienation, and policy impacts to the forefront.
Rich in empirical data, the volume will be relevant and useful
for students and researchers of development studies, Northeast
India studies, sociology, political science, border and migration
studies, public policy, peace and conflict studies, as also for
practitioners and policymakers.
Routledge India
Market: Development Studies / Politics / Sociology / Northeast India Studies / Social Anthropology /
Border & Migration Studies / Public Policy / Peace & Conflict Studies
: 222pp: 1 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-42899-0: Jul 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-00003-7: May 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367428990
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Embodied Performativity in Southeast Asia

Gender, Space and Agency in India

Multidisciplinary Corporealities

Exploring Regional Genderscapes

Edited by Stephanie Burridge, Singapore Management
University, Singapore
Series: Routledge Contemporary Southeast Asia Series

Edited by Anindita Datta, Delhi School of Economics

A collection presenting cutting edge research from music, dance,
performance art, fashion and visual arts, written by
scholar-practitioners working in Southeast Asia. This eclectic
monograph explores multi-disciplinarily performativity through
the body. Exploring the notion of the body as central to creative
practice it draws together conversations centring on innovation
through embodied knowledge relating to space, time and place.
The authors in this collection are leaders in their field and
recognized internationally. Their chapters represent new
directions in thought and practice by game-changers in the arts.
Routledge
Market: Interdisciplinary arts
: 114pp: 60 illus: 58 halftones: 2 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-82047-3: Oct 2020: $60.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-01162-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367820473

This volume explores the links between gender, space and
agency in India. It offers fresh perspectives and frameworks
within which these links can be analysed across diverse
geographical contexts in India. This book will be of interest to
researchers, teachers and practitioners of human geography,
social and cultural geography, and those interested in
geographies of gender. It will also be helpful for policy makers
interested in the issues of gender and development in India.

Routledge India
Market: Human Geography/Gender Studies/Feminist Geography
: 178pp: 1 illus: 1 line drawings: 1 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-82080-0: Sep 2020: $160.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-01347-1: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367820800
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Filmspanism

Global Capital and Social Difference
Edited by V. Sujatha

A Critical Companion to the Study of Spanish Cinema

This volume offers insights into ongoing, global socio-economic
transformations by directing attention to the significance of
labour, work, craft, community, social institutions, social
movements and, emergent subjectivities in different parts of
the world. This is in contrast to theories that project globalisation
as a process driven exclusively by global capital and technology,
a scheme in which some parts of the world forever will be
‘peripheries’. This book will be of interest to scholars and
researchers of sociology, globalisation studies, anthropology,
economics, development studies, and Area studies.

Juan F. Egea
Filmspanism explores the geopolitics of knowledge involved in
academic approaches to Spanish cinema.
This companion rethinks the role of disciplinarity, institutionality,
and nationality in the study of film by taking into account a rather
specific set of contentious issues, intellectual traditions, discursive
servitudes, and invested scholarship.
An insightful contribution to the study of Spanish cinema, this
discussion will be of interest to researchers and graduate
students in Hispanic Studies and Film Studies.

Routledge
Market: HIspanic Studies
: 174pp
Hb: 978-0-367-11152-6: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-02508-2: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367111526
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Routledge India
Market: Social Theory / Economics / Development Studies / Sociology
: 252pp: 2 tables
Hb: 978-0-815-36049-0: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-09013-7: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815360490
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Global Coffee and Cultural Change in Modern Japan

Late Tsarist Russia, 1881–1913

Helena Grinshpun
Series: Japan Anthropology Workshop Series
This book explores the impact in Japan of the rise of global coffee
chains and the associated coffee culture. Based on extensive
original research, the book discusses the cultural context of
Japan, where tea-drinking has been culturally important, reports
on the emergence of the new coffee shop consumer experience,
and reflects on the link between consumption and identity, on
cultural fantasies about modern, Western, or global lifestyles, on
the effects of global standardization and on much more.

Routledge
Market: Japanese Studies / Anthropology
: 170pp: 16 illus: 16 halftones: 1 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-53392-2: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08177-7: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367533922
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Williams Beryl
Series: Routledge Studies in the History of Russia and Eastern
Europe
This book brings together the large volume of work on late
Tsarist Russia published over the last thirty years, to show an
overall picture of Russia under the last two tsars - before the war
brought down not only the Russian empire but also those of
Germany, Austria-Hungary and Turkey. It turns the attention
from the old emphases on workers, revolutionaries and a
reactionary government, to a more diverse and nuanced picture
of a country which was both a major European great power,
facing the challenges of modernization and industrialization,
and also a multi-ethnic and multi-confessional empire stretching
across both Europe and Asia.
Routledge
Market: Russian Studies / History
: 192pp
Hb: 978-0-367-54778-3: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-09058-8: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367547783
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Indian Perspectives on Consciousness, Language
and Self

Limited Statehood and Informal Governance in the
Middle East and Africa

The School of Recognition on Linguistics and Philosophy of Mind
Marco Ferrante
Series: Routledge Hindu Studies Series
This book examines the theory of consciousness developed by
the school of Recognition, an Indian philosophical tradition that
thrived around the 10th c. CE in Kashmir, and argues that
consciousness has a linguistic nature. It situates the doctrines
of the tradition within the broader Indian philosophical context
and establishes connections with the contemporary analytic
debate.The book focuses on Utpaladeva and Abhinavagupta
(tenth c. CE), two Hindu intellectuals belonging to the school of
Recognition, Pratyabhĳñā in Sanskrit.
Routledge
Market: Asian Religion, Asian Philosophy
: 164pp
Hb: 978-0-367-51794-6: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05853-3: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367517946

Edited by Ruth Hanau Santini, Università L’Orientale, Italy,
Abel Polese and Rob Kevlihan
Series: Durham Modern Middle East and Islamic World Series
This book explores this phenomenon drawing on examples from
the Middle East and Africa. It considers the different sorts of
actors – state and non-state, public and private, national and
transnational – which possess power, examines the dynamics
of the relationships between central authorities and other actors,
and reviews the varying outcomes. The book provides an
alternative view of the way in which governance has been
constructed and lived, puts forward a conceptualisation of
various forms of governance which have hitherto been regarded
as exceptions, and argues for such forms of governance to be
regarded as part of the norm.
Routledge
Market: Asian Studies /
: 290pp
Hb: 978-1-138-58646-8: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-50457-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138586468
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Invisible Labour

Minorities, Rights and the Law in Malaysia

Support Service Workers in India’s Information Technology Industry
Indranil Chakraborty, Lawrence Kinlin School Of Business,
Fanshawe College, London, Ontario, Canada
This book investigates the working conditions, and urban
experiences of support-service workers, such as janitors, security
guards, culinary workers and carpool drivers in the Information
Technology (IT) sector of India. Drawing on interviews with such
workers in 7 cities with a large concentration of software service
companies, it uses quantitative and qualitative analyses to assess
their responses to migration from rural occupations to a modern
urban employment setting. It will be of great interest to scholars
and researchers of sociology and social anthropology, urban
studies, development studies, labour studies, social exclusion,
and South Asian studies.
Routledge India
Market: Sociology / Development Studies / Urban Studies / South Asian Studies
: 190pp: 20 illus: 16 halftones: 4 line drawings: 13 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-33649-3: Oct 2020: $160.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-32132-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367336493

Thaatchaayini Kananatu
Series: Routledge Contemporary Asia Series
The first part of the book explores the role played by British
colonial laws and policies during the British colonial period in
Malaya, from the 1890s to 1956, in the construction of an Indian
"race" in Malaya, the racialization of labour laws and policies and
labour-based mobilisation culminated in the 1940s. The second
part investigates the mobilisation trends of the Indian
community from 1957 (at the onset of Independent Malaya) to
2018. It shows a gradual shift in the Indian community from a
"quiet minority" into a mass mobilising collective or social
movement, known as the Hindu Rights Action Force (HINDRAF),
in 2007.
Routledge
Market: Asian Law, Southeast Asian Studies
: 212pp: 6 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-86239-8: Mar 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-01921-3: Mar 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367862398
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Modern Art for a Modern China

Origins, History and Social Structure in Brunei
Darussalam

The Chinese Intellectual Debate, 1900–1930
Yiyan Wang, Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand
Series: Routledge Contemporary China Series
Wang analyses two key areas in the intellectual history of
Republican China. The first is China’s art reform in the early
decades of the 20th century. The second is the connection and
intersection between colonialism, nationalism and
cosmopolitanism, and their direct impact on the development
of art and art practice in China. ‘Modern art for a modern China’
was the catch-cry of Chinese intellectuals, many of whom were
artists, critics, writers, poets and educators. This book discusses
how they discussed and implanted changes in China’s concept
and practice of art. An invaluable resource for scholars and
students of China’s 20th century intellectual history.
Routledge
Market: Chinese Intellectual History
: 160pp: 19 illus: 16 halftones: 3 line drawings: 1 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-31271-8: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-31600-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367312718

Edited by Victor T. King, University of Leeds, UK and Stephen
C. Druce
Series: The Modern Anthropology of Southeast Asia
This wide-ranging book re-evaluates in detail the early history
and historiography of Brunei Darussalam, the origins of the
sultanate, its genealogical foundations and the structure and
administration of Brunei society. Contributors draw on the
seminal work of Donald E. Brown whose major monograph on
the sultanate was published in 1970 and marked the beginnings
of advanced sociological, anthropological and historical research
on Brunei.
Routledge
Market: Asian History, Southeast Asian History
: 220pp: 6 illus: 6 halftones: 8 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-55340-1: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-09657-3: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367553401
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Nantong Chinese

Orthodox Revivalism in Russia

Benjamin Ao
Series: Routledge Studies in Chinese Linguistics

Driving Forces and Moral Quests

Nantong Chinese is an in-depth account of an interesting and
endangered Sinitic language spoken in Nantong, China, in an
area in Northern Yangtze River Delta about 800 square kilometers
in size.
The Chinese language consists of several hundred local local
varieties, known as Sinitic languages or Chinese dialects, each
representing a unique linguistic system. The book offers a
comprehensive and systematic insight into one such system
that is even more complex and more interesting than Standard
Mandarin. All the important linguistic aspects of Nantong
Chinese are covered, including its phonetic, lexical,
morphological and syntactic subsystems.
Routledge
Market: Language Learning / Chinese / Linguistics
: 240pp: 55 illus: 29 halftones: 26 line drawings: 85 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-19099-6: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-20039-7: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367190996

Milena Benovska
Series: Routledge Religion, Society and Government in Eastern
Europe and the Former Soviet States
This book, based on in depth ethnographic fieldwork, explores
the social background and moral attitudes of the "little flock" of
believers who actively participate in religious life. It reveals that
the complex moral beliefs of the faithful have a
disproportionately high impact on Russian society overall; that
among the faithful there is a strong emphasis on striving for
personal perfection; but that also there are strong collective
ideas concerning religious nationalism and the synergy between
the secular and the religious.
Routledge
Market: Russian Studies / Religion
: 240pp: 6 illus: 6 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-47420-1: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-03547-3: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367474201
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New Directions in Japan’s Security

Pakistan, Regional Security and Conflict Resolution

Non-U.S. Centric Evolution

The Pashtun ‘Tribal’ Areas

Edited by Paul Midford and Wilhelm Vosse
Series: Nissan Institute/Routledge Japanese Studies

Farooq Yousaf
Series: Routledge/Asian Studies Association of Australia (ASAA)
South Asian Series

While the US-Japan alliance has strengthened since the end of
the Cold War Japan has, almost unnoticed, been building security
ties with other partners, in the process reducing the centrality
of the US in Japan’s security; this book explains why this is
happening. New Directions in Japan’s Security is an essential
resource for scholars focused on matters of Japan’s national
security. It will also interest on a wider basis those wishing to
understand why Japan is developing non-American directions
in its security strategy.
Routledge
Market: Japanese Politics, Asian Politics, International Relations
: 286pp: 5 illus: 5 line drawings: 4 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-41603-4: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-00762-3: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367416034

1-800-634-7064

This book explains how colonial legacies and the postcolonial
state of Pakistan negatively influenced the socio-political and
cultural dynamics and the security situation in Pakistan’s Pashtun
‘tribal’ areas, formerly known as the Federally Administered Tribal
Areas (FATA). It offers a local perspective on peace and conflict
resolution in Pakistan’s Pashtun ‘tribal’ region.

Routledge
Market: South Asian Politics, Security Studies
: 226pp: 1 illus: 1 line drawings: 1 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-46569-8: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-03113-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367465698
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Pakistan’s Security and the India–US Strategic
Partnership

Regional Inequality in Transitional China
Felix Haifeng Liao, University of Idaho, USA, Yehua Dennis
Wei and Li Huang
Series: Routledge Contemporary China Series

Nuclear Politics and Security Competition
Syed Shahid Hussain Bukhari
Series: Routledge Studies in South Asian Politics
This book explores the relationship between the developing
India-United States strategic partnership and Pakistan’s security.
It assesses India and the United States’ areas of cooperation to
show that the partnership will bring drastic changes for India’s
military capabilities and modernization of its forces. The book
shows that, in addition to enhancing India’s domestic nuclear
stockpiles through the nuclear cooperation agreement,
collaboration in high-tech areas such as space and innovative
technologies will enable India to acquire sophisticated delivery
systems as well as surveillance capacity.
Routledge
Market: Asian Studies, Security Studies
: 276pp: 10 line drawings: 7 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-47034-0: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-03692-0: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367470340

This book investigates uneven regional development in China
– with particular focus on the case of Guangdong province –
since economic reform and the 'opening-up'. It represents one
of the first studies to present a picture of inequality, built upon
a multi-scale and multi-mechanism framework examining both
patterns and mechanisms of regional development and
inequality in provincial China. Its authors consider the interplay
between local and state, global forces and geographies. Regional
Inequality in Transitional China will appeal to scholars and
students of geography, economics and Chinese studies more
broadly.
Routledge
Market: Regional Development / Economics / Geography
: 212pp: 83 illus: 83 line drawings: 30 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-06067-8: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-315-16296-6: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138060678
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Political Integration in Indian Diaspora Societies

Reporting Mental Illness in China

Edited by Ruben Gowricharn, Professor of Indian Diaspora
Studies, VU-University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands
This book studies the political integration of Indian diaspora
communities into their host societies. Drawing on case studies
from South Africa, America, and the Caribbean, the volume
analyses different forms, levels and patterns of groupist political
integration. It examines various instances of integration such as
anti-Indian apartheid laws; Hindutva organisations in the US/UK;
as well as the introduction of the Overseas Citizen of India (OCI)
Scheme by the Indian government. The book will be of interest
to students and researchers of diaspora studies, globalization
and transnational migration, cultural studies, sociology,
international relations, and South Asian studies.
Routledge India
Market: diaspora studies / political studies/ sociology / migration studies
: 208pp: 11 illus: 11 halftones
Hb: 978-1-138-34685-7: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-09215-5: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138346857

Guy Ramsay, University of Queensland, Australia
Series: Routledge/Asian Studies Association of Australia (ASAA)
East Asian Series
This book examines how Chinese-language newspapers across
greater China report on severe mental illness, and why they do
so in the ways they do, iven that reporting in local newspapers
can strongly influence how Chinese readers view the illness.
Employing a well-tested, transparent discourse analytic approach,
the book also includes numerous Chinese-English bilingual news
report extracts to illustrate its claims. As such, Report Mental Illness
in China will be of interest to sinologists, discourse analysts,
mental health professionals and public health authorities across
the globe, especially in places where there are large Chinese-speaking populations.
Routledge
Market: Mental Health / Public Health / East Asia
: 192pp: 4 illus: 4 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-54090-6: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-09149-3: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367540906
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Reframing the Environment

Rising Islamic Conservatism in Indonesia

Resources, Risk and Resistance in Neoliberal India

Islamic Groups and Identity Politics

Edited by Manisha Rao, University of Mumbai
This volume unravels the underlying power relations that are
masked in the present discourse of ecological sustainability and
conflicts over natural resources in India. It looks at the
inter-linkages of discourse, resources, risk and resistance in the
contemporary neoliberal world, and intersections of conservation
and management, science and gender, community politics and
governance policies. It will interest students and researchers in
sociology, environmental studies, environmental history and
anthropology, political ecology, politics, geography, law and
human rights, economics, and development studies as well as
environmental activists, policymakers, and those in media and
journalism.
Routledge India
Market: Asian Studies, India (studies of), Environment & the Developing World, Environmental Studies,
Conservation, Ecology, Environmental Policy, Environmental Anthropology, Law & Human Rights
: 240pp
Hb: 978-1-138-23766-7: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-367-55316-6: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138237667
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Edited by Leonard C. Sebastian, Nanyang Technological
University, Singapore, Syafiq Hasyim, UIN Jakarta, Indonesia
and Alexander R. Arifianto, Nanyang Technological
University, Singapore
Series: Politics in Asia
This edited volume argues that the rise of Islamic conservatism
poses challenges to Indonesia’s continued existence as a secular
state, with far-reaching implications for the social, cultural and
political fortunes of the country. It contributes a model of analysis
in the field of Indonesian and Islamic studies on the logic of
Islamic conservative activism in Indonesia. This volume presents
informative case studies of discourses and expressions of Islamic
conservatism expressed by leading mainstream and upcoming
Indonesian Islamic groups and interpret them in a nuanced perspective.
Routledge
Market: Indonesian Politics
: 246pp: 5 illus: 5 line drawings: 8 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-81941-5: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-01092-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367819415
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Ritual and Economy in Metropolitan China

Russia's Food Revolution

A Global Social Science Approach

The Transformation of the Food System

Carsten Herrmann-Pillath, Witten/Herdecke University,
Germany, Guo Man and Feng Xingyuan, Chinese Academy
of Social Sciences, China
Series: Routledge Studies in the Growth Economies of Asia
This book focuses on Shenzhen, one of China’s most globalized
metropolises, a leading centre of high-tech industries and, as a
melting pot of migrants from all over China, a place of vibrant
cultural creativity. While in the early stages of Shenzhen’s
development this vibrant cultural creativity was associated with
the resilience of traditional social structures in Shenzhen’s
migrant ‘urban villages’, today these structures undergird
dynamic entrepreneurship and urban self-organization
throughout Shenzhen, and have gradually merged with the
formal structures of urban governance and politics.
Routledge
Market: Chinese Studies / Economics
: 248pp: 6 illus: 6 halftones: 1 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-39197-0: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-42243-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138391970

Stephen K. Wegren
Series: Routledge Contemporary Russia and Eastern Europe
Series
This book analyses the food revolution that has occurred in
Russia since the late 1980s, documenting the transformation in
systems of production, supply, distribution, and consumption.
It examines the dominant actors in the food system, explores
how the state regulates food, considers changes in patterns of
food trade interactions with other states and discusses how all
this and changing habits of consumption have impacted
consumers.
Routledge
Market: Russian Studies
: 240pp: 16 illus: 16 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-47424-9: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-03550-3: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367474249
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Routledge Handbook of Contemporary Japan

Social Change in Japan, 1989-2019

Edited by Hiroko Takeda, University of Tokyo, Japan and
Mark Williams

Social Status, Social Consciousness, Attitudes and Values
Edited by Carola Hommerich, Naoki Sudo and Toru
Kikkawa
Series: Routledge Contemporary Japan Series

The Routledge Handbook of Contemporary Japan presents a
synthesized, interdisciplinary study of contemporary Japan based
on up-to-date theoretical models designed to provide readers
with a comprehensive and full understanding of the dynamics
of contemporary Japan. In order to achieve this, the Handbook
is organized into two parts.

Routledge
Market: Japan, Politics and Society
: 532pp: 48 illus: 10 halftones: 38 line drawings: 13 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-66861-4: Sep 2020: $245.00 • eBook: 978-1-315-54474-8: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138668614

Based on extensive survey data, this book examines how the
population of Japan has experienced and processed three
decades of rapid social change from the highly egalitarian high
growth economy of the 1980s to the economically stagnating
and demographically shrinking gap society of the 2010s. It
discusses social attitudes and values towards, for example, work,
gender roles, family, welfare and politics, highlighting certain
subgroups which have been particularly affected by societal
changes.
Routledge
Market: Japanese Studies / Sociology
: 186pp: 28 illus: 28 line drawings: 33 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-35377-3: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-33107-7: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367353773
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Routledge Handbook of Yoga and Meditation
Studies

Social Relations and Political Development in China
Change and Continuity in the “New Era"
Edited by Zhengxu Wang and Dragan Pavlićević
Series: Routledge Studies on China in Transition

Edited by Suzanne Newcombe, The Open University, UK
and Karen O’Brien-Kop, School of Oriental and African
Studies, University of London, UK

As China enters its proclaimed ‘New Era’ under President Xi
Jinping, this book examines changes and continuity in social
relations and political development. Presented as a volume of
studies, authors examine structural factors that continue to exert
influence on developments in China. Remaining outside many
scholarly discussions is a larger backdrop of continuity, into
which policies of Xi Jinping’s administration are inserted to
further shape social, economic and political trajectories, enabling
readers to estimate future trends in the ‘New Era’ and beyond.
It will be of interest to students and scholars of Chinese studies,
political science and sociology.

The Routledge Handbook of Yoga and Meditation Studies is a
comprehensive and interdisciplinary resource, which frames
and contextualises the rapidly expanding fields that explore
yoga and meditative techniques. The book analyses yoga and
meditation studies in a variety of religious, historical and
geographical settings. The chapters, authored by an international
set of experts, are laid out across five sections.
Routledge
Market: Asian Studies, Reference
: 564pp: 16 illus: 9 halftones: 7 line drawings: 5 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-48486-3: Oct 2020: $265.00 • eBook: 978-1-351-05075-3: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138484863
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Routledge
Market: Chinese studies / Governance / Policy
: 232pp: 9 illus: 1 halftones: 8 line drawings: 16 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-45814-0: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-03215-1: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367458140
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The 2018 and 2019 Indonesian Elections

The Political Economy of Growth in Vietnam

Identity Politics and Regional Perspectives

Between States and Markets

Edited by Leonard C. Sebastian, Nanyang Technological
University, Singapore and Alexander R. Arifianto, Nanyang
Technological University, Singapore
Series: Routledge Contemporary Southeast Asia Series
The 2018/19 Indonesian elections were among the most divisive
elections in Indonesian history, where identity politics and
ethno-religious sentiments were prevalent not just during the
2019 presidential election, but also during the 2018 regional
executive elections as well. Contributors to this edited volume
analysed the dynamics between identity politics, national, and
local politics and produce findings and insights that will inform
prospective readers regarding the future of identity politics and
how it may affect Indonesian politics for the intermediate future.
Routledge
Market: Indonesian Politics
: 220pp: 4 illus: 3 halftones: 32 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-46780-7: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-63230-4: Oct 2020: $47.95
eBook: 978-1-003-03100-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367467807

Guanie Lim, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore
Series: Routledge Contemporary Southeast Asia Series
Since the doi moi reforms in 1986, Vietnam has experienced a
dramatic socioeconomic transformation, Lim examines the role
of the state and its interaction with market forces in bringing
this change about. Taking the motorcycle and banking industries
as case studies, this book explores the dynamics between the
state and transnational corporations in shaping the
manufacturing and service sectors respectively.

Routledge
Market: Southeast Asian Studies
: 108pp: 12 illus: 12 line drawings: 7 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-33386-7: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-32137-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367333867
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The Calcutta Kerani and the London Clerk in the
Nineteenth Century

The Representation of Japanese Politics in Manga

Life, Labour, Latitude
Sumit Chakrabarti, Professor in Department of English,
Presidency University, Kolkata.
This book examines the location and representation of the
colonial clerk or the kerani within the cultural and social space
of nineteenth century colonial India. It provides a comparative
history of the clerk in Calcutta vis-à-vis the clerk in contemporary
London in order to understand the manifestations of modernity
in these two disparate but intimately related spaces.

Routledge India
Market: Colonial History / Cultural Studies / Literature
: 182pp
Hb: 978-0-367-14572-9: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-09469-2: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367145729

The Visual Literacy Of Statecraft
Edited by Roman Rosenbaum, University of Sydney,
Australia
Series: Routledge/Asian Studies Association of Australia (ASAA)
East Asian Series
This edited volume explores political motives, discourses and
agendas in Japanese manga and graphic art with the objective
of highlighting the agency of Japanese and wider Asian
story-telling traditions within the context of global political
traditions. Highly illustrated chapters presented here investigate
the multifaceted relationship between Japan’s political
storytelling practices, demonstrating that manga and the
mediality of graphic arts have begun to actively incorporate
political discourses, undermining hegemonic cultural constructs
that support the status quo or emerging brands of Japanese neonationalism.
Routledge
Market: Japanese Studies / Graphic Arts / Cultural Studies
: 360pp: 48 illus: 48 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-43996-5: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-00718-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367439965
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The Phenomenology of Traffic

The Rohingya Crisis

Experiencing Mobility in Ho Chi Minh City

A Moral, Ethnographic, and Policy Assessment

Glenn Wyatt
Series: Ambiances, Atmospheres and Sensory Experiences of
Spaces
The book delves into the affective, embodied, and sensory
dimensions of traffic and urban mobility. It brings together key
phenomenological and post-phenomenological readings to
challenge taken for granted assumptions of urban traffic.
Offering innovative insights into the structures, authorities,
materialities and forms of power that shape our experiences of
traffic, this book will be of interest to students, scholars and
practitioners interested in philosophy, cultural geography,
mobilities, transport studies, cultural studies, and urban studies.
Routledge
Market: Cultural Geography/Transport/Philosophy
: 174pp: 30 illus: 30 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-21816-4: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-26628-7: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367218164
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Norman K. Swazo, Department of History and Philosophy,
North South University, Dhaka, Bangladesh, Sk. Tawfique
M. Haque, North South University, Dhaka, Bangladesh, Md.
Mahbubul Haque, Univeriti Sultan Zainal Abidin,
Terengganu Darul Iman, Malaysia and Tasmia Nower, North
South University, Dhaka, Bangladesh
This book provides a history of the ethnic persecution of the
Rohingyas in Myanmar and their disputed ethnic and national
identity. It focuses on how the crisis has morphed into a
geopolitical encounter between Bangladesh, China, India, and
Myanmar. The volume analyses the question of citizenship for
the Rohingyas by analyzing historical documents and interviews
which chronicle the status and identity of the community and
their past involvement in the government and politics of Myanmar. It further explores the
moral, ethnographic, and public policy issues in the humanitarian response to the crisis of
the Rohingya people.
Routledge India
Market: Human Rights / Political Studies / Political Phlilosophy / International Relations
: 94pp: 4 illus: 4 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-34133-6: Oct 2020: $60.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-32410-9: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367341336
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Understanding Governance in South Asia
Edited by Adluri Subramanyam Raju
This book discusses governance in South Asia and argues that
since post-colonial administrative system in the South Asian
countries is built upon pre-colonial administrative traditions,
good governance in the region demands that these countries
develop and adopt an indigenous model of administration rather
than simply borrowing models and ideas from the West. South
Asian countries can learn from each other’s experiences in order
to to find pragmatic solutions to the challenges of good
governance. ; Please note: T&F does not sell or distribute the
Hardback in South Asia.

Routledge
Market: Anthropology
: 304pp: 11 illus: 15 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-55790-4: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-09514-9: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367557904
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The Routledge Course on Media, Legal and
Technical Translation

Good Governance and Civil–Security Relations

English-Arabic-English
Mahmoud Altarabin
Series: Routledge Studies in Arabic Translation
The Routledge Course on Media, Legal and Technical Translation
is an indispensable and engaging coursebook for university
students wishing to develop their English-Arabic-English
translation skills in these three text types. Taking a practical
approach, the book introduces Arab translation students to
common translation strategies in addition to the linguistic,
syntactic, and stylistic features of media, legal and technical
texts.
Routledge
Market: Language Learning / Arabic / Translation
: 262pp: 10 illus: 10 line drawings: 20 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-51132-6: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-51133-3: Oct 2020: $38.95
eBook: 978-1-003-05255-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367511333

A Comparative Study of Turkey and Egypt
Ahmed Abd Rabou
Series: Routledge Studies in Middle Eastern Democratization
and Government
Developing the traditional civil-military relations approach to
include security actors, the book compares the style of
civil-security relations in both Egypt and Turkey. The book
comprehends the competition between civilian actors and
military and security actors to impose control over the political
regimes in transition and how this is related to the issue of good
governance and democratization.
Focusing on civil-security relations within the broader context
of good governance and democracy in Egypt and Turkey this
book will be a key resource for students and scholars interested in political science,
specifically comparative government studies and Middle East studies.
Routledge
Market: Comparative politics / Politcal science / Middle East
: 186pp: 5 illus: 5 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-44524-9: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-01016-6: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367445249
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Islam

Iran's Regional Relations

An Advanced Introduction

A History from Antiquity to the Islamic Republic

Roberto Tottoli
Exploring complex relations between Muslim visions and critical
stances, this textbook is a compact introduction to Islam, dealing
with the origins of its forms, from early developments to
contemporary issues, including religious principles, beliefs and
practices.
Advanced readers, already familiar with the elementary notions
of Islam and religious studies will benefit from the volume that
explores the development of religious discourse in a historical
perspective. This unique textbook is a key resource to
post-graduate researchers and academics interested in Islam,
religion and the Middle East.

Seyed Mohammad Houshisadat
Series: Durham Modern Middle East and Islamic World Series
Focusing on the interplay between domestic-level changes and
region-wide interaction, this book provides a comprehensive
analytical and theoretical survey of Iranian foreign relations in
the Middle East from Antiquity until the Islamic Republic. It charts
developments from the earliest regimes in Persia, including the
Median kingdom and the Sassanid Empire, through rule by,
amongst others, Abbasids, Mongols, Safavids and Qajars, up to
the modern states of the Shah and the Islamic Republic.

Routledge
Market: Islam / Religion / Social Sciences
: 136pp
Hb: 978-0-367-49109-3: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-49110-9: Oct 2020: $42.95
eBook: 978-1-003-04459-8: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367491093

Routledge
Market: Middle East Studies / Iran
: 290pp: 1 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-28145-8: Oct 2020: $165.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-30034-9: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367281458
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Geographic Realities in the Middle East and North
Africa

Israeli Television

State, Oil and Agriculture
Edited by George Joffé and Richard Schofield
Series: History and Society in the Islamic World
History and Society in the Islamic World

GEOGRAPHIC REALITIES IN
THE MIDDLE EAST AND
NORTH AFRICA
STATE, OIL AND AGRICULTURE
Edited by
George Joffe and Richard Schoﬁeld
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Celebrating the work of Keith McLachlan, a well-known and
much-admired geographer of the Middle East and North Africa,
this book combines three interrelated topics that define the
region. The Middle East has been integral to the growth of the
global oil industry, an aspect of its evolution since 1908 which
has had profound geopolitical implications as well.
Examining agriculture, oil and state construction, this volume
offers an insight into how the contemporary Middle East was
constructed after the collapse of the Ottoman Empire. It is a key
resource for scholars and students interested in geopolitics and
the geography of the Middle East.

Routledge
Market: Geography / Geopolitics / Political Science
: 226pp: 10 illus: 2 line drawings: 7 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-38787-4: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-42599-8: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138387874

Global Contexts, Local Visions
Edited by Miri Talmon and Yael Levy
Series: Routledge Studies in Middle East Film and Media
The essays in this anthology study Israeli television, its different
forms of representation, audiences and production processes,
past and present, examining Israeli television in both its local,
cultural dynamics and global interfaces.
Providing multifaceted portraits of Israeli television and culture
in its Middle Eastern political and local context, this book will be
a key resource to readers interested in media and television
studies, cultural studies, Israel and the Middle East.

Routledge
Market: Media / Television / Culture / Middle East
: 336pp: 19 illus: 19 halftones: 2 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-47033-3: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-03296-0: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367470333
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Knowledge and Beauty in Classical Islam
An Aesthetic Reading of the Muqaddima by Ibn Khaldūn
Giovanna Lelli
Series: Routledge Studies in Islamic Philosophy
This volume offers an aesthetic reading of the Muqaddima by
Ibn Khaldūn (d. 1406), a text that has been studied up to the
present as a work on historiography. It argues that the
Muqaddima is also a comprehensive treatise on classical
Arab-Islamic culture and provides a picture of classical
Arab-Islamic aesthetics in its totality.
Offering a comparative approach, the volume is a key resource
to scholars and students interested in Arabic and Islamic studies,
philosophy, aesthetics and global history.
Routledge
Market: Arab studies / Islamic studies / Philosophy / History
: 186pp
Hb: 978-0-367-89898-4: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-02190-2: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367898984
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Social Change in Syria
Family, Village and Political Party
Sulayman N. Khalaf
Series: Routledge/ St. Andrews Syrian Studies Series
Studying a rural village in northern Syria during a period of
tremendous social and political change (1940s to 1970s), this
book offers a unique perspective on how agrarian
transformations in land distribution and its use deeply affected
social and political relations among a rural community.
Focusing on the village community of Hawi Al-Hawa, this
intensely knowledgeable and personal account — a rare
combination — brings village life in Syria strikingly close. The
volume is an important contribution to the fields of
anthropology, social sciences, Syrian and Middle East studies.
Routledge
Market: Anthropology / Social Sciences
: 400pp: 36 illus: 23 halftones: 13 line drawings: 5 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-50626-1: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05055-1: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367506261
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Southern-Led Development Finance

Development-induced Displacement and Human
Rights in Africa

Solutions from the Global South
Edited by Diana Barrowclough, Kevin P. Gallagher and
Richard Kozul-Wright
Series: Rethinking Development
This book examines some of the innovative new south-south
financial arrangements and institutions that have emerged in
recent years, as countries from the Global South seek new ways
to transform their economies and to shield themselves from
global economic turbulence. At a time when governments and
businesses frustrated by the traditional North-dominated
mechanisms and international financial system are seeking new
approaches to investment, trade and finance, this book is a timely
contribution to the debate. With insights from both theory and
practice, it will be of interest to practitioners, policy makers,
researchers and students working on development finance.

The Kampala Convention
Romola Adeola, University of Pretoria - Centre of Human
Rights
Series: Routledge Contemporary Africa
This book examines how a balance can be struck between the
imperative of development and the rights of displaced persons
the within the context of the African Union Convention on the
Protection and Assistance of Internally Displaced Persons in
Africa (the Kampala Convention). Romola Adeola analyses the
obligations that are placed on African states by the Kampala
Convention, shows how institutions beyond the state also have
significant roles to in fostering compliance and examines how
these actors can be regulated.

Routledge
Market: Development Studies
: 320pp: 43 illus: 43 line drawings: 45 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-39123-9: Sep 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-39124-6: Sep 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-429-42282-9: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138391246

Routledge
Market: Human Rights, Politics
: 154pp
Hb: 978-1-138-10415-0: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-315-10231-3: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138104150
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Corporate Social Responsibility and Law in Africa

Endogenous Regional Policy and Development
Planning in Ghana

Theories, Issues and Practices
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Nojeem A. Amodu, University of Cape Town, South Africa
Series: Routledge Contemporary Africa

Sam C.M. Ofori, University of Cape Coast, Ghana
Series: Routledge African Studies

This book examines the conception of corporate social
responsibility (CSR) in Africa, expanding it’s frontiers beyond
corporate reporting, voluntary corporate charity and community
development projects. Increasing our understanding of the
theoretical, legal and regulatory frameworks supporting
corporate responsibility, this book will be of interest to scholars,
policy makers and practitioners in the fields of Africa law,
corporate law, corporate social responsibility and African
business.

Examines regional development and planning in a poor
administrative region of Ghana, assessing the effectiveness of
the programmes and projects initiated to reduce poverty,
disadvantage and deprivation. The author analyses the local
context and external and internal forces, assessing how they
have impacted regional policy aimed at development. This book
will be of interest to students, scholars policy-makers and
regional planning practitioners in urban and regional
development and planning, geography and African Studies.

Routledge
Market: African Studies, Law, Business
: 250pp: 4 illus: 4 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-43631-5: Mar 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-00982-5: Mar 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367436315

Routledge
Market: Urban Planning, Geography
: 354pp: 6 halftones: 13 line drawings: 61 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-37041-1: Sep 2020: $170.00 • eBook: 978-0-367-81489-2: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367370411
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Democratic Practice and Governance in Nigeria

Foreign Policy in Post-Genocide Rwanda

Edited by Ebenezer Oluwole Oni, Crescent University
Abeokuta, Nigeria, Omololu Michael Fagbadebo, Durban
University of Technology, South Africa and Dhikru Adewale
Yagboyaju, University of Ibadan, Nigeria
Series: African Governance
This book examines the challenges confronting the practice of
democracy and governance in Nigeria. Democratic Practice and
Governance in Nigeria will be of interest to students and scholars
of African politics and democratisation.

Routledge
Market: African Studies, Politics
: 272pp: 10 illus: 3 halftones: 7 line drawings: 5 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-90036-6: Jul 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-02954-0: Jun 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367900366

Elite Perceptions of Global Engagement
Jonathan R. Beloff, School of Oriental and African Studies,
University of London, UK
Series: Contemporary African Politics
This book examines how Rwandan elites within the government,
private sector and civil society perceive the nation’s political and
economic relationship with the international community. This
book will be of interest to students and scholars of African politics
and international relations as well as the politics of post-genocide
states.

Routledge
Market: African Studies, International Relations
: 260pp: 4 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-43645-2: Jul 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-02601-3: Jul 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367436452
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Nature, Environment, and Activism in Nigerian
Literature
Sule E. Egya, Federal University, Nigeria
Series: Routledge Contemporary Africa
Nature, Environment and Activism in Nigerian Literature is a critical
study of environmental writing, covering a range of genres and
generations of writers in Nigeria. This book will be of interest to
scholars of African and Postcolonial literature, ecocriticism and
the environmental humanities.

Routledge
Market: African Studies, Literature
: 180pp
Hb: 978-0-367-43605-6: Apr 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-00457-8: Mar 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367436056
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Personality Cult and Politics in Mugabe’s Zimbabwe
Edited by Ezra Chitando, University of Zimbabwe
Series: Routledge Studies on Religion in Africa and the Diaspora
This book approaches perceptions of Robert Gabriel Mugabe
within Zimbabwe during his period in power, and towards the
end of his time in government. The book will be of interest to
students and scholars of Southern African politics and religion.

Routledge
Market: African Studies
: 194pp
Hb: 978-0-367-89902-8: Jul 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-02628-0: Jun 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367899028
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Regional Development Poles and the
Transformation of African Economies
Benaiah Yongo-Bure, Kettering University, USA
Series: Routledge Contemporary Africa
This book argues that the development of capital goods
manufacturing industries in four relatively large African
economies, will create regional development poles, from which
industrialization will spread to the smaller African countries. This
book will be of interest to scholars and policy makers in
economic development and regional development in Africa.

Routledge
Market: African Studies, Economic Development
: 228pp: 3 illus: 3 line drawings: 22 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-44440-2: Feb 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-02480-4: Feb 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367444402
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Injury Illustrated

A Contractarian Approach to Law and Justice

How Medical Images Win Legal Cases

Live and Let Live
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R. Annie Gough

William E. O’Brian Jr.

Injury Illustrated: How Medical Images Win Legal Cases is the
first book ever published on medical-legal illustration. It provides
an understanding of anatomy, surgical cases, and how medical
illustration can clearly and succinctly illustrate accidents, medical
malpractice, and death investigation for forensic use in court. It
also addresses how and why attorneys win cases utilizing
medical illustrators.

This work argues that law and justice are social norms that arise
from a process of social evolution, and are binding only if and
to the extent that they are mutually beneficial. It argues for a
left-libertarian approach to property, an approach largely based
on the common law of tort, contract and criminal law, and a
rejection of most statutory law, which is based not on mutual
advantage but rather on benefiting some at the expense of
others.
The book combines political philosophy, economics and law
into an approach that is broadly libertarian but distinctive in
many respects. It will be of interest to scholars in all three of
those disciplines.

CRC Press
Market: Medical Art/Forensic Art
7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 268pp: 12 halftones: 80 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-52417-3: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-61533-8: Oct 2020: $38.95
eBook: 978-1-003-10441-4: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367615338

Routledge
Market: Legal Philosophy
: 244pp: 1 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-46301-4: Jul 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-02802-4: May 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367463014

5th Edition • NEW EDITION
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Maritime Law

A Cultural Interpretation of the Genocide
Convention

Edited by Yvonne Baatz, Institute of Maritime Law, University
of Southampton, UK
Series: Maritime and Transport Law Library
Now in its fifth edition, this authoritative guide covers all of the
core aspects of maritime law in one distinct volume. Maritime
Law is written by a team of leading academics and practitioners,
each expert in their own field. Together, they provide clear,
concise and fully up-to-date coverage of topics ranging from
bills of lading to arrest of ships, all written in an accessible and
engaging style. As English law is heavily relied on throughout
the maritime world, this book is grounded in English law whilst
continuing to analyse the key international conventions currently
in force.

Kurt Mundorff
Series: Routledge Studies in Genocide and Crimes against
Humanity
This book critiques the dominant physical and biological
interpretation of the Genocide Convention and argues that the
idea of "culture" is central to properly understanding the crime
of genocide. This volume poses a forceful challenge to the
materialist interpretation and calls into question decades of
international case law. It will be of interest to scholars of
genocide, human rights, international law, the history of
international law and human rights, and treaty interpretation.

Informa Law from Routledge
Market: Law/Maritime Law
: 738pp: 11 illus: 9 halftones: 2 line drawings: 5 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-49670-8: Oct 2020: $245.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-49384-4: Oct 2020: $74.95
eBook: 978-1-003-04694-3: Oct 2020 • Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-10483-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367493844

Routledge
Market: Politics
: 276pp
Hb: 978-0-367-43816-6: Aug 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-00600-8: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367438166

2nd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
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Media Law for Journalists

Affirmative Action and the Law

Ursula Smartt

Efficacy of National and International Approaches

This book is both an introductory text and reference guide to
the main issues facing journalists today, including social media,
fake news, and regulators. The text covers the law of the United
Kingdom – including Scots and Northern Irish devolved
legislation – as well as human rights and EU laws.

Routledge
Market: Law/Journalism
: 330pp: 39 illus: 2 halftones: 37 line drawings: 13 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-54847-6: Sep 2020: $150.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-42177-9: Sep 2020: $38.95
eBook: 978-0-367-85550-5: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367421779

Edited by Erica Howard, Middlesex University, UK, Elvira
Dominguez Redondo and Narciso Leandro Xavier Baez
This book examines the role of temporary affirmative action
measures in redressing structural inequalities suffered by
designated groups. It presents a comparison of affirmative action
measures and the actual experience in implementing them. It
will be a valuable resource for students and academics in the
field of human rights, law, sociology and politics. It will also
provide a source of good practice for states and policy makers
in the framing of responses to increased inequality at national
and international level; and for civil society actors seeking to
explore meaningful interaction with a highly controversial topic
in society.
Routledge
Market: Human Rights Law
: 246pp
Hb: 978-0-367-21953-6: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-26899-1: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367219536
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Artificial Intelligence and the Law

Beyond the Responsibility to Protect in
International Law

Cybercrime and Criminal Liability
Edited by Dennis J. Baker and Paul H. Robinson
This volume presents new research in Artificial Intelligence and
Law with special reference to criminal justice.
As China becomes a global leader in AI and technology, the
book provides an essential in-depth understanding of domestic
laws in both Western jurisdictions and China on criminal liability
for cybercrime. As such, it will be a valuable resource for
academics and researchers working in the areas of AI,
Technology and Criminal Justice.

Routledge
Market: Cybercrime/Criminal Justice
: 280pp
Hb: 978-0-367-34797-0: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-34401-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367347970

An Ethics of Irresponsibility
Angeliki Samara
This book offers a critical appraisal of the international legal idea
of the ‘Responsibility to Protect’.
Although the ‘international community’ of liberal international
law and of legal cosmopolitanism for the most part projects a
self-assured collective project, this book maintains that it
transforms global ethical responsibility into a project of
governance, management and control.
This original approach to an increasingly important topic will
prove invaluable to those working in international law,
international relations, politics and legal theory.
Routledge
Market: Law/Politics
: 222pp
Hb: 978-0-367-42970-6: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05513-6: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367429706
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Asymmetry, Multinationalism and Constitutional
Law

Christianity and Criminal Law
Edited by Mark Hill QC, Norman Doe, RH Helmholz and
John Witte, Jr.
Series: Law and Religion

Managing Legitimacy and Stability in Federalist States
Maja Sahadžić
Series: Comparative Constitutional Change
This book examines the link between constitutional asymmetry
and multinationalism and the effects asymmetry produces on
legitimacy and stability in federal and quasi-federal systems. This
is done through a structured and exhaustive comparative
analysis, covering states in Africa, America, Asia, and Europe.
The book will be essential reading for academics, researchers
and policy-makers in law and political science, interested in the
fields of constitutional law, federal theory, multinationalism and
minorities.
Routledge
Market: Constitutional Law and Politics
: 280pp: 5 illus: 5 line drawings: 14 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-53210-9: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08094-7: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367532109

This collection, by leading legal scholars, presents historical,
theological, philosophical, and legal perspectives on Christianity
and Criminal Law.
The book will be an invaluable resource for students and
academics working in the areas of Law and Religion, Legal
Philosophy and Theology.

Routledge
Market: Law and Religion/Legal Philosophy/Criminal Law
: 382pp: 2 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-85825-4: Jun 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-01526-0: May 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367858254
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Banking Bailout Law

Church Laws and Ecumenism

A Comparative Study of the United States, United Kingdom and the
European Union

A New Path for Christian Unity
Edited by Norman Doe, Cardiff University Wales
Series: Law and Religion

Virág Blazsek
Series: Routledge Research in Finance and Banking Law
Setting forth the building blocks of banking bailout law, this
book reconstructs a regulatory framework that might better
serve countries during future crisis situations.
It builds upon recent, carefully selected case studies from the
US, the EU, the UK, Spain and Hungary to answer the questions
of what went wrong with the bank bailouts in the EU, why the
US performed better in terms of crisis-management, and how
bailouts could be regulated and conducted more successfully
in the future.
This book will be of interest of anyone in the field of finance,
banking, central banking, monetary policy and insolvency law.
Routledge
Market: Finance and Banking Law
: 288pp: 3 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-41033-9: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-09925-3: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367410339

1-800-634-7064

Written by experts from within their communities, this book
compares the legal regimes of Christian churches as systems of
religious law. The ecumenical movement has failed to-date to
address the role of church law in shaping relations between
churches and fostering greater mutual understanding between
them. This book provides an understanding of church laws within
ten Christian traditions and critically evaluates the Statement
against the laws of these individual ecclesial communities. It will
be an essential resource for scholars of law and religion, theology
and sociology and also of interest to those working in religious
institutions and policy-makers.
Routledge
Market: Law and Religion
: 316pp
Hb: 978-0-367-54058-6: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08427-3: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367540586
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Class Actions in Privacy Law

Diaspora Mobilizations for Transitional Justice

Edited by Ignacio N. Cofone

Edited by Maria Koinova and Dženeta Karabegović
Series: Ethnic and Racial Studies

Class actions in privacy law are rapidly growing as a legal vehicle
for citizens around the world to hold corporations liable for
privacy breaches. Taking a comparative approach, this book
incorporates considerations from consumer protection law,
procedural law, cross-border litigation, tort law, and data
protection law, which are key to understanding the development
of privacy class actions. In doing so, it offers an analysis of the
novel challenges they pose for courts, regulatory agencies, and
litigators, together with their potential solutions.

Routledge
Market: Privacy Law
: 140pp
Hb: 978-0-367-50862-3: Oct 2020: $60.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08051-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367508623
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Diaspora Mobilizations for Transitional Justice develops a novel
framework to demonstrate how diasporas connect with local
actors in transitional justice processes through a variety of
mechanisms and their underlying analytical
rationales—emotional, cognitive, symbolic/value-based,
strategic, and networks-based. Mechanisms featured here are:
thin sympathetic response and chosen trauma, fear and hope,
contact and framing, cooperation and coalition-building,
brokerage, patronage, and connective action, among others.
This book was originally published as a special issue of Ethnic
and Racial Studies.
Routledge
Market: Diaspora / Truth Commissions / Transitional Justice
: 180pp
Hb: 978-0-367-51107-4: Oct 2020: $160.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367511074
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Copyright, Data and Creativity in the Digital Age

Disability, Criminal Justice and Law

A Journey through Feist

Reconsidering Court Diversion

Julian Warner
Series: Routledge Research in Intellectual Property

Linda Steele, University of Technology Sydney, Australia
Series: Social Justice

The Supreme Court of the United States in Feist v. Rural (1991)
required that databases must have a minimal degree of creativity
for copyright. The book gives an account of that decision’s
conceptual structure, focusing on its full delineation of the
opposite to creativity. This work has acute practical current
relevance to property in data in the digital age.

Pursuing a theoretical and empirical examination of the legal
framework for diverting people with disability from the criminal
justice system, this book shows how diversion facilitates the
criminalisation and punishment of those who do not fall within
the conventional parameters of being tried, convicted and
sentenced.

Routledge
Market: Copyright Law
: 178pp: 29 illus: 3 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-90285-8: Sep 2020: $150.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08300-9: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367902858

Routledge
Market: Law/Disability Studies
: 276pp
Hb: 978-0-815-37526-5: May 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-351-24033-8: Apr 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815375265
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Dialogues on Italian Constitutional Justice

Disarmament Law

A Comparative Perspective

Reviving the Field

Edited by Vittoria Barsotti, Paolo G. Carozza, Marta Cartabia and Andrea Simoncini
Series: Routledge-Giappichelli Studies in Law
This collection adopts a distinctive method and structure to introduce the work of Italian
constitutional law scholars into the Anglophone dialogue while also bringing a number
of prominent non-Italian constitutional law scholars to study and write about constitutional
justice in a global context. Fostering a deeper knowledge of the Italian Constitutional Court
within the comparative global space and advancing a creative and fruitful methodological
approach, the book will be fascinating reading for academics and researchers in comparative
constitutional law.
Routledge
Market: Constitutional Law
: 0pp
Hb: 978-0-367-50745-9: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05112-1: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367507459

Edited by Treasa Dunworth and Anna Hood
This volume seeks to start a revival of the field of disarmament
law scholarship.
Law is a fundamental component of disarmament. Yet, today,
most perspectives on the wide range of disarmament issues
that exist come primarily from political, diplomatic and public
advocacy angles. The aim of this book is to revive the field of
disarmament law, building on earlier, important and still relevant,
contributions by international lawyers to the subject.
The book will be essential reading for academics, researchers
and policy-makers working in the area of disarmament.
Routledge
Market: Disarmament Law/International Law
: 214pp
Hb: 978-1-138-34833-2: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-43672-7: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138348332
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EU and CARICOM

Icelandic Constitutional Reform

Dilemmas versus Opportunities on Development, Law and Economics

People, Processes, Politics

Edited by Alicia Elias Roberts, Stephen Hardy and Winfried
Huck
Series: Transnational Law and Governance

Edited by Ágúst Þór Árnason and Catherine Dupré
Series: Comparative Constitutional Change
This collection documents, analyses and reflects on the Icelandic
constitutional reform between 2009 and 2017. It offers a unique
insight into this process by providing first-hand accounts of its
processes and core issues. Its twelve substantive chapters are
written by the main actors in the reform, including the chair of
the Constitutional Council that drafted the 2011 Proposal for a
New Constitution.
The volume provides a basis for reflection on a ground-breaking
constitutional reform in a democratic context.

Investigating the unique EU-CARICOM legal relationship, this
book explores the major theme of globalisation, which shapes
inter-regional organisations individually and determines their
relationship to one another. It evaluates how EU-CARICOM
relations have fostered trade, security and other development
measures, reflecting on the past, future and present of the
Caribbean states that are active in the EU-CARICOM framework.

Routledge
Market: Transnational Law
: 224pp: 1 illus: 1 line drawings: 2 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-85776-9: Oct 2020: $160.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-09686-3: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367857769

Routledge
Market: Constitutional Law/Comparative Law
: 286pp: 3 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-49185-4: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-351-03190-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138491854
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Hate Speech and Human Rights in Eastern Europe

Implementing EU Mobility Partnerships

Legislating for Divergent Values

Putting Soft Law into Practice

Viera Pejchal
Series: Routledge Research in Human Rights Law

Fanny Tittel-Mosser
Series: Law and Migration

This book presents a three-prong theory describing three
different but complementary models of hate speech regulation
which allows stakeholders to better address this phenomenon.
It examines international and national legal frameworks and
related case law as well as pertinent scholarly literature review
to highlight this development.
This book will be of great interest to scholars of human rights
law, lawyers, judges, government, NGOs, media and anyone
who would like to understand values that underpin hate speech
regulations which reflect values that society cherishes the most.

This book provides a comprehensive assessment of the
effectiveness of Mobility Partnerships and the actual
consequences, if any, for third countries.
The work combines a comparative legal analysis of the
development of the legal and policy frameworks in the two
cases of Morocco and Cape Verde with an empirical study of
the implementation of Mobility Partnerships’ projects.
The book will be of interest to academics and researchers
working in the field of Migration Law, EU Studies, Geopolitics
and African Studies. The empirical approach will also appeal to
policy-makers and NGOs.

Routledge
Market: Human Rights Law
: 322pp
Hb: 978-0-367-43784-8: May 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-00574-2: Apr 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367437848

Routledge
Market: Migration Law
: 262pp: 5 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-44430-3: Jul 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-00966-5: Jun 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367444303
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Human Rights and The Revision of Refugee Law

International Perspectives on Disability Exceptions
in Copyright Law and the Visual Arts

Romit Bhandari
Series: Law and Migration
This book addresses the relationship between International
Refugee Law and International Human Rights Law. Using
international refugee law’s analytical turn to human rights as its
object of inquiry, it represents a critical intervention into the
revisionism that has led to conceptual fragmentation and
restrictive practices.
The book will be essential reading for those interested in Refugee
Law, Refugee Studies, Postcolonial Legal Studies, Postmodern
Critiques and Critical Legal Theory. Additionally, given its
relevance for the adjudication of refugee claims, it will be an
important resource for solicitors, barristers and judges.
Routledge
Market: Migration Law/Human Rights Law
: 232pp
Hb: 978-0-367-46173-7: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-02739-3: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367461737

1-800-634-7064

Feeling Art
Edited by Jani McCutcheon and Ana Ramalho
This book provides an overview of disability exceptions to
copyright infringement and the international and human rights
legal framework for disability rights and exceptions. The focus
is on those exceptions as they apply to visual art, while the book
presents a comprehensive study of copyright’s disability
exceptions per se, and the international and human rights law
framework in which they are situated.

Routledge
Market: International Human Rights Law/Intellectual Property Law/Art Law
: 272pp
Hb: 978-0-367-35930-0: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-34267-7: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367359300
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Judicial Law-Making in European Constitutional
Courts

Normative Spaces and Legal Dynamics in Africa
Edited by Katrin Seidel and Hatem Elliesie
Series: Law and Anthropology

Edited by Monika Florczak-Wątor
Series: Comparative Constitutional Change
This book analyses the specificity of the law-making activity of
European constitutional courts. The main hypothesis is that
currently constitutional courts are positive legislators whose
position in the system of State organs needs to be redefined.
It covers the analysis of the law-making activity of 4 constitutional
courts in Western countries, 6 constitutional courts in
Central-East European countries as well as 2 international courts:
the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) and the Court of
Justice of the European Union (CJEU).
It will be a valuable resource for students, academics and
policy-makers working in the areas of constitutional law and politics.
Routledge
Market: Constitutional Law/Public Law
: 270pp: 1 illus: 1 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-90075-5: May 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-02244-2: May 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367900755

This book analyses the novel constellations of governance actors
and conditions under which they interact and compete. The
work follows a spatial approach as the emphasis on normative
spaces opens avenues to better understand power relations,
processes of institutionalization, and the production of legitimacy
and normativities themselves.
It will be of interest to scholars and students of anthropology,
legal geography, legal studies, sociology, political sciences,
international relations, African studies, and anyone wishing to
gain a better understanding of how legal constellations are
shaped by unreflected assumptions about the state and the rule
of law.
Routledge
Market: Law and Anthropology
: 316pp: 2 line drawings: 1 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-85906-0: Jun 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-01573-4: Jun 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367859060
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Law and the Christian Tradition in Italy

Occupation and Control in International
Humanitarian Law

The Legacy of the Great Jurists

125

Edited by Orazio Condorelli and Rafael Domingo
Series: Law and Religion

Natia Kalandarishvili-Mueller
Series: Routledge Research in the Law of Armed Conflict

This volume explores a millennium-long story of law and religion
in Italy through a series of 26 biographical chapters written by
distinguished legal scholars and historians from Italy and around
the world. This diversity of international and methodological
perspectives gives the volume its unique character.
The book will be essential reading for academics working in the
areas of Legal History, Law and Religion and Constitutional Law
and will appeal to scholars, lawyers, and students interested in
the interplay between religion and law in the era of globalization.

This book presents a systematic analysis of the notion of control
in the law of military occupation.
It demonstrates that in present-day occupations, control as such
occurs in different forms and variations. The polymorphic features
of occupation can be seen in the way states establish control
over territory either directly or indirectly, and in the manner in
which they retain, relinquish or regain it.
The book will be a valuable resource for academics, researchers
and practitioners working in the fields of international
humanitarian law, international public law and security studies.

Routledge
Market: Law and Religion/Legal History
: 468pp
Hb: 978-0-367-85710-3: Jul 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-01453-9: Jul 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367857103

Routledge
Market: International Humanitarian Law/Security Studies
: 218pp: 11 illus: 11 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-47664-9: Jul 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-03573-2: Jul 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367476649
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Law and The Christian Tradition in Scandinavia

Perils of the Seas and Inherent Vice in Marine
Insurance Law

The Writings of Great Nordic Jurists
Edited by Kjell Å Modéer and Helle Vogt, University of
Copenhagen, Denmark
Series: Law and Religion
This book presents a comprehensive history of law and religion
in the Nordic context. The intwinement of law and religion in
Scandinavia encompasses an unusual history, not widely known,
yet important for its impact on contemporary political and
international relations in the region. The volume provides a
holistic picture from the first written legal sources of the twelfth
century to the law of the present secular welfare states. It
recounts this history through biographical case studies.
The collection will be a valuable resource for academics and
researchers working in the areas of Legal History and Law and Religion.
Routledge
Market: Law and Religion/Legal History
: 402pp: 1 halftones: 3 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-85824-7: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-01525-3: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367858247

Ayça Uçar
This book reviews the origin of the clauses "perils of the sea" and
"inherent vice" by tracing back through the early cases in order
to understand the origin, and noting how and why the changes
occurred. It will examine how the law has been developed in
the recent cases, discussing whether the Supreme Court case,
The Cendor MOPU’, has overruled the previous cases in terms of
the words "inherent vice" and "perils of the sea".

Routledge
Market: Law/Maritime Law
: 210pp
Hb: 978-0-367-33980-7: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-32329-4: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367339807
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Persecution, International Refugee Law and
Refugees

Refugees, Democracy and the Law
Political Rights at the Margins of the State
Dana Schmalz
Series: Law and Migration

A Feminist Approach
Mathilde Crépin
Series: Law and Migration
This book explores the ambit of the notion of persecution in
international law and its relevance in the current geopolitical
context. In particular, a feminist approach to refugee law is
adopted to determine to what extent the notion of persecution
can apply to gender related forms of violence and what are the
challenges in doing so.
The book will be of interest to academics and students in the
field of public international law, international human rights law,
international humanitarian law, immigration law, European law,
and refugee law as well as those working in the areas of
international relations and war studies.
Routledge
Market: Refugee Law/International Law
: 148pp
Hb: 978-0-367-89350-7: Jul 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-01872-8: Jul 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367893507

The book provides an in-depth discussion of democratic theory
questions in relation to refugee law.
The work introduces readers to the evolution of refugee law and
its core issues today, as well as central lines in the debate about
democracy and migration. Bringing together these fields, the
book links theoretical considerations and legal analysis.
The book will be essential reading for academics and researchers
working in the areas of migration and refugee law, legal theory
and political theory.
Routledge
Market: Migration Law
: 184pp
Hb: 978-0-367-46167-6: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-02735-5: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367461676
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Procedural Justice and Relational Theory

Religious Minorities, Islam and the Law

Empirical, Philosophical, and Legal Perspectives

International Human Rights and Islamic Law in Indonesia

Edited by Denise Meyerson, Macquarie University, Australia,
Catriona Mackenzie and Therese MacDermott
Series: Routledge Research in Legal Philosophy
This book bridges a scholarly divide between empirical and
normative theorizing about procedural justice in the context of
relations of power between citizens and the state. It will be of
interest to a wide academic readership in philosophy, law,
psychology and criminology.
A central premise of this volume is that empirical research is
significant but needs to be complemented by normative
theorizing that draws on relational theories of ethics and justice
to explain the moral significance of procedures and make
normative sense of people’s concerns about relational factors.
Routledge
Market: Legal Philosophy/Criminology
: 0pp: 3 line drawings: 1 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-32172-7: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-31724-8: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367321727

Al Khanif
Series: ICLARS Series on Law and Religion
This book examines the legal conundrum of reconciling
international human rights law in a Muslim majority country and
identifies a trajectory for negotiating the protection of religious
minorities within Islam.
The work explores the history of religious minorities within Islam
in Indonesia, the world’s largest Muslim population, as well as
the present-day situation ways by which the government may
address issues through reconciling international human rights
law and Islamic law.
The book will be a valuable resource for academics and
researchers in the fields of International Human Rights Law, Law and Religion, and Islamic
Studies.
Routledge
Market: Law and Religion/International Human Rights Law
: 246pp
Hb: 978-0-367-50075-7: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-04869-5: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367500757
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Public-Private Partnerships in Emerging Economies

Routledge Handbook of Comparative Constitutional
Change

Augustine Edobor Arimoro
Series: Routledge Research in Finance and Banking Law
This book examines the role of law in the adoption,
implementation and regulation of Public-Private Partnership in
selected developing economies including Brazil, India, Nigeria
and South Africa to address how to deal with overlapping laws
and how the law can protect assets invested in PPP in order to
attract private sector interests in infrastructure financing in
developing market, showing how law can be used to create,
sustain and promote PPP frameworks that take into account
local circumstances in developing economies.
Routledge
Market: Finance and Banking Law
: 256pp: 3 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-90111-0: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-10570-1: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367901110

1-800-634-7064

Edited by Xenophon Contiades, Professor of Public Law,
Panteion University, Athens, Greece and Managing Director,
Centre for European Constitutional Law, Athens, Greece.
and Alkmene Fotiadou
The Routledge Handbook of Comparative Constitutional Change
provides a comprehensive reference tool for all those working
in the field and a thorough landscape of all theoretical and
practical aspects of the topic. Coherence from this aspect does
not suggest a common view, as the chapters address different
topics, but reinforces the establishment of Comparative
Constitutional Change as a distinct field. The book brings
together the most respected scholars working in the field, and
presents a genuine contribution to comparative constitutional studies, comparative public
law, political science and constitutional history.
Routledge
Market: Constitutional Law and Politics/Comparative Law
: 468pp: 11 illus: 11 line drawings: 13 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-49664-4: Jul 2020: $245.00 • eBook: 978-1-351-02098-5: Jun 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138496644
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Rule of Law, Common Values, and Illiberal
Constitutionalism

The Concept of Genocide in International Criminal
Law

Poland and Hungary within the European Union

Developments after Lemkin

Edited by Tímea Drinóczi and Agnieszka Bień-Kacała
Series: Comparative Constitutional Change
This book challenges the idea that the Rule of Law is still a
universal European value given its relatively rapid deterioration
in Hungary and Poland, and the apparent inability of the
European institutions to adequately address the illiberalization
of these Member States.
The book will be of interest to academics and researchers
engaged with the foundational questions of constitutionalism.
The structure and nature of the subject matter covered ensure
that the book will be a useful addition for comparative and
national constitutional law classes. It will also appeal to legal
practitioners wondering about the boundaries of the Rule of Law.
Routledge
Market: Constitutional Law
: 260pp: 6 line drawings: 5 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-51212-5: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05285-2: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367512125

Edited by Marco Odello and Piotr Łubiński
This book presents a review of historical and emerging legal
issues that concern the interpretation of the international crime
of genocide.
As a valuable contribution to the debate on the significance,
meaning and application of the crime of genocide the book will
be essential reading for students and academics working in the
areas of Legal History, International Criminal Law, Human Rights
and Genocide Studies.

Routledge
Market: International Criminal Law/Genocide Studies
: 288pp: 4 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-85819-3: Jul 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-01522-2: Jul 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367858193
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Social Media in Legal Practice

The Human Right to Water and International
Economic Law

Edited by Vijay Bhatia, Macquarie University, Australia;
University of Malaya, Malaysia and Girolamo Tessuto
Series: Law, Language and Communication
There are multiple aspects of electronically-mediated
communication that influence and have strong implications for
legal practice. This volume focuses on three major aspects of
mediated communication through social media. Based on cases
from legal practice in diverse jurisdictions, the book highlights
key issues as well as implications for legal practitioners on the
one hand, and clients on the other.
The book will be a valuable reference for international scholars
in law and other socio-legal studies, discourse analysis, and
practitioners in legal and alternative dispute resolution contexts.
Routledge
Market: Law and Language
: 250pp: 7 halftones: 9 line drawings: 29 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-34772-7: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-34608-8: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367347727

Roberta Greco
Series: Routledge-Giappichelli Studies in Law
This book discusses the international right to water and the liberalization of water services.
It provides an unbiased analysis of different international legal regimes under which the
liberalization of water services has occurred or is likely to occur in order to assess whether
the main features of the right to water can be guaranteed under each of these systems
and whether there is space for prospective harmonization. The work will be an invaluable
resource for academics, researchers and policy-makers working in the areas of International
Human Rights Law, International Economic Law, International Water Law, International
Trade Law and EU Law.
Routledge
Market: International Law
: 256pp
Hb: 978-0-367-50580-6: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05040-7: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367505806
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Tax Sovereignty and the Law in the Digital and
Global Economy

The Internal Law of Religions
Introduction to a Comparative Discipline

Francesco Farri
Series: Routledge-Giappichelli Studies in Law

Burkhard Josef Berkmann and David E. Orton
Series: ICLARS Series on Law and Religion

This book discusses which is the most appropriate tax dimension
to best manage the new horizons of the global and digital
economy. The efficiency of the main models is examined and
two fundamental proposals are put forth: a coordination of the
Destination-Based approach with the role of some specific digital
assets, such as user data; a framework for a possible futuristic
tax phenomenon all internal to the world of the internet and
not linked to traditional territorial States. The work includes a
specific evaluation of the role of the European Union. It will be
of interest to researchers and academics in international tax law,
constitutional law and in political science.

Comparative law of religions has developed in recent years as
a new discipline at the intersection of legal and religious science,
of theology and anthropology. This book presents a systematic
theoretical basis for this new discipline.
It will be essential for those interested in the administration of
justice and politics, for those professions where intercultural
competence is required, and for interreligious dialogue.

Routledge
Market: Taxation Law/Constitutional Law
: 176pp
Hb: 978-0-367-54410-2: Sep 2020: $47.95 • eBook: 978-1-003-08923-0: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367544102

Routledge
Market: Law and Religion/Comparative Law
: 208pp: 3 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-43722-0: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-00532-2: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367437220
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The Royal Prerogative and Constitutional Law
A Search for the Quintessence of Executive Power
Noel Cox
Series: Routledge Research in Legal History
This book examines the royal prerogative in terms of its theory,
history and application today.
The work explores the development of the royal prerogative
through the evolution of imperial government, and more recent
structural changes in the United Kingdom and elsewhere in the
Commonwealth. There is said to be a black hole of
unaccountable authority at the heart of the constitution and it
is this which this book examines. The focus is upon the
constitutional development of the United Kingdom and the old
dominions of Canada, Australia and New Zealand.
The book will be of interest to academics and researchers working in the areas of
Constitutional Law and Politics.
Routledge
Market: Legal History/Constitutional Law
: 284pp
Hb: 978-0-367-50079-5: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-04871-8: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367500795
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Virtual Freedoms, Terrorism and the Law
Edited by Giovanna De Minico and Oreste Pollicino
Series: Routledge-Giappichelli Studies in Law
This book examines the risks to freedom of expression, particularly in relation to the internet,
as a result of regulation introduced in response to terrorist threats.
The work will be essential reading for students, researchers and policy makers in the areas
of Constitutional law; Criminal Law, European and International law, Information and
Technology law and Security Studies.
Routledge
Market: Law/Terrorism Studies
: 256pp
Hb: 978-0-367-48670-9: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-09156-1: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367486709
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Zoo Veterinarians
Governing Care on a Diseased Planet
Irus Braverman
Series: Law, Science and Society
Drawing on in-depth interviews and observations of zoo and
aquarium veterinarians in Europe and North America, this book
highlights the recent transformation that has occurred in the
zoo veterinarian profession during a time of ecological crisis,
and what these changes can teach us about our rapidly changing
planet. At the intersection of animal studies, socio-legal studies,
and Science and Technology Studies, this book will appeal not
only to those interested in zoos and in animal welfare, but also
to scholars in the posthumanities.
Routledge
Market: Law/Animal Studies/Veterinary Science
: 168pp: 34 illus: 34 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-40384-3: Oct 2020: $60.00 • eBook: 978-0-367-82327-6: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367403843
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Sex-Positive Criminology

Youth Justice and Penality in Comparative Context

Aimee Wodda and Vanessa R. Panfil
Series: New Directions in Critical Criminology
This book lays out a progressive agenda for sex positive
criminology. Building on research traditions in feminist, queer
and intersectional criminology, and drawing on a range of case
studies on topics such as sexual education and reproductive
rights, this book explores the ways in which criminologists
should engage with sex-positivity.
Written in a clear and direct style, this book will appeal to
students and scholars in criminology, sociology, sexuality studies,
cultural studies, criminal justice, social theory, and all those
interested in the relationship between sexuality and the
crimino-legal system.
Routledge
Market: Criminology/Sociology
: 226pp
Hb: 978-0-367-14912-3: Sep 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-14914-7: Sep 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-429-05389-4: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367149147

Barry Goldson, University of Liverpool, UK, Chris Cunneen,
University of New South Wales, Australia, Sophie Russell,
University of New South Wales, Australia, David Brown,
University of New South Wales, Australia, Eileen Baldry,
University of New South Wales, Australia, Melanie Schwartz,
University of New South Wales, Australia and Damon Briggs,
University of Liverpool, UK
This book represents the first major analysis of Anglo-Australian
youth justice and penality to be published and it makes
significant theoretical and empirical contributions to the wider
field of comparative criminology. By exploring trends in law,
policy and practice over a forty-year period, the book critically
surveys the ‘moving images’ of youth justice regimes and penal cultures, and the principal
drivers of reform.
The book is essential reading for researchers, students and tutors in criminology, criminal
justice, law, social policy, sociology and youth studies.
Routledge
Market: Criminology/Sociology
: 260pp: 8 line drawings: 3 tables
Hb: 978-0-815-37445-9: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-815-37446-6: Oct 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-351-24213-4: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815374466
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The Supreme Court’s Role in Mass Incarceration

Policing Structures

William T. Pizzi
The Supreme Court’s Role in Mass Incarceration illuminates the role
of the United States Supreme Court’s criminal procedure
revolution as a contributing factor to the rise in U.S. incarceration
rates. Noting that that the increase in mass incarceration began
climbing just after the Warren Court years and the rate kept
climbing for the next four decades despite the fact that the
crime rate declined substantially, the author posits that part of
the explanation is the Court’s failure to understand that a trial
system with robust rights for defendants is not a strong trial
system unless it is also reliable and efficient.
Routledge
Market: Criminal Justice / Corrections
7-3/8 x 9-1/4: 160pp: 3 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-33159-7: Sep 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-33139-9: Sep 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-429-31820-7: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367331399

Colin Rogers
Series: Routledge Advances in Police Practice and Knowledge
This book offers an introduction to the way in which the police
organisation in England and Wales has developed over the past
two centuries, critically examining the structures that enable
democratic policing to be delivered. It will equip police student
readers with vital information prior to them becoming
operational police officers.
Written in clear and direct style, this book will appeal to students
of policing, criminology, criminal justice, cultural studies and
law. It is essential reading for students taking a degree in
Professional Policing.
Routledge
Market: Criminology/Sociology
: 222pp: 10 illus: 3 line drawings: 10 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-43367-3: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-43368-0: Oct 2020: $42.95
eBook: 978-1-003-00271-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367433680
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Trends in Policing

Convenience Dynamics and White-Collar Crime

Interviews with Police Leaders Across the Globe, Volume Six
Edited by Bruce F. Baker, Coventry University, UK and Dilip
K. Das, International Police Executive Symposium, New York,
USA
Series: Interviews with Global Leaders in Policing, Courts, and
Prisons
This volume is a collection of interviews with policing leaders
that explores their understanding of policing developments and
current challenges in their countries and internationally, and
examines how they evaluate or interpret these developments.
The book is based on the premise that police officials have a
wealth of experience that can make significant contributions to
our understanding of the prospects and problems of policing
today. As police and policing across the world face a turning
point, this book offers ideas and best practices from the front lines on ways to respond to
the challenges of repositioning police in the Twenty-first Century.

Petter Gottschalk
This book introduces a dynamic perspective to study white-collar
crime. It argues that as personal motives change over time, so
too do organizational opportunities, and willingness for deviant
behaviour.
The work contends that the extent of white-collar crime is
dependent on the extent of crime convenience perceived and
preferred by potential offenders. The practical aspects are
illustrated with a number of case studies.
The book will be of interest to researchers, academics and
professionals working in the areas of Criminal Justice,
Criminology, Criminal Law and Business Studies.
Routledge
Market: Criminal Justice/Criminology
: 280pp: 19 illus: 19 line drawings: 20 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-54404-1: Sep 2020: $47.95 • eBook: 978-1-003-08915-5: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367544041

Routledge
Market: Criminal Justice / Law Enforcement
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 171pp
Hb: 978-0-367-53310-6: Sep 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-53312-0: Sep 2020: $38.95
eBook: 978-1-003-08135-7: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367533120
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Corrupt Capital
Alcohol, Nightlife, and Crimes of the Powerful
Kenneth Sebastian León, George Washington University,
USA
Series: Crimes of the Powerful
This book offers a deep dive into the social, political, and
economic forces that make white-collar crime and corruption
a staple feature of the nightlife economy.
An accessible and compelling read, this book will appeal to
students of criminology, sociology, law and society, political
science and all those interested in learning about the relationship
between power, law, and routinized corruption in the nightlife
economy.
Routledge
Market: Criminology/Sociology
: 172pp: 3 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-18581-7: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-19698-0: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367185817
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Prisons and Community Corrections
Critical Issues and Emerging Controversies
Edited by Philip Birch and Louise Sicard
Series: Innovations in Corrections
This edited collection brings together leading international
academics and researchers to provide a comprehensive body
of literature that informs the future of prison and wider corrective
services training, education, research, policy and practice. Taking
a multi-disciplinary approach and drawing together theoretical
and practice debates, the book comprehensively considers
current challenges and future trajectories for corrective systems,
the people within them and service delivery.

Routledge
Market: Criminology / Criminal Justice
: 322pp
Hb: 978-0-367-81871-5: Aug 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-01056-2: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367818715
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101 Coaching Supervision Techniques, Approaches,
Enquiries and Experiments

Biomimicry and Business

131

How Companies Are Using Nature's Strategies to Succeed

Edited by Michelle Lucas, Greenfields Consulting Ltd, UK

Margo Farnsworth

With contributions and insights from leaders in the field, this
book provides in-depth coverage of the different philosophies
of supervision and their principles. The book will help readers
determine which technique to use and when, as well as offering
a step-by-step guide to implementing or adapting it for their
own work. With a breadth of techniques, the book will help all
supervisors broaden their repertoire and ultimately become a
better coach. Accessible and practical, this book is a valuable
resource for experienced and novice supervisors and coaches
and will help keep supervision practices both current and fresh
with the use of new techniques.

Fashioned through storytelling, this book blends snapshots of
five successful companies – Nike, Interface, Inc, PAX Scientific,
Sharklet Technologies, and Encycle – who decided to partner
with nature by deploying biomimicry, the practice of observing
then mimicking nature’s strategies to solve business challenges.
The book details how they discovered the practices, introduced
them to staff, engaged in the process and measured outcomes.
The book concludes with challenges for readers to determine
their own next steps in business and offers practical and useful
resources to get there.

Routledge
Market: Business & Management
: 398pp: 2 halftones: 21 line drawings: 108 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-48114-8: May 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-48115-5: May 2020: $38.95
eBook: 978-1-003-03806-1: Apr 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367481148

Routledge
Market: Business and Management
: 148pp
Hb: 978-0-367-54920-6: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-55259-6: Oct 2020: $38.95
eBook: 978-1-003-09260-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367552596
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Airline Governance

Building Value through Marketing

The Right Direction

A Step-by-Step Guide
Victor Hughes, Victor Hughes is a fellow of the Institute of
Chartered Management Accountants, a Chartered Global
Management Accountant (CGMA) and a fellow of the Hong
Kong Institute of Directors (FHKIoD)
Series: Managing Aviation Operations

This book reviews the elements of corporate governance and
puts them into the context of guiding and managing an airline,
and also complements the discussion of accounting and finance
in its sister book Airline Management Finance: The Essentials. This
book will not only give directors a comprehensive introduction
to good governance, but the discussion of the essentials in the
context of an airline at various stages of its development will
demonstrate how these principles can be applied, and this will give directors the confidence
to make their own decisions when they are necessary.
Routledge
Market: Aviation
: 168pp: 5 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-61071-2: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-61072-9: Oct 2020: $39.95
eBook: 978-0-429-46563-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138610729

Philip Sugai, Doshisha University, Japan
Building Value through Marketing provides a hands-on guide to
understanding and building compelling marketing plans that
create value, not only in profit terms, but also for customers and
stakeholders. This is essential reading for those studying
Marketing Planning and Strategy at Advanced Undergraduate,
Postgraduate and MBA level. It’s uniquely applied approach also
makes it an excellent guide for Marketing practitioners and
institutions offering professional qualifications.

Routledge
Market: Business & Management/Marketing
: 246pp: 29 illus: 4 halftones: 25 line drawings: 2 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-47283-2: Sep 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-47286-3: Sep 2020: $38.95
eBook: 978-1-003-03468-1: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367472863
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Authentic Diversity

Bureaucracy

How to Change the Workplace for Good

A Key Idea for Business and Society

Michelle Silverthorn
America is about to become a minority-majority nation. And yet,
companies across the country do not reflect the transforming
demographics of our nation, particularly with leadership. For
decades, leaders have heard variations on the same theme on
how to increase workplace diversity. It’s time to stop following
failing trends. It’s time to lead change.

Productivity Press
Market: Business & Management
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 186pp
Hb: 978-0-367-37451-8: Sep 2020: $150.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-08567-4: Sep 2020: $39.95
eBook: 978-0-429-02307-1: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367085674

Tom Vine, University of Suffolk, UK
Series: Key Ideas in Business and Management
Bureaucracy is a curse – it seems we can’t live with it, we can’t
live without it. It is without doubt one of the fundamental ideas
which underpin the business world and society at large. In this
book, Tom Vine observes, analyses and critiques the concept,
placing it at the heart of our understanding of organisation.The
author unveils bureaucracy as an endlessly emergent
phenomenon which defies binary debate – in analysing
organisation, we are all bureaucrats. In building an experiential
perspective, the book develops more effective ways to interact
with bureaucracy in theory and practice.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
: 188pp: 6 illus
Hb: 978-1-138-48330-9: Sep 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-48331-6: Sep 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-351-05526-0: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138483316
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Climate Change and the Governance of
Corporations

Demystifying Social Finance and Social Investment
Mark Salway, Paul Palmer, Peter Grant and Jim Clifford
Series: Charity and Non-Profit Studies

Lessons from the Retail Sector

Social finance and social investment are not challenging
concepts to grasp. They use commercial-style investment tools
to create a social as well as a financial return. The application,
however, is not always as straightforward. This book begins in
the wider field of social finance but focuses primarily on social
investment as a tool. The reader is helped to understand this
from different angles: introducing social investment, discussing
social investment and taking a ‘deep-dive’ into it to bring it to
life. This unique book takes the reader on a journey from first
principles to detailed practical application.

Rory Sullivan and Andy Gouldson
Series: The Responsible Investment Series
This book focuses specifically on the retail sector and provides
a clear explanation of when and where particular forms of
governance intervention are likely to be effective on climate
change and offers practical proposals on the climate policy
frameworks that need to be in place to facilitate or accelerate
changes in corporate behaviour. The book is truly global: it
focuses on the world’s 25 largest retailers (including
Walmart/Asda, Walgreen, Tesco, Carrefour, Sears and Aldi) and
is based on detailed interviews with CEOs and other executives
from some of the largest corporations, key global and national
NGOs, corporate responsibility experts, politicians and regulators.
Routledge
Market: Business and Management
: 168pp: 2 illus: 2 line drawings: 10 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-49718-7: Oct 2020: $58.95 • eBook: 978-1-003-04712-4: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367497187

Routledge
Market: Business & Management
: 330pp: 69 illus: 6 tables
Hb: 978-1-472-48174-0: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-55628-0: Oct 2020: $149.95
eBook: 978-1-315-57651-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367556280

2nd Edition • NEW EDITION
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Corporate Foresight

Digital Supply Chains

Anticipating the Future

Key Facilitator to Industry 4.0 and New Business Models, Leveraging
S/4 HANA and Beyond

Alberto F. De Toni, Univeristy of Udine, Italy, Roberto Siagri,
Eurotech Spa, Italy and Cinzia Battistella, Free University of
Bozen-Bolzano, Italy
The two cornerstones of foresight are organization and
management. As concerns organization, the authors advocate
the separation of Research (oriented to the market of tomorrow)
from Development (oriented to the market of today), the
establishment of a Foresight unit and the concentration of
research activities mainly on the acquisition and recombination
of external know-how. As regards management, after an
overview of state-of-the-art literature on forecasting methods,
the authors propose the implementation of a "future coverage"
methodology, which enables companies to measure and verify
the consistency between trends, strategic vision and offered products.
Routledge
Market: Corporate Strategy
: 232pp: 47 illus: 4 halftones: 43 line drawings: 29 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-56746-0: Oct 2020: $60.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-09923-9: Oct 2020
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-138-22098-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367567460

Götz G. Wehberg
This book contains the expertise Götz Wehberg has amassed
over 20 years as a senior partner in a leading consulting
company, working across industries and with globally recognized
clients, advising on digitization. In it, he explains the scientific
roots of digital supply chain management such as Holism,
Cybernetics, Self-Organisation and Evolutionary Theory to inform
a deep understanding that can drive a supremely innovative
strategy for Industry 4.0.

Routledge
Market: Business & Management
: 206pp: 44 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-45781-5: Jul 2020: $38.95 • eBook: 978-1-003-03667-8: Jul 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367457815
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Corporate Strategy (Remastered) II

Inventory Management for Competitive Advantage

A Fieldbook Implementing High Performance Strategy and Leadership

Including a Practical and Effective Purchasing Strategy for Managers

Paul Hunter

Keith Jones

This Fieldbook was written for the purpose of guiding strategy
practitioners through their intended or unintended journey into
the future by providing meaningful strategy practices that enable
responses to disruption and more importantly, better strategy
practices overall. With a focus strategy practice (‘doing’ strategy)
this book represents a ‘how to’ of Third Wave Strategy as defined
in detail in our introductory book Corporate Strategy
(Remastered)).

Unlike other guides to inventory management, this book is not
only aimed at planners or inventory managers but details the
impact, both direct and indirect, that all functions have on
inventory. It is rich in practical tools that can be clearly
implemented, including a detailed Purchasing Strategy and
guide to Error Management. It is also rich in best practice cases
that further show how to implement these methodologies in a
real world context. This book is essential reading for any manager
or executive looking to boost their organisation’s competitive
advantage, as well as students of inventory management,
production and operations management.

Routledge
Market: Business and Management
: 152pp: 43 illus: 1 halftones: 42 line drawings: 2 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-47320-4: Jul 2020: $60.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-03482-7: Jul 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367473204
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Routledge
Market: Business & Management
: 262pp: 137 illus: 90 line drawings: 48 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-44289-7: Apr 2020: $60.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-00923-8: Mar 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367442897
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Leadership

Logical Creative Thinking Methods

133

Min Ding, Pennsylvania State University, US

Performance Beyond Expectations
Elesa Zehndorfer, University of Greenwich Business School,
UK
Using the insightful words of modern-day leaders (CEO’s, traders,
lawyers), this fully updated new edition includes in-depth case
studies that reflect current events. Educators will find the case
studies, exercises, questions, ‘ideas in brief’ and expert insights
invaluable as teaching aids. The book provides a comprehensive
overview for both undergraduate and postgraduate students
of how one leadership field informed the next. It benefits from
an extremely applied approach that empowers, motivates and
inspires in todays’ politically and socially volatile, technologically
influenced landscape.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
: 296pp: 30 halftones: 10 line drawings: 2 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-40616-5: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-37482-2: Oct 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-003-01150-7: Oct 2020 • Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-62594-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367374822

Using a new, systematic framework, this illuminating book turns
ideation into a task anybody with sound logic and a
determination to learn can do, and do well, by separating the
process from the outcome.This first-of-its-kind textbook
demonstrates that anyone can ideate through specific logical
processes that require no creativity when used, but generate
valuable and creative outcomes. Upper-level undergraduate
and postgraduate students of innovation, creativity, and new
product development will appreciate the demystification of
ideation into a problem that can be solved by applying a series
of rigorous, defined methods that can be followed without
ambiguity.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
6 x 9: 218pp: 52 illus: 10 halftones: 23 line drawings: 19 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-86221-3: May 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-86222-0: May 2020: $62.95
eBook: 978-1-003-01775-2: Apr 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367862220
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Leadership Lessons from the Trump Presidency

Managing Learning Organization in Industry 4.0

Douglas G. Long
There is a temptation to consider only "good" leaders when
asking what we can learn from others. This book explores the
issue of what can be learned from any person in a leadership
role no matter the value judgement we make of them. Part one
explores Trump’s behaviour to the moment of impeachment
and the longer-term residual impacts this will have once his
presidency is over. It shows that our value judgements tend to
be based on perception and a priori assumptions. Part two
explores what, no matter our leadership role, we can learn from
the Trump event.
Routledge
Market: Business and Management
: 164pp: 7 illus: 7 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-86237-4: Jun 2020: $38.90 • eBook: 978-1-003-01846-9: May 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367862374

Proceedings of the International Seminar and Conference on Learning
Organization (ISCLO 2019), Bandung, Indonesia, October 9-10, 2019
Edited by Indira Rachmawati, Telkom University, Bandung,
Indonesia and Ratih Hendayani, Telkom University,
Bandung, Indonesia
Disseminating research results from scientists, scholars and
practitioners, exchanging information and discussing the latest
issues correlated with topics such as Marketing, Human
Resources, Industrial Behavior & Knowledge Management,
Entrepreneurship & Strategic Management, IT & Operations
Management Economics, Financial & Accounting, that can
enhance the organization's competitive advantage with the
technology as a supporting system for knowledge sharing and
learning culture.
Routledge
: 288pp
Hb: 978-0-367-81920-0: Jun 2020: $295.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-01081-4: Jun 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367819200
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Leading for Learning

Modeling a New Computer Framework for
Managing Healthcare Organizations

How Managers Can Get Business Results through Developmental
Coaching and Inspire Deep Employee Commitment
Lisa J. Koss
People do their best work when they are motivated. This may
sound obvious, but while people managers instinctively agree
with the centrality of motivation at work and its impact on
employee engagement, their practices do not follow. With so
much "real work" to do every day, how can managers also carve
out time to learn, engage, build relationship, tap motivation,
encourage development and inspire? The problem is a false
dichotomy between the world of business and that of people
development. What if managers were able to systematically
transform everyday business issues into meaningful,
developmental coaching opportunities with employees at the
same time?
Productivity Press
Market: Business and Management / Leadership / Coaching
7 x 10: 156pp: 9 illus: 20 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-36936-1: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-53483-7: Oct 2020: $39.95
eBook: 978-0-429-35234-8: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367534837

Balancing and Optimizing Patient Satisfaction, Owner Satisfaction, and
Medical Resources
Soraia Oueida
With the introduction of a new computer platform package for
the management of medical organizations and healthcare
systems, this book aims to improve management techniques
and increase overall satisfaction scores of patients, owner and
medical resources. It is essential reading for decision makers on
different levels in the healthcare organization hierarchy, and can
also be used by management to improve the performance of
the organization. It guides designers and system implementers
in a step-by-step approach to make optimal decisions for
resource allocation and it helps designers and management to
detect deficiencies in the ongoing process and fix or enhance
them.
Productivity Press
Market: Business & Management: Healthcare Management
7 x 10: 240pp: 115 line drawings: 40 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-46268-0: Aug 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-46060-0: Aug 2020: $69.95
eBook: 978-1-003-02783-6: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367460600
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Planned Change

Safety Insights

Why Kurt Lewin's Social Science is Still Best Practice for Business Results,
Change Management, and Human Progress

Success and Failure Stories of Practitioners
Edited by Nektarios Karanikas and Maria Mikela
Chatzimichailidou

Gilmore Crosby

Public safety as well as the safety of products and services is of
paramount importance and interest to individuals, organizations
and the society. Safety successes are achieved every second,
but we take them for granted and we do not appreciate the
challenges professionals meet to make the world as safe as
possible. Safety failures are less frequent but become focal points
of stakeholders and the public with a tendency to blame and
not comprehend the context and the hard decisions
professionals have to make when balancing safety with
competing goals.

Kurt Lewin (1890 -1947) was a visionary psychologist and social
scientist who used rigorous research methods to establish an
approach to planned change that is both practical and reliable.
He mentored and inspired most of the early professionals who
came to identify themselves as practitioners of organization
development (OD).

Productivity Press
Market: Business & Management
7 x 10: 224pp
Hb: 978-0-367-44572-0: Sep 2020: $89.95 • eBook: 978-1-003-01077-7: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367445720

Productivity Press
Market: Business and Management / Organizational Development / Kurt Lewin
6 x 9: 249pp: 25 illus
Hb: 978-0-367-53577-3: Aug 2020: $110.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-53572-8: Aug 2020: $34.95
eBook: 978-1-003-08249-1: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367535728
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Public Sector Accountants and Quantum Leap: How
Far We Can Survive in Industrial Revolution 4.0?

Shaping Entrepreneurship Research
Made, as Well as Found
Edited by Saras D. Sarasvathy, Nicholas Dew and Sankaran
Venkataraman, University of Virginia, USA

Proceedings of the 1st International Conference on Public Sector
Accounting (ICOPSA 2019), October 29-30, 2019, Jakarta, Indonesia

The book explores the notion of "made" through 25 foundational
readings - classics from the history of ideas. Organized into five
sections, each classic is individually introduced by the editors in
one of five chapters written to explain its relevance and
significance for a "made" view of entrepreneurship. Readers will
benefit from exposure to these classic ideas and ongoing
research in a variety of areas that fall somewhat outside the
line-of-sight of traditional entrepreneurship research.

Edited by Akhmad Solikin, State Polytechnic of Finance,
Tangerang Selatan, Indonesia, Yuniarto Hadiwibowo, State
Polytechnic of Finance, Benny Setiawan, State Polytechnic
of Finance, Tangerang Selatan, Indonesia, Amrie Firmansyah,
Stae Polytechnic of Finance, Tangerang Selatan, Indonesia
and Hendrati Dwi Mulyaningsih, Universitas Islam Bandung,
Indonesia
This international conference provided opportunities for
researchers, lecturers, practitioners, academicians, and students
to discuss the development of contemporary research on public
sector area. Moreover, this scientific forum also provided insight
into the world practice of public sector studies. The subjects
covered during the conference and published in the proceedings are: Government
Accounting; Financial Accounting; Accountability & Integrity; Accounting Information
System; Auditing & Assurance; Corporate Sustainability; and Public & Corporate Finance.

Routledge
Market: Business & Management
: 584pp
Hb: 978-1-138-06198-9: May 2020: $195.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-06199-6: May 2020: $64.95
eBook: 978-1-315-16192-1: Apr 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138061996

Routledge
Market: Business & Accounting
: 414pp
Hb: 978-0-367-42252-3: Aug 2020: $160.00 • eBook: 978-0-367-82296-5: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367422523
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Real Estate Crowdfunding

Strategic Internal Communication

An Insider’s Guide to Investing Online

A Practitioner’s Guide to Implementing Cutting-Edge Methods for
Improved Workplace Culture

Adam Gower

Susanne Dahlman and Mats Heide, Lund University,
Sweden

Real Estate Crowdfunding: An Insider’s Guide to Investing Online
introduces the reader to basic real estate investment concepts,
and then takes a deep dive into how to invest passively yet wisely
in real estate syndications. This book is a guide to the
foundational financial concepts upon which all real estate
projects are based and explains the language of real estate from
an insider’s perspective. It provides a roadmap of what to watch
for and how to win at the game of passive real estate investing.

Routledge
Market: Real Estate Investment
: 178pp: 26 illus: 26 line drawings: 6 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-42804-4: Oct 2020: $130.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-42806-8: Oct 2020: $54.95
eBook: 978-0-367-85523-9: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367428068
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This book is based on a cooperation between Susanne Dahlman,
senior communication consultant, and Mats Heide, professor in
strategic communication at Lund University. Hence, this book
has a unique approach that covers both practical and academic
aspects of internal communication. This book is a response to
that demand for a book that covers the strategic aspects of
internal communication in practice, and as such is ideal reading
for both practitioners and advanced students.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
: 168pp: 10 halftones: 11 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-43538-7: Oct 2020: $38.95 • eBook: 978-1-003-00572-8: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367435387
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Strategic Risk Leadership

Terrorist Diversion

Engaging a World of Risk, Uncertainty, and the Unknown

A Guide to Prevention and Detection for NGOs

Torben Juul Andersen, Copenhagen Business School,
Denmark and Peter C. Young
Modern risk management faces significant obstacles due to the
fundamental premise of the concept itself. Strategic Risk
Leadership offers a critique of the status quo, and encourages
leaders, executives, and chief risk officers to find fresh approaches
that help them deal more proactively with what the future may
hold. The book helps practitioners challenge the frameworks
and improve their adoption in practice introducing sustainable
resilience as a meaningful response to uncertain conditions. It
is essential reading for strategic risk managers and a valuable
resource for all risk executives, leaders and chief risk officers, as
well as advanced students of risk management.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
: 148pp
Hb: 978-0-367-43630-8: Mar 2020: $38.95 • eBook: 978-1-003-00622-0: Feb 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367436308
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Oliver May, Deloitte, Australia and Paul Curwell
Terrorist Diversion: A guide to prevention and detection for
NGOs is an accessible, pragmatic guide for international NGOs
of all shapes and sizes. Clearly explaining the nature of the
challenge, and setting out a programme to meet it, it explores
how it is possible for INGOs to manage these risks more
effectively through their missions – not in spite of them.

Routledge
Market: Business & Management
: 224pp: 15 illus: 9 line drawings: 6 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-33808-1: Sep 2020: $60.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-44192-9: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138338081
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Sustainable Investing

The Business of Aspiration

A Path to a New Horizon

How Social, Cultural, and Environmental Capital Changes Brands

Edited by Herman Bril, Georg Kell and Andreas Rasche

Ana Andjelic

The idea and practice of corporate sustainability is no longer a
niche movement. It is now on the agenda of the boardrooms
of leading corporations on all continents. At the same time,
investors are increasingly paying attention to sustainability
factors in their analysis and decision making. In this book,
high-level practitioners and academic thought leaders, including
contributions from Georg Kell, John Ruggie, Paul Polman,
Andreas Rasche and Herman Bril, explain the forces behind these
developments and show how the application of technology
and organizational innovation can renew markets from within
thus delivering better outcomes for societies.

Aimed at marketers, entrepreneurs, and everyone else curious
about changing business, in this book you will find analysis,
examples, and tools of how to use the modern aspiration
economy to shift your brand narrative and competitive strategy,
create and distribute brand symbols, and ensure that your
products and services create both monetary and moral value.
Written by a world-renown brand strategy executive and
Sociology Ph.D., this book seamlessly combines sociology and
business to deliver practical advice for brands across industries.

Routledge
: 408pp: 3 halftones: 47 line drawings: 5 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-36733-6: Sep 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-36735-0: Sep 2020: $38.95
eBook: 978-0-429-35104-4: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367367350

Routledge
Market: Business and Management
: 106pp
Hb: 978-0-367-55221-3: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-55440-8: Oct 2020: $38.95
eBook: 978-1-003-09357-2: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367554408
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Synesis

The Coaches' Handbook

The Unification of Productivity, Quality, Safety and Reliability

The Complete Practitioner Guide for Professional Coaches

Erik Hollnagel

Edited by Jonathan Passmore, University of Évora, Portugal

Synesis represents the mutually dependent set of priorities,
perspectives, and practices that an organisation must have to
carry out its activities as intended. It shows how to overcome
the fragmentation in foci, scope, and time that characterises the
dominant change management paradigms. This book is
consequently not about productivity or quality or safety or
reliability but about all of these together. It is about why it is
necessary to think of them as a whole. And it is about how this
can be done in practice.

This comprehensive practitioner guide provides an accessible
evidenced based approach aimed at those new to coaching
and who may be undertaking coach training for a certificate in
coaching or professional credentials or accreditation with the
AC, ICF, EMCC, CMI or ILM. Unique in its scope, this key text will
be essential reading for coaches, and academics and students
of coaching. It is an important text for anyone seeking to
understand the best practice approaches that can be applied
to their coaching practice, including human resources, learning
and development and management professionals, and
executives in a coaching role.

Routledge
Market: Business and Management
: 122pp: 24 line drawings: 5 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-48149-0: Oct 2020: $38.95 • eBook: 978-1-003-03824-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367481490
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: 468pp: 37 illus: 19 halftones: 18 line drawings: 42 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-53920-7: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-54619-9: Oct 2020: $48.95
eBook: 978-1-003-08988-9: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367546199
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The Dark Side of Marketing Communications

The Future Opportunities and Challenges of
Business in Digital Era 4.0

Critical Marketing Perspectives
Tim Hill, University of Bath, UK and Pierre McDonagh
Series: Routledge Studies in Critical Marketing
What fuels capitalism and what stops it from collapsing? Does
marketing communications support and sustain the economic
and political status quo? This book argues that marketing
communications plays an increasingly important role in
bolstering contemporary capitalism. Bringing theories from
marketing and consumer research, sociology, cultural studies,
technology and media studies to bear on marketing
communications, this book is necessary reading for
undergraduate and postgraduate students and academics who
wish to understand the broader role of marketing
communications in the reproduction of contemporary capitalism.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
: 134pp: 1 illus: 1 line drawings: 2 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-58712-0: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-58713-7: Oct 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-429-50415-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138587137

Proceedings of the 2nd International Conference on Economics,
Business and Entrepreneurship (ICEBE 2019), November 1, 2019, Bandar
Lampung, Indonesia
Edited by Satria Bangsawan, Mahrinasari MS, Ernie
Hendrawaty, Rindu Rika Gamayuni, Nairobi, Hendrati Dwi
Mulyaningsih, Universitas Islam Bandung, Indonesia, Ani
Wahyu Rachmawati, Research Synergy Foundation,
Bandung, Indonesia and Santi Rahmawati, Research Synergy
Foundation, Bandung, Indonesia
Growth is part of all organizations, it implies continuous growth
of sales, purchases, number of employees, profit and thus the
growth of the enterprise. Most innovations that are part of the
organizations are derived from the internal organization.
Industrial Revolution 4.0 provides both opportunities and
challenges to all entrepreneurs to grow their business. The rapid
development of technology and all digital aspects create opportunities of innovation in
organizations.These proceedings provide details beyond what is possible to be included
in an oral presentation and constitute a concise but timely medium for the dissemination
of recent research results.
Routledge
Market: Business
: 344pp
Hb: 978-0-367-42594-4: Jul 2020: $150.00 • eBook: 978-0-367-85377-8: Jul 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367425944
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The Digital Coach

The Gender Pay Gap

Stella Kanatouri, Helmut-Schmidt University, Germany
Series: Routledge EMCC Masters in Coaching and Mentoring

Understanding the Numbers
Fatma Abdel-Raouf and Patricia M. Buhler

This book provides an overview of different types of technologies
and discusses their use to support coaching processes. It is based
on an exploratory study which analyzed the online discussions
on a 1,000-member strong online community of coaches and
several interviews with coaches to understand coaches´
perceptions and practical experiences of working with
technology. The book is dedicated to the coaching practitioner
who uses digital media or who is considering doing so, and is
relevant for coaching supervisors, buyers of coaching services,
human resource professionals, and software designers.
Routledge
Market: Coaching
: 176pp: 51 illus: 24 halftones: 27 line drawings: 13 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-07772-3: Mar 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-47205-4: Mar 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-429-02275-3: Mar 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367472054

This hybrid book that serves as a resource for both the academic
and corporate communities, builds the reader’s awareness of
the gender pay gap, its magnitude and ramifications, and
provides action plans to address the challenge. It shines a light
on the wide-ranging effects of the gap and offers insights to
help close it with best practices of select organizations.
Upper-level undergraduate, postgraduate, and executive
education students will appreciate the clarity and conciseness
of this guide. The inclusion of a brief instructor’s manual and
PowerPoint slides for each chapter differentiates this book and
adds to the ease of adoption in both the academic and corporate
setting.
Routledge
Market: Women in business
: 154pp: 56 illus: 56 line drawings: 55 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-43506-6: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-43030-6: Oct 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-003-00373-1: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367430306
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The Everyday Project Manager

The Neuro-Consumer

A Primer for Learning the Principles of Successful Project Management

Adapting Marketing and Communication Strategies for the
Subconscious, Instinctive and Irrational Consumer's Brain

Jeremy Nicholls

Anne-Sophie Bayle-Tourtoulou, HEC, Paris and Michel
Badoc, HEC, Paris

The best organizations, and even the best departments within
organizations, have a roadmap: a clear vision of where they
would like to be and the means by which they will get there.
This roadmap drives the everyday activity of the company, as
well as any change it makes both internally and externally . . .
and it is what drives projects.

Productivity Press
Market: Business and Management / Project Management
6 x 9: 250pp: 17 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-55133-9: Sep 2020: $89.95 • Pb: 978-0-367-41678-2: Sep 2020: $24.95
eBook: 978-0-367-81738-1: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367416782
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Neuroscientific research shows that the great majority of
purchase decisions are irrational, driven by subconscious
mechanisms in our brains. This is hugely disruptive to the
rational, logical arguments of traditional communication and
marketing practices and we are just starting to understand how
organisations must adapt their strategies. This book explains the
subconscious behaviour of the "neuro-consumer" and shows
how major international companies are using these findings to
cast light on their own consumers’ behaviour. It is an essential
companion to marketers and brand strategists interested in
neuroscience, and vital reading for any advanced student or
researcher in this area.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
: 322pp: 4 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-89590-7: May 2020: $60.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-01997-8: Apr 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367895907
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The Practitioner Handbook of Project Controls

Applied Quantitative Analysis for Real Estate

Edited by Dennis Lock
Series: Project and Programme Management Practitioner
Handbooks
This book is a comprehensive guide to the procedures needed
to ensure that projects will be delivered on time, to specification
and within budget.
Eight expert contributors have combined their considerable
talents to explain all aspects of project control from project
conception to completion in an informative text.
This handbook will benefit all project practitioners, including
project managers and those working in project management
offices. It will also provide an invaluable guide for students
studying for higher degrees in project management and its associated disciplines.
Routledge
Market: Business and Management
: 458pp: 129 illus
Hb: 978-0-367-25309-7: Oct 2020: $125.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-28712-1: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367253097

Sotiris Tsolacos, University of Reading, UK and Mark
Andrew, Cass Business School, UK
This book presents an easy-to-read guide to applying
quantitative analysis in real estate aimed at non-cognate
undergraduate and Masters students, as well as meeting the
requirements of modern professional practice. Both
undergraduate and Masters level students, as well as real estate
analysts in the professions will find this book to be essential
reading.

Routledge
Market: Real Estate
: 326pp: 65 illus: 65 line drawings: 88 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-56132-8: Sep 2020: $130.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-56133-5: Sep 2020: $60.95
eBook: 978-0-203-71087-6: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138561335
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The Secret of Coaching and Leading by Values

Entrepreneurship Skills for New Ventures
David C. Kimball, Elms College, USA and Robert N. Lussier,
Springfield College, USA

How to Ensure Alignment and Proper Realignment
Simon L. Dolan

As business schools expand their entrepreneurship programs
and organizations seek people with entrepreneurial skills, it has
become clear that the skills and mindset of an entrepreneur are
highly valued in all business contexts. This new edition continues
to focus on helping students develop entrepreneurial skills,
whether they seek to become entrepreneurs or employees.
Featuring pedagogical tools like review questions and learning
outcomes, and online materials which expand upon skill
development and offer instructor resources, the fourth edition
of Entrepreneurship Skills for New Ventures is the perfect resource
for instructors and students of entrepreneurship.

This book compiles short vignettes from over a dozen global
academics and celebrated executive coaches, sharing
information about aligning values in different settings. Rich with
practical step-by-step methodologies and tools to facilitate
values-led leadership, coaching and mentoring, this book is
essential for any change agent be it a coach, a leader, an
educator and any person that is interested in learning how to
become more effective, improve their practice and engage in
self or professional coaching, and enhances leadership qualities
at the same time.
Routledge
Market: Business and Management
: 326pp: 4 halftones: 52 line drawings: 11 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-45636-8: Jul 2020: $38.95 • eBook: 978-1-003-02514-6: Jun 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367456368

Routledge
Market: Entrepreneurship
8 x 10: 472pp: 38 illus: 38 line drawings: 39 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-35371-1: Oct 2020: $235.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-35841-9: Oct 2020: $134.95
eBook: 978-0-429-34224-0: Oct 2020 • Prev. Ed Hb: 978-0-415-82529-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367353711
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Weathering the Storm in China and India

Managing Global Strategy

Comparative Analysis of Societal Transformation under the Leadership
of Xi and Modi

Developing an Effective Strategy in International Business

Ying Zhu, University of South Australia, Australia, Deepak
Sardana and S. Tamer Cavusgil
China and India have in recent years seen a change in leadership,
with each wanting to make an impact on their respective
societies by bringing about significant changes in governance.
This book looks at the impact of major institutional disruptions
on small and medium enterprises (SMEs) in China and India. It
is a must read for those interested to gain insights into the two
dominant powers in Asia.

Routledge
Market: Business
: 218pp
Hb: 978-1-138-58607-9: Sep 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-58608-6: Sep 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-429-50484-6: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138586086
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William H. A. Johnson, University of Ottawa, ON, Canada;
Alliant International University, San Diego, CA
This concise, practical textbook clearly explains how to go about
developing and implementing a global strategy for any
organization, from Born Global start-ups, to more established
large companies struggling to manage their global extensions,
to nonprofits including non-governmental organizations (NGOs)
and charities. Upper-level undergraduate and postgraduate
students of global business will appreciate this accessible guide
to a highly complex endeavor, as will practicing managers in
global organizations seeking a ready reference. Instructors will
also value the outline of a semester-long project keyed to the
book, developed and tested by the author.
Routledge
Market: International Business
6 x 9: 186pp: 34 illus: 2 halftones: 34 line drawings: 18 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-46855-2: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-46285-7: Oct 2020: $47.95
eBook: 978-1-003-03152-9: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367462857
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Marketing Communications

Strategic Management

Lynne Eagle, James Cook University, Australia, Barbara
Czarnecka, London South Bank University, UK, Stephan
Dahl, James Cook University, Australia and Jenny Lloyd,
University of Bristol, UK

From Theory to Practice
Allen C. Amason, University of Georgia, USA and Andrew
Ward

Marketing communication is a dynamic industry, which
continues to change and adapt to new technologies, media
consumption patterns and communication interfaces between
marketers and their target markets. At the same time, the
fundamental communication processes and well-established
theories and models are very much applicable in this dynamic
environment. This revised second edition blends the
well-established with the new and emerging aspects of
marketing communications. It will be essential reading for both students and professionals
in marketing, communications and public relations.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
: 420pp: 64 illus: 38 line drawings: 26 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-33182-2: Sep 2020: $180.00 • Pb: 978-0-429-44704-4: Sep 2020: $55.95
eBook: 978-1-003-08929-2: Sep 2020 • Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-50771-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780429447044

This book is designed to help students think critically and
understand fully how to strategically manage their future firms.
By conveying enduring and fundamental principles of economic
and human behavior rather than simply reporting on the latest
innovations, this book succeeds in preparing students to excel
in the business environment over time, regardless of how it
evolves.

Routledge
Market: Management
7 x 10: 342pp: 13 line drawings: 7 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-43005-4: Aug 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-43006-1: Aug 2020: $42.95
eBook: 978-1-003-00059-4: Aug 2020 • Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-87169-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367430061
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Marketing Strategy for the Creative and Cultural
Industries

Total Quality Management (TQM)
Principles, Methods, and Applications
Sunil Luthra, Department of Mechanical Engineering, State
Institute of Engineering and Technology, Nilokheri-India,
Dixit Garg, National Institute of Technology, Kurukshetra,
India, Ashish Agarwal, SOET and Sachin K. Mangla,
Plymouth Business School, Plymouth University, Plymouth
Series: Mathematical Engineering, Manufacturing, and
Management Sciences

Bonita M. Kolb, Lycoming College, USA
Series: Discovering the Creative Industries
Developing and executing marketing strategies is a vital aspect
of any business and few books currently cover this with relation
to creative industries. This textbook provides students and
managers in the creative industries with a solid grounding in
how to maximize the impact of their marketing efforts across a
range of business types in the creative and cultural industries.

Routledge
Market: Business / Marketing
: 332pp
Hb: 978-0-367-41976-9: Sep 2020: $190.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-41977-6: Sep 2020: $57.95
eBook: 978-0-367-81707-7: Sep 2020 • Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-91363-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367419776

Total Quality Management (TQM) integrates all phases and
ensures a defect free quality product. This book provides the
understanding of all aspects of TQM and the implementation.This
textbook covers all aspects of TQM, discusses quality systems in
detail, highlights the importance of the needs of the customer,
and presents the concept of Total Productive Maintenance (TPM).
Written as a textbook for students of engineering and management, but also explains all
quality systems which will be helpful to all organisations in choosing the correct quality
system and helpful to managers in decisions making while analyzing any process.
CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Industrial Engineering & Manufacturing
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 222pp: 51 illus: 4 halftones: 47 line drawings: 23 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-51283-5: Oct 2020: $135.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05315-6: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367512835
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Principles of Taxation in the United States

True Storytelling

Theory, Policy, and Practice

Seven Principles For An Ethical and Sustainable Change-Management
Strategy

Fabio Ambrosio, Central Washington University, USA

Jens Larsen, David M. Boje and Lena Bruun

This book covers not only individual income tax, but also notions
in wealth transfer taxes, employment taxes, excise taxes,
international tax, and SALT. Contrary to common belief, the tools
of taxation have changed little over a long period and regardless
of annual changes to tax rates, brackets, and cost-of-living
adjustments, this book gives students a comprehensive overview
of the horizontal and vertical tax competition challenges
stemming from a multi-jurisdictional tax environment like the
United States. This is essential reading for students taking a first
course in taxation, accounting, law, public administration, or
business at large.
Routledge
Market: Taxation/Financial Accounting
: 420pp: 109 illus: 18 halftones: 91 line drawings: 62 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-36283-3: Oct 2020: $150.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-36284-0: Oct 2020: $60.00
eBook: 978-0-429-43186-9: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138362840

1-800-634-7064

True Storytelling is a new method on how to study, plan,
facilitate, ensure, implement and evaluate ethical and sustainable
changes in companies, organizations and societies. It is not only
a book about how to prevent climate change, it is also a book
about how we can navigate through crisis, create less stress and
achieve better life in organizations and in society. The book
combines practical cases, interviews with managers and CEO’s,
theory and philosophy to define the method and teach the
Seven True Storytelling Principles. It is valuable reading for
researchers and students at master level as well as leaders and
consultants in charge of ethical and sustainable changes.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
: 187pp: 7 halftones: 20 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-42572-2: Sep 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-54927-5: Sep 2020: $42.95
eBook: 978-0-367-42573-9: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367549275
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A History of the Credit Market in Central Europe

Absolute Essentials of Digital Marketing

The Middle Ages and Early Modern Period
Edited by Pavla Slavíčková, Palacky University Olomouc,
Faculty of Arts, Department of Applied Economics
This is the first comprehensive study of loans and debts in Central
European countries in the Middle Ages and Early Modern Period.
It outlines the issues of debts and loans in the Czech lands,
Poland and Hungary, and the influence of Austria and Germany.
It focuses on the role of loans and debts, credit markets, the
mechanism of lending and borrowing, forms of credit, availability
of loans, frequency of credit dealings, and the financial
relationships inside social classes. The book is designed primarily
for postgraduates, researchers and academics in financial,
economic and historical sciences but will also be a valuable
resource for students of business schools.
Routledge
Market: Economics
: 278pp: 17 illus: 17 line drawings: 9 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-40418-5: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-35601-8: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367404185

Alan Charlesworth
Series: Absolute Essentials of Business and Economics
This shortform textbook provides readers with a comprehensive
yet concise overview of the fundamentals of Digital
Marketing, including SEO, metrics and analytics, web
development, e-commerce, social media and digital marketing
strategy. Presented in nine chapters to suit delivery periods at
both undergraduate and postgraduate levels, the book can be
used as either a core text that gives tutors a sound platform on
which to structure a module on digital marketing or as
supporting text where digital marketing is an element of a
module with a broader scope, such as strategic marketing.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
: 118pp: 15 illus: 13 line drawings: 2 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-85920-6: Sep 2020: $60.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-01578-9: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367859206
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Absolute Essentials of Business Behavioural Ethics

Absolute Essentials of International Business

Nina Seppala
Series: Absolute Essentials of Business and Economics
Behavioural ethics in business is an emerging field that has
challenged some of the established wisdom about ethics and
added some truly new insights into our understanding about
decision-making and behaviour. Why do seemingly responsible
employees and managers sometimes act in bad ways? This book
explains how people behave in real situations and what action
can be taken to nudge behaviour in a more ethical direction.
This concise book is ideal for use in the classroom as core or
additional reading on courses in business ethics and corporate
social responsibility; organisational behaviour and psychology;
and any module with ethics content.

Alan Sitkin, Regents University, UK and Karine
Mangion-Thornley, Regents University, UK
Series: Absolute Essentials of Business and Economics
As challenges to the era of globalization emerge, international
business as a field of study grows in importance and complexity.
This shortform textbook introduces learners to the frameworks
within which international business occurs and to the range of
actions that companies might undertake in these environments.
With a refreshing realism in its approach, this book will be perfect
brief reading for students required to understand the obstacles
that global business practitioner must overcome to succeed.

Routledge
Market: Business and Management
: 88pp
Hb: 978-0-367-27540-2: Oct 2020: $60.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-29652-9: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367275402

Routledge
: 158pp: 22 illus: 7 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-07710-5: Sep 2020: $60.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-02223-4: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367077105
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Absolute Essentials of Corporate Governance

Access, Diversity, Equity and Inclusion in Cultural
Organizations

Stephen Bloomfield
Series: Absolute Essentials of Business and Economics
This shortform textbook, a concise overview of the development
and current state of corporate governance, provides a critical
narrative on the field.Beginning with insightful historical
background, the author shows how value-adding corporate
governance involves more than unthinking compliance to a
recitation of statutes, regulations and principles, devoid of
context. Features include basic definitions, reviews of theoretical
governance problems, and a world-wide review of current
governance provisions along with more detail on the UK
situation. Revealing the geology of governance in the business
world, the book highlights its progress set into a framework of

Insights from the Careers of Executive Opera Managers of Color in the
US
Antonio C. Cuyler, Florida State University, USA
Series: Routledge Research in the Creative and Cultural Industries
Analyzing the lack of diversity among opera executives, this
book examines the careers of executive opera managers of color
in the US. By interrogating the impact of race on arts managers’
careers, the author contemplates how opera might attract and
retain more racially diverse arts managers to ensure its future.

regulation and law.
Routledge
Market: Business / Management
: 122pp
Hb: 978-0-367-36159-4: Oct 2020: $60.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-35479-3: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367361594
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Routledge
Market: Business & Management
: 132pp: 4 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-58710-6: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-50417-4: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138587106
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Aesthetics, Organization, and Humanistic
Management

Contesting Inequality and Worker Mobilisation
Australia 1851-1880
Michael G. Quinlan, University of South Wales, Australia
Series: Routledge Studies in Employment and Work Relations
in Context

Edited by Monika Kostera, Jagiellonian University, Poland
and Södertörn University, Sweden and Cezary Wozniak,
Jagiellonian University, Poland
Series: Humanistic Management

Contesting Inequality and Worker Mobilisation: Australia
1851-1880 provides a new perspective on how and why workers
organise, and what shapes that organisation. It examines the
relationship between formal and informal organisation, including
their respective influences in reshaping working conditions and
the life-circumstances of working communities. It will be of
interest to researchers, academics, and students in the fields of
social mobilisation, social and economic history, industrial
relations, labour regulation, labour history, and employment
relations.

This book is a reaction to the reductionist and exploitative ideas
dominating the mainstream contemporary management
discourse and practice, and an attempt to broaden the horizons
of possibility for both managers and organization scholars. It
brings together the scholarly fields of humanistic management
and organizational aesthetics. It will be of interest to researchers,
academics, practitioners, and students in the fields of
organizational theory and practice, business and management
history, human resource management, and culture management.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
6 x 9: 240pp: 19 illus: 18 halftones: 1 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-55007-3: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-09153-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367550073

Routledge
Market: Business & Management
6 x 9: 340pp: 4 illus: 4 line drawings: 24 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-86178-0: Aug 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-01897-1: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367861780
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Awqaf-led Islamic Social Finance

Cross-cultural Challenges in International
Management

Innovative Solutions to Modern Applications
Edited by Mohd Ma'Sum Billah
Series: Islamic Business and Finance Series
The book analyses the historical context of Waqf and its revival
in the digital era. It addresses the laws and policies affecting the
management of Waqf, such as Maqasid al-Shari’ah, law and
policies, regulations applied within Muslim countries, judicial
procedures and dispute resolutions. It covers the core issues
concerning the formalities of Waqf, its management and
corporate governance questions. Specialised chapters focus on
the products and services of Waqf, covering product innovation,
product development, then assesses the risk factors in Waqf and
Waqf Takaful. Finally, it focuses on the challenges of Waqf and
offers recommendations for the way forward.
Routledge
Market: Economics
: 326pp: 53 illus: 53 line drawings: 21 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-40537-3: Sep 2020: $165.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-35657-5: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367405373

Edited by Bruno Amann and Jacques Jaussaud, University
of Pau, France
Series: Routledge Frontiers in the Development of International
Business, Management and Marketing
The development of international business and of globalization
in every field of activity requires the interaction of individuals
and groups with diverse cultural, religious, ethnic and social
characteristics in different institutional contexts. Cross-cultural
Challenges in International Management addresses the various
difficulties that may impede smooth communication and
cooperation of those involved in such interactions. It examines
what types of resources are mobilized to overcome such
difficulties. Practitioners, students in various fields of social
sciences, particularly in management, communication, international relations, and
researchers will widely benefit from this book.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
6 x 9: 252pp: 8 illus: 8 line drawings: 33 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-45790-7: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-02533-7: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367457907
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Conceptualizing the Regulatory Thicket

Cross-Cultural Exposure and Connections

China's Financial Markets after the Global Financial Crisis

Intercultural Learning for Global Citizenship

Shen Wei, Shanghai Jiao Tong University, China
Series: Routledge Research in Finance and Banking Law

Edited by Arvind K. Birdie
Series: 21st Century Business Management

This book examines China's regulatory framework, regulatory
objectives, regulatory failures and regulatory responses in China's
financial market after the global financial crisis. The book provides
an in-depth analysis of China's contemporary financial regulatory
system, focusing on risks, regulation and policies in practice. The
book will be a useful reference for anyone interested to learn
from the Chinese experience.

Explores important issue of cross-cultural management from a
variety of perspectives, including theoretical and research
perspectives. It considers the impact of knowledge, experience,
and exposure of cross-cultural differences in developing global
viewpoint and citizenship in the corporate workplace. The
volume throws light on the emerging concepts of building
global citizens who are willing to think beyond boundaries of
place, identity, and category, and recognize all human beings
as their equals while respecting humanity’s inherent diversity.

Routledge
Market: Banking, Financial Regulations
: 356pp: 38 illus: 38 line drawings: 16 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-41053-7: Oct 2020: $169.00 • eBook: 978-0-367-81445-8: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367410537
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Apple Academic Press
Market: Business
6 x 9: 286pp: 22 illus: 27 tables
Hb: 978-1-771-88812-7: Sep 2020: $149.95 • eBook: 978-0-429-27596-8: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781771888127
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Cultural Proximity and Organization

Designing Integrated Industrial Policies Volume II

Managing Diversity and Innovation

For Inclusive Development in Africa and Asia

Federica Ceci and Francesca Masciarelli
Series: Routledge Focus on Business and Management
Cultural proximity consists in shared language, codes and norms
of communication and exchange between actors. Cultural
proximity is generally considered important for organizations
enhancing communication and facilitation interaction between
actors. While the role of cultural proximity is subject to much
debate within organizations studies, a comprehensive
understanding cultural proximity remains elusive. This book
explores the organizational implications of the concept of
cultural proximity, delving into the managerial challenges posed
by diversities and similarities in culture within a business
environment using different levels of analysis.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
5-1/2 x 8-1/2: 122pp: 3 illus: 3 line drawings: 7 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-51316-0: Sep 2020: $60.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05334-7: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367513160

Edited by Shigeru Thomas Otsubo, Nagoya University, Japan
and Christian Samen Otchia, Nagoya University, Japan
Series: Routledge Studies in the Modern World Economy
Very little has been written on industrialization and
deindustrialization in Africa. This reference work sheds
illuminating light upon the industrial development in Africa. It
also provides an in-depth look into China’s engagement and
migrant labour in Africa. The book also addresses the roles of
public-private partnership (PPP) and international development
cooperation and how they are fundamental to industrialization
in Asia and Africa. This book will be a very useful reference
particularly on industrial promotion and designing integrated
industrial policies not only for economic growth and job creation
but also for “inclusive” development.
Routledge
Market: Industrial Policy
: 296pp: 95 illus: 95 line drawings: 32 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-89637-9: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-02024-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367896379
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Defining, Measuring and Managing Consumer
Experiences

Developing Capacity for Innovation in Complex
Systems

Annarita Sorrentino
Series: Routledge-Giappichelli Studies in Business and
Management
This book offers a comprehensive overview of the challenges
that marketing faces in understanding, managing and measuring
the dynamics of modern consumer behaviours and successfully
managing the customer experience. It explores the changes in
consumer behaviours, the limitations of traditional measurement
approaches and the importance of capturing small insights with
neuromarketing metrics. Besides addressing the scientific
community in the field, the book will also be a valuable practical
resource for marketing managers, entrepreneurs and consultants
who want to implement innovative strategies to manage the
customer experience.
Routledge
Market: Business
: 120pp: 20 illus: 2 halftones: 18 line drawings: 2 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-47937-4: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-03734-7: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367479374

Strategy, Organisation and Leadership
Christer Vindeløv-Lidzélius, Kaospilot
Series: Routledge Studies in Innovation, Organizations and
Technology
Based on a theoretical analysis and supported by both
explorative qualitative and quantitative research, this book
examines the many reasons why an initiative becomes an
innovation and why some organizations are better at innovation
than others. Providing a comprehensive view of innovation and
discussing the theoretical challenges, the book contributes
towards a holistic theory for capacity building for innovation.
The book conveys frameworks, methodologies and tools that
are used in terms of innovation, and it explains positive strategies
for innovation that are being developed.
Routledge
Market: Business
: 234pp: 7 illus: 7 line drawings: 6 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-33654-7: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-32106-1: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367336547
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Designing Integrated Industrial Policies Volume I

Digital Business Models

For Inclusive Development in Asia

Perspectives on Monetisation

Edited by Shigeru Thomas Otsubo, Nagoya University, Japan
and Christian Samen Otchia, Nagoya University, Japan
Series: Routledge Studies in the Modern World Economy
TThis comprehensive reference work gives an overview of the
industrial development and current state of industrialization and
deindustrialization in Asia, specifically Southeast Asia and China.
It introduces typologies of industrial policies and discusses the
manufacturing sector and its evolving role in the region. The
book examines the integration of SMEs in global value chains
and provides macro-econometric and firm-based
micro-econometric analyses of (de-)industrialization. This book
will be a very useful reference on industrial promotion and
designing integrated industrial policies not only for economic
growth and job creation but also for “inclusive” development.
Routledge
Market: Economic Development
: 424pp: 102 illus: 102 line drawings: 72 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-89635-5: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-02023-3: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367896355
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Adam Jabłoński and Marek Jabłoński, WSB University,
Poland
Series: Routledge Studies in Innovation, Organizations and
Technology
By presenting the conditions, methods and techniques of
monetisation of business models in the digital economy, this
book combines implementation of the theoretical aspects of
monetisation with the presentation of practical business
solutions in this field. The book describes the place and role of
the digital business ecosystem in the process of digital
transformation. It demonstrates ideological and functional
conditions for the use of the concept of sharing to design
innovative business models while also presenting a
multi-dimensional approach to the use of Big Data and their monetisation in the context
of business models.
Routledge
Market: Business
: 214pp: 52 illus: 52 line drawings: 28 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-33865-7: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-32267-9: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367338657
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Emerging Bond Markets

Global Entrepreneurship Analytics

Shedding Light on Trends and Patterns

Using GEM Data

Tamara Teplova, National Research University Higher School
of Economics, Russia, Tatiana V. Sokolova, National Research
University Higher School of Economics, Russia and Qaiser
Munir
Series: Routledge Studies in the Modern World Economy
The book looks at the dynamics of the development of emerging
bond markets, their competitiveness, features and patterns using
macro and micro level data. It also takes into consideration
various securities type i.e. government, corporate, sub-federal
and municipal bonds, to identify respective challenges and risks.
The book also analyses factors that may inhibit or stimulate a
well-balanced financial market. It includes case studies of Asian,
Latin American and Russian bond markets, as also as
cross-country comparisons.
Routledge
Market: Bonds, Financial Securities, ETF
: 348pp: 47 illus: 47 line drawings: 143 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-50397-0: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-04981-4: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367503970

Milenka Linneth Argote Cusi and León Darío Parra Bernal
Series: Routledge Focus on Business and Management
This innovative book proposes new methodologies for the
measurement of entrepreneurship by applying techniques of
demography, engineering, mathematics and statistics. Using
the data from the Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM),
statistical demographic techniques are used for the evaluation
of data quality and for the estimation of key indicators, and a
new methodology for the calculation of Specific
Entrepreneurship Rates and Global Entrepreneurship Rate is
proposed. It will be of value to students at an advanced level,
academics, and researchers in the fields of Entrepreneurship,
Business analytics and Research Methodology.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
5-1/2 x 8-1/2: 90pp: 11 illus: 11 line drawings: 22 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-32117-8: Sep 2020: $60.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-31671-5: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367321178
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Ethics, CSR and Sustainability (ECSRS) Education in
the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) Region

History in Management and Organization Studies
From Margin to Mainstream
Behlül Üsdiken, Sabanci School of Management, Turkey
and Matthias Kipping, York University, Canada

Conceptualization, Contextualization, and Empirical Evidence
Edited by Noha El-Bassiouny, Dina El-Bassiouny, Ehab K.
A. Mohamed and Mohamed A. K. Basuony
Series: Giving Voice to Values
The Middle East and North Africa (MENA) region is undergoing
significant socio-political and developmental transition. Although
interest in Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) in the region is
growing, little research has addressed Corporate Social
Responsibility education and its potential impact.This book
compiles conceptual, contextual, and empirical research that
addresses the concepts of CSR, ethics, and sustainability
education in the MENA region, with a special emphasis on how
educators can bridge to the Giving Voice to Values approach.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
: 158pp: 27 illus: 22 halftones: 5 line drawings: 28 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-90125-7: Jul 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-02276-3: Jun 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367901257

There has, in recent times, been an increasing interest in history,
broadly defined, among management scholars. But what
specifically a historical approach or perspective can contribute
to research on organizational fields, organizations, strategy etc.
and how exactly such historical research should be carried out
remain questions that have been answered only partially, if at
all. Building on the authors’ prior and ongoing work, History in
Management and Organization Studies: From Margins to
Mainstream is unique in presenting a comprehensive and
integrated view of how history has informed management
research with a focus on organization theory and strategy.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
6 x 9: 326pp: 2 illus: 2 line drawings: 8 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-72091-6: Oct 2020: $160.00 • eBook: 978-1-315-19484-4: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138720916
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European Investment in Greece in the Nineteenth
Century

How is Digitalization Affecting Agri-food?
New Business Models, Strategies and Organizational Forms
Edited by Maria Carmela Annosi and Federica Brunetta
Series: Routledge Studies in Innovation, Organizations and
Technology

A Behavioural Approach to Financial History
Korinna Schönhärl
Series: Financial History
This book shows that the decision-making processes of 19th
century bankers contemplating high-risk financial markets like
Greece are just as complex as present-day investment
decisions. Employing methodological inspirations from the field
of behavioural finance, the book analyses a broad range of
published and unpublished English, French, Greek, German and
Swiss sources on European investment in Greece between 1821
and the Balkan wars. Additionally, rich insights into Greek
economic history are provided; this furthers understanding of
the historical background of the Greek financial crisis after 2009.
Routledge
Market: Economics
: 484pp: 23 illus: 23 halftones: 1 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-25210-6: Sep 2020: $205.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-28653-7: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367252106
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Using real cases of food firms and agriculture supply chains as
a context, How is Digitalization Affecting Agri-food? New Business
Models, Strategies and Organizational Forms aims to understand
the key themes in strategic and organizational research in this
area. Despite the importance of food and agriculture in the
current political and societal context, analysis of the impact of
digitalization and information technologies on the industry is
still limited. The objective of this monograph is to understand
the direction of this change. It aims to understand new business
models, strategies and organizational forms.
Routledge
Market: Business and Management
: 146pp: 8 illus: 8 line drawings: 7 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-19651-6: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-20370-1: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367196516
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Hybrid Governance, Organisations and Society

Interventionist Research in Accounting

Value Creation Perspectives

A Methodological Approach

Edited by Jarmo Vakkuri, University of Tampere, Finland
and Jan-Erik Johanson, University of Tampere, Finland
The era of hybrid governance is here. More and more
organizations occupy a position between public and private
ownership. And value is created not through business or public
interests alone, but through distinct forms of hybrid governance.
Aimed at researchers and students of public management, public
administration, business management, corporate social
responsibility and governance, this book provides a theoretical,
conceptual and empirical understanding of value creation in
hybrid organizations. It is also an invaluable overview of
performance evaluation and measurement systems and practices
in hybrid organizations and governance.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
: 268pp: 6 line drawings: 14 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-22211-6: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-28624-7: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367222116

Vicki C. Baard, Macquarie University, Australia and John
Dumay, Macquarie University, Australia
Series: Routledge Studies in Accounting
This book is the first comprehensive methodological guide for
accounting researchers on Interventionist Research (IVR). It
provides all the fundamental components needed for
understanding what IVR is, and how to plan, design, and conduct
legitimate intervention studies, which can endure the scrutiny
of institutions and peer review.

Routledge
Market: Business & Management
6 x 9: 320pp: 7 line drawings: 35 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-57916-3: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-351-26264-4: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138579163
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Inside the Changing Business of China

Leadership and Digital Change

Organizational Evolution, Culture, Leadership and Innovation

The Digitalization Paradox

Edited by Chris Rowley and Ingyu Oh
This collection of research provides further evidence behind
China’s performance in terms of the role of business and
management and also points to future issues. This is detailed in
terms of the key areas relevant to performance, such as culture,
change, leadership, innovation and knowledge. The theoretical
and practical implications of the work contained herein is also
noted as well as some calls for future work in key areas.
This book was originally published as a special issue of the Asia
Pacific Business Review.

Routledge
Market: China / Business Changes / Leadership
: 108pp
Hb: 978-0-367-52296-4: Oct 2020: $160.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367522964

Einar Iveroth and Jacob Hallencreutz
Series: Routledge Studies in Organizational Change &
Development
Never before have there been such great opportunities to
unleash the full potential of technology within organizations to
create long-standing competitive advantage. This book explains
the strategy and practice of how to lead and control the people
side of digital change in a dynamic world of uncertainty and
social complexity, and as such the book snares the elusive
phenomena of digitalization. Illustrative case studies and
examples are provided throughout as well as models and
frameworks.This is a valuable resource for researchers, academics,
and students in the fields of organizational studies, organizational
change, technology & innovation management, and digitalization.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
6 x 9: 142pp: 7 line drawings: 6 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-27501-3: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-29642-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367275013
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Internal Marketing

Management of Foreign Exchange Risk

Theories, Perspectives, and Stakeholders

Evidence from Developing Economies

David M. Brown, Newcastle Business School, UK
Series: Routledge Studies in Marketing

Y. C. Lum and Sardar M. N. Islam, Victoria University,
Australia
Series: Banking, Money and International Finance

This book traces the development of internal marketing from
conceptualisation through to the current issues, identifying both
underlying tensions between major theorists, and areas in which
new perspectives may enrich our understanding of this crucial
subject. Internationally applicable and highly accessible, this
book is perfect for students, teachers and researchers in internal
marketing, employer relations, internal and employer branding,
and communications. It introduces the reader to more
sophisticated theoretical concepts step by step, with a uniquely
focused, critical, and comprehensive thematic coverage of
internal marketing and its extensive theoretical outputs.
Routledge
Market: Business / Marketing
: 146pp: 1 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-53292-5: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08132-6: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367532925
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This book provides a technical and specialized discussion of
contemporary and emerging issues in FOREX and financial
markets by addressing the issues of risk management and theory
and hypothesis development, which have general implications
for finance theory and FOREX market management. It offers an
in-depth, comprehensive analysis of the issues concerning the
volatility of exchange rates. This work can be used as a reference
book by fund managers, financial market analysts, researchers,
academics, practitioners, policy makers, and postgraduate
students in the areas of finance, accounting, business and
financial economics.
Routledge
Market: Economics
: 290pp: 55 illus: 55 line drawings: 21 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-41857-1: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-367-81659-9: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367418571
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Management, Organization and Fear

Parking Regulation and Management

Causes, Consequences and Strategies

The Emerging Tool for a Sustainable City

Marek Bugdol and Kazimierz Nagody-Mrozowicz
Series: Routledge Studies in Management, Organizations and
Society

Edited by Daniel Albalate and Albert Gragera
Series: Routledge Studies in Transport Analysis
Containing some of the most recent and cutting-edge original
studies on parking regulation and management from different
disciplines, this book offers rigorous analysis from top researchers
of this field of research with a clear intention to deliver policy
implications and to provide information to the public. It covers
the interaction of parking with other modes of transportation
and its demand, its pricing and external effects, the role of
information and digitalization, and the effects of regulation and
its enforcement. It contains some of the most recent and original
studies on parking regulation and management from different
disciplines.

Fear has always accompanied people. It is ubiquitous, but its
level rises when people pursue tasks or objectives, are controlled
or assessed. Hence, its strong presence in management
processes. This book illustrates various types of fear, its sources
and consequences, as well as reduction methods. The objective
of Management, Organization and Fear: Causes, Consequences
and Strategies is to make the reader aware of economic and
social benefits available if an organizational environment is free
from fear. It aims to ensure that the reader knows how to reduce
fear and how to defend against its negative consequences.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
6 x 9: 152pp: 3 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-47984-8: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05381-1: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367479848

Routledge
Market: Transport
: 216pp: 27 illus: 27 line drawings: 11 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-23232-0: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-27884-6: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367232320
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Managing Competences

Policy Entrepreneurship

Research, Practice, and Contemporary Issues

An Asian Perspective

Edited by Benoit Grasser, Sabrina Loufrani-Fedida and
Ewan Oiry

Edited by Michael Mintrom, Dayashankar Maurya and Alex
Jingwei He

This book draws together theoretical and practical research in
competence management. It examines emerging and
contemporary issues, such as the multilevel approach to
competence, the development of collective competence, the
strategies of competence management, the tools for managing
competences, and the organizational dynamics of competences.
It provides a critical approach to research and practitioners’
continued engagement in research and practice. The book’s
first part focuses on concepts related to competence such as
knowledge and talent. The second part looks at competence
management in different contexts and the interaction between
competence management and organizational dynamics.
Taylor & Francis
Market: Business & Management
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 286pp: 18 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-48892-5: Oct 2020: $129.95 • eBook: 978-1-003-04335-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367488925

This book is the first ever comprehensive compilation of research
on policy entrepreneurship in Asia, and focused on policy change
in China, India, Indonesia, Singapore and Thailand. All the studies
gathered here assess the agency of policy entrepreneurs within
broader structures that present them with both opportunities
and constraints. In their different ways, each chapter explores
how structural changes, specific strategies used by policy
entrepreneurs, and the practice of boundary spanning shape
policy agendas.
The chapters in this book were originally published in the Journal
of Asian Public Policy
Routledge
Market: Public Policy / Entrepreneurship / Asian Studies
: 160pp
Hb: 978-0-367-50647-6: Oct 2020: $160.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367506476
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Organizational Justice and Organizational Change

Popular Culture and Social Change

Managing by Love

The Hidden Work of Public Relations
Dominique A. David
Series: Routledge Focus on Business and Management

Kate Fitch, Murdoch University, Australia and Judy Motion,
University of New South Wales, Australia

Although there are various factors which contribute to failed
change, one of the key reasons for change failure is the inability
of leaders to gain the trust of employees, and convince them to
commit the energy and effort necessary to implement change.
The aims of this book are to establish theories in order to
describe and explain how human behaviors and contexts interact
dynamically in these changes, and manage change and justice
by reducing inequalities, giving emphasis to distributive justice.
It will be of interest to researchers, academics, practitioners, and
students in the fields of change management, organizational
studies, leadership, and strategic management.

Popular culture is the mass consumption of contemporary ideas
and values in our everyday lives. For public relations, it is not
only a strategic resource for persuasion, but also the product of
promotional efforts. By exploring the nexus between public
relations and popular culture, this book analyses how popular
cultures take shape, their potential for transformation, and their
significance for public relations. It will be valued by all PR scholars
interested in participatory culture, media representations, and
critical perspectives on the industry.

Routledge
Market: Business & Management
5-1/2 x 8-1/2: 76pp: 9 illus: 9 line drawings: 4 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-85796-7: Oct 2020: $60.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05765-9: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367857967
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: 158pp
Hb: 978-1-138-70280-6: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-315-20351-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138702806
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Public Service Logic

Resource Extraction, Space and Resilience

Creating Value for Public Service Users, Citizens, and Society Through
Public Service Delivery

International Perspectives

Stephen P. Osborne, University of Edinburgh, UK
Series: Routledge Critical Studies in Public Management
The book presents a major new framework of value creation for
public service delivery as a basis for public service reform,
explores the role of service managers and staff and of citizens
and service users in this value creation process, and evaluates
the implications of this new framework for both the strategic
and operational management of public service delivery,
performance management and the development and innovation
of new forms of public services. It will be of interest to researchers
and students in the fields of public management and public
administration, as well as to policy makers and public service
managers.
Routledge
Market: Business / Public Management
6 x 9: 232pp: 4 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-44335-1: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-00915-3: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367443351

Juha Kotilainen, University of Eastern Finland, Finland
Series: Routledge Studies of the Extractive Industries and
Sustainable Development
While much of the current research on the extractive industries
and their socio-environmental impacts is region specific, Resource
Extraction, Space and Resilience: International Perspectives critically
explores the current state of the extractive industries sector from
a uniquely global perspective.
This text will appeal to a wide range of scholars with an
interdisciplinary interest in the extractive industries and natural
resource management, including human geographers and social
scientists with a focus on the relations of humans and societies
with their physical environments.
Routledge
Market: Environment & Sustainability / Mining / Natural Resources / Geography
: 144pp
Hb: 978-0-367-13761-8: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-02850-2: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367137618
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Reimagining Public Managers

The Routledge Companion to Organizational
Diversity Research Methods

Delivering Public Value
Usman W. Chohan, UNSW Canberra, Australia
Series: Routledge Critical Studies in Public Management
This book constitutes an important effort to take public value
theory forward by going beyond the assumed understandings
of who the public manager is and what she does. It does so by
examining the processes of value creation that are driven by
non-traditional sets of public managers, which include: the
judiciary, the armed forces, multilateral institutions, and central
banks. It applies public value tools to understand their value
creation, and uses their unique attributes to inform our
understanding of public value theory.
Routledge
Market: Economics
: 152pp: 5 illus: 5 line drawings: 14 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-41859-5: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-367-81662-9: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367418595

Edited by Sine Nørholm Just, Copenhagen Business School,
Denmark, Annette Risberg, Copenhagen Business School,
Denmark and Florence Villesèche, Copenhagen Business
School, Denmark
Series: Routledge Companions in Business, Management and
Marketing
Organizational diversity has become a topic of interest for
practitioners and academics alike. This book explores how
diversity in organizations is, and can be researched, providing
readers with insights into the potential research designs for
studies in contemporary organizations. This handbook will be
of great value to academics, students, researchers, practitioners,
and professionals with an interest in broadening their understanding of how to research
organizational diversity in contemporary organizations or seeking to develop their awareness
of diversity when researching management and organization, more generally.
Routledge
Market: Business / Research Methods
7 x 10: 280pp: 11 illus: 11 line drawings: 6 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-21148-6: Oct 2020: $245.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-26571-6: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367211486
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Research in Crisis

Self-Initiated Expatriates in Context

Blueprint to Overhaul the Broken Knowledge Factory

Recognizing Space, Time, and Institutions

Les Coleman, University of Melbourne, Australia
This book explores the weak explanatory and predictive power
of theories across disciplines, explains reasons for limited
expertise after centuries of scientific effort, and sets forth
strategies to accelerate knowledge accretion and to manage a
future we can only dimly comprehend. This book seeks to
catalyse extinction events for theories in most disciplines, which
would clear a path for solving multiple crises in research. The
author cautions that this process would be disruptive, unpopular
and painful.

Routledge
Market: Academic Research, Scholarly Research
: 174pp: 8 illus: 2 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-52397-8: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05771-0: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367523978
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Edited by Maike Andresen, Chris Brewster, University of
Reading, UK and Vesa Suutari
Series: Routledge Studies in International Business and the World
Economy
This book contributes to conceptual clarity in the burgeoning
field of SIE research by drawing attention to the importance of
exploring context and, thus, boundary conditions to careers. It
offers specific guidance for an improvement of future SIE-related
research in order to enhance the validity of future empirical
studies as well as for an improvement of managerial practice. It
will be of interest to researchers, academics, practitioners, and
students in the fields of international business, human resource
management, organizational studies, and strategic management.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
6 x 9: 246pp: 6 line drawings: 8 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-37103-6: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-35269-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367371036
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Strategic and Innovative Pricing

System, Actor, and Process

Price Models for a Digital Economy

Keywords in Organization Studies

Mathias Cöster, Uppsala University, Sweden, Einar Iveroth,
Uppsala University, Sweden, Nils-Göran Olve, Uppsala
University, Sweden, Carl-Johan Petri, Linköping University,
Sweden and Alf Westelius, Linköping University, Sweden
Series: Routledge Research in Strategic Management

Roberto Albano, Ylenia Curzi and Tommaso Fabbri
Series: Routledge-Giappichelli Studies in Business and
Management
This book is an interesting and useful "compass", which will
enable readers to navigate the multiple meanings of the key
concepts typically used in organizational practice and research.
It explores how epistemological posture can alter the meaning
of these key concepts. More precisely, it shows that behind each
term – e.g. competence – there are very different concepts,
depending in a large part on the epistemological premise of the
researcher’s point of view. The book will serve as an invaluable
reference text for students and scholars of organisation studies.

This book provides a concrete guide on how to execute strategic
pricing to excel financially in an increasingly dynamic and
digitised business environment, while developing and
deepening relations with contract partners. It will be of interest
to researchers, academics, and students in the fields of strategic
management and technology & innovation management.
Routledge
Market: Business / Strategic Management
6 x 9: 170pp: 2 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-14870-6: Jun 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-05369-6: Apr 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367148706

Routledge
Market: Business, org studies
: 122pp
Hb: 978-0-367-52272-8: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05726-0: May 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367522728
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Strategic Communications in Russia

The Chinese Capital Markets
Edited by Chris Adcock, Douglas Cumming, Alessandra
Guariglia and Wenxuan Hou

Public Relations and Advertising
Edited by Katerina Tsetsura and Dean Kruckeberg,
University of North Carolina, Charlotte, USA
Series: Routledge New Directions in PR & Communication
Research
This book serves as a reader exploring the scholarly inquiry,
professional education and practice of Russian public relations
and advertising in multiple contexts. Within the context of
Russia’s history, culture and ideology, the book begins by tracing
the development of communication as a field, as a discipline,
and as a social institution in Russia. It then samples current
studies in Russian strategic communications, examining this
professional specialization’s current state and likely future
directions.
Routledge
Market: Marketing / Public Relations / Communication / Russia
: 268pp: 1 illus: 1 line drawings: 11 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-89392-7: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-01892-6: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367893927

The chapters in this book provide insights on Chinese listed firms
and advance the understanding of China’s unique institutions.
Some important questions are covered including the governance
role of foreign investors in partially privatized firms, the financial
implications of political connections, the "Chinese model" of
commercial banks and regulatory reforms that promote the
marketization of the stock markets, among others.
This book selectively includes the most influential articles from
two special issues of The European Journal of Finance.
Routledge
: 336pp
Hb: 978-0-367-47343-3: Oct 2020: $160.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367473433
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Sustainability Assessments

The Customer Experience Model
Adyl Aliekperov
Series: Routledge Focus on Business and Management

Insights from Multinational Enterprises Operating in the Philippines
Hermann Lion, Jerome D. Donovan, Swinburne University,
Australia, Cheree Topple, Swinburne University of
Technology, Australia, Rowan Bedggood and Eryadi K.
Masli, Swinburne University of Technology, Australia; Ministry
of Planning and Investment, Socialist Republic of Vietnam;
Ministry of Planning and Investment, Lao People’s
Democratic Republic
Series: Routledge Advances in Management and Business
Studies
This book looks at how multinational enterprises address
sustainability within their business activities. The book introduces
a useful three-stage and six-step sustainability assessment
framework for company practices and also highlights how voluntary guidelines and global
sustainability platforms play an instrumental role in directing the practices of organisations
when implementing corporate sustainability.

For any company, defining the most efficient marketing concept
to create a competitive customer experience (CX) is vital for
sustained development. The focus of this research is the creation
of a comprehensible practical approach to the development of
client experience: the Сustomer Experience Model (CXM).
Balancing academic research and real-world applications, The
Customer Experience Model provides a Framework that readers
can understand and utilize to implement improvements in a
company. Also readers will get an obvious idea of how to plan
customer experience and measure its effectiveness.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
5-1/2 x 8-1/2: 110pp: 5 illus: 5 line drawings: 3 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-47825-4: Oct 2020: $60.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05352-1: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367478254

Routledge
Market: Sustainability Assessment
: 212pp: 41 illus: 41 line drawings: 9 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-86322-7: Aug 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-01838-4: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367863227
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The Evolution of Interest and Debt

The Routledge Companion to Mindfulness at Work
Edited by Satinder K. Dhiman

From Middle Ages to Modern Times

Given the ever-growing interest in the benefits of mindfulness
to organizations and the individuals who work in them, this
Companion is a comprehensive primary reference work for
mindfulness (including creativity and flow) in the workplace,
including business, healthcare and educational settings.
Research shows that mindfulness boosts creativity through
greater insight, receptivity and balance, and increases energy
and a sense of wellbeing. This Companion traces the genesis
and growth of this burgeoning field, tracks its application to the
workplace, and suggests trends and future directions.

Edited by Murat Ustaoğlu and Ahmet İncekara
Series: Islamic Business and Finance Series
This book offers a chronological account of the development
of interest-bearing debt and contributors offer their take on how
the issue of interest has been addressed throughout medieval
and modern civilizations. It provides a review of the impact of
these interest-bearing debt and practices upon social relations
and institutions, throughout the history of modern economics,
observing the relative conditions of the time and, as such, will
shed light on the ongoing problems as well. An interdisciplinary
effort, the book will attract attention of those who have an
interest in finance, economics, history, religion and sociology.
Routledge
Market: Economics
: 180pp: 1 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-48490-3: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-04124-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367484903

Routledge
Market: Business & Management
: 662pp: 1 halftones: 23 line drawings: 34 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-20004-6: Sep 2020: $220.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-24466-7: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367200046
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The Global Pharmaceutical Industry

The Routledge Handbook of Critical Finance Studies
Edited by Christian Borch and Robert Wosnitzer
Series: Routledge International Handbooks

The Demise and the Path to Recovery
Daniel Hoffman, President of Pharmaceutical Business
Research Associates and Allan Bowditch
Series: Routledge Advances in Management and Business
Studies
The pharmaceutical industry plays a hugely important role in
the health care system and economy, and this book offers greater
understanding of the strategies used by drug makers to charge
high prices and boost prescriptions to generate profits
demanded by Wall Street. It will be of interest to researchers,
academics, practitioners, and students with an interest in the
pharmaceutical industry, strategy, healthcare management,
regulation, and bioethics.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
6 x 9: 130pp: 2 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-48551-1: Jul 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05378-1: Jul 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367485511

The term ‘critical finance studies’ remains largely unfocused and
undefined. Against this backdrop, the key rationales of The
Routledge Handbook to Critical Finance Studies are to provide a
coherent notion of this emergent field and to demonstrate its
analytical usefulness across a wide range of central aspects of
contemporary finance.

Routledge
Market: Business & Management
6 x 9: 442pp: 4 line drawings: 2 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-07981-6: Sep 2020: $245.00 • eBook: 978-1-315-11425-5: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138079816
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The Routledge Companion to Happiness at Work

Tourism Marketing in Bangladesh

Edited by Joan Marques, Woodbury University, USA
Series: Routledge Companions in Business, Management and
Marketing
An unprecedented and important reference work, this research
companion covers a range of aspects of happiness, an aim
everyone aspires to achieve, yet can be easily overlooked in
today’s demanding and multi-challenged world, or confused
with a plethora of quantifiable or career goals. This companion
will be valuable for researchers, students, and coaches, whether
they seek input for future theory development, or motivation
for performance in personal and professional life.
Routledge
Market: Business / Motivational
7 x 10: 392pp: 6 halftones: 13 line drawings: 19 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-26655-4: Oct 2020: $245.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-29442-6: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367266554

An Introduction
Edited by Azizul Hassan
Series: Routledge Advances in Management and Business
Studies
Tourism is often a key driver of economic growth in many
countries.This is the first edited volume published from an
international publisher which looks at this industry and how it
has developed and flourished. This book will appeal to those
interested to learn more about developing tourism industry in
emerging economies and may provide invaluable lessons from
Bangladesh’s experience and success.

Routledge
Market: Tourism
: 360pp: 48 illus: 48 line drawings: 38 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-44042-8: Oct 2020: $169.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-00724-1: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367440428
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Vulnerable Consumers and the Law
Consumer Protection and Access to Justice
Edited by Christine Riefa and Severine Saintier
Series: Markets and the Law
This book charts the difficulties encountered by vulnerable
consumers in their access to justice, through the contributions
of prominent authors in the field of consumer law and access
to justice.
The book highlights that a broad understanding of access to
justice, which encompasses good regulation and its public
enforcement is an essential ingredient alongside access to the
mechanisms of traditional private justice (courts and ADR) to
protect the vulnerable consumer. Indeed, many of the difficulties
are linked to normative obstacles.
This book will be suitable for both students and practitioners, and all those with an interest
in the justice system.
Routledge
Market: Law
: 280pp: 1 illus: 1 line drawings: 3 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-20468-6: Oct 2020: $140.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-10465-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367204686
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Economics of the Fourth Industrial Revolution

Environment and Economy

Internet, Artificial Intelligence and Blockchain
Nicholas Johnson, North Carolina State University, USA. and
Brendan Markey-Towler, The University of Queensland,
Australia
Series: Innovation and Technology Horizons
This book applies cutting-edge economic analysis and social
science to unpack the complexities and paradoxes of the Fourth
Industrial Revolution. The book takes the reader on a refreshing,
and informative tour through its technological drivers, its
profound impact on human ecosystems, and its potential for
sustainable human development. The overarching message to
the reader is that the Fourth Industrial Revolution is not merely
something to be feared or survived; rather, this collision of
technologies, disciplines, and ideas presents a magnificent
opportunity for a generation of new pioneers to rewrite "accepted rules" and find new
avenues to empower billions of people to thrive.
Routledge
Market: Economics
: 212pp: 13 illus: 13 line drawings
Hb: 978-1-138-36692-3: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-36694-7: Oct 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-429-43001-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138366923

Molly Scott Cato, Sheffield Hallam University, UK
Series: Routledge Introductions to Environment: Environment
and Society Texts
Written in an accessible style, this introductory text offers
students an engaging account of the way that the various
traditions of economic thought have approached the
environment, bringing them together for the first time in one
volume. It takes a pluralist approach to using economic tools to
solve a range of environmental problems: economic growth,
resource depletion, pollution, globalisation, climate change,
markets vs. commons. The text is complimented by boxes, case
studies and recommended reading for each theme addressed.
It will be of value to students interested in environmental
sciences, geography, green issues and economics.
Routledge
Market: Environmental Studies/Economics
: 320pp: 46 illus: 21 halftones: 25 line drawings: 18 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-18301-1: Sep 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-18302-8: Sep 2020: $42.95
eBook: 978-0-429-06065-6: Sep 2020 • Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-47741-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367183028
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Effective Trading in Financial Markets Using
Technical Analysis

A Quantitative Analysis of Regional Well-Being

Smita Roy Trivedi, Assistant Professor, Money, International
Banking and Finance Group, National Institute of Bank
Management, Pune and Ashish Kyal, Founder / CEO, Waves
Strategy Advisors. Trader, Trainer, Mentor.
This book provides a comprehensive guide to effective trading
in the global markets through the application of technical
analysis. It discusses trend analysis, candlestick patterns,
momentum, volume and volatility indicators, Elliott Wave, Time
Cycles with trade setups, backtesting of technical analysis
strategies and algorithmic trading. It will be essential for scholars
and researchers of finance, economics and management studies,
as well as professional traders and dealers in financial institutions
(including banks) and corporates, fund managers, investors, and
anyone interested in financial markets.
Routledge India
Market: Economics / Finance / Business Management / Trade
: 294pp: 183 illus: 183 line drawings: 26 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-31354-8: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-31355-5: Oct 2020: $47.95
eBook: 978-0-429-31648-7: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367313548

Identity and Gender in India, South Africa, the USA and the UK
Vani Kant Borooah, University of Ulster, UK
Series: Routledge Studies in Development Economics
Using data from the World Values Survey, this book sheds light
on the link between happiness and the social group to which
one belongs. The work is based on rigorous statistical analysis
of differences in the probability of happiness and life satisfaction
between the predominant social group and subordinate groups.
This book will be a valuable reference for advanced students,
scholars and policymakers involved in development economics,
wellbeing, development geography and sociology.

Routledge
Market: Economics / Development
: 202pp: 13 illus: 13 line drawings: 49 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-44157-9: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-00847-7: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367441579
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Seinfeld and Economics

An Economic History of Regional Industrialization

Lessons on Everything from the Show about Nothing
Linda S. Ghent, Eastern Illinois University, USA and Alan P.
Grant, Baker University, USA
Series: Routledge Economics and Popular Culture Series
As the most successful sitcom of all time, the television series
Seinfeld provides a rich environment for learning basic economic
principles. Each chapter in this book explores one or more key
economic concepts typically and relates them to key scenes
from the show. These principles are then applied to other
real-world situations, arming readers with the tools needed to
make better economic decisions. Written in a light-hearted and
conversational style, this book is a must read for fans of Seinfeld
and anyone who wants to learn something from ‘the show about
nothing,’. It is an ideal supplement for all economics classes.
Routledge
Market: Economics
: 86pp: 7 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-22292-5: Sep 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-22293-2: Sep 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-429-27430-5: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367222932
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Edited by Bas van Leeuwen, Utrecht University, The
Netherlands, Robin C.M. Philips, International Institute of
Social History, Netherlands and Erik Buyst, Katholieke
Universiteit Leuven, Belgium
Series: Routledge Explorations in Economic History
This book offers a comprehensive study of regional
industrialization in Europe and Asia from the early 19th century
to the present. This book is an invaluable reference that attempts
to bridge the fields of economic history, political history,
economic geography, and economics whilst contributing to the
debates on economic divergence between Europe and Asia as
well as on the role of economic integration and globalization.
Routledge
Market: Economics
: 300pp: 66 illus: 66 line drawings: 33 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-19752-0: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-367-19753-7: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367197520
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Analyzing Electoral Promises with Game Theory

Contemporary Issues in Heterodox Economics

Yasushi Asako, Tokai University, Japan.
Series: Routledge Focus on Economics and Finance

Implications for Theory and Policy Action
Edited by Arturo Hermann and Simon Mouatt
Series: Routledge Advances in Heterodox Economics

Electoral promises help to win votes and political candidates, or
parties should strategically choose what they can deliver to win
an election. Past game-theoretical studies tend to ignore
electoral promises and this book sheds illuminating light on the
functions and effects of electoral promises on policies or electoral
outcomes through game theory models. This book provides a
basic framework for game-theoretical analysis of electoral
promises.

Contemporary Issues in Heterodox Economics argues that
heterodox economics has the ability to illuminate appropriate
policy for the major crises of our time, as well as proffer the basis
for a more rounded, pluralist approach to economic theory. The
chapters in this volume address some of the key issues facing
the global economy, including the growing disparity of
income/wealth between persons and economic areas,
environmental degradation, issues associated with employment,
and the regularity of economic/financial crises. This book is
invaluable reading for students and scholars across the social
sciences who are interested in alternatives to mainstream

Routledge
Market: Game Theory, Elections
: 126pp: 8 illus: 1 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-44424-2: Sep 2020: $60.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-00963-4: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367444242
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Automotive Industrialisation

Cultural Economics

Routledge
Market: Economics
: 342pp: 10 illus: 10 line drawings: 17 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-36504-2: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-34641-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367365042

Li Yining, Peking University, Beijing, China and Xiaolu An
Series: China Perspectives

Industrial Policy and Development in Southeast Asia
Kaoru Natsuda, Ritsumeikan Asia Pacific University, Japan
and John Thoburn
Series: Routledge-GRIPS Development Forum Studies
This book looks at the industrial policies of Southeast Asian
economies from early import-substitution to policy-making
under the more liberalised WTO policy regime. The book
examines how inward automotive investment, especially from
Japan, has been affected by policies, and how such investment
has promoted industrial development in the late-industrialising
economies within ASEAN, the Association of South East Asian
Nations. It provides insights into the automotive industry of
Southeast Asia in terms of production volumes, sales volumes,
market structure, and trade.

This volume is the masterpiece of Li Yining, one of the
best-known Chinese economists, active in devoting his attention
to the role of culture in the economy since the 1950s. the author
combines cultural history, economic history and the history of
economic thought to produce unique perspectives. This book
not only introduces the central concepts of cultural economics,
but proposes several groundbreaking views that greatly
influenced the culture policies of China, including cultural
adjustment, cultural confidence and cultural checks and
balances.
Researchers of economics, cultural studies, and Chinese politics,
as well as policy makers, will benefit from this volume.

Routledge
Market: Economics
: 290pp: 52 illus: 52 line drawings: 49 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-33441-0: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-44535-4: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138334410

Routledge
Market: Economics/Cultural Studies/Asian Studies
: 308pp
Hb: 978-0-367-55895-6: Oct 2020: $234.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-09588-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367558956
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China’s Economic Reform and Development during
the 13th Five-Year Plan Period

Economic Transformation in Poland and Ukraine
National and Regional Perspectives
Edited by Rafał Wisła and Andrzej Nowosad
Series: Routledge Studies in the European Economy

Edited by Gang Lin, Dean, Institute of China's Economic
Reform & Development, Renmin University of China, China,
Yiming Wang, Professor, Institute of China's Economic
Reform & Development, Renmin University of China, China,
Xiaohe Ma, Professor, Institute of China's Economic Reform
& Development, Renmin University of China, China, Debu
Gao, Vice Dean, Institute of China's Economic Reform &
Development, Renmin University of China, China and Diana
Gao
Series: China Perspectives
"Five-Year Plans" have been a cornerstone of Chinese social and
economic development initiatives since 1953. During the
thirteenth of these periods between 2016 and 2020, the global economy has experienced
instability after the financial crisis, as well as political and economic reconfiguration. Drawing
on modern economic theory, this book comprehensively discusses China's economic
development in this crucial phase. The book outlines many medium-term development
rules along with key characteristics of China's economy, helping international readers fully
understand likely future trajectories for the Chinese economy.

This is the first comprehensive, comparative analysis concerning
the spatial diversification of economic development in the
Ukraine and Poland. The authors highlight the ways in which
these reforms have proved effective in Poland and hardly
effective in Ukraine. This analysis helps to identify the basic
interrelations between the core microeconomic variables at the
regional level and the impact of political events from both a
national and regional perspective. The book will appeal those
interested in the economic and political changes in these two
countries, in a comparative setting and on national and regional
levels, as well as those working on issues of EU integration.
Routledge
Market: Economics
: 300pp: 153 illus: 83 line drawings: 21 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-48493-4: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-04137-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367484934

Routledge
Market: Economics/Chinese Economics
: 266pp: 36 illus: 36 line drawings: 8 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-09005-7: Sep 2020: $160.00 • eBook: 978-1-315-10879-7: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138090057
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Equity and Healthcare Reform in Developing
Economies

Gender, Poverty and Access to Justice
Policy Implementation in Sub-Saharan Africa
Edited by David Lawson, University of Manchester, UK,
Adam Dubin, Universidad Pontificia Comillas, Madrid, Spain
and Lea Mwambene, Lea Mwambene is an Associate
Professor of Law in the department of Private Law, University
of the Western Cape, South Africa
Series: Routledge Studies in Development Economics

The Case of Turkey
Songül Çınaroğlu
Series: Routledge International Studies in Health Economics
This book examines the long-term effects of Turkey’s health
system regulations on the health spending characteristics of
households and improves the current understanding of equity
in this context. It includes extensive international comparisons
of healthcare services across a range of developing countries
and highlights the significance of ensuring equity for emerging
economies. The author offers planning and policy advice for
health policy makers to contribute to establishing a more equal
health system design. Additionally, the book will be of interest
to scholars and professionals in the fields of health economics,
public health management and health financing.
Routledge
Market: Economics
: 174pp: 25 illus: 25 line drawings: 2 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-55988-5: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-09598-9: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367559885

In Africa, women make up much of Africa’s poorest and most
marginalized population, and as such are often prevented from
enforcing rights to access to justice or seeking other
recourse. The book's contributors analyze the issue of gendered
access to justice, poverty and disempowerment across
Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA), and provide policy discussions on the
integration of gender in justice programming. Through individual country case studies,
the book focuses on the obstacles and successes of developing and implementing gender
focused access to justice policies and programming in the region.
Routledge
Market: Economics
: 204pp: 3 illus: 3 line drawings: 5 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-22275-5: Jul 2020: $160.00 • eBook: 978-1-315-40710-4: Jun 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138222755
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Finance and the Real Economy

How Social Forces Impact the Economy
Edited by Steven Pressman, Monmouth University, USA
Series: Routledge Advances in Social Economics

China and the West since the Asian Financial Crisis
Peter Nolan
Series: Routledge Studies on the Chinese Economy

How Social Forces Impact the Economy demonstrates that a
broader conception of social economics provides for a better
understanding of how economies work. It argues that adopting
a social approach opens the door to studying how people form
preferences, and how they learn by taking cues from others
about what to consume. Each chapter contributor works to
highlight the breadth of new insights and possibilities that
emerge from a fuller understanding of social economics. This
book is invaluable reading to anyone interested in the
relationship between economics and sociology, how social
forces affect policy effectiveness, human behavior, and the

The different approach taken by China and the West towards
finance and the real economy rests upon philosophical
foundations that have diverged fundamentally since the Ancient
World. Since the Asian Financial Crisis in 1997/8 a tremendous
transformation has taken place in the financial systems in both
China and the West.

Routledge
Market: Political Economy / Finance
: 170pp: 9 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-47425-6: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-03551-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367474256

overall economy.
Routledge
Market: Economics
: 234pp: 22 illus: 12 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-43900-2: Jun 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-00634-3: Jun 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367439002
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Financialisation in the European Periphery

Innovation in Financial Services

Work and Social Reproduction in Portugal

Balancing Public and Private Interests

Edited by Ana Cordeiro Santos, University of Coimbra,
Portugal and Nuno Teles, University of Coimbra, Portugal
Series: Routledge Critical Studies in Finance and Stability
In many European countries, the process of financialisation has
been exacerbated by the project of closer EU integration and
accelerated as a result of austerity policies introduced after the
Euro crisis of 2010-12. However, the impact has been felt
differently in core and peripheral countries. This book examines
the case of Portugal, and in particular the impact on its economy,
work and social reproduction. This text is essential reading for
students and scholars of political economy, development,
geography, international relations and sociology with an interest
in examining the uneven mechanisms and impacts of global
finance.
Routledge
Market: Economics
: 298pp: 61 illus: 61 line drawings: 13 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-34194-4: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-43990-2: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138341944
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Edited by Lech Gąsiorkiewicz and Jan Monkiewicz
Series: Banking, Money and International Finance
This book delves into the many innovative changes that the
financial industry has undergone in recent years. The authors
investigate these developments in a holistic manner and from
a wide range of perspectives: both public and private, business
and consumer, regulators and supervisors. The book is intended
for graduate and postgraduate level students, researchers, public
sector officers, as well as financial sector practitioners.

Routledge
Market: Economics
: 278pp: 30 illus: 30 line drawings: 25 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-50891-3: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05166-4: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367508913
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Labour Market Institutions and Productivity

The Challenges of Public Procurement Reforms
Edited by Annalisa Castelli, Gustavo Piga, Stéphane
Saussier and Tünde Tátrai, Corvinus University, Hungary
Series: Routledge Studies in Public Economics and Finance

Labour Utilisation in Central and Eastern Europe
Edited by Beata Woźniak-Jęchorek and Michał Pilc
Series: Routledge Studies in Labour Economics
This book explains the role of formal labour market institutions
in keeping the labour utilisation in Central and Eastern Europe
above the level characteristic for Western European states. The
impact of labour market institutions on labour market outcomes
is analysed throughout twelve chapters, both from a
cross-country perspective and in detailed case-studies, by
twenty-one labour market experts from various CEE countries.
Most chapters are based on empirical methods yet are presented
in an easy-to-follow way in order to make the book also
accessible for a non-scientific audience.
Routledge
Market: Economics
: 338pp: 52 illus: 52 line drawings: 57 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-44428-0: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-00965-8: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367444280

The book consists of original contributions related to four specific
themes of interest to the procurer’s day to day role in modern
public purchasing organizations - both economists and lawyers,
allowing for relevant exchanges of views and "real time"
interaction. The four sections which characterize the book are
Life Cycle Costing in Public Procurement; Calculating Costs and
Savings of Public Procurement; Corruption and Probity in Public
Procurement and Public Procurement and International Trade
Agreements: CETA, TTIP and beyond. These themes have been
chosen for their current relevance in relation to the new
European Public Procurement Directives and beyond.
Routledge
Market: Economics
: 252pp: 28 illus: 28 line drawings: 7 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-90267-4: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-02347-0: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367902674
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Routledge Handbook of Bounded Rationality

The European Monetary Union After the Crisis

Edited by Riccardo Viale, Fondazione Rosselli, Italy
Series: Routledge International Handbooks

From a Fiscal Union to Fiscal Capacity
Nazaré da Costa Cabral
Series: Routledge Studies in the European Economy

Routledge Handbook of Bounded Rationality draws together an
international team of leading experts to survey the recent
literature and latest developments regarding Herbert Simon’s
renowned theory of bounded rationality. Chapters feature entries
on key behavioural phenomena including reasoning, judgement,
decision making, uncertainty, risk, heuristics and biases, and
smart and frugal heuristics. The text also examines current ideas
such as fast and slow thinking, nudge, ecological rationality,
evolutionary psychology, and embodied cognition. This book
is essential reading for students and scholars of economics,
psychology, neurocognitive sciences, and political science.
Routledge
Market: Economics
: 680pp: 53 illus: 3 halftones: 50 line drawings: 15 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-99938-1: Oct 2020: $245.00 • eBook: 978-1-315-65835-3: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138999381

This book provides a much-needed detailed analysis of the
evolution of Europe over the last decade, as well as a discussion
about the path of reform that has been trodden in the aftermath
of the financial crisis. It offers a multidisciplinary view of the E(M)U
and captures the main factors that induced the reform of the
monetary union – a process that has not been linear and is far
from being concluded. This is a timely and topical book and will
be of interest to a broad audience, including experts, scholars
and students of European affairs, particularly those with
economic, financial, legal and political science backgrounds.
Routledge
Market: Economics
: 304pp: 7 illus: 7 line drawings: 10 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-49661-6: Jul 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-04692-9: Jun 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367496616
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Social Neuroeconomics

The Political Economy of Central Banking in
Emerging Economies

Mechanistic Integration of the Neurosciences and the Social Sciences
Edited by Jens Harbecke, Witten/Herdecke University,
Germany and Carsten Herrmann-Pillath, Universität Erfurt,
Germany
Series: Routledge Advances in Behavioural Economics and
Finance

Edited by Mustafa Yağcı
Series: Routledge Critical Studies in Finance and Stability
Central banks are at the heart of economic policy making and
their decisions have significant impact on the social and
economic well-being of citizens. This book extends the research
on the political economy of central banking by focusing on the
emerging economies in Asia, Africa, Latin America, and the
European periphery. Adopting an interdisciplinary political
economy perspective, the contributions in this book explore
the reciprocal relations between politics, economics, and central
banks, and how global and domestic political economy context
influences central bank practices. The text will appeal to
academics and students, as well as professionals and

Social Neuroeconomics explores the potential of philosophical
and methodological reflections in the neurosciences and the
social sciences to inform efforts at cross-disciplinary integration,
with a special focus on recent contributions to mechanistic
explanations. The collected essays are drawn from the fields of
neuroscience, psychology, economics, sociology and philosophy,
and examine the ways and methods of constructing unified
conceptual frameworks that can guide empirical work and
hypothesis building. This book addresses a wide audience across the various disciplines.

policy-makers.

Routledge
Market: Economics
: 286pp: 17 illus: 17 line drawings: 2 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-27616-4: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-29691-8: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367276164
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Market: Economics
: 252pp: 25 illus: 17 line drawings: 12 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-42099-4: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-367-82305-4: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367420994
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The Political Economy of Digital Automation
Measuring its Impact on Productivity, Economic Growth, and
Consumption
Sreenath Majumder and Anuradha SenGupta
Series: Routledge Studies in the Economics of Innovation
With digital automation becoming ubiquitous, the relationship
between man and machine is being redefined. This book,
through a focus on America, identifies the tension this
relationship has produced, and how it has divided America
socially, politically, and economically. The book is ideally suited
to students and academics researching political economics and
sociology, with focuses on globalisation, unemployment, and
the social impacts of technological advances.

Routledge
Market: Economics
: 138pp: 33 illus: 13 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-44193-7: Sep 2020: $150.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-00820-0: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367441937
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The Political Economy of Populism
An Introduction
Petar Stankov
Series: Routledge Frontiers of Political Economy
The Political Economy of Populism: An Introduction explores the
interplay between identity, the economy and inequality to
explain the dynamics of populist votes since the beginning of
the 20th century. Drawing from the most recent political science,
economics and other social science literature, the chapters
discuss the political and economic implications of populist
governance using data on populist incumbencies, linking this
to the macro economy and democracy. This book marks a
significant contribution to the study of populism and is suited
to students and scholars across the social sciences, including
economics, political science and sociology.
Routledge
Market: Economics / Politics
: 94pp: 9 illus: 9 line drawings: 19 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-36802-9: Jul 2020: $60.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-35569-1: Jul 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367368029
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Water Resources and Economic Processes
Edited by Tiziano Distefano, University of Pisa, Italy
Series: Routledge Studies in Ecological Economics
The relationships between economic processes and water use
are complex and include many interwoven drivers such as:
technological development, dietary choices and food
production, climate change, demographic change, and policy
reforms, among others. Ensuring food, water, and energy for the
growing population remains a common global challenge. Taking
on a multi- and inter-disciplinary viewpoint, Water Resources and
Economic Processes offers an up-to-date collection of
contributions from leading scholars and works to gather research
on important aspects of relevant fields and methodologies. This
is a key text for those studying water governance and
management.
Routledge
Market: Economics
: 320pp: 61 illus: 43 line drawings: 42 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-11140-3: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-02501-3: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367111403
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2nd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER

Political Landscapes of Donald Trump

Geographic Information Systems (GIS) for Disaster
Management

Edited by Barney Warf, University of Kansas, USA
This book delves into the life and work of President Donald
Trump, who is arguably the most famous and controversial
person in the world today. While his administration has received
enormous attention, few have studied the spatial dimensions
of his policies.
This book will be of interest to anyone interested in the Trump
administration, as well as social scientists and the informed lay
public.

Routledge
Market: Human Geography/Politics/IR
: 432pp: 66 illus: 55 halftones: 11 line drawings: 30 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-19699-8: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-19700-1: Oct 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-429-24267-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367196998

Brian Tomaszewski, Rochester Institute of Technology
Now in its second edition Geographic Information Systems (GIS)
for Disaster Management has been completely updated to take
account of new developments in the field, while continuing the
benchmark first edition through providing coverage of GIS
fundamentals applied to disaster management. Case studies
demonstrate GIS concepts and their applicability to the full
disaster management cycle, across government, private, and
volunteer organizations. Learned yet accessible, this new edition
continues to be a valuable teaching tool for undergraduate and
graduate instructors in the disaster management and GIS fields,
as well as disaster management and humanitarian professionals.
CRC Press
Market: Emergency Management
7 x 10: 480pp: 232 illus: 6 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-48986-8: Oct 2020: $120.00 • eBook: 978-1-351-03486-9: Oct 2020
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-482-21168-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138489868

2nd Edition • NEW EDITION

2nd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER

Understanding Local Economic Development

Spatial Analysis with R

Second Edition

Statistics, Visualization, and Computational Methods
Emil Malizia, Edward J. Feser, Henry Renski and Joshua
Drucker

Tonny J. Oyana
The implementation of new tools and methods for spatial
analysis using R, the use and growth of artificial intelligence,
machine learning and deep learning algorithms with a spatial
perspective, and the interdisciplinary use of spatial analysis are
all new topics in this second edition. The book provides a balance
between concepts and practicums of spatial statistics with a
comprehensive coverage of the most important approaches to
understand spatial data, analyze spatial relationships and spatial
patterns, and predict spatial processes. It offers new datasets,
insights, and excellent illustrations to senior undergraduate and
first year graduate students in geography and geosciences.

This book offers insights into the process and the practice of
local economic development. Bridging the gap between theory
and practice it demonstrates the relevance of theory to inform
local strategic planning in the context of widespread disparities
in regional economic performance.
Offering valuable perspectives on both the process and the
practice of local and regional economic development, this book
will be useful for both current and future economic developers
to think more profoundly and confidently about their local
economy.
Routledge
Market: Economic Theory/Regional Development
: 294pp: 7 illus: 7 line drawings: 3 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-41534-1: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-55739-3: Oct 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-367-81513-4: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367557393

CRC Press
Market: Environmental Science
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 354pp: 111 illus: 50 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-86085-1: Sep 2020: $120.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-02164-3: Aug 2020
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-498-70763-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367860851

STUDENT REFERENCE

TEXTBOOK • READER

Animal Studies

Studying Geography at University

The Key Concepts

How to Succeed in the First Year of Your New Degree
Matthew R. Calarco, California State University, Fullerton,
US
Series: Routledge Key Guides

Simon Tate, University of Newcastle, UK and Peter Hopkins

Prefaced with a brief introduction to the field of animal studies,
the text explores the key influential terms, topics and debates
which have had a major impact on the field, and that students
are most likely to encounter in their animal studies classes. The
book will be a valuable guide to undergraduate and
postgraduate students in geography, philosophy, sociology,
anthropology, women’s studies, and other related disciplines.
Seasoned researchers will find the book helpful, when
researching topics outside of their specialization. Outside of
academia, it will be of interest to activists, as well as professional
organizations.
Routledge
Market: Animal Studies/Philosophy
: 194pp
Hb: 978-0-367-02885-5: Sep 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-02889-3: Sep 2020: $38.95
eBook: 978-0-429-01932-6: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367028893

1-800-634-7064

Written by leading academics, this book is an invaluable “how
to…” guide to studying for a Geography degree. Written in a
practical and conversational style, it offers important insights
into how to succeed in first-year, covering everything from how
to succeed in assessments to how to decide where to live. Some
of the information the book provides is academic and some of
it is non-academic as negotiating both is important in order to
be successful in the first year of a Geography degree. This guide
is a must-read for anyone starting their studies in Human
Geography, Physical Geography, Environmental Science, or any
other related subject at university.
Routledge
Market: Geography
: 188pp: 10 illus: 10 line drawings: 10 tables
Hb: 978-0-815-36968-4: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-815-36969-1: Oct 2020: $30.95
eBook: 978-1-351-16676-8: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815369691
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Borders and Border Walls

Mega-Events, City and Power

In-Security, Symbolism, Vulnerabilities
Edited by Andréanne Bissonnette and Élisabeth Vallet
This book addresses the recent evolution of borderlines around
the world as an attempt to control transnational movements
with a view to securitization of borders rooted in the need to
control mobility and preserve national identities.
Offering multidisciplinary insights on the growing phenomenon
of border walls, this book will be of interest to undergraduate
and postgraduate students of Border Studies, European Studies,
International Relations, Political Geography, and Regional Studies.

Routledge
Market: Border Studies, Geopolitics, Political Science
: 228pp: 14 illus: 4 halftones: 10 line drawings: 1 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-37062-6: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-35250-8: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367370626

Nelma Gusmão de Oliveira, Universidade Estadual do
Sudoeste da Bahia, Brazil
Series: Routledge Studies in Urbanism and the City
This book examines the power relations that emerge from the
convergence of the universe in which the sporting spectacle is
produced and the universe in which a city is produced.
It will be of interest to students, scholars and professionals in
architecture and urban studies, urban planning, municipal
governance, sport and leisure studies, and those interested in
the relationship between State and capital in the production of
urban space
Routledge
Market: Urban Studies, Cultural Studies of Sports, Geography
: 208pp: 4 illus: 4 line drawings: 5 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-19698-1: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-24266-3: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367196981
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Citizens in the 'Smart City'

Mental Health and Wellbeing in Rural Regions

Participation, Co-production, Governance

International Perspectives

Paolo Cardullo, Universitat Oberta de Catalonya, Spain
Series: Routledge Studies in Urbanism and the City
This book critically examines ‘smart city’ discourse in terms of
governance initiatives, citizen participation and policies which
place emphasis on the ‘citizen’ as an active recipient and
co-producer of technological solutions to urban problems.
Offering useful contribution to smart city initiatives for the
protection of emerging digital citizenship rights and socially
accrued benefits, this book will draw the interest of researchers,
policymakers, and professionals in the fields of urban studies,
urban planning, urban geography, computing and technology
studies, urban politics and urban economics.
Routledge
Market: Geography / Urban Studies / Technology
: 174pp: 3 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-34394-8: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-43880-6: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138343948

Edited by Sarah-Anne Munoz, University of the Highlands
& Islands, Inverness, United Kingdom and Steve F. Bain,
Texas A&M University-Kingsville, USA
Series: Routledge Advances in Regional Economics, Science and
Policy
This book considers how rurality interacts with the mental health
and wellbeing of individuals and communities in different
regional settings. Through the use of international and
comparative case studies, the book offers insight into the
spatiality of mental health diagnoses, experiences, services
provision and services access between and within rural areas. It
is the first book to specifically address rural mental health
geographies from an international perspective, and will be of
interest to researchers and policymakers in rural studies, regional studies, health geography
and rural mental health.
Routledge
Market: Geography / Health / Politics
: 192pp: 7 illus: 1 halftones: 6 line drawings: 6 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-34344-3: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-43913-1: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138343443
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Crisis and Emergency Management in the Arctic

Mobility and Displacement

Navigating Complex Environments

Nomadism, Identity and Postcolonial Narratives in Mongolia

Edited by Natalia Andreassen, Nord University Business
School, Norway and Odd Jarl Borch, Nord University
Business School, Norway
Series: Routledge Studies in Hazards, Disaster Risk and Climate
Change
This book sheds light on the management challenges of crisis
and emergency response in an arctic environment.
Written in an accessible style, this book will make for a useful
resource for undergraduate and postgraduate students of
disaster and emergency management, as well as for professionals
involved in emergency services.
Routledge
Market: Geography/Environmental studies
: 264pp: 24 illus: 13 halftones: 11 line drawings: 10 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-14055-7: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-02989-9: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367140557
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Orhon Myadar
This book explores and contests both outsiders’ projections of
Mongolia and the self-objectifying tropes Mongolians routinely
deploy to represent their own country as a land of nomads. ; ;
With its in-depth analysis of the complexities of the relationship
between land rights, mobility, displacement, and the state, the
book makes a valuable contribution to the fields of cultural
geography, political geography, Heritage and Culture Studies,
as well as Eurasian and Inner-Asian Studies.

Routledge
Market: Human Geography/Cultural Studies/Anthropology
: 136pp: 10 illus: 10 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-36166-2: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-34423-7: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367361662
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Resisting the Rule of Law in Nineteenth-Century
Ceylon

Sensing Art in the Atmosphere
Elemental Lures and Aerosolar Practices
Sasha Engelmann
Series: Ambiances, Atmospheres and Sensory Experiences of
Spaces

Colonialism and the Negotiation of Bureaucratic Boundaries
James S. Duncan
Series: Routledge Research in Historical Geography
This book offers in-depth insights on the struggles implementing
the rule of law in nineteenth century Ceylon, introduced into
the colonies by the British as their "greatest gift." The book argues
that resistance can be understood as a form of negotiation to
lessen oppressive colonial conditions, and that the cumulative
impact caused continual adjustments to the criminal justice
system, weighing it down and distorting it.
This book will appeal to those interested in law, history,
postcolonial studies, cultural studies, cultural and political
geography.
Routledge
Market: Historical Geography
: 264pp: 10 illus: 4 halftones: 6 line drawings: 6 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-51551-5: Jul 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05438-2: Jun 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367515515

This book engages artistic interventions in the aerial elements
to investigate the aesthetics and politics of atmosphere.
The book ends with a call for elemental experiments in the
geohumanities. It makes an important and original contribution
to elemental geographies, the geohumanities, and
interdisciplinary scholarship on air and atmosphere.

Routledge
Market: Cultural Geography/Contemporary Art/Environmental and GeoHumanities
: 192pp: 29 illus: 29 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-22035-8: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-27043-7: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367220358
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Rethinking Darkness

Urban Ethics

Cultures, Histories, Practices

Conflicts Over the Good and Proper Life in Cities

Edited by Nick Dunn, Lancaster University, UK and Tim
Edensor
Series: Ambiances, Atmospheres and Sensory Experiences of
Spaces

Edited by Moritz Ege and Johannes Moser
Series: Routledge Studies in Urbanism and the City

This book examines the concept of darkness through a range
of cultures, histories, practices and experiences. It engages with
darkness beyond its binary positioning against light to advance
a critical understanding of the ways in which darkness can be
experienced, practised and conceptualised.
Offering a rich exploration of an emergent field of study across
the social sciences and humanities, this book will be useful for
academics and students of cultural and media studies, design,
geography, history, sociology and theatre who seek to investigate the creative, cultural
and social dimensions of darkness.
Routledge
Market: Cultural Geography/Design/Cultural and Media Studies
: 320pp: 35 illus: 35 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-20115-9: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-25965-4: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367201159

This book delves into the ethical dimension of urban life: how
should one live in the city? What constitutes a ‘good’ life under
urban condition? Whose gets to live a ‘good’ life, and whose
ideas of morality, propriety and ‘good’ prevail? What is the
connection between the ‘good’ and the ‘just’ in urban life?; ; This
book offers multidisciplinary insights, ethnographic research
and conceptual tools and resources to explore and better
understand such conflicts. It questions the ways in which urban
ethics draw on tacit moral economies of urban life and the ways
in which such moral economies become explicit, political and
programmatic.
Routledge
Market: Urban Ethics/Urban Geography
: 320pp: 22 illus: 22 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-33842-8: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-32231-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367338428
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Rural-Urban Linkages for Sustainable Development
Edited by Armin Kratzer and Jutta Kister
Series: The Dynamics of Economic Space
This book critically examines different forms of urban-rural links
for sustainable development in different countries. As
intertwined processes of globalization, digitalization,
environmental challenges and the search for sustainable
development continue, rural and urban areas around the world
become increasingly interconnected and interdependent.
Offering multidisciplinary insights into rural-urban linkages, the
book will be of interest to decision-makers, practitioners and
researchers in the fields of economic geography, regional
planning, food studies and economics.
Routledge
Market: Economic Geography/Development Studies
: 280pp: 21 illus: 14 halftones: 7 line drawings: 23 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-25503-9: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-28811-1: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367255039
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Children, Citizenship and Environment

Fundamentals of Sustainable Development
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Niko Roorda

#SchoolStrike Edition
Bronwyn Hayward
When it was first published in 2012, Children, Citizenship and
Environment correctly predicted a strong surge in youth activism.
Nearly a decade on, while the experience of a world pandemic
may have interrupted the rise of youthful street activism, it has
also served to underscore the problems of deepening inequality
and the risks of increasingly authoritarian government responses
which young citizens must also confront. This groundbreaking
book will be of interest to teachers and professionals who work
in Environmental Citizenship Education, as well as students and
community activists with an interest in environmental change,
democracy and intergenerational justice.
Routledge
Market: Environment and Sustainability / Education
: 284pp: 29 illus: 25 halftones: 4 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-42962-1: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-42963-8: Oct 2020: $38.95
eBook: 978-1-003-00039-6: Oct 2020 • Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-849-71437-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367429638

TEXTBOOK • READER

This accessible textbook introduces the concept of sustainable
development to students from across the disciplines from
economics, management, teacher education, arts and
humanities to the natural and social sciences. Providing a
multifaceted approach to the subject, this third edition provides
an update of the text, emphasising topics including the
Sustainable Development Goals, the circular economy, climate
& energy, and sustainable and future-focused entrepreneurship.
This book is an invaluable resource for students and lecturers
who have an interest in the sustainability of our planet, and our
human society and economy.
Routledge
Market: Environment / Sustainability
: 438pp: 181 illus: 44 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-51122-7: Sep 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-51119-7: Sep 2020: $52.95
eBook: 978-1-003-05251-7: Sep 2020 • Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-09265-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367511197
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Aid and Development
John Overton, Victoria, University of Wellington, NZ and
Warwick E. Murray, Victoria University of Wellington, New
Zealand
Series: Routledge Perspectives on Development
This book provides an overview of what aid is, how it has
changed over time, and how it is practiced, as well as debates
about whether aid works, for whom, and what its future might
be. It is an important resource for students, development workers
and policy makers seeking an understanding of how aid
works. The text shows how ‘aid’ is a contested and fluid concept
that involves a wide and changing variety of policies, actors and
impacts. Each chapter includes case studies, chapter summaries,
discussions, weblinks and further reading, to help strengthen the reader’s understanding.
Routledge
Market: Development Studies/Development Policy
: 256pp: 28 illus: 6 halftones: 22 line drawings: 11 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-41483-2: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-41484-9: Oct 2020: $46.95
eBook: 978-0-367-81475-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367414849

Adapting Gender and Development to Local
Religious Contexts
A Decolonial Approach to Domestic Violence in Ethiopia
Romina Istratii
Series: Routledge Research in Religion and Development
This book provides a critical and decolonial analysis of gender
and development theory and practice in religious societies
through a detailed ethnographic study of conjugal violence in
Ethiopia. It presents an approach to gender-sensitive research
and practice which is embedded in insiders’ conceptual
understandings as a basis to theorise about gender, assess the
possible gendered underpinnings of local issues and design
appropriate alleviation strategies. This book speaks to researchers
and practitioners of gender, religion, and development in Africa,
scholars of non-western Christianities and Ethiopian studies, and
domestic violence researchers and practitioners.
Routledge
Market: Development Studies / Gender / Religion / Africa
: 280pp: 1 illus: 1 line drawings: 9 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-36608-7: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-00699-2: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367366087

2nd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
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Essential Concepts of Global Environmental
Governance

Alternatives to Neoliberal Peacebuilding and
Statebuilding in Africa

Edited by Jean-Frederic Morin, Université Libre de Bruxelles,
Belgium. and Amandine Orsini, the Université Libre de
Bruxelles, Belgium.
Essential Concepts of Global Environmental Governance synthesizes
writing from an internationally diverse range of well-known
experts. Each entry defines a central concept in global
environmental governance, presenting its historical evolution
and related debates, and includes key bibliographical references
and further reading. This new edition takes stock of several recent
developments in global environmental politics including the
adoption of the 2015 Paris Agreement on Climate Change and
the launch of the UN Global Pact for the Environment in 2017.
Routledge
Market: Environment, Sustainability
: 332pp: 1 illus: 1 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-41870-0: Sep 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-41869-4: Sep 2020: $42.95
eBook: 978-0-367-81668-1: Aug 2020 • Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-82247-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367418694

Redie Bereketeab, Nordic Africa Institute, Sweden
Series: Routledge Studies in African Development
This book critically interrogates the neoliberal peacebuilding
and statebuilding model, instead proposing a popular
progressive model centred around the lived realities of African
societies. By comparing and contrasting the dominant neoliberal
peacebuilding and statebuilding model with a popular
progressive model, the book seeks to empower locals (both
elites and masses) to sit in the driver’s seat and construct their
own societies. As such, it is an important contribution to scholars,
activists, policymakers, civil society organisations, NGOs and all
those who are concerned with peace, stability and development
across Africa and other developing countries.
Routledge
Market: African Development / Governance / Peace Studies
: 140pp
Hb: 978-0-367-55894-9: Sep 2020: $60.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-09561-3: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367558949
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Citizen Aid and Everyday Humanitarianism

The 2006 Crisis in East Timor

Development Futures?

Lessons for Contemporary Peacebuilding

Edited by Anne Meike Fechter, University of Sussex, UK and
Anke Schwittay, University of Sussex, UK
Series: ThirdWorlds
This volume brings together interdisciplinary research on
small-scale, privately funded forms of aid that operate on the
margins of the development sector. It covers Asia, Africa and
Europe, presenting empirically grounded cases of citizen aid
ranging from educational development projects to post-disaster
emergency relief. Contributions consider citizen aid vis-à-vis
more institutionalised forms of aid; methodological approaches
and challenges; and query the political dimensions of these
initiatives. Key themes are historical perspectives on ‘demotic
humanitarianism’, questions of legitimacy and professionalisation, founders’ motivations,
personal connections, and digital media.
Routledge
Market: International Development / Humanitarianism
: 188pp
Hb: 978-0-367-46488-2: Sep 2020: $160.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367464882

Rebecca E. Engel
Series: Routledge Research on Asian Development
This book presents evidence that international interventions in
Timor-Leste contributed to the violent political conflict in 2006,
four years after independence from Indonesia. In bringing
together wide-ranging East Timorese perspectives, the author
explains how international actions can influence the key
dynamics of power, and identifies the pathways through which
international development partners can lay the foundations for
political violence. This book is relevant for students in the fields
of development studies, international political economy,
peace-building and conflict resolution, and for practitioners and
policy makers working in conflict-affected states.
Routledge
Market: Development Studies / Conflict Resolution
: 248pp: 1 illus: 1 halftones
Hb: 978-1-138-59064-9: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-49090-3: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138590649
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Drawing, Crossing and Deleting Borders
Edited by Anna Rita Calabrò
Series: Routledge-Giappichelli Studies in Law
This book contains contributions from scholars in the fields of law, social sciences, the
sciences, and the liberal arts, brought together to delineate the features of the migration
phenomena that will accompany us over the coming decades. The focus is on the
multifaceted concept of 'border' as representing a useful stratagem for dealing with a topic
like migration that requires analysis from several perspectives.
The book will be a valuable guide for academics, students and policy-makers.
Routledge
Market: Migration Studies
: 400pp
Hb: 978-0-367-18237-3: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-10651-7: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367182373
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Sustainable Development in India
Groundwater Irrigation, Energy Use, and Food Production
Edited by Koichi Fujita and Tsukasa Mizushima
Series: Routledge New Horizons in South Asian Studies
This book explores and interrogates the food–water–energy
nexus, arguably the most crucial factor in sustaining India’s
economic development. The book sheds light on different
experiences faced in states across India, including the
consequences of electricity tariff reforms and related policies
on irrigated agriculture.

Routledge
Market: Asian Studies, Development Studies
: 270pp: 4 halftones: 58 line drawings: 44 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-46097-6: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-03607-4: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367460976
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Gender and Rights

Methods in Historical Ecology

Edited by G. N. Devy, Centre for Multidisciplinary
Development Research, Dharwad, India and Geoffrey V.
Davis, University of Aachen, Germany
Series: Key Concepts in Indigenous Studies

Insights from Amazonia
Edited by Guillaume Odonne and Jean-François Molino
Series: New Frontiers in Historical Ecology
This book presents some of the most recent tools, methods and
concepts in historical ecology. It introduces students and
researchers to state of the art techniques and showcases a wide
array of methods dedicated to understanding the history of
tropical landscapes. The chapters cover the detection and
characterization of archaeological features, living organisms as
witnesses of past human activities, ethno-ecological knowledge
of ancient anthropogenic landscapes, and societal impacts of
historical ecology. Whilst mainly based on Amazonian
experiences, the contributions aim to strengthen synergies
between disciplines and to propose solutions that can be applied

This book deals with the two key concepts of gender and rights
of the indigenous people from all continents of the world. It
looks at issues of indigenous human rights, gender justice,
repression, resistance, resurgence and government policies in
Canada, Latin America, North America, Australia, India, Brazil,
South East Asia and Africa. It will be essential reading for those
in gender studies, indigenous studies, human rights and law,
politics, social and cultural anthropology, tribal studies, sociology
and social exclusion studies, religion and theology, cultural studies, Third World and Global
South studies, as well as activists working with indigenous communities.
Routledge India
Market: Anthropology / Gender studies / Indigenous studies / Human Rights / Sociology
: 232pp
Hb: 978-0-367-24521-4: Sep 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-26322-5: Sep 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-367-26216-7: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367263225
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Women of Color in a World Apart

New Directions in the Anthropology of Dreaming

An Ethnography of Care Workers and Dementia
Anne K. Vittoria, State University of New York Cortland
Over the course of a year and a half, Anne K. Vittoria examined
the meaning and social construction of care work on an
Alzheimer’s Pavilion in a geriatric facility in the mid-western
United States. This book challenges the assumptions of the
outside world that low-level workers are alienated from their
work and have minimal skills. Paradoxically, the Pavilion is both
a refuge and a site of struggle for the Certified Nursing Assistants;
they desire to create a world that is the antithesis of the world
in which they live on the outside.

Routledge
Market: 1
6 x 9: 172pp
Hb: 978-0-367-37080-0: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-37081-7: Oct 2020: $39.95
eBook: 978-0-429-35259-1: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367370817

Routledge
Market: Anthropology
: 210pp: 37 halftones: 4 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-18220-5: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-18221-2: Oct 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-429-06017-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367182212

Edited by Jeannette Mageo and Robin E. Sheriff
This book presents new directions in contemporary
anthropological dream research, surveying recent theorizations
of dreaming that are developing both in and outside of
anthropology. It incorporates new findings in neuroscience and
philosophy of mind while demonstrating that dreams emerge
from and comment on sociohistorical and cultural contexts. This
up-to-date book defines a twenty-first century approach to
culture and the dream that will be relevant to scholars from
anthropology as well as other disciplines such as religious
studies, the neurosciences, and psychology.
Routledge
Market: Anthropology
: 250pp: 7 illus: 7 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-47934-3: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-47933-6: Oct 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-003-03733-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367479336
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Labels

Orality and Language

Making Independent Music
Dominik Bartmanski and Ian Woodward
The music industry is dominated today by three companies.
Outside of it, thousands of small independent record labels have
developed despite the fact that digitalization made record sales
barely profitable. How can those outsiders not only survive, but
thrive within mass music markets? What makes them meaningful,
and to whom?

Routledge
: 328pp
Hb: 978-1-474-28046-4: Feb 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-1-474-28045-7: May 2020: $25.95
eBook: 978-1-003-08583-6: May 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781474280457
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Edited by G. N. Devy, Centre for Multidisciplinary
Development Research, Dharwad, India and Geoffrey V.
Davis, University of Aachen, Germany
Series: Key Concepts in Indigenous Studies
This book deals with the two key concepts of language and
orality of the indigenous people from Asia, Australia, North
America and South America. It looks at oral transmission of
memory and culture, literary production and transmission and
the nature of creativity of the indigenous communities. It also
discusses the risk of a complete decline of the languages of the
indigenous and conservation attempts. It will be essential for
those in indigenous studies, social and cultural anthropology,
tribal studies, sociology and social exclusion studies, politics,
religion and theology, cultural studies, literary and postcolonial studies, Third World and
Global South studies, as well as activists.
Routledge India
Market: Anthropology / Indigenous Studies / Literature / Language & Oral History / Sociology
: 180pp: 11 illus: 11 line drawings: 43 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-24536-8: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-60937-5: Oct 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-003-10259-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367245368
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Pragmatic Inquiry

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Art

Critical Concepts for Social Sciences

An Anthropology of Identity Production in Far North Queensland

Edited by John R. Bowen, Nicolas Dodier, Jan Willem
Duyvendak and Anita Hardon

Gretchen M. Stolte
This book explores the effects of Queensland government
policies on urban First Nation artists. While such art has often
been misinterpreted as derivative lesser copies of ‘true’
Indigenous works, this book unveils new histories and
understandings about the mixed legacy left for Queensland
Indigenous artists. Stolte uses rich ethnographic detail to
illuminate how both Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander artists
understand and express their heritage. Her ethnography further
develops methodologies in art history and anthropology by
identifying additional methods for understanding how art is
produced and meaning is created.

This book examines a range of critical concepts that are central
to a shift in the social sciences toward ‘pragmatic inquiry’,
reflecting a twenty-first century concern with particular problems
and themes rather than grand theory.
This carefully crafted volume will significantly expand and
improve the analytical repertoires or toolkits available to social
scientists, including scholars in sociology or anthropology, and
those working in science and technology studies, public health,
and related fields.
Routledge
Market: Anthropology
: 244pp
Hb: 978-0-367-47206-1: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-47203-0: Oct 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-003-03412-4: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367472030

Routledge
Market: Anthropology
: 230pp
Hb: 978-1-350-09723-0: Jul 2020: $120.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08436-5: May 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781350097230
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Women, Consumption and Paradox

Affective Encounters

Edited by Timothy de Waal Malefyt and Maryann McCabe,
University of Rochester, USA
Series: Anthropology & Business

Everyday Life among Chinese Migrants in Zambia
Di Wu
Series: LSE Monographs on Social Anthropology

Women are the world’s most powerful consumers, yet they are
largely marketed to erroneously through misconceptions and
patriarchal views that distort the reality of women’s lives, bodies
and work. This book examines the contradictions and
mismatches between women’s everyday experiences and market
representations. It considers how women themselves exhibit
paradoxical behaviour in both resisting and supporting
conflicting messages. The rich range of ethnographic accounts
drawn from countries including the US, Brazil, Mexico, Denmark,
Japan and China provide readers with a valuable perspective

Against the background of China's rapidly growing, and
sometimes highly controversial, activities in Africa, this book is
the first of its kind to systematically document Sino-African
interactions at the everyday level.

on consumer behaviour.
Routledge
Market: Anthropology
: 276pp: 23 illus: 23 halftones: 3 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-46314-4: May 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-18612-8: May 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-003-02810-9: Apr 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367463144

Routledge
Market: Anthropology
: 246pp
Hb: 978-1-350-10243-9: Aug 2020: $115.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08439-6: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781350102439
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A Social History of Anthropology in the United
States

Art and Masculinity in Post-War Britain
Reconstructing Home
Gregory Salter
Series: Home

Thomas C. Patterson, JoEllen Patterson, PhD, LMFT,
Department of Counseling and Marital and Family Therapy,
University of San Diego; Divisions of Family Medicine,
Psychiatry, and Global Health, University of California, San
Diego
This book offers a comprehensive introduction to the social
history of anthropology in the United States, examining the
circumstances that gave rise to the discipline and illuminating
the role of anthropology in the modern world.
In this second edition, the material has been revised and updated
including a new chapter that covers anthropological theory and
practice during the turmoil created by multiple ongoing crises
at the beginning of the twentieth-first century. This is valuable reading for students and
scholars interested in the origins, development and theory of anthropology.
Routledge
Market: Anthropology
: 240pp
Hb: 978-1-350-07621-1: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-1-350-07620-4: Oct 2020: $42.95
eBook: 978-1-003-08787-8: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781350076204

1-800-634-7064

This book traces how artists represented home and masculinities
in the period of social and personal reconstruction after the
Second World War in Britain. It considers home as an unstable
entity at this historical moment, imbued with the optimism and
hopes of post-war recovery while continuing to resonate with
the memories and traumas of wartime. With a range of case
studies Salter presents an argument that art enables an
understanding of post-war reconstruction as a temporally
unstable, long-term phenomenon which placed conceptions
of home and masculinity at the heart of its aims.
Routledge
Market: Art History
6 1/7 x 9 1/5: 224pp
Hb: 978-1-350-05272-7: Nov 2019: $120.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08468-6: May 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781350052727
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Bodies and Lives in Victorian England

Dak'Art

Science, Sexuality, and the Affliction of Being Female

The Biennale of Dakar and the Making of Contemporary African Art

Pamela K. Stone and Lise Shapiro Sanders
Series: Bodies and Lives
This volume offers an overview of what it was like to be female
and to live and die in Victorian England (c. 1837-1901) by
situating this experience within the scientific and social contexts
of the times.
With a temporal focus on women’s life experience, it moves
from childhood and youth, through puberty and adolescence,
to pregnancy, birth, and motherhood, into senescence.Victorian
women faced a variety of challenges, including changing
attitudes regarding appropriate behavior, social roles, and beauty
standards, while grappling with new understandings of the role
played by gender and sexuality in shaping women’s lives from
youth to old age.
Routledge
Market: Anthropology
: 146pp: 30 illus: 28 halftones: 2 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-02611-0: Oct 2020: $60.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-39873-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367026110

Edited by Ugochukwu-Smooth Nzewi and Thomas Fillitz
What can an art biennale in Dakar, Senegal, tell us about current
discourses surrounding the place of art in the world, and in the
academic study of anthropology? This volume investigates the
Dak'Art biennale, ranked among the world's top 20 biennials,
drawing upon fieldwork, archival research, and the experiences
of those involved. In so doing, the chapters make a statement
about the impact of globally-acting art biennials, contributing
to current scholarship both on biennales and the anthropology
of art scene more widely.
Routledge
Market: Anthropology
: 216pp
Hb: 978-1-350-10649-9: Aug 2020: $120.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08515-7: Jun 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781350106499
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Collaborations

Ethnographies of Home and Mobility

Anthropology in a Neoliberal Age

161

Shifting Roofs

Edited by Emma Heffernan, Fiona Murphy and Jonathan
Skinner

Alejandro Miranda Nieto, Aurora Massa and Sara Bonfanti
Series: Home

Collaborations responds to growing pressure on the humanities
and social sciences to justify their impact and utility after cuts
in public spending, and the introduction of neoliberal values
into academia. Arguing ‘in defense of’ anthropology, this
book demonstrates the continued importance of the discipline
and reveals how it contributes towards solving major problems
in contemporary society. It illustrates how anthropology can not
only survive but thrive under these conditions, and that
collaboration with other disciplines is the key to anthropology’s
long-term sustainability and survival, exploring the challenges
that interdisciplinary work presents.

This book lays out a framework for understanding connections
between home and mobility, and situates this within a
multidisciplinary field of social research. The authors show how
the idea of home offers a privileged entry point into topics such
as forced migration, diversity and inequality.

Routledge
Market: Anthropology
: 280pp: 2 tables
Hb: 978-1-350-00226-5: Jul 2020: $120.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08494-5: May 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781350002265

Routledge
Market: Anthropology
: 196pp
Hb: 978-1-350-08425-4: Aug 2020: $120.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08530-0: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781350084254
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Crowds

Female Chinese Bankers in the Asia Pacific

Ethnographic Encounters

Gender, Mobility and Opportunity

Edited by Megan Steffen
Series: Encounters: Experience and Anthropological Knowledge
What exactly is a crowd? How do crowds differ from other large
gatherings of people? And how do they transform emotions,
politics, or faith? In this book contributors draw on their
experiences and expertise to reflect on their encounters with
crowds. Each chapter examines a particular crowd or conception
of crowdedness to provide an analysis of how, when,
where—and with whom—crowds form in different contexts,
as well as their purpose and the practical effect the experience
has on both the participants and their environment.
Routledge
Market: Anthropology
6 1/7 x 9 1/5: 216pp
Hb: 978-1-350-00234-0: Nov 2019: $120.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08513-3: May 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781350002340

Wai-wan Vivien Chan, Southern University of Science and
Technology, China
Series: Routledge Research on Gender in Asia Series
This book explores the simultaneous Asianisation and
feminisation of mid-level management in the financial services
sector in world and global cities in the Asia-Pacific. Chan draws
on 50 in-depth interviews with ethnically Chinese female
professionals working in middle or upper management positions
in Sydney, Hong Kong, Shanghai and four other cities in Australia
and China. She analyses the interplay between geographical
location, gender and career mobility.
Routledge
Market: Women in Asia
: 194pp: 6 line drawings: 22 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-33825-1: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-32215-0: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367338251
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Francis Huxley and the Human Condition

Indigenous Bodies, Cells, and Genes

Anthropology, Ancestry and Knowledge

Biomedicalization and Embodied Resistance in Native American
Literature

Ron Roberts, Kingston University, UK and Theodor Itten
Focused on the life and work of Francis Huxley (1923-2016), this
book offers an exploration of the search to understand the
human condition, one which is simultaneously biographical,
philosophical, cultural, historical, political and epistemological.
The book reflects on the contemporary relevance of Huxley’s
work, forging links between the central philosophical, cultural,
scientific
and political themes that dominate the turbulent early
st
21 century and the enduring questions that have driven human
beings in the search to understand themselves and their place
in the world. It will be of interest to scholars from across the
social sciences and humanities.
Routledge
Market: Anthropology
: 318pp: 17 illus: 16 halftones: 1 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-55369-2: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-09319-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367553692

Joanna Ziarkowska
Series: Routledge Research in Transnational Indigenous
Perspectives
This book explores Native American literary responses to
biomedical discourses and biomedicalization processes as they
circulate in social and cultural contexts.
Native American communities resist reductivism of biomedicine
that excludes indigenous (and non-Western) epistemologies
and instead draw attention to how illness, healing, treatment,
and genetic research are socially constructed and dependent
on inherently racialist thinking. It will appeal to scholars of Native
American and Indigenous Studies, as well as to others with an
interest in literature and medicine.
Routledge
Market: Indigenous Studies
: 278pp
Hb: 978-0-367-47852-0: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-03689-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367478520
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Genetic Ancestry

Indigenous Data Sovereignty and Policy

Our Stories, Our Pasts
Jada Benn Torres and Gabriel A. Torres Colón
Series: New Biological Anthropology

Edited by Maggie Walter, Tahu Kukutai, Stephanie Russo
Carroll and Desi Rodriguez-Lonebear
Series: Routledge Studies in Indigenous Peoples and Policy

Genetic Ancestry focuses on the scientific nature and limitations
of genetic ancestry testing. Co-authored by a genetic
anthropologist and a cultural anthropologist, it examines the
social, historical, and cultural dimensions of how people interpret
genetic ancestry data. Utilizing examples from popular culture
around the world and case studies from the Caribbean, the
chapters highlight how genetic technology can sometimes
bolster racial thinking and serve as tool of resistance and social
justice.

This book examines how Indigenous People around the world
are demanding greater data sovereignty, and challenging the
ways in which governments have historically used Indigenous
data to develop policies and programmes. With contributors
from Australia, Aotearoa New Zealand, North and South America
and Europe, this book offers a rich account of the potential for
Indigenous data sovereignty to support human flourishing and
to protect against the ever-growing threats of data-related risks
and harms.
Routledge
Market: Indigenous Studies / Policy
: 244pp: 6 illus: 3 halftones: 3 line drawings: 4 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-22236-9: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-27395-7: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367222369

Routledge
Market: Anthropology
: 134pp
Hb: 978-0-367-02624-0: Oct 2020: $60.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-39865-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367026240
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Imagining Personal Data

Monster Anthropology

Experiences of Self-Tracking

Ethnographic Explorations of Transforming Social Worlds Through
Monsters

Vaike Fors, Sarah Pink, Martin Berg and Tom O'Dell

Edited by Yasmine Musharbash and Geir Henning
Presterudstuen

Imagining Personal Data examines the implications of the rise
of body monitoring and digital self-tracking for how we inhabit,
experience and imagine our everyday worlds and futures.

Routledge
Market: Anthropology
6 1/7 x 9 1/5: 176pp
Hb: 978-1-350-05138-6: Dec 2019: $105.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08567-6: May 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781350051386

1-800-634-7064

Monsters are culturally meaningful across the world. Starting
from this key premise, this book tackles monsters in the context
of social change.Through a series of ethnographically grounded
analyses the contributors capture monsters that herald, drive,
experience, enjoy, and suffer the transformations of the worlds
they beleaguer. By taking the proposition that monsters and the
humans they haunt are intricately and intimately entangled
seriously, this book offers unique, cross-cultural perspectives on
how people perceive the world and their place within it. It also
shows how these experiences of belonging are mediated by
our relationships with the other-than-human.
Routledge
Market: Anthropology
: 246pp
Hb: 978-1-350-09625-7: Dec 2019: $120.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08613-0: Jun 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781350096257
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Race and the Senses

The Material Subject

The Felt Politics of Racial Embodiment

Rethinking Bodies and Objects in Motion

163

Sachi Sekimoto and Christopher Brown
Series: Sensory Studies

Edited by Urmila Mohan, University College London,UK and
Laurence Douny, University College London,UK

This book explores the sensorial and phenomenological
materiality of race as it is felt and sensed by the racialized
subjects. Situating the lived body as an active, affective, and
sensing participant in racialized realities, the authors argue that
race is not simply marked on our bodies, but rather felt and
registered through our senses. They illuminate the sensorial
landscape of racialized world by combining the scholarship in
sensory studies, phenomenology, and intercultural
communication.

The Material Subject emphasises how bodily and material cultures
combine to make and transform subjects dynamically. The book
is based on the French Matière à Penser (MaP) school of thought,
which draws upon the ideas of Mauss, Schilder, Foucault and
Bourdieu, among others, to enhance the anthropological study
of embodiment, practices, techniques, materiality and power.
Scholars and students with an interest in material culture will
gain valuable access to global research, rooted in a specific
intellectual tradition

Routledge
Market: Anthropology
6 1/7 x 9 1/5: 198pp
Hb: 978-1-350-08753-8: Jun 2020: $120.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08649-9: Jun 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781350087538

Routledge
Market: Anthropology
: 240pp: 31 illus: 30 halftones: 1 line drawings
Hb: 978-1-350-07736-2: Oct 2020: $120.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08603-1: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781350077362
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Stories, Senses and the Charismatic Relation

Why Muslim Women and Smartphones

A Reflexive Ethnography of Christian Experience

Mirror Images

Jamie Barnes
Series: Theorizing Ethnography
Stories, Senses and the Charismatic Relation offers a uniquely
intimate and auto-ethnographic exploration of Christian
experience, rendering a deep, phenomenological account of
how devotional worlds become real – how they are experienced,
shaped, constituted and performed by those who live them.
The book starts from a reflexive exploration of the author’s own
experiences of the divine, considers the spiritual journeys of
family members and the ‘spiritual community’ of which he was
a part, and draws on ethnographic fieldwork in the southern
Balkans where that community was based.
Routledge
Market: Anthropology
: 194pp
Hb: 978-1-138-31529-7: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-45642-8: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138315297

Karen Waltorp
Using an assemblage approach to study how Muslim women
in Norrebro, Denmark use their phones, Karen Waltorp examines
how social media complicates the divide between public and
private in relation to a group of people who find this distinction
of utmost significance.

Routledge
Market: Anthropology
: 200pp
Hb: 978-1-350-12735-7: Feb 2020: $120.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08738-0: Jul 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781350127357
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The Cultural Economy of Protest in Post-Socialist
European Union
Village Fascists and their Rivals
Juraj Buzalka
Series: Routledge Studies in Anthropology
Focusing on Slovakia and East Central Europe, this book
examines the cultural economy of protest and considers how
the origins of political movements - progressive and reactionary
- derive from resilient agrarian features.
It draws attention to how the legacy of rural socialist
modernization influences contemporary politics and to the
‘village’ version of fascism developing in the region. This volume
will be relevant to scholars with an interest in European society
and politics, particularly protest and populism, from disciplines
such as anthropology, sociology, political science and history.
Routledge
Market: Anthropology
: 222pp
Hb: 978-0-367-43151-8: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-00150-8: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367431518
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Dying in Old Age

The Age of Spectacular Death
Edited by Michael Hviid Jacobsen, Aalborg University,
Denmark

U.S. Practice and Policy
Sara M. Moorman
Series: Society and Aging Series
Three-quarters of deaths in the U.S. today occur to people over
the age of 65, following chronic illness. This new experience of
‘predictable death’ has important consequences for the ways
in which societies structure their health care systems, laws, and
labor markets. Dying in Old Age: US Practice and Policy applies a
sociological lens to the end of life, exploring how macrosocial
systems and social inequalities interact to affect individual
experiences of death in the United States.
This book will be of great interest to graduate and advanced
undergraduate students in sociology, social work and public
health, as well as scholars and policymakers in these areas.
Routledge
Market: Sociology / Aging
6 x 9: 206pp: 21 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-49689-7: Sep 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-49693-4: Sep 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-351-02018-3: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138496934

This book explores death in contemporary society, unfolding
the notion of ‘spectacular death’ through studies that consider
the new mediation or mediatisation of death and dying, the
commercialisation of death as a commodity, the re-ritualisation
of death, the palliative care revolution and the academic
specialisation surrounding death. Presenting a range of case
studies that shed light on this new understanding of death in
contemporary culture, The Age of Spectacular Death will appeal
to scholars of sociology, cultural and media studies, psychology
and anthropology with interests in death and dying.
Routledge
Market: Sociology/Cultural Studies
: 228pp: 2 line drawings: 7 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-36826-5: Sep 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-36827-2: Sep 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-429-35155-6: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367368272
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For a New Classic Sociology

Experiencing Cities
Mark Hutter, Rowan University, USA
Series: The Metropolis and Modern Life

A Proposition, followed by a Debate
Edited by Alain Caillé, Nanterre University, Paris, France and
Frédéric Vandenberghe, State University of Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil
This book examines the future of the social sciences and the
reconstruction of society in contemporary times. Drawing on
the lead piece ‘For a New Classic Sociology’, it calls for a new
theoretical synthesis that overcomes the fragmentation,
specialization and professionalization within the social sciences.
A radical intervention in the study of the social sciences, the
volume will be indispensable to scholars and researchers across
the social sciences, especially social theory and sociology and
social anthropology.
Routledge India
Market: Social Theory / Sociology / Philosophy / General
: 168pp
Hb: 978-1-138-09635-6: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-47073-9: Oct 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-003-09785-3: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367470739

The fourth edition of Mark Hutter’s Experiencing Cities examines
cities and larger metropolitan areas within a truly global
framework, lending readers much to understand and appreciate
about the variety of urban structures and processes and their
effect on the everyday lives of people residing in cities.

Routledge
Market: Urban Sociology
7-3/8 x 9-1/4: 626pp: 248 illus: 2 line drawings: 12 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-17563-4: Oct 2020: $210.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-21807-2: Oct 2020: $98.95
eBook: 978-0-429-26621-8: Oct 2020 • Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-85161-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367218072
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2nd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER

Social Life in the Movies

Race, Ethnicity, Crime, and Justice

How Hollywood Imagines War, Schools, Romance, Aging, and Social
Inequality

An International Dilemma
Akwasi Owusu-Bempah and Shaun Gabbidon,
Pennsylvania State Capital College, USA
Series: Criminology and Justice Studies

James J. Dowd, University of Georgia, USA
Through an analysis of hundreds of Hollywood movies, this book
examines some of the most contentious social issues of our time,
including racism, social inequality, sexism, and gerontophobia.
With studies of some of the most enduring film genres in
Hollywood’s history, it outlines and demonstrates the sociological
approach to viewing films and highlights the socially
conservative nature of much Hollywood movie production,
which draws on common stereotypes and reinforces dominant
cultural values - but is also capable of challenging and serving
to change them.
Routledge
Market: Sociology
: 196pp: 13 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-27714-7: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-27716-1: Oct 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-429-29745-8: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367277161

1-800-634-7064

nd

Race, Ethnicity, Crime, and Justice: An International Dilemma,
Edition, takes a unique comparative approach to the exploration
of race- and ethnicity-related justice issues in five countries
around the world. This new edition is suitable for use as a core
or supplemental text for advanced undergraduates and early
graduate courses on race and crime, minorities and criminal
justice, diversity in criminal justice, and comparative justice
systems. It is also appropriate for use in sociology and ethnic studies courses that focus on
race and crime.
Routledge
Market: Criminal Justice / Race
7-3/8 x 9-1/4: 208pp: 45 line drawings: 46 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-92134-4: Sep 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-92135-1: Sep 2020: $42.95
eBook: 978-1-315-68640-0: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138921351
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Sociological Theories of Health and Illness
William C Cockerham

Urban Empires
Cities as Global Rulers in the New Urban World

This book explains the evolution of theory in medical sociology
beginning with the field’s origins in medicine to its present-day
standing as a major sociological subdiscipline. Sociological
theory has an especially important role because it distinguishes
medical sociology from virtually all other scientific fields engaged
in the study of health and illness. Cockerham focuses on
commonly used theories, illustrating their utility in current
empirical research. Beginning with classical theory (Marx, Weber
Durkheim) and the neglected founders, along with symbolic
interaction and labeling theory, poststructuralism and
postmodernism, emphasis is placed on current theories used
today.
Routledge
Market: Sociology / Health and Illness
6 x 9: 350pp: 1 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-46910-8: Jul 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-46908-5: Jul 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-003-04616-5: Jul 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367469108

Edited by Edward Glaeser, Karima Kourtit and Peter
Nijkamp
Series: The Metropolis and Modern Life
We live in the ‘urban century’. Cities all over the world – in both
developing and developed countries – display complex
evolutionary patterns. Urban Empires charts the backgrounds,
mechanisms, drivers, and consequences of these radical changes
in our contemporary systems from a global perspective, and
analyses the dominant position of modern cities in the ‘New
Urban World’.
Routledge
Market: Sociology / Urban Studies
7-3/8 x 9-1/4: 444pp: 49 halftones: 43 line drawings: 42 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-60170-3: Sep 2020: $175.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-60171-0: Sep 2020: $79.95
eBook: 978-0-429-46997-8: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138601710
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The New Systems Reader

Vigilante Gender Violence

Alternatives to a Failed Economy

Social Class, the Gender Bargain, and Mob Attacks on Women
Worldwide

Edited by James Gustave Speth, Senior Fellow and co-chair
of the Next System Project at the Democracy Collaborative.
and Kathleen Courrier
Our time is one of crisis and an uncertain future. In the face of
climate catastrophe, insurgent populism, deepening inequality,
and the decay of institutional legitimacy, confidence in the
current system of capitalism is at a historic low, especially among
the rising generations. Truly addressing the problems of the 21st
century requires going beyond small tweaks to business as usual
– it requires "changing the system." But what does this mean?
And what would it entail? This Reader highlights some of the
most promising answers to these questions, offering the ideas
of key thinkers and activists. This provocative book provides an
essential conversation about the future we want.

Rebecca Álvarez, New Mexico Highlands University
Seen through independent case studies in different national
settings, this book provides empirical evidence that
demonstrates the existence of vigilante gender violence in times
when societies are shifting from one phase to another and the
social hierarchies present within are disrupted. With greater
understanding of when and how to predict the occurrence of
this phenomenon, the author posits notable ways to prevent it
from happening altogether.

Routledge
Market: Sociology / Politics
6 x 9: 510pp: 3 halftones: 22 line drawings: 4 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-31338-8: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-31339-5: Oct 2020: $42.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367313395

Routledge
Market: Sociology / Women's Studies
: 162pp
Hb: 978-0-367-24907-6: Sep 2020: $150.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-24908-3: Sep 2020: $39.95
eBook: 978-0-429-28506-6: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367249083
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Myth and Reality in the U.S. Immigration Debate
Greg Prieto, University of San Diego
Series: Framing 21st Century Social Issues
"What part of illegal don’t you understand?" This commonsense
slogan rings true, but is at odds with the evidence. Myth and
Reality in the U.S. Immigration Debate separates fact from fiction
in this short primer on the empirical impact of immigration on
U.S. society. In six short chapters that review the conceptual,
historical, economic, global, legal, and racial dimensions of
immigration to the United States, Prieto argues that unauthorized
immigration is a problem of policy, not people. This text will
serve as an introduction to the study of immigration for those
who wish to engage in a sober and compassionate dialogue
about the role of immigrants in the United States.
Routledge
Market: Sociology / Immigration
6 x 9: 132pp
Hb: 978-1-138-65631-4: Sep 2020: $120.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-65632-1: Sep 2020: $29.95
eBook: 978-1-315-62195-1: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138656321

50 Years of Community Development Vol I
A History of its Evolution and Application in North America
Edited by Norman Walzer, Northern Illinois University,
DeKalb, Illinois, USA, Rhonda Phillips and Robert Blair
Series: Community Development Research and Practice Series
th

This 50 anniversary publication provides a comprehensive
history of community development. Beginning in 1970 with the
advent of the Community Development Society and its journal
shortly thereafter, Community Development, the editors have
placed the chapters in major themed areas or issues pertinent
to both research and practice of community development.
The chapters in this book were originally published in the journal,
Community Development.
Routledge
Market: Sociology
: 350pp
Hb: 978-0-367-43969-9: Oct 2020: $160.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367439699
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50 Years of Community Development Vol II

Diagramming the Social

A History of its Evolution and Application in North America

Relational Method in Research

Edited by Norman Walzer, Northern Illinois University,
DeKalb, Illinois, USA, Rhonda Phillips, Purdue University,
USA and Robert Blair
Series: Community Development Research and Practice Series

Russell Dudley-Smith, UCL Institute of Education, UK and
Natasha Whiteman, University of Leicester, UK
Series: Routledge Advances in Research Methods
This book challenges the hyper-proliferation of concepts in
modern social research, presenting a distinctive methodological
response based on the exploration of diagrammatic relational
spaces, designed to capture social process in a way that resists
reductive categories, while producing powerful analyses.
As such, the book constitutes an important contribution to some
of the central questions in current social research, and promises
to unsettle and reinvigorate considerations of method across
different fields of practice.

This 50th anniversary publication provides a comprehensive
history of community development. Beginning in 1970 with the
advent of the Community Development Society and its journal
shortly thereafter, Community Development, the editors have
placed the chapters in major themed areas or issues pertinent
to both research and practice of community development.

Routledge
Market: Sociology
: 378pp
Hb: 978-0-367-43994-1: Oct 2020: $160.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367439941

Routledge
Market: Sociology/Research Methods
: 204pp: 27 illus: 5 halftones: 22 line drawings: 1 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-19255-6: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-20136-3: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367192556
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Affirmative Action in Malaysia and South Africa

Eating Fandom

Preference for Parity

Intersections Between Fans and Food Cultures
Hwok-Aun Lee, Institute of South East Asian Studies,
Singapore
Series: Routledge Research in Public Administration and Public
Policy
Malaysia and South Africa implement the most extensive
affirmative action programmes worldwide. This book explores
why and how to effect preferential treatment which has been
utilized in the pursuit of inter-ethnic parity, specifically in higher
education, high level occupations, enterprise development and
wealth ownership. The book also critically considers questions
of the attainments and limitations of ethnic preferential
treatment in reducing disparity, the challenges of developing
capability and reducing dependency, and the scope for policy

reforms.
Routledge
Market: Business
: 272pp: 26 illus: 26 line drawings: 19 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-08007-2: Oct 2020: $169.00 • eBook: 978-1-315-11407-1: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138080072

Edited by CarrieLynn D. Reinhard, Dominican University,
USA, Julia E. Largent, McPherson College, USA and Bertha
Chin, Swinburne University of Technology, Malaysia
This book considers the practices and techniques fans utilize to
interact with different aspects and elements of food cultures.
Presenting various theoretical and methodological approaches,
the anthology brings together a series of empirical studies to
examine the intersection of two fields of cultural practice and
will appeal to sociologists, geographers and scholars of cultural
studies with interests in fan studies and food cultures.

Routledge
Market: Sociology/Cultural Studies
: 228pp: 3 illus: 3 halftones: 5 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-22743-2: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-27667-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367227432
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Deindustrialization and Casinos

Emotion in the Digital Age

A Winning Hand?

Technologies, Data and Psychosocial Life
Alissa Mazar, University of Massachusetts Amherst, USA
Series: Routledge Studies in Urban Sociology
As governments increasingly legalize and expand the availability
of casinos, hoping to offset the impacts of manufacturing decline
through the advancement of gambling commerce, this book
examines what casinos do - and do not do - for host
communities in terms of economic growth. Through a study of
Windsor - Canada’s automotive capital - as a pilot site for casino
development in Ontario, this book considers what casino
developments do - and do not do - for host communities in
terms of economic growth, asking whether they constitute a
ready answer to the problems of industrial and economic
decline.

Routledge
Market: Sociology/Urban Studies
: 206pp: 16 illus: 11 halftones: 5 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-46381-6: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-02850-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367463816
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Darren Ellis, University of East London, UK and Ian Tucker,
University of East London, UK
Series: Routledge Studies in Science, Technology and Society
This book explores the ways in which emotion is understood,
researched and experienced through digital technologies.
Following an examination of the philosophies, theories and
models of emotion and affect that are pertinent to this diverse
field, it offers an in-depth exploration of five key topic areas:
artificial emotion, social media, surveillance, online support and
video gaming. With attention to questions of what the future
may hold, how it has been envisaged in science fiction, and what
impact digitized emotion has on our subjectivity and everyday
life, it will appeal to scholars of emotion studies, psychology,
science and technology studies, sociology, and related fields.
Routledge
Market: Sociology/emotions/science and technology
: 134pp
Hb: 978-1-138-09103-0: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-315-10832-2: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138091030
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Emotions, Embodied Cognition and the Adaptive
Unconscious

Everyday Multiculturalism in/across Asia
Edited by Jessica Walton, Anita Harris and Koichi Iwabuchi
Series: Ethnic and Racial Studies

A Complex Topography of the Social Making of Things

What does it mean to bring Asia into conversation with current
literature on everyday multiculturalism? This book focuses on
the empirical, theoretical and methodological considerations
of using an everyday multiculturalism approach to explore the
ordinary ways people live together in difference in the Asian
region while also drawing attention to increasing trans-Asian
mobilities.
This book will be of interest to academics and researchers
studying migration, multiculturalism, ethnic and racial studies,
and to advanced students of Sociology, Political Science and
Public Policy. It was originally published as a special issue of

John A. Smith, University of Greenwich, UK
Series: Complexity in Social Science
Emotions, Embodied Cognition and the Adaptive Unconscious
argues for the need to consider many other factors, drawn from
disciplines such as socio-biology, evolutionary psychology, the
study of the emotions, the adaptive unconscious, the senses
and conscious deliberation in analysing the complex topography
of social action and the making of things.
The book is intended for a postgraduate/research audience and
doctoral students to introduce and synthesise inter-disciplinary
contributions to research into complexity theory in the social
sciences.
Routledge
Market: Sociology/Psychology/Complexity
: 260pp
Hb: 978-0-367-02701-8: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-39833-9: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367027018

Ethnic and Racial Studies.
Routledge
Market: Sociology / Race and Ethnic Studies / Multiculturalism
: 136pp: 1 illus
Hb: 978-0-367-55281-7: Oct 2020: $160.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367552817
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Environmental Justice as Decolonization

Exiled Activism

Political Contention, Innovation and Resistance Over Indigenous Fishing
Rights in Australia, New Zealand, and the United States

Political Mobilization in Egypt and England

Julia Miller Cantzler, University of San Diego, USA
This book situates Indigenous peoples as central activists in
struggles to achieve environmental justice. Drawing from archival
and interview data, it examines and compares the historical and
contemporary processes through which Indigenous fishing
rights have been negotiated in the United States, Australia and
New Zealand. It thus reveals the agential dynamics and the
structural constraints that have resulted in varying degrees of
success for Indigenous communities who are struggling to define
the terms of their rights to access traditionally harvested fisheries,
while also gaining economic stability through commercial fishing
enterprises.
Routledge
Market: Sociology/indigenous studies/anthropology
: 220pp
Hb: 978-0-367-20085-5: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-25952-4: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367200855

David McKeever, Ulster University, UK
Series: The Mobilization Series on Social Movements, Protest,
and Culture
This book examines the relationship between exile and activism,
drawing on interviews with activists exiled to England following
the military coup d’état in Egypt to explore the process of exile,
the changes in conditions for exiled activists and the expansion
of the exile repertoire in the host country. A significant
contribution to social movement theory, this book will appeal
to sociologists and political scientists with interests in political
mobilisation and contentious politics.
Routledge
Market: Sociology/Politics
: 132pp: 3 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-33713-1: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-32144-3: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367337131
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Establishing Shared Knowledge in Political Meetings

Globalisation, Tourism and Simulacra

Repairing and Correcting in Public

A Baudrillardian Study of Tourist Space in Thailand

Hanna Svensson
Series: Directions in Ethnomethodology and Conversation
Analysis
This book investigates the ways in which participants in political
activities use micro-practices for solving issues of speaking,
hearing and understanding as fundamental for the activities
they engage in. Based on video recordings of public meetings
within a political grassroots project in the field of urbanism, it
examines the use of interactional repair in processes of
negotiating, contesting and distributing and establishing
knowledge in public. It will appeal to scholars in sociology and
political sciences with interests in ethnomethodology and
conversation analysis, social interaction, social order, and political
practice.
Routledge
Market: Sociology
: 258pp: 120 illus: 120 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-43556-1: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-00411-0: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367435561
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Kunphatu Sakwit, Chulalongkorn University, Thailand
Series: Routledge Advances in Sociology
Exploring the extent to which Baudrillard’s theory can apply in
a non-western context, this book draws on studies of famous
floating markets to explore the effects of globalisation and
tourism in Thailand, contending that tourism can in fact recreate
rather than erode local culture. A study of consumption, tourism
and the relations between the global and the local, Globalisation,
Tourism and Simulacra will appeal to scholars of sociology and
geography with interests tourism, globalisation and social theory.

Routledge
Market: Sociology/Tourism
: 156pp: 2 illus: 2 halftones: 2 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-86304-3: Aug 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-01827-8: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367863043
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Happiness, Flourishing and the Good Life

Institutional Transformations

A Transformative Vision for Human Well-Being

Imagination, Embodiment, and Affect

Garrett Thomson, College of Wooster, USA, Scherto Gill,
GHFP Research Institute, UK and Ivor Goodson, GHFP
Research Institute, UK
Series: Classical and Contemporary Social Theory

Edited by Danielle Celermajer, Millicent Churcher and
Moira Gatens

Departing from reductive accounts of well-being that
characterise the field of ‘well-being studies’ and exclude the
normative aspect of the concept, this book offers a new account
of what counts as being-well. Based on a reconceptualisation
of well-being, it presents a fresh perspective on how we can
think about the meanings of human life in a manner that serves
as a source of social critique. Inverting the usual approach to
the social sciences, in which the research is required to be
objective in terms of methodology and subjective with regard to evaluative claims, the
authors take a more objective approach to values in order to be more open to the
subjectivities of human life.
Routledge
Market: Sociology/Philosophy
: 208pp
Hb: 978-1-138-61388-1: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-46431-7: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138613881

Formal and informal institutions structure our social interactions
by giving rise to normative expectations and patterns of
collective behaviour. This collection grapples with how affect,
imagination, and embodiment can operate to either constrain
or enable the justice of institutions and the experiences of
specific social identities.
The chapters in this book were originally published as a special
issue of the journal, Angelaki

Routledge
Market: Politics/Sociology/Philosophy
: 182pp
Hb: 978-0-367-52177-6: Oct 2020: $160.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367521776
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Ignorance and Change

Made To Work

Anticipatory Knowledge and the European Refugee Crisis

Mobilising Contemporary Worklives

Adriana Mica, University of Warsaw, Poland, Anna Horolets,
University of Warsaw, Poland, Mikołaj Pawlak, University of
Warsaw, Poland and Paweł Kubicki, Warsaw School of
Economics, Poland
Series: Routledge Research in Ignorance Studies
Ignorance and Change analyses the European refugee crisis of
2015-2016 from the perspective of ignorance studies showing
how the media, decision-makers and academics engaged in the
projection and reification of the future in relation to the crisis,
the asylum system and the solutions that were proposed.
The book provides an erudite background, comprehensive
empirical research and original tools of analysis for graduate
students, researchers and policy makers interested in crisis studies, public policy, ignorance
studies, social theory, migration studies and sociology of the future.
Routledge
Market: Sociology/Ignorance Studies/Public Policy
: 288pp: 4 illus: 4 line drawings: 26 tables
Hb: 978-0-815-38069-6: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-351-21259-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815380696

Breda Gray, University of Limerick, Ireland, Luigina Ciolfi,
Sheffield Hallam University, UK and Aparecido Fabiano
Pinatti de Carvalho, Universität Siegen, Germany
Series: Changing Mobilities
Made to Work analyses the conditions of mobile knowledge work
(MKW) in contemporary worklives, contrasting and drawing
parallels among three highly significant sectors of the Knowledge
Economy: academia, Information Communication Technology
(ICT) management, and digital creative work.
It introduces the concept of ‘corollary work’ to characterise the
elusive work underpinning the configuration of workers,
informational, technological, relational and infrastructural
resources in (re)producing liveable worklives.
Routledge
Market: Sociology/Mobilities Studies/Business
: 232pp: 1 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-10932-5: May 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-02395-8: May 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367109325
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Indian Migrants in Tokyo

Monsters, Catastrophes and the Anthropocene

A Study of Socio-Cultural, Religious, and Working Worlds

A Postcolonial Critique

Megha Wadhwa
Series: Routledge Studies on Asia in the World

Gaia Giuliani
Series: Routledge Environmental Humanities

The number of Indians in Japan is increasing. The links between
Japan and India go back a long way in history, and the intricacy
of their cultures is one of many factors they have in common.
Japanese culture and customs are among the most distinctive,
unique and complex in the world, and it is often difficult for
foreigners to get used to them. Wadhwa focuses on the Indian
Diaspora in Tokyo, and analyses their lives as Indians there using
a combination of interviews and participant observation as well
as secondary data. She examines their lifestyles, fears, problems,
relations and expectations as foreigners in Tokyo and how living
in Tokyo affects their identity as Indians.

This book explores European and Western imaginaries of natural
disaster, mass migration and terrorism through a postcolonial
inquiry into modern conceptions of monstrosity and catastrophe.
This book uses established icons of popular visual culture in
sci-fi, doomsday and horror films and TV series, as well as in
images reproduced by the news media to help trace the
genealogy of modern fears to ontologies and logics of the
Anthropocene. This book will be of interest to students and
academics of the Environmental Humanities, Human and Cultural
Geography, Political Philosophy, Psychosocial Studies, Gender
Studies, Cultural Studies and Cinema Studies and Visual Studies.

Routledge
Market: Migration Studies
: 218pp: 76 illus: 65 halftones: 11 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-89683-6: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-02053-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367896836
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: 240pp: 15 halftones
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Police on Camera

Racial Nationalisms

Surveillance, Privacy, and Accountability

Borders, Refugees and the Cultural Politics of Belonging

169

Edited by Bryce Clayton Newell, Tilburg University, The
Netherlands
Series: Routledge Studies in Surveillance

Edited by Sivamohan Valluvan, University of Warwick, UK
and Virinder S. Kalra, University of Warwick, UK
Series: Ethnic and Racial Studies

Police on Camera address the conceptual and empirical evidence
surrounding the use of body-worn cameras (BWCs) by police
officers in societies around the globe, offering a variety of
differing opinions from experts in the field.
This book is designed to be accessible to a broad audience, and
is targeted at scholars and students of surveillance, law and
policy, and the police, as well as policymakers and others
interested in how surveillance technologies are impacting our
modern world and criminal justice institutions.

This book addresses the centrality of race and racism in
consolidating the nationalisms currently prominent in Brexit
Britain. Particular attention is given to the issues of refugees,
borders and bordering, and the wider forms of nativist and
anti-Muslim sentiments that anchor today’s increasingly populist
forms of nationalist politics.
This book was originally published as a special issue of Ethnic
and Racial Studies.

Routledge
Market: Sociology/Surveillance/Criminology/Law
: 282pp: 2 illus: 2 line drawings: 9 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-34243-9: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-43975-9: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138342439

Routledge
Market: Sociology / Racial and Ethnic Studies / Politics
: 148pp: 3 illus
Hb: 978-0-367-56378-3: Oct 2020: $160.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367563783
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Political Correctness: A Sociocultural Black Hole

Remembrance and Forgiveness

Thomas Tsakalakis, University of Athens, Greece
Series: Routledge Studies in Social and Political Thought
This book explores the nature of political correctness as but one
of the faces of today’s widespread sociocultural hypocrisy, and
symptomatic of a drive towards shallowness, anti-intellectualism
and self-flagellation, as part of a political culture in which
perception is everything and the possibility of honest, rational
debate is eroded. A study of the destruction of honest and
rational debate, characterised by trials of intention, often by
social media, Political Correctness: A Sociocultural Black Hole will
appeal to scholars of sociology and media studies with interests
in contemporary political culture.
Routledge
Market: Sociology/Cultural Studies
: 164pp
Hb: 978-0-367-52807-2: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05848-9: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367528072

Global and Interdisciplinary Perspectives on Genocide and Mass
Violence
Edited by Ajlina Karamehić-Muratović, St Louis University,
USA and Laura Kromják, Tomori Pál College, Hungary
Series: Memory Studies: Global Constellations
An enquiry into the social science of remembrance and
forgiveness in global episodes of genocide and mass violence
during the post-Holocaust era, this volume explores the ways
in which these have changed over time and how remembrance
and forgiveness have been used in more recent cases of
genocide and mass violence.
As such, it will appeal to scholars across the social sciences with
interests in memory studies, genocide, remembrance, and
forgiveness.
Routledge
Market: Sociology/Politics
: 252pp: 4 illus: 3 halftones: 1 line drawings: 1 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-35101-4: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-32974-6: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367351014
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Power and Protest at an American University

Repression, Resistance and Collaboration in Stalinist
Romania 1944-1964

No Confidence, No Fear
Edited by Ellen Carnaghan, Saint Louis University, USA and
Kathryn E. Kuhn, Saint Louis University, USA
Series: The Mobilization Series on Social Movements, Protest,
and Culture
This book examines the successful no confidence movement
led by faculty at Saint Louis University in 2013 in an effort to
unseat the university president, considering the reasons for
success when similar movements often fail. As such, it will appeal
to scholars of social movements with interests in protest and
mobilisation in the field of education.

Routledge
Market: Sociology/Politics
: 208pp
Hb: 978-0-367-86170-4: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-01733-2: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367861704

Post-communist Remembering
Monica Ciobanu, Plattsburgh State University of New York,
USA
Series: Memory Studies: Global Constellations
This book examines how the process of remembering Stalinist
repression in Romania has shifted from individual, family, and
group representations of lived and witnessed experiences
characteristic of the 1990s to more recent and state sponsored
expressions of historical remembrance through their
incorporation in official commemorations, propaganda sites,
and restorative and compensatory measures. Based on fieldwork
dealing with Stalinist repression and memorialization, together
with archival research on the secret police, it adopts an
interdisciplinary approach to reveal the resurfacing of particular
themes, drawing on concepts from sociology, political science and legal studies.
Routledge
Market: Sociology/memory studies
: 242pp: 11 illus: 11 halftones
Hb: 978-1-138-08920-4: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-315-10934-3: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138089204
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Routledge Handbook of Street Culture

Solidarity and Public Goods

Edited by Jeffrey Ian Ross
Series: Routledge International Handbooks

Edited by Avigail Ferdman and Margaret Kohn
In the wake of health and economic crises across the world,
solidarity is emerging as both a moral imperative and urgent
social goal. This book approaches solidarity as a political good,
both a framework of power structures and grounds for moral
motivation. The distinct approaches to public goods and social
value demonstrate how social connectedness is intricately tied
to the distribution of public goods, and the moral commitments
that grow out of them.
The chapters in this book were originally published as a special
issue of the journal, Critical Review of International Social and
Political Philosophy.

The Routledge Handbook of Street Culture integrates and reviews
current scholarship regarding the history, types, and contexts
of the concept of street culture. The book provides a
comprehensive and accessible approach to the subject of street
culture through the lens of an inter- and/or multi-disciplinary
perspective. It is also intersectional in its approach and
consideration of the subject and phenomenon of street culture.
Routledge
Market: Sociology / Cultural Studies
: 422pp: 37 halftones: 2 line drawings: 3 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-24873-4: Oct 2020: $245.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-28481-6: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367248734

Routledge
Market: Politics
: 144pp
Hb: 978-0-367-55180-3: Oct 2020: $160.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367551803
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Sensing Spirits

Space, Taste and Affect

Paranormal Investigation and the Social Construction of Ghosts

Atmospheres That Shape the Way We Eat

Marc A. Eaton, Ripon College, USA
Series: Interactionist Currents

Edited by Emily Falconer
Series: Routledge Research in Culture, Space and Identity

Based on ethnographic research, this book examines the
paranormal investigation subculture in the US. Presenting
interviews with investigators, it explores their reasons for getting
involved, their use of different investigative methods, the
interpretive processes by which they individually and collectively
‘sense’ spirits, and the ways in which these processes are
influenced by gendered and classed power dynamics. A
fascinating study of ghosts as an inherently social phenomenon,
Sensing Spirits will appeal to sociologists with interests in
ethnography, interactionism, cultural studies and subcultures.

This book is an exploration of how time, space and social
atmospheres contribute to the experience of taste. It
demonstrates complex combinations of material, sensual and
symbolic atmospheres and social encounters that shape this
experience.
This book will appeal to undergraduate and postgraduate
students of sociology, human geography, tourism and leisure
studies, anthropology, psychology, arts and literature,
architecture and urban design.

Routledge
Market: Sociology
: 194pp
Hb: 978-0-367-03038-4: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-02000-1: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367030384

Routledge
Market: Geography/Leisure/Tourism/Food Studies
: 196pp: 18 illus: 18 halftones: 2 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-23426-0: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-315-30747-3: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138234260
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Social Scientist in South Asia

Teaching Practices in a Global Learning
Environment

Personal Narratives, Social Forces and Negotiations
Edited by Achla Pritam Tandon, Gopi Devdutt Tripathy
and Rashi Bhargava

An Interdisciplinary Take on International Education
Hanne Tange, Aalborg University, Denmark
Series: Global Connections

This book is a collection of autobiographical narratives by leading
social scientists working across South Asia. It explores the
linkages between their personal experiences and academic
pursuits, and analyses how personal, political and professional
choices shape knowledge production and effect social
transformation. The narratives revisit long standing debates on
objectivit and subjectivity, and attempt to collapse the binaries
that have informed the social sciences till now. The volume will
be indispensable to researchers of sociology, anthropology,
history, creative writing, biography studies, and South Asian
studies.
Routledge India
Market: sociology / political studies / history / philosophy
: 320pp: 4 illus: 4 halftones
Hb: 978-1-138-36977-1: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-10551-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138369771

1-800-634-7064

This book examines teaching practices in international education,
focusing on two significant meanings of the notion of ‘practice’:
the concrete activities used by university lecturers and the role
of education as a platform for transferring particular skills or
approaches. Combining the approaches of ‘pragmatism’ and
practice theory, itaddresses themes including the
international-ness of academic disciplines and language issues
emerging in international education. As such, it will appeal to
scholars across the social sciences and policy makers with
interests in pedagogy, internationalisation and higher education.
Routledge
Market: Sociology/Education
: 210pp: 5 illus: 5 halftones: 5 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-22596-1: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-315-39866-2: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138225961
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The Boundaries of Mixedness

The Routledge International Handbook of Simmel
Studies

A Global Perspective
Edited by Erica Chito Childs
The Boundaries of Mixedness tackles the burgeoning field of
critical mixed race studies, bringing together research that spans
five continents and more than ten countries. Research on
mixedness is growing, yet there is still much debate over what
exactly mixed race means, and whether it is a useful term. The
Boundaries of Mixedness, thenis a significant new contribution
to mixed race studies for academics, researchers, and advanced
students of Ethnic and Racial Studies, Sociology, History and
Public Policy.
This book was originally published as a special issue of the
Journal of Intercultural Studies
Routledge
Market: Multicultural Identity / Mixedness / Critical Race
: 164pp
Hb: 978-0-367-52292-6: Oct 2020: $160.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367522926

Edited by Gregor Fitzi, Bielefeld University, Germany
Series: Routledge International Handbooks
This book documents the richness, variety and creativity of
contemporary international research on Georg Simmel’s work,
moving beyond the disciplinary boundaries of sociology and
philosophy into other fields, and tracing the different paths that
Simmel’s reception has taken in various regions of the world. It
will appeal to scholars across the social sciences and humanities,
and to sociologists, philosophers and social theorists in particular,
with interest in Simmel’s thought.
Routledge
Market: Sociology
: 420pp: 9 illus: 4 halftones: 5 line drawings: 4 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-27723-9: Oct 2020: $245.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-29750-2: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367277239
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The Individual After Modernity

Thinking Through Dilemmas

A Sociological Perspective

Schemas, Frames, and Difficult Decisions

Mira Marody, University of Warsaw, Poland
Series: Routledge Studies in Social and Political Thought
Moving beyond the individualisation paradigm in sociological
theory, this book develops an approach to the analysis of human
activities and the social phenomena produced by them that
centres on the processes that generate coordinated behaviours
among individuals.
An overview of transformation of social bonds and the
intensification of mutual influences among individuals as they
seek to address social dilemmas in new contexts, The Individual
after Modernity will appeal to social scientists with interests in
social theory.

Lawrence H. Williams, PhD, Department of Psychological
Sciences, Purdue University
Series: Routledge Advances in Sociology
Through a comparison of qualitative data on the ways in which
people think about death and dying, paedophilia, and career
decision-making, this book advances a blended view of
cognition, exploring how people use automatic and deliberate
thought processes to think through difficult topics. It will appeal
to sociologists and psychologists with interests in cognition and
the ways in which we make decisions.

Routledge
Market: Sociology
: 292pp
Hb: 978-0-367-89440-5: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-01917-6: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367894405

Routledge
Market: Sociology/psychology
: 160pp: 11 illus: 11 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-51163-0: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05265-4: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367511630
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The Neoliberal Imagination

Towards a General Theory of Boredom

Politics, Aesthetics, and Economics in the Evolution of Hyper-Industrial
Capitalism

A Case Study of Anglo and Russian Society

Ross Abbinnett, University of Birmingham, UK
Series: Media, Culture and Critique: Future Imperfect
This book presents a polemical account of the historical
development of the neoliberal imagination. Inspired by the
thought of Frederic Jameson, Bernard Stiegler, and Timothy
Morton, it argues that the evolution of virtual and information
technologies has transformed the ideological imaginary of
capitalism. A snapshot of the evolving ‘world picture’ that is
formed in the neoliberal imagination as articulated in its
particular regime of capitalization, The Neoliberal Imagination
will appeal to scholars of social theory and social philosophy
with interests in neoliberalism.
Routledge
Market: Sociology/Social Theory
: 252pp
Hb: 978-0-367-18691-3: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-19763-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367186913

Elina Tochilnikova, Boston University, USA
Series: Classical and Contemporary Social Theory
Through comparative historical research, this book offers a novel
theory explaining the emergence of boredom in modernity.
Presenting a Durkheimian topology of cross-cultural boredom,
it grounds the sociological cause of boredom in anomie and
the perception of time, compares its development through case
studies in Anglo and Russian society, and explains its minimal
presence outside of the West. It will appeal to scholars across
the social sciences with interests in social theory, social
psychology, and sociology.
Routledge
Market: Sociology
: 138pp: 9 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-48455-2: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-03984-6: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367484552
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Understanding Tourism Mobilities in Japan

War, Survival Units, and Citizenship

Edited by Hideki Endo, Ritsumeikan University, Japan
Series: Antinomies

A Neo-Eliasian Processual-Relational Perspective
Lars Bo Kaspersen, Copenhagen Business School, Denmark

In modern society, flows of people, things, capital, information,
ideas and technologies are constantly being occurred, and as
they are merging like a violently rushing stream, what could be
termed a landscape of mobilities has appeared. Social realities
are in flux and are changing into shapes that are different than
those that existed before now. This volume will expand the
inquiry of tourism mobilities comprehensively and clearly from
the fields of humanities and social sciences.

Routledge
Market: Sociology/Geography/Tourism
: 222pp: 26 illus: 18 halftones: 8 line drawings: 8 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-38775-1: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-42608-7: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138387751

In this ground-breaking book, the author proposes a new theory
of state formation based upon a rethinking of the nexus war,
state, and citizenship. He seeks to move beyond explanations
provided by traditional approaches by discussing and presenting
alternative state-society and state theories, arguing that the
relationship between states has been neglected in existing
literature. The issues discussed in the book are central to political
and historical sociology and will be of interest to scholars and
students working in both these fields, as well as to those working
in political science and IR, social theory and history.
Routledge
Market: Sociology / Social Theory
: 290pp: 4 illus: 4 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-754-64952-6: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-315-54769-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780754649526
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Urban Regeneration and Neoliberalism

Women and Work in Ireland

The New Liverpool Home

A Half Century of Attitude and Policy Change

Clare Kinsella, Edge Hill University, UK
Series: Routledge Studies in Urban Sociology

Margret Fine-Davis, Trinity College Dublin, Ireland
Series: Routledge Advances in Sociology

This book explores the concept of ‘home’ in Liverpool over
phases of regeneration from the Second World War. Based on
qualitative research in the oral history tradition, it examines both
the ‘forward facing’ regeneration in the period up to the 1980s,
and the subsequent neo-liberal regeneration projects that have
sought to ‘prioritise the past’. Employing Pierre Bourdieu’s
concepts of habitus and field as mechanisms for understanding
different senses of home and shifts from localised views to
globalised views, this book will appeal to those with interests in
urban sociology, regeneration, geography, sociology, home
cultures and cities.

This book chronicles the evolution of women’s participation in
the labour force in Ireland over the last five decades. The book
will be of interest to social scientists and to students. It will be a
valuable resource for courses in the sociology of work and the
family, gender studies, social psychology and Irish studies. By
providing quantitative data in an accessible form, it will also
provide a valuable case study for courses in social research
methods.

Routledge
Market: Sociology
: 272pp
Hb: 978-0-367-86175-9: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-01736-3: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367861759

Routledge
Market: Sociology / Gender / Sociology of Work
: 234pp: 3 line drawings: 63 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-02975-0: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-315-10367-9: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138029750
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Vikings Across Boundaries
Viking-Age Transformations – Volume II
Edited by Hanne Lovise Aannestad, Museum of Cultural
History, Oslo, Norway, Unn Pedersen, University of Oslo,
Norway, Marianne Moen, University of Oslo, Norway, Elise
Naumann, Norwegian Institute for Cultural Heritage Studies,
Norway and Heidi Lund Berg, University of Bergen, Norway
Series: Culture, Environment and Adaptation in the North
Through a diversity of approaches and with attention to both
the homelands and the wider Viking world, this volume explores
the changes that occurred during the Viking Age, as
Scandinavian societies fell in line with the larger forces that
dominated the continent and Scandinavia truly became part of
Europe. It will appeal to historians and archaeologists with
interests in Viking-Age studies, as well as those scholars of Scandinavian studies.
Routledge
Market: Social History/Archaeology
: 328pp: 68 illus: 5 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-36452-6: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-34619-4: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367364526
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A Constraints-Led Approach to Golf Coaching

Digital Sport Marketing

Ian Renshaw, Queensland University of Technology,
Australia, Peter Arnott and Graeme McDowall
Series: Routledge Studies in Constraints-Based Methodologies
in Sport
A Constraints-Led Approach to Golf Coaching includes case
studies and examples of how constraints are manipulated to
induce adaption in the technical, tactical, (or put in golf terms,
course management), physiological, and psychological
development mechanisms needed to improve at golf.

Routledge
Market: Sport Science
: 168pp: 41 illus: 30 halftones: 11 line drawings: 7 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-48268-8: Sep 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-48267-1: Sep 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-003-03891-7: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367482671

Concepts, Cases and Conversations
Alan Seymour, 'Teach' Consultancy, UK and Paul Blakey,
University of Worcester, UK
Digital sports marketing is a new, dynamic and rapidly evolving
area that is having a profound impact on contemporary sport
business. This is the only textbook to introduce core principles
and best practice in digital sports marketing, focusing on key
issues, emerging topics and practical techniques. The book
surveys the new international digital landscape in sport business
and explains how to apply digital marketing across key areas
from fan engagement and public relations to strategic
communication and branding. Full of useful features, this is an
essential textbook for any sport marketing, sport management,
sport business or sport development course.
Routledge
Market: Sport Studies / Business and Management / Marketing
: 262pp: 8 illus: 1 halftones: 7 line drawings: 3 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-70139-7: Sep 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-70140-3: Sep 2020: $45.95
eBook: 978-1-315-20407-9: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138701403
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5th Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER

Applied Positive Pedagogy in Sport Coaching

Learning to Teach Physical Education in the
Secondary School

International Cases
Edited by Richard Light, University of Canterbury, New
Zealand and Stephen Harvey
Positive Pedagogy is an athlete-centred, inquiry-based approach
that transforms the way we understand learning and coaching
in sport that can be successfully employed across a range of
different sports and levels of performance. Applied Positive
Pedagogy in Sports Coaching: International Cases reflects the
uptake of it by coaches across different countries and sport
settings through its complete focus on their experiences of using
it and adapting it to their needs and contexts.

Routledge
Market: Sport Coaching
: 180pp: 1 illus: 1 line drawings: 3 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-48981-6: Jul 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-48982-3: Jul 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-003-04381-2: Jun 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367489823

A Companion to School Experience
Edited by Susan Capel, Brunel University, United Kingdom.,
Joanne Cliffe, University of Birmingham, United Kingdom.
and Julia Lawrence, University of Hull, United Kingdom.
Series: Learning to Teach Subjects in the Secondary School Series
This market-leading text is a comprehensive, accessible
introduction to teaching and learning physical education in the
secondary school. Offering practical advice underpinned by the
latest research and theory, it encourages student teachers to
develop a personal approach to teaching physical education. It
covers core issues such as planning, inclusion and continuing
professional development and supports reflection and
assignment writing. This fifth edition has been thoroughly
updated, with new chapters on knowledge bases, incorporating a health focus in lessons,
physical literacy, using digital technologies and teacher professionalism.
Routledge
Market: Education / Physical Education
: 468pp: 23 illus: 23 line drawings: 38 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-20961-2: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-20962-9: Oct 2020: $35.95
eBook: 978-0-429-26443-6: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367209629
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Outdoor Therapies

Doping in Sport

An Introduction to Practices, Possibilities, and Critical Perspectives

A Defence

Edited by Nevin J. Harper, University of Victoria, British
Columbia, Canada and Will W. Dobud, Charles Sturt
University, New South Wales, Australia
Drawing on the leading voices of international researchers and
practitioners, Outdoor Therapies provides readers with a broad
spectrum of possibilities for the helping professions. As an
introduction to these outdoor therapies, students, practitioners,
theorists, and researchers will become aware of the possibilities
and advantages of helping clients get the treatment, service
and care they need, outside of a conventional office-based
therapy approach.
Routledge
Market: Psychotherapy/Counseling
6 x 9: 228pp
Hb: 978-0-367-36571-4: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-36570-7: Oct 2020: $39.95
eBook: 978-0-429-35202-7: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367365707
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Thomas Søbirk Petersen
Series: Routledge Focus on Sport, Culture and Society
In this provocative and thought-provoking book, Professor of
Ethics Thomas Søbirk Petersen explains why the World
Anti-Doping Agency’s doping rules are poorly justified and makes
a case for a new third way in anti-doping policy that would allow
athletes to use substances and methods currently on WADA’s
prohibited list. This is an essential addition to the bookshelves
of researchers and students of sports studies like sports
philosophy, sports law, sports medicine and the sociology of
sport, and a fascinating read for anybody interested in the darker
side of sport and in its possible futures.
Routledge
Market: Sport / Ethics / Law
: 72pp
Hb: 978-0-367-52830-0: Oct 2020: $60.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05856-4: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367528300
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Feelings in Sport

High Performance Youth Swimming
Edited by Jeanne Dekerle
Series: Routledge Research in Paediatric Sport and Exercise
Science

Theory, Research, and Practical Implications for Performance and
Well-being
Edited by Montse C. Ruiz and Claudio Robazza
Series: Routledge Psychology of Sport, Exercise and Physical
Activity

High Performance Youth Swimming provides an in-depth view
of the physiological, biomechanical, and multifaceted
underpinning of swimming success, with a focus on youth.
Considerations to both growth and maturation processes and
the intricacies of the swimming training environment are core
throughout the book.

This ground-breaking book is the first to offer cutting-edge
knowledge about contemporary theoretical, methodological,
and applied issues with the contributions of leading researchers
and practitioners in the field. Feeling states in sports are
comprehensively covered by adopting an international and
multi-disciplinary perspective.

Routledge
Market: Paediatric Sport
6 x 9: 308pp: 34 illus: 1 halftones: 33 line drawings: 26 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-59597-2: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-46559-8: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138595972

Routledge
Market: Sport Psychology
6 x 9: 270pp: 15 illus: 3 halftones: 12 line drawings: 10 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-25381-3: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05201-2: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367253813
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Female Fans, Gender Relations and Football
Fandom

Human Factors and Ergonomics in Sport
Applications and Future Directions
Edited by Paul M. Salmon, University of the Sunshine
Coast,Maroochydore, Australia,, Scott McLean, University
of the Sunshine Coast, Clare Dallat, University of the
Sunshine Coast,Maroochydore, Australia, Neil Mansfield,
Nottingham Trent University, Colin Solomon, University of
the Sunshine Coast and Adam Hulme, University of the
Sunshine Coast, Australia

Challenging the Brotherhood Culture
Honorata Jakubowska, Adam Mickiewicz University, Poland,
Dominik Antonowicz and Radoslaw Kossakowski, Gdansk
University, Poland
Series: Routledge Research in Sport, Culture and Society
This book assesses the transformation of football fan culture
from a gender perspective. Referring to notions of homosociality,
hegemonic masculinity, and performative perspectives on
gender and fandom, it investigates the processes of women
entering the world of football fandom. The book is fascinating
reading for researchers and students in gender studies, sociology
of sport, football, women’s studies and Central Eastern European
studies. It is also a valuable resource for scholars, and football
and club authorities who have an interest in understanding the
development of female football fandom and its impact on the male fandom community.
Routledge
Market: Sport Studies/Gender Studies
: 216pp: 11 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-36552-3: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-34700-9: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367365523

Sport, either through participation or spectatorship, represents
a part of everyday life and plays a key role in our health and
wellbeing. It is also big business. When this is considered with
the fact that most sports exhibit many of the characteristics of
complex safety critical systems, it is not surprising that human
factors and ergonomics theory and methods are being used to
optimize these systems. This relates to enhancing sport performance, injury prevention,
product and equipment design, performance assessment, and systems issues. This book
will be a source for communicating sports human factors and ergonomics research,
showcase key issues, and inspire further applications.
CRC Press
Market: Ergonomics & Human Factors
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 375pp: 13 halftones: 58 line drawings: 28 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-48163-3: Sep 2020: $175.00 • eBook: 978-1-351-06007-3: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138481633
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Gym Bodies

Leisure Communities

Exploring Fitness Cultures
James Brighton, Canterbury Christ Church University, UK,
Ian Wellard, Canterbury Christ Church University, UK and
Amy Clark, Canterbury Christ Church University, UK
Series: Routledge Research in Sport, Culture and Society

Rethinking Mutuality, Collective Identity and Belonging in the New
Century
Edited by Troy D. Glover, University of Waterloo, Canada
and Erin K. Sharpe
Series: Routledge Critical Leisure Studies

Gym Bodies offers a personal, interactive, ethnographic account
of the multiplicity of contemporary gym practices, spaces and
cultures, including bodybuilding, CrossFit and Spinning. It argues
that gym bodies are historically constructed, social, sensual,
emotional and political; that experience intersects with multiple
embodied identities; and that fitness cultures are profoundly
important in shaping the body in wider contemporary culture.
Routledge
Market: Sport Studies/Cultural Studies/Sociology
: 220pp: 25 illus: 22 halftones: 3 line drawings: 1 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-66626-9: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-315-61949-1: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138666269

1-800-634-7064

This book analyses the concept of community by critically
exploring its many manifestations in leisure. It unpacks patterns
of mutuality, collective expression and belonging as they emerge
through interaction, shared narrative, and practice. Global in
richness and scope, the book offers a rich and composite view
regarding how to take up and theorize leisure in relation to the
multiple dimensions of community. It will inspire a new
generation of readers in a broad range of areas across the social
sciences, including sociology, community studies, leisure studies,
and planning.
Routledge
Market: Leisure Studies/Sociology
: 218pp: 8 illus: 5 halftones: 3 line drawings: 1 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-42339-1: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-367-85492-8: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367423391
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Perspectives on Game-Based Coaching

Sport Business in the United States

Edited by Shane Pill
Series: Routledge Focus on Sport Pedagogy

Contemporary Perspectives
Edited by Brenda G. Pitts, Georgia State University, USA and
James J. Zhang, University of Georgia, USA
Series: World Association for Sport Management Series

This book offers new perspectives on game-based coaching
(GBC), one of the most important practices for session design
and instructional delivery in sport coaching.
Representing the most up-to-date and engaging introduction
to the theory and practice of GBC, this book is invaluable reading
for all students of physical education and sport coaching, as well
as practising coaches and coach educators.

Routledge
Market: Sport Coaching/Physical Education
: 158pp: 14 illus: 7 halftones: 7 line drawings: 6 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-44047-3: Oct 2020: $60.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-00727-2: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367440473

Sport is big business in the USA. From collegiate sport through
to the professional leagues, the sport industry generates huge
revenues, employs thousands of people and engages millions
of fans and consumers. This book offers an evidence-based
snapshot of the contemporary sport industry in the USA. Sport
Business in the United States offers fascinating new perspectives
for researchers, students and industry professionals. It is
important reading for anybody working in sport management
or sport business, whether inside the US or around the world.
Routledge
Market: Sport management
: 320pp: 3 illus: 19 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-52840-9: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05862-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367528409
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Routledge Handbook of Athlete Welfare

Sport Coaching with Diverse Populations

Edited by Melanie Lang, Edge Hill University, UK
Series: Routledge International Handbooks
Athlete welfare should be of central importance in all sport. This
comprehensive volume features cutting-edge research from
around the world on issues that can compromise the welfare of
athletes at all levels of sport, and on the approaches taken by
sports organisations to prevent and manage these. As the first
book to focus exclusively on athlete welfare, this is an essential
read for students and researchers in sports studies, coaching,
psychology, performance, development and management, and
physical education. It is also a useful reference point for anyone
working in welfare, safeguarding, child protection, and equity
and inclusion in and beyond sport.
Routledge
Market: Sport Studies
: 438pp: 14 illus: 4 halftones: 10 line drawings: 8 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-19325-6: Oct 2020: $245.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-20174-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367193256

Theory and Practice
Edited by James Wallis, University of Brighton, UK and John
Lambert, University of Brighton, UK
Series: Routledge Research in Sports Coaching
Sports coaches apply their skills in a wider variety of contexts,
and with a more diverse range of athletes and participants, than
ever before. This book introduces the professional competencies
and knowledge needed to build successful working relationships
across the different communities and groups with which coaches
operate. With contributions from leading coaching researchers
and practitioners, this is important reading for developing
coaches, students on sports courses and other individuals
involved in the sport pedagogy domain who seek to gain a
better understanding of the demands of meeting the specific
needs of people in the coaching process.
Routledge
Market: Sport Coaching
: 264pp: 10 illus: 10 line drawings: 6 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-42746-7: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-367-85479-9: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367427467
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Sport and Secessionism

Sport, Film and National Culture

Edited by Mariann Vaczi and Alan Bairner
Series: Routledge Research in Sport, Culture and Society

Edited by Seán Crosson, National University of Ireland,
Galway
Series: Routledge Research in Sport, Culture and Society

Sport and Secessionism examines how sporting cultures reflect,
inform and sometimes frustrate secessionist movements around
the world. Offering a unique perspective on an important
geopolitical issue, this book is fascinating reading for anybody
with an interest in sport and politics, the sociology of sport,
political science, political geography, nationalism studies, or
international history.

Routledge
Market: Sport Studies / Politics / Geography
: 288pp: 5 illus: 5 halftones: 1 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-35655-2: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-367-35656-9: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367356552
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Sport and film have historically been key components of national
cultures and societies. This is the first collection dedicated to
examining the intersection of these popular cultural forces within
specific national contexts. Covering films of all types, from
Hollywood blockbusters to regional documentaries and
newsreels, the book considers how filmic depictions of sport
have configured and informed distinctive national cultures,
societies and identities. This is fascinating and important reading
for all students and researchers working in film, media, cultural
studies or sport, and for broader enthusiasts of both sport and
film.
Routledge
Market: Sport Studies / Film Studies / Cultural Studies
: 264pp: 23 illus: 23 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-34652-2: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-32701-8: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367346522
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EU Environmental Governance

Philosophy and the Climate Crisis

Current and Future Challenges

How the Past Can Save the Present

Edited by Amandine Orsini, Université Saint-Louis - Bruxelles,
Belgium and Elena Kavvatha
Series: Routledge Studies in Environmental Policy
This book presents an overview of the field of environmental
law and policies within the European Union, from theoretical
foundations to major issues and applied governance
solutions. The volume is designed to help readers to understand
the main legal, political and economic issues of environmental
protection since the adoption of the Paris Agreement by the
European Union in 2015, until the 2020 Brexit and European
Green Deal. This book is a valuable resource for students,
researchers and policymakers across a broad range of fields
including environmental law and policies, environmental economics, climate science and
environmental sociology.
Routledge
Market: Environmental Law and Policy/Environmental Studies
: 260pp: 15 illus: 2 halftones: 13 line drawings: 4 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-41867-0: Sep 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-41868-7: Sep 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-367-81666-7: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367418687

Byron Williston
Series: Routledge Environmental Ethics
This book explores how the history of philosophy can orient us
to the new reality brought on by the climate crisis. This book
explores five past crises, each involving a unique form of
collective trauma. These events—war, occupation, exile, scientific
revolution and political revolution—inspired the philosophers
(Plato, Augustine, Descartes, Spinoza and Hegel) to remake the
whole world in thought, to construct a metaphysics. Philosophy
and the Climate Crisis will be of great interest to students and
scholars of climate change, environmental philosophy and ethics
and the environmental humanities.
Routledge
Market: climate change/environmental philosophy
: 192pp
Hb: 978-0-367-50679-7: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-50680-3: Oct 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-003-05076-6: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367506803
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Fundamentals of Public Utilities Management

Smart Green World?

Frank R. Spellman, Spellman Environmental Consultants,
Norfolk, Virginia, USA

Making Digitalization Work for Sustainability
Steffen Lange and Tilman Santarius
Series: Routledge Studies in Sustainability

Fundamentals of Public Utilities Management provides practical
information for constructing a roadmap for successful
compliance with new and ever-changing regulatory frameworks,
upgrading and maintenance, and general management of
utilities operations. It describes current challenges faced by utility
managers and offers best practices. In an effort to maximize the
usefulness of the material for a broad audience, the textis written
in a straightforward, user-friendly, conversational style for
students and practicing professionals alike.
CRC Press
Market: Civil Engineering
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 278pp: 9 illus: 14 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-54439-3: Sep 2020: $120.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08959-9: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367544393

In this book, the authors investigate how digitization can
influence environmental and social sustainability. Smart Green
World? provides guiding principles for sustainable digitalization
and develops hands-on proposals that show how politicians,
individuals, businesses and civil society actors can help achieve
it. It also analyses the ecological and economic implications of
digitalization and shows how we can actively shape the digital
future in order to make it a driving force for sustainable social
transformation. Smart Green World? Making Digitalization Work
for Sustainability will be of interest to students of sustainability
and sustainable development.
Routledge
Market: Environment/Sustainability
: 198pp: 1 halftones: 13 line drawings: 2 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-46761-6: May 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-46757-9: May 2020: $25.95
eBook: 978-1-003-03088-1: May 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367467579
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Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis

The Good Farmer

Case Studies in Engineering and the Environment

Culture and Identity in Food and Agriculture

Igor Linkov, US Army Engineer Research and Development,
Brookline, Massachusetts, USA, Emily Moberg, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, USA, Benjamin D. Trump, Boris
Yatsalo and Jeffrey M. Keisler
Series: Environmental Assessment and Management

Rob J.F. Burton, Centre for Rural Research (Bygdeforskning),
Norway, Jérémie Forney, University of Neuchatel,
Switzerland, Paul Stock, University of Kansas, USA and
Lee-Ann Sutherland, James Hutton Institute, UK
Series: Earthscan Food and Agriculture

Decision Analysis has become more widely recognized as an
important process for translating science into management
action. With climate change as a driving force in creating
environmental problems, there is a great need for understanding
decision making framework through a case-study based
approach. This thoroughly updated second edition provides
seven additional new case studies focused on sustainability. The
breadth of the applications using MCDA methodologies combined with corresponding
decision models implemented using DECERNS software package, this book is a great
resource for professionals and students in learning and applying similar frameworks to
other environmental projects.

Developed by the leading authors in the field, this book provides
a cohesive and definitive theorisation of the concept of the
‘good farmer’, addressing the blind spots that have sprung up
in agri-food literature as well as providing a springboard for
future research. This book will be of interest to students and
scholars of food and agriculture and rural development, as well
and professionals and policymakers involved in the food and
agricultural industry.

CRC Press
Market: Environmental Science
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 420pp: 173 illus: 38 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-34533-4: Sep 2020: $150.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-32644-8: Sep 2020
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-439-85318-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367345334
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Routledge
Market: Agriculture / Food Studies / Sociology / Geography
: 196pp: 3 illus: 1 line drawings
Hb: 978-1-138-72779-3: Sep 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-72796-0: Sep 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-315-19065-5: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138727960
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Work in Challenging and Uncertain Times

Climate Change Governance in Asia

The Changing Employment Relationship
Patricia Leighton and Tui McKeown
Written as the Coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic began to have
a devastating effect on employment across the globe, the crisis
served to highlight many deep-seated, often longstanding
challenges to employment relationships. These include
uncertainties and fears about the impact of technological
advances, concerns about safety and wellbeing and
controversies around emerging business and employment
models. It is difficult to avoid the fear that the combination of
these and other practices will lead to a ‘race to the bottom’. The
book calls for a radical rethink and reassessment of the core
values underlying employment relationships.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
: 264pp: 24 illus: 24 line drawings: 2 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-89747-5: Jul 2020: $140.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-89748-2: Jul 2020: $39.95
eBook: 978-1-003-02082-0: Jul 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367897482
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Edited by Kuei-Tien Chou, Risk Society and Policy Research
Center, College of Social Science, National Taiwan University,
Taiwan, Koichi Hasegawa, Tohoku University, Japan, Dowan
Ku, Environment and Society Research Institute, South Korea
and Shu-Fen Kao, Fo Guang University, Taiwan
Series: Routledge Contemporary Asia Series
Asia is an extremely diverse region. As such, its countries are
producing a wide range of governance approaches to climate
change. Covering the diversity of climate change governance
in Asia, this book presents cosmopolitan governance from the
perspective of urban and rural communities, local and central
governments, state-society relations and international relations.
In doing so it offers both a valuable overview of individual Asian countries’ approaches to
climate change governance, and a series of case studies for finding solutions to climate
change challenges.
Routledge
Market: CLimate Change/Asian Studies
: 308pp: 61 illus: 7 halftones: 54 line drawings: 44 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-22700-5: Jul 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-27645-3: Jul 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367227005
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Accounting for Sustainability

Collaborative Research Methods in the Arctic

Edited by Gunnar Rimmel
This book provides an accessible introduction to sustainability
reporting, showing how it has grown, how it is used now and
where it is heading. It begins with an overview of how
sustainability reporting has emerged, before moving on to cover
definitions of key terms and specific theories and frameworks.
Subsequent chapters explore the role of financial management,
sustainability standards, accounting communication and capital
markets. With learning outcomes and study questions in each
chapter, this book will be of great interest to students of
sustainability reporting and accounting, as well as practitioners
taking related professional accreditations.
Routledge
Market: Sustainability Accounting/ Corporate Social Responsibility
: 230pp: 8 illus: 8 line drawings: 12 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-47892-6: Sep 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-47895-7: Sep 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-003-03720-0: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367478957

Experiences from Greenland
Edited by Anne Merrild Hansen and Carina Ren
Series: Routledge Research in Polar Regions
This book addresses the growing demand for collaborative and
reflexive scholarly engagement in the Arctic directed at providing
relevant insights to tackle local challenges of arctic communities.
It examines how arctic research can come to matter in new ways
by combining methods and engagement in the field of inquiry
in new and meaningful ways.
Offering useful insights into the current problems of Greenland
representative of the arctic region, this book will be beneficial
for researchers and scientists involved in arctic research.
Routledge
Market: Arctic Studies/Research Methods
: 172pp: 18 illus: 5 halftones: 13 line drawings: 3 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-46755-5: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-03084-3: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367467555
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Advances in Carbon Management Technologies

Comparative Renewables Policy

Carbon Removal, Renewable and Nuclear Energy, Volume 1

Political, Organizational and European Fields

Edited by Subhas Sikdar, National Risk Management
Research Laboratory, USA and Frank Princiotta,
Evironmental Protection Agency, USA
UN climate models predict global average temperature increases
due to cumulative rise of atmospheric greenhouse gas emissions.
This will have serious implications on life on Earth. Scientists
have been engaged in research for reducing such emissions
from current technologies as well as for developing low carbon
and carbon neutral energy technologies. This book was
motivated by the desire to compile recent advances in carbon
management to examine promises and limitations of emissions
measurements, energy efficiencies, carbon capture and
sequestration, biomass waste utilization, electric power
generation, energy storage, and carbon neutral power from nuclear, hydro, solar and wind.
CRC Press
Market: Energy & Clean Technology
7 x 10: 452pp: 196 illus: 103 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-19842-8: Apr 2020: $199.95 • eBook: 978-0-429-24360-8: Mar 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367198428

Edited by Elin Lerum Boasson, University of Oslo, Norway,
Merethe Dotterud Leiren, Center for International Climate
Research (CICERO), Norway. and Jørgen Wettestad, Fridtjof
Nansen Institute, Norway
Series: Routledge Studies on the Governance of Sustainability
in Europe
Challenging one-eyed technology-focused accounts of
renewables policy, this book provides a ground-breaking,
deep-diving and genre-crossing longitudinal study of policy
development. This volume will be of key interest to scholars and
students of energy transitions, comparative climate politics,
policy theory, Europeanization, European integration and
comparative European politics more broadly, as well practitioners with an interest in
renewable energy and climate transition.
Routledge
Market: Environmental Politics
: 352pp: 1 illus: 1 line drawings: 10 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-18766-8: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-19814-4: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367187668
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Ecological Law and the Planetary Crisis

Food Security in the High North

A Legal Guide for Harmony on Earth

Contemporary Challenges Across the Circumpolar Region

Geoffrey Garver
Series: Routledge Explorations in Environmental Studies
This book uses a transdisciplinary systems approach to examine
how Earth’s human-caused ecological crisis arose and presents
a new legal approach for overcoming it. Geoffrey
Garver proposes ecological law—law that maintains human
activity within ecological limits such as planetary boundaries
while ensuring social justice and equity—as an essential element
of an urgently needed radical pathway of change toward a
perpetual, mutually enhancing human-Earth relationship.
Increasing the visibility, clarity and development of ecological
law, this book will be of great interest to students and scholars
of ecological and environmental law and governance.
Routledge
Market: Environmental Law/Ecology
: 266pp: 9 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-89451-1: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-01925-1: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367894511

Edited by Kamrul Hossain, Lena Maria Nilsson and Thora
Martina Herrmann, University of Montréal, USA
Series: Routledge Research in Polar Regions
This book explores the challenges facing food security,
sustainability, sovereignty, and supply chains in the Arctic, with
a specific focus on Indigenous Peoples.
This book offers a broader understanding of food security and
sovereignty and will be of interest to academics, scholars and
policy makers working in food studies; geography and
environmental studies; agricultural studies; sociology;
anthropology; political science; health studies and biology.
Routledge
Market: Food systems, Food sovereignty, Arctic Research
: 336pp: 34 illus: 27 halftones: 7 line drawings: 9 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-37006-7: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05775-8: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138370067
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Ecosocialism and Climate Justice

Planning Wild Cities

An Ecological Neo-Gramscian Analysis

Human–Nature Relationships in the Urban Age

Eve Croeser
Series: Routledge Studies in Environmental Justice

Wendy Steele, RMIT University, Australia
Series: Routledge Research in Sustainable Urbanism

This book investigates the broader climate movement to
contextualise the role played by its climate justice wing,
focussing on the theoretical and practical contributions of
ecosocialists. Croeser critically analyses the root causes of
anthropogenic climate change and identifies the origins and
development of the current climate movement within civil
society. She then focuses on the climate justice movement,
analysing the ways in which anthropogenic global warming
may be challenged in a way that is socially just. This book will
be of great interest to students and scholars of climate justice,
climate politics, critical global political economy studies and

This book critically engages with the contemporary challenges
of planning wild cities in a climate of change. Drawing on the
international literature and case-study examples from the
developed and developing country contexts, key issues around
urban (in)security, critical infrastructure and the rights to the city
for both humans and nature are highlighted. It is within this
context that this book focuses on the need to better understand
how contemporary cities have changed and the relational role
of planning within it. Planning Wild Cities will be of particular
interest to students and scholars of planning, urban studies and
sustainable development.

environmental activism.

Routledge
Market: Environment, Sustainability
: 148pp: 9 illus: 9 halftones
Hb: 978-1-138-91792-7: Oct 2020: $60.00 • eBook: 978-1-315-68875-6: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138917927

Routledge
Market: Climate Justice/Environmental Politics
: 206pp: 12 illus: 12 line drawings: 2 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-89453-5: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-01926-8: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367894535
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Evaluating Climate Change Impacts

Rethinking Wilderness and the Wild

Edited by Vyacheslav Lyubchich, Center for Environmental
Science, University of Maryland, USA, Yulia Gel, University
of Texas, Dallas, K. Halimeda Kilbourne, Thomas James
Miller, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, Nathaniel
K. Newlands and A. Smith, NOAA, National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration
This book presents the topic of assessing and quantifying the
climate change and its impacts from a multi-faceted perspective
of ecosystem, human health, and social and infrastructure
resilience, given through a lens of statistical and data sciences.
The goal is to provide an integrated multi-disciplinary view on
the implications of climate variability – those that make us fish
farther off shore, that burn our skin and dry our harvest, bring
new financial burdens and eventually change the way we think about the future – and to
show how the new data science paradigm can help us to mitigate climate-induced risk
and to enhance climate adaptation strategies.
Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Statistics
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 394pp
Hb: 978-0-815-39237-8: Oct 2020: $150.00 • eBook: 978-1-351-19083-1: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780815392378
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Conflict, Conservation and Co-existence
Edited by Robyn Bartel, Marty Branagan, University of New
England, Australia, Fiona Utley, University of New England,
Australia and Stephen Harris, University of New England,
Australia
Series: Routledge Studies in Conservation and the Environment
Rethinking Wilderness and the Wild: Conflict, Conservation and
Co-existence examines the complexities surrounding the concept
of wilderness.
This book will be of great interest to students and scholars of
conservation, environmental and natural resource management,
indigenous studies and environmental policy and planning. It
will also be of interest to practitioners, policymakers and NGOs
involved in conservation, protected environments and environmental governance.
Routledge
Market: Wilderness / Conservation / Environmental Management
: 316pp: 5 illus: 3 halftones: 2 line drawings: 4 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-27985-1: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-29902-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367279851
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The Routledge Handbook of Indigenous
Environmental Knowledge
Edited by Thomas F. Thornton, Oxford University, UK and
Shonil A. Bhagwat, The Open University, UK
Series: Routledge International Handbooks
This volume provides an overview of key themes in Indigenous
Environmental Knowledge (IEK) and anchors them with brief
but well-grounded empirical case studies of relevance for each
of these themes, drawn from bioculturally diverse areas around
the world. It provides an incisive, cutting-edge overview of the
conceptual and philosophical issues, while providing
constructive examples of how IEK studies have been
implemented. It is a guide for graduate and advanced
undergraduate teaching, and a key reference for academics in
development studies, environmental studies, geography, anthropology and beyond with
an interest in indigenous environmental knowledge.
Routledge
Market: Environmental Studies/Indigenous Studies
: 426pp: 62 illus: 36 halftones: 26 line drawings: 37 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-28091-5: Oct 2020: $265.00 • eBook: 978-1-315-27084-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138280915
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The Temporalities of Waste
Out of Sight, Out of Time
Edited by Fiona Allon, Ruth Barcan and Karma
Eddison-Cogan
Series: Routledge Environmental Humanities
This book investigates the complex and unpredictable
temporalities of waste. Reflecting on waste in the context of
sustainability, materiality, social practices, subjectivity, and
environmental challenges, the book covers a wide range of
settings, from the municipal garbage crisis in Beirut, to food
rescue campaigns in Hong Kong, and the toxic by-products of
computer chip production in Silicon Valley. This collection brings
together new and cutting-edge research on the temporalities
of waste by a diverse range of international authors and will be
of interest to students and scholars of the environmental
humanities, cultural studies, anthropology and human geography.
Routledge
Market: Humanities / Environmental Humanities
: 286pp: 18 illus: 17 halftones: 2 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-32179-6: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-31717-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367321796
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Understanding Urban Cycling
Exploring the Relationship Between Mobility, Sustainability and Capital
Justin Spinney
Series: Routledge Equity, Justice and the Sustainable City series
Based upon primary research in a variety of contexts such as
London, Shanghai and Taipei, this book demonstrates that recent
developments in urban cycling policy and practice are closely
linked to broader processes of capital accumulation. The central
argument of the book is not that the popularisation of cycling
is inherently bad, but that the manner in which cycling is being
popularised gives cause for social and environmental concern.
Ultimately the book suggests that cycling has now become a
vehicle for sustaining pro-growth agendas rather than subverting
them or shifting to sustainable no-growth/de-growth and less
technologically driven visions of modernity.
Routledge
Market: Environment, Sustainability
: 240pp: 10 illus: 6 halftones: 4 line drawings
Hb: 978-1-138-54322-5: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-351-00712-2: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138543225
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Cross-Cultural Aspects of Tourism and Hospitality

Cultural and Heritage Tourism in the Middle East
and North Africa

A Services Marketing and Management Perspective
Erdogan Koc

Complexities, Management and Practices

Cross-Cultural Aspects of Tourism and Hospitality is the first
textbook to offer students a guide to the influence of culture
on service providers as well as its influence on customers,
affecting both the supply and demand sides of the industry organisational behaviour and human resource management,
and marketing and consumer behaviour.
This book integrates international case studies throughout to
show the application of theory, includes self-test questions,
activities, further reading and a set of PowerPoint slides to
accompany each chapter. This will be essential reading for all
students and future managers in the fields of Tourism and

Edited by Siamak Seyfi and C. Michael Hall, University of
Canterbury, New Zealand
Series: Contemporary Geographies of Leisure, Tourism and
Mobility
This is the first book to provide a comprehensive account of
cultural and heritage tourism in the Middle East and North Africa
(MENA) region and the many complexities that heritage sites
and tourist attractions face.
This book is therefore of interest not only to heritage managers
and policy makers but those academics who seek to address
the delicate balance between tourism development,
communities and the tourists who visit such sites in a turbulent
but highly significant region of the world.

Hospitality.
Routledge
Market: Tourism and Hospitality Management
: 370pp: 15 illus: 15 line drawings: 91 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-86289-3: Sep 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-86074-5: Sep 2020: $42.95
eBook: 978-1-003-01819-3: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367860745

Routledge
Market: Tourism
: 260pp: 4 illus: 3 halftones: 1 line drawings: 25 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-23271-9: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-27906-5: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367232719
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Destination Marketing

Events Tourism

Essentials

Critical Insights and Contemporary Perspectives
Steven Pike, University of Queensland, Australia

Edited by Violet V. Cuffy, Fiona Bakas and Willem J. L.
Coetzee

Destination Marketing offers the reader an integrated and
comprehensive overview of the key challenges and constraints
facing destination marketing organisations (DMOs) and how
destination marketing can be planned, implemented and
evaluated to achieve successful destination competitiveness.
It is written in an engaging style and applies theory to a range
of tourism destinations at the consumer, business, national and
international level by using topical examples.
Routledge
Market: Tourism
: 336pp: 22 illus: 5 halftones: 17 line drawings: 38 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-46953-5: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-46954-2: Oct 2020: $50.95
eBook: 978-1-003-03220-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367469542

This bookpresents critical insights and contemporary
perspectives for exploring current trends, concerns and
prospects of events tourism. It examines modern-day global
issues facing the events and tourism industry, policymakers,
researchers and academics to advance understanding of practice
and development of theory. ; ; With an international appeal
because of cross-national contributions, this book will interest
events and tourism practitioners, academics, students,
researchers, policy makers, and the business and investment
sector professionals across the globe.
Routledge
Market: Events Studies/Tourism, Hospitality and Management/Cultural Studies
: 278pp: 17 illus: 17 line drawings: 26 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-36167-9: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-34426-8: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367361679
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Managing International Events

Festival and Event Tourism Impacts

W. Gerard Ryan

Edited by Dogan Gursoy, Washington State University, USA,
Robin Nunkoo and Medet Yolal
Series: Routledge Advances in Event Research Series

This book provides a comprehensive overview and examination
of the international aspect of Events Management and the many
challenges and complications that arise in the planning and
delivery specifically of cross-border and cross-cultural events.
This will be of great interest not only to students and researchers
of International Events Management, Tourism and Hospitality,
but also to current practitioners in the Events sector.

Routledge
Market: Events Management
: 366pp: 78 illus: 33 halftones: 45 line drawings: 29 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-57276-8: Sep 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-57277-5: Sep 2020: $46.95
eBook: 978-0-203-70184-3: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138572775
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Festival and Event Tourism Impacts provides a comprehensive
review and analysis of the multi-faceted impacts that festival
and events have on a host community, whether positive or
negative, and offers recommendations for communities for the
successful management of this kind of tourism.
Drawing on the knowledge and expertise of highly regarded
academics from around the world, this will be of great interest
to all upper-level students and researchers in Tourism, Hospitality,
Events, and related fields.
Routledge
Market: Events Management
: 258pp: 10 illus: 3 halftones: 7 line drawings: 24 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-22315-1: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-27439-8: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367223151
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Planning and Managing Smaller Events

The Museum as a Space of Social Care

Downsizing the Urban Spectacle
Edited by Stefano Di Vita, Politecnico di Milano, Italy and
Mark Wilson, Michigan State University, USA
Series: Routledge Studies in Urbanism and the City
Planning and Managing Smaller Events: Downsizing the Urban
Spectacle explores the role of smaller scale events in contributing
to the renewal and development of urban societies.
This book adopts a case study approach to examine a diverse
range of events taking place in towns and cities in Europe, Asia
and North America. This volume begins by defining and
classifying these kinds of events and then verifying if and how
they can provide opportunities for cities and towns without the
disadvantages of world-famous large events. It concludes by
discussing the growing regional scale of urban phenomena and their transition in
post-metropolitan spaces.
Routledge
Market: Events/Urban Studies/Tourism
: 184pp: 7 illus: 5 halftones: 2 line drawings: 6 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-21815-7: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-26626-3: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367218157

Nuala Morse, Independent Researcher
Series: Critical Studies in Heritage, Emotion and Affect
This book examines the practice of community engagement in
museums through the notion of care. It focuses on building an
understanding of the logic of care that underpins this practice,
with a view to outlining new roles for museums within
community health and social care.
This book will appeal to museum studies scholars and
professionals, geographers, organisational studies scholars, as
well as students interested in the social role of museums.

Routledge
Market: Tourism/Heritage/Geography
: 236pp: 5 illus: 5 halftones
Hb: 978-1-138-20767-7: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-315-46140-3: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138207677
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Slavery and Liberation in Hotels, Restaurants and
Bars

Tourism Development in Japan

Edited by Conrad Lashley
This is the first book to explore workforce slavery and liberation
together within commercial hotel, restaurant and bar activities,
the hospitality industry being particularly vulnerable to potential
illegal action and reputational damage via involuntary
involvement in human trafficking and sexual exploitation.
Written by international specialists, this significant book will
appeal widely to upper-level students and researchers in
Hospitality, and specifically, to all those interested in human
resource management in the hospitality and hotel industry, as
well as human rights issues and business ethics.
Routledge
Market: Hospitality and Hotel Management
: 208pp: 12 illus: 12 line drawings: 20 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-42466-4: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-367-85538-3: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367424664
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Themes, Issues and Challenges
Edited by Richard Sharpley, University of Central Lancashire,
UK and Kumi Kato
Series: Contemporary Geographies of Leisure, Tourism and
Mobility
This significant and timely volume focuses on the unique
trajectory of tourism development in Japan, which has been
characterised by an historical emphasis on promoting both
domestic and international tourism to Japanese tourists, followed
by the more recent policy of competing aggressively in the
international incoming tourist market.
Written by a team of well-known editors and contributors
including academics from Japan, this will be of great interest to
upper-students and researchers and academics in Development Studies, Cultural Studies,
Geography and Tourism.
Routledge
Market: Tourism
: 296pp: 35 illus: 25 halftones: 10 line drawings: 12 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-22147-8: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-27351-3: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367221478
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The Economics and Finance of Cultural Heritage
How to Make Tourist Attractions a Regional Economic Resource
Vincenzo Pacelli, University of Foggia, Italy and Edgardo
Sica, University of Foggia, Italy
Series: Routledge Cultural Heritage and Tourism Series
This book analyses the economic and financial profiles of
heritage assets as tourist attractions. Offering both theoretical
insights, methods and global empirical examples, it considers
how heritage assets can create economic and social value for
the region.
The book will be of interest to academics and students at both
undergraduate and post graduate levels in the fields of tourism
economics, cultural studies and environmental studies.
Routledge
Market: Tourism Economics/Heritage Studies
: 156pp: 3 illus: 3 line drawings: 10 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-89475-7: Jul 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-01939-8: Jul 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367894757
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A History of Marxist Psychology

Becoming a Leader

The Golden Age of Soviet Science

Nine Elements of Leadership Mastery

Edited by Anton Yasnitsky, Independent Researcher, Canada

Al Bolea and Leanne Atwater
Series: Leadership: Research and Practice

th

An illuminating and original collection of essays on 20 Century
Russian psychology, offering unparalleled coverage of the
scholarship of Vygotsky and his peers.
This is an important and insightful text for undergraduate and
postgraduate students and scholars interested in the history of
psychology and science, social and cultural history of Russia and
Eastern Europe, Marxism, and Soviet politics.

Routledge
Market: History of Psychology
: 218pp: 4 illus: 3 halftones: 1 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-34009-4: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-34006-3: Oct 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-429-32342-3: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367340063

By blending the real-world insights of business executive Al
Bolea with tested research findings provided by leadership
scholar Leanne Atwater, Becoming a Leader: Nine Elements of
Leadership Mastery effectively bridges theory and practice to
outline powerful leadership behaviors and teach readers how
to become a leader. This unique, experiential text engages
readers with self-reflection and self-assessment exercises to
encourage their development as future leaders, and is a
must-have resource for practicing managers, consultants, and
practitioners, as well as applicable to graduate and
undergraduate courses on leadership.
Routledge
Market: Leadership
6 x 9: 286pp: 4 illus: 39 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-47835-3: Sep 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-47834-6: Sep 2020: $29.95
eBook: 978-1-003-03678-4: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367478346
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Achieving Peak Performance in Music

Bernstein's Construction of Movements

Psychological Strategies for Optimal Flow

The Original Text and Commentaries

Sarah Sinnamon

Edited by Mark L. Latash, Penn State University

Achieving Peak Performance in Music isa comprehensive
exploration of flow in music performance. It describes the
optimal performance experiences of great musicians and outlines
ten psychological steps that can be implemented to facilitate
and enhance optimal experience. It also presents invaluable
practical guidance and a toolbox of strategies to help with all
aspects of performance, including memorization, visualization,
focus, performance anxiety, motivation, and pre-performance
routines. Based on psychological research, the book shares
practical knowledge invaluable to music students, parents of
students, and interested musicians, both amateur and
professional.

Nikolai Bernstein was one of the great neuroscientists of the
20th century and highly respected by Western scientists, though
most have never read his most important book On the
Construction of Movements Bernstein's Construction of Movements:
The Original Text and Commentaries is the first English translation.
Supplementing the translation is a series of commentaries by
scientists who knew Bernstein as well as leaders in related fields.
This classic will prove beneficial to students, instructors, and
experts of neuroscience, physics, neurophysiology, motor control,
motor rehabilitation, biomechanics, dynamical systems, and
many other fields.

Routledge
Market: Music Psychology
: 216pp: 3 illus: 11 halftones: 12 line drawings: 6 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-48063-9: Sep 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-48062-2: Sep 2020: $38.95
eBook: 978-1-003-03780-4: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367480622
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Routledge
Market: Motor Skills
7 x 10: 378pp: 15 illus: 47 halftones: 71 line drawings: 4 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-41890-8: Oct 2020: $140.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-41892-2: Oct 2020: $59.95
eBook: 978-0-367-81679-7: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367418922
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Families and Social Change in the Gulf Region

Making an Impact on Policing and Crime

Edited by Jennifer E. Lansford, PhD, Sanford School of Public
Policy, Duke University, Durham, NC, Anis Ben Brik and
Abdallah M. Badahdah
This timely volume explores the impact of dramatic social change
that has disrupted established patterns of family life and human
development in the countries of the Gulf Cooperation Council.
It addresses several major deficits in knowledge regarding family
issues in the Gulf countries, bringing a critical perspective to the
emerging challenges facing families in this region. Families and
Social Change in the Gulf Region is essential reading for scholars
from psychology, sociology, education, law, and public policy.
It will also be of interest to graduate students in these disciplines.
Routledge
Market: Family Studies
6 x 9: 220pp: 10 line drawings: 18 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-48105-6: Sep 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-48102-5: Sep 2020: $52.95
eBook: 978-1-003-03799-6: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367481025
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Psychological Research, Policy and Practice
Edited by Clifford Stott, Keele University, UK, Ben Bradford,
University of Oxford, UK, Matthew Radburn and Leanne
Savigar-Shaw
Series: Routledge Psychological Impacts
Making an Impact on Policing and Crime documents the
application of cutting-edge research to real-world policing and
explains how psychologists’ insights have been adapted and
developed to offer effective solutions across the criminal justice
system. The experts featured in this collection cover a range of
psychological topics surrounding the field, including the use of
CCTV and ‘super-recognisers’ and forensic questioning of
vulnerable witnesses. This collection is a vital resource for
practitioners in policing fields and the court system and
professionals working with offenders, as well as students and researchers in related
disciplines.
Routledge
Market: Crime and Policing
: 254pp: 1 tables
Hb: 978-0-815-35356-0: Oct 2020: $140.00 • Pb: 978-0-815-35357-7: Oct 2020: $45.95
eBook: 978-0-429-32659-2: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815353577
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Feedback Fundamentals and Evidence-Based Best
Practices

Philosophy of Computational Cultural Neuroscience

Give It, Ask for It, Use It
Brodie Gregory Riordan
Feedback Fundamentals and Evidence-Based Best Practices: Give
it, Ask for it, Use it provides an essential overview of feedback
fundamentals, what gets in the way of effective feedback
exchanges, and the impact of technology on feedback
interactions. It balances research, testimonials, and practical tools
to provide readers with a thorough understanding of feedback
exchanges, making it a crucial resource for professionals, leaders,
and anyone of any industry or stage in life looking to give better
feedback, proactively ask for feedback, gracefully receive
feedback, and put that feedback to use.
Routledge
Market: Industrial & Organizational Psychology / Human Resource Management
6 x 9: 126pp: 14 illus: 1 halftones: 13 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-34412-2: Sep 2020: $140.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-34413-9: Sep 2020: $29.95
eBook: 978-0-429-32565-6: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367344139

Joan Y Chiao
Series: Essays in Cultural Neuroscience
This book aims to illuminate theoretical and methodological
advances in computational cultural neuroscience and the
implications of these advances for philosophy. The author
examines the computational foundations of the mind and brain
across cultures and investigates the influence of culture on the
computational mind and brain. The book also determines the
computational components of culture, and the role of the
computational mind and brain in the construction and regulation
of culture. This is fascinating reading for students and academics
in the field of neuroscience who wish to take a
cultural/philosophical approach.
Routledge
Market: Neuroscience
6 x 9: 194pp: 2 line drawings: 7 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-34750-5: Sep 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-34751-2: Sep 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-429-32767-4: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367347512
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Inclusive Leadership

Reasoning, Argumentation, and Deliberative
Democracy

Transforming Diverse Lives, Workplaces, and Societies
Edited by Bernardo M. Ferdman, Alliant International
University, USA, Jeanine Prime, CEB and Ronald E. Riggio,
Claremont McKenna College, USA
Series: Leadership: Research and Practice
Inclusive Leadership explores cutting-edge theory, research,
practice, and experience on the pivotal role of leadership in
promoting inclusion in diverse teams, organizations, and
societies. Alongside the exhaustive scholarship are practical
suggestions for making teams, groups, organizations, and the
larger society more inclusive and, ultimately, more productive.
Leaders and managers at all levels, HR professionals, and
members of diverse teams will find this book invaluable in
becoming more effective at cultivating inclusive climates and realizing its many
benefits—including innovation, enhanced team and organizational performance, and
social justice.
Routledge
Market: Leadership
6 x 9: 480pp: 1 halftones: 19 line drawings: 16 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-32674-3: Sep 2020: $140.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-32675-0: Sep 2020: $54.95
eBook: 978-0-429-44967-3: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138326750

David Moshman
This book explores reasoning and rationality, considering the
unique nature of each and their relationship to each other. It
considers the latest research from cognitive and developmental
psychology to broaden our understanding from the
development of reasoning and rationality in individuals, to social
considerations of argumentation and democracy, connecting
psychological literature to philosophy, law, political science, and
educational policy. Covering issues including the biological
bases of logic, metacognition, and collaborative reasoning, the
book will be essential reading for all researchers of thinking and
reasoning from psychology, philosophy, and education.
Routledge
Market: Thinking and Reasoning
6 x 9: 188pp
Hb: 978-0-367-31276-3: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-31277-0: Oct 2020: $52.95
eBook: 978-0-429-31602-9: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367312770
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Ritual in Human Evolution and Religion

The Power of Identity Claims

Psychological and Ritual Resources

How We Value and Defend the Self

Matt J. Rossano

Dale T. Miller, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque

This book explores the role of ritual in social life, human
evolution, and religion. It explains the functions and purpose of
varied rituals across the world and generating predictions about
ritual survival. Rossano presents a unique examination of the
function of rituals and how they cultivate, mobilize, and direct
psychological resources. The book shows how rituals address
societal and community problems by cultivating three
psychological resources – commitment to communal values,
goodwill and social support or social capital making it a
fascinating read for students and academics in psychology,
sociology, religion, anthropology, and sociology.

Miller puts forth a novel and compelling argument regarding
how severely our identity claims affect our daily lives. The book
provides explanations for many forms of puzzling behaviour,
such as why people sometimes act against their economic
self-interest, how they avoid situations that test their moral
identities, and how they respond to failures to live up to their
moral identities. It paints an intriguing picture of people’s
investment in their identity claims by showing how they seek
opportunities to demonstrate their validity, avoid actions and
circumstances that challenge their legitimacy, and employ
psychological defences when others challenge their legitimacy.

Routledge
Market: Psychology
6 x 9: 174pp: 3 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-85691-5: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-85692-2: Oct 2020: $52.95
eBook: 978-1-003-01439-3: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367856922

Routledge
Market: Social Psychology
6 x 9: 132pp
Hb: 978-0-367-82045-9: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-82044-2: Oct 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-003-01159-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367820442

2nd Edition • NEW EDITION
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The Aging Consumer

The Psychology of Extreme Violence

Perspectives from Psychology and Marketing

A Case Study Approach to Serial Homicide, Mass Shooting, School
Shooting and Lone-actor Terrorism

Edited by Aimee Drolet, UCLA, Los Angeles, USA and
Carolyn Yoon, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, USA
Series: Marketing and Consumer Psychology Series

Clare S. Allely
Featuring a unique overview of different forms of extreme
violence, this book considers the anatomy of extreme violence
alongside the variety of contributing factors. The book features
several real-world case studies, giving the reader insight into the
psychology of topics including serial homicide, mass shooters,
school shooters, the psychology of terrorism, and lone-wolf
terrorism. The book uses nontechnical language, making it the
ideal companion for students, researchers, and forensic
practitioners interested in the multidisciplinary nature of extreme
violence.

The Aging Consumer: Perspectives from Psychology and Marketing,
nd
2 edition takes stock of what is known around age and
consumer behavior, identifies gaps and open questions within
the research, and outlines an agenda for future research. This
updated volume is beneficial for researchers and practitioners
in marketing, consumer behavior, and advertising. It will also
appeal to professionals in other fields such as psychology,
decision sciences, gerontology and gerontological social work,
who are concerned with normal human aging and its
implications for the everyday behavior of older individuals.
Routledge
Market: Consumer Psychology
6 x 9: 384pp: 2 halftones: 14 line drawings: 9 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-36094-8: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-36093-1: Oct 2020: $64.95
eBook: 978-0-429-34378-0: Oct 2020 • Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-848-72811-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367360931

Routledge
Market: Forensic Psychology
: 264pp: 3 illus: 1 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-48092-9: May 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-48093-6: Apr 2020: $43.95
eBook: 978-1-003-03796-5: Apr 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367480936
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The Psychology of Fake News

The Development of Dyslexia and other SpLDs
Ginny Stacey and Sally Fowler

Accepting, Sharing, and Correcting Misinformation

This book provides an overview of the benefits of early diagnosis
of dyslexia/ SpLD. It will cover the latest research in the area,
along with insight into the emotional and financial implications
of dealing with dyslexia and SpLD. It aims to help individuals
understand their experiences better, helping them to achieve
beyond the impacts of dyslexia/ SpLD

Routledge
Market: Speech and Language Disorders
: 348pp
Hb: 978-1-138-20780-6: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-20781-3: Oct 2020: $31.95
eBook: 978-1-315-46109-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138207813

1-800-634-7064

Edited by Rainer Greifeneder, Mariela Jaffe, Eryn Newman
and Norbert Schwarz
This book examines the phenomenon of fake news by bringing
together leading experts from different fields within psychology
and related areas. It asks what determines whether people accept
and share (mis)information, and what can be done to counter
misinformation. By examining fake news in the context of social
media the book shows how technology has fundamentally
changed the way information is produced, consumed, and
transmitted. In an age where "alternative facts" have become a
prominent feature of public discourse, this is fascinating reading
for students and academics in psychology, communication,
political science, etc., and professionals including policy makers
and journalists.
Routledge
Market: Social Psychology
: 252pp: 16 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-27181-7: Aug 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-27183-1: Aug 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-429-29537-9: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367271831
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The Psychology of Family History

Dark Cognition

Exploring Our Genealogy

Evidence for Psi and its Implications for Consciousness

Susan Moore, Swinburne University of Technology, Doreen
Rosenthal, The University of Melbourne, Australia and
Rebecca Robinson
Drawing on theory and research from psychology and other
humanities disciplines, as well as from the authors’ extensive
survey data collected from over 800 amateur genealogists, the
authors present the experiences of family historians, including
personal insights, relationship changes, mental health benefits,
and ethical dilemmas. The book emphasizes the motivation
behind this exploration, including the need to acknowledge
and tell ancestral stories, the spiritual and health-related aspects
of genealogical research, the addictiveness of the detective work,
the lifelong learning opportunities, and the passionate desire
to find lost relatives.
Routledge
Market: Psychology
: 136pp
Hb: 978-0-367-82041-1: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-82042-8: Oct 2020: $31.95
eBook: 978-1-003-01157-6: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367820428

David Vernon, Canterbury Christchurch University, UK
The book provides an engaging introduction to the field of
parapsychology, uniquely situating it within a discussion of the
nature of science and the scientific paradigm. It explores the
history of paranormal experiences, considering assessment
methodology, empirical evidence, and existing theories
attempting to explain such experiences. Drawing on findings
from psychokinesis, telepathy and energy healing, the book
discusses whether these are distinct aspects of cognition or
representative of the ways researchers examine such effects.
The book concludes with a reflection on the fields of dark
cognition, exploring the implications of such findings for human
consciousness.
Routledge
Market: Parapsychology
: 316pp: 66 illus: 10 halftones: 56 line drawings: 2 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-33101-3: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-33102-0: Oct 2020: $47.95
eBook: 978-0-429-44748-8: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138331020

9th Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER

STUDENT REFERENCE

Abnormal Child and Adolescent Psychology

Famous Case Histories in Neurotrauma

Allen C. Israel, University at Albany, SUNY, Albany, New York,
USA, Jennifer Weil Malatras and Rita Wicks-Nelson, Retired
(no current affiliation)
Abnormal Child and Adolescent Psychology is a comprehensive
introduction to the field. It covers theoretical and methodological
foundations and examines the characteristics, epidemiology,
etiology, developmental course, assessment, and treatment of
disorders of childhood and adolescence.This edition also features
a new full-color design and over 150 color figures, tables, and
photos. The text is written in a clear and engaging style and is
approachable for students with varying academic backgrounds
and experiences, as well as being supplemented with online resources for students and
instructors.
Routledge
Market: Abnormal Psychology
8-1/2 x 11: 600pp: 20 illus: 46 halftones: 77 line drawings: 65 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-25263-2: Oct 2020: $195.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-28689-6: Oct 2020
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-0-133-76698-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367252632

What neuroscience continues to learn from survivors
Jessica Matyas
Using a popular case history format, this book presents a
scientific history of neurotrauma. It covers a range of well-known
cases, including Roald Dahl, James Brady and Walter Freeman
to give insights into a variety of a variety of neurotrauma causes
and effects, from aphasia and amnesia to lobotomy and mercury
toxicity. Famous Case Histories in Neurotrauma is valuable reading
for students in behavioral neuroscience, clinical neuropsychology
and related fields

Routledge
Market: Health Psychology
: 170pp: 19 illus
Hb: 978-0-367-44285-9: Sep 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-44283-5: Sep 2020: $29.95
eBook: 978-1-003-00879-8: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367442835

3rd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER

4th Edition • TEXTBOOK • NEW EDITION

Comparative Psychology

Individual Differences and Personality

Evolution and Development of Brain and Behavior, 3rd Edition
Mauricio R Papini
This revised third edition provides an up to date, comprehensive
overview of the field of comparative psychology, integrating
both evolutionary and developmental studies of brain and
behavior. This book provides a unique combination of areas
normally covered independently to satisfy the requirements of
comparative psychology courses.
An essential textbook for upper level undergraduate and
graduate courses in comparative psychology, animal behavior,
and evolutionary psychology, developmental psychology,
neuroscience and behavioral biology.
Routledge
Market: Animal Psychology
7 x 10: 558pp: 208 illus: 64 halftones: 144 line drawings: 76 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-78814-5: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-78815-2: Oct 2020: $79.95
eBook: 978-1-003-08070-1: Oct 2020 • Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-841-69460-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138788152
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Colin Cooper
This book includes comprehensive coverage of both personality
theories and the methodological issues associated with
personality and psychometric testing, as well as individual
differences and intelligence. The book examines topics such as
personality traits and types, measurement of abilities, and
applications of personality theory. The new edition includes a
new chapter on trait theories and a second chapter on
applications. There is increased coverage of the dark triad,
creativity, and counselling psychology. With self-assessment
questions, further reading and a companion website, this is the
ideal resource for anyone taking modules on personality and individual differences.
Routledge
Market: Personality
: 542pp: 72 illus: 25 halftones: 47 line drawings: 52 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-18109-3: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-18111-6: Oct 2020: $54.95
eBook: 978-0-429-05957-5: Oct 2020 • Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-444-10859-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367181116
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Introduction to Item Response Theory Models and
Applications

The Psychology of Dreaming
Josie Malinowski
Series: The Psychology of Everything

James E. Carlson
Series: Multivariate Applications Series

The Psychology of Dreaming will delve into the last 100 years of
dream research to provide a thought-provoking introduction
to dreaming. Beginning with an account of the history of modern
psychological dream research, the book will also explore the
role that dreaming plays in consolidating memories,
problem-solving, and processing emotions. Using the latest
scientific research, the book will discuss the evidence for
dream-based therapy, precognitive dreaming, and how rapid
improvements in technology affect our dreams. It draws on a
range of cognitive, experimental, and theoretical research, and
will be of interest to anyone who has wondered why we dream

This is a highly accessible, comprehensive introduction to item
response theory (IRT) models and their use in various aspects of
assessment/testing. The book employs a mixture of graphics
and simulated data sets to ease the reader into the material and
covers the basics required to obtain a solid grounding in IRT.
This book is an essential text for instructors and higher level
undergraduate and postgraduate students of statistics,
psychometrics, and measurement theory across the behavioral
and social sciences, as well as testing professionals.
Routledge
Market: Research Methods and Statistics
7 x 10: 182pp: 124 illus: 107 line drawings: 17 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-47692-2: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-47101-9: Oct 2020: $69.95
eBook: 978-1-003-03588-6: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367471019

and how it works.

TEXTBOOK • READER

STUDENT REFERENCE

Sex and Gender

The Psychology of Exercise

Routledge
Market: General Psychology
: 160pp
Hb: 978-1-138-69949-6: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-69951-9: Oct 2020: $14.95
eBook: 978-1-315-51665-3: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138699519

Josephine Perry
Series: The Psychology of Everything

A Biopsychological Approach
Heidi R. Riggio, California State University, Los Angeles, USA
Using both scientific and feminist approaches in its analysis, Sex
and Gender: A Biopsychological Approach is essential for instructors
hoping to offer a thorough and complex investigation of sex
and gender studies to their classrooms. The focus on biological,
psychological, and social processes—as separate entities and
interacting processes—make Sex and Gender particularly crucial
for a comprehensive and evolved understanding of the subject.
The bonus features, which can be used as discussion topics,
student essay topics, or special topics, are intended to transfer
the information to the classroom and will be especially valuable
to students and teachers alike.
Routledge
Market: Gender Psychology
7 x 10: 480pp: 86 halftones: 16 line drawings: 21 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-47978-7: Sep 2020: $180.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-47979-4: Sep 2020: $79.95
eBook: 978-1-003-04187-0: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367479794

Do we exercise enough? Why should we exercise? Can everyone
exercise? The Psychology of Exercise explores the key theories,
ideas and impacts of life stages on exercise behaviours. Perry
explores the barriers and motivators to exercise for children,
adolescents, adults and retirees. The book also considers the
impacts of social class, gender and ethnicity on the exercise
habits and behaviours of people within each age group. Using
real-life case studies and expert opinions, Perry considers the
importance of exercise in light of major health changes and
crisis.
Routledge
Market: Psychology
: 130pp
Hb: 978-0-367-37082-4: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-37084-8: Oct 2020: $14.95
eBook: 978-0-429-35261-4: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367370848

STUDENT REFERENCE

STUDENT REFERENCE

The Psychology of Belonging

The Psychology of Prejudice

Kelly-Ann Allen
Series: The Psychology of Everything

Richard Gross
Series: The Psychology of Everything

The Psychology of Belonging explores why feeling like we belong
is so important throughout our lives, from childhood to old age,
irrespective of culture, race, or geography. With its virtues and
shortcomings, belonging to groups such as families, social
groups, schools, workplaces, and communities, is fundamental
to our identity and wellbeing, even in a time where technology
has changed the way we connect with each other. In a world
where loneliness and social isolation is on the rise, The Psychology
of Belonging shows how meaningful connections can build a
sense of belonging for all of us.

This book explores the topic of prejudice from a psychological
perspective, and examines the various forms it can take, from
racial jokes to genocide. The author outlines the potential causes
of prejudice and discrimination, including personality, social
influence, group identity, and evolutionary influences. The final
chapter is concerned with prejudice and discrimination
reduction and refers to how education, campaigning, and
consciousness raising can contribute to greater tolerance and
understanding. Including real world examples and topical
references, this is the ideal accessible book for students and
general readers interested in prejudice.

Routledge
Market: Psychology
: 144pp: 4 line drawings: 1 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-34753-6: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-34752-9: Oct 2020: $14.95
eBook: 978-0-429-32768-1: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367347529

1-800-634-7064

Routledge
Market: Psychology
: 162pp: 1 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-53464-6: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-53463-9: Oct 2020: $14.95
eBook: 978-1-003-08204-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367534639
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3rd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER

The Psychology of Religion

The Social Psychology of Aggression

Vassilis Saroglou
Series: The Psychology of Everything
Written by a leading expert in the field, this accessible
introduction to the psychology of religion explores the causes,
characteristics, and consequences of religion in all its forms. The
author examines belief systems relating to atheism, spirituality,
fundamentalism, and different religious faiths, in relation to
psychological ideas including attitudes and behaviour, individual
differences, and evolution. It is the ideal introduction for students
and general readers alike, with an interest in the psychology of
religion, spirituality, and secularism.
Routledge
Market: Social Psychology
: 142pp: 1 illus: 1 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-815-36811-3: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-815-36812-0: Oct 2020: $14.95
eBook: 978-1-351-25596-7: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815368120

3rd Edition
Barbara Krahé, University of Potsdam, Germany
This book offers a comprehensive introduction to the social
psychology of aggression, covering the major theories, situational
factors, and applied contexts it is relevant to. It addresses a range
of sub-topics, including the individual and situational factors
that cause or precipitate aggression, and the different forms of
aggressive behaviour in a wide range of social domains. The
new edition will be updated to include additional coverage of
gender differences and terrorism, to reflect the latest research
developments in the field. This is essential reading for students
and researchers in psychology and related disciplines, as well
as practitioners such as policy makers.
Routledge
Market: Social Psychology
: 528pp: 94 illus: 55 halftones: 39 line drawings: 28 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-60850-4: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-60852-8: Oct 2020: $54.95
eBook: 978-0-429-46649-6: Oct 2020 • Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-841-69875-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138608528

STUDENT REFERENCE

Dummy text to keep placeholder

The Psychology of Terrorism

A Multidisciplinary Approach to Embodiment

Neil Shortland
Series: The Psychology of Everything
What is terrorism? Can anyone be radicalized? How can we
respond to terrorist acts? The Psychology of Terrorism seeks to
explain why some acts of violence are considered terrorism, and
others are not, and why some individuals may be more
susceptible to engaging in terrorist behavior. Debunking myths
and lazy stereotypes, the book delves into some of the most
shocking atrocities of our times to discuss the complex
psychological characteristics of individual terrorists, organised
groups, and their acts. Whilst there is no simple solution, The
Psychology of Terrorism shows us that a growing reverse
radicalization movement and modern interventionist techniques
can give us hope for the future.

Understanding Human Being
Nancy K Dess
Series: Advances in Theoretical and Philosophical Psychology
This is a collection of pithy and accessible essays on the nature
and implications of human embodiment which explore the
concept of ‘human being’ in the most unprecedented manner
through seemingly disparate academic disciplines.
This is an important and fascinating text which invites readers
to explore and expand their understanding and experience of
embodiment. It will be particularly useful for postgraduate
students and scholars of theoretical and philosophical
psychology, philosophy of the mind, and social and cultural
anthropology.

Routledge
Market: Psychology
: 126pp: 4 illus: 4 line drawings: 2 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-35335-3: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-35331-5: Oct 2020: $14.95
eBook: 978-0-429-33074-2: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367353315

Routledge
Market: Theoretical and Philosophical Psychology
5-1/2 x 8-1/2: 148pp: 1 illus: 1 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-37027-5: Oct 2020: $60.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-35237-9: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367370275

STUDENT REFERENCE

Dummy text to keep placeholder

The Psychology of Video Games

Changing Habits of Mind

Celia Hodent
Series: The Psychology of Everything
The Psychology of Video Games explores the relationship
between psychology and video games from the perspective of
both game developers and players. It looks at how games are
made and what makes them fun and successful, the benefits
gaming can have on players in relation to education and
healthcare, concerns over potential negative impacts such as
pathological gaming, and ethics considerations.

Routledge
Market: Psychology
: 116pp: 3 illus
Hb: 978-0-367-49312-7: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-49313-4: Oct 2020: $14.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367493134
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A Brain-Based Theory of Psychotherapy
Zoltan Gross, Independent scholar, California, USA
Changing Habits of Mind presents a theory of personality that
integrates homeostatic dynamics of the brain with self-processes,
emotionality, cultural adaptation, and personal reality. The book
expands the psychotherapist’s perspective, exploring the
important links between an integrated theory of personality and
effective clinical practice.

Routledge
Market: Psychotherapy/Personality
6 x 9: 242pp: 4 illus: 4 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-41736-9: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-367-82415-0: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367417369
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Declarative Mapping Sentences in Qualitative
Research

Grounding the Analysis of Cognitive Processes in
Music Performance

Theoretical, Linguistic, and Applied Usages

Distributed Cognition in Musical Activity

Paul M. W. Hackett, Emerson College, USA
Series: Routledge Research in Psychology

Linda T. Kaastra, University of British Columbia; Simon Fraser
University
Series: Explorations in Cognitive Psychology

Facet theory is an approach to psychological and social science
research, and its main research tool is the mapping sentence.
In Facet Theory and the Declarative Mapping Sentence, the author
introduces the traditional usage of the mapping sentence within
quantitative research, reviews its philosophical underpinnings,
and proposes the ‘declarative mapping sentence’ as an
instrument and approach to qualitative scholarship. This
innovative direction for social research provides a flexible
structure for research domain, and it allows qualitative research
results to be uniformly sorted.

Through the systematic analysis of data from music rehearsals,
lessons, and performances, this book develops a new conceptual
framework for studying cognitive processes in musical activity.
Written by a cognitive scientist and classically trained bassoonist,
this specialist text builds on two decades of music performance
research, and will be of interest to researchers, academics, and
postgraduate students in the fields of cognitive psychology and
music psychology, as well as musicology, ethnomusicology,
music theory, and performance science.

Routledge
Market: Education
5-1/2 x 8-1/2: 104pp: 23 halftones: 1 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-49982-9: Oct 2020: $60.00 • eBook: 978-1-351-01399-4: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138499829

Routledge
Market: Education
6 x 9: 176pp: 18 halftones: 10 line drawings: 68 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-15192-8: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-05560-7: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367151928
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Designing for Older Adults

Handbook of Meta-Analysis
Edited by Christopher H. Schmid, Brown University School
of Public Health, Providence, RI, USA, Theo Stijnen, Leiden
University Medical Center, The Netherlands and Ian White
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Handbooks of Modern Statistical
Methods

Case Studies, Methods, and Tools
Walter Boot, Department of Psychology, Florida State
University, Neil Charness, Florida State University,
Tallahassee, USA, Sara J. Czaja, University of Miami, Coral
Gables, Florida, USA and Wendy A. Rogers
Series: Human Factors and Aging Series
This book shows how to solve the challenges of designing
systems for older adults. A series of case studies will demonstrate
the principles of good design for older adults and provide
methods to evaluate those designs, all using real-world
examples. Tutorials allow readers to gain hands-on experience
with principles and methods outlined within the book. Data for
some of the tutorials will be hosted on our website. If systems
are not designed with the needs and abilities of older adults in mind, older adults may not
benefit from these systems, or take full advantage of what they have to offer. In some cases,
designs without consideration for older users may put their safety at risk.
CRC Press
Market: Ergonomics & Human Factors
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 162pp: 13 halftones: 16 line drawings: 11 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-22030-3: Sep 2020: $210.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-05285-7: Sep 2020: $79.95
eBook: 978-1-315-16745-9: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138052857

Meta-analysis is the statistical combination of results from
multiple studies in order to yield results which make the best
use of all available evidence. This Handbook synthesizes the
research in meta-analysis from the last twenty years in one
volume. It provides a comprehensive, coherent and unified
overview of the entire body of meta-analysis methods, primarily
focused on methods used in biomedical research, but will also
be relevant to statisticians and researchers working in the social and behavioural sciences.
The chapters are all written by leading authorities, and feature worked examples, case
studies and software implementation.
Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Statistics
7 x 10: 570pp: 82 illus: 80 tables
Hb: 978-1-498-70398-7: Sep 2020: $180.00 • eBook: 978-1-315-11940-3: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498703987
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From Scientific Psychology to the Study of Persons

History, Trauma and Shame

A Psychologist’s Memoir

Engaging the Past through Second Generation Dialogue

Jack Martin
Series: Advances in Theoretical and Philosophical Psychology
This is a critical, personalized approach to reframing the discipline
of psychology through a singular narrative in the form of a
memoir written by a successful research psychologist.
This is an impactful and universally applicable book with valuable
insights for students and scholars of psychology today,
particularly those studying history of psychology, theoretical
psychology and philosophical psychology.

Routledge
Market: Theoretical and Philosophical Psychology
5-1/2 x 8-1/2: 108pp
Hb: 978-0-367-55012-7: Oct 2020: $60.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-09285-8: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367550127

1-800-634-7064

Edited by Pumla Gobodo-Madikizela, Stellenbosch
University, South Africa
Series: Cultural Dynamics of Social Representation
History, Trauma and Shame provides an in-depth examination
of the sustained dialogue about the past between children of
Holocaust survivors and descendants of families whose parents
were either directly or indirectly involved in Nazi crimes.
This book will be great interest for academics, researchers and
postgraduate students engaged in the study of social
psychology, Holocaust or genocide studies, cultural studies,
reconciliation studies, historical trauma and peacebuilding. It
will also appeal to clinical psychologists, psychiatrists and
psychoanalysts, as well as upper-level undergraduate students interested in the above
areas.
Routledge
Market: Social Psychology
: 256pp
Hb: 978-1-138-30783-4: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-315-14260-9: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138307834
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Performance Management

Social Thinking and History

Happiness and Keeping Pace with Technology

A Sociocultural Psychological Perspective on Representations of the
Past

Edited by Madhu Arora, Associate Professor, Rukmini Devi
Institute of Advanced Studies, India, Poonam Khurana,
Associate Professor, Vivekananda Institute of Professional
Studies, India and Sonam Choiden, President, Gedu College
of Business Studies, Royal University of Bhutan
Series: Information Technology, Management and Operations
Research Practices
As technology has entered in at a fast speed, performance
management is more in demand whether it is education,
marketing, finance, or information technology. This book
provides different concepts, theories and methods to use in
research to understand performance of work done in this
information and technology era. It will include all the relevant
and trendy findings that can be used in management and business scenarios in order to
provide useful insights for researchers, academicians, industry professionals, and scholars.
CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Industrial & Manufacturing
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 216pp: 56 illus: 4 halftones: 52 line drawings: 71 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-46667-1: Oct 2020: $175.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08930-8: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367466671

Constance De Saint Laurent, University of Neuchâtel,
Switzerland
Social Thinking and History demonstrates that our
representations of history are constructed through complex
psychosocial processes, in interaction with multiple others, and
that they evolve throughout our lifetime, playing an important
role in our relation to our social environment.
This book will be of great interest for academics, researchers and
postgraduate students in the fields of psychology, memory
studies, sociology, political science and history. It will also make
an interesting read for psychologists, human and social scientists
working on collective memory.
Routledge
Market: Psychology
: 170pp
Hb: 978-1-138-60930-3: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-46511-6: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138609303
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Psychology and Health

The Cognitive Neuroscience of Attention

Culture, Place, History

Current Debates and Research

Wade Pickren, Ithaca College, USA

Edited by Joseph B. Hopfinger, Department of Psychology
and Neuroscience University of North Carolina and Scott
Slotnick

Weaving together the various foundations of the discipline into
a compelling narrative that culturally and historically situates
the practice, strengths, and shortcomings of health psychology,
historian of psychology Wade Pickren traces the development
of health psychology through a critical history that incorporates
context, culture, and place from the early modern period to the
present. The book is also written from an international
perspective to elucidate the rich connections across cultures as
well as illustrate the importance of cultural variations in
understanding health, disease, and treatment.

Routledge
Market: Psychology
5-1/2 x 8-1/2: 124pp
Hb: 978-0-367-43909-5: Nov 2019: $60.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-00643-5: Nov 2019
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367439095

This book presents cutting-edge research on some of the newest
theories of attentional control and selective attention, including
the influence of practice, epigenetics, reward, social interaction,
and distractor suppression. These studies employ advanced
cognitive neuroscience methods such as neurostimulation,
functional neuroimaging pattern analysis, and the evaluation of
oscillatory brain activity to shed light on the brain mechanisms
underlying attention.
The chapters in this book were originally published in various
issues of the journal Cognitive Neuroscience: Current Debates,
Research & Reports
Routledge
Market: Cognitive Neuroscience / Psychology / Neuroscience
8 1/4 x 11: 292pp
Hb: 978-0-367-50124-2: Oct 2020: $160.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367501242
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Semiotic Construction of the Self in Multicultural
Societies

The Routledge Handbook of the Philosophy and
Science of Punishment

A Theory of Proculturation
Vladimer Lado Gamsakhurdia
Series: Cultural Dynamics of Social Representation
Semiotic Construction of the Self in Multicultural Societies
elaborates on a holistic theory on the self, by means of
integrating social representation theory, dialogical self theory
and particular ideas from Vygotskyan developmental psychology
in one framework.
This book will be of great interest to academics, researchers and
post-graduate students in the fields of social psychology,
semiotics and multicultural studies.

Routledge
Market: Psychology
: 208pp: 5 illus: 5 line drawings: 3 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-19237-2: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-20124-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367192372
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Edited by Farah Focquaert, Elizabeth Shaw and Bruce N.
Waller, Youngstown State University, USA
Series: Routledge Handbooks in Philosophy
This volume examines key questions on punishment, including
it's purpose, forms, effectiveness, equity, justifiability, and
contexts. In doing so it covers important topics such as
rehabilitation, retribution, restoration, proportionality, mass
incarceration, solitary confinement, pre-trial detention, crime
prevention, criminal responsibility, violence, shame, racism,
psychology, mental health, and much more. Offering
expert interdisciplinary perspectives from philosophy, law,
criminology, psychology, psychiatry, and neuroscience, it is a
comprehensive volume for scholars and upper level students in those fields.
Routledge
Market: Philosophy
7 x 10: 428pp: 2 illus: 2 line drawings: 1 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-58062-6: Oct 2020: $245.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-50721-2: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138580626
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The Toolbox Dialogue Initiative
The Power of Cross-Disciplinary Practice
Edited by Graham Hubbs, University of Idaho, USA, Michael
O'Rourke, Michigan State University, East Lansing, Michigan,
USA and Steven Hecht Orzack, Fresh Pond Research
Institute, Cambridge, Massachusettes, USA
Cross-disciplinary scientific collaboration is emerging as standard
operating procedure for many scholarly research enterprises.
And yet, the skill set needed for effective collaboration is neither
taught nor mentored. The goal of the Toolbox Dialogue Initiative
is to facilitate cross-disciplinary collaboration. This book, inspired
by this initiative, describes dialogue-based exercises designed
to increase mutual understanding among collaborators so to
enhance the quality and productivity of cross-disciplinary
collaboration. It provides a theoretical context, principal activities,
and evidence for effectiveness that will assist readers in honing their collaborative skills.
CRC Press
Market: Business & Management
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 274pp: 26 illus: 23 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-34173-9: Sep 2020: $149.95 • Pb: 978-1-138-34168-5: Sep 2020: $58.95
eBook: 978-0-429-44001-4: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138341685
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Antisocial, Narcissistic, and Borderline Personality
Disorders

Play Therapy Theories and Perspectives

A New Conceptualization of Development, Reinforcement, Expression,
and Treatment
Daniel J. Fox
This book develops a comprehensive understanding of
Antisocial, Narcissistic, and Borderline Personality Disorders, by
seeing personality as a dual construct. Merging research and
clinical systems into a wholistic model, the text examines
personality development and expression and addresses the
interpersonal system that keeps the pathology from
extinguishing. Chapters discuss origin and symptom
manifestation, system and pathology perpetuation, and online
behavior expression, ending with practical treatment methods.
Researchers and clinicians are challenged to explore the utility
of the DSM-5 alternative model of personality disorders and gain
a deeper understanding of such disorders.
Routledge
Market: Personality Disorders
6 x 9: 192pp: 11 illus: 11 line drawings: 26 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-21805-8: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-21806-5: Oct 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-429-26619-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367218065

A Collection of Thoughts in the Field
Edited by Robert Jason Grant, Jessica Stone, Private
practice, Colorado, USA and Clair Mellenthin, Wasatch
Family Therapy
This book explores the multitude of thoughts, theories, methods,
and approaches to play therapy in order to highlight the unity
and diversity of theory and perspective in the field. Each chapter
is a common question related to play therapy to which ten
established and experienced play therapists share their thoughts,
theoretical perspectives, and opinions. The reader will learn
about the umbrella of play therapy thought and practice and
connect with perspectives that might align with their own
theoretical preferences. Those new to play therapy and those
who are seasoned veterans will appreciate, value, and be
challenged by the differing viewpoints surrounding many play therapy topics.
Routledge
Market: Play Therapy
6 x 9: 224pp: 1 illus: 1 line drawings: 3 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-41838-0: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-41837-3: Oct 2020: $39.95
eBook: 978-0-367-81645-2: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367418373
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Attachment and Adult Clinical Practice

Technology and Mental Health

An Integrated Perspective on Developmental Theory, Neurobiology,
and Emotional Regulation

A Clinician's Guide to Improving Outcomes

Toni Mandelbaum
Attachment theory speaks to one’s biological drive to connect,
to relate, and to feel heard. The author aims to achieve this by
condensing the enormous and diverse literature of the field into
a singular, manageable work that clinicians can use to foster
these connections. It traces the history of attachment theory
and describes how neurobiological research has influenced the
expansion of attachment theory, and how emotions and
psychophysiology have become critical to our understanding
of human attachment connections. It concludes with a detailed
examination of how to apply these theories in clinical practice.
It will be of great importance for psychotherapy students and
clinicians.
Routledge
Market: Mental Health
: 260pp: 13 illus: 13 line drawings: 2 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-54854-4: Sep 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-54853-7: Sep 2020: $38.95
eBook: 978-1-003-09087-8: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367548537

Edited by Greg M. Reger, University of Washington, USA
Series: Clinical Topics in Psychology and Psychiatry
This book explains current technological developments in
therapy, including mobile apps, telemental health, virtual reality
programs. Each chapter gives real-world guidance on adopting
and using technical interventions and the book spans a wide
range of populations. Providers are introduced to the evidence
supporting various technology-based interventions and areas
for future development. Combining theory, research, and case
studies, this practical guide teaches clinicians how to integrate
technology into therapeutic interventions with clients.
Routledge
Market: Technology/Mental Health
6 x 9: 314pp: 10 illus: 6 halftones: 4 line drawings: 11 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-35392-3: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-35394-7: Oct 2020: $39.95
eBook: 978-0-429-02053-7: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138353947
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Making an Impact on Mental Health

Understanding and Caring for People with
Schizophrenia

The Applications of Psychological Research
Edited by James N. Kirby and Paul Gilbert
Series: Routledge Psychological Impacts
Advancements in research in psychological science have
afforded great insights into how our minds work. Making an
Impact on Mental Health analyzes contemporary, international
research to examine a number of core themes in mental health,
such as mindfulness and attachment, and provide an
understanding of the sources of mentally ill health and strategies
for remediation. The originality of this work is the embedding
of psychological science in an evolutionary approach. This work
is invaluable reading for advanced students in clinical psychology
and professionals in the mental health field.
Routledge
Market: Applied Psychology
: 212pp: 5 illus: 5 line drawings: 2 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-19989-0: Sep 2020: $140.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-19990-6: Sep 2020: $46.95
eBook: 978-0-429-24455-1: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367199906
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Fifteen Clinical Cases
Ragy R. Girgis, Gary Brucato and Jeffrey A. Lieberman
This book challenges misconceptions of schizophrenia as an
illness with intractable symptoms and inexorable mental
deterioration by illustrating the effectiveness of treatment to
change the course of or prevent the onset of illness. Fifteen case
studies examining psychosis in diverse clients are divided into
the four phases of the illness with accompanying analyses of its
causes, symptoms, interventions and treatments. Depictions of
each stage, with accompanying explanations of how a patient
got to that point and what can be done to avoid or achieve this
outcome, helps reader gain an appreciation of the nature of the
illness and for the therapeutic potential of current treatments.
Routledge
Market: Schizophrenia/Psychosis
6 x 9: 144pp
Hb: 978-0-367-37010-7: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-36999-6: Oct 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-367-85465-2: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367369996
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The Routledge International Handbook of Race,
Culture and Mental Health
Edited by Roy Moodley, University of Toronto, Canada and
Eunjung Lee, University of Toronto, Canada
Series: Routledge International Handbooks
This handbook presents a thorough examination of the intricate
interplay of race, ethnicity, and culture in mental health –
historical origins, subsequent transformations, and the discourses
generated from past and present mental health and wellness
practices. The Routledge International Handbook of Race, Ethnicity
and Culture in Mental Health is an essential resource for students,
researchers, and professionals alike as itaddresses the complexity
of mental health issues from a critical, global perspective.
Routledge
Market: Mental Health
: 568pp
Hb: 978-1-138-27999-5: Oct 2020: $245.00 • eBook: 978-1-315-27616-8: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138279995
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Addressing Race-Based Stress in Therapy with Black
Clients

Constructivist Coaching

Using Multicultural and Dialectical Behavior Therapy Techniques
Monica M. Johnson, North Carolina State University, USA.
and Michelle L. Melton
Despite them being at high risk for negative mental health
symptoms due to racism and other chronic stresses, disparities
persist in the provision of mental health services to Black
Americans. This book addresses that gap by explicitly calling
attention to the experience of race-based stress in the Black
community. The authors urge practitioners to action in
promoting societal understanding, affirmation, and appreciation
of multiculturalism against the damaging effects of oppression
based on stereotyping and discrimination. Worksheets and case
studies provide strategies for mental health professionals to
improve the condition of individuals, communities, and, by
extension, society.
Routledge
Market: Clinical Psychology / Psychiatry
6 x 9: 232pp: 1 illus: 22 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-33952-1: Sep 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-33953-8: Sep 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-429-44105-9: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138339538
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A Practical Guide to Unlocking Potential Alternative Futures
Kim Bradley-Cole and Pam Denicolo
Series: Coaching Psychology
Bradley-Cole and Denicolo present a practitioner’s guide to using
constructivist methods and approaches in coaching practice.
This book makes constructivism and its flexibility of application
across diverse coaching situations readily accessible and easy
to apply in the real world, and includes both case vignettes and
further reading suggestions throughout. It enables coaches to
move away from restrictive coaching models and comfortably
adopt a flexible, client centred approach, and guides the reader
through application of constructivist approaches across a
breadth of coaching contexts.
Routledge
Market: Coaching
: 216pp: 21 line drawings
Hb: 978-1-138-31089-6: Oct 2020: $140.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-31090-2: Oct 2020: $33.95
eBook: 978-0-429-45917-7: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138310902
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Applying Trauma-Sensitive Practices in School
Counseling

Empowering Children
A Multicultural Humanistic Approach
Christopher J. Kazanjian, El Paso Community College, Texas,
USA

Interventions for Achieving Change
Stacey Rawson
Applying Trauma-Informed Practices in School Counseling provides
school counselors with the research, knowledge, and skills they
need to implement interventions that will impact the academic,
social, and emotional outcomes of traumatized students. This
guidebook is for school counselors, especially those who work
with students with Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs).
Readers will obtain background information about ACEs and
the effects of chronic stress in childhood, trauma-informed
programs for school counselors to lead school-wide, and tools
and strategies for school counselors to implement in personal
practice.
Routledge
Market: School Counseling
6 x 9: 234pp: 29 illus: 1 halftones: 28 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-23726-4: Aug 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-23723-3: Aug 2020: $37.95
eBook: 978-0-429-28140-2: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367237233

This unique textbridges multiculturalism and humanistic
psychology, demonstrating how these areas can be effectively
integrated to provide a foundation for engaging youth in the
global community. Through a detailed case study and
phenomenological study results, this book offers an immersive
framework for multicultural humanistic psychology that will be
of value to researchers and professionals alike.

Routledge
Market: Youth Counseling
6 x 9: 198pp
Hb: 978-0-367-49452-0: Sep 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-49451-3: Sep 2020: $47.95
eBook: 978-1-003-04906-7: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367494513
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Building Children’s Resilience in the Face of Parental
Mental Illness

Finding Dignity at the End of Life

Conversations with Children, Parents and Professionals
Edited by Alan Cooklin and Gill Gorell Barnes
When parents suffer a mental illness, their children face multiple
challenges about their relationships with their parents and about
themselves, including stigma, self-doubt and self-blame, ongoing
anxiety and depression. These are rarely talked about in the
public domain. This important new book focusses on the
relationship between children and young people, parents and
professionals, and the emotional issues they all face, offering
different perspectives as well as action points which promote
resilience in the children.

Routledge
Market: Mental Health
: 244pp: 11 halftones: 9 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-18311-0: Sep 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-18312-7: Sep 2020: $38.95
eBook: 978-0-429-06073-1: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367183127

A Spiritual Reflection on Palliative Care
Edited by Kathleen D. Benton, Independent practice,
Georgia, USA and Renzo Pegoraro, University of Padua, Italy
Finding Dignity at the End of Life discusses the need for palliative
care as a human right and explores a whole-person methodology
for use in treatment. Mental health practitioners, allied
professionals, and theologians will find this a useful and reflective
guide to palliative care and its connection to faith, spirituality,
and culture.

Routledge
Market: Palliative Care/Spirituality
6 x 9: 226pp: 2 line drawings: 4 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-20659-8: Sep 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-20658-1: Sep 2020: $39.95
eBook: 978-0-429-28025-2: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367206581
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Gestalt Therapy

Integrating CBT and Third Wave Therapies

100 Key Points and Techniques

Distinctive Features

Dave Mann, UKCP Registered Gestalt Psychotherapist,
Supervisor and Trainer in private practice
Series: 100 Key Points

Fiona Kennedy, Greenwood Mentors Ltd, Isle of Wight and
David Pearson, Consultant Clinical Psychologist, NHS, UK
Series: CBT Distinctive Features

Gestalt therapy offers a present-focused, relational approach,
central to which is the fundamental belief that the client knows
the best way of adjusting to their situation. As such this book
will be essential reading for gestalt trainees, as well as all
counsellors and psychotherapists wanting to learn more about
the gestalt approach.

Integrating CBT and Third Wave Therapies offers a
thought-through approach to integrating evidence-based
therapies. It provides help for all of us who are developing or
have expertise in a variety of evidence-based approaches. The
book will be useful for therapists to structure sessions with
clients. It demonstrates how to follow a theoretical approach
and a offers a therapeutic structure for integrated clinical work.
It will be useful in reflective practice and supervision, and for
students learning about a variety of therapeutic approaches.

Routledge
Market: Psychotherapy / Counselling
: 370pp: 10 illus: 1 halftones: 9 line drawings: 3 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-06769-1: Sep 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-06772-1: Sep 2020: $24.95
eBook: 978-1-315-15849-5: Sep 2020 • Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-55294-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138067721

Routledge
Market: Psychotherapy
: 164pp: 20 illus: 20 line drawings: 4 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-33666-7: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-33667-4: Oct 2020: $19.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138336674
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Grief and Addiction

Integrative Group Therapy for Psychosis

Considering Loss in the Recovery Process

An Evidence-Based Approach

Julie Bates-Maves, University of Wisconsin–Stout, USA

Nick Kanas

Grief and Addiction illuminates the role of grief work in addiction
counseling, encouraging counselors to be more comprehensive
in their treatment and to increase empathy for what the
treatment process is asking of clients. Featuring appendices with
information and examples for clinicians, Grief and Addiction
provides treatment strategies drawn from both the addiction
and grief world for professionals and counselor educators.

This book presents an evidence-based, integrative treatment
model that includes psychodynamic, interpersonal,
psychoeducational, and cognitive-behavioral approaches to
address the needs of those suffering from psychosis. The book
describes the evolution of the integrative approach from
research in inpatient and outpatient settings to theoretical and
clinical issues derived from empirical studies. Additional
information and vignettes assist the reader in conducting therapy
groups. A safe and supportive adjunct to medications that is
useful in both inpatient and outpatient settings, readers will find
value in this unique, empirically-driven model for groups of all
time lengths.

Routledge
Market: Addictions/Grief Therapy
6 x 9: 278pp
Hb: 978-1-138-58743-4: Sep 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-58745-8: Sep 2020: $39.95
eBook: 978-0-429-46800-1: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138587458

Routledge
Market: Group Psychotherapy
6 x 9: 198pp: 1 illus: 1 line drawings: 26 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-34039-1: Sep 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-33942-5: Sep 2020: $37.95
eBook: 978-1-003-05655-3: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367339425
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Hypnotherapy Scripts to Promote Children's
Wellbeing

Providing Home Care for Older Adults
A Professional Guide for Mental Health Practitioners
Edited by Danielle L. Terry, Michelle E. Mlinac and Pamela
L. Steadman-Wood

Jacki Pritchard
Hypnotherapy Scripts to Promote Children’s Wellbeing is a
collection of tried and tested scripts that will aid hypnotherapists
in developing and implementing treatment plans for promoting
the well-being of children. Serving as a unique resource of
techniques and compiled from years of personal experience by
the author, this book is beneficial for students, newly qualified
and experienced hypnotherapists alike.

Routledge
Market: Hypnotherapy
: 144pp
Hb: 978-0-367-49039-3: Sep 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-49038-6: Sep 2020: $32.95
eBook: 978-1-003-04414-7: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367490386

1-800-634-7064

This practical guide teaches readers to how to handle the unique
aspects of home-based care and apply evidence-based
assessment and treatment within the home-based setting.
Featuring home care psychologists, social workers, and
psychiatrists, the book explains the multifaceted role of a
home-based provider and offers concrete and practical
considerations for working within the home. Also covered are
topics such as hoarding, capacity evaluations, caregivers, and
technology. Chapters additionally include engaging case
examples and practical tips. Psychologists, counselors, and other
practitioners in home settings can use this guide to provide
effective home-based care to older adults.
Routledge
Market: Palliative Care/Gerontology
6 x 9: 214pp: 10 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-34526-6: Sep 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-34527-3: Sep 2020: $34.95
eBook: 978-0-429-32636-3: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367345273
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Regulating Emotion the DBT Way

The Modern Clinician's Guide to Working with
LGBTQ+ Clients

A Therapist's Guide to Opposite Action
Christine Dunkley, Grayrock Ltd., UK
Regulating Emotion the DBT Way is a practical guide to the DBT
skill of ‘Opposite Action’, which helps clients develop the skill of
up or down-regulating their emotions when necessary. It is the
skill that fosters emotional literacy in clients who have learned
to fear or avoid painful feelings. This book will be of interest to
any therapist who wants to learn more about a behavioural
approach to emotion such as psychologists, nurses, social
workers, psychiatrists, counsellors, cognitive therapists, prison
staff and occupational therapists.

Routledge
Market: Psychotherapy
: 182pp: 1 illus: 1 line drawings: 2 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-25920-4: Sep 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-25921-1: Sep 2020: $25.95
eBook: 978-0-429-29053-4: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367259211

The Inclusive Psychotherapist
Margaret Nichols
The Modern Clinician's Guide to Working with LGBTQ+ Clients is a
ground-breaking resource for therapists working with LGBTQ+
clients whose identity expressions span all gender, sex, and
relationship diverse groups. With a wealth of therapeutic
strategies and case studies, this resource helps professionals
respond to this ‘big tent’ community in an informed and
empathetic way.

Routledge
Market: Psychotherapy
6 x 9: 352pp
Hb: 978-0-367-07729-7: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-07730-3: Oct 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-429-02239-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367077303
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Re-Visioning Existential Therapy

A Guide to Practicum and Internship for School
Counselors-in-Training

Counter-traditional Perspectives
Edited by Manu Bazzano, Visiting Lecturer at Roehampton
University
Re-Visioning Existential Therapy is a collection of essays from
leading practitioners and theorists around the globe which
questions some of the key tenets of traditional existential
therapy. The book will share knowledge and enthusiasm for the
practice of existential therapy in order to encourage therapists
and trainees to partake of the joys and challenges of existential
practice.

Routledge
Market: Psychotherapy
: 360pp
Hb: 978-0-367-36563-9: Sep 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-36561-5: Sep 2020: $38.95
eBook: 978-0-429-34711-5: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367365615

Aaron H. Oberman and Jeannine R. Studer, University of
Tennessee, USA
This updated and expanded third edition covers all aspects of
the school counselor practicum and internship experience.
Readers will gain an awareness of school culture and the
understanding needed to develop an individualized philosophy
of school counseling. Each chapter contains practice activities
and case studies and all material is consistent with the CACREP
2016 Common Core and School Counselor Entry-Level Specialty
Areas and the school counselor standards identified by the ASCA.
This text can be used by faculty, students, and supervisors alike
to support and enhance the school counseling knowledge base
used to meet the needs of all students.
Routledge
Market: School Counseling
7 x 10: 296pp: 34 illus: 16 halftones: 18 line drawings: 21 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-21787-7: Sep 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-21788-4: Sep 2020: $49.95
eBook: 978-0-429-26608-9: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367217884
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Socratic Questioning for Therapists and Counselors

Death and Dying

Learn How to Think and Intervene Like a Cognitive Behavior Therapist

Sociological Perspectives

Scott H. Waltman, Academy of Cognitive Therapy, Texas,
USA, R. Trent Codd, III, Cognitive-Behavioral Therapy Center
of Western North Carolina, USA, Lynn M. McFarr,
Harbor-UCLA Medical Center, California, USA and Bret A.
Moore, Boulder Crest Institute, Texas, USA
Series: Clinical Topics in Psychology and Psychiatry
This book presents a framework for the use of Socratic strategies
in psychotherapy and counseling. It is a must read for therapists
in training, early career professionals, supervisors, trainers, and
any clinician looking to refine and enhance their ability to use
Socratic strategies to bring about lasting change.
Routledge
Market: CBT/Psychotherapy
6 x 9: 294pp: 46 illus: 46 line drawings: 11 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-33527-4: Sep 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-33519-9: Sep 2020: $39.95
eBook: 978-0-429-32039-2: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367335199
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Gerry R. Cox, University of Wisconsin-La Crosse, USA and
Neil Thompson, Avenue Professional Development
Programme, Wales, UK
Written by two established and highly respected experts in the
field, this book offers a thoroughgoing account of a wide range
of social aspects of death and dying, filling gaps left by the
traditionally narrow focus of the existing literature. By drawing
the suggested sociological perspectives and highlighting the
role of social policy, the authors put forward a fresh perspective
of the field of thanatology.

Routledge
Market: Death/Dying
6 x 9: 232pp
Hb: 978-0-367-43409-0: Sep 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-43407-6: Sep 2020: $47.95
eBook: 978-1-003-00394-6: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367434076
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Preparing for Trauma Work in Clinical Mental Health

Love, Sex and Psychotherapy in a Post-Romantic
Era

A Workbook to Enhance Self-Awareness and Promote Safe, Competent
Practice

Edited by Del Loewenthal

Lisa Compton, Regent University, Virginia, USA and Corie
Schoeneberg, Private practice, Missouri, USA

How do cultural changes such as the increasing lustful
possibilities of our liquid modernity affect ‘romantic’ values as
psychotherapists and counsellors; and, in turn, affect how they
work through their clients’ relationships? This book seeks to
explore recent research on how notions of romanticism and
post-romanticism affect therapeutic practices.
This book was originally published as a special issue of the
European Journal of Psychotherapy and Counselling

Preparing for Trauma Work in Clinical Mental Health is developed
for students and clinicians who are preparing to work with clients
affected by trauma. Designed for students and professional
clinicians, this groundbreaking text fills an important education
and training gap by providing a comprehensive and enlightening
presentation of trauma work while also emphasizing the
clinician’s growth in self-awareness and professional
development.
Routledge
Market: Trauma Counseling
8-1/2 x 11: 244pp: 2 illus: 2 line drawings: 1 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-33185-6: Sep 2020: $150.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-33184-9: Sep 2020: $47.95
eBook: 978-0-429-31960-0: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367331849

Routledge
Market: Psychology / Psychotherapy / Sex
: 110pp
Hb: 978-0-367-56119-2: Oct 2020: $160.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-09647-4: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367561192

TEXTBOOK • READER

Responding to Critical Cases in School Counseling
Building on Theory, Standards, and Experience for Optimal Crisis
Intervention
Edited by Judy A. Nelson and Lisa A. Wines
This book helps school counselors and other school personnel
navigate the complexities of the most common critical cases
that are urgent and difficult in schools in the 21st century.
Contributing counselors from around the country explain what
they do when critical cases present themselves, providing this
text their tools, wisdom, professional judgments, and offering
training that embraces the reality of the school counselor
profession to all counselors, educators, and trainees.

Routledge
Market: School Counseling
7 x 10: 266pp
Hb: 978-0-367-34281-4: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-27675-1: Oct 2020: $47.95
eBook: 978-0-429-32483-3: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367276751

STUDENT REFERENCE

The Psychology of Wellbeing
Gary W. Wood
Series: The Psychology of Everything
Part of the Psychology of Everything series, this book focuses
on psychological and emotional wellbeing and offers an
accessible introduction to the topic. It also explores narrative
psychology as a way to think about cultural and historical views
of normality and wellness. The author offers a critique of the
self-help industry including pop-psychology myths and includes
a critical review of evidence-based models of wellbeing and
associated concepts from positive psychology. The book
emphasizes reflective learning and invites readers to re-evaluate
individual definitions of wellbeing throughout the book, making
it valuable reading for students, professionals, and general
readers.
Routledge
Market: Psychology
: 148pp
Hb: 978-0-367-89809-0: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-89808-3: Oct 2020: $14.95
eBook: 978-1-003-02125-4: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367898083
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Homework Assignments and Handouts for LGBTQ+
Clients
A Mental Health and Counseling Handbook
Edited by Joy S. Whitman, Northwestern University, Illinois,
USA and Cyndy J. Boyd, University of Pennsylvania, USA
Featuring over 70 affirming interventions in the form of
homework assignments, handouts, and activities, this
comprehensive volume helps novice and experienced
counselors support LGBTQ+ community members and their
allies.
Offering practical tools used by clinicians worldwide, the volume
is particularly useful for courses in clinical and community
counseling, social work, and psychology. Those new to working
with LGBTQ+ clients will appreciate the book’s accessible
foundation to guide interventions.
Routledge
Market: Counseling/Gender
8-1/2 x 11: 678pp
Hb: 978-0-367-54272-6: Sep 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-54269-6: Sep 2020: $69.95
eBook: 978-1-003-08863-9: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367542696
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Psychologically Informed Mediation
Studies in Conflict and Resolution
Monica Hanaway
Psychologically-Informed Mediation explores the understanding
of conflict and the use of a psychologically informed mediation
approach to help resolve it. This book offers a unique approach
to mediation and is accessible to a broad audience.

Routledge
Market: Psychotherapy
: 264pp: 5 illus: 5 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-52001-4: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-51999-5: Oct 2020: $29.95
eBook: 978-1-003-05599-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367519995
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The Leather Couch
Clinical Practice with Kinky Clients
Stefani Goerlich
The Leather Couch provides a comprehensive overview of the
BDSM and kink community and guides clinicians on how to
meet the unique relational and mental health needs of its
members. Written in a conversational, accessible style for
clinicians and members of the BDSM community alike, The
Leather Couch is the go-to resource for any mental health
professional or educator looking to transform their practice from
kink aware to kink affirming

Routledge
Market: Sex Therapy
6 x 9: 260pp: 11 illus: 1 halftones: 10 line drawings: 9 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-43991-0: Sep 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-43992-7: Sep 2020: $34.95
eBook: 978-1-003-00696-1: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367439927
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Affect in Artistic Creativity

Holocaust Trauma and Psychic Deformation

Painting to Feel

Psychoanalytic Reflections of a Holocaust Survivor
Jussi Saarinen
Series: Art, Creativity, and Psychoanalysis Book Series

Alfred Garwood

Why do painters paint? Obviously, there are numerous possible
reasons. They paint to create images for others’ enjoyment, to
solve visual problems, to convey ideas, and to contribute to a
rich artistic tradition. This book argues that there is yet another,
crucially important but often overlooked reason. Painters paint
to feel.
On the whole, it enriches our understanding of artistic creativity
and sheds more light on how and why we come to feel the
things we do. As such, the book will appeal to philosophers,
psychoanalysts, and art researchers alike.
Routledge
Market: Psychoanalysis/Art/Philosophy
: 170pp
Hb: 978-0-367-52249-0: Jul 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-52247-6: Jul 2020: $38.95
eBook: 978-1-003-05716-1: Jul 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367522476

The book begins by examining the author’s own experience as
a refugee in the aftermath of the Holocaust; the psychological
impact of displacement after such traumatic events, and his
attempt to flee its damage through medical and psychoanalytic
training. But the second half of the book broadens the
perspective to offer a clinical exploration of the psychic effects
of surviving the Holocaust. A range of concepts are addressed
and explored, from powerlessness and survivor guilt, to psychic
security and recovered memories. It concludes by examining
how psychic trauma is processed, and the clinical implications
for when disorders emerge and dysfunction results.
Routledge
Market: Psychoanalysis
: 212pp
Hb: 978-0-367-51690-1: Sep 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-1-780-49188-2: Sep 2020: $31.95
eBook: 978-1-003-05483-2: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781780491882
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Bodies and Social Rhythms

Illusion, Disillusion, and Irony in Psychoanalysis
John Steiner

Navigating Unconscious Vulnerability and Emotional Fluidity

Illusion, Disillusion, and Irony in Psychoanalysis explores and
develops the role of illusion and daydream in everyday life, and
in psychoanalysis. Using both clinical examples and literary works,
idealised illusions and the inevitable disillusion that is met when
reality makes an impact, are carefully explored.
Illusion, Disillusion, and Irony in Psychoanalysis will be of great use
to the psychoanalyst or psychotherapist seeking to understand
the patient’s withdrawal into a phantasy world, and the struggle
to allow the impact of reality.

Steven Knoblauch, New York University, USA
Series: Psychoanalysis in a New Key Book Series
This exciting new book traces the development of an unfolding
challenge for psychoanalytic attention, which augments
contemporary theoretical lenses focusing on structures of
meaning with an accompanying registration different than and
interacting with structural experience. This accompanying
registration of experience is given the term ‘fluidity’ in order to
characterize it as too fast moving and unformulated to be
symbolized with linguistic categorization.
Part of the popular 'Psychoanalysis in a New Key' book series, it
will appeal to teaching and practicing psychoanalysts, and an
increasing volume of therapists attending to embodied experience in their practice.
Routledge
Market: Psychoanalysis
: 190pp
Hb: 978-0-367-46686-2: Jul 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-46685-5: Jul 2020: $38.95
eBook: 978-1-003-03035-5: May 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367466855

Routledge
Market: Psychoanalysis
: 180pp
Hb: 978-0-367-46702-9: May 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-46701-2: May 2020: $39.95
eBook: 978-1-003-03050-8: Apr 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367467029
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Exploring the Emotional Life of the Mind

Imagination, Creativity and Spirituality in
Psychotherapy

A Psychodynamic Theory of Emotions
Daniël Helderman
This highly innovative new book reconsiders the structure of
basic emotions, self and mind. It clinically covers mental
disorders, therapeutic interventions, defense mechanisms,
consciousness and personality, and results in a comprehensive
discussion of human responses to the environmental crisis.This
book will appeal to scholars, psychotherapists and psychiatrists
with an interest in emotions, and who wish to challenge their
own implicit theory of emotion with an explicit new model. It
will also be of interest for academic researchers and professionals
in fields where emotional processes play a pivotal role.
Routledge
Market: Psychoanalysis
: 174pp: 12 illus: 12 line drawings: 1 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-19163-4: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-19166-5: Oct 2020: $38.95
eBook: 978-0-429-20083-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367191665
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Welcome to Wonderland
Leanne Domash
Series: Psyche and Soul
The aim of this book is to awaken creative desire and expand
the imagination of the psychotherapist and, in turn, her patient.
Each chapter is meant to surprise the reader and help him see
the world in a new way. Many varieties of imagination are
explored -- the spiritual, the relational, the dreamworld, the
aesthetic and the adaptive.

Routledge
Market: Psychoanalysis/Psychotherapy
: 216pp
Hb: 978-0-367-28002-4: Sep 2020: $140.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-28003-1: Sep 2020: $39.95
eBook: 978-0-429-29914-8: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367280031
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2nd Edition • NEW EDITION

Madness and the Social Link

Setting Up and Running a Therapy Business

The Jean-Max Gaudillière Seminars 1985 – 2000

Essential Questions and Answers

199

Jean Max Gaudillière and Françoise Davoine

James Rye

This book provides a psychoanalytic reading of works of
literature, enhancing the illuminating effect of both fields.
These volumes expose the usefulness of literature as a tool for
healing, for all those working in therapeutic fields, and will allow
lovers of literature to discover a way of reading that gives access
to more subtle perspectives and unsuspected interrelations.

Setting Up and Running a Therapy Business provides a succinct,
practical, and accessible guidance for counsellors starting out
in private practice as well as for more experienced practitioners
who would like advice on how to continue to attract a larger
clientele. As a book that bridges the gap between being a good
counsellor and running a successful counselling business, it is a
comprehensive read not only for counsellors who are just
starting in private practice but also for senior practitioners
seeking a fresh perspective on their business.

Routledge
Market: Psychoanalysis/Literature
: 208pp
Hb: 978-0-367-52328-2: Sep 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-52329-9: Sep 2020: $38.95
eBook: 978-1-003-05746-8: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367523299

Routledge
Market: Mental Health
: 144pp
Hb: 978-0-367-56077-5: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-41950-9: Oct 2020: $25.95
eBook: 978-1-003-09632-0: Oct 2020 • Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-782-20464-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367419509
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2nd Edition • NEW EDITION

Psychoanalytic Perspectives On Intense
Involvement in Sports

Sex, Death, and the Superego

Edited by Irwin Hirsch, Manhattan Institute for
Psychoanalysis; William Alanson White Institute, Phillip
Blumberg and Robert Watson
Series: Psychoanalysis in a New Key Book Series
This bookis a unique volume that brings a variety of
psychoanalytic perspectives to the study of sport. It highlights
the importance of sports for different individuals and how the
function and use of sports can be brought into the consulting
room.
This book offers a better psychoanalytic understanding of sports
to help us discover more about ourselves, our patients, and our
culture, and will be of great interest to psychotherapists and
psychoanalysts, or anyone with an interest in sport and its link to psychoanalysis and mental
health.
Routledge
Market: Psychoanalysis/Psychotherapy/Sport
: 212pp
Hb: 978-0-367-54241-2: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-54238-2: Oct 2020: $39.95
eBook: 978-1-003-08829-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367542382

Updating Psychoanalytic Experience and Developments in
Neuroscience
Ronald Britton
Divided in three parts – "Hysteria," "The ego and superego," and
"Narcissism" – this new edition of Ronald Britton’s personal
reappraisal of psychoanalytic theories adds content on brain,
mind and self, the death instinct and a discussion on the
biological, psychological and sociological basis of gender. It
suggests that our increasing knowledge necessarily produces
a dissolution of our coherent concepts of mind and brain, and
that during this phase of creative dissolution we need to reassess
what we know and what we don’t know.

Routledge
Market: Psychoanalysis
: 160pp
Hb: 978-0-367-54307-5: Sep 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-43972-9: Sep 2020: $38.95
eBook: 978-1-003-08865-3: Sep 2020 • Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-855-75948-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367439729
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Psychoanalytic Perspectives on Women,
Menstruation and Secondary Amenorrhea

Sexual Boundary Trouble in Psychoanalysis

Danielle Redland
This book explores two of the oldest and most important
symbols of all time: menstruation and secondary amenorrhea.
Women of menstruating age commonly experience secondary
amenorrhea but most people have never heard of the term, nor
do they realise what it represents. Redland’s curiosity as to why
this is posits that menstrual conditions need to be decoded, not
just simply treated.
This refreshing example of multi layered research and
psychoanalytic enquiry by a new, female writer will be of great
interest to psychoanalysts, psychoanalytic psychotherapists,
scholars in gender studies and health care/policy, as well as
healthcare and social work professionals.
Routledge
Market: Psychoanalysis/Gender
: 236pp
Hb: 978-0-367-46700-5: May 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-46698-5: May 2020: $39.95
eBook: 978-1-003-03047-8: May 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367466985

Clinical Perspectives on Muriel Dimen’s Concept of the “Primal Crime”
Edited by Charles Levin
Series: Relational Perspectives Book Series
Inspired by the clinical and ethical contributions of Muriel Dimen
(1942-2016), a prominent feminist anthropologist and relational
psychoanalyst, Boundary Trouble in Psychoanalysis challenges
the established psychoanalytic and mental health consensus
about the sources and appropriate management of sexual
boundary violations (SBV).
It will appeal to all psychoanalysts and psychoanalytic
psychotherapists.
Routledge
Market: Psychoanalysis
: 210pp
Hb: 978-1-138-92680-6: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-92681-3: Oct 2020: $39.95
eBook: 978-1-315-68296-9: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138926813
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Social Aspects Of Sexual Boundary Trouble In
Psychoanalysis

The Divided Therapist
Hemispheric Difference and Contemporary Psychotherapy
Edited by Rod Tweedy

Responses to the Work of Muriel Dimen

This book explores the nature of the divided brain and its
relevance for contemporary psychotherapy. Disconnections,
dissociations, and imbalances between our two hemispheres
underlie many of our most prevalent forms of mental distress
and disturbance. These include issues of addiction, autism,
schizophrenia, depression, anorexia, relational trauma
and personality disorders. A contemporary understanding of
the nature of the divided brain is therefore of importance in
engaging with and treating these disturbances. The book will
be essential for any therapeutic practitioner interested in how
the architecture of the brain informs and effects their client’s
issues and challenges.

Edited by Charles Levin
Series: Relational Perspectives Book Series
Inspired by the clinical and ethical contributions of Muriel Dimen,
Social Aspects of Sexual Boundary Trouble goes beyond the
established consensus that sexual boundary violations (SBV)
constitute a serious breach of professional ethics, in order to
explore the cultural and historical implications of their chronic
persistence.
It will be highly relevant to specialists in psychoanalysis,
psychotherapy, critical theory, feminist studies and social
thought.

Routledge
Market: Mental Health
: 300pp: 1 halftones: 2 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-49286-1: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-50442-7: Oct 2020: $31.95
eBook: 978-1-003-04987-6: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367504427

Routledge
Market: Psychoanalysis
: 262pp
Hb: 978-0-367-48378-4: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-48376-0: Oct 2020: $39.95
eBook: 978-1-003-03958-7: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367483760
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The Birth of a Political Self

Thresholds and Pathways Between Jung and Lacan

The Jean-Max Gaudilliere Seminars 2001-2014

On the Blazing Sublime

Jean-Max Gaudillière and Françoise Davoine

Edited by Ann Casement, Phil Goss, Jungian Analyst,
University of Central Lancashire, UK and Dany Nobus

This book provides a psychoanalytic reading of works of
literature, enhancing the illuminating effect of both fields.
These volumes expose the usefulness of literature as a tool for
healing, for all those working in therapeutic fields, and will allow
lovers of literature to discover a way of reading that gives access
to more subtle perspectives and unsuspected interrelations.

This ground-breaking book was seeded by the first-ever joint
Jung/Lacan conference on the notion of the sublime held at
Cambridge, England against the backdrop of the 100th
anniversary of the outbreak of The Great War. It provides a
fascinating range of depth psychological perspectives on aspects
of creativity and destruction inherent in the monstrous,
awe-inspiring sublime. It will be of interest to practising
psychoanalysts, psychotherapists and academics in the field, as
well as to all those who are captivated by the still revolutionary
thinking of Jung and Lacan.

Routledge
Market: Psychoanalysis/Literature
: 212pp
Hb: 978-0-367-52333-6: Sep 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-52334-3: Sep 2020: $38.95
eBook: 978-1-003-05747-5: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367523343

Routledge
Market: Psychoanalysis
: 300pp: 11 illus: 3 halftones: 8 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-54544-4: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-54543-7: Oct 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-003-08966-7: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367545437
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STUDENT REFERENCE

The Contemporary Freudian Tradition

Sigmund Freud

Past and Present

The Basics
Edited by Ken Robinson and Joan Schachter
Series: The New Library of Psychoanalysis

Janet Sayers, University of Kent, UK
Series: The Basics

This is the first book dedicated to the Contemporary Freudian
Tradition. It describes the development and rich diversity of this
tradition over recent decades, showing how theory and practice
are inseparable in the psychoanalytic treatment of children,
adolescents and adults.
It will appeal to anyone, from student onwards, who is interested
in the living tradition of Freud’s work as understood by one of
the three major groups within British psychoanalysis

This clear and accessible guide provides an essential introduction
for anyone interested in Sigmund Freud, his life and ideas, and
the continuing importance of his work. Sayers provides a brief
biography and then explores several key themes, beginning
with dreams and nightmares and their relevance to PTSD and
neuroscience, and sex and seduction, with comparisons to
modern attachment theory. The book also explores Freud’s
theories on psychological ills and psychoanalytic treatment and
finally discusses how Freud’s ideas can be applied to gender,
the arts, race and class today.

Routledge
Market: Psychoanalysis
: 388pp
Hb: 978-0-367-48355-5: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-48356-2: Oct 2020: $38.95
eBook: 978-1-003-03949-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367483562

1-800-634-7064

Routledge
Market: Psychoanalysis
: 238pp: 4 illus: 4 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-34011-7: Sep 2020: $110.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-34012-4: Sep 2020: $21.95
eBook: 978-0-429-32344-7: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367340124
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White Privilege
Psychoanalytic Perspectives
Neil Altman, Ambedkar University of Delhi, India; William
Alanson White Institute, New York
Series: Psychoanalysis in a New Key Book Series
White Privilege: Psychoanalytic Perspectives looks at race and
the significant role it plays in society and in clinical practice.
Drawing on Altman’s rich clinical experience and many years of
engaging with racial and societal problems, this book offers a
new agenda for understanding and offering analytic practice in
contemporary society. It will appeal to clinicians, psychoanalytic
therapists, and anyone with an interest in social problems and
how they manifest in society and in therapy today.
Routledge
Market: Psychoanalysis/Politics
: 80pp
Hb: 978-0-367-50350-5: Sep 2020: $60.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-04959-3: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367503505
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Art, Memoir and Jung

Soul-Violence

Personal and Psychological Encounters

Volume 3

Juliet Miller, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque

Wolfgang Giegerich
Series: The Collected English Papers of Wolfgang Giegerich

In this intimate study Juliet Miller maps the artworks that have
influenced her throughout her life and examines how she has
integrated them into her development as a psychotherapist.
Through this exploration she questions many of the conventions
of art and psychotherapy and suggests ways in which looking
at art can be used as a psychological tool. Art, Memoir and Jung
offers a highly personal and innovative perspective on meaning
in art and how it can be used to explore Jungian thought as
based in the aesthetic, and how the aesthetic can inform depth
psychology.

Wolfgang Giegerich’s third volume of Collected English Papers
shows that the soul is not merely the innocent recipient or victim
of violence: it also produces itself through violent deeds and
expresses itself through violent acts. Beginning in primordial
times with the ritual spilling of blood in animal and human
sacrifice, a light was kindled within the darkness of what would
otherwise have been mere biological existence, the light of
consciousness, mindedness, and "the soul." And following upon
this, in the clearance thus created, the soul attained new statuses
of itself on the historic battlefields of war and revolution.

Routledge
Market: Analytical Psychology
: 146pp: 33 illus: 33 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-53717-3: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-53718-0: Oct 2020: $39.95
eBook: 978-1-003-08303-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367537180

Routledge
Market: Analytical Psychology
6 x 9: 484pp: 3 illus
Hb: 978-0-367-48528-3: Aug 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-48530-6: Aug 2020: $40.95
eBook: 978-1-003-04149-8: Apr 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367485306
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Jung, Deleuze, and the Problematic Whole

Technology and the Soul

Edited by Roderick Main, Christian McMillan and David
Henderson
Series: Philosophy and Psychoanalysis

From the Nuclear Bomb to the World Wide Web, Volume 2
Wolfgang Giegerich
Series: The Collected English Papers of Wolfgang Giegerich

This book of expert essays explores the concept of the whole
as it operates within the psychology of Jung, the philosophy of
Deleuze, and selected areas of wider twentieth-century Western
culture, which provided the context within which these two
seminal thinkers worked.
Addressing this topic from a variety of perspectives and
disciplines and with an eye to contemporary social, political, and
environmental crises, the contributors aim to clarify some of the
epistemological and ethical issues surrounding attempts, such
as those of Jung and Deleuze, to think in terms of the whole.
Routledge
Market: Analytical psychology/Philosophy
: 234pp: 6 illus: 11 line drawings: 12 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-42874-7: Sep 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-42875-4: Sep 2020: $39.95
eBook: 978-0-367-85565-9: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367428754

C. G. Jung famously declared that it is not the psyche that is in
us, but rather we who are in the psyche. Updating this insight,
the second volume of Wolfgang Giegerich’s Collected English
Papers examines what must be regarded as the most
all-encompassing presence of our lives today: technological
civilization. Living within technology, we now find that what we
had formerly regarded as psychological phenomena—our
feelings and emotions, images and dreams—have been
superseded by phenomena bearing the predicates "artificial,"
"manufactured," and "virtual." Television, the World Wide Web,
and the nuclear bomb are cases in point.
Routledge
Market: Analytical Psychology
6 x 9: 360pp: 4 illus
Hb: 978-0-367-48532-0: Jul 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-48533-7: Jul 2020: $41.95
eBook: 978-1-003-04151-1: Apr 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367485337
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Psychology as Ethics

Temporality, Shame, and the Problem of Evil in
Jungian Psychology

Reading Jung with Kant, Nietzsche and Aristotle
Giovanni Colacicchi
Series: Philosophy and Psychoanalysis

An Exchange of Ideas
Murray Stein and Elena Caramazza

By drawing on direct quotes from all of Jung’s collected works,
The Red Book, and his interviews and seminars – as well as from
seminal texts by Kant, Nietzsche, Aristotle and Augustine –
Giovanni Colacicchi provides a philosophically-grounded analysis
of the ethical relevance of Jung’s analytical psychology and of
the concept of individuation which is at its core. The author
argues that in Jung’s depth-psychological thinking Kantian
deontology, Nietzschean perspectivism, Aristotelian virtue ethics
and Christian morality all take part in shaping a moral and ethical
character.
Routledge
Market: Jung/Philosophy/Psychoanalysis
: 164pp
Hb: 978-0-367-52921-5: Sep 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-52923-9: Sep 2020: $38.95
eBook: 978-1-003-07982-8: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367529239

1-800-634-7064

This rich discussion, ignited by Stein’s 2016 lecture on Wolfgang
Pauli’s The Piano Lesson, moves from the function of temporality
to shame and the problem of evil, touching on the work of C.
G. Jung, Raimon Panikkar, Erich Neumann and Marie-Louise von
Franz. Stein’s contributions detail how Pauli’s contact with Jung
inspired a thought experiment which attempted to merge
quantum physics and depth psychology, and how Neumann
and Jung compare on ‘the problem of evil’, while Caramazza
shares clinical case studies and personal reflections to illustrate
her points.
Routledge
Market: Analytical Psychology
: 122pp: 10 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-46576-6: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-46577-3: Oct 2020: $34.95
eBook: 978-1-003-02968-7: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367465773
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The Neurosis of Psychology
Primary Papers Towards a Critical Psychology, Volume 1
Wolfgang Giegerich
Series: The Collected English Papers of Wolfgang Giegerich
This first volume of The Collected English Papers of Wolfgang
Giegerich takes its title from Giegerich's ground-breaking paper,
On the Neurosis of Psychology, or The Third of the Two, originally
published in Spring Journal in 1977. The third referred to in the
title is psychology itself as the theory in which the two, patient
and analyst, are contained as they engage with one another in
the analytic process. By applying to psychology itself the ideas
that analytical psychology draws upon when thinking about the
patient, Giegerich establishes the basis for a psychology that
defines itself as the discipline of interiority.
Routledge
Market: Analytical Psychology
6 x 9: 290pp: 1 illus
Hb: 978-0-367-48534-4: Jul 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-48535-1: Jul 2020: $39.95
eBook: 978-1-003-04152-8: Apr 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367485351
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The Soul Always Thinks
Volume 4
Wolfgang Giegerich
Series: The Collected English Papers of Wolfgang Giegerich
Giegerich recalls the soul to the inwardness of its own home
territory by bringing out the thought-character of the
self-creating, self-unfolding logical life that it is. In addition to
clarifying what thought means for psychology and analyzing
misconceptions surrounding the topic of "soul and thought" a
challenging thesis concerning the limitation of an imaginal,
"anima-only" approach in psychology is argued, while examining
at the same time such topics as "the end of meaning and the
birth of man," "anima mundi and time", "the metamorphosis of
the gods," and the steps of the transition from childhood to
adulthood and from a psychological oneness with nature to
alienation from nature.
Routledge
Market: Analytical Psychology
6 x 9: 620pp: 1 illus
Hb: 978-0-367-48523-8: Jul 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-48526-9: Jul 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-003-04145-0: May 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367485269
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Trauma and Beyond
The Mystery of Transformation
Ursula Wirtz
In this seminal work on the clinical, archetypal and spiritual
dimension of trauma, the author offers a compelling vision of
the transformative potential of suffering and the dialectic of
Dying and Becoming. Wirtz outlines a healing path from
fragmentation to integration and illuminates the resilience of
the human spirit in the face of severe trauma. Trauma and Beyond
will be essential reading and a valuable resource for counsellors,
therapists and Jungian analysts who are challenged in their
practice with individual and collective traumata.

Routledge
Market: Analytical Psychology
6 x 9: 358pp: 27 illus
Hb: 978-0-367-85867-4: Jul 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-85868-1: Jul 2020: $38.95
eBook: 978-1-003-01541-3: Jun 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367858681
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Attachment-Focused Family Play Therapy

The Girl Who Lost the Light in Her Eyes

An Intervention for Children and Adolescents after Trauma

A Storybook to Support Children and Young People Who Experience
Loss

Cathi Spooner, Phoenix Family Counseling and Play Therapy
Center, Virginia, USA
Attachment-Focused Family Play Therapy presents an essential
roadmap for therapists working with traumatized youth. Written
in an accessible style, Attachment-Focused Family Play Therapy is
an important resource for mental health professionals who work
with traumatized children, adolescents, and adults.

Routledge
Market: Trauma/Attachment
6 x 9: 240pp: 3 illus: 6 line drawings
Hb: 978-1-138-93584-6: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-93585-3: Oct 2020: $39.95
eBook: 978-1-315-67284-7: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138935853

Juliette Ttofa, Specialist Educational Psychologist, United
Kingdom. and Paul Greenhouse
Series: Supporting Children and Young People Who Experience
Loss
This beautifully illustrated and sensitively written storybook has
been created to be used therapeutically with children
experiencing bereavement. Telling the story of a young girl who
searches high and low for the light that is missing from her eyes,
it encourages the child to move through the bereavement
journey in order to find colour in the world again. Perfectly
crafted to spark communication around a difficult topic, this is an invaluable tool for
practitioners, educators, parents, and anybody else looking to support a child or young
person through bereavement.
Routledge
8 x 10: 34pp: 18 illus: 18 line drawings
Pb: 978-0-367-52441-8: Sep 2020: $16.95 • eBook: 978-1-003-05798-7: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367524418
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AutPlay® Therapy Play and Social Skills Groups

Using the Expressive Arts with Children and Young
People Who Have Experienced Loss

A 10-Session Model
Robert Jason Grant and Tracy Turner-Bumberry
AutPlay® Therapy Play and Social Skills Groups provides
practitioners with a step-by-step guide for implementing a social
skills group to help children and adolescents with autism. This
unique 10-Session group model incorporates the AutPlay
Therapy approach focused on relational and behavioral methods
for easy implementation by professionals. Also included are
parent implemented interventions which allow caregivers to
become co-change agents in the group process and learn how
to successfully implement AutPlay groups. Any professional who
works with youth with autism spectrum disorder will find this
to be a valuable guide to effectively implementing social skills
groups.
Routledge
Market: Autism Spectrum DIsorder
6 x 9: 240pp: 7 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-41002-5: Sep 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-41001-8: Sep 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-367-81042-9: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367410018

A Pocket Guide
Juliette Ttofa, Specialist Educational Psychologist, United
Kingdom. and Paul Greenhouse
Series: Supporting Children and Young People Who Experience
Loss
This guidebook has been created to be used alongside the
storybook, The Girl Who Lost the Light in Her Eyes. Using a relational
approach, it explores the themes of the story and offers guidance
to the adult as they use expressive arts to give the child or young
person a creative outlet for their emotions. The gentle guidance
offered makes this an ideal tool for non-specialists working with
children experiencing loss or bereavement. It guides the adult
to respond appropriately and sensitively to the grief of the child,
whilst helping them journey through the grieving process. It is an invaluable tool for
practitioners, educators and parents.
Routledge
Market: Education
: 34pp
Pb: 978-0-367-52442-5: Sep 2020: $16.95 • eBook: 978-1-003-05799-4: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367524425
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Supporting Children and Young People Who
Experience Loss
An Illustrated Storybook and Guide
Juliette Ttofa, Specialist Educational Psychologist, United
Kingdom. and Paul Greenhouse
Series: Supporting Children and Young People Who Experience
Loss
This beautifully illustrated storybook and accompanying guide
has been designed to be used by adults supporting children
through loss. The storybook can be used therapeutically with children, and provides a
medium through which the adult can begin to work alongside or support their emotional
literacy. The accompanying guidebook has been created to provide additional ideas for
an adult supporting a child or young person using the storybook. With an emphasis on a
relational approach, the guide explores the themes of the story and can support the use
of the expressive arts safely and sensitively. This is an invaluable tool for practitioners,
educators and parents.
Routledge
Market: Education
8 x 10: 32pp: 18 illus: 18 line drawings
Pb: 978-0-367-85643-4: Sep 2020: $25.95 • eBook: 978-1-003-01409-6: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367856434
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Art Therapy and Childbearing Issues

Puppet-Assisted Play Therapy

Birth, Death, and Rebirth

Theory, Research, and Practice

205

Edited by Nora Swan-Foster

Cheryl Hulburd, Private practice, British Columbia, Canada

This text introduces the diverse and unique ways art therapy is
used with women undergoing the childbearing process. The
book discusses a range of topics including the role of
transference, attachment, and neuropsychology. The book also
addresses motifs outside cultural norms of childbearing, such
as sociopolitical issues, midwifery, menstruation, sex-trafficking
and disadvantaged populations. Chapters offer research,
modalities and case studies, accompanied by visual
representations of therapy practices. The approachable style will
appeal to a range of readers who will come away with a new
awareness of art therapy and how to work with women as they
go through this experience.

This easy to read, user-friendly book includes history, creative
interventions, case studies, the art of puppetry, and the
worldwide benefits of puppet-assisted play therapy. It includes
instructions for making customized puppets for a therapist’s
practice and original research on the relationship of puppet
therapy on children’s creativity. By describing all the various
facets of puppet-assisted play therapy, this engaging text
explores how using puppets produces a powerful connection
and trust needed for the therapeutic process.

Routledge
Market: Art Therapy
6 x 9: 316pp: 65 illus: 59 halftones: 3 line drawings: 3 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-43651-3: Sep 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-43650-6: Sep 2020: $39.95
eBook: 978-1-003-00483-7: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367436506

Routledge
Market: Play Therapy
5-1/2 x 8-1/2: 150pp: 40 illus: 39 halftones: 1 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-33188-7: Oct 2020: $60.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-31964-8: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367331887
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Dance and Creativity within Dance Movement
Therapy
International Perspectives
Edited by Hilda Wengrower and Sharon Chaiklin, Marian
Chace Foundation of the American Dance Therapy
Association, USA
This book discusses the core work and concepts in dance
movement therapy (DMT), focusing on the centrality of dance
and its aesthetic-psychological implications. The text examines
issues presented by cultural differences in DMT through the
multicultural contributions of diverse practitioners. Chapters
blend theory, case studies, and personal reflections to support
critical descriptions of DMT interventions and share methods to
help structure practice and facilitate communication between
professionals. This multidisciplinary examination of the essence
of dance and its healing purposes will give readers new insights
into the value and functions of dance both in and out of therapy.
Routledge
Market: Dance Movement Therapy
6 x 9: 328pp: 61 illus: 40 halftones: 21 line drawings: 16 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-33751-0: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-33752-7: Oct 2020: $42.95
eBook: 978-0-429-44230-8: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138337527
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Foundations of Art Therapy Supervision
Creating Common Ground for Supervisees and Supervisors
Yasmine J. Awais, Drexel University and Daniel Blausey,
private practice
Foundations of Art Therapy Supervision serves as a guide for art
therapist supervisors and supervisees, teaching how to provide
and receive clinical art therapy supervision. This resource includes
a framework for providing effective supervision, case studies
and exercises, and guidance for new professionals seeking
certification or licensure. Chapters weave the authors’ experience
with a literature review and feature explanations on how
professional identities and personal identities influence the
supervisory and therapeutic relationships. This book teaches
supervisees how to make the most of their experience while
providing a comprehensive reference for practicing supervisors.
Routledge
Market: Art Therapy
6 x 9: 284pp: 7 illus: 3 halftones: 4 line drawings: 2 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-21214-5: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-21215-2: Oct 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-315-45117-6: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138212152
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Classic Writings for a Phenomenology of Practice
Edited by Michael van Manen, University of Alberta, Canada
and Max Van Manen
Series: Phenomenology of Practice
Classic Writings for a Phenomenology of Practice features
examples of newly-translated classic phenomenological texts
that have been largely forgotten or misunderstood. The writings
are unique in that they speak to the practice of doing
phenomenological research for the purpose of gaining insights
and better understandings regarding aspects of professional
practice and ordinary life phenomena and events. The book will
be relevant for all scholars and students of qualitative and
applied research and practice who are interested in the origins
of the phenomenological method.
Routledge
Market: Research Methods
6 x 9: 12pp
Hb: 978-0-367-82074-9: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-82076-3: Oct 2020: $47.95
eBook: 978-1-003-01179-8: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367820763
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Dialogues on Agential Realism
Engaging in Worldings through Research Practice
Malou Juelskjær, Danmarks institut for Pædagogik og
Uddannelse, Denmark, Helle Plauborg, Danmarks institut
for Pædagogik og Uddannelse, Denmark and Stine W.
Adrian, Aalborg University, Denmark
This book consists of conversations with five founding scholars
– Karen Barad, Astrid Schrader, Magdalena Gorska, Ericka Johnson
and Elizabeth De Freitas - regarding their research practices
inspired by agential realism. They are conversations focusing on
how they think and analyze empirical material through agential
realism in combination with other thinkers (e.g. Deleuze, Derrida,
Butler, Haraway, Châtelet and Suchman). The conversations offer
entry points to agential realism and the conduct of research
practices and open up spaces for learning about research
processes, agential realism and agential realist concepts for students and scholars of
qualitative research.
Routledge
Market: Research Methods
: 168pp: 2 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-17357-9: Sep 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-17359-3: Sep 2020: $47.95
eBook: 978-0-429-05633-8: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367173593
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NURSING
2nd Edition • NEW EDITION

Sustainability, Midwifery and Birth
Edited by Lorna Davies, Ara Institute of Canterbury, Rea
Daellenbach, Ara Institute of Canterbury and Mary
Kensington, Ara Institute of Canterbury
This new edition outlines how sustainability can be incorporated
into midwifery practice, education and research. It has been
thoroughly revised to include new models of sustainable
midwifery practice and new chapters on rural midwives and
rural communities, social justice, and compassion.
Sustainability, Midwifery and Birth is a vital read for all midwives
and midwifery students interested in sustainable practice.

Routledge
Market: Midwifery, Health
: 318pp: 3 illus: 1 halftones: 2 line drawings: 15 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-25924-2: Jul 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-25925-9: Jul 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-429-29055-8: Jul 2020 • Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-56334-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367259259

2nd Edition • NEW EDITION

Medical Conditions Affecting Pregnancy and
Childbirth
Judy Bothamley, University of West London, UK and
Maureen Boyle, University of West London, UK
Midwives are encountering more and more women whose
pregnancies are complicated by medical conditions. This second
edition is completely up-to-date and offers highly practical
solutions for everyday practice. It includes physiology,
explanations of conditions and principles of care for
pre-conception, pregnancy, labour, delivery and the postnatal
period.

Routledge
: 380pp: 44 illus: 44 line drawings: 23 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-02738-4: Sep 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-02740-7: Sep 2020: $42.95
eBook: 978-0-429-39808-7: Sep 2020 • Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-846-19240-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367027407
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The COVID-19 Pandemic

Medical Technology and Environmental Health

The Deadly Coronavirus Outbreak

Proceedings of the Medicine and Global Health Research Symposium
(MoRes 2019), 22-23 October 2019, Bandung, Indonesia

Tapas Kumar Koley and Monika Dhole
This volume presents a comprehensive account of the COVID-19
pandemic, also known as the novel coronavirus pandemic, as it
happened. It examines first responses to the novel coronavirus
outbreak across countries and continent, the history of
pandemics, preparedness of health systems to tackle the
outbreak at this scale, as well the impact of the pandemic on
people and the economy. Authored by a medical professional
and an economist working on the frontlines, this volume gives
a nuanced, verified, fact-checked analysis of the novel
coronavirus pandemic and the global response. This will be of
great appeal to every reader as a one-stop resource on the
COVID-19 outbreak.
Routledge India
Market: Public Health / Public Policy / Medical Sociology / Political Economy
: 174pp: 51 illus: 1 halftones: 50 line drawings: 2 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-55470-5: Sep 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-55889-5: Sep 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-003-09559-0: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367558895

Edited by Ade Gafar Abdullah, Universitas Pendidikan
Indonesia, Isma Widiaty, Universitas Pendidikan Indonesia,
Kota Bandung, Indonesia and Cep Ubad Abdullah,
Universitas Pendidikan Indonesia, Bandung, Indonesia.
A selection of papers on advanced medical technology and
environmental health in the era of industrial revolution 4.0. Nine
major subject areas were presented in the this proceedings
volume, comprising halal medicine: challenges and
opportunities; infectious and non-infectious diseases; drug
discoveries and development; community and occupational
health; health policy and health insurance; hospital and nursing
management; disaster relief and management; environment
health and climate change; and digital and health technology. Of interest to medical and
global health professionals, academics, practitioners, business leaders.
CRC Press
Market: Global Health
: 396pp: 280 illus
Hb: 978-0-367-86053-0: Aug 2020: $195.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-01670-0: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367860530
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Healthcare Digital Transformation

Understanding Health Care in America

How Consumerism, Technology and Pandemic are Accelerating the
Future

Culture, Capitalism, and Communication
Michael Pagano, Fairfield University, USA

Edward W. Marx and Paddy Padmanabhan

This book examines the current state of American health care
using a social science lens to focus on the interdependent,
intercultural, economic, and communication aspects of access
and delivery.
This comprehensive survey is an important guide for those
studying, or working in, health care professions, as well as health
care policy and administration. It should also be of interest to
any reader who seeks to better understand U.S. healthcare policy
from social science, economic, and/or health communication
perspectives.

This book is a reference guide for healthcare executives and
technology providers involved in the ongoing digital
transformation of the healthcare sector. It focuses specifically
on the challenges and opportunities for health systems in their
journey towards a digital future. It draws from proprietary
research and public information, along with interviews with over
one hundred executives in leading health systems such as
Cleveland Clinic, Partners, Mayo, Kaiser, and Intermountain as
well as numerous technology providers.

Routledge
Market: Healthcare/Communication Studies
: 232pp
Hb: 978-1-138-59292-6: Sep 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-59293-3: Sep 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-429-48972-3: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138592933

Productivity Press
Market: Business & Management: Health Information Technology
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 268pp: 10 illus: 10 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-47657-1: Aug 2020: $39.95 • eBook: 978-1-003-03569-5: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367476571
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Indian Medicinal Plants

Viral Pandemics

The Plant Profile and Propagation Aspects

From Smallpox to COVID-19

Srinath Rao and Akula Ramakrishna

Rae-Ellen W. Kavey and Allison B. Kavey

The demand for medicinal plants is increasing, and this leads to unscrupulous collection
from the wild and adulteration of supplies. Providing high-quality planting material for
sustainable use and thereby saving the genetic diversity of plants in the wild is important.
In this regard in vitro methods of propagation of some important medicinal plants are
provided along with the traditional methods of propagation. ‘Indian Medicinal Plants: The
Plant Profile and Propagation Aspects’ offers unique compendium of approximately 200
medicinal plant species from India with detailed taxonomic classification based on Bentham
and Hooker’s system of classification.

Written by a public health practitioner and a medical historian,
Viral Pandemics explores the terrifying world of viruses as the
cause of all acute pandemics since 1900, including the COVID-19
pandemic.
Viral Pandemics is the only book that provides a complete
historical narrative focused on viral pandemics. This
comprehensive survey is designed for students and scholars in
biology, epidemiology, public health, global history, and the
history of medicine, as well as being of interest to the general
reader.

CRC Press
Market: Life Sciences
7 x 10: 298pp: 162 illus
Hb: 978-0-367-43214-0: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-00189-8: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367432140
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: 388pp: 27 illus: 16 halftones: 11 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-43964-4: Sep 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-43965-1: Sep 2020: $49.95
eBook: 978-1-003-00680-0: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367439651
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Aging Veterans with Disabilities

Illuminating The Dark Side of Occupation

A Cross-National Study of Policies and Challenges

International Perspectives from Occupational Therapy and Occupational
Science

Arie Rimmerman
Series: Routledge Advances in Health and Social Policy
The number of older war veterans receiving disability benefits
is steadily growing and is predicted to rise in the next decade.
This book provides comprehensive knowledge about health
and psychosocial concerns of veterans aging with disabilities
and unmet needs and compares policy in three countries that
have been involved in massive warfare in the 20th century––the
United Kingdom, the United States, and Israel.
This book will be of interest to all academics and students
working in disability studies, rehabilitation studies, gerontology,
psychology, sociology, social work, social policy, and law more
broadly.
Routledge
Market: Disability Studies/Veterans
: 144pp: 4 illus: 4 line drawings: 9 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-33590-8: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-32380-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367335908

Edited by Rebecca Twinley
Series: Routledge Advances in Occupational Science and
Occupational Therapy
This innovative volume introduces Twinley’s concept of ‘The
Dark Side of Occupation’. Focused on less explored and
under-addressed occupations, it is an idea which challenges
traditional assumptions around the positive, beneficial,
health-promoting relationship between occupation and health.
This book is an essential purchase for students in occupational
therapy and science, and valuable supplementary reading for
practitioners. It is also relevant to a wide interdisciplinary
audience with an interest in human occupation, encompassing
anthropologists, councillors, criminologists, nurses, and human geographers.
Routledge
Market: Occupational Health, Allied Health
: 222pp: 27 illus: 20 halftones: 7 line drawings: 8 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-21814-0: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-26625-6: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367218140
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Disability and Citizenship Studies

Phytomedicine and Alzheimer’s Disease

Marie Sépulchre
Series: Interdisciplinary Disability Studies

Edited by Atanu Bhattacharjee, Akula Ramakrishna and
M. Obulesu

Focusing on the case of disability, this book examines what
happens when previously marginalised individuals obtain the
legal recognition of their equal citizenship rights but cannot
fully enjoy these rights because of structural inequality. This book
will be of interest to scholars, activists and policymakers in the
fields of disability, citizenship, social inequality, human rights,
politics, activism, social welfare and sociology.

Alzheimer's disease, one of the most rapidly growing
neurodegenerative disorders, is characterized by progressive
loss of memory. Despite several advancements in the field of
medicinal therapeutics, a viable treatment for Alzheimer's disease
is the need of great importance. Medicinal plants represent a
great deal of untapped reservoir of natural medicines and
potential source of anti-Alzheimer’s drug. The structural diversity
of their phytoconstituents makes them a valuable source of
novel lead compounds for the quest of drugs to treat Alzheimer's
disease.

Routledge
Market: Disability Studies/Political Theory
: 230pp: 3 illus: 1 halftones: 2 line drawings: 12 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-46726-5: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-03067-6: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367467265

CRC Press
Market: Medical Sciences
7 x 10: 352pp: 48 illus: 27 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-33202-0: Oct 2020: $180.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-31842-9: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367332020
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Identity Construction and Illness Narratives in
Persons with Disabilities

Public Policy Lessons from the AIDS Response in
Africa

Edited by Chalotte Glintborg, Aalborg University and
Manuel L. de la Mata
Series: Interdisciplinary Disability Studies
This book investigates how being diagnosed with various
disabilities impacts on identity.
This book will be of interest to all scholars and students of
disability studies, sociology, medical humanities, disability
research methods, narrative theory and rehabilitation studies.

Routledge
Market: Disability Studies/Narrative Identity
: 154pp: 4 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-89871-7: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-02161-2: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367898717

Fred Eboko
Series: Routledge Studies in African Development
This bookexamines how the interplay between national state
dynamics in Africa and the global political arena has shaped the
global AIDS response, and in this context develops a framework
for analysing public policy action more broadly in contemporary
Africa. By articulating global and national connections and
contributing a critical perspective grounded in African
scholarship and French political science, the author builds an
ambitious framework with the potential to enable coherent and
effective public policy action in Africa. This book will be of
interest to scholars and students, as well as policy-level
practitioners in the areas of global health and development.
Routledge
Market: Global Health / Africa / Development
: 216pp: 12 illus: 10 line drawings: 9 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-43259-1: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-00213-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367432591
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Transforming Healthcare with Qualitative Research
Edited by Frances Rapport and Jeffrey Braithwaite
Series: Routledge Studies in Research Methods for Health and
Social Welfare
Drawing on the knowledge and experiences of world-renowned
scientists and healthcare professionals, this important book
brings together academic, medical and health systems accounts
of the impact of applying qualitative research methods to
transform healthcare behaviours, systems and services.
Full of novel ideas and innovative solutions from around the
world, all underpinned by qualitative methods and
methodologies, this book is an important contribution for
advanced students, practitioners and academics interested in
health services research, research methods and the sociology of health and illness.
Routledge
Market: Health/Sociology
: 312pp: 49 illus: 49 line drawings: 18 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-28128-1: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-29979-7: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367281281
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Women with Disabilities as Agents of Peace, Change
and Rights
Experiences from Sri Lanka
Edited by Karen Soldatic, Western Sydney University,
Sydney, Australia and Dinesha Samararatne, University of
Colombo, Sri Lanka
Series: Interdisciplinary Disability Studies
Drawing on rich empirical work emerging from core conflict
regions within the island nation of Sri Lanka, this book illustrates
the critical role that women with disabilities play in post-armed
conflict rebuilding and development.
It will be of interest to academics and students working in the
fields of disability studies, gender studies, post-conflict studies,
peace studies and social work.
Routledge
Market: Disability Studies/Peace Studies/Gender Studies
: 122pp
Hb: 978-1-138-08524-4: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-315-11141-4: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138085244
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Women, Vulnerabilities and Welfare Service
Systems
Edited by Marjo Kuronen, Elina Virokannas and Ulla
Salovaara
Series: Routledge Advances in Social Work
This book studies welfare systems in Europe and beyond from
the standpoint of women in vulnerable positions in society.
These systems are under major transformations with new models
of service delivery and management, austerity measures,
requirements for cost-effectiveness, marketization, and the
prioritization of services.
Drawing upon research and critical discussions from Finland,
Canada, Israel, Slovenia, Spain and the UK, this book provides
new empirical findings and critical insights, and a valuable
resource for the academics and students in social work, social policy, sociology and gender
studies, but also for policy makers and professionals in social and health care.
Routledge
Market: Social Policy/Gender Studies
: 186pp
Hb: 978-0-367-22802-6: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-27691-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367228026
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5th Edition • TEXTBOOK • NEW EDITION

Making Relational Care Work for Older People

The Practice of Generalist Social Work

Exploring Innovation and Best Practice in Everyday Life

Chapters 1-7

Jenny Kartupelis
This book explores the concept of relational care, what it feels
like for older people and for carers, why it makes life happier and
how those involved in residential or community care can make
it work.
This is a lively book full of realistic ideas and information for
everyone who wants to find out more about, access or
implement the best in care – the best for older people, their
families, care workers, management and society.

Routledge
Market: Social Care/Adult Social Services
: 174pp: 2 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-36619-3: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-40854-1: Oct 2020: $38.95
eBook: 978-0-367-80945-4: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367408541
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Marla Berg-Weger, Saint Louis University, USA, Deborah Adams and Julie Birkenmaier
Series: New Directions in Social Work
This abridged version of the fifth edition of The Practice of Generalist Social Work expands
its foundational and integrated coverage of social work values, ethics, competencies, and
behaviors as they converge and operate within dynamic practice settings with individuals
and families. . Through case studies, examples, exercises, and updated connections to the
Grand Challenges of Social Work, which add vibrancy to the concepts and theories that
are introduced throughout the text, students will understand how ethics, relationship
building, and the practice framework apply to client work and learn how to engage in
culturally competent and evidence-based practice.
Routledge
Market: Social Work / Generalist Practice
7-3/8 x 9-1/4: 450pp: 18 halftones: 8 line drawings: 17 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-48802-4: Sep 2020: $190.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-48801-7: Sep 2020: $55.95
eBook: 978-1-003-04287-7: Sep 2020 • Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-05650-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367488017

2nd Edition • NEW EDITION

5th Edition • TEXTBOOK • NEW EDITION

Working with Vulnerable Children, Young People
and Families

The Practice of Generalist Social Work
Chapters 6-9

Edited by Graham Brotherton, Newman University, UK and
Mark Cronin, Newman University, UK

Marla Berg-Weger, Saint Louis University, USA, Deborah Adams and Julie Birkenmaier
Series: New Directions in Social Work

This fully revised and expanded edition considers the meaning
of ‘vulnerability’ – a key concept in early intervention – and the
relationship between vulnerability and the individual,
communities and society. It includes new chapters on children’s
voices, young people and vulnerability, and working with
vulnerable parents.
Supporting students in engaging with and evaluating the
conceptualisation and application of vulnerability in professional
practice, this book is suitable for anyone either preparing for or
currently working within the children’s workforce, from social
work and health care to education and youth work.

This abridged version of the fifth edition of The Practice of Generalist Social Work expands
its foundational and integrated coverage of social work values, ethics, competencies, and
behaviors. With the help of case studies and examples, and updated connections to the
Grand Challenges of Social Work, which add vibrancy to the concepts and theories that
are introduced throughout the text, students will understand how ethics, relationship
building, and the practice framework apply to client work with families and groups and
learn how to engage in culturally competent and evidence-based practice.

Routledge
Market: Social Work, Health, Education
: 206pp: 2 illus: 2 line drawings: 1 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-15123-2: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-15124-9: Oct 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-429-05521-8: Oct 2020 • Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-53473-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367151249

5th Edition • TEXTBOOK • NEW EDITION

Routledge
Market: Social Work / Generalist Practice
7-3/8 x 9-1/4: 300pp: 14 halftones: 3 line drawings: 13 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-48806-2: Sep 2020: $170.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-48805-5: Sep 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-003-04289-1: Sep 2020 • Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-138-05786-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367488062

5th Edition • TEXTBOOK • NEW EDITION

The Practice of Generalist Social Work

The Practice of Generalist Social Work

Chapters 8-13

Chapters 1-5

Marla Berg-Weger, Saint Louis University, USA, Deborah Adams and Julie Birkenmaier
Series: New Directions in Social Work

Marla Berg-Weger, Saint Louis University, USA, Deborah Adams and Julie Birkenmaier
Series: New Directions in Social Work

This abridged version of the fifth edition of The Practice of Generalist Social Work expands
its foundational and integrated coverage of social work values, ethics, competencies, and
behaviors as they converge and operate within dynamic practice situations with groups,
communities, and organizations. Through case studies, examples, exercises, and updated
connections to the Grand Challenges of Social Work, which add vibrancy to the concepts
and theories that are introduced throughout the text, students will understand how different
stages of the practice framework apply to mezzo and macro contexts.

This abridged version of the fifth edition of The Practice of Generalist Social Work expands
its foundational and integrated coverage of social work values, ethics, competencies, and
behaviors as they converge and operate within dynamic practice settings with individuals.
With the help of case studies and examples, and updated connections to the Grand
Challenges of Social Work, which add vibrancy to the concepts and theories that are
introduced throughout the text, students will understand how ethics, relationship building,
and the practice framework apply to client work with individuals and learn how to engage
in culturally competent and evidence-based practice.

Routledge
Market: Social Work / Generalist Practice
7-3/8 x 9-1/4: 360pp: 16 illus: 3 line drawings: 19 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-48808-6: Sep 2020: $170.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-48807-9: Sep 2020: $52.95
eBook: 978-1-003-04290-7: Sep 2020 • Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-05651-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367488079

Routledge
Market: Social Work / Generalist Practice
7-3/8 x 9-1/4: 350pp: 11 halftones: 5 line drawings: 13 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-48803-1: Sep 2020: $170.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-48804-8: Sep 2020: $46.95
eBook: 978-1-003-04288-4: Sep 2020 • Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-05647-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367488048
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SOCIAL WORK AND SOCIAL POLICY

TEXTBOOK • READER

We the People
Social Protests Movements and the Shaping of American Democracy
Bryan Warde
We the People uses a historical and contemporary focus to
demonstrate the integral role that social protest movements
play in challenging social and structural inequality along the
intersecting axis of identity politics, socioeconomic status and
ability, and why social protest movements should matter to
social workers.

Routledge
Market: Social Work Policy
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 150pp: 8 illus: 6 halftones: 2 line drawings
Hb: 978-1-138-36286-4: Sep 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-36288-8: Sep 2020: $42.95
eBook: 978-0-429-43185-2: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138362888

Dummy text to keep placeholder

Decolonizing Pathways towards Integrative Healing
in Social Work
Kris Clarke, University of Helsinki, Finland and Michael
Yellow Bird, University of Manitoba, Canada
Taking a new and innovative angle on social work, this book
seeks to remedy the exclusion of holistic perspectives and
rejection of the diversity of human socio-cultural understandings
and experiences of healing currently seen in western social work
practice.
Exploring issues of movement, play, creativity, animals and the
natural world in relation to social work it will appeal to all
scholars, practitioners, and community members interested in
decolonisation and Indigenous studies.
Routledge
Market: Social Work
: 196pp
Hb: 978-0-415-78851-9: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-315-22523-4: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415788519

Dummy text to keep placeholder

Reforming Child Welfare in the Post-Soviet Space
Institutional Change in Russia
Edited by Meri Kulmala, Maija Jäppinen, Anna Tarasenko
and Anna Pivovarova
Series: Routledge Advances in Social Work
This book provides new and empirically grounded
research-based knowledge and insights into the current
transformation of the Russian child welfare system.
It will be of interest to academics and students of social work,
sociology, child welfare, social policy, political science, and
Russian and East European politics more generally.

Routledge
Market: Social Work/Child Welfare
: 252pp: 10 illus: 10 line drawings: 12 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-90424-1: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-02431-6: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367904241
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Bamboo Shoot

Diabetes

Superfood for Nutrition, Health and Medicine

Epidemiology, Pathophysiology and Clinical Management

Nirmala Chongtham and Madho Singh Bisht
Bamboo is an ordinary plant with extraordinary properties.
Bamboo is an important resource for a healthy planet, and its
shoots hold manifold nutritional benefits. Based on 18 years of
research, Bamboo Shoot: Superfood for Nutrition, Health and
Medicine details health-promoting bioactive compounds found
in bamboo and offers practical guidance on how this vegetable,
bamboo shoot, is used for food fortification. Bamboo shoots aid
in the prevention of cardiovascular disease, cancer, diabetes,
hypertension and obesity. Exploring the tradition and culture
of bamboo in Asian countries, this book provides information
on the science behind the nutritional value of bamboo shoots.
CRC Press
Market: Nutrition
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 270pp: 69 halftones: 32 line drawings: 40 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-47025-8: Oct 2020: $170.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-46741-8: Oct 2020: $69.95
eBook: 978-1-003-03293-9: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367470258
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Awanish Kumar, Department of Biotechnology, National
Institute of Technology, Raipur, India and Ashwini Kumar,
National Institute of Technology, Raipur, India
This concise text aims to be the one stop diabetes book for
researchers, scientists and clinicians. It details the epidemiology,
causes, molecular mechanisms, molecular markers, available
drugs, experimental drugs, treatment modalities, and dietary
and lifestyle approaches related to diabetes. It focuses on various
molecular aspects of diabetes, and its related co-morbidities.
Apart from the drug-based treatment approach based on
international guidelines, the book also describes various surgical
treatments available in case of uncontrolled symptomatic
diabetes. It also lays emphasis on the future possibilities of
different approaches for diabetes management.
CRC Press
Market: Medicine
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 154pp: 9 line drawings: 4 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-54459-1: Oct 2020: $200.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-54457-7: Oct 2020: $39.95
eBook: 978-1-003-08939-1: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367544577

Dummy text to keep placeholder
2nd Edition • NEW EDITION

Brain and Spinal Tumors of Childhood
Edited by David A. Walker, Queens Medical Centre,
Nottingham, UK, Giorgio Perilongo, University of Padua,
Italy, Roger E. Taylor, Swansea University, Wales, UK and Ian
F. Pollack, Children's Hospital of Pittsburgh, USA
This second edition comes at a time of a paradigm shift in
understanding of the molecular pathology and neuroscience
of brain and spinal tumors of childhood and their mechanisms
of growth within the developing brain. This text reflects the
growing concern to understand the impact of the tumour and
its treatment upon the full functioning of the child’s developing
brain and to integrate the judgments of the risks of acquiring
brain damage with the risk of death and the consequences for
the quality of life for those who survive.
CRC Press
Market: Medicine
8-1/2 x 11: 426pp: 242 illus: 191 halftones: 51 line drawings: 51 tables
Hb: 978-1-482-24277-5: Oct 2020: $250.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-09012-0: Oct 2020
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-0-340-76260-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781482242775

Fibroids and Reproduction
Edited by Botros R.M.B. Rizk, University of South Alabama,
USA, Yakoub Khalaf, Guy's and St Thomas' NHS Trust,
London, UK and Mostafa A. Borahay
The most common abnormal growth of the female reproductive
system, fibroids are thought to affect most women at some
point during their reproductive years. This text from international
experts looks at the latest evidence on how the problem
impinges on reproduction and what management and treatment
options are available to help patients hoping to conceive.

CRC Press
Market: Medicine
7 x 10: 140pp: 91 illus: 81 halftones: 10 line drawings: 7 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-30542-7: Oct 2020: $130.00 • eBook: 978-0-203-72898-7: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138305427
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Comprehensive Textbook on Vitiligo

Microneedling in Clinical Practice

Edited by Vineet Relhan, Maulana Azad Medical College &
L N Hospital, New Delhi, India, Vijay Kumar Garg, Santosh
Medical college, Ghaziabad, India, Sneha Ghunawat,
Columbia Asia Hospital and Meraki Skin Clinic, Gurugram,
India and Khushbu Mahajan, Kubba Skin Clinic and Mahajan
Skin Centre, Delhi, India
Vitiligo is a disorder having a significant impact in dark skinned
individuals. Along with the historical, cultural and psychological
aspects of the disease the multifactorial pathogenesis of this
disorder is discussed in detail with special emphasis on the newer
hypothesis proposed in the causation. Descriptive note of the
clinical aspects of the disease is supplemented with clinical photographs covering the
latest therapeutic and surgical treatment options. Non-conventional treatments like cosmetic
camouflage and tattooing are also discussed. Topics of controversy such as role of diet,
patient selection for surgery, etc. are covered in depth.
CRC Press
Market: Medicine
8-1/2 x 11: 316pp: 161 illus: 50 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-06359-4: Sep 2020: $99.95 • eBook: 978-1-315-11218-3: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138063594

Edited by Boris Stoeber, The University of British Columbia,
Vancouver, B. C., Canada, Raja K. Sivamani, University of
California, Davis, Sacramento, CA, USA and Howard I
Maibach, University of California School of Medicine,
Department of Dermatology, San Francisco, USA
Microneedles provide an artificial pathway across the skin barrier
for medical and cosmetic applications. This technology has seen
a significant increase in popularity over the past years; as an
example, the use of multiple small needles mounted on a roller
to pierce the skin, prompting it to stimulate collagen production,
has undergone a resurgence of interest as an adjunctive
procedure for a number of skin disorders. This monograph
draws together what is known about how to integrate microneedle technology into
clinical dermatologic practice.
CRC Press
Market: Medicine
7 x 10: 166pp: 42 illus: 24 halftones: 18 line drawings: 12 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-63315-5: Oct 2020: $250.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-03569-0: Oct 2020: $99.95
eBook: 978-1-315-26561-2: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138035690
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Neuroradiology

Assessment of Medicinal Plants for Human Health

A Case-Based Guide

Phytochemistry, Disease Management, and Novel Applications
Swati Goyal, Gandhi Medical College, Bhopal, India

Edited by Megh R. Goyal and Durgesh Nandini Chauhan
Series: Innovations in Plant Science for Better Health

This book covers the complete gamut of cases, normal anatomy,
pitfalls, artefacts, across brain and spine in a single volume.
Enriched with 400 high resolution images that support the
interpretation of CT and MRI images of brain, spine, head, and
neck. It includes case studies, commonly encountered in clinical
practice besides normal anatomy that prepares the reader for
the challenges of the clinical setting. Each case discusses clinical
history, relevant imaging findings, differential diagnosis and
management, serving as a helpful read for trainee radiologists,
neurophysicians, neurosurgeons and CT/MRI technicians, along
with physicians interested in medical imaging.
CRC Press
Market: Medicine
7 x 10: 218pp: 224 illus: 1 line drawings: 27 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-54800-1: Oct 2020: $220.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-90319-0: Oct 2020: $84.95
eBook: 978-0-367-90320-6: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367903190

Assessment of Medicinal Plants for Human Health: Phytochemistry,
Disease Management, and Novel Applications sheds light on the
potential of certain plants and will be of value to faculty and
advanced-level students of natural products, food science,
pharmacognosy, pharmacology, and biochemistry. It will also
be of interest to researchers in the area of drug discovery and
development.

Apple Academic Press
Market: Botany
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 288pp: 16 illus: 32 tables
Hb: 978-1-771-88857-8: Oct 2020: $169.95 • eBook: 978-0-429-32854-1: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781771888578

Dummy text to keep placeholder

Ultrasound in Assisted Reproduction and Early
Pregnancy
Edited by Arianna D'Angelo and Nazar N. Amso
This text offers a succinct overview of the essential clinical
applications of ultrasound in infertility management. It will be
of benefit to established practitioners in reproductive medicine,
as it details the aspects of quality, safety, training, and certification
that help improve standards of practice. Those in training or
with a special interest in fertility issues will also find it essential
reading.

CRC Press
Market: Medicine
7 x 10: 300pp: 260 illus: 230 halftones: 30 line drawings: 13 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-48617-1: Oct 2020: $200.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-48585-3: Oct 2020: $99.95
eBook: 978-1-351-04623-7: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138485853

Dummy text to keep placeholder

Uterine Fibroids
Edited by John C. Petrozza, Massachusetts General Hospital,
Boston, USA
Uterine fibroids are a painful condition that may also create
serious limitations on a patient's reproductive options. This new
text from an acknowledged expert at a major regional referral
center fully reviews the relevant diagnostic factors as well as the
potential new medical treatments and current thinking about
the various - sometimes controversial - surgical options available
for management.
CRC Press
Market: Medicine
8-1/2 x 11: 186pp: 73 illus: 52 halftones: 21 line drawings: 27 tables
Hb: 978-1-498-73920-7: Oct 2020: $200.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-15573-4: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498739207
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Core Conditions for Medical and Surgical Finals
Kristen Davies, Academic Foundation Doctor Northumbria Healthcare NHS
Foundation Trust Training Fellow, Newcastle University, Newcastle, UK
This concise revision guide delivers the must-know facts and associations for the common
conditions that are most likely to be tested during medical school finals across medicine,
surgery and the specialties. Presented in a convenient double-page spread format and
systematically structured throughout it is ideal for rapid reference
CRC Press
Market: Medicine
7 x 10: 194pp: 60 illus: 3 halftones: 16 line drawings: 43 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-33118-1: Oct 2020: $149.95 • Pb: 978-1-138-33103-7: Oct 2020: $29.95
eBook: 978-0-429-44743-3: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138331037
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Dilemmas in Abdominal Surgery
A Case-Based Approach
Edited by Savio George Alberto da Piedade Barreto,
Flinders University, Australia. and Shailesh Vinayak
Shrikhande, Tata Memorial Center, Mumbai, India
This book approaches a surgical disease or its management
‘through the eyes’ of a clinician by providing an evidence-based
approach to a specific clinical dilemma. The chapters take the
reader through a step by step ‘decision-making’ approach to
commonly encountered, but difficult to manage, situations
where the editors share their rationale behind the process.
Emphasis is laid on the use of Tables and Algorithms to simplify
understanding. They aim to empower the readers with the ability
to approach complex abdominal surgery scenarios in a
stream-lined manner thus improving the care and outcome of their patients.
CRC Press
Market: Medicine
7 x 10: 298pp: 112 illus: 20 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-55901-4: Oct 2020: $215.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-18769-9: Oct 2020: $85.95
eBook: 978-0-429-19835-9: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367187699
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Hawkey's Atlas of Wild and Exotic Animal
Haematology
Jaime Samour and Mike Hart
This revised, updated and expanded edition of Christine
Hawkey’s A Colour Atlas of Comparative Veterinary Haematology
is bursting with high-quality images to aid identification of blood
cells and haemoparasites in the different species commonly
seen in private practice and zoological collections. It will assist
veterinarians in the identification of normal and abnormal blood
cells and in understanding the structural differences of blood
cells between the various taxa within the Animal Kingdom. With
the help of this guide, readers will be able to understand
haemoresponses in the presence of specific and non-specific
disease processes.
CRC Press
Market: Veterinary Medicine
8-1/2 x 11: 288pp: 729 illus: 59 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-25701-9: Oct 2020: $139.95 • eBook: 978-0-429-29904-9: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367257019
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Animal-centric Care and Management

Intelligent Image Analysis for Plant Phenotyping

Enhancing Refinement in Biomedical Research

Edited by Ashok Samal and Sruti Das Choudhury

Edited by Dorte Bratbo Sørensen, Sylvie Cloutier, Canadian
Council on Animal Care and Brianna N. Gaskill
By establishing an animal-centric view on housing and
management, this book takes Refinement a step beyond
“elimination of inhumanities”. Rather than fitting animals into
experimental conditions, it aims to adjust conditions to better
meet the needs and preferences of the animals. Expert
authors address how to define and measure animal welfare, the
importance and nature of human-animal-interactions, and how
to promote a culture of care. Species-specific chapters focus on
animals most commonly used as experimental models. This
interdisciplinary book hopes to act as a catalyst, resulting in
multiple viewpoints collaborating to optimize laboratory animal welfare.

Domesticated crops are the result of artificial selection for particular phenotypes and, in
some case, natural selection for an adaptive trait. Intelligent Image Analysis for Plant
Phenotyping reviews information on time-saving techniques using computer vision and
imaging technologies. These methodologies provide an automated, non-invasive and
scalable mechanism to define and collect plant phenotypes. Beautifully illustrated with
numerous color images, this book is invaluable for those working in the emerging fields
at the intersection of computer vision and plant sciences.
CRC Press
Market: Life Science
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 346pp: 64 halftones: 93 line drawings: 14 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-03855-4: Oct 2020: $200.00 • eBook: 978-1-315-17730-4: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138038554

CRC Press
Market: Life Science
7 x 10: 204pp: 51 illus: 7 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-18102-4: Oct 2020: $200.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-18083-6: Oct 2020: $49.95
eBook: 978-0-429-05954-4: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367180836
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Biometry for Forestry and Environmental Data

Masculinities in Forests

With Examples in R

Representations of Diversity
Lauri Mehtätalo, University of Eastern Finland, Joensuu and
Juha Lappi
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Applied Environmental Statistics

Carol J. Pierce Colfer
Series: The Earthscan Forest Library
Masculinities in Forests: Representations of Diversity demonstrates
the wide variability in ideas about, and practice of, masculinity
in different forests, and how these relate to forest management.
This book will be essential reading for students and scholars of
forestry, gender studies and conservation and development, as
well as practitioners and NGOs working in these fields.

Biometry for Forestry and Environmental Data: With Examples in R
focuses on statistical methods that are widely applicable in
forestry and environmental sciences, but it also includes material
that is of wider interest. The book is aimed at students and
researchers in forestry and environmental studies, but it will also
be of interest to statisticians and researchers in other fields as
well.
Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Statistics
7 x 10: 412pp: 83 illus: 12 tables
Hb: 978-1-498-71148-7: Jul 2020: $120.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-17346-2: May 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498711487

Routledge
Market: Forestry / Gender / Masculinities
: 266pp: 20 illus: 20 halftones: 5 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-40389-8: Sep 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-41700-0: Sep 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-367-81577-6: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367417000
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Chironomidae of Central America

Mild Traumatic Brain Injury

An Illustrated Introduction To Larval Subfossils

A Science and Engineering Perspective

Ladislav Hamerlik, Matej Bel University, Slovakia and Fabio
Laurindo da Silva, Research Fellow, University of São Paulo
Brazil
This illustrated introduction to Central American Chironomidae
offers extensive photography material, as well as detailed
morphological and ecological description of chironomid
subfossils found in Central American lake sediments. The book
uniquely provides two identification keys: one for living larvae
occurring (or potentially being present) in Central America, and
one for the recorded subfossil remains using limited
morphological characters.Providing a comprehensive reference
for aquatic ecologists, palaeolimnologists, students and
researchers, the guide will also be of interest to non-academic
professionals working on applied research and biomonitoring of lakes.
CRC Press
Market: Life Science
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 190pp: 289 illus
Hb: 978-0-367-55821-5: Oct 2020: $299.95 • Pb: 978-0-367-07606-1: Oct 2020: $119.95
eBook: 978-0-429-02157-2: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367076061
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Mark A. Mentzer, U.S. Army Research Laboratory, Aberdeen
Proving Ground, Maryland, USA
Mild traumatic brain injury, also known as chronic traumatic
encephalopathy, presents a crisis in contact sports, the military,
and elsewhere. This book reviews current understanding of mTBI,
methods of diagnosis, treatment, policy concerns, and emerging
technologies. This book details the neurophysiology,
epidemiology of brain injuries by presenting disease models
and descriptions of nucleating events. This book characterizes
sensors, imagers, and related diagnostic measures used for
evaluating and identifying brain injuries and relates emerging
bioinformatics analysis with mTBI markers.
CRC Press
Market: Biomedical Science
: 150pp
Hb: 978-0-367-36260-7: Oct 2020: $120.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-34494-7: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367362607
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Modern Fisheries Engineering

Agribusiness as the Future of Agriculture

Realizing a Healthy and Sustainable Marine Ecosystem

The Sugarcane Industry under Climate Change in the Southeast
Mediterranean

Edited by Stephen A. Bortone and Shinya Otake
This book is a compendium of the latest and most cutting-edge
information on the diversity of technical aspects associated with
Fisheries Engineering. Expanding on presentations given at the
International Conference on Fisheries Engineering (ICFE) 2019,
it aims to encourage and inspire future generations of young
researchers in the field. Topics include artificial reefs, ocean
ranching, fishing gear developments, modern monitoring
technologies, and other subjects related to the latest practice
of conducting efficient, sustainable fishing.

CRC Press
Market: Marine Biology
7 x 10: 168pp: 77 illus: 13 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-34792-5: Oct 2020: $209.95 • eBook: 978-0-429-32803-9: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367347925

Youssef M. Hamada
This book, Agribusiness as the Future of Agriculture: The Sugarcane
Industry under Climate Change in the Southeast Mediterranean,
reviews the challenges of agribusiness in the Southeast
Mediterranean Sea. As climate change creates new risks to
human populations and food security, a better analysis is needed
to understand this new level of uncertainty and to understand
how it will impact agriculture and its relationship with
economies, livelihoods, and development.

Apple Academic Press
Market: Agriculture
6 x 9: 312pp: 44 illus
Hb: 978-1-771-88842-4: Sep 2020: $169.95 • eBook: 978-0-429-32170-2: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781771888424
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Sustainable Landscaping

Data Analytics for Pandemics

Principles and Practices

A COVID-19 Case Study

Marietta Loehrlein, Western Illinois University, Macomb,
USA
This second edition examines the underlying issues of
landscaping adversely affecting the environment and illustrates
alternative methods resulting in positive outcomes. The textbook
examines all phases of landscaping in both residential and
commercial landscaping, from design to construction and
implementation to maintenance. The book explores topics
including: choosing appropriate plants and using plants for
effects such as shading; water quality and quantity; soil health
and optimal preservation techniques; pesticide usage and its
inherent dangers; energy consumption; and resource
management and waste reduction. The book offers practical
solutions applied by landscape professionals.
CRC Press
Market: Agricultural Science
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 232pp: 25 illus: 26 line drawings: 58 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-25089-8: Oct 2020: $99.95 • eBook: 978-0-429-28597-4: Oct 2020
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-466-59320-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367250898

Gitanjali Rahul Shinde, Department of Computer
Engineering, STES’s, Smt. Kashibai Navale College of
Engineering, Pune, India, Asmita Balasaheb Kalamkar,
Department of Computer Engineering, STES’s, Smt. Kashibai
Navale College of Engineering, Pune, India, Parikshit N.
Mahalle, Department of Computer Engineering, Smt
Kashibai Navale College of Engineering, Vadgaon(Bk), Pune,
INDIA and Nilanjan Dey
Series: Intelligent Signal Processing and Data Analysis
Epidemic trend analysis, timeline progression, prediction and
recommendation are critical for initiating effective public health
control strategies and AI and data analytics play an important
role in epidemiology, diagnostic and clinical fronts. The focus
of this book is data analytics for COVID-19 which includes an overview of COVID-19 in terms
of epidemic/pandemic, data processing and knowledge extraction. Data sources, storage
and platforms are discussed along with discussion on data models, their performance,
different Big data techniques, tools and technologies. This book also addresses the
challenges in applying analytics to pandemic scenarios, case studies and control strategies.
CRC Press
Market: Biomedical Sciences
5-1/2 x 8-1/2: 84pp: 9 illus: 1 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-55846-8: Aug 2020: $65.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-09541-5: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367558468

5th Edition • TEXTBOOK • NEW EDITION

Dummy text to keep placeholder

The Physiology of Fishes

Diseases of Field Crops and their Management

Edited by Suzanne Currie and David H. Evans
Series: CRC Marine Biology Series
The fifth edition of The Physiology of Fishes represents a
compendium of knowledge across fish physiology, collecting
up-to-date research into an easy-to-access single textbook.
Written by the leaders in the field, it provides a comprehensive,
accessible review of the core topics, integrating physiology with
environmental science, ecology, evolution, and molecular cell
biology. New chapters address Epigenetics, Biomechanics and
Locomotion, and Behaviour and Learning. Each chapter contains
an extensive bibliography, providing readers with the best
sources from the primary literature.
CRC Press
Market: Life Science
8-1/2 x 11: 256pp: 94 illus: 8 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-54109-5: Sep 2020: $249.95 • Pb: 978-0-367-47755-4: Sep 2020: $99.95
eBook: 978-1-003-03640-1: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367477554
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S. Parthasarathy, G. Thiribhuvanamala and K. Prabakar
The book entitled “Diseases of field crops and their management”
provides most recent information about major diseases of
cultivation field crops, their symptoms, pathogen characters,
epidemiology, and management. In order to make the book all
in one, the importance of major diseases has also been dealt
with in brief.
Note: T& F does not sell or distribute the Hardback in India,
Pakistan, Nepal, Bhutan, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka.

CRC Press
Market: Agriculture
: 412pp: 54 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-54041-8: Sep 2020: $220.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08419-8: May 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367540418
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Diseases of Field Crops Diagnosis and Management,
2-Volume Set

Laboratory Animals Pocket Reference Set

Volume 1: Cereals, Small Millets, and Fiber Crops Volume 2: Pulses, Oil
Seeds, Narcotics, and Sugar Crops
Edited by J. N. Srivastava and A. K. Singh
The volumes in this set showcase recent advances in molecular
plant pathology and discuss appropriate diagnostic techniques
for identification of causal agents and diseases, providing the
information necessary to establish management strategies. The
chapters in these two volumes include detailed description of
symptoms, causal organisms, disease cycles, epidemiology, and
management techniques of economically important diseases.
The volumes explore existing strategies and offer new methods
that can be used in an integrated manner and with a
comprehensive approach for the management of major diseases of the field crops.

Various Various
Series: Laboratory Animal Pocket Reference
The Laboratory Animal Pocket Reference Series discusses procedures that ensure laboratory
animals receive the best, most humane, and most responsible care possible. The 17 volumes
are compact. The contents of each includes important biological features, husbandry,
management, veterinary care, regulatory concerns, and commonly used and new
procedures, as well as an invaluable list of suppliers. Each book in the series can be
purchased individually or as part of the set.
CRC Press
Market: Laboratory Animal Science
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 1000pp
Pb: 978-0-367-26150-4: Mar 2020: $942.50
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367261504

Apple Academic Press
Market: Crop Science
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 804pp: 165 illus: 165 halftones: 13 tables
Hb: 978-1-771-88841-7: Oct 2020: $339.95 • eBook: 978-0-429-32177-1: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781771888417
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Diseases of Fruits and Vegetable Crops

Maize Crop

Recent Management Approaches

Improvement, Production, Protection and Post Harvest Technology

Edited by Gireesh Chand, Md. Nadeem Akhtar and Santosh
Kumar
Series: Innovations in Horticultural Science
Diseases of Fruits and Vegetable Crops: Recent Management
Approaches covers certain basic aspects of knowledge on
diagnostic symptoms, modes of perpetuation and dissemination
of pathogens, favorable conditions for disease development,
and the latest management strategies for disease prevention
and mitigation in vegetable crops, fruit crops, and plantation
crops.

A. Solaimalai, P. Anantharaju, S. Irulandi and M.
Theradimani
Maize is one of the versatile emerging crops with wider
adaptability under varied agro-climatic conditions. Globally,
maize is known as queen of cereals because it has the highest
genetic yield potential among the cereals. The United States of
America (USA) is the largest producer of maize contributes nearly
35 % of the total production in the world. It is the driver of the
US economy. This book talks about the improvement,
production, protection and post harvest technology of the maize
crop.
; Note: T& F does not sell or distribute the Hardback in India,
Pakistan, Nepal, Bhutan, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka.

Apple Academic Press
Market: Crop Science
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 548pp: 48 illus: 9 tables
Hb: 978-1-771-88836-3: Sep 2020: $169.95 • eBook: 978-0-429-32218-1: May 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781771888363

CRC Press
Market: Botany
: 694pp: 10 illus: 10 halftones: 234 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-54694-6: Sep 2020: $220.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-09018-2: May 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367546946
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Fair and Equitable Benefit-Sharing in Agriculture
(Open Access)

Oceanography and Marine Biology
An Annual Review, Volume 58
Edited by S. J. Hawkins, University of Southampton, UK, A.
L. Allcock, A. E. Bates, L. B. Firth, School of Biological and
Marine Sciences, Plymouth University, UK, I. P. Smith, School
of Biological Sciences, University of Aberdeen, U.K., S.
Swearer, A. Evans, P. Todd, B. Russell and C. McQuaid
Series: Oceanography and Marine Biology - An Annual Review

Reinventing Agrarian Justice
Elsa Tsioumani
Series: Earthscan Studies in Natural Resource Management
This book explores the emergence and development of the
legal concept of fair and equitable benefit-sharing, and its
application in agriculture. Drawing on a range of case studies,
including the case of the Potato Park on the Peruvian Andes and
the Peliti community in Greece, the book examines the
emergence of benefit-sharing in international environmental
law, including the Convention on Biological Diversity and the
International Treaty on Plant Genetic Resources for Food and
Agriculture, and legal tensions arising with international trade
and intellectual property rights law.
Routledge
Market: Benefit-Sharing / Environmental Law / Agriculture
: 180pp
Hb: 978-0-367-18186-4: Jul 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-19830-4: Jul 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367181864

1-800-634-7064

'Oceanography and Marine Biology: An Annual Review' remains
one of the most cited sources in marine science and
oceanography. This volume considers such diverse topics as
optimal design for ecosystem-level ocean observatories, the
oceanography and ecology of Ningaloo, and priority species to
support the functional integrity of coral reefs. Five of the nine
reviews in this volume are available to read Open Access on the book’s Routledge webpage.
CRC Press
Market: Marine Science
7 x 10: 584pp: 92 illus: 38 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-36794-7: Oct 2020: $239.95 • eBook: 978-0-429-35149-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367367947
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Routledge Handbook of Gender and Agriculture

Sustainable Agriculture

Edited by Carolyn E. Sachs, Penn State University, USA, Leif
Jensen, Paige Castellanos and Kathleen Sexsmith
This book provides a cutting-edge assessment of the field of
gender and agriculture, with contributions from both leading
scholars and up and coming academics as well as policymakers
and practitioners. It covers major theoretical issues as well as
critical empirical shifts in gender and agriculture. Chapters
address both historical subjects as well as ground-breaking work
on gender and agriculture which will help to chart the future of
the field. The handbook has an international focus with
contributions examining issues at both the global and local level
with contributors from across the world.
Routledge
Market: Gender / Agriculture / Sustainability
: 486pp: 9 illus: 5 halftones: 4 line drawings: 10 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-19001-9: Oct 2020: $245.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-19975-2: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367190019

Advances in Technological Interventions
Edited by Ajoy Kumar Singh and Vishwa Bandhu Patel
This new volume looks at the evolution and challenges of
sustainable agriculture, a field that is growing in use and
popularity. Sustainable Agriculture: Advances in Technological
Interventions discusses some of the important ideas, practices,
and policies that are essential to an effective sustainable
agriculture strategy. The book features 25 chapters written by
experts in related fields, including crop improvement, natural
resource management, crop protection, social sciences, and
product development.

Apple Academic Press
Market: Agriculture
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 580pp: 81 illus: 87 tables
Hb: 978-1-771-88853-0: Sep 2020: $189.95 • eBook: 978-0-429-32583-0: May 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781771888530
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Subsistence Agriculture in the US
Reconnecting to Work, Nature and Community
Ashley Colby
Series: Routledge-SCORAI Studies in Sustainable Consumption
Subsistence Agriculture in the US fills this gap in the existing
literature by examining the lived experiences of people taking
part in subsistence food production. Over the course of the book,
Colby draws on accounts from a broad and diverse network of
people who are hunting, fishing, gardening, keeping livestock
and gathering and looks in depth at the way in which these
practical actions have transformed their relationship to labor
and land.
This book will be of great interest to scholars of sustainable
consumption, environmental sociology and social movements.
Routledge
Market: Agriculture/Food Production
: 144pp: 2 illus: 2 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-45872-0: Sep 2020: $60.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-02588-7: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367458720
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Surrogate Broodstock Development in Aquaculture
Sullip Kumar Majhi
As of now the breeding protocol for seed production in captivity
is developed for only handful of fish species and mostly their
seed is collected from natural resources for aquaculture. There
are approaches/ technologies to generate seed of such fish
species for aquaculture, especially the species that are too large
to propagate in captivity or species those do not response to
hormonal treatments due to stress of confinement. One of the
viable approach is surrogate broodstock development using
adult fish as the recipient. ; Note: T& F does not sell or distribute
the Hardback in India, Pakistan, Nepal, Bhutan, Bangladesh and
Sri Lanka.
CRC Press
Market: Aquaculture
: 108pp: 45 illus: 45 halftones: 8 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-56404-9: Oct 2020: $120.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-09762-4: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367564049
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Small Bite, Big Threat
Deadly Infections Transmitted by Aedes Mosquitoes
Jagriti Narang and Manika Khanuja
The contributing authors of this book have extensive teaching
and research experience in the field of detection of viruses of
Dengue, Chikungunya, yellow fever and West Nile. One of the
contributing authors, Prof. Vinod Joshi, has researched on
Dengue viruses for 17 years. The book provides a detailed
account of the distribution of Aedes mosquitoes, their role as a
vector and their control through various methods. Currently,
there has been increased interest among researchers to mitigate
the threat caused by Aedes mosquitoes and substantial
investigation is being done on the mosquito’s history, in
characterizing present circumstances and to collaborate future
efforts.
Jenny Stanford Publishing
Market: Biotechnology
6 x 9: 272pp: 100 illus: 7 tables
Hb: 978-9-814-80086-0: Oct 2020: $119.95 • eBook: 978-1-003-00329-8: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9789814800860
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Microbial Nanotechnology
Edited by Mahendra Rai, Department of Biotechnology,
SGB Amravati University, Amravati, Maharashtra, India and
Patrycja Golińska, Department of Microbiology, Nicolaus
Copernicus University
This book provides an account of the biogenic synthesis of
nanomaterials by using different microorganisms. The chapters
are focused on the biosynthesis of various metal and metal oxide
nanosized materials by using bacteria, actinomycetes, fungi, and
algae, including mechanisms of microbial synthesis. Other
chapters summarize recent developments of microbial-based
nanostructures for the management of food-borne pathogens,
plant pathogenic fungi, as nutrients, and biomedical applications.
Microorganisms are discussed not only as biofactories for the
synthesis of nanomaterials but also as removal agents of toxic metals from the environment.
CRC Press
Market: Life Science
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 308pp: 53 illus: 30 halftones: 23 line drawings: 31 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-22676-3: Sep 2020: $179.95 • eBook: 978-0-429-27633-0: May 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367226763
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Natural Products of Silk Road Plants

Trends in Quorum Sensing and Quorum Quenching

Edited by Raymond Cooper, The Hong Kong Polytechnic
University and Jeffrey John Deakin, FRSC
Series: Natural Products Chemistry of Global Plants
The Silk Road contributed to the transformation of the cultural,
ethnic, and religious identities of diverse peoples including
Chinese, Greeks, Persians, Romans, Arabs, Turks and Mongolians.
The history of the Silk Road—a complex network of trade routes
over thousands of miles that connected China with the Eurasian
continent by land and sea—played an important role in fostering
material and culture. Reflecting this rich legacy in the
contemporary world, the Chinese government has a strategy
to develop trade in what is known as "The Silk Road, Economic
Belt". This book provides fresh insights into the chemistry,
pharmacognosy and knowledge of medicinal plants in this emerging region.
CRC Press
Market: Chemistry
7 x 10: 304pp: 150 illus: 19 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-18451-3: Sep 2020: $249.95 • Pb: 978-0-367-18433-9: Sep 2020: $99.95
eBook: 978-0-429-06154-7: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367184339

New Perspectives and Applications
Edited by V. Ravishankar Rai, University of Mysore,
Department of Studies in Microbiology, Karnataka, India and
Jamuna A Bai, University of Mysore, Department of Studies
in Microbiology, Karnataka, India
Quorum sensing or cell to cell communication is a key
phenomenon responsible for a plethora of activities and
responses in both gram positive and gram negative bacteria.
Discovered in the 1960s and 1970s, quorum sensing has
garnered an increasing interest in the research community.
Elucidating the quorum sensing mechanism in bacteria has
revealed the previously unknown co-ordinated group behavior
in bacteria. This book will be covering the evolution and current
understanding of quorum sensing mechanism in bacteria and
evaluate the potential application of quorum sensing inhibitors in the clinical and industrial
settings.
CRC Press
Market: Life Science
8-1/2 x 11: 390pp: 159 illus: 48 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-22428-8: May 2020: $220.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-27481-7: May 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367224288

2nd Edition • NEW EDITION

Pharmacoeconomics
From Theory to Practice
Edited by Renee J. G. Arnold, Arnold Consultancy &
Technology LLC, New York, USA
In this era of finite budgets, healthcare rationing, medication
shortages, and the global aging and burgeoning of populations,
numerous stakeholders in the healthcare arena must understand
the basic principles of pharmacoeconomics and how these may
be correctly applied to facilitate drug development, rationing,
patient segmentation, disease management, and pricing model
development.
This updated volume arms decision makers with the tools they
need to make wise choices in an area where the stakes are
extremely high—the health of the global population.
CRC Press
Market: Pharmaceutical Science
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 334pp: 100 illus: 61 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-58983-4: Aug 2020: $200.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-49136-8: Aug 2020
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-420-08422-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138589834
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Insight on Genotoxicity
Shiv Shankar Shukla, Columbia Institute of Pharmacy, India,
Ravindra Kumar Pandey, Columbia Institute Of Pharmacy,
India, Bina Gidwani, Columbia Institute of Pharmacy, Raipur,
India and Gunjan Kalyani, Columbia Institute of Pharmacy,
Raipur, India
Book defines appropriate strategies about advances in in vivo
genotoxicity testing which have been listed along with progress
and future prospects. High-throughput approaches for
genotoxicity testing in drug development and pertaining recent
advances have been mentioned in sections. Computational
prediction of genotoxicity with consideration of mutagenicity,
chromosomal damage caused and strategies for computational
prediction in drug development have been discussed in detail.
The Allium cepa test which is the bioindicator of genotoxicity has also been discussed in
wide.
CRC Press
Market: Pharmaceutical Science
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 170pp: 6 illus: 8 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-47337-2: Oct 2020: $130.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-03496-4: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367473372
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NEUROSCIENCE

TEXTBOOK • READER

Neuromuscular Fundamentals
How Our Musculature is Controlled
Nassir H. Sabah
The book is concerned with the operation of the neuromuscular system, which is the part
of our nervous system that enables us to maintain an upright posture and allows voluntary
or involuntary movement of our limbs and other body parts. The approach is essentially
that of an engineering textbook, emphasizing the quantitative aspects and highlighting
the fundamentals and basic concepts involved. The coverage progresses in a logical and
systematic manner from the subcellular, starting with the electrophysiology of the cell
membrane, then proceeding to synapses, neurons, and muscle, before considering neuronal
motor ensembles and the neuromuscular system as a whole.
CRC Press
Market: Biomedical Engineering
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 576pp: 193 line drawings: 7 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-45692-4: Oct 2020: $150.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-02479-8: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367456924
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Analysis of Nanoplastics and Microplastics in Food

Essential Fatty Acids

Edited by Leo M.L. Nollet, University College Ghent, Belgium
(Retired) and Khwaja Salahuddin Siddiqi, Aligarh Muslim
University, India
Series: Food Analysis & Properties
The world’s ever-increasing use of plastics has created large
areas of floating plastic waste in the oceans. Nanoplastics and
microplastics have made their way into food, particularly in the
marine environment. They have been found in in crustaceans
and bivalve mollusks like oysters and mussels, where the
digestive tract is eaten. They have also been reported in honey,
beer, and table salt. This book discusses the fate of microplastics
and nanoplastics in the environment and discusses sampling
and analysis methods detecting and identifying them.
CRC Press
Market: Life Sciences
7 x 10: 240pp: 33 illus: 19 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-60018-8: Sep 2020: $169.95 • eBook: 978-0-429-46959-6: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138600188

Sources, Processing Effects, and Health Benefits
Edited by Sanju Bala Dhull, Department of Food Science
and Technology, Chaudhary Devi Lal University, Haryana,
India, Sneh Punia, Department of Food Science and
technology, Chaudhary Devi lal University, Sirsa, india and
Kawaljit Singh Sandhu, Department of Food Science and
Technology, Maharaja Ranjit Singh Punjab Technical
University, Punjab, India
This book provides information to readers about the essentiality
of fat in human diet, containing detailed information regarding
essential fatty acids, their various food sources, mechanism,
metabolism and health benefits. Also, the effect of different food
processing techniques on dietary fatty acids will be discussed
in great detail. This book will cover all the recent research about the essential fatty acids
and will discuss where research in the field is required for improving bioavailability. The
information will further be helpful to product formulators who are looking to incorporate
of healthy fats into their products.
CRC Press
Market: Food Science & Technology
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 255pp: 45 illus: 21 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-33540-3: Oct 2020: $200.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-32111-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367335403
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Applications of Membrane Technology for Food
Processing Industries

Health Foods from Ocean Animals

Edited by M. SELVAMUTHUKUMARAN
This book focuses on membrane processing techniques
employed in food processing industries, covering theory,
operating principles, and functional applications. It covers
different types of membrane processing techniques viz. reverse
osmosis, nanofiltration, ultrafiltration, electro dialysis,
microfiltration with its applications, advantages and
disadvantages. This book is unique in that it emphasizes novel
approaches to enhance the antioxidants in the end product and
in rectifying problems for various types of fouling, which may
occur during membrane processing of foods.
CRC Press
Market: Food Science & Technology
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 274pp: 44 illus: 23 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-22691-6: Oct 2020: $200.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-27640-8: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367226916
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K. Gopakumar and Balagopal Gopakumar
Marine animals and their body constituents have been in use
by mankind for nutrition and medical applications centuries ago.
This book contains some well known and lesser known
compounds from some important marine animals those have
been consumed by man for centuries. This is the first book in
this field and will serve as a reference for future researchers in
the field.
Note: T& F does not sell or distribute the Hardback in India,
Pakistan, Nepal, Bhutan, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka.

CRC Press
Market: Food Science
: 206pp: 49 illus: 49 halftones: 31 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-54049-4: Sep 2020: $120.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08424-2: May 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367540494
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Bio-management of Postharvest Diseases and
Mycotoxigenic Fungi
Edited by Neeta Sharma and Avantina S Bhandari
Series: World Food Preservation Center Book Series
This book deals with the current state and future prospects of
using various bio-management techniques that are natural,
eco-friendly, and environmentally safe. It aims to increase
awareness of their potential as well as sensitizing readers to the
various aspects of biologicals in pest control. It disseminates
notable and diversified scientific work carried out by leading
experts in their own field. Written by qualified scientists in each
of their respective disciplines, it can serve as a current and
comprehensive treatise on the emerging field of
bio-management of postharvest diseases and mycotoxin
decontamination by products that are "generally regarded as safe."
CRC Press
Market: Food & Culinary Science
7 x 10: 311pp: 23 illus: 18 tables
Hb: 978-1-498-79731-3: Sep 2020: $229.95 • eBook: 978-1-003-08922-3: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498797313
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Architecture for Residential Care and Ageing
Communities

Good Practice Guide

Spaces for Dwelling and Healthcare

Colin Haylock

Making Successful Planning Applications

Edited by Sten Gromark and Björn Andersson
Architecture for Residential Care and Ageing Communities confronts
urgent architectural design challenges within residential
innovation, ageing communities and healthcare environments.
This book identifies, presents, and articulates new qualities in
designs, in caring processes, and healing atmospheres, thereby
providing operational knowledge developed in close
collaboration with academics, actors and stakeholders in
architecture, design, and healthcare. This is an ideal read for
those interested in situations of dwelling, ageing and caring.

How do you obtain permission? How can you satisfactorily tackle objections? How can you
convince planning officers of the value of your work? Drawing on substantial experience
from both applicant and local planning authority perspectives, this book provides tactics
and practical steps to help architects secure early validation of applications and successful
outcomes. It’s a practical guide to understanding the planning system and maximizing the
potential for successful outcomes. Readers will develop a greater understanding of the
principles that are vital in the preparation and negotiation of applications against the very
complex detail of regulatory arrangements.
RIBA Publishing
Market: Architecture
: 144pp
Pb: 978-1-859-46920-0: Oct 2020: $37.50 • eBook: 978-1-003-10637-1: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781859469200

Routledge
Market: Architecture / Health and Safety / Ageing
6 x 9: 308pp: 68 illus: 32 halftones: 31 line drawings: 2 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-35873-0: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-35871-6: Oct 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-429-34237-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367358716
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Architecture or Revolution

Heritage Building Information Modelling for
Implementing UNESCO Procedures

Emancipatory Critique After Marx
Nadir Lahiji
Taking Marx as its only resource, this work proceeds with the
conviction that our era is contemporaneous to Marx’s historical
era. This means ‘not judging the validity of Marx from the
perspective of the historical situation’, but rather, ‘demonstrating
the validity of a Marxian perspective for a singular historical
situation’, as ours. This work will therefore translate this
perspective into seeing the situation of architecture through
the eyes of Marx.
Architects, critics, scholars and students inside the field of
architecture who would be seeking the application of this
universal value to a new theory of building will be a welcoming

Challenges, Potentialities, and Issues
Ahmad Hamed Baik
Through a detailed exploration of two BIM case studies from
Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, the book uniquely connects the use of
Heritage BIM to the documentation methods used by UNESCO
and demonstrates how this provides a contribution to both
countries with heritage sites and UNESCO as an organization.
This book will be useful reading for researchers and practitioners
in the areas of heritage conservation, archaeology, world heritage
nomination, HBIM, digital technology and engineering, remote
sensing, laser scanning and architectural technology.

audience for this work.
Routledge
Market: Architecture
: 318pp: 4 illus: 4 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-42547-0: Sep 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-42548-7: Sep 2020: $38.95
eBook: 978-0-367-85337-2: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367425487
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Routledge
Market: Architecture, Engineering, Conservation, Heritage
: 216pp: 145 illus: 145 halftones: 12 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-47798-1: Jul 2020: $99.95 • eBook: 978-1-003-03654-8: Jun 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367477981
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How to Extend Your Victorian Terraced
House

Living Construction
Martyn Dade-Robertson, Newcastle University, UK
Series: Bio Design

Jacqueline Green

This book, the first in the Bio Design series, acts as a bridge
between design speculation and scientific reality, and between
contemporary design thinking, in areas such as architecture,
product design and fashion design, and the traditional
engineering approaches which currently dominate bio
technologies. Filled with real examples, Living Construction
reveals how living cells construct and transform materials
through methods of fabrication and assembly at multiple scales,
and how designers can utilise these processes.

Packed with detailed plans and ideas for a range of house types and sizes, along with
photos and 3D sketches, this book provides you with all the design inspiration and advice
needed to embark on a Victorian terrace renovation. Case studies of various Victorian terrace
house types reveal, floor by floor, a range of options for extending and/or rearranging the
space, alongside practical guidance on ‘rules of thumb’ for design and information on
permitted development rights. Colour-coded, to-scale before-and-after plans show at a
glance which walls have been removed or changed in each option, that may be measured
from and used when planning your own home renovation project.
RIBA Publishing
Market: Architecture
8 1/4 x 9 5/6: 240pp
Hb: 978-1-859-46902-6: Oct 2020: $56.25 • eBook: 978-1-003-10647-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781859469026

Routledge
Market: Architecture / Design
: 100pp: 32 illus: 6 halftones: 26 line drawings
Hb: 978-1-138-36301-4: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-36303-8: Oct 2020: $33.95
eBook: 978-0-429-43180-7: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138363038
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Interior Provocations

Nature Inside

History, Theory, and Practice of Autonomous Interiors

A biophilic design guide

Edited by Anca I. Lasc, Pratt Institute, USA, Deborah
Schneiderman, Pratt Institute, USA, Keena Suh, Pratt
Institute, USA, Karin Tehve, Pratt Institute, USA, Alexa Griffith
Winton, Cooper Hewitt, Smithsonian Design Museum, USA
and Karyn Zieve, Pratt Institute, USA
Interior Provocations addresses the broad cultural, historical, and
theoretical implications of interiors beyond their conventionally
defined architectural boundaries, and not limited by interior
design’s traditional associations with decoration, taste, and social
status. The book is rooted in new scholarship that expands
traditional relationships between architecture and interiors and
that reflects the latest theoretical developments in the fields of
interior design and interior design practice. An essential read for
students of interior design at all levels.
Routledge
Market: Interior Design
: 242pp: 101 illus: 95 halftones: 6 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-41849-6: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-41848-9: Oct 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-367-81654-4: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367418489
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William D. Browning and Catherine O. Ryan
Written by a leading proponent of biophilic design, this is the
only practical guide to biophilic design principles for interior
designers. Describing the key benefits, principles and processes
of biophilic design, Nature Inside illustrates the implementation
of biophilic design in interior design practice, across a range of
international case studies – at different scales, and different
typologies. Starting with the principles of biophilic design, and
the principles and processes in practice, the book then
showcases a variety of interior spaces – residential, retail,
workplace, hospitality, education, healthcare and manufacturing.
RIBA Publishing
Market: Architecture
: 192pp
Hb: 978-1-859-46903-3: Sep 2020: $50.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-03301-1: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781859469033
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Lives in Architecture

New Life in Public Squares

Terry Farrell

Marie Burns

Terry Farrell

New Life in Public Squares investigates the evolution of the public
square within the urban form and its meaning to a city’s image.
It explores what is driving investment in the creation of new or
re-designed existing squares: the economic and social benefits,
city image to attract tourism, investment and attracting major
events. Taking a design practitioners perspective, a series of
in-depth case studies, including discussions with clients and
designers, on an international array of public squares will analyse
and the use of public spaces and the impact they have on their
immediate surroundings

Terry Farrell is one of Britain’s most influential architects of the twenty-first century. Offering
a compelling personal account of his life in architecture as an influential postmodern
designer, architect-planner and principal of a leading global practice, this autobiography
includes anecdotes and invaluable insights into Terry’s life and work from the 1940s to the
present day. An inside view of what it’s like to be an architect at the top of his profession,
this book also highlights what it takes to develop a successful international practice.
RIBA Publishing
Market: Architecture
6 1/2 x 9 4/9: 176pp
Pb: 978-1-859-46933-0: Oct 2020: $40.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-10638-8: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781859469330

RIBA Publishing
Market: Architecture
: 208pp
Hb: 978-1-859-46892-0: May 2020: $52.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-02095-0: Feb 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781859468920
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New Towns

The Modular Housing Handbook
Simon Bayliss and Rory Bergin

The Rise, Fall and Rebirth
Katy Lock, Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral
Sciences, Stanford University School of Medicine, CA and
Hugh Ellis
Often misunderstood, the New Towns story is a fascinating one
of anarchists, artists, visionaries, and the promise of a new
beginning for millions of people. New Towns: The Rise Fall and
Rebirth offers a new perspective on the New Towns Record and
uses case-studies to address the myths and realities of the
programme. It provides valuable lessons for the growth and
renewal of the existing New Towns and post-war housing estates
and town centres, including recommendations for practitioners, politicians and communities
interested in the renewal of existing New Towns and the creation of new communities for
the 21st century.
RIBA Publishing
Market: Architecture
8 x 10: 192pp
Hb: 978-1-859-46928-6: May 2020: $52.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-02096-7: Feb 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781859469286
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This practical handbook combines real-world advice on
designing modular housing with a compelling argument for
off-site construction as a means for architects taking a greater
role and achieving more influence in their housing
projects. Focusing on the benefits as well as the challenges of
modular construction, this book illustrates that off-site
construction need not act as a design constraint and can in fact
provide an opportunity for greater design impact. Richly
illustrated with recent case studies and featuring over 100
photographs of exemplar projects, it provides inspiration as well as timely, practical advice.
RIBA Publishing
Market: Architecture
8 1/4 x 9 5/6: 240pp
Hb: 978-1-859-46865-4: Sep 2020: $50.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-10629-6: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781859468654
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New Work, New Workspace

The Victorian Art School

Innovative design in a connected world

Architecture, History, Environment

Ruth Slavid

Ranald Lawrence, University of Sheffield, UK

Increasingly, many of us can work anywhere, so what is the meaning of the dedicated
workspace? With 30 detailed case studies of all kinds of workspaces – from traditional
workspaces to writer’s sheds and studios – this book argues that a specific place to work
is still needed but that the kind of space is changing fast. As social interaction is favoured
over places to toil, and completing tasks valued over presenteeism, so the needs of design
change. There are increasing metrics for measuring the effectiveness of workspace, and
they show that good design – design that is focused on the environment and wellbeing
that the workforce needs – is valued.

The Victorian Art School documents the history of the art school
in the nineteenth century, from its origins in South Kensington
to its proliferation through the major industrial centres of Britain.
Charles Rennie Mackintosh’s Glasgow School of Art, together
with earlier examples in Manchester and Birmingham
demonstrate an unprecedented concern for the provision of
plentiful light and air amidst the pollution of the Victorian city.
Examining innovations in the use of new technologies and
approaches in the design of these buildings, the book offers a
unique and explicitly environmental reading of the Victorian
city.

RIBA Publishing
Market: Architecture
8 1/4 x 8 1/4: 176pp
Hb: 978-1-859-46633-9: Oct 2020: $47.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-10643-2: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781859466339

Routledge
Market: Architectural History
: 226pp: 137 illus: 121 halftones: 16 line drawings: 2 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-89642-3: Sep 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-89643-0: Sep 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-003-02028-8: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367896430
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RIBA Health and Safety Guide

Understanding BIM

Riba

The Past, Present and Future

To ensure chartered architects are reaching a higher standard of knowledge in health and
safety and the life safety of building users, the RIBA will be introducing an online test based
on a comprehensive curriculum for all members to demonstrate their competence. It will
help prepare architects for the forthcoming RIBA health and safety test, providing
practitioners with the guidance they require regarding site safety, both before and during
construction, significant hazards and design risk management to discharge their professional
services and legal duties competently and safely.

Jonathan Ingram, Founder: VergeVT Pty Ltd, UK. Winner of
the 2016 Royal Academy of Engineers, Prince Philip Gold
Medal for "exceptional contribution to engineering".
Written by the 2016 Prince Philip Gold Medal winner, Jonathan
Ingram, this book provides an in-depth understanding of BIM
technologies, the business and organizational issues associated
with its implementation, and the profound advantages its
effective use can provide to a project team. This book is an
authoritative account of and reference on BIM for anyone
wanting to understand its history, theory, application and
potential future developments.

RIBA Publishing
Market: Architecture
: 160pp
Pb: 978-1-859-46921-7: Oct 2020: $31.25 • eBook: 978-1-003-10633-3: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781859469217

Routledge
Market: Digital Technology, Construction, Architecture
: 314pp: 262 illus
Hb: 978-0-367-24413-2: Jul 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-24418-7: Jul 2020: $64.95
eBook: 978-0-429-28230-0: Jun 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367244187
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Writing Architecture in Modern Italy
Narratives, Historiography, and Myths
Daria Ricchi
Series: Routledge Research in Architecture
Writing Architecture in Modern Italy tells the history of an
intellectual group connected to the small but influential Italian
Einaudi publishing house between the 1930s and 1950s. It
concentrates on a diverse group of individuals including Bruno
Zevi, an architectural historian and politician; Giulio Carlo Argan,
an art historian; Italo Calvino, a fiction writer; Giulio Einaudi, a
publisher; and Elio Vittorini and Cesare Pavese, both writers and
translators. An important contribution to the architectural
debate, this book will appeal to those interested in the history
of architecture, history of ideas and architectural education.
Routledge
Market: Architectural History / Theory
: 150pp: 33 illus: 33 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-43111-2: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-00127-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367431112
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Designing Future Cities for Wellbeing

Reflective Planning Practice

Edited by Christopher T. Boyko, Lancaster University, UK,
Rachel Cooper, Lancaster University, UK and Nick Dunn,
Lancaster University, UK

Theory, Cases, and Methods
Richard Willson
Reflective Planning Practice: Theory, Cases, and Methods uses
structured, first-person reflection to reveal the artistry of planning
practice. The value of professional reflection is widely recognized,
but there is a difference between acknowledging it and doing
it. This book takes up that challenge, providing planners’
reflections on past practice as well as prompts for reflecting in
the midst of planning episodes. The book seeks to awaken
students and practitioners to the opportunities of a pragmatic,
reflective approach to planning practice.

Designing Future Cities for Wellbeing draws on original research
bringing together dimensions of cities we know have a bearing
on our health and wellbeing--including transportation, housing,
energy, and foodways--and illustrates the role of design in
delivering cities in the future that can enhance our health and
wellbeing. It aims to demonstrate that cities are a complex
interplay of these various dimensions that both shape, and are
shaped by, existing and emerging city structures, governance,
design and planning. This book will be of great interest to
researchers and students in planning, public policy, public health,
and design.

Routledge
Market: Urban Planning
: 368pp: 26 illus: 23 halftones: 3 line drawings: 17 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-25869-6: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-25868-9: Oct 2020: $38.95
eBook: 978-0-429-29027-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367258689

Routledge
Market: Community development
: 256pp: 38 illus: 19 halftones: 19 line drawings: 9 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-60077-5: Sep 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-1-138-60078-2: Sep 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-429-47068-4: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138600782
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Evictions in the UK

Revealing Change in Cultural Landscapes

Power, Housing, and Politics

Material, Spatial and Ecological Considerations

Joe Crawford
Series: Explorations in Housing Studies

Catherine Heatherington, Catherine Heatherington Designs,
UK

Evictions in the UK examines the relationships between tenants,
landlords, housing providers and government agencies and the
tensions and conflicts that characterise these relations. Based
on original, primary-source data, this book will be a key resource
for academics and students as well as policy makers and
practitioners in the fields of housing studies, planning, social
welfare, and political sociology.

This book explores different design approaches to revealing
change within a landscape, and examines how landscape
designers bring together the cultural context of a specific place
with material, spatial and ecological considerations. With over
100 images and contributions from Jacky Bowring, Dermot Foley
and Krystallia Kamvasinou, this book would be beneficial for
students of landscape and landscape architecture, particularly
those with an interest in how landscapes change over time and
how this is perceived by both designers and visitors.

Routledge
Market: Housing
: 178pp: 5 illus: 5 line drawings: 7 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-41969-1: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-41968-4: Oct 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-367-81702-2: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367419684

Routledge
Market: Landscape Architecture
: 274pp: 125 illus: 99 halftones: 3 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-08692-3: Sep 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-08693-0: Sep 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-429-02379-8: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367086930
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Learning from Arnstein's Ladder

Galbraith's Construction and Land Management
Law for Students

From Citizen Participation to Public Engagement
Edited by Mickey Lauria and Carissa Schively Slotterback

Edited by Carrie de Silva, BlueBox Partners and Jennifer
Charlson, University of Wolverhampton, UK

Learning from Arnstein’s Ladder draws on contemporary theory,
expertise, empirical analysis, and practical applications in what
is now more commonly termed public engagement in planning
to examine the enduring impacts of Sherry Arnstein’s work and
the pervasive challenges that planners face in advancing
meaningful public engagement. This book presents research
from throughout the world, including Australia, Brazil, India,
Indonesia, Portugal, Serbia, and the United States, among others,
that utilizes, critiques, revises, and expands upon Arnstein’s
aspirational vision. It is essential reading for educators and
students of planning.
Routledge
Market: Planning
: 344pp: 33 illus: 27 halftones: 6 line drawings: 9 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-25822-1: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-25823-8: Oct 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-429-29009-1: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367258238

1-800-634-7064

Clearly written and with wide ranging coverage of key legal
principles, this textbook highlights the need for students on
built environment related courses to access information on how
the law relates to their profession, without getting into the heavy
detail of the full-scale legal texts. Chapters provide the
background to the English legal system before covering key
topics such as contract law, tort, health and safety, land law,
planning, landlord and tenant, dispute resolution and
employment law. This book is ideal for students taking law
modules on construction, surveying, real estate, planning and
civil engineering courses.
Routledge
Market: Law/Built Environment
: 386pp: 1 illus: 1 line drawings: 1 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-46519-3: Sep 2020: $156.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-46518-6: Sep 2020: $55.95
eBook: 978-1-003-02925-0: Sep 2020 • Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-080-96692-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367465186
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Real Property in Australia

Disruptive Urbanism

Foundations and Applications

Implications of the ‘Sharing Economy’ for Cities, Regions, and Urban
Policy

Michael J. Hefferan
The book integrates research-based theory with practical
application and first-hand insights into a sector that underpins
the Australian economy, its communities and its sustainability.
It covers topics such as the nature of real property and its
functions, economic drivers, valuation principles, legal and tenure
parameters, property taxation, land development and
subdivision, asset and property management and sustainability.
It provides a wide and balanced perspective for experienced
practitioners, investors, students, and anyone involved in
property decision-making or wishing to secure a deeper
understanding of these areas.
Routledge
Market: Property/Built Environment
: 358pp: 27 illus: 6 halftones: 21 line drawings: 8 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-48589-4: Aug 2020: $162.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-48588-7: Aug 2020: $67.95
eBook: 978-1-003-04178-8: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367485887
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Edited by Nicole Gurran, The University of Sydney, Australia,
Paul J Maginn, The University of Western Australia, Paul
Burton, Griffith University, Australia, Crystal Legacy, RMIT
University, Australia, Carey Curtis, Curtin University, Australia,
Anthony Kent, RMIT University, Australia and Geoffrey
Binder, University of Melbourne, Australia
Disruptive Urbanism explores the issues surrounding the "sharing
economy", such as concerns over job precarity, neighbourhood
transformation, and the growing power of platforms in disrupting
urban governance and regulation. The volume examines how
the "sharing economy" is manifesting in urban areas, the
implications of this for urban living, and how policy makers are
responding to these changes. Implications for urban research, policy, and practice are
highlighted through chapters which address forms of urban "sharing" across housing,
transport, work, and food and wider processes of globalisation and neoliberalism as they
disrupt cities and urban policy making.
Routledge
Market: Urban Studies / Urban Policy / Sharing Economy
: 138pp
Hb: 978-0-367-44163-0: Mar 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-01075-3: Jun 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367441630
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Being Urban

Housing Displacement

Community, Conflict and Belonging in the Middle East
Edited by SIMON GOLDHILL
Series: Planning, History and Environment Series
In Being Urban, Simon Goldhill and his team of outstanding
urbanists explore the meaning of the urban condition, with
particular reference to the Middle East. Not only will this
book further understanding of the topography of citizenship in
the Middle East and beyond, it will contribute to answering one
of today’s key questions: What Is A Good City?

Routledge
Market: Urban Planning / Middle Eastern Studies
: 280pp: 40 illus: 39 halftones: 1 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-89846-5: Sep 2020: $100.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-02139-1: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367898465

Conceptual and Methodological Issue
Edited by Guy Baeten, Malmo University, Sweden, Carina
Listerborn, Malmo University, Sweden, Maria Persdotter,
Malmö University, Sweden and Emil Pull, Malmo University,
Sweden
Series: Routledge Critical Studies in Urbanism and the City
This book examines reasons, processes and consequences of
housing displacement in different geographical contexts. It
explores displacement as a prime act of housing injustice – a
central issue in urban injustices.
This book offers interdisciplinary perspectives on housing
displacement to academics and researchers in the fields of urban
studies, housing, citizenship and migration studies interested
in housing policies and governance practices at the urban scale.
Routledge
Market: Urban Social Geography/Urban Justice/Contemporary urban processes
: 226pp: 14 illus: 10 halftones: 4 line drawings: 6 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-38555-9: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-42704-6: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138385559
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Climate-Adaptive Design in High Mountain Villages

Interests and Behaviours of Real Estate Market
Actors in Commercial Property Valuation

Ladakh in Transition
Carey Clouse
Series: Routledge Research in Landscape and Environmental
Design
Drawing from the unique context and climate of the Himalaya,
this book highlights several innovative design interventions,
shaped by a myriad of social, cultural, environmental, and
political factors that have been employed in villages to combat
climate change. An ideal read for academics, researchers, and
students in these fields, this book presents a focused
investigation into climate-adaptive strategies that could provide
transferable solutions for the rest of the world.
Routledge
Market: Climate design / Landscape / Landscape design
: 224pp: 75 illus: 73 halftones: 2 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-42729-0: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-0-367-85462-1: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367427290

Alina Nichiforeanu
Series: Routledge Studies in International Real Estate
This book is a theory-led conceptual account of the
Principal-Agent problem and related concepts of behavioural
real estate economics, a decade after the real estate crisis of
2008. The book provides a sketch of the relationship dynamics
between real estate investors and service providers in the
markets of Austria and Central and Eastern Europe. This book is
essential reading for anyone interested in the nuances of
behavioural economics and real estate.

Routledge
Market: Economics
: 138pp: 19 illus: 1 halftones: 18 line drawings: 2 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-48247-3: Jul 2020: $71.95 • eBook: 978-1-003-03880-1: Jul 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367482473
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Race, Faith and Planning in Britain
Richard Gale and Huw Thomas
Series: Routledge Research in Planning and Urban Design
Race, Faith and Planning in Britain adopts a critical race theory
perspective to analyse and discuss challenges of planning in
contemporary multi-ethnic Britain. Exploring how planning is
affected by and affects the racialization of social relations, this
book charts the history of the UK planning system’s approach,
in terms of the spatial consequences of immigration, discourses
of diversity and cohesion, citizenship and belonging. This book
is an essential read for students and practitioners of planning in
multicultural contexts.
Routledge
Market: Planning
: 154pp: 7 illus: 7 halftones: 11 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-18555-5: Sep 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-315-64442-4: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138185555
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Chemo-Biological Systems for CO2 Utilization

Technologies for Sustainable Development

Edited by Ashok Kumar and Swati Sharma
Chemo-Biological Systems for CO2 Utilization describes the most
recent advanced tools and techniques for carbon dioxide capture
and its utilization. It discusses and compares the advantages of
different systems and aids researchers and industrialists in
understanding energy generation in the form of biofuels,
bioelectricity, or biogas using chemicals, nanomaterials,
microbial, enzymatic and chemo-enzymatic integrated systems.
It describes the importance and utilization of CO2 in living
systems, and provides an overview of the various fundamental
methods, policies, and techniques involved in CO2 conversion.

CRC Press
Market: Environmental Engineering
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 318pp: 37 illus: 25 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-32193-2: Sep 2020: $150.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-31718-7: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367321932

Proceedings of the 7th Nirma University International Conference on
Engineering (NUiCONE 2019), November 21-22, 2019, Ahmedabad,
India
Edited by Alka Mahajan, Parul Patel and Priyanka Sharma
This volume contains a selection of papers presented at the 7th
Nirma University International Conference on Engineering
‘NUiCONE 2019’. The conference was organized with many
inter-disciplinary technical themes encompassing a broad range
of disciplines and enabling researchers, academicians and
practitioners to choose between ideas and themes. It has also
presented an exciting new set of events to engage practicing
engineers, technologists and technopreneurs from industry
through special knowledge sharing sessions involving applied
technical papers based on case-study applications, white-papers,
panel discussions, innovations and technology products.
CRC Press
Market: Engineering
: 422pp: 500 illus
Hb: 978-0-367-33737-7: Aug 2020: $149.95 • eBook: 978-0-429-32157-3: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367337377
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Hydraulics of Levee Overtopping

The Observational Method in Civil Engineering

Lin Li, Tennessee State University, Nashville, TN, U.S.A.,
Farshad Amini, Jackson State University, MS, U.S.A., Yi Pan,
Hohai University, Nanjing, China, Saiyu Yuan, Hohai
University, Nanjing, China and Bora Cetin, Iowa State
University, Ames, IA, U.S.A.
Series: IAHR Monographs
This book presents a cutting-edge approach to understanding
overtopping hydraulics under negative free board of earthen
levees, and to the study of levee reinforcing methods. Combining
soil erosion test, full-scale laboratory overtopping hydraulics
test, and numerical modeling for the turbulent overtopping
hydraulics, it provides an analysis that integrates the mechanical
and hydraulic processes governing levee overtopping occurrences and engineering
approaches to reinforce overtopped levees. Topics cover surge overflow, wave overtopping
and their combination, full-scale hydraulic tests, erosion tests, overtopping hydraulics,
overtopping discharge, and turbulent analysis.
CRC Press
Market: Hydraulic Engineering
: 220pp: 70 illus: 35 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-27727-7: Oct 2020: $130.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-29755-7: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367277277

Minimising Risk, Maximising Economy
Alan Powderham, Consulting Engineer, UK and Anthony
O'Brien, Mott MacDonald, UK
The observational method in civil engineering construction
maximises economy while assuring safety. Presenting twelve
case histories from major infrastructure projects, this book
demonstrates how the OM improves communication and
collaboration -- and so cuts costs and time, increases safety,
enhances collaboration between design and construction teams;
and facilitates learning and process improvement. Although the
OM is often thought to be associated with uncertainty and high
levels of risk, readers should recognise how to use it confidently
and effectively, and innovate.
CRC Press
Market: Civil Engineering
: 376pp: 218 illus: 110 halftones: 108 line drawings: 27 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-36165-5: Sep 2020: $135.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-36164-8: Sep 2020: $58.95
eBook: 978-0-429-34424-4: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367361648
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Pavement, Roadway, and Bridge Life Cycle
Assessment 2020

Roller-Compacted Concrete Dams

Proceedings of the International Symposium on Pavement. Roadway,
and Bridge Life Cycle Assessment 2020 (LCA 2020, Sacramento, CA, 3-6
June 2020)
Edited by John Harvey, Imad L. Al-Qadi, Hasan Ozer and
Gerardo Flintsch
Pavement, Roadway, and Bridge Life Cycle Assessment 2020 is
of interest to researchers, professionals, and policymakers in
academia, industry, and government who are interested in the
sustainability of pavements, roadways and bridges.
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Edited by CIGB ICOLD
Series: ICOLD Bulletins Series
Presents the state-of-the-art on roller-compacted concrete technology for dams,
incorporating the advances of the RCC technology for dams over the last 15 years since
the previous Bulletin on the topic was released in 2003. It addresses all aspects of the
planning, design, construction and performance of RCC in dams. Mixture proportioning
and quality control are discussed and a comprehensive listing of references is included, as
well as comprehensive information particularly in relation to design, mixture proportioning
and construction.
CRC Press
Market: Civil Engineering
: 480pp
Pb: 978-0-367-34949-3: Sep 2020: $107.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-32901-2: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367349493

CRC Press
Market: Pavement Engineering
: 542pp
Hb: 978-0-367-55166-7: Jul 2020: $224.95 • eBook: 978-1-003-09227-8: Jul 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367551667
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The Tower of Pisa

Tunnels and Underground Cities. Engineering and
Innovation Meet Archaeology, Architecture and Art

History, Construction and Geotechnical Stabilization
J.B. Burland, Imperial College, London, M.B. Jamiolkowski,
Politecnico di Torino, Torino, Italy, N. Squeglia, Università di
Pisa, Italy and C. Viggiani, University of Naples Federico II,
Napoli, Italy
Series: Built Heritage and Geotechnics
The Leaning Tower of Pisa is known worldwide for its five-degree
lean. This book begins with a brief description of the history of
the Tower and its construction. The reader is then introduced
to the huge challenges faced in designing and implementing
appropriate stabilisation measures whilst at the same time
satisfying the demanding requirements of conserving a world
heritage monument. The book will appeal to both professionals
and students in the fields of Architecture and Civil Engineering. It will also interest specialised
audiences of geotechnical engineers and conservation architects, as well as the wider
general public.
CRC Press
Market: Civil Engineering
: 62pp: 22 illus
Hb: 978-0-367-46904-7: Aug 2020: $69.95 • eBook: 978-1-003-04612-7: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367469047

Volume 8: Public Communication And Awareness / Risk Management,
Contracts And Financial Aspects
Edited by Daniele Peila, Politecnico di Torino, Italy, Giulia
Viggiani, Università di Roma “Tor Vergata”, Italy and Tarcisio
Celestino, University of São Paulo, Brazil
‘Public Communication and Awareness / Risk Management,
Contracts and Financial Aspects’is a valuable reference text for
tunnelling specialists, owners, engineers, archaeologists,
architects, artists and others involved in underground planning,
design and building around the world, and for academics who
are interested in underground constructions and geotechnics.

CRC Press
Market: Tunnelling and Underground Engineering
: 340pp
Hb: 978-0-367-46873-6: Aug 2020: $39.95 • eBook: 978-1-003-03165-9: Jun 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367468736
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Tunnels and Underground Cities. Engineering and
Innovation Meet Archaeology, Architecture and Art

Tunnels and Underground Cities: Engineering and
Innovation Meet Archaeology, Architecture and Art

Volume 1: Archaeology, Architecture and Art in Underground
Construction

Volume 5: Innovation in Underground Engineering, Materials and
Equipment - Part 1

Edited by Daniele Peila, Politecnico di Torino, Italy, Giulia
Viggiani, Università di Roma “Tor Vergata”, Italy and Tarcisio
Celestino, University of São Paulo, Brazil

Edited by Daniele Peila, Politecnico di Torino, Italy, Giulia
Viggiani, Università di Roma “Tor Vergata”, Italy and Tarcisio
Celestino, University of São Paulo, Brazil

'Archaeology, Architecture and Art in Underground Construction'
is a valuable reference text for tunnelling specialists, owners,
engineers, archaeologists, architects, artists and others involved
in underground planning, design and building around the world,
and for academics who are interested in underground
constructions and geotechnics.

‘Innovation in underground engineering, materials and
equipment - Part 1’ is a valuable reference text for tunnelling
specialists, owners, engineers, archaeologists, architects, artists
and others involved in underground planning, design and
building around the world, and for academics who are interested
in underground constructions and geotechnics.

CRC Press
: 934pp
Hb: 978-0-367-46870-5: Jul 2020: $115.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-03161-1: Jul 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367468705

CRC Press
: 220pp
Hb: 978-0-367-46574-2: Jun 2020: $29.95 • eBook: 978-1-003-02967-0: May 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367465742
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Tunnels and Underground Cities. Engineering and
Innovation Meet Archaeology, Architecture and Art

Tunnels and Underground Cities: Engineering and
Innovation Meet Archaeology, Architecture and Art

Volume 7: Long And Deep Tunnels

Volume 9: Safety in Underground Construction

Edited by Daniele Peila, Politecnico di Torino, Italy, Giulia
Viggiani, Università di Roma “Tor Vergata”, Italy and Tarcisio
Celestino, University of São Paulo, Brazil

Edited by Daniele Peila, Politecnico di Torino, Italy, Giulia
Viggiani, Università di Roma “Tor Vergata”, Italy and Tarcisio
Celestino, University of São Paulo, Brazil

‘Long and Deep Tunnels’is a valuable reference text for tunnelling
specialists, owners, engineers, archaeologists, architects, artists
and others involved in underground planning, design and
building around the world, and for academics who are interested
in underground constructions and geotechnics.

‘Safety in underground construction’ is a valuable reference for
tunnelling specialists, owners, engineers, , architects, and others
involved in underground planning, design and building around
the world, and for academics who are interested in underground
constructions and geotechnics.

CRC Press
Market: Tunneling and Underground Engineering
: 810pp
Hb: 978-0-367-46872-9: Aug 2020: $97.95 • eBook: 978-1-003-03164-2: Jun 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367468729
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CRC Press
Market: Tunnelling and Underground Construction
: 402pp
Hb: 978-0-367-46874-3: Sep 2020: $44.95 • eBook: 978-1-003-03166-6: Jul 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367468743
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Tunnels and Underground Cities: Engineering and
Innovation Meet Archaeology, Architecture and Art

Tunnels and Underground Cities: Engineering and
Innovation Meet Archaeology, Architecture and Art

Volume 6: Innovation in Underground Engineering, Materials and
Equipment - Part 2

Volume 11: Urban Tunnels - Part 1

Edited by Daniele Peila, Politecnico di Torino, Italy, Giulia
Viggiani, Università di Roma “Tor Vergata”, Italy and Tarcisio
Celestino, University of São Paulo, Brazil
‘Innovation in underground engineering, materials and
equipment - Part 2’ is a valuable reference text for tunnelling
specialists, owners, engineers, archaeologists, architects, artists
and others involved in underground planning, design and
building around the world, and for academics who are interested
in underground constructions and geotechnics.

CRC Press
: 952pp
Hb: 978-0-367-46871-2: Jul 2020: $115.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-03163-5: Jun 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367468712

Edited by Daniele Peila, Politecnico di Torino, Italy, Giulia
Viggiani, Università di Roma “Tor Vergata”, Italy and Tarcisio
Celestino, University of São Paulo, Brazil
'Urban Tunnels - Part 1’ is a valuable reference for tunnelling
specialists, owners, engineers, architects, and others involved in
underground planning, design and building around the world,
and for academics who are interested in underground
constructions and geotechnics.

CRC Press
Market: Tunnelling and Underground Engineering
: 546pp
Hb: 978-0-367-46899-6: Jul 2020: $69.95 • eBook: 978-1-003-03185-7: May 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367468996
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Tunnels and Underground Cities: Engineering and
Innovation Meet Archaeology, Architecture and Art

Tunnels and Underground Cities: Engineering and
Innovation Meet Archaeology, Architecture and Art

Volume 12: Urban Tunnels - Part 2

Volume 2: Environment Sustainability in Underground Construction

Edited by Daniele Peila, Politecnico di Torino, Italy, Giulia
Viggiani, Università di Roma “Tor Vergata”, Italy and Tarcisio
Celestino, University of São Paulo, Brazil

Edited by Daniele Peila, Politecnico di Torino, Italy, Giulia
Viggiani, Università di Roma “Tor Vergata”, Italy and Tarcisio
Celestino, University of São Paulo, Brazil

‘Urban Tunnels - Part 2’is a valuable reference for tunnelling
specialists, owners, engineers, , architects, and others involved
in underground planning, design and building around the world,
and for academics who are interested in underground
constructions and geotechnics.

‘Environment sustainability in underground construction’is a
valuable reference text for tunnelling specialists, owners,
engineers, archaeologists, architects, artists and others involved
in underground planning, design and building around the world,
and for academics who are interested in underground
constructions and geotechnics.

CRC Press
Market: Tunnelling and Underground Engineering
: 566pp
Hb: 978-0-367-46900-9: Jul 2020: $69.95 • eBook: 978-1-003-03187-1: Jul 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367469009

CRC Press
Market: Tunnelling
: 350pp
Hb: 978-0-367-46579-7: Jun 2020: $44.95 • eBook: 978-1-003-02972-4: May 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367465797
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Tunnels and Underground Cities: Engineering and
Innovation Meet Archaeology, Architecture and Art

Tunnels and Underground Cities: Engineering and
Innovation Meet Archaeology, Architecture and Art

Volume 10: Strategic Use of Underground Space for Resilient Cities

Volume 4: Ground Improvement in Underground Constructions

Edited by Daniele Peila, Politecnico di Torino, Italy, Giulia
Viggiani, Università di Roma “Tor Vergata”, Italy and Tarcisio
Celestino, University of São Paulo, Brazil

Edited by Daniele Peila, Politecnico di Torino, Italy, Giulia
Viggiani, Università di Roma “Tor Vergata”, Italy and Tarcisio
Celestino, University of São Paulo, Brazil

‘Strategic use of underground space for resilient cities’is a
valuable reference for tunnelling specialists, owners, engineers,
archaeologists, architects, artists and others involved in
underground planning, design and building around the world,
and for academics who are interested in underground
constructions and geotechnics.

'Ground Improvement in Underground Constructions' is a
valuable reference text for tunnelling specialists, owners,
engineers, archaeologists, architects, artists and others involved
in underground planning, design and building around the world,
and for academics who are interested in underground
constructions and geotechnics.

CRC Press
Market: Tunnelling and Underground Engineering
: 220pp
Hb: 978-0-367-46878-1: Jul 2020: $24.95 • eBook: 978-1-003-03170-3: Jul 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367468781

CRC Press
: 378pp
Hb: 978-0-367-46868-2: Jul 2020: $44.95 • eBook: 978-1-003-03162-8: Jun 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367468682
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2nd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER

Infrastructure Development and Construction
Management

Building Services Design for Energy Efficient
Buildings

J. C. Edison
This is a comprehensive book on ‘Infrastructure Development
and Construction Management’. It covers infrastructure
development, construction industry in India, financial analysis
of real estate industry in India, economic analysis of projects,
tendering and bidding, contracts and contract management,
FIDIC conditions of contract,construction disputes and claims,
arbitration, conciliation and dispute resolution, international
construction project exports and identifying, analysing and
managing construction project risk. This is an essential book for
students of construction management, construction
professionals, academicians and researchers.
Routledge
Market: Construction/Engineering/Management
: 318pp: 104 illus: 9 halftones: 95 line drawings: 50 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-51894-3: Oct 2020: $156.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-51892-9: Oct 2020: $46.95
eBook: 978-1-003-05562-4: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367518929

Paul Tymkow, Hoare Lea Consulting Engineers, UK, Savvas
Tassou, Brunel Univeristy, UK, Maria Kolokotroni, Brunel
University, UK and Hussam Jouhara, Brunel University, UK
In order to deliver buildings that help to mitigate climate change
impacts, a new perspective is required for building services
engineers, from the initial conceptual design and throughout
the design collaboration with other disciplines. This book
provides a contemporary introduction and guide to this new
approach, for students and practitioners alike.

Routledge
Market: Building Services
: 390pp: 25 halftones: 141 line drawings: 47 tables
Hb: 978-0-815-36560-0: Jul 2020: $145.00 • Pb: 978-0-815-36561-7: Jul 2020: $55.95
eBook: 978-1-351-26116-6: Jul 2020 • Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-59637-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815365617

146th Edition • NEW EDITION

TEXTBOOK • READER

Spon's Architects' and Builders' Price Book 2021

Fundamentals of Building Performance Simulation

Edited by AECOM, AECOM, London, UK
Series: Spon's Price Books

Ian Beausoleil-Morrison, Carleton University Ottawa,
Ontario, Canada
Fundamentals of Building Performance Simulation pares the theory
and practice of a multi-disciplinary field to the essentials for
classroom learning and real-world applications. Authored by a
veteran educator and researcher, this textbook equips graduate
students and emerging and established professionals in
architecture and engineering to predict and optimize buildings’
energy use. Each subject is introduced without reference to
particular modelling tools while problems at the end of each
chapter provide hands-on experience with the tools of the
reader’s choice.

SPON’S ARCHITECTS’ AND BUILDERS’ PRICE BOOK 2021, compiled
by AECOM, still provides the most accurate, detailed and
professionally relevant construction price information for the
UK. Its unique Tender Index , updated through the year gives
an ongoing reality check and allows you to adjust for changing
market conditions. With a free ebook of this 2021 edition on the
VitalSource® Bookshelf platform, available for access and use
until the end of December 2021. This year with two new cost
models, Pecafil® permanent formwork, and an expanded range
of cast iron rainwater products.

Routledge
Market: https://routledgetextbooks.com/textbooks/9780367518066/
: 410pp: 64 illus: 1 halftones: 63 line drawings: 9 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-51805-9: Aug 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-51806-6: Aug 2020: $85.95
eBook: 978-1-003-05527-3: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367518066

CRC Press
Market: Quantity Surveying
: 814pp
Hb: 978-0-367-51402-0: Sep 2020: $240.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05367-5: Sep 2020
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-0-367-26703-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367514020

52nd Edition • NEW EDITION

Spon's Mechanical and Electrical Services Price Book
2021
Edited by AECOM, AECOM, London, UK
Series: Spon's Price Books
Spon's Mechanical and Electrical Services Price Book 2021
continues to be the most comprehensive and best annual
services engineering price book currently available, providing
detailed pricing information across the full range of mechanical
and electrical services, together with higher-level costs for a
diverse range of systems and different building applications.
With a free ebook of this 2021 edition on the VitalSource®
Bookshelf platform, available for access and use until the end of
December 2021.
CRC Press
Market: Quantity Surveying
: 864pp
Hb: 978-0-367-51405-1: Oct 2020: $240.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05370-5: Oct 2020
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-0-367-27108-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367514051
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Fundamentals of Microgrids

Perspectives on Energy Poverty in Post-Communist
Europe

Development and Implementation
Edited by Stephen A. Roosa

Edited by George Jiglau, Anca Sinea, Ute Dubois and
Philipp Biermann
Series: Routledge Explorations in Energy Studies

The Fundamentals of Microgrids: Development and
Implementation provides an in-depth examination of microgrid
energy sources, applications, technologies, and policies. This
book considers the fundamental configurations and applications
for microgrids and examines the use of microgrids as a means
of meeting international sustainability goals.

CRC Press
Market: Civil Engineering
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 302pp: 75 illus: 12 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-53539-1: Sep 2020: $130.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08240-8: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367535391

This book explores the issue of energy poverty in
post-communist Europe and shows how it is viewed and
addressed through public policies. It focusses on energy
poverty in the Eastern European Region and explores the extent
of energy poverty and its drivers, whilst casting a light on how
policymakers tackle the issue of energy poverty. This book will
be of great interest to researchers in the fields of energy policy
and comparative politics, to policymakers in post-communist
countries and EU institutions, and also to other relevant actors,
such as companies and NGOs who focus on issues of energy
poverty.
Routledge
Market: Environment / Energy
: 252pp: 31 illus: 31 line drawings: 16 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-43052-8: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-00097-6: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367430528
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Who Needs Nuclear Power
Chris Anastasi, Anastasi London Ltd, UK
Who Needs Nuclear Power challenges conventional thinking
about the role of civil nuclear power in a rapidly changing energy
context where new energy carriers are penetrating markets
around the world. Against the backdrop of a global energy
transition and the defining issue of climate change, Chris Anastasi
assesses new nuclear build in a fast-moving sector in which new
technologies and practices are rapidly emerging. This book
provides a balanced and holistic view of nuclear power for both
an expert and non-expert audience, providing a realistic
assessment of the potential for this technology over the critical
period to 2050 and beyond.
Routledge
Market: Nuclear Power/Energy Studies
: 174pp: 25 illus: 25 line drawings: 30 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-26692-9: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-26693-6: Oct 2020: $38.95
eBook: 978-0-429-29465-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367266936
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Network Governance and Energy Transitions in
European Cities
Timea Nochta
Series: Routledge Focus on Energy Studies
Presenting a comparative analysis of three city cases from across
Europe- Birmingham, Frankfurt and Budapest- this book
demonstrates how local factors shape the prospect of network
governance to support low-carbon energy transitions. It maps
out existing governance networks, highlighting the actors
involved and their interactions with one another, and also
discusses the role and embeddedness of networks in the urban
governance of low-carbon energy. Drawing on case study
evidence, Nochta develops a comparative analysis which
discusses the intricate connections between network
characteristics, context and impact.
Routledge
Market: Energy/Environment and Sustainability
: 169pp: 12 illus: 12 line drawings: 6 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-46506-3: Oct 2020: $60.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-02916-8: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367465063
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HEALTH AND SAFETY

4th Edition • TEXTBOOK • NEW EDITION

Health and Safety at Work Revision Guide
for the NEBOSH National General Certificate in Occupational Health
and Safety
Ed Ferrett, PhD, BSc (Hons Eng), CEng, MIMechE, MIET,
CMIOSH,
This companion to the bestselling Introduction to Health and
Safety at Work will help you prepare for the written assessments
on the NEBOSH National General Certificate in Occupational
Health and Safety (2019 specification). It provides complete
coverage of the syllabus in bite-sized chunks and will help you
learn and memorise the most important areas, with links
provided back to the main Introduction to Health and Safety at
Work text to help you consolidate your learning. This revision
guide is written by an experienced lecturer and former Vice
Chairman of NEBOSH, who has spent many years helping
students become accredited by NEBOSH.
Routledge
Market: Health & Safety / NEBOSH qualifications
: 212pp: 2 illus: 2 line drawings: 25 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-48291-6: Oct 2020: $155.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-48290-9: Oct 2020: $32.95
eBook: 978-1-003-03909-9: Oct 2020 • Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-91672-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367482909
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Emerging Chemical Risks in the Work Environment

Microbiological Corrosion of Buildings

Edited by Małgorzata Pośniak, Central Institute for Labor
Protection (CIOP), National Research Institute, Poland
Series: Occupational Safety, Health, and Ergonomics

A Guide to Detection, Health Hazards, and Mitigation
Edited by Rafał L. Górny, Central Institute for Laboour
Protection-National Research Institute
Series: Occupational Safety, Health, and Ergonomics

Around the world, the production and use of nanomaterials, as
well as carcinogenic, mutagenic, reprotoxic substances (CMR)
and endocrine disruptors has systematically increased. The
increase in production has exposed workers to hazardous
substances in practically all branches of the world economy.
This book creates awareness for employers, employees and
safety experts about new emerging risks related to chemical
agents resulting in the reduction of cancer, reproductive system
diseases, cases of abnormal child development, hormonal system
disorders leading to abnormal metabolism, obesity, and diabetes.

Environmental stress caused by water, expose structures to
microbial colonization. This is evident when both minor
dampness and mass flooding occur. The book describes how
biological corrosion of buildings and structures resulting from
these hazards are responsible for the adverse health effects on
people exposed to these contaminated environments.
It describes the key elements and methods for neutralising and
removing microbiological contamination, and the operating
algorithm for checking the effectiveness and preventative
solutions. Ideal for construction engineers, microbiologists and

CRC Press
Market: Occupational Health & Safety
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 262pp: 25 illus: 14 halftones: 14 line drawings: 32 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-48988-5: Jul 2020: $135.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05115-2: Jun 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367489885

professionals in the field.
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Head, Eye, and Face Personal Protective Equipment

Nanoaerosols, Air Filtering and Respiratory
Protection

New Trends, Practice and Applications
Edited by Katarzyna Majchrzycka, Central Institute for
Labour Protection, National Research Institute, Poland
Series: Occupational Safety, Health, and Ergonomics
Head, Eye, and Face Personal Protective Equipment: New Trends,
Practice, and Applications presents protective equipment in the
context of the latest design trends, materials, and technologies.
It informs the reader using basic safety principles to avoid issues
with commonly used personal protective equipment (PPE), such
as helmets and eye and face protectors. It provides the latest
design trends in eye and face protectors to avoid optical hazards
and for use in variable lighting conditions.
CRC Press
Market: Occupational Health & Safety
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 134pp: 52 halftones: 42 line drawings: 11 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-48632-7: Jul 2020: $68.95 • eBook: 978-1-003-05680-5: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367486327

CRC Press
Market: Occupational Health & Safety
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 164pp: 24 illus: 14 halftones: 10 line drawings: 6 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-49984-6: Aug 2020: $130.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-04843-5: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367499846

Science and Practice
Edited by Katarzyna Majchrzycka, Central Institute for
Labour Protection, National Research Institute, Poland
Series: Occupational Safety, Health, and Ergonomics
Respiratory protective devices (RPD) are widely used for air
pollution in the work environment and in everyday life. In various
workplaces, RPDs serve to protect against chemical hazards
occurring in many branches of industry, such as construction,
mining, agriculture, shipbuilding, food, chemical and
pharmaceutical. In everyday life, they are used for environmental
and indoor pollutants. ; Cases of lung cancer have increased
from air pollution. This book provides the essential lifesaving
knowledge for choosing the proper respiratory equipment for
the prevention against the nanoparticles. Ideal for safety
engineers and the health and safety professionals in the field.
CRC Press
Market: Occupational Health & Safety
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 233pp: 155 illus: 94 halftones: 61 line drawings: 33 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-50104-4: Aug 2020: $135.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05007-0: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367501044
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Individual and Occupational Determinants

Occupational Noise and Workplace Acoustics

Work Ability in People with Health Problems

Advances in Measurement and Assessment Techniques

Edited by Joanna Bugajska, Central Institute for Labour
Protection, National Research Institute, Poland, Teresa
Makowiec-Dąbrowska, Nofer Institute of Occupational
Medicine, Lodz,Poland and Tomasz Kostka, Medical
University in Lódz, Poland
Series: Occupational Safety, Health, and Ergonomics
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Edited by Dariusz Pleban, Central Institute for Labor
Protection–National Research Institute
Series: Occupational Safety, Health, and Ergonomics

The publication will discuss physiological changes that occur
with age and that influence work performance. It will present
the concept of applying the International Classification of
Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF), in order to assess the
work ability of people with disabilities. It shows by examples and
case studies that practical activities aimed at appropriate working
conditions for people of advanced age, with health issues, and
with disabilities, will have excellent work ability.

Modern noise research and assessment techniques are
commonly used in the workplace and our personal living
environment. Occupational Noise and Workplace Acoustics
presents new, innovative, advanced research and evaluation
methods of parameters characterising acoustic field and noise
in the working environment, as well as acoustic properties of
rooms and noise reduction measures. This includes acoustic
field visualisation methods, field imaging techniques, wireless
sensor networks and the Internet of Things,optimisation methods
using genetic algorithms, acoustic quality assessment methods
for rooms and methods for measuring ultrasonic noise in the frequency range of 10-40kHz.

CRC Press
Market: Occupational Health & Safety
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 252pp: 22 line drawings: 32 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-46933-7: Sep 2020: $140.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08847-9: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367469337

CRC Press
Market: Occupational Health & Safety
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 314pp: 183 illus: 72 line drawings: 44 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-49925-9: Sep 2020: $165.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-04812-1: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367499259
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The Role of Agriculture in Climate Change
Mitigation

Anthropogeomorphology of Bhagirathi-Hooghly
River System in India

Edited by Lucjan Pawlowski, Lublin University of
Technology, Lublin, Poland, Zygmunt Litwińczuk and
Guomo Zhou, Zhejiang A&F University, Hangzhou, China

Edited by Balai Chandra Das, Sandipan Ghosh, Aznarul
Islam and Suvendu Roy

This book is on the mitigation of climate change by CO2
absorption by land ecosystems and the development of
renewable energy resources, and about the role agriculture in
it. It will be of interest to academics, professionals and policy
makers in environmental sciences.

CRC Press
Market: Environmental Sciences
: 136pp: 20 illus
Hb: 978-0-367-43372-7: May 2020: $120.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-00273-4: May 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367433727

The Bhagirathi-Hooghly Basin in India is one of the most densely
populated regions in the world and is undergoing rapid
urbanization. Human interventions on Basin landforms, and
processes that shape the landforms, have reached an alarming
point. This book uses spatio-temporal analysis to understand
the major anthropogenic signatures on land use and land cover
changes, urbanization, and their impact on fluvial forms and
processes. It answers the what, where, why, and how the
anthropogenic signatures are involved. Recent case studies on
the impact of urban signatures on fluvial processes, make this
book a useful resource for urban planners and all concerned with rural developments.
CRC Press
Market: Environmental Science
7 x 10: 584pp: 381 illus: 146 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-86102-5: Oct 2020: $180.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-03237-3: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367861025

TEXTBOOK • READER

Dummy text to keep placeholder

Geological Objects and Structures in 3D

Environmental Technology and Engineering
Techniques

Observation, Interpretation and Building of 3D Models
Dominique Frizon de Lamotte, CY Cergy Paris University,
France, Pascale Leturmy, CY Cergy Paris University, France,
Pauline Souloumiac, CY Cergy Paris University, France and
Adrien Frizon de Lamotte, CY Cergy Paris University, France
Geologists must be able to “read” a geological map. That means
interpreting the vertical dimension through the 2D view
represented on the map and at different scales. The main
objective of this book is to help students during this difficult
learning process. Based on an abundant iconography (field
photos, maps, cross-sections) and on basics in mathematics and
mechanics, the book dissects the geometry of emblematic
geological structures and objects in order to build 3 D models,
printable in 3D. ; The audience of the book is broad and includes
(under)graduate students in Earth Sciences, professors of Natural Sciences, and professional
or amateur geologists.
CRC Press
Market: Earth Sciences
: 160pp: 100 illus
Hb: 978-0-367-49733-0: Sep 2020: $100.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-49750-7: Sep 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-003-04723-0: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367497507

Basic Concepts and Health Interventions
Edited by Moayad N. Khalaf, Michael Olegovich Smirnov,
Porteen Kannan and A. K. Haghi
The crucial interdependence between humans and their
environment is explored and illuminated in this revealing
overview of the major environmental issues facing society in
the twenty-first century. Environmental Technology and
Engineering Techniques: Basic Concepts and Health Interventions
presents a novel picture of some of the current advances in the
research of theoretical and practical frameworks of
environmental problems and solutions taken from the latest
empirical findings.

Apple Academic Press
Market: Environmental
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 348pp: 51 illus: 51 line drawings: 20 tables
Hb: 978-1-771-88849-3: Oct 2020: $169.95 • eBook: 978-0-429-32571-7: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781771888493
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Agrifood System Transitions in Brazil

Management of Hydrological Systems

New Food Orders

Analysis and perspective of the contingent valuation of water for
mountain basins

Paulo André Niederle and Valdemar João Wesz Junior
Series: Critical Food Studies
This book explores the agrifood system transitions in Brazil to
provide a new understanding of the trajectory of agriculture
and rural development in this country. It accentuates the
increasing diversification and hybridization of food production
and consumption practices throughout history.
Offering key insights into the contemporary sociology of
agriculture and food, this book demonstrates how strengthening
democracy and supporting the organization of civil society are
major challenges when we think about transition for sustainable
food systems.
Routledge
Market: Environmental Studies/Sociology/Economy/Agriculture
: 258pp: 24 illus: 7 halftones: 17 line drawings: 4 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-46318-2: Oct 2020: $155.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-02812-3: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367463182

Holger Manuel Benavides Muñoz, Jorge Eugenio Arias
Zari, Universidad Nacional de Rosario, Rosario, Argentina,
Andreas Erwin Fries, José Sánchez-Paladines, Antonio
Jesús Gallegos Reina, Universidad de Málaga, Department
of Geography, Málaga, Spain, Raquel Verónica Hernández
Ocampo, Universidad Nacional de Loja, Ciudad Universitaria
Guillermo Falconí, Loja, Ecuador and Pablo Ochoa Cueva
Management of Hydrological Systems aims for sustainable water
management, through contingent water valuation, showing
the procedure to follow in mountain basins. It offers a complete
characterization of the main problems affecting this type of
basin, as well as the detailed procedure of the contingent
valuation of water, which directly involves users. This work offers practical guidance
demanded by society (SDGs), and is based on practical examples, rather than theoretical
constructions, from places where these issues have not been widely addressed. The text
is recommended for water resource managers and decision- and policymakers but also
for students and teachers.
CRC Press
Market: Hydrology
: 128pp
Hb: 978-0-367-45655-9: May 2020: $150.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-89795-6: May 2020: $59.95
eBook: 978-1-003-02457-6: May 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367897956
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Microbes in Agriculture and Environmental
Development
Edited by Chhatarpal Singh, Agro Environmental
Development Society, India, Shashank Tiwari, B.B. Ambedkar
(A Central University) University, Lucknow, INDIA, Jay
Shankar Singh, B.B. Ambedkar (A Central University)
University, Lucknow, INDIA and Ajar Nath Yadav, Eternal
University, Baru Sahib, Sirmour, Himachal Pradesh, India
The proposed edited book explores the applications of microbes
for the improvement of environmental quality and agricultural
productivity through microbial inoculants and enzymes, useful
for the conservation and restoration of degraded agro and
natural ecosystems, crop yield extension, soil health
improvement and so forth. It discusses wastewater treatment
and recycling of agricultural and industrial wastes as effective
uses of microbial technology. It provides detailed impressions of recent trends in microbial
application in plant growth promotion, soil fertility, microbial biomass and diversity and
sustainable environment through bioremediation and biosorption processes.
CRC Press
Market: Remediation
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 318pp: 31 illus: 29 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-52413-5: Oct 2020: $150.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05781-9: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367524135
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Colloidal Synthesis of Plasmonic Nanometals

Flame Retardants for Textile Materials

Edited by Luis Liz-Marzán

Asim Kumar Roy Choudhury, KPS Institute of Polytechnic
Series: Textile Institute Professional Publications

This book compiles recent developments that serve to clearly
illustrate the state-of-the-art in this cutting-edge research field,
collected at different types of review articles by the teams of the
author at the University of Vigo and CIC biomaGUNE, in Spain,
who have made seminal contributions to the use of colloid
chemistry methods to understand and tailor the growth of metal
particles at the nanoscale. Apart from synthesis, the book also
describes in detail the plasmonic properties of the nanomaterials
and illustrates some representative applications. This book will
appeal to anyone involved in nanotechnology, nanocrystal
growth, nanoplasmonics, or surface enhanced spectroscopies.

This book focuses on flame retardants (FR) for textile materials.
It discusses basics of flame retardancy and flammability and
covers various types of flame retardants and materials, including
natural FRs, halogen-, phosphorous-, and nanomaterial-based
FRs. It also covers methods of applications of FRs and discusses
FRs and the environment. Aimed at the practioner and textile
engineering professional this work aims to ensure development
of safe textile materials for various uses, including apparel,
protective wear, floor coverings, upholstery, drapery, and others.

Jenny Stanford Publishing
6 x 9: 910pp: 287 illus: 9 tables
Hb: 978-9-814-80067-9: Sep 2020: $249.95 • eBook: 978-0-429-29518-8: Apr 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9789814800679

CRC Press
Market: Materials Science
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 414pp: 150 illus: 15 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-14556-9: Aug 2020: $170.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-03231-8: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367145569
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Composites in Biomedical Applications

Green Energy and Infrastructure

Edited by S. M. Sapuan, Universiti Putra, Malaysia, Y.
Nukman, N.A. Abu Osman and R.A. Ilyas

Securing a Sustainable Future
Edited by Jacqueline A. Stagner and David S-K. Ting

The book comprehensively reviews recent developments in
composites and their use in biomedical applications to
encourage further advances in the field of composite research
and discusses advanced techniques for the development of
composites and biopolymer-based composites. The book
highlights a new research theme in polymer-based composite
materials and covers a broad range of research fields. It covers
fatigue behavior, conceptual design in ergonomics design
application, tissue regeneration or replacement, and skeletal
bone repair of polymer composites. It also discusses the latest
developments in synthesis, preparation, characterization, material
evaluation, and future challenges.
CRC Press
Market: Materials Science
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 318pp: 150 illus: 40 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-27168-8: Sep 2020: $170.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-32776-6: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367271688

Through numerous practical examples and illustrations, the book
examines a comprehensive review of the latest science on indoor
environmental health, energy requirements for buildings, and
the "greening" of infrastructure. Also, it provides a discussion on
the underlying properties of biomass and its influence on
furthering energy conversion technologies. Energy storage is
essential for driving the integration of renewable energy, and
different storage approaches are discussed in terms of power
balancing, grid stability, and reliability.

CRC Press
Market: Civil Engineering
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 366pp: 169 illus: 64 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-55949-6: Oct 2020: $130.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-09581-1: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367559496
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Direct Natural Gas Conversion to Value-Added
Chemicals

Green Productivity and Cleaner Production
A Guidebook for Sustainability

Edited by Jianli Hu and Dushyant Shekhawat, U.S.
Department of Energy

Guttila Yugantha Jayasinghe, Shehani Sharadha
Maheepala and Prabuddhi Chathurika Wijekoon

This book introduces recent advances in direct natural gas
conversion. It provides a broad spectrum of new developments
and includes all aspects of the field, including fundamental
chemistry, different routes of conversion, catalysts, catalyst
deactivation, reaction engineering, novel conversion concepts,
thermodynamics, heat and mass transfer issues, system design,
and recent research and development. Specifically, the scope
of the book includes heterogeneous and homogeneous catalysis,
electrochemical conversion, non-thermo plasma conversion,
electrochemical conversion, and novel chemical looping
conversion approaches.

Green Productivity and Cleaner Production: A Guidebook for
Sustainability focuses on green production processes that could
help better achieve global sustainability. It aids readers in
realizing the issues with current conventional productivity
initiatives and examines the newest methods. Also, it presents
numerous real-world applications techniques, which allows
users the ability to apply the most appropriate solutions for their
situations. Further, it explains measures to achieve green
productivity and cleaner production to help to maintain high
quality, sustainable production chains while simultaneously
conserving natural resources and reducing waste.

CRC Press
Market: Engineering- Chemical
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 468pp: 163 illus: 26 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-07793-8: Sep 2020: $170.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-02285-2: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367077938
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CRC Press
Market: Environmental Engineering
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 152pp: 35 illus: 21 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-53509-4: Sep 2020: $100.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08226-2: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367535094
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Handbook of Materials for Nanomedicine

Oil and Gas Processing Equipment

Polymeric Nanomaterials

Risk Assessment with Bayesian Networks

Edited by Vladimir Torchilin
Series: Jenny Stanford Series on Biomedical Nanotechnology
This book presents the advances in the use of lipid-based and
inorganic nanomaterials for medical imaging, diagnosis,
theranostics, and drug delivery. The materials discussed include
liposome-scaffold systems, elastic liposomes, targeted liposomes,
solid lipid nanoparticles, lipoproteins, exosomes, porous
inorganic nanomaterials, silica nanoparticles, and inorganic
nanohybrids. The book provides all available information about
them and describes in detail their advantages and disadvantages
and the areas where they could be utilized successfully.
Jenny Stanford Publishing
Market: Nanomaterials
6 x 9: 496pp: 132 illus: 109 halftones: 23 line drawings: 13 tables
Hb: 978-9-814-80092-1: Jul 2020: $249.95 • eBook: 978-1-003-04511-3: Mar 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9789814800921
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G. Unnikrishnan, Kuwait Oil Company, Ahmadi, Kuwait
Oil and gas industries apply several techniques for assessing and
mitigating the risks that are inherent in its operations. In this
context, the application of Bayesian Networks (BNs) to risk
assessment offers a different probabilistic version of causal
reasoning. Introducing probabilistic nature of hazards,
conditional probability and Bayesian thinking, it discusses how
cause and effect of process hazards can be modelled using BNs
and development of large BNs from basic building blocks.

CRC Press
Market: Energy, Fuels and Petrochemicals
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 152pp: 80 illus: 29 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-25440-7: Sep 2020: $130.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-28780-0: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367254407
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Handbook of Materials for Nanomedicine

Practical Analog and RF Electronics
Daniel B. Talbot

Metal-Based and Other Nanomaterials
Edited by Vladimir Torchilin
Series: Jenny Stanford Series on Biomedical Nanotechnology
This book presents the advances in the use of lipid-based and
inorganic nanomaterials for medical imaging, diagnosis,
theranostics, and drug delivery. The materials discussed include
liposome-scaffold systems, elastic liposomes, targeted liposomes,
solid lipid nanoparticles, lipoproteins, exosomes, porous
inorganic nanomaterials, silica nanoparticles, and inorganic
nanohybrids. The book provides all available information about
them and describes in detail their advantages and disadvantages
and the areas where they could be utilized successfully.
Jenny Stanford Publishing
Market: Nanomaterials
6 x 9: 538pp: 79 illus: 78 halftones: 1 line drawings: 18 tables
Hb: 978-9-814-80093-8: Mar 2020: $249.95 • eBook: 978-1-003-04515-1: Mar 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9789814800938

This is a book about real-world techniques in designing analog
circuits: amplifiers, filters, injection-locked oscillators,
phase-locked loops, and spectrum regrowth in digital RF
transmitters, etc. The book offers practical solutions to analog
and RF problems, helping the reader to achieve high
performance circuit and system design. This book will be useful
to both students and practitioners. Teachers will find the book
an important supplement to a standard analog and RF course,
or it may stand alone as a textbook. Practitioners may find it
useful by bookmarking some of the step-by-step procedures,
e.g. the section on simplified impedance matching or group
delay flattening.
CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Electrical
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 226pp: 203 illus
Hb: 978-0-367-54291-7: Sep 2020: $100.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08854-7: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367542917
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Linear and Nonlinear Optics

Precision Metal Additive Manufacturing

Materials, Properties, and Applications
Kitsakorn Locharoenrat
This book presents the underlying principles, implementation,
and applications of the linear and nonlinear optical properties
of materials and has been divided into two parts emphasizing
these properties. The first part of the book, linear optics, discusses
bimetallic nanoparticles in dielectric media and their integration
to dye molecules to detect trace amounts of heavy metals at
nanometer level, as well as to enhance luminescence and image
contrasts in forensic inspection and biomedical diagnosis.

Jenny Stanford Publishing
Market: Nanomaterials
6 x 9: 400pp
Hb: 978-9-814-87715-2: Sep 2020: $149.95 • eBook: 978-1-003-05588-4: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9789814877152

Edited by Richard Leach, University of Nottingham, United
Kingdom and Simone Carmignato
Additive manufacturing (AM) is a fast-growing sector with the
ability to evoke a revolution in manufacturing due to its almost
unlimited design freedom and its capability to produce
personalised parts locally and with efficient material use. This
book aims to inform the reader how to improve the precision
of metal AM processes by tackling the three principles of
robustness, predictability and metrology, and by developing
computer-aided engineering methods that empower rather
than limit AM design.
CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Mechanical
7 x 10: 418pp: 187 illus: 140 halftones: 47 line drawings: 33 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-34771-7: Sep 2020: $169.95 • eBook: 978-0-429-43654-3: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138347717
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TEXTBOOK • READER

Spherical Nucleic Acids

Automotive Power Systems
Dorin O. Neacșu, Technical University of Iasi, Romania.

4 volumes

The main challenge in vehicle electrification consists of replacing
the engine-based mechanical, pneumatic, or hydraulic ancillary
energy sources with electrical energy processed through an
electromagnetic device. The book illustrates this evolutionary
process with numerous series-production examples for either
of body or chassis systems, from old milestones to futuristic
luxury vehicles. The first part of the book describes automotive
technologies for generation and distribution of electrical power,
as well as its usage within body systems, chassis systems, or
lighting. The second part explores deeper into the specifics of
each component of the vehicle electric power system.

Edited by Chad A. Mirkin
Spherical nucleic acids (SNAs) comprise a nanoparticle core and
a densely packed and highly oriented nucleic acid shell, typically
DNA or RNA. They have novel architecture-dependent properties
that distinguish them from all other forms of nucleic acids and
make them useful in materials synthesis, catalysis, diagnostics,
therapeutics, and optics/plasmonics. This book covers over two
decades of Dr. Mirkin’s research on SNAs and their anisotropic
analogues, including synthesis and fundamental properties, and
applications in colloidal crystallization, adaptive matter, and
nanomedicine, spanning extra- and intracellular diagnostics,
gene regulation, and immunomodulation.
Jenny Stanford Publishing
Market: Nanoscience
6 x 9: 1862pp: 416 illus: 36 tables
Hb: 978-9-814-80035-8: Sep 2020: $1200.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-20015-1: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9789814800358

CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Mechanical
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 314pp: 326 illus: 28 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-51296-5: Sep 2020: $100.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05323-1: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367512965
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3rd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER

Tire Engineering

Continuous Signals and Systems with MATLAB®
Taan S. ElAli, Benedict College, Columbia, South Carolina,
USA
Series: Electrical Engineering Textbook Series

An Introduction
Brendan Rodgers, Exxon Mobil Chemical Company,
Baytown, Texas, USA
The modern tire is the most complex composite product in mass
production. Yet given the complexity and required performance
of the modern tire there is little information in the public domain
regarding its development. The aim of the text is to provide an
introduction to tire design, construction, and manufacturing in
the context of materials technologies used today along with
future trends and disrupting technologies. Written for engineers
in polymer, industrial, chemical, mechanical, and automotive
industries, this book offers a comprehensive view of tire design,
including materials selection, construction, manufacturing,
quality control, and future trends.

Continuous Signals and Systems with MATLAB offers
comprehensive coverage of continuous linear systems, based
on basic mathematical principles. It presents many solved
problems from various engineering disciplines using analytical
tools as well as MATLAB. This book is intended primarily for
undergraduate junior and senior electrical, mechanical,
aeronautical, and aerospace engineering students. Practicing
engineers will also find this book useful. ; This book explains the
subject matter with easy-to-follow mathematical development
and numerous solved examples. The book covers traditional topics and includes an extensive
coverage of state-space representation and analysis.

CRC Press
Market: Mechanical Engineering
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 278pp: 160 illus: 86 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-44228-6: Sep 2020: $150.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-02296-1: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367442286

CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Electrical
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 362pp: 269 illus: 5 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-53359-5: Oct 2020: $130.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08858-5: Oct 2020
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-420-05474-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367533595

5th Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER

3rd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER

Advanced Automotive Fault Diagnosis

Discrete Signals and Systems with MATLAB®
Taan S. ElAli, Benedict College, Columbia, South Carolina,
USA

Automotive Technology: Vehicle Maintenance and Repair
Tom Denton, IMI eLearning Development Manager, UK
This provides all the skills to pass Level 3 and 4 Vehicle Diagnostic
courses from IMI, City and Guilds and BTEC, as well as ASE, AUR
and other higher level qualifications.
This fifth edition of Advanced Automotive Fault Diagnosis includes
new content on diagnostic tools and equipment, with ten totally
new case studies. It explains the fundamentals of vehicle systems
and components and examines diagnostic principles as well as
effective vehicle maintenance and repair. Diagnostics, or fault
finding, is an essential part of an automotive technician's work,
and as automotive systems become increasingly complex there
is a greater need for good diagnostics skills.
Routledge
Market: Automotive Engineering
: 418pp: 559 illus: 430 halftones: 129 line drawings: 58 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-33054-5: Sep 2020: $125.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-33052-1: Sep 2020: $49.95
eBook: 978-0-429-31778-1: Sep 2020 • Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-72576-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367330521

1-800-634-7064

This book is primarily intended for electrical and computer
engineering students, and especially for the use of juniors or
seniors in these undergraduate engineering disciplines. It can
also be very useful to practicing engineers. It is detailed, broad,
based on mathematical basic principles, focused, and contains
many solved problems using analytical tools as well as MATLAB.
; The book is ideal for a one-semester course in the area of
discrete linear systems or digital signal processing. Numerous
examples are presented within each chapter to illustrate each
concept when and where it is presented.
CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Electrical
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 360pp: 187 illus: 6 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-53993-1: Oct 2020: $130.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08859-2: Oct 2020
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-439-82818-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367539931
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Electromagnetic Fields

Introduction to Sensors for Electrical and
Mechanical Engineers

Theory and Applications
Ahmad Shahid Khan, Aligarh Muslim University, India and
Saurabh Kumar Mukerji, Aligarh Muslim University, India
The study of electromagnetic field theory is required for proper
understanding of every device wherein electricity is used for
operation. The proposed textbook on electromagnetic fields
covers all the generic and unconventional topics including
electrostatic boundary value problems involving two- and
three-dimensional Laplacian fields and one- and twodimensional Poissonion fields, magnetostatic boundary value
problems, eddy currents, and electromagnetic compatibility.
The subject matter is supported by practical applications,
illustrations to supplement the theory, solved numerical
problems, solutions manual and Powerpoint slides including
appendices and mathematical relations.
CRC Press
Market: Electromagnetics, RF & Microwaves
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 820pp: 300 illus: 15 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-49430-8: Oct 2020: $170.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-04613-4: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367494308
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Martin Novák, Czech Technical University, Prague.
The objective of this book is to provide the basic knowledge to
electrical and mechanical engineers, engineering students and
hobbyist from the field of sensors to help them with the selection
of “proper” sensors for their designs. No background knowledge
in electrical engineering is required, all the necessary basics are
provided. The book explains how a sensor works, in what ranges
it can be used, with what accuracy etc. It also provides examples
of industrial application for selected sensors.
The book covers all the major variables in mechanical
engineering such as temperature, force, torque, pressure,
humidity, position, speed, acceleration etc.
CRC Press
Market: Electrical Engineering
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 328pp: 331 illus: 47 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-51821-9: Aug 2020: $110.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08169-2: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367518219
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Engineering Statics

Materials for Engineers and Technicians

M. Rashad Islam, M. Abdullah Al Faruque, Bahar Zoghi and
Sylvester A. Kalevela

William Bolton, retired Head of Research and Development
and Monitoring at BTEC and R.A. Higgins

Engineering Statics presents the cutting-edge topics in
engineering statics, focusing on practical applications
knowledge, with numerous real-world examples, practice
problems, and case studies throughout. It covers theory concisely
and uses plain language and coverage that can be completed
in a one-semester course. It also covers the related concepts
required to take the Fundamentals of Engineering (FE) exam.

This comprehensive introduction to materials engineering and
manufacturing processes for BTEC Level 2 students and
beginning level 3 students remains straightforward and readable.
The references to specifications for materials and materials
testing have been updated to include current European-wide
standards. The chapter on selection of materials provides more
cases, and the sections on new developments in materials and
recycling of materials have been extended. Sustainability and
3D printing are now included, more applications have been
indicated, and a number of case studies of materials and
associated problems have been added.

CRC Press
Market: Civil Engineering
7 x 10: 296pp: 412 illus: 4 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-56106-2: Oct 2020: $120.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-09815-7: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367561062
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Routledge
Market: Engineering Education
7 x 10: 460pp: 259 illus: 14 halftones: 245 line drawings: 114 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-53549-0: Oct 2020: $210.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-53550-6: Oct 2020: $58.95
eBook: 978-1-003-08244-6: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367535490

STUDENT REFERENCE

High-Power Piezoelectrics and Loss Mechanisms
Kenji Uchino, Pennsylvania State University, USA
This textbook introduces the theoretical background of
piezoelectrics, electromechanial phenomenology, loss
mechanisms, practical materials, device designs, drive and
characterization techniques, typical applications, and looks
forward to the future perspectives in this field. This text is
designed for self-learning by the reader by himself/herself aided
by the availability of: Chapter Essentials – Summary for your
quick memory recovery; Check Points – Answers are provided
in the book Appendix; Example Problems – To enhance the
reader’s understanding with full detailed solutions; Chapter
Problems – For the final exam, or further consideration.
CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Electrical
7 x 10: 380pp: 252 illus: 21 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-54069-2: Sep 2020: $100.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08751-9: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367540692

Nanoscale Electronic Devices and Their Applications
Khurshed Ahmad Shah, Department of Physics, S. P. College,
Cluster University Campus, Cluster University, Srinagar, INDIA
and Farooq Ahmad Khanday, University of Kashmir,
Hazratbal, Srinagar, India
This book helps to acquire thorough understanding of the basics
of solids at nanoscale besides their applications including
operation and properties of recent nanoscale devices. It include
seven chapters covering overview of electrons in solids, carbon
nanotube devices and their applications, doping techniques,
construction and operation details of channel Engineered
MOSFETs, structural and operational details about the spin
devices including applications. Structural and operational details
of phase change memory (PCM), memristor and Resistive
Random-access Memory (ReRAM) are also discussed. Besides, some applications of these
phase change devices to logic design have also been presented.
CRC Press
Market: Nanoscience and Nanotechnology
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 219pp: 110 illus: 22 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-40707-0: Jul 2020: $100.00 • eBook: 978-0-367-80862-4: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367407070
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Systems and Signal Processing with MATLAB®

Chemistry and Industrial Techniques for Chemical
Engineers

Taan S. ElAli, Benedict College, Columbia, South Carolina,
USA

Edited by Lionello Pogliani, Suresh C. Ameta and A. K.
Haghi
Series: Innovations in Physical Chemistry

Most books on linear systems for undergraduates cover discrete
and continuous systems material together in a single volume.
Such books also include topics in discrete and continuous filter
design, and discrete and continuous state-space representations.
However, with this magnitude of coverage, the student typically
gets a little of both discrete and continuous linear systems but
not enough of either. Continuous linear systems and discrete
linear systems are broad topics and each merit a single book
devoted to the respective subject matter. The objective of this
set of two volumes is to present material for each at the
undergraduate level using MATLAB.
CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Electrical
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 722pp: 456 illus: 11 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-53556-8: Oct 2020: $220.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-09176-9: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367535568

This book, Chemistry and Industrial Techniques for Chemical
Engineers, brings together innovative research, new concepts,
and novel developments in the application of new tools for
chemical and materials engineers. It contains significant research,
reporting new methodologies, and important applications in
the fields of chemical engineering as well as the latest coverage
of chemical databases and the development of new methods
and efficient approaches for chemists.
Apple Academic Press
Market: Chemistry
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 388pp: 99 illus: 28 tables
Hb: 978-1-771-88823-3: Sep 2020: $169.95 • eBook: 978-0-429-28667-4: May 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781771888233
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2D Materials for Infrared and Terahertz Detectors

Computational Intelligence Techniques and Their
Applications to Software Engineering Problems

Antoni Rogalski
Series: Series in Materials Science and Engineering
2D Materials for Infrared and Terahertz Detectors provides an
overview of emerging detectors' material-based performance
while also offering, for the first time, a comparison to traditional
materials used in the fabrication of infrared and terahertz
detectors.
Special attention will be directed to the most effective hybrid
2D material in infrared and and terahertz detectors as well as
future trends. Written by one of the world’s leading researchers
in the field of infrared (IR) optoelectronics, this book will be a
must-read for researchers and graduate students in
photodetector and related fields.
CRC Press
Market: Physics
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 264pp: 151 illus: 18 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-47741-7: Oct 2020: $170.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-04375-1: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367477417

Edited by Ankita Bansal, Netaji Subhas University of
Technology (NSUT), Delhi, India, Abha Jain, Shaheed Rajguru
College of Applied Sciences for Women, Delhi University,
India, Sarika Jain, National Institute of Technology, Haryana,
Vishal Jain, Bharati Vidyapeeth’s Institute of Computer
Applications and Management, New Delhi, India and Ankur
Choudhary, Amity University, Noida, India
Series: Computational Intelligence Techniques
This book focusses on computational intelligence approaches
as applicable in varied areas of software engineering such as
software requirement prioritization, cost estimation, reliability
assessment, defect prediction, maintainability and quality
prediction, size estimation, vulnerability prediction, test case
selection and prioritization, and so forth. The concepts of expert systems, case-based
reasoning, fuzzy logic, genetic algorithms, swarm computing, rough sets are introduced
with their application in software engineering. The field of knowledge discovery is explored
using neural networks and data mining techniques by discovering the underlying and
hidden patterns in software data sets.
CRC Press
Market: Computer Science and Engineering
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 251pp: 87 illus: 66 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-52974-1: Sep 2020: $150.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-07999-6: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367529741
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Advanced VLSI Design and Testability Issues

Contemporary Research

Edited by Suman Lata Tripathi, Lovely Professional
University, India., Sobhit Saxena, Lovely Professional
University University, India. and Sushanta Kumar Mohapatra,
Kalinga Institute of Industrial Technology, India.

Models, Methodologies, and Measures in Distributed Team Cognition

This book provides in-depth knowledge of VLSI and its broad
aspects by explaining its applications in different fields e.g. image
processing and biomedical. In the VLSI world, the importance
of hardware description languages cannot be ignored as the
designing of such dense and complex circuits is not possible
without them. The current needs of high performance integrated
circuits including low power devices and new emerging
materials which can play a very important role in achieving new
functionalities, are the most interesting part of the book. The
role of fault simulation algorithms is very well explained and its
implementation using Verilog is the key aspect of this book.

The objective of this book is to advance the knowedge in terms
of real world interactions among information, people, and
technologies, through explorations and discovery embedded
within the research topics covered. Each chapter provides insight,
comprehension, and differing, yet cogent perspectives to topics
relevant within distributed team cognition. Experts have
presented their use of models and frameworks, different
approaches to studying distributed team cognition, and new
types of measures and indications of successful outcomes. The
research topics presented span the continuum of
interdisciplinary philosophies, ideas, and concepts that underline research investigation.

CRC Press
Market: Electrical Engineering
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 378pp: 192 illus: 29 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-49282-3: Aug 2020: $110.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08343-6: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367492823
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Edited by Michael McNeese, Eduardo Salas, Professor, Rice
University, USA and Mica R. Endsley, SA Technologies,
Marietta, Georgia, USA

CRC Press
Market: Ergonomics & Human Factors
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 260pp: 45 illus: 8 halftones: 37 line drawings: 20 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-62569-3: Sep 2020: $180.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-45973-3: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138625693
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Elastic Optical Networks

Foundations and Theoretical Perspectives of
Distributed Team Cognition

Fundamentals, Design, Control, and Management
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Bijoy Chatterjee, Indiaprastha Inst. of Info Tech, Delhi and
Eiji Oki, Communication and Computer Engineering, Grad
School of Informatics, Kyoto University

Edited by Michael McNeese, Eduardo Salas, Professor, Rice
University, USA and Mica R. Endsley, SA Technologies,
Marietta, Georgia, USA

Optical networks can enable us to meet the continued demands
for this bandwidth, although conventional optical networks
struggle in achieving this, due to the limitation of the electrical
bandwidth barrier. Flexgrid technology is a promising solution
for future high-speed network design. To promote an efficient
and scalable implementation of elastic optical technology in
the telecommunications infrastructure, many challenging issues
related to routing and spectrum allocation (RSA), etc must be
addressed. This book reviews the development of elastic optical
networks (EONs), and addresses RSA problems with spectrum
fragment issues, which degrade the quality of service provisioning.

The background and interwoven streams of team cognition and
distributed cognition fermenting together has wielded new
nuances of exploration, which continuing to be relevant for
theoretical understanding of team phenomena.
This book looks at fundamentals, theoretical concepts, and how
theory informs perspectives of thinking for distributed team
cognition. The chapters yield a broad understanding of the
nature of diverse thinking and insights into technologies,
foundations, and theoretical perspectives of distributed team

CRC Press
Market: Engineering-Electrical
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 246pp: 92 illus: 17 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-61171-9: Aug 2020: $189.95 • eBook: 978-0-429-46528-4: May 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138611719

cognition.
CRC Press
Market: Ergonomics & Human Factors
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 229pp: 15 illus: 15 line drawings: 6 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-62554-9: Sep 2020: $185.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-45979-5: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138625549
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Electron-Ion-Plasma Modification of a
Hypoeutectoid Al-Si Alloy

Handbook of Distributed Team Cognition

Dmitrii Zaguliaev, Victor Gromov, Sergey Konovalov and
Yurii Ivanov
This book details theoretical and experimental research and
computer simulation of structural phase transformations in
AlSi10Mn2Ni Silumin on different scale levels under
electroexplosion alloying, electron beam processing and
electron-plasma alloying at the nanolevel in order to create new
materials. The authors summarize and analyze more than 10
years of research on electron-ion-plasma effect on strength
properties and structure-phase states’ transformations of
hypoeutectic Silumin. The work will be of interest to researchers
and engineers involved with the modification of light alloy
surfaces for the automotive and aeronautical industry.
CRC Press
Market: Materials Science & Metallurgical Engineering
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 256pp: 164 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-49380-6: Sep 2020: $220.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-04596-0: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367493806

Three-Volume Set
Edited by Michael McNeese, Eduardo Salas, Professor, Rice
University, USA and Mica R. Endsley, SA Technologies,
Marietta, Georgia, USA
This is a multidisciplinary handbook, which will include multiple
perspectives of team and/or distributed cognition that engage
different worldviews of thought and therein expound upon new
discovery, exploration, and induction. This handbook will provide
a new window of opportunity to understand distributed team
cognition across the board and provide a reader with a very
broad bandwidth knowledge as well as examples of different
theories, research studies, methodologies, and applications.
While the goal is not to create a mega-theory of distributed team
cognition, there may be areas where interdisciplinary and
transformative ideas are bridged and therein made viable.
CRC Press
Market: Ergonomics & Human Factors
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 715pp: 73 illus: 44 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-62552-5: Sep 2020: $505.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-45987-0: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138625525
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Fields of Practice and Applied Solutions within
Distributed Team Cognition

High-Temperature Superconducting Devices for
Energy Applications

Edited by Michael McNeese, Eduardo Salas, Professor, Rice
University, USA and Mica R. Endsley, SA Technologies,
Marietta, Georgia, USA
Many different cognitive research apporaches have been
generated to explore fields of practice where mutual teamwork
is present and emergent. Results have shown subtle yet
significan findings on how human actually work together and
when tey transition from their own individual roles and niches,
into elements of team work and 'team-to-team' work. Th is book
explores advantages adn show how researchers can obtain a
deep understanding of users/teams entrenched in a particular
field. Interdisciplinary perspectives and transformative
intersections are provided.
CRC Press
Market: Ergonomics & Human Factors
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 226pp: 13 illus: 13 line drawings: 15 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-62600-3: Sep 2020: $180.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-45954-2: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138626003

Edited by Raja Sekhar Dondapati, Lovely Professional
University, India
This book presents novel concepts in the development of High
Temperature Superconducting (HTS) devices and discusses the
technologies involved in producing efficient, economically
feasible energy technologies around the world. The aim of this
book is to serve the needs of the industry professional,
researchers, and doctoral students studying energy technologies.
It covers the application of high temperature superconductors
in clean energy production and allied cooling technologies. It
also summarizes Superconducting Fault Current Limiters (SFCL)
and related grid stabilization. The book addresses the need for
lower losses to be incurred with efficient power transmission.
CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Mechanical
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 231pp: 80 illus: 23 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-49250-2: Oct 2020: $150.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-04530-4: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367492502
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IoT Security Paradigms and Applications

Linear and Non-Linear System Theory
T Thyagarajan, Anna University, MIT Campus, Chennai and
D Kalpana, Anna University, MIT Campus, Chennai

Research and Practices

Computational Intelligence in Engineering Problem Solving

IOT SECURITY PARADIGMS
AND APPLICATIONS
RESEARCH AND PRACTICES
Edited by
Sudhir Kumar Sharma, Bharat Bhushan
and Narayan C. Debnath

Edited by Sudhir Kumar Sharma, Institute of Information
Technology and Management, India, Bharat Bhushan, Birla
Institute of Technology, Mesra and Narayan C. Debnath,
School of Computing and Information Technology, Eastern
International University, Vietnam
Series: Computational Intelligence in Engineering Problem
Solving

Integration of IoT (Internet of Things) with Big data and cloud
computing has brought forward numerous advantages and
challenges such as data analytics, integration and storage.
Present book highlights these challenges and provide an
integrating framework for these technologies illustrating role of
blockchain in all the possible facets of IoT security. Further, it investigates the security and
privacy issues associated with various IoT systems along with exploring various machine
learning based IoT security solutions. It brings together state-of-the-art innovations, research
activities (both in academia and industry), and the corresponding standardization impacts
of 5G as well.

Linear and Non-Linear System Theory focuses on the basics of
linear and non-linear systems, optimal control and optimal
estimation with an objective to understand the basics of state
space approach linear and non-linear systems and its analysis,
thereof. Divided into eight chapters, materials cover introduction
to advanced topics in the field of linear and non-linear systems,
optimal control and estimation supported by mathematical
tools, detailed case studies, numerical and exercise problems.

CRC Press
Market: Systems and Controls
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 434pp: 121 line drawings: 6 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-34014-8: Oct 2020: $180.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-32345-4: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367340148

CRC Press
Market: Networking Communications
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 352pp: 134 illus: 47 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-51496-9: Oct 2020: $150.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05411-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367514969
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Latent Heat-Based Thermal Energy Storage Systems

Materials for Energy
Edited by Sam Zhang, Nanyang Technological University,
Singapore
Series: Advances in Materials Science and Engineering

Materials, Applications, and the Energy Market
Edited by Amritanshu Shukla, Atul Sharma and Pascal
Henry Biwolé
This new volume, Latent Heat-Based Thermal Energy Storage
Systems: Materials, Applications, and the Energy Market, offers
up-to-date coverage of the fundamentals as well as recent
advancements in energy efficient thermal energy storage
materials, their characterization, and technological applications.
Thermal energy storage (TES) systems offer very high-energy
savings for many of our day-to-day applications and could be a
strong component for enhancing the usage of renewable/clean
energy-based devices.

This book offers a comprehensive overview of the latest
developments in materials for efficient and sustainable energy
applications, including energy conversion, storage, and smart
applications. The book discusses a wide range of material types,
such as nanomaterials, carbonaceous electrocatalysts and
electrolytes, thin films, phase change materials, 2D energy
materials, triboelectric materials, and membrane materials.
Applications described include flexible energy storage devices,
sensors, energy storage batteries, fuel and solar cells,
photocatalytic wastewater treatment, and more. The book is
aimed at researchers and technologists working to solve alternative energy issues.

Apple Academic Press
Market: Energy
6 x 9: 354pp: 106 illus: 45 tables
Hb: 978-1-771-88858-5: Sep 2020: $169.95 • eBook: 978-0-429-32864-0: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781771888585

CRC Press
Market: Materials and Chemical Engineering
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 514pp: 339 illus: 33 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-35021-5: Oct 2020: $180.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-35140-2: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367350215
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Lightweight Polymer Composite Structures

Nanobiotechnology for Sustainable Bioenergy and
Biofuel Production

Design and Manufacturing Techniques
Edited by Sanjay Mavinkere Rangappa, King Mongkut's
University of Technology, North Bangkok, Jyotishkumar
Parameswaranpillai, King Mongkut's University of
Technology North Bangkok, Suchart Siengchin, King
Mongkut's University of Technology North Bangkok and
Lothar Kroll

Edited by Madan L. Verma

The book provides a comprehensive account of developments
in the area of lightweight polymer composites. It encompasses
design and manufacturing methods for the lightweight polymer
structures, various techniques and a broad spectrum of
applications. The book highlights fundamental research in
lightweight polymer structures and integrate various aspects
from synthesis to applications of these materials. Current status,
trends, future directions, and opportunities are discussed, making it friendly for both new
and experienced researchers.
CRC Press
Market: Materials Science
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 410pp: 140 illus: 25 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-19920-3: Sep 2020: $170.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-24408-7: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367199203

1-800-634-7064

Nanobiotechnology for Sustainable Bioenergy and Biofuel
Production provides insights into the most recent innovations,
trends, concerns and challenges in the production of biofuels
production. This book highlights a number of key research topics
and practical applications of modern nanomaterials and
nanocomposite-driven enzyme biotechnology for biofuels
production, including the advances in the nanoscaffolds design
(nanomaterials support) for immobilizing bioenergy producing
enzymes (nanobiocatalyst system), the recent trends in biomass
processing (untreated/treated agriculture and food waste,
grasses, algal, etc.) using advanced nanobiocatalysts.
CRC Press
Market: Nanoscience & Technology
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 356pp: 39 illus: 37 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-08587-2: Sep 2020: $209.95 • eBook: 978-0-429-02319-4: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367085872
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Nanotechnology

PIC16F1847 Microcontroller-Based Programmable
Logic Controller

Advances and Real-Life Applications
Edited by Cherry Bhargava, Lovely Professional University,
Punjab and Amit Sachdeva, Lovely Professional University,
Punjab
Discussing fundamental, advanced concepts and their
applications in a single volume, this text will be useful as a
reference text for senior undergraduate and graduate students
in the field of electrical engineering, electronics engineering,
nanotechnology and nanoscience. It comprehensively discusses
important concepts such as nanoparticles, nanocomposites,
nanoelectronics and nanomedicine.

CRC Press
Market: Electrical Engineering
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 348pp: 80 illus: 25 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-53673-2: Oct 2020: $160.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08285-9: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367536732

Hardware and Basic Concepts
Murat Uzam, Department of Electrical and Electronics
Engineering, Meliksah University in Kayseri, Turkey (Retired)
Programmable logic controllers (PLCs) have been used
extensively and are offered in terms of functions, program
memories, and the number of inputs/outputs (I/Os), ranging
from a few to thousands. With a focus on how to design and
implement a PLC, this volume explains hardware and associated
basic concepts of PLC. Authors have used PIC16F1847
microcontroller with: 8192 words of Flash program memory,
1024 bytes of SRAM data memory, 256 bytes of EEPROM data
memory, the maximum operating speed of 32 MHz, 16-level
deep hardware stack, an enhanced instruction set consisting of
49 single-word instructions. Flowcharts are provided to help the
understanding of macros (instructions).
CRC Press
Market: Microelectronics
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 520pp: 421 illus: 142 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-50639-1: Oct 2020: $130.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05060-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367506391
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Natural Fiber Composites

PIC16F1847 Microcontroller-Based Programmable
Logic Controller

Manufacturing, Characterization and Testing
Mohamed Zakriya G, Department of Fashion Technology,
Kumaraguru College of Technology, Coimbatore, INDIA and
Ramakrishnan Govindan, Department of Fashion
Technology, Kumaraguru College of Technology,
Coimbatore, INDIA
This book covers the use of accessible natural fibers towards the
requirement and compatibility of industrial sustainability with
natural characteristics of composites through technology and
techniques. The inherent qualities of natural fibers are discussed
with design of experiments. Durability of composites subjected
to environmental conditions, biodegradability, environmental
issues, product life cycle assessment and testing methods are
elaborated along with micro/macro mechanical properties and
functional use of natural fibre reinforced composites. This book suits the needs of
researchers, senior undergraduate students, and right manual for fabricators of composites
and industrialists.
CRC Press
Market: Composites
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 130pp: 25 illus: 20 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-34589-1: Sep 2020: $140.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-32673-8: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367345891

Intermediate Concepts
Murat Uzam, Department of Electrical and Electronics
Engineering, Meliksah University in Kayseri, Turkey (Retired)
The volume focusses on intermediate concepts of the
PIC16F1847-Based PLC project, and covers arithmetical operation
ability of PLCs, logical function performers and operations like
AND, NAND, OR, NOR. Further, it explains shift and rotate macros
moving bits in a register to right or left, and selection macros
enabling one value to be selected from several given values
according to certain criteria. Demultiplexer circuit is illustrated,
which is used to send a signal to one of many devices. Finally,
it explains decoder, priority encoder and conversion macros. All
the concepts are supported using flowcharts.
CRC Press
Market: Microelectronics
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 470pp: 386 illus: 130 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-50643-8: Oct 2020: $130.00 • eBook: 978-0-367-50644-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367506438
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PIC16F1847 Microcontroller-Based Programmable
Logic Controller

PIC16F1847 Microcontroller-Based Programmable
Logic Controller, Three Volume Set

Advanced Concepts
Murat Uzam, Department of Electrical and Electronics
Engineering, Meliksah University in Kayseri, Turkey (Retired)
The PIC16F1847-Based PLC project supports up to 4 analog
inputs and 1 analog output, 1 High Speed Counter, 2 PWM (pulse
width modulation) outputs, 1 Drum Sequencer Instruction with
up to 16 steps, the implementation of Sequential Function Charts
(SFCs) with up to 24 steps. Current volume presents advanced
concepts of the PIC16F1847-Based PLC project and consists of
topics like program control, high speed counter and PWM
macros. It further explains memory related drum sequencer
instruction, sequential functional charts, and analog input and
output modules.
CRC Press
Market: Microelectronics
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 586pp: 424 illus: 58 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-50648-3: Oct 2020: $130.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05064-3: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367506483

Murat Uzam, Department of Electrical and Electronics
Engineering, Meliksah University in Kayseri, Turkey (Retired)
Programmable logic controllers (PLCs) have been used
extensively and are offered in terms of functions, program
memories, and the number of inputs/outputs (I/Os), ranging
from a few to thousands. With a focus on how to design and
implement a PLC, this set explains hardware and associated
basic concepts, intermediary and advanced concepts of PLC
(using PIC16F1847 microcontroller). Flowcharts are provided to
help the understanding of macros (instructions). Twenty application examples to show
how to use the PIC16F1847-Based PLC in different control applications, related files for
hardware and software components, and appendices are also provided
CRC Press
Market: Microelectronics
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 1224pp: 1231 illus
Hb: 978-0-367-50653-7: Oct 2020: $340.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05067-4: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367506537
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Sloshing in Upright Circular Containers

The Handbook of Polyhydroxyalkanoates

Theory, Analytical Solutions, and Applications

Microbial Biosynthesis and Feedstocks

Ihor Raynovskyy, National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine
and Alexander Timokha, Junior Researchers, Institute of
Mathematics, National Academy of Sciences of Ukranine
Series: Mathematics and its Applications
This book presents mathematical fundaments and results on
sloshing in an upright circular cylindrical tank with semi-analytical
solutions. The book outlines generic mathematical and physical
aspects of the multimodal method, describes milestones, and
presents several versions of modal systems for an upright circular
tank, both linear and nonlinear. The book is for engineers dealing
with sloshing, applied mathematicians working on free-surface
problems, and lecturers in fluid mechanics that need to know
the fundamentals and analytical solutions from surface wave
theory.
CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Industrial & Manufacturing
: 170pp: 22 illus: 19 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-36289-8: Oct 2020: $175.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-35671-1: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367362898

Edited by Martin Koller, Graz University of Technology, Graz,
Austria Graz University of Technology, Graz, Austria Graz
University of Technology, Graz, Austria Graz University of
Technology, Graz, Austria Graz University of Technology,
Graz, Austria Graz University of Technology, Graz, Austria
The first volume of the "Handbook of Polyhydroxyalkanoates
(PHA): Microbial Biosynthesis and Feedstocks" focusses on
feedstock aspects, enzymology, metabolism and genetic
engineering of PHA biosynthesis. It addresses better
understanding the mechanisms of PHA biosynthesis in scientific
terms and profiting from this understanding in order to enhance
PHA biosynthesis in bio-technological terms and in terms of
PHA microstructure. It further discusses making PHA competitive
for outperforming established petrol-based plastics on industrial scale and obstacles for
market penetration of PHA.
CRC Press
Market: Polymer Science
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 452pp: 66 illus: 36 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-27559-4: Oct 2020: $200.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-29661-1: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367275594
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Smart Microgrids

The Handbook of Polyhydroxyalkanoates

Edited by Sasi K. Kottayil, Amrita Vishwa Vidyapeetham,
Coimbatore

Post-synthetic Treatment, Processing and Application

This book addresses the need to understand the development,
use, construction and operation of Smart Micro Grids (SMG).
Covering selected major operations of SMG like dynamic energy
management, demand response, demand dispatch, etc., it covers
design and operational challenges of different microgrids with
providing feasible solutions for system. A communication
architecture facilitating bi-directional communication for smart
distribution/micro grid is brought out covering its design,
development and validation aspects.
CRC Press
Market: Power Engineering
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 310pp: 221 illus: 42 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-34362-0: Aug 2020: $140.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-32527-4: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367343620

Edited by Martin Koller, Graz University of Technology, Graz,
Austria Graz University of Technology, Graz, Austria Graz
University of Technology, Graz, Austria Graz University of
Technology, Graz, Austria Graz University of Technology,
Graz, Austria Graz University of Technology, Graz, Austria
The third volume of the Handbook of Polyhydroxyalkanoates
(PHA) focusses on the production of functionalized PHA
bio-polyesters, the post-synthetic modification of PHA,
processing and additive manufacturing of PHA, development
and properties of PHA-based (bio)composites and blends, the
market potential of PHA and follow-up materials, different bulkand niche applications of PHA, and the fate and use of spent
PHA items. Divided into fourteen chapters, it describes
functionalized PHA and PHA modification, processing and their application including
degradation of spent PHA-based products and fate of these bio-polyesters during
compositing and other disposal strategies.
CRC Press
Market: Polymer Science
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 410pp: 99 illus: 27 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-54107-1: Oct 2020: $200.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08766-3: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367541071
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The Handbook of Polyhydroxyalkanoates

The Handbook of Polyhydroxyalkanoates, Three
Volume Set

Kinetics, Bioengineering, and Industrial Aspects
Edited by Martin Koller, Graz University of Technology, Graz,
Austria Graz University of Technology, Graz, Austria Graz
University of Technology, Graz, Austria Graz University of
Technology, Graz, Austria Graz University of Technology,
Graz, Austria Graz University of Technology, Graz, Austria

Edited by Martin Koller, Graz University of Technology, Graz,
Austria Graz University of Technology, Graz, Austria Graz
University of Technology, Graz, Austria Graz University of
Technology, Graz, Austria Graz University of Technology,
Graz, Austria Graz University of Technology, Graz, Austria

This second volume of the "Handbook of Polyhydroxyalkanoates
(PHA): Kinetics, Bioengineering and Industrial Aspects" focuses
on thermodynamic and mathematical considerations of PHA
biosynthesis, bioengineering aspects regarding bioreactor design
and downstream processing for PHA recovery from microbial
biomass. It covers microbial mixed culture processes and
includes a strong industry-focused section, next generation
industrial biotechnology approaches for PHA production based
on novel robust production strains, and holistic techno-economic and sustainability
considerations on PHA manufacturing.

The Handbook of Polyhydroxyalkanoates includes three volumes
wherein each volume addresses varying sections of PHA
biosynthesis and processing. The first volume focusses on
feedstock aspects, enzymology, metabolism and genetic
engineering of PHA biosynthesis. This second volume focusses
on thermodynamic and mathematical considerations of PHA
biosynthesis, bioengineering aspects regarding bioreactor design
and downstream processing for PHA recovery from microbial
biomass. The third volume focusses on the production of functionalized PHA bio-polyesters,
the post-synthetic modification of PHA, processing of PHA, development and properties
of PHA-based (bio)composites and blends.

CRC Press
Market: Polymer Science
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 514pp: 66 illus: 45 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-27562-4: Oct 2020: $200.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-29663-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367275624

1-800-634-7064

CRC Press
Market: Polymer Science
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 1416pp: 231 illus: 108 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-27566-2: Oct 2020: $550.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08071-8: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367275662
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The PROACT® Root Cause Analysis
Quick Reference Guide
Kenneth C. Latino, APM Product Manager, GE Digital,
Roanoke, VA, Mark A. Latino, President, Reliability Center,
Inc., Hopewell, VA and Robert J. Latino, CEO, Reliability
Center, Inc., Hopewell, VA
Series: CRC Press Focus Shortform Book Program
The book is written as a "how to" guide to effectively apply the
PROACT RCA Methodology to any undesirable outcome, is
directed at practitioners who have to do the real work, focuses
on the core elements of any investigation, and provides
field-prove cases as a model for effective application.This book
is for anyone charged with having a thorough understanding
of why something went wrong, such as those in EH&S,
maintenance, reliability, quality, engineering, and operations to
name just a few.
CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Industrial and Manufacturing
5-1/2 x 8-1/2: 94pp: 10 illus: 10 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-51738-0: Sep 2020: $65.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05501-3: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367517380
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Incremental Sheet Forming Technologies

Advanced Manufacturing and Processing
Technology

Principles, Merits, Limitations, and Applications
Ajay, Assistant Professor, Dept. of Mechanical Engineering,
K.R. Mangalam University and Ravi Kant Mittal, Former Vice
Chancellor, K.R. Mangalam University, Gurugram, India

Edited by Chander Prakash, Lovely Professional University,
Phagwara, Sunpreet Singh, Lovely Professional University,
Phagwara and J. Paulo Davim, University of Aveiro, Portugal
Series: Manufacturing Design and Technology

Incremental Sheet Forming (ISF) exempts use of dies and reduces
cost for manufacturing complex parts. Sheet metal forming is
used for producing high-quality components in automotive,
aerospace, and medical industries. This book covers the benefits
of this new technology, including the process parameters along
with various techniques.
This book will be a useful asset for researchers, engineers in
manufacturing industries, and postgraduate level courses.

As the field of materials and manufacturing has progressed
tremendously, there is a need for up-to-date knowledge with
respect to the latest novelties, techniques and applications.
The book will capture emerging areas of materials science and
advanced manufacturing engineering and present the recent
trends in research for young researchers, field engineers, and
academic professionals.

CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Industrial & Manufacturing
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 178pp: 59 illus: 18 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-27674-4: Sep 2020: $150.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-29890-5: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367276744

CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Industrial & Manufacturing
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 244pp: 134 illus: 59 halftones: 75 line drawings: 28 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-27512-9: Oct 2020: $190.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-29804-2: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367275129
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Mastering Facilitation

Bitcoin and Blockchain

A Guide for Assisting Teams and Achieving Great Outcomes

History and Current Applications

Morgan L Jones

Edited by Sandeep Kumar Panda, Associate Professor, Dept.
of Computer Science and Engineering, ICFAI Foundation
for Higher Education, India, Ahmed A. Elngar, Associate
Professor, Computers and Artificial Intelligence, Beni-Suef
University, Egypt, Valentina Emilia Balas, Aurel Vlaicu
University of Arad, Romania and Mohammed Kayed,
Associate Professor, Computers and Artificial Intelligence,
Beni-Suef University, Egypt
Series: Internet of Everything (IoE)

With business and organisations moving at an ever -faster pace
and facing evermore more and more demanding challenges,
the need for efficient, succinct and productive interaction
between individuals of those businesses and organisations is
more important than ever.

Over the past years the Blockchain is growing fast, from the
original bitcoin protocol to the second generation Ethereum
platform and today in the process of building third generations
Blockchains. This evolution, we can see how the technology has evolved from the original
form as a distributed database by becoming a fully fledged globally distributed cloud
computer. This book is a useful reference for undergraduate students, postgraduate
students, research scholars, developers, industry professionals, business schools, and
business analytics professionals.

Productivity Press
Market: Business and Management / Facilitation / Teams
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 238pp: 27 illus: 9 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-54346-4: Oct 2020: $89.95 • Pb: 978-0-367-54345-7: Oct 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-003-08886-8: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367543464

CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Industrial & Manufacturing
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 296pp: 186 illus: 30 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-90100-4: Sep 2020: $130.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-03258-8: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367901004

TEXTBOOK • READER
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Nonlinear Optimization

Characterization, Testing, Measurement, and
Metrology

Models and Applications
William P. Fox
Series: Textbooks in Mathematics
The study of nonlinear optimization is both fundamental and a
key course for applied mathematics, operations research,
management science, industrial engineering, and economics
at most colleges and universities. The use of linear programming
software for microcomputers has become widely available. Like
most tools, however, it is useless unless the user understands
its applications and purpose. The user must ensure that the
mathematical input accurately reflects the real-world problem
to be solved and that the numerical results are correctly used.
Therefore, the mathematical modeling framework is critical to
setting up and solving mathematical programming problems.
Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Mathematics
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 280pp: 50 illus: 49 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-44415-0: Oct 2020: $99.95 • eBook: 978-1-003-00957-3: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367444150

1-800-634-7064

Edited by Chander Prakash, Lovely Professional University,
Phagwara, Sunpreet Singh, Lovely Professional University,
Phagwara and J. Paulo Davim, University of Aveiro, Portugal
Series: Manufacturing Design and Technology
As the field of materials and manufacturing has progressed
tremendously, there is a need for up-to-date knowledge with
respect to the latest novelties, techniques and applications.
The book will capture emerging areas of materials science and
advanced manufacturing engineering and present the recent
trends in research for young researchers, field engineers, and
academic professionals.
CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Industrial & Manufacturing
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 204pp: 118 illus: 62 halftones: 56 line drawings: 29 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-27515-0: Oct 2020: $190.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-29807-3: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367275150
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Functional and Smart Materials

Non-Conventional Hybrid Machining Processes

Edited by Chander Prakash, Lovely Professional University,
Phagwara, Sunpreet Singh, Lovely Professional University,
Phagwara and J. Paulo Davim, University of Aveiro, Portugal
Series: Manufacturing Design and Technology
As the field of materials and manufacturing has progressed
tremendously, there is a need for up-to-date knowledge with
respect to the latest novelties, techniques and applications.
The book will capture emerging areas of materials science and
advanced manufacturing engineering and present the recent
trends in research for young researchers, field engineers, and
academic professionals.
CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Industrial & Manufacturing
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 238pp: 98 illus: 18 halftones: 80 line drawings: 30 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-27510-5: Oct 2020: $190.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-29803-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367275105
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Theory and Practice
Edited by Rupinder Singh, Guru Nanak Dev Engineering
College, Punjab, India and J. Paulo Davim, University of
Aveiro, Portugal
Series: Manufacturing Design and Technology
This book is focused on understanding the basic mechanism of
some of the NCMP (Non-Conventional Machining Processes)
for their possible hybridization. This book can be used for the
development of a basic framework on hybridization for selected
NCMP. The frame work is further strengthened by numerical
problems included in the book. The concept of macro and micro
modelling for NCMP and the frame work for development of
industrial standards is outline. This new book covers process
optimization, process capability for hybrid NCMP, and combines
NCMP and CMRP (Conventional Machining Removal Processes) along with cost analysis
for various hybridized processes.
CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Industrial & Manufacturing
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 158pp: 140 illus: 67 halftones: 73 line drawings: 26 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-13913-1: Oct 2020: $175.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-02916-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367139131
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Functional Materials and Advanced Manufacturing

Systems Engineering

3-Volume Set

Fifty Lessons Learned
Edited by Chander Prakash, Lovely Professional University,
Phagwara, Sunpreet Singh, Lovely Professional University,
Phagwara and J. Paulo Davim, University of Aveiro, Portugal
Series: Manufacturing Design and Technology

Functional and Smart Materials , covers the synthesis and
fabrication route of functional and smart materials for universal
applications such as material science, mechanical engineering,
manufacturing, nanotechnology, and food science. "Advanced
Manufacturing and Processing Technology" covers coating,
deposition, and emerging advanced manufacturing technologies
for processing of materials. "Characterization, Testing,
Measurement and Metrology" covers the application of new
and advanced characterization techniques to investigate and
analyze processed materials.
CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Industrial & Manufacturing
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 680pp: 350 illus: 87 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-27507-5: Oct 2020: $520.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-09413-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367275075

Howard Eisner, Professor Emeritus, The George Washington
University, DC
Series: CRC Press Focus Shortform Book Program
The author has spent approximately 50 years in the field of
systems engineering. This Focus book provides a "looking back"
at his 50-year run and the lessons he learned and would like to
share with other engineers, so they can use these lessons in their
day-to-day work in systems engineering and related fields.
The book will be of interested to students and engineers across
many fields, as well as students and engineers working in
business and management fields.
CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Industrial and Manufacturing
5-1/2 x 8-1/2: 120pp: 5 illus: 5 line drawings: 5 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-42242-4: Jul 2020: $65.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-00250-5: Jul 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367422424
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Green Innovation, Sustainable Development, and
Circular Economy
Edited by Nitin Kumar Singh, Marwadi Education
Foundation Group of Inst., India, Siddhartha Pandey,
Chalapathi Institute of Technology, India, Himanshu Sharma,
Institute of Infrastructure Tech., India and Sunkulp Goel,
Nanjing University of Science and Technology, China
Series: Green Engineering and Technology
Although green innovation and technology is not new, so far
very limited information is available regarding the diversified
approaches for green technologies and engineering. This book
will highlight the challenges, opportunities, and roadmap for
using various approaches in the most cost-effective way. This
book provides a line of approach to core and interdisciplinary
students, academicians, research scientists, and various industry
personnel to present their ideas of green innovations with a common vision of sustainable
development of community and industries in mind.
CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Industrial & Manufacturing
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 249pp: 75 illus: 24 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-44174-6: Oct 2020: $175.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-01125-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367441746
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Introduction to Credit Risk

Statistical Learning Using Neural Networks

Giulio Carlone
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Finance Series

A Guide for Statisticians and Data Scientists with Python
Basilio de Braganca Pereira, Calyampudi Radhakrishna
Rao, University of Buffalo - SUNY and Fabio Borges de
Oliveira

This book on analysis of credit risk, derivatives, equity investments, portfolio management,
quantitative methods, and risk management. This book can be used as an important tool
to explain how to generate data rows of expected exposure to counterparty credit risk.
The book also directs the reader on how to visualize, in real time, the results of this data,
generated with a java tool.

This book introduces artificial neural networks to students and
professionals. It covers the theory and applications in statistical
learning methods with concrete Python code examples.
Statistical topics covered include multivariate statistics (Cluster,
Classification, Dimension Reduction, Projection Pursuit, Nonlinear
Regression) Survival Analysis (Cox Model and Extensions) Control,
Chart and Statistical Inference. Illustrative examples will be mainly
from medicine, engineering, and economics.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Mathematics
7 x 10: 360pp: 523 illus
Hb: 978-0-367-47849-0: Oct 2020: $200.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-03694-4: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367478490

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Statistics
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 248pp: 117 illus: 47 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-36450-9: Sep 2020: $99.95 • eBook: 978-0-429-43129-6: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138364509
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Machine Learning for Factor Investing: R Version

Supervised Machine Learning

Guillaume Coqueret and Tony Guida
Series: Chapman and Hall/CRC Financial Mathematics Series

Optimization Framework and Applications with SAS and R
Tanya Kolosova and Samuel Berestizhevsky

The aim of the book is to give an interpretation of ML tools
through the lens of factor investing. Concepts illustrated with
examples on the same (public) dataset throughout the book.
Provides code samples and the corresponding results so that
anybody can reproduce the steps.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Finance
7 x 10: 341pp
Hb: 978-0-367-47322-8: Sep 2020: $200.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-54586-4: Sep 2020: $79.95
eBook: 978-1-003-03485-8: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367545864

AI framework intended to solve a problem of bias-variance
tradeoff for supervised learning methods in real-life applications.
The AI framework comprises of bootstrapping to create multiple
training and testing data sets with various characteristics, design
and analysis of statistical experiments to identify optimal feature
subsets and optimal hyper-parameters for ML methods, data
contamination to test for the robustness of the classifiers.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Statistics
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 184pp: 22 illus: 22 line drawings: 59 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-27732-1: Sep 2020: $120.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-29759-5: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367277321
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Mathematics of Casino Carnival Games

An Introduction to Nonparametric Statistics

Mark Bollman, Albion College, Albion, Michigan, USA

John E. Kolassa
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Texts in Statistical Science

There are thousands of books relating to poker, blackjack,
roulette and baccarat, including strategy guides, statistical
analysis, psychological studies, and much more. However, there
are no books on Pell, Rouleno, Street Dice, and many other
games that have had a short life in casinos!
While this is understandable — most casino gamblers have not
heard of these games, and no one is currently playing them —
their absence from published works means that some interesting
mathematics and gaming history are at risk of being lost forever.
This book is a focused look at these games and the mathematics
at their foundation.
Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Mathematics
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 318pp: 27 illus
Hb: 978-0-367-34865-6: Oct 2020: $64.95 • eBook: 978-0-429-32852-7: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367348656

1-800-634-7064

This book presents the theory and practice of non-parametric
statistics, with an emphasis on motivating principals. The course
is a combination of traditional rank based methods and more
computationally-intensive topics like density estimation, kernel
smoothers in regression, and robustness. The text is aimed at
MS students.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Statistics
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 224pp: 35 illus: 35 line drawings: 22 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-19484-0: Sep 2020: $99.95 • eBook: 978-0-429-20275-9: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367194840
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Data Science for Mathematicians

Wavelet Based Approximation Schemes for Singular
Integral Equations

Edited by Nathan Carter
Series: CRC Press/Chapman and Hall Handbooks in
Mathematics Series
Mathematicians have skills that, if deepened in the right ways,
would enable them to use data to answer questions important
to them and others, and report those answers in compelling
ways. Data science combines parts of mathematics, statistics,
computer science. Gaining such power and the ability to teach
has reinvigorated the careers of mathematicians. This handbook
will assist mathematicians to better understand the opportunities
presented by data science.
Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Mathematics
7 x 10: 544pp: 151 illus: 39 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-02705-6: Sep 2020: $120.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-39829-2: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367027056

Madan Mohan Panja, Department of Mathematics, Visva
Bharati (a Central University), Santiniketan, India and Birendra
Nath Mandal, Indian Statistical Institute, Kolkata, India
Numerical methods based on wavelet basis (multiresolution
analysis) may be regarded as a confluence of widely used
numerical schemes based on Finite Difference Method, Finite
Element Method, Galerkin Method, etc. The objective of this
monograph is to deal with numerical techniques to obtain
(multiscale) approximate solutions in wavelet basis of different
types of integral equations with kernels involving varieties of
singularities appearing in the field of elasticity, fluid mechanics,
electromagnetics and many other domains in applied science
and engineering.
CRC Press
Market: Mathematics
7 x 10: 290pp: 52 illus: 58 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-19917-3: Sep 2020: $169.95 • eBook: 978-0-429-24407-0: Jun 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367199173
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Piece-wise and Max-Type Difference Equations
Periodic and Eventually Periodic Solutions
Michael A. Radin, Rochester Institute of Technology, USA
Piece-wise and Max-Type Difference Equations: Periodic and
Eventually Periodic Solutions is intended for lower-level
undergraduate students studying discrete mathematics.
The book focuses on sequences as recursive relations and then
transitions to periodic recursive patterns and eventually periodic
recursive patterns. In addition to this, it will also focus on
determining the patterns of periodic and eventually periodic
solutions inductively. The aim of the author, throughout this
book, is to get students to understand the significance of pattern
recognition as a mathematical tool.
Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Mathematics
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 172pp: 157 illus
Hb: 978-1-138-31350-7: Sep 2020: $130.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-45761-6: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138313507
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Understanding the Analytic Hierarchy Process
Konrad Kulakowski
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Series in Operations Research
The aim of this book is to provide the reader with a critical guide
to AHP. In this book, the AHP method is considered primarily as
a mathematical technique supporting the decision-making
process.
This method provides a convenient and versatile framework for
modelling multi-criteria decision problems, evaluating
alternatives and deriving final priorities. Rather than imposing a
"correct" decision, AHP allows the user to create a ranking of
alternatives, then choose the one which is the best (or among
the best). At the core of AHP is a pairwise comparisons (PC)
method. This is an old technique known in various forms since
at least the Middle Ages.
Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Mathematics
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 262pp: 29 illus
Hb: 978-1-138-03232-3: Oct 2020: $150.00 • eBook: 978-1-315-39222-6: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138032323
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Artificial Intelligence Trends for Data Analytics
Using Machine Learning and Deep Learning
Approaches

Intuitive Understanding of Kalman Filtering with
MATLAB®
Armando Barreto, Malek Adjouadi, Francisco R. Ortega,
Florida International University, Miami, Florida, USA and
Nonnarit O-larnnithipong

Edited by K. Gayathri Devi, Anna University Chennai,
Mamata Rath, Assistant Professor, Birla School of
Management, Birla Global University, India and Nguyen Thi
Dieu Linh, Professor and Head of Dept. of Electronics and
Telecommunication Engineering, Hanoi University of
Industry, Vietnam
Series: Artificial Intelligence (AI): Elementary to Advanced
Practices
Artificial Intelligence (AI) when incorporated with machine
learning and deep learning algorithms can have a wide variety
of applications today. This book focuses on the implementation
of various elementary and advanced approaches in AI that can
be used in various domains to solve real-time decision-making
problems. Academic scientists, researchers and students in the various domains of computer
science engineering, electronics and communication engineering, information technology,
industrial engineers, biomedical engineers, and management will find this book useful.
CRC Press
Market: Engineering: Industrial & Manufacturing
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 266pp: 134 illus: 80 halftones: 54 line drawings: 36 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-41727-7: Oct 2020: $170.00 • eBook: 978-0-367-85473-7: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367417277

The emergence of affordable micro sensors, such as MEMS
Inertial Measurement Systems, which are being applied in
embedded systems and Internet-of-Things devices, has brought
techniques such as Kalman Filtering, capable of combining
information from multiple sensors or sources, to the interest of
students and hobbyists. This will book will develop just the
necessary background concepts, helping a much wider audience
of readers develop an understanding and intuition that will
enable them to follow the explanation for the Kalman Filtering
algorithm
CRC Press
Market: Computer Science & Engineering
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 248pp: 21 halftones: 31 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-19135-1: Sep 2020: $149.95 • Pb: 978-0-367-19133-7: Sep 2020: $69.95
eBook: 978-0-429-20065-6: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367191337
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Blockchain Technology and Applications

SAS® Coding Primer and Reference Guide

Edited by Pethuru Raj, IBM Pvt.Ltd., Manyata Tech Park,
Bangolore, India, Kavita Saini and Chellammal
Surianarayanan

Connie Tang
A primer for learning SAS and analytics quickly, the book makes
use of real-world data analysis steps. Filled with line-by-line code
explanations, it is packed with fully functional and easily
modifiable code covering both data manipulation as well as
statistical analyses. The book has four key areas of emphasis: the
first covers the fundamental concepts, terminology, and syntax
used to code SAS programs; the second area is the logical flow
of material throughout the book; the third area is the detailed
and complete annotation of all statements and code; the last
area is the examples and sample code illustrated in book.

This book illustrates how blockchain is being sustained through
a host of platforms, programming languages, and enabling tools.
It details how blockchain is being blended with cloud
computing, big data analytics and IoT across all industry verticals.
This book also explains how this path-breaking technology can
be a value addition for several business domains ranging from
healthcare, financial services, government, supply chain, IoT
device and data security to retail.
Auerbach Publications
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 272pp: 87 illus: 5 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-53340-3: Sep 2020: $99.95 • eBook: 978-1-003-08148-7: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367533403

Auerbach Publications
7 x 10: 284pp: 200 illus: 3 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-53705-0: Sep 2020: $175.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-50794-7: Sep 2020: $69.95
eBook: 978-1-003-05129-9: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367507947
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Enterprise Architecture for Digital Business

The Complete Guide for CISA Examination
Preparation

Integrated Transformation Strategies
Tushar K. Hazra, EpitomiOne, Ellicot City, Maryland, USA and
Bhuvan Unhelkar, Consultant, Wahroonga, Australia
Enterprise Architecture (EA) is the most essential fabric of an
enterprise. However, EA also transcends and transforms
technology and moves it into business space. Therefore, EA
needs to be discussed in an integrated, holistic, and
comprehensive manner. This book focuses on preparing all
organizations large and small, and those wishing to move into
them, for the impact of leveraging emerging, disruptive, and
innovative technologies within the EA framework.

Auerbach Publications
Market: Information Technology
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 312pp: 50 illus: 8 tables
Hb: 978-1-498-72788-4: Oct 2020: $79.95 • eBook: 978-1-498-72790-7: Jan 2021
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498727884
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Richard E. Cascarino
Series: Internal Audit and IT Audit
The Complete Guide for CISA Examination Success delivers
complete coverage of every topic on the latest release of the
Certified Information Systems Auditor (CISA) exam. The author,
an IT security and auditing expert, book covers all five exam
domains. This effective self-study system features chapter
learning objectives, in-depth explanations of each topic, and
accurate practice questions. Each chapter includes exam tips
that highlight key exam information, hands-on exercises, a
summary that serves as a quick review, and end-of-chapter
questions that simulate those on the actual exam. Designed to
help candidates pass the CISA exam easily, it also serves as an
ideal on-the-job reference.
Auerbach Publications
Market: Information Technology
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 272pp: 1 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-30876-3: Oct 2020: $110.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-55174-2: Oct 2020: $45.00
eBook: 978-0-429-03000-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367551742
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TEXTBOOK • READER

The Complete Guide to Blender Graphics

Mathematics and R Programming for Machine
Learning

Computer Modeling & Animation
John M. Blain, Toormina, New South Wales, Australia
Blender is a free Open Source 3D Computer Modeling and
Animation Suite incorporating – Character Rigging, Particles,
Real World Physics Simulation, Sculpting, Video Editing with
Motion Tracking and 2D Animation within the 3D Environment.

A K Peters/CRC Press
Market: Computer Game Development
7-1/2 x 9-1/4: 584pp: 1807 illus
Hb: 978-0-367-55361-6: Oct 2020: $149.95 • Pb: 978-0-367-53619-0: Oct 2020: $74.95
eBook: 978-1-003-09318-3: Oct 2020 • Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-367-18474-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367536190

From the Ground Up
William B. Claster
The language of machine learning is programming, and this
textbook helps novice programmers acquire step-by-step skills
needed to understand and implement algorithms. Beginning
with simple implementations and moving to the modern
object-oriented paradigm, the text presents important basic
algorithms and powerful deep learning algorithms. It begins
with basic concepts in R and proceeds to basic concepts in
math and statistics, all done from a programming point of view
and then to the implementation of several algorithms. Strong
emphasis is placed on improving the programming skills and
implementing full-fledged algorithms.
CRC Press
7 x 10: 436pp: 65 illus: 13 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-56194-9: Oct 2020: $59.95 • Pb: 978-0-367-50785-5: Oct 2020: $59.95
eBook: 978-1-003-05122-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367507855

TEXTBOOK • READER
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Computer Organisation and Architecture

5G Multimedia Communication

Evolutionary Concepts, Principles, and Designs

Technology, Multiservices, and Deployment

Pranabananda Chakraborty
This book provides a reasonable balance between the theoretical
concepts of computer organization and its practical
implementation while projecting an insight into the generic as
well as advanced computer organizations of today. Modern
electronic components being fabricated using recent innovative
technologies employed in modern machines have been included
to explain topics that lie in the domain of advanced architectures.
This textbook catersto graduates and postgraduates of Computer
Science, Information Technology, Computer Applications,
Electronics Engineering and Electrical Engineering.
Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Computer Science & Engineering
7 x 10: 576pp: 200 illus: 8 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-25573-2: Oct 2020: $250.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-28845-6: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367255732

Edited by Zoran S. Bojkovic, University of Belgrade, Serbia.,
Dragorad A. Milovanovic, University of Belgrade, Belgrade,
Serbia and Tulsi Pawan Fowdur, University of Mauritius,
Mauritius.
The book aims to present current work and direction on the
challenging subject of multimedia communications, with
theoretical and practical roots. It is divided into three parts: critical
enabling technology; multiservices network and deployment
scenarios. The book is written by experts in the field who
introduced scientific and engineering concepts, covering the
5G multimedia communication areas. The book is intended for
novel readers who could benefit from understanding general
concepts, practitioners who seek guidance into the field and
senior level as well as graduate level engineering students in understanding the process
of today’s wireless multimedia communications.
CRC Press
Market: Engineering-Electrical
7 x 10: 356pp: 104 illus: 23 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-17850-5: Oct 2020: $110.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-09645-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367178505

2nd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
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Information Technology

A Practical Approach to Metaheuristics using
LabVIEW and MATLAB®

An Introduction for Today’s Digital World
Richard Fox, Northern Kentucky University, Highland
Heights, USA
This revised edition has more breadth and depth of coverage
than the first edition. Information Technology: An Introduction for
Today’s Digital World introduces undergraduate students to a
wide variety of concepts they will encounter throughout their
IT studies and careers. It offers a far more detailed examination
of the computer and the IT field than computer literacy texts,
focusing on concepts essential to all IT professionals—from
system administration to scripting to computer organization.
Four chapters are dedicated to the Windows and Linux operating
systems so that students can gain hands-on experience with
operating systems that they will deal with.
Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Computer Science & Engineering
7 x 10: 582pp: 120 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-50720-6: Aug 2020: $225.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-82021-3: Aug 2020: $89.95
eBook: 978-1-003-05097-1: Aug 2020 • Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-466-56828-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367820213
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Pedro Ponce-Cruz, Arturo Molina Gutiérrez, Tecnológico
de Monterrey, Mexico, Ricardo A. Ramírez-Mendoza, Efraín
Méndez Flores, Tecnológico de Monterrey, Mexico,
Alexandro Antonio Ortiz Espinoza, Tecnologico de
Monterrey, Mexico and David Christopher Balderas Silva,
Tecnologico de Monterrey, Mexico
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Computer and Information Science
Series
This book describes and implements metaheuristic algorithms,
using a practical approach in which engineering problems are
solved. A novel optimization algorithm, called Earthquake
optimization, is presented as a main example. Since this
algorithm is used for earthquake modeling, a geological
optimization strategy is demonstrated. In addition, this algorithm is deployed in digital
systems to solve engineering problems, using a practical approach. The reader of this book
will gain a complete view of the main metaheuristic algorithms in use, and how they can
be implemented to solve optimization problems.
Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Computer Science
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 160pp: 126 illus: 12 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-49426-1: Jun 2020: $95.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-33704-9: Jun 2020: $69.95
eBook: 978-0-429-32441-3: Jun 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367337049
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AI in Manufacturing and Green Technology

Cloud Network Management

Methods and Applications

An IoT Based Framework

Edited by Sambit Kumar Mishra, Gandhi Institute for
Education and Technology, India, Zdzislaw Polkowski, Jan
Wyzykowski University, Poland, Samarjeet Borah, Professor,
Sikkim Manipal Institute of Technology, India and Ritesh
Dash, Christian College of Engineering and Technology
Series: Green Engineering and Technology
This book focuses on making the environment sustainable by
employing engineering aspects and green computing through
concepts of modern education and solutions. It visualizes the
potential of artificial intelligence in manufacturing and green
technology, enhanced by business activities and strategies for
rapid implementation. It covers the usages of renewable
resources, covers the implementation of the latest energy
generation technology, discusses resources not depleted in nature, illustrates the facilitation
towards growth of green technology in industry, and offers the usage of advanced materials.
It also covers environmental sustainability and the current trends in manufacturing.
CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Industrial & Manufacturing
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 166pp: 84 illus: 13 halftones: 71 line drawings: 18 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-89565-5: Oct 2020: $120.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-03246-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367895655

Edited by Sanjay Kumar Biswash, NIIT University, Rajasthan,
India and Sourav Kanti Addya, IIT Kharagpur, India
This book provides a deep understanding of cloud computing,
IoT, IoT based cloud architecture and IoT inter-networking with
the cloud. It acts as a bridge between Internet-of-Things and
Cloud Networking with a high degree of node mobility. This
contributed book: Provides an on-demand cloud network data
access via internet and digitalization of contexts; Creates a
pervasive access network to enable a fully virtual mobile and
interconnected distributed environment ; Provides
heterogeneous massive data connectivity in a distributed
framework. It would be a valuable reference for academics and
practitioners alike.
Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Computer Science & Engineering
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 290pp: 69 illus: 60 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-25605-0: Oct 2020: $140.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-28863-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367256050
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Blockchain, Big Data and Machine Learning

Computational Intelligence for Human Action
Recognition

Trends and Applications
Edited by Neeraj Kumar, N. Gayathri, School of Computing
Science and Engineering, Galgotias University, Noida, INDIA,
Md Arafatur Rahman, Faculty of Computer System &
Software Engineering, University Malaysia Pahang, Malaysia
and B. Balamurugan, School of Computing Science and
Engineering, Galgotias University, Noida, INDIA
Present book covers new paradigms in Blockchain, Big Data and
Machine Learning concepts including applications and case
studies. It explains dead fusion in realizing the privacy and
security of blockchain based data analytic environment. Recent
research of security based on big data, blockchain and machine
learning has been explained through actual work by practitioners
and researchers, including their technical evaluation and
comparison with existing technologies. The theoretical background and experimental case
studies related to real-time environment are covered as well.
CRC Press
Market: Computer Science and Engineering
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 360pp: 154 illus: 5 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-37068-8: Sep 2020: $160.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-35254-6: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367370688

Edited by Sourav De and Paramartha Dutta
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Computational Intelligence and
Its Applications
This book tends to involve major emerging trends in technology
which support the current advancement of the human action
recognition with the help of computational intelligence. It also
aims to highlight advancement of the conventional approaches
in the field of human action recognition. The scope of the book
involves proposing novel techniques and reviewing
state-of-the-art in machine learning, computer vision and soft
computing through their applications in human action
recognition. The motivation of this publication is not only to put
forward new ideas in technology innovation but also to analyse
the effect of the same in current context of human action recognition.
Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Computer Science & Engineering
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 146pp: 102 illus: 38 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-18443-8: Sep 2020: $100.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-06148-6: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367184438
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Blockchain-enabled Fog and Edge Computing:
Concepts, Architectures and Applications

Computational Science and its Applications
Edited by A. H. Siddiqi, R. C. Singh and G. D. Veerappa
Gowda

Concepts, Architectures and Applications

Computational science seeks to gain understanding of science
principally through the use and analysis of mathematical models
on high performance computers. The topics covered in this
edited volume are gravitational waves, applications of wavelet
and fractals, modeling by partial differential equations on flat
structure as, computational linguistics, production of natural
calamities and diseases, modeling through inverse problems,
interaction of physics and many more. This book will be used
mainly by researchers working in theoretical research as well as
those who are involved in modeling and simulation in various
disciplines like physics, biology, geoscience, mathematics etc.

Edited by Muhammad Maaz Rehan and Mubashir Husain
Rehmani
This comprehensive book unveils the working relationship of
blockchain and the fog/edge computing. The contents of the
book have been designed in such a way that the reader will not
only understand blockchain and fog/edge computing, but will
also understand their co-existence and their collaborative power
to solve a range of versatile problems.

CRC Press
Market: IT - Communications / Networks
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 320pp: 21 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-45735-8: Aug 2020: $75.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-03408-7: Jul 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367457358
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Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Computer Science & Engineering
7 x 10: 414pp: 175 illus: 28 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-25623-4: Oct 2020: $180.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-28873-9: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367256234
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Cyber Defense Mechanisms

Restricted Congruences in Computing

259

Khodakhast Bibak

Security, Privacy, and Challenges
Edited by Gautam Kumar, Dinesh Kumar Saini, Associate
Professor, Dept. of Computing and Information Technology,
Sohar University, Oman and Nguyen Ha Huy Cuong
Series: Artificial Intelligence (AI): Elementary to Advanced
Practices
This book discusses the evolution of security and privacy issues
and brings related technological tools, techniques, and solutions
into one single source. Graduate and postgraduate students,
researchers, and those working in the industry will find this book
easy to understand and use for security applications and privacy
issues.
CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Industrial & Manufacturing
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 230pp: 68 illus: 24 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-40883-1: Sep 2020: $175.00 • eBook: 978-0-367-81643-8: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367408831

Congruences are ubiquitous in computer science and related
areas. They have interesting applications in signal processing,
data structures and algorithms, DNA-based data storage,
universal hashing, computational complexity, information theory,
coding theory, quantum computing, game theory, discrete
mathematics, number theory, cryptography, and more. Therefore,
developing techniques for finding (the number of) solutions of
congruences is an important problem. As the first book of its
kind, this book is devoted to studying such problems and their
applications. It will be of interest to graduate students and
researchers across computer science, electrical engineering, and
mathematics.
CRC Press
Market: Computer Science
5-1/2 x 8-1/2: 157pp
Hb: 978-0-367-49603-6: Sep 2020: $65.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-04717-9: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367496036
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Democratization of Expertise

Smart Grid in IoT-Enabled Spaces

How Cognitive Systems Will Revolutionize Your Life

The Road to Intelligence in Power

Ron Fulbright, University of South Carolina Upstate 800
University Way Spartanburg, SC 29303
This book discusses how future humans will achieve expert-level
performance in any domain by collaboratively partnering with
cognitive systems. This book introduces the Levels of Cognitive
Augmentation, the Expertise Level, the Model of Expertise, and
presents several examples of synthetic expert architectures: a
synthetic teacher (Synthia), a synthetic friend/therapist (Sy), a
synthetic elderly companion (Lois), a synthetic research
companion (Synclair), and an automated scientific hypothesis
explorer (Ashe). This book is intended for anyone doing research
in, or is interested in the societal and cultural impact of, cognitive
systems and artificial intelligence.
Routledge
Market: Ergonomics & Human Factors
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 198pp: 57 illus
Hb: 978-0-367-22964-1: Oct 2020: $159.95 • Pb: 978-0-367-85945-9: Oct 2020: $79.95
eBook: 978-0-429-27776-4: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367859459

Fadi Al-Turjman
In this book, we consider the most significant and emergent
research topics in this domain, addressing major issues and
challenges in IoT-based solutions proposed for the smart grid.
The chapters provide insight on comprehensive topics in
IoT-based smart grid, combining technical aspects with the most
up to date theory.

CRC Press
Market: Networks
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 296pp: 70 illus: 41 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-51788-5: Oct 2020: $119.95 • eBook: 978-1-003-05523-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367517885
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Multiagent Systems

Soft Computing Applications and Techniques in
Healthcare

Introduction and Coordination Control
Magdi S. Mahmoud, King Fahd University for Petroleum
and Minerals, Dhahran, Saudi Arabia
Multiagent systems offer tremendous opportunities for
development in computing and its applications. The objective
of this book is to identify preliminary requirements and
fundamental issues related to multiagent systems; provide
coherent solutions for adopting multiagent framework for
examining problems critically in smart microgrid systems; and
present advanced analysis of multiagent systems under
cyber-physical attacks and develop resilient control strategies
to guarantee safe operation. The book is a comprehensive
volume on the subject.
CRC Press
Market: Computer Science & Technology
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 400pp: 154 illus: 20 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-25536-7: Mar 2020: $179.95 • eBook: 978-0-429-28961-3: Mar 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367255367

Edited by Ashish Mishra, Associate Professor, Dept. of
Computer Science and Engineering, Gyan Ganga Institute
of Technology and Sciences, India, G. Suseendran, Assistant
Professor, Dept. of Information Technology, India and
Trung-Nghia Phung, Associate Professor, Head of Academic
Affairs, University of Information and Communication
Technology, Vietnam
Series: Information Technology, Management and Operations
Research Practices
This book provides insights into contemporary issues and
challenges in soft computing applications and techniques in
healthcare. It will be a useful guide to identify, categorize, and
access the role of different soft computing techniques for disease, diagnosis, and prediction
due to technological advancements. The primary users for the book include researchers,
academicians, post graduate students, specialists, and practitioners.
CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Industrial & Manufacturing
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 276pp: 154 illus: 55 halftones: 99 line drawings: 33 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-42387-2: Sep 2020: $175.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-00349-6: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367423872
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Big Data with Hadoop MapReduce
A Classroom Approach
Rathinaraja Jeyaraj, Ganeshkumar Pugalendhi and Anand
Paul
The authors of Big Data with Hadoop MapReduce: A Classroom
Approach have framed the book to facilitate understanding big
data and MapReduce by visualizing the basic terminologies and
concepts. They employ over 100 illustrations and many
worked-out examples to convey the concepts and methods
used in big date, the inner workings of MapReduce, and single
node/multi-node installation on physical/virtual machines.

Apple Academic Press
Market: Information Technology
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 426pp: 110 illus: 22 halftones: 88 line drawings: 33 tables
Hb: 978-1-771-88834-9: Sep 2020: $169.95 • eBook: 978-0-429-32173-3: May 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781771888349
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Guidelines for Slope Performance Monitoring

Surface Subsidence Engineering: Theory and
Practice

Edited by Robert Sharon, Sharon Geotechnical LLC, Tucson,
AZ, USA and Erik Eberhardt, University of British Columbia,
Vancouver, Canada
Guidelines for Slope Performance Monitoring is an initiative of the
Large Open Pit (LOP) Project and the fifth book in the Guidelines
series. Presenting the process of establishing and operating a
slope monitoring system; the fundamentals of pit slope
monitoring instrumentation and methods; monitoring system
operation; data acquisition, management and analysis; and
utilising and communicating monitoring results. It summarises
leading mine industry practice in monitoring system design,
implementation, system management, data management and reporting, and provides
guidance for engineers, geologists, technicians and others responsible for geotechnical
risk management.
CRC Press
Market: Mining Engineering
8 1/4 x 10 5/8: 344pp: 308 illus
Hb: 978-0-367-50919-4: Jul 2020: $170.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367509194

Edited by Syd S. Peng, West Virginia University, Morgantown,
USA
Dealing with the issues associated with the movement of
overburden strata, which are the layers from the seam to the
surface, where structures and water resources important to
human activities are located. Providing comprehensive coverage
of the major issues associated with surface subsidence. The
chapters are written by experts on surface subsidence in the
three leading coal producing and consuming countries in the
world: Australia, China and the United States. They discuss
general features and terminologies, subsidence prediction,
subsidence measurement techniques, subsidence impact on water bodies, subsidence
damage, mitigation and control, and subsidence on abandoned coal mines.
CRC Press
Market: Mining Engineering
8 1/4 x 10 5/8: 210pp: 182 illus
Hb: 978-0-367-50934-7: Sep 2020: $170.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367509347
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Mitigation of Gas Pipeline Integrity Problems

The Belt Conveyor

Mavis Sika Okyere

261

A Concise Basic Course

This book presents the methodology that will enable an
engineer, experienced or not, to alleviate pipeline integrity
problems during operation. It explains the principal
considerations and establishes a common approach in tackling
technical challenges that may arise during gas production. This
practical work serves the needs of advanced students,
researchers, and professionals working in pipeline engineering
and petrochemical industries.

CRC Press
Market: Petroleum Engineering
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 300pp: 50 illus: 19 halftones: 67 line drawings: 50 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-54658-8: Oct 2020: $125.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-09002-1: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367546588

D.V. Subba Rao, S.D.S. Autonomous College, Andhra
Pradesh, India
This book describes all parts of belt conveyors, their functions
and different types with necessary illustrations covering all the
basic aspects so that the reader can obtain an overall
understanding of their operation and implementation within
the field of bulk material handling and mining. Dedicated study
of this work will also enable engineers to carry out minor repairs
on their own without having to wait for maintenance personnel.
This is an introductory preliminary book for beginners in the
field of civil engineering written in lucid, easy-to-understand
language, well-illustrated, and with self-explanatory descriptions
that do not compromise in maintaining academic standards.
CRC Press
Market: Mining Engineering
: 188pp: 8 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-53570-4: Sep 2020: $130.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08931-5: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367535704
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Refinery Feedstocks

Mining, Materials, and the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs)

James G. Speight, CD & W Inc., Laramie, USA
Series: Petroleum Refining Technology Series
Refinery Feedstocks address the problems of (i) changing
feedstock availability and properties, and (ii) refining, and (iii)
solids deposition during refining. The book will take the reader
through the various steps that are necessary for crude oil
evaluation and refining including the potential for the use of
coal liquids, shale oil, and non-fossil fuel materials (biomass) as
refinery feedstocks.

CRC Press
Market: Chemistry
7 x 10: 370pp: 45 illus: 45 line drawings: 41 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-02710-0: Oct 2020: $200.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-39828-5: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367027100

2030 and Beyond
Edited by Christian Parra, Analysis for Development Group,
Queensland, Brandon Lewis and Saleem H. Ali, University
of Delaware, Delaware, USA
The book provides a systematic assessment of how the mining
and materials sector contributes to the 17 sustainable
development goals set forth by the UN in 2015. The target date
of 2030 for reaching these goals is considered as a benchmark
but the book looks beyond considering a longer-term vision.
Written by a mix of authors from developing and developed
countries, the book offers coverage of environmental, economic,
and social dimensions of the SDGs. Aimed at those working in
minerals, mining, and materials, this work offers readers a
practical vision of how these sectors can have a positive impact
on meeting these vital global targets.
CRC Press
Market: Mining and Minerals Engineering
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 232pp: 75 illus: 28 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-35850-1: Oct 2020: $140.00 • eBook: 978-0-367-81496-0: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367358501
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Bonding through Code

Measuring Heavy Metal Contaminants in Cannabis
and Hemp

Theoretical Models for Molecules and Materials
Daniel C. Fredrickson, University of Wisconsin-Madison,
USA

Robert J. Thomas

This timely and unique publication is designed for graduates
and researchers in physical inorganic chemistry covering
bonding models and applications of symmetry concepts to
chemical systems. The book discusses the quantum mechanical
basis for molecular orbital concepts, the connections between
molecular orbitals and localized views of bonding, group theory,
and bonding models for a variety of compounds. Unlike other
books, the concepts are made tangible to the readers by guiding
them through the implementation in Matlab functions. No
background in Matlab or computer programming is needed
and the book will provide the necessary skills.
CRC Press
Market: Chemistry
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 244pp: 71 illus
Hb: 978-1-498-76221-2: Sep 2020: $129.95 • eBook: 978-0-429-15401-0: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498762212

There has been an explosive surge of interest in the potency
testing and cannabinoid/terpenes profiling of cannabis together
as well as a growing recognition from regulatory agencies and
cannabis testing labs of the need for an understanding of
potential contaminants such as heavy metals and pesticides.
This dedicated reference book will cover everything that the
global cannabis testing communities need to know about heavy
metals and other elemental impurities and will help
inexperienced users in the testing labs.to get a better
understanding of the plasma-based analytical techniques that
are being recommended to carry out the measurements.
CRC Press
Market: Science Chemistry
7 x 10: 526pp: 232 illus: 44 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-41737-6: Sep 2020: $200.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-00415-8: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367417376
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Designing Electrolytes for Lithium-Ion and
Post-Lithium Batteries

Natural Products and Botanical Medicines of Iran
Reza Eddin Owfi, Faculty of Natural Resources, Gorgan
Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources University, Iran
Series: Natural Products Chemistry of Global Plants

Edited by Władysław Wieczorek and Janusz Płocharski
This book fills this gap and shines more light on the role of electrolytes in modern batteries.
Today, limitations in lithium-ion batteries result from non-optimal properties of commercial
electrolytes as well as scientific and engineering challenges related to novel electrolytes
for improved lithium-ion as well as future post-lithium batteries.

With a high diversity of vegetation in Iran, over 8000 plant species
are in existence. More than 2300 species of these plants have
medicinal, edible and industrial properties, and more than 1700
species of them are endemic. Natural Products and Botanical
Medicines of Iran provides an overview on important endemic
plants and their usages. All results have been tabulated and key
detailed information of each species is presented with
background data.

Jenny Stanford Publishing
Market: Chemistry
: 200pp
Hb: 978-9-814-87716-9: Sep 2020: $149.95 • eBook: 978-1-003-05093-3: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9789814877169

CRC Press
Market: Chemistry
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 260pp: 217 illus: 7 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-55657-0: Oct 2020: $300.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-44173-9: Oct 2020: $120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-00899-6: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367441739
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Everything is Now

Particles, Fields, Space-Time

Revolutionary Ideas from String Theory

From Thomson’s Electron to Higgs’ Boson

Bill Spence, Queen Mary University of London

Martin Pohl

Foremost amongst Nature’s closest-guarded secrets is how to
unite Einstein’s theory of gravity with quantum theory – thereby
creating a "quantum space-time". This problem has been
unsolved now for more than a century, with the standard
methods of physics making little headway. It is clear that much
more radical ideas are needed, and our front-line researchers
are showing that string theory provides these. This book
describes these extraordinary developments, which are helping
us to think in entirely new ways about how physical reality may
be structured at its deepest level.

This book explores the concepts, ideas, and experimental results
that brought us from the discovery of the first elementary particle
in the end of the 19th century to the completion of the Standard
Model of particle physics in the early 21st century.

CRC Press
Market: Physics
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 82pp: 27 illus
Hb: 978-0-367-49023-2: Oct 2020: $64.95 • Pb: 978-0-367-49022-5: Oct 2020: $25.95
eBook: 978-1-003-04403-1: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367490225
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CRC Press
Market: Physics
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 312pp: 52 illus: 12 halftones: 40 line drawings
Hb: 978-0-367-35381-0: Sep 2020: $125.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-34723-9: Sep 2020: $49.95
eBook: 978-0-429-33110-7: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367347239
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2nd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER

Fundamentals of Perovskite Oxides

Monte Carlo Methods for Particle Transport
Alireza Haghighat

Synthesis, Structure, Properties and Applications

Fully updated with the latest developments in the eigenvalue
Monte Carlo calculations and automatic variance reduction
techniques and containing an entirely new chapter on fission
matrix and alternative hybrid techniques. This second edition
explores the uses of the Monte Carlo method for real-world
applications, explaining its concepts and limitations.

Gibin George, Department of Psychology, Mills College,
Oakland, CA, Sivasankara Rao Ede, Fayetteville State
University, Fayetteville, NC and Zhiping Luo, Fayetteville
State University, Fayetteville, NC
This book summaries the structure, synthesis route, and potential
applications of perovskite oxide materials and is suitable for
engineers and researchers working with advanced ceramic
materials. It begins with fundamentals of the structure of the
materials. A brief overview of techniques available for the
synthesis of perovskite oxide materials and for size control is
provided. It demonstrates characteristics unique to
perovskite-type compounds, such as chemical, dielectric,
magnetic, electronic, thermal and optical properties, and the
contributing factors and approaches to enhance those properties. It also covers potential
applications of perovskite-type materials in device fabrication.
CRC Press
Market: Materials Science and Engineering
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 384pp: 112 illus: 80 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-35448-0: Oct 2020: $160.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-35141-9: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367354480

CRC Press
Market: Physics
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 310pp: 83 illus: 2 halftones: 81 line drawings: 48 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-18805-4: Aug 2020: $130.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-19839-7: Aug 2020
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-466-59253-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367188054
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5th Edition • TEXTBOOK • NEW EDITION

The Physics of Liquid Water

Solid State Chemistry

Makoto Yasutomi

263

An Introduction

In this sense, this book has fundamentally unraveled this mystery.
In addition, it discusses the mysteries of isothermal
compressibility, structural diversity, as well as liquefaction and
boiling points of water in relation to the shape of the interaction
between particles. It carefully explains the analysis and
calculation methods so that they can be easily understood by
the readers.

Jenny Stanford Publishing
Market: Materials Science
6 x 9: 200pp
Hb: 978-9-814-87725-1: Oct 2020: $149.95 • eBook: 978-1-003-05616-4: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9789814877251

Elaine A. Moore, The Open University, Milton Keynes, UK
and Lesley E. Smart, The Open University, Milton Keynes,
UK
Solid State Chemistry: An Introduction presents a wide range of
the synthetic and physical techniques used to prepare and
characterize solids. Going beyond this, this largely
nonmathematical introduction to solid state chemistry includes
the bonding and electronic, magnetic, electrical and optical
properties of solids. Solids of particular interest – porous solids,
superconductors and nanostructures are included. Practical
examples of applications and modern developments are given.
It offers students the opportunity to apply their knowledge in
real-life situations and serve them well throughout their degree
course.
CRC Press
Market: Chemistry
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 442pp: 350 illus: 38 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-13580-5: Aug 2020: $200.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-13572-0: Aug 2020: $79.95
eBook: 978-0-429-02728-4: Aug 2020 • Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-439-84790-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367135720
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3rd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER

Transparent Semiconducting Oxides

The Physics of the Interstellar Medium

Bulk Crystal Growth and Fundamental Properties
Zbigniew Galazka
This book presents a collection of a number of transparent
semiconducting oxides (TSOs) that were grown as bulk single
crystals using diverse growth techniques and discusses the
fundamental properties gathered directly from the bulk crystals.
Properties of bulk crystals are closer to the intrinsic properties
of an “ideal” compound due to much lower defect density that
significantly affects the electrical, optical, magnetic, mechanical,
and thermal properties. Combinations of various bulk single
crystals along with their properties show great promise in
practical device functionality and fabrication.

Jenny Stanford Publishing
Market: Material Science
6 x 9: 750pp: 265 illus: 181 halftones: 84 line drawings: 64 tables
Hb: 978-9-814-80094-5: Sep 2020: $219.95 • eBook: 978-1-003-04520-5: Apr 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9789814800945

J.E. Dyson, Dept of Physics and Astronomy, University of
Leeds, UK and D.A. Williams, PhD, Department of
Psychological Sciences, Purdue University
This third edition of The Physics of the Interstellar Medium
continues to introduce advanced undergraduates to the
fundamental processes and the wide range of disciplines needed
to understand observations of the interstellar medium and its
role in the Milky Way galaxy. The book is suitable for
undergraduate students studying physics, astronomy, and
astrophysics. The book also provides concise and straightforward
discussions of interstellar physics and chemistry that are useful
for more experienced readers.
CRC Press
Market: Physics
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 206pp: 24 halftones: 42 line drawings: 10 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-45732-7: Jul 2020: $170.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-90423-4: Jul 2020: $69.95
eBook: 978-1-003-02503-0: Jul 2020 • Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-750-30460-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367904234
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3D Image Reconstruction for CT and PET

Finite Element Analysis of Weld Thermal Cycles
Using ANSYS

A Practical Guide with Python
Daniele Panetta and Niccolo Camarlinghi
Series: Focus Series in Medical Physics and Biomedical
Engineering

G. Ravichandran, NMAM Institute of Technology, Nitte,
Karnataka, India
The Finite Element analysis of the thermal cycles during welding
process helps to determine the most optimum procedure that
minimises the extent of rework. This book aims at transient
analysis of welding thermal cycles using ANSYS. Apart from
explaining basic size of the element, welding speed, and the
distance moved by the arc, it deals with methods of
simplification of the complex three-dimensional analysis into
cross sectional analysis and an in-plane analysis. Five different
cases involving different welding processes, heat input, arc
shape, size of the element, and speed of welding are presented.
The detailed step by step calculation is followed by APDL

This is a practical guide to tomographic image reconstruction
with projection data, with strong focus on Computed
Tomography (CT) and Positron Emission Tomography (PET).
Classic methods such as FBP, ART, SIRT, MLEM and OSEM are
presented with modern and compact notation. Accompanied
by example data sets, real ready-to-run Python toolsets and
scripts and an overview the latest research in the field, this guide
will be invaluable for graduate students and early-career
researchers and scientists in medical physics and biomedical
engineering who are beginners in the field of image
reconstruction.

program listing in ANSYS.

CRC Press
Market: Physics
5-1/2 x 8-1/2: 134pp: 30 illus: 1 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-21997-0: Oct 2020: $65.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-27023-9: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367219970

CRC Press
Market: Metals and Alloys
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 236pp: 204 illus: 56 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-51019-0: Aug 2020: $145.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05212-8: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367510190
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Bioresponsive Polymers

Foundations of Experimental Physics
Shailaja Mahamuni, Deepti Sidhaye and Sulabha Kulkarni

Design and Application in Drug Delivery

This book addresses a wide scope of the topics in Experimental
Physics. Such as, improving signal-to-noise ratio, cryogenic
methods, vacuum science, sources and detectors for electrons,
photons (from infra-red to gamma rays), error analysis and
statistical handling of data. ; Please note: Taylor & Francis does
not sell or distribute the Hardback in India, Pakistan, Nepal,
Bhutan, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka.

Edited by Deepa H. Patel
This volume, Bioresponsive Polymers: Design and Application in
Drug Delivery, focuses on recent advancements in bioresponsive
polymers and their design, characterization, and applications in
varied fields, such as drug delivery and gene delivery. It looks at
several carriers for drug delivery and biological molecules using
different bioresponsive polymers. To address the many difficulties
in existing dosage forms, this book provides information on
recent developments to overcome drawbacks of conventional
forms of the drug delivery.

CRC Press
Market: Anthropology
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 362pp: 204 illus: 204 line drawings: 16 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-81996-5: Oct 2020: $175.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-09774-7: Jun 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367819965

Apple Academic Press
Market: Chemistry
6 x 9: 246pp: 15 illus: 4 tables
Hb: 978-1-771-88855-4: Oct 2020: $159.95 • eBook: 978-0-429-32524-3: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781771888554
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Catalytic Asymmetric Reactions of Conjugated
Nitroalkenes

Heavy Metal and Metalloid Contamination of
Surface and Underground Water

Irishi N.N. Namboothiri, Meeta Bhati, Madhu Ganesh,
Basavaprabhu Hosamani, Thekke V. Baiju, Shimi Manchery
and Kalisankar Bera
In the last two decades, the reactivity of nitroalkenes as
substrates in diverse catalytic asymmetric transformations has
been of tremendous interest. This is due to the powerful electron
withdrawing and co-ordinating ability of the nitro group and
the amenability of the nitro group to undergo a wide variety of
synthetic transformations. Although numerous original articles
and reviews have appeared in the literature, a monograph
providing comprehensive coverage of this topic was
conspicuous by its absence. This book will be an invaluable
resource for those who are working in the area of asymmetric
catalysis and synthetic methodologies.
CRC Press
Market: Chemistry
7 x 10: 320pp: 443 illus
Hb: 978-0-367-43382-6: Aug 2020: $199.95 • eBook: 978-1-003-00304-5: Aug 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367433826
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Environmental, Policy and Ethical Issues
Abhik Gupta, Assam University, India

HEAVY METAL AND METALLOID
CONTAMINATION OF SURFACE
AND UNDERGROUND WATER
ENVIRONMENTAL, POLICY, AND ETHICAL ISSUES
Abhik Gupta

Heavy metal and metalloid contamination of groundwater and
surface water ecosystems involves important policy-related and
ethical issues besides their more well-known scientific aspects.
Heavy Metal and Metalloid Contamination of Surface and
Underground Water: Environmental, Policy and Ethical Issues has
brought these three dimensions under a single volume. The
book presents to the readers an updated status of the nature
and extent of heavy metal and metalloid contamination of water
and project its future implications.

CRC Press
Market: Chemistry
7 x 10: 278pp: 22 illus: 39 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-18803-0: Oct 2020: $180.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-19837-3: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367188030
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Hydroxytriazenes and Triazenes
The Versatile Framework, Synthesis, and Medicinal Applications
A.K. Goswami, K. L. Ameta, Mody University of Science and
Technology, Rajasthan, India and S. Khan, Assistant Professor,
Department of Chemistry, BHUPAL NOBLES' UNIVERSITY
Maharana Pratap Station
Organic chemistry research has moved rapidly towards the
N-heterocyclic compounds such as triazenes and
hydroxytriazenes because a large number of these compounds,
both synthetic and natural, have been discovered with excellent
bioactivity. Many of them are presently in clinical trials. Triazene
compounds have excellent medicinal properties and limited
toxicity. Hydroxytriazenes are excellent chelating agents for
transition metals. Newer studies show very promising biological
and medicinal applications. The proposed book highlights
synthetic methods, recent advances, and potential applications of Triazenes and
Hydroxytriazenes.
CRC Press
Market: Chemistry
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 128pp: 3 halftones: 189 line drawings: 5 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-59720-4: Oct 2020: $120.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-48705-7: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138597204
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Nuclear Structure Physics
Edited by Amritanshu Shukla and Suresh Kumar Patra
Nuclear structure Physics connects to some of our fundamental
questions about the creation of universe and its basic
constituents.This book contains chapters on some of the crucial
and trending research topics in nuclear structure, including the
nuclei lying on the extremes of spin, isospin and mass. A better
theoretical understanding of these topics is important beyond
the confines of the nuclear structure community. Additionally,
the book will showcase the applicability and success of the
different nuclear effective interaction parameters near the drip
line, where hints for level reordering have already been seen,
and where one can test the isospin-dependence of the
interaction.
CRC Press
Market: Physcis
7 x 10: 416pp: 150 illus: 2 halftones: 148 line drawings: 48 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-25610-4: Oct 2020: $180.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-28864-7: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367256104
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The Liquid and Supercritical Fluid States of Matter
John E. Proctor, School of Computing, Science and
Engineering, University of Salford; School of Electrical and
Electronic Engineering, University of Manchester, UK
This book addresses graduate students and researchers wishing
to better understand the liquid and supercritical fluid states of
matter, presenting a single cohesive treatment of the liquid and
supercritical fluid states using the gas-like and solid-like
approaches.

CRC Press
Market: Physics
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 300pp: 172 illus: 7 halftones: 165 line drawings: 15 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-58973-5: Sep 2020: $175.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-49144-3: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138589735
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Urban and Industrial Water Conservation Methods

A Ditadura Militar e a Governança da Água no Brasil
(The Military Dictatorship and Water Governance
in Brazil)

Abbas Yari, Saeid Eslamian, Ishfahan University, Princeton
University and Faezeh Eslamian, McGill University, Canada
Urban and Industrial Water Conservation Methods provides
comprehensive and practical information regarding water use
for various different sectors and describes the most suitable
conservation devices and techniques to reduce water
consumption in urban environments. It demonstrates how these
conservation devices and best practices can greatly and quickly
increase the efficiency of water use in both new and existing
buildings.

Ideologia, Poderes Político-Econômico e Sociedade Civil na Construção
das Hidrelétricas de Grande Porte (The Role of Ideology,
Political-Economic Power and Civil Society in the Construction of Large
Hydropower Dams)
Fernanda de Souza Braga, IHE Institute for Water Education,
Delft, The Netherlands
Series: IHE Delft PhD Thesis Series
In recent decades, there has been an exponential increase in
large hydroelectric plants in Brazil, especially in the Amazon
region. The dictatorial regime (1964-1985) created a "standard"
for the construction of these structures by creating an
institutional and legal framework, and by creating an imaginary
about progress and development. In the late 1970s, the
Dam-Affected Movement (MAB) began, and is also studied in
this research. The study is an important and insightful academic
contribution to the understanding of the main bottlenecks of
effective water governance in Brazil.

CRC Press
Market: Civil Engineering
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 96pp: 40 illus: 21 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-53318-2: Oct 2020: $100.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08153-1: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367533182

CRC Press
Market: Water Science, Technology and Engineering
6.7 x 9.5: 226pp
Pb: 978-0-367-49875-7: May 2020: $89.95 • eBook: 978-1-003-04789-6: Mar 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367498757
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Wastewater Treatment by Reverse Osmosis Process

Combining Green-Blue-Grey Infrastructure for Flood
Mitigation and Enhancement of Co-Benfits

Mudhar Al-Obaidi, 1. Chemical Engineering Division, School
of Engineering, University of Bradford, Bradford 2. Middle
Technology University, Iraq - Baghdad, Chakib Kara-Zaitri,
Faculty of Engineering and Informatics and I. M. Mujtaba,
University of Bradford, England, UK
This book provides a one-stop-shop for reverse osmosis (RO),
outlining its scope and limitations for the removal of organic
compounds from wastewater. It focuses on the state-of-the-art
of RO processes and describes ten RO process models of different
features and complexities. This book covers model-based
techniques for RO process operations, methods for process
modelling, simulation, and optimisation, and advanced tools
such as genetic algorithms. Offering extensive coverage of the
subject, Wastewater Treatment by Reverse Osmosis Process is an invaluable resource for
engineers and scientists working within the field of wastewater treatment.
CRC Press
Market: Water Science & Engineering
6-1/8 x 9-1/4: 430pp: 243 illus: 78 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-81934-7: Mar 2020: $170.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-01934-3: Feb 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367819347

Alida I Alves Beloqui, IHE Institute for Water Education, Delft,
The Netherlands
Series: IHE Delft PhD Thesis Series
An increment of urban flood risk in many areas around the globe
is expected. Thus appropriate flood risk management is crucial.
Although strong evidence exists demonstrating that green-blue
infrastructure is a sustainable solution to reduce flooding, its
adoption is still slow. The objective of this research is to help
decision-makers to adopt adaptation strategies to cope with
flood risk while achieving other benefits. This work contributes
to enhance planning processes for flood mitigation combining
green-blue-grey measures. It provides tools and knowledge to
facilitate holistic decision-making, in order to ensure safe and liveable urban spaces for
current and future conditions.
CRC Press
Market: Water Science, Technology and Engineering
6.7 x 9.5: 146pp
Pb: 978-0-367-48597-9: Mar 2020: $79.95 • eBook: 978-1-003-04181-8: Mar 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367485979

2nd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
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Introduction to Urban Water Distribution, Second
Edition

Inclusive Development and Multilevel
Transboundary Water Governance - The Kabul River
Shakeel Hayat, IHE Institute for Water Education, Delft, The
Netherlands
Series: IHE Delft PhD Thesis Series

Set
Nemanja Trifunovic, IHE Institute for Water Education, the
Netherlands
Series: IHE Delft Lecture Note Series
The general focus in the book is on understanding the
steady-state hydraulics that forms the basis of hydraulic design
and computer modelling applied in water distribution. The main
purpose of the workshop problems and three computer
exercises is to develop a temporal and spatial perception of the
main hydraulic parameters in the system for given layout and
demand scenarios. Furthermore, the book contains a detailed
discussion on water demand, which is a fundamental element of any network analysis, and
general principles of network construction, operation and maintenance.
CRC Press
Market: Water Supply, Water Management and Hydrology
: 874pp: 600 illus
Hb: 978-0-367-50295-9: Aug 2020: $350.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-50443-4: Aug 2020: $150.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367502959

1-800-634-7064

This book goes beyond hydro-hegemony by carefully assessing
various institutional frameworks to address the influence of
power over water policies and key players by proposing
alternative strategies for effective multilevel transboundary water
governance. It also considers other factors that influence society,
economy and the environment for sustainable and effective
multilevel water resources governance especially in the context
of the Anthropocene. The resulting ‘great acceleration’ in
demand for resources requires to reconsider how we use the
shrinking ecospace.
CRC Press
Market: Water Science, Technology and Engineering
6.7 x 9.5: 296pp
Pb: 978-0-367-50074-0: Apr 2020: $120.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-04868-8: Mar 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367500740
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Novel Concepts, Systems and Technology for
Sludge Management in Emergency and Slum
Settings
Peter Matuku Mawioo, IHE Institute for Water Education,
Delft, The Netherlands
Series: IHE Delft PhD Thesis Series
This study focused on the development of an innovative sludge
treatment unit that is based on the microwave irradiation
technology. The technology provides a rapid and efficient option
for sludge treatment in isolated conditions such as slum,
emergency, and similar situations. The microwave based
technology forms part of the eSOS (emergency sanitation
operation system) concept that takes into account the entire
sanitation chain. This study contributes in providing solutions
towards improved sanitation in complex scenarios, especially
the management of faecal sludge in emergency and slum conditions.
CRC Press
Market: Water Science, Technology and Engineering
6.7 x 9.5: 168pp
Pb: 978-0-367-90221-6: Mar 2020: $89.95 • eBook: 978-1-003-02322-7: Feb 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367902216

4th Edition • NEW EDITION

The Science of Water
Concepts and Applications
Frank R. Spellman, Spellman Environmental Consulting,
Norfolk, Virginia, USA
The Science of Water: Concepts and Applications, Fourth Edition
contains a wealth of scientific information and is based on
real-world experience. Building on the third edition, this text
applies the latest data and research in the field, and addresses
water contamination as a growing problem. The book material
covers a wide range of water contaminants, the cause of these
contaminants, and considers their impact on surface water and
groundwater sources. It also explores sustainability and the
effects of human use, misuse, and reuse of freshwater and
wastewater on the overall water supply.
CRC Press
Market: Water Science, Technology and Engineering
7 x 10: 636pp: 121 illus: 70 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-53845-3: Oct 2020: $180.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-09419-7: Oct 2020
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-482-24293-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367538453
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The Use of Delft3D to Simulate the Deposition of
Cohesive and Non-Cohesive Sediments in Irrigation
Systems
Shaimaa Abd Al-Amear Theol, IHE Institute for Water
Education, Delft, The Netherlands
Series: IHE Delft PhD Thesis Series
Sediment deposition threatens the performance of many
irrigation systems. Because of the high impact of sediment
problems on irrigation performance and crop production,
numerous studies have been done on how to deal with
sediment deposition. Most studies use 1D models and concern
non-cohesive sediments only. From the morphodynamic point
of view, 2D/3D models are more representative than 1D models.
Cohesive and non-cohesive sediments behave very differently.
In this study, the Delft3D model was adapted to simulate and
control the cohesive sediments in irrigation systems. Further, the impact of structures and
gate operation on the deposition was shown under different scenarios.
CRC Press
Market: Water Science, Technology and Engineering
6.7 x 9.5: 148pp
Pb: 978-0-367-49691-3: Apr 2020: $79.95 • eBook: 978-1-003-04698-1: Mar 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367496913
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2 Volume Set

45 Volume Set

A History of the American People

Routledge Library Editions: Accounting History

James Truslow Adams
Series: A History of the American People

Various
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Accounting History

Originally published in 1933, and written by "America’s historian",
James Truslow Adams, this 2 volume set tells the story of the
rise of the American nation encompassing from economics,
religion, social change and politics from settlement to the Great
Depression. Due emphasis is given to the inter-connectedness
of America with Europe – both in terms of cultural heritage and
political and military entanglements. Extensive in size and scope
and richly illustrated with half-tones and maps these volumes balance a historical narrative
with philosophical interpretation whilst touching on as many aspects of American life and
history as possible.
Routledge
Market: History
: 1036pp: 136 illus: 136 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-54055-5: Sep 2020: $305.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08870-7: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367540555

This set gathers together 45 out-of-print works examining many
areas in accounting history. Books analyse recent events in
accounting, as well as focus on the very earliest days of the
profession and its subsequent development. Key figures and
their ideas are discussed as is the evolution of accounting
thought and practices. Taken together, these books offer a
wide-ranging overview of the history of accounting around the
world.
Routledge
: 15936pp
Hb: 978-0-367-33564-9: Sep 2020: $5715.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-04636-3: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367335649
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A History of the American People

Factory Accounts
John Whitmore
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Accounting History

Volume 1: To the Civil War
James Truslow Adams
Series: A History of the American People
Originally published in 1933, and written by "America’s historian",
James Truslow Adams, this volume tells the story of the rise of
the American nation encompassing economics, religion, social
change and politics from settlement to the Civil War. Due
emphasis is given to the inter-connectedness of America with
Europe – both in terms of cultural heritage and political and
military entanglements. Extensive in size and scope and richly
illustrated with half-tones and maps these volumes balance a
historical narrative with philosophical interpretation whilst
touching on as many aspects of American life and history as
possible.
Routledge
Market: History
: 510pp: 68 illus: 68 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-54213-9: Sep 2020: $170.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08864-6: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367542139

This book, first published in 1984, is a collection of six classic
articles by the famed accountant John Whitmore. The articles,
written between 1906 and 1908, provide a key analysis of
standard costing and cost accounting.

Routledge
Market: Accounting, Business
: 134pp
Hb: 978-0-367-49459-9: Sep 2020: $110.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-04635-6: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367494599
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A History of the American People

The Fifth International Congress on Accounting,
1938

Volume 2: From Civil War to World Power
James Truslow Adams
Series: A History of the American People

Various
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Accounting History

Originally published in 1933, and written by "America’s historian",
James Truslow Adams, this volume tells the story of the rise of
the American nation encompassing economics, religion, social
change and politics from settlement to the Civil War. Due
emphasis is given to the inter-connectedness of America with
Europe – both in terms of cultural heritage and political and
military entanglements. Extensive in size and scope and richly
illustrated with half-tones and maps these volumes balance a
historical narrative with philosophical interpretation whilst
touching on as many aspects of American life and history as
possible.

This book, first published in 1986, collects together the papers
presented at the Fifth International Congress on Accounting in
1938. Cutting edge research at the time, these analyses now
form an integral part of the history of accounting.

Routledge
Market: History
: 526pp: 68 illus: 68 halftones
Hb: 978-0-367-54220-7: Sep 2020: $170.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08868-4: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367542207
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Routledge
Market: Accounting, Business
: 606pp
Hb: 978-0-367-49761-3: Sep 2020: $200.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-04726-1: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367497613
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The New York State Society of Certified Public
Accountants

Accounting Literature in the United States Before
Mitchell and Jones (1796)

Foundation for a Profession

Contributions by Four English Authors, Through American Editions,
and Two Pioneer Local Authors

Edited by Julia Grant
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Accounting History
This book, first published in 1995, presents a convenient resource
which contains a cross-section of education issues, topics and
biographies, identified with the acceptance and development
of Certified Public Accountancy in New York State, USA.

Routledge
Market: Accounting, Business
: 318pp
Hb: 978-0-367-49592-3: Sep 2020: $135.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-04678-3: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367495923
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Edited by Terry K. Sheldahl
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Accounting History
This book, first published in 1989, reproduces and assesses
several key works from the beginnings of the profession of
accountancy. The articles featured partly formed the origins of
American accountancy, and as such are extremely valuable
reference resources for the historian of the profession.

Routledge
Market: Accounting, Business
: 526pp
Hb: 978-0-367-51889-9: Sep 2020: $170.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05561-7: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367518899
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Sourcebook on Accounting Principles and
Accounting Procedures, 1917-1953

Proceedings of the Seventh International Congress
of Accountants, 1957

Edited by Stephen A. Zeff and Maurice Moonitz
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Accounting History

Various
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Accounting History

This book, first published in 1984, collects together a host of
valuable research papers published on accounting and auditing
principles and procedures from the years 1917 to 1953. They are
a key resource on the history and development of the
accounting professions.

This book, first published in 1988, contains the complete account
of the Seventh International Congress of Accountants in 1957.
Featuring analysis of the modernisation of accounting, public
accountants and internal auditing, among others, this is a
valuable research book on the development of the profession.

Routledge
Market: Accounting, Business
: 358pp
Hb: 978-0-367-49681-4: Sep 2020: $135.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-04696-7: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367496814

Routledge
Market: Accounting, Business
: 740pp
Hb: 978-0-367-49732-3: Sep 2020: $235.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-04720-9: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367497323
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Voluntary Annual Report Disclosure by Listed Dutch
Companies, 1945-1983

Report of the Trial of the Directors and the Manager
of the City of Glasgow Bank

Kees Camfferman
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Accounting History

Charles Tennant Couper and E.A. French
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Accounting History

This book, first published in 1997, analyses the development of
Dutch financial reporting. A process of change in international
financial reporting began in the early 1960s, and this book
examines the roles of voluntary and legislated improvements
on financial information disclosure.

This book, first published in 1879 and reissued by Garland in
1984, analyses through the evidence from the original trial the
collapse of the City of Glasgow Bank in 1878, and the reasons
behind it. A history of gross mismanagement had been
concealed by the directors by deceits facilitated by the absence
of an independent audit.

Routledge
Market: Accounting, Business
: 396pp
Hb: 978-0-367-49902-0: Sep 2020: $135.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-04807-7: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367499020

Routledge
Market: Accounting, Business
: 500pp
Hb: 978-0-367-50600-1: Sep 2020: $170.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05047-6: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367506001
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The U.S. Accounting Profession in the 1890s and
Early 1900s

A Common-Sense Method of Double-Entry
Bookkeeping on First Principles

Edited by Stephen A. Zeff
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Accounting History

As Suggested by De Morgan. Part 1 Theoretical
S. Dyer
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Accounting History

This book, first published in 1988, analyses the early development
of the US public accounting profession. It gathers in one place
writings – contemporary accounts, recollections and historical
studies – that portray the early decades of the profession. It is a
key book for students of the early development of the US
accounting profession.

Routledge
Market: Accounting, Business
: 612pp
Hb: 978-0-367-50693-3: Sep 2020: $200.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05083-4: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367506933

This 1897 book, first reissued in 1984, is a key historical document
from the early years of accounting, and carefully explains the
various points of double entry bookkeeping. Originally intended
as a new method of instruction for students of accounting, it
now serves to stand as a vital piece of the puzzle of the
development of the accounting profession itself.

Routledge
Market: Accounting, Business
: 144pp
Hb: 978-0-367-50509-7: Sep 2020: $110.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05017-9: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367505097
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The Accomptant's Oracle

Financial Accounting Milestones in the Annual
Reports of United States Steel Corporation

Wardhaugh Thompson
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Accounting History
This book, first published in 1771 and reissued in 1984, is a
fascinating insight into the history of accounting. Written by a
London accountant (‘accomptant’) in 1771, it examines the
profession as it was in the eighteenth century. It looks at the
system of book-keeping, the banking business, and double entry
book-keeping for manufacturers.

Routledge
Market: Accounting, Business
: 268pp
Hb: 978-0-367-51463-1: Sep 2020: $110.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05393-4: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367514631

The First Seven Decades
Edited by Richard Vangermeersch, IMA, Montvale, NJ
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Accounting History
This book, first published in 1986, examines extracts sections
from the annual reports of United States Steel Corporation over
the period 1902-1968. These extracts are milestones in the history
of financial reporting in the United States, and the documents
are presented as they originally appeared. They capture many
historical events and the company management’s reaction to
them.

Routledge
Market: Accounting, Business
: 276pp
Hb: 978-0-367-52236-0: Sep 2020: $120.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05709-3: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367522360
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'The General Principles of the Science of Accounts'
and 'The Accountancy of Investment'

Education for the Mercantile Counting House
Critical and Constructive Essays by Nine British Writers, 1716-1794

Charles E. Sprague
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Accounting History

Edited by Terry K. Sheldahl
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Accounting History

This book, first published in 1984, reprints the important texts
The General Principles of the Science of Accounts (1901) and The
Accountancy of Investment (1904) in one single volume. Charles
Sprague pioneered the development of accounting theory in
the United States, and his work is key in the study of the history
of accounting and its development.

This book, first published in 1989, surveys higher education in
preparation for business careers, particularly the fledgling
profession of accounting. Examining the origins of English
schooling for merchants, it brings to light articles and writers
from the eighteenth century who proposed a liberal education
for business – a key part of the development of the history of
accounting.

Routledge
Market: Accounting, Business
: 142pp
Hb: 978-0-367-51494-5: Sep 2020: $110.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05412-2: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367514945
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Routledge
Market: Accounting, Business
: 438pp
Hb: 978-0-367-51873-8: Sep 2020: $150.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05556-3: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367518738
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A Scottish Contribution to Accounting History

Accounting in Eighteenth Century Scotland

271

Edited by T. A. Lee
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Accounting History

Michael J. Mepham
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Accounting History

This book, first published in 1986, is a celebration of Scottish
accounting influence and tradition. The essays are critical
contributions to the study of accounting history, split into two
main sections: the development of accounting thought and
practice prior to the emergence of a regulated accountancy
profession; and the problems faced in the first 70 years of the
accountancy profession.

This book, first published in 1988, is a study of the development
of accounting in eighteenth century Scotland. The investigation
is organised around a survey of early Scottish accounting texts,
an analysis of their exposition of the Italian method of
book-keeping and their treatment of certain selected topics.
The aim is to evaluate the contribution that these Scottish
accountants made to the development of a profession.

Routledge
Market: Accounting, Business
: 166pp
Hb: 978-0-367-50369-7: Sep 2020: $110.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-04973-9: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367503697

Routledge
Market: Accounting, Business
: 602pp
Hb: 978-0-367-53412-7: Sep 2020: $170.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08185-2: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367534127
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The Evolution of Selected Annual Corporate
Financial Reporting Practices in Canada, 1900-1970

Leonard M. Savoie
Words from the Past, Thoughts for Today

Edited by George J. Murphy
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Accounting History

Edited by Donald E. Tidrick
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Accounting History

This book, first published in 1988, studies the changes in selected
annual corporate financial reporting practices in Canada from
1900 to 1970, and examines the background and processes that
have influenced such changes. Knowledge of how financial
reporting practices evolved and what influenced their evolution
is key to understanding current financial reporting and in
influencing further change.

This book, first published in 1995, collects together 26 of Leonard
M. Savoie’s key speeches, all previously unpublished. Savoie was
a titan in accounting education and these chapters are of
valuable historical importance to the field. Section 1 consists of
reports to council of the AICPA, Section 2 deals with general
professional and educational issues, and Section 3 focuses on
specific accounting and auditing standard-setting issues.

Routledge
Market: Accounting, Business
: 240pp
Hb: 978-0-367-53216-1: Sep 2020: $120.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08096-1: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367532161

Routledge
Market: Accounting, Business
: 284pp
Hb: 978-0-367-50071-9: Sep 2020: $120.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-04866-4: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367500719
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The Sixth International Congress on Accounting
1952

Forerunners of Realizable Values Accounting in
Financial Reporting

Various
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Accounting History

Edited by G.W. Dean and M.C. Wells
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Accounting History

This book, first published in 1954, collects together the papers
presented to the Sixth International Congress on Accounting.
They focus on the problems of the post-war changes in the value
of money, and how to deal with this in accounting statements;
taxation, and the role of accountants in Government; raising and
retaining capital for development; and the role of the
professional accountant in the commercial field.

This book, first published in 1982, collects papers about market
price valuations capable of different interpretations. Many give
quite explicit support for the selling price case. Others are
incapable of reasonable interpretation other than in support for
selling price valuations. And still others are not inconsistent with
the selling price case. Together they provide valuable historical
analysis of selling price valuations in diverse contexts.

Routledge
Market: Accounting, Business
: 778pp
Hb: 978-0-367-51279-8: Sep 2020: $235.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05313-2: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367512798

Routledge
Market: Accounting, Business
: 348pp
Hb: 978-0-367-50749-7: Sep 2020: $135.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05109-1: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367507497
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A History of the Chartered Accountants of Scotland

The Evolution of Consolidated Financial Reporting
in Australia

From the Earliest Times to 1954
The Institute of Chartered Accountants of Scotland
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Accounting History

An Evaluation of Alternative Hypotheses
Greg Whittred
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Accounting History

This book, first published in 1954, analyses the history of the
world’s oldest accountancy body, the Institute of Chartered
Accountants of Scotland. Chapters cover the history of Scottish
accountants from the earliest times; review the position of the
practicing accountant; assess the work of the Institute; examine
the position of the accountant in commerce, industry or
government service; and deal with the training and examination
of accountants.

Routledge
Market: Accounting, Business
: 230pp
Hb: 978-0-367-51188-3: Sep 2020: $120.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05275-3: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367511883

This book, first published in 1988, aims to provide evidence on
the voluntary adoption of a particular type of financial statement
– the consolidated financial statement – in what may be
characterized as relatively high agency cost situations. This study
examines an accounting method choice not under the
assumption that it will be made opportunistically but under the
assumption that it will be negotiated ex ante as part of the firm’s
optimal contract structure.

Routledge
Market: Accounting, Business
: 198pp
Hb: 978-0-367-49696-8: Sep 2020: $110.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-04700-1: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367496968
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Pioneers of a Profession

The Society of Accountants in Edinburgh, 1854-1914

Chartered Accountants to 1879

A Study of Recruitment to a New Profession

Jas. C. Stewart
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Accounting History

Stephen P. Walker, Cardiff University, UK
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Accounting History

This book, first published in 1986, analyses the lives and careers
of the founding members of the Institute of Chartered
Accountants of Scotland. Contemporary professional
accountancy owes its formal beginnings to the
nineteenth-century Scottish accountants who formed the first
professional bodies, and this book provides valuable insights for
the accounting historian on the backgrounds, education, work
styles and integrity of those early accountants.

This book, first published in 1988, provides an analysis of
recruitment to the new profession of nineteenth-century
accountancy, and in doing so, gives an insight into the complex
origins and behaviour of the emergent professional classes.
Unlike most studies, this is a study of all recruits, not only of those
who succeeded in becoming qualified. This permits an analysis
of the whole process of recruitment, including the choice of
accountancy as a career option and as a vehicle of social mobility.

Routledge
Market: Accounting, Business
: 210pp
Hb: 978-0-367-53255-0: Sep 2020: $120.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08114-2: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367532550

Routledge
Market: Accounting, Business
: 398pp
Hb: 978-0-367-49448-3: Sep 2020: $135.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-04623-3: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367494483
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The Accountant's Magazine

The Auditor's Guide of 1869

An Anthology

A Review and Computer Enhancement of Recently Discovered Old
Microfilm of America's First Book on Auditing by H.J. Mettenheimer

Edited by Colin Storrar
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Accounting History

Peter L. McMickle and Paul H. Jensen
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Accounting History

This book, first published in 1986, contains a series of articles
from The Accountants’ Magazine from the early years of the
twentieth century. They provide insights into the development
of accountancy as a profession, and the development of the
professional bodies that oversaw it. Careful selection of the
articles for this volume mean that there are often contrasting
pairs of articles on the same subject, providing a neat summation
of any debate on the topic.

Routledge
Market: Accounting, Business
: 184pp
Hb: 978-0-367-53339-7: Sep 2020: $110.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08147-0: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367533397

1-800-634-7064

In 1869 H.J. Mettenheimer wrote the Auditor’s Guide Being a
Complete Exposition of Bookkeeper’s Frauds – the first book about
auditing from the earliest period of American accountancy. The
sole remaining copy was found to have been destroyed, leaving
only a barely readable microfilmed photocopy. This book, first
published in 1988, presents a restored Auditor’s Guide, finally
available to historians of the early days of professional
accountancy, together with the authors’ analysis of this
important text.
Routledge
Market: Accounting, Business
: 116pp
Hb: 978-0-367-53457-8: Sep 2020: $110.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08201-9: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367534578
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Transactions of the Chartered Accountants
Students' Societies of Edinburgh and Glasgow

The Book-Keeper and American Counting-Room
Volume 1

A Selection of Writings 1886-1958

July, 1880–December, 1881

273

Edited by Thomas A. Lee
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Accounting History

Edited by Richard P. Brief
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Accounting History

This book, first published in 1984, is concerned mainly with
papers published in various Transactions of the Chartered
Accountants Students’ Societies of Edinburgh and Glasgow.
Many of these lectures were given by eminent accountants from
throughout the UK, and soon the activities of the Societies
extended beyond lectures. The financial reporting and auditing
topics are the major concern of this text – they represent the
one category of lectures which have a continuing and
international relevance and interest.

This book, first published in 1989, contains reprints of the early
periodical on accounting, The Book-Keeper. It dealt with ‘historical
reviews of methods and systems in all ages and by all nations.
Elucidations of accounts, introducing new and simplified features
of accounting. Problems from the counting-room discussed and
explained. Instructive notes upon plans and methods of
book-keeping in every department of trade, commerce and
industry.’ The journal is a primary source for students interested
in the history of accounting.

Routledge
Market: Accounting, Business
: 384pp
Hb: 978-0-367-50081-8: Sep 2020: $135.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-04875-6: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367500818

Routledge
Market: Accounting, Business
: 502pp
Hb: 978-0-367-51324-5: Sep 2020: $170.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05338-5: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367513245
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History of Public Accounting in the United States

The Book-Keeper and American Counting-Room
Volume 2

James Don Edwards
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Accounting History
This book, first published in 1988, is a readable, concise history
of the accounting profession in the US from its beginnings to
the late twentieth century. It examines the roots of the
profession, how it developed, how its standards have evolved,
and what social, economic and legal forces have shaped it. The
chapters form a series of dramatic highlights, illustrative of the
multifarious problems besetting a young profession, catapulted
into prominence by the economic and social forces of the
twentieth century.
Routledge
Market: Accounting, Business
: 390pp
Hb: 978-0-367-53517-9: Sep 2020: $135.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08232-3: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367535179

January, 1882–June, 1883
Edited by Richard P. Brief
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Accounting History
This book, first published in 1989, contains reprints of the early
periodical on accounting, The Book-Keeper. It dealt with ‘historical
reviews of methods and systems in all ages and by all nations.
Elucidations of accounts, introducing new and simplified features
of accounting. Problems from the counting-room discussed and
explained. Instructive notes upon plans and methods of
book-keeping in every department of trade, commerce and
industry.’ The journal is a primary source for students interested
in the history of accounting.
Routledge
Market: Accounting, Business
: 632pp
Hb: 978-0-367-51348-1: Sep 2020: $200.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05347-7: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367513481
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Alexander Hamilton Church

The Book-Keeper and American Counting-Room
Volume 3

A Man of Ideas for All Seasons
Richard Vangermeersch, IMA, Montvale, NJ
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Accounting History
This book, first published in 1988, reassesses the data on Church
– accountant, manager and industrial engineer – and stresses
the theoretical impact of his ideas upon contemporary business
structures as well as his practical desire to implement concepts
to better the working man’s day. The past impact of engineers
and engineering concepts on accounting and management has
previously been overlooked, and this book corrects this. The
discussion herein may inspire a much-needed dialogue among
engineers, accountants and managers.
Routledge
Market: Accounting, Business
: 134pp
Hb: 978-0-367-52270-4: Sep 2020: $110.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05725-3: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367522704

July, 1883–December, 1883
Edited by Richard P. Brief
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Accounting History
This book, first published in 1989, contains reprints of the early
periodical on accounting, The Book-Keeper. It dealt with ‘historical
reviews of methods and systems in all ages and by all nations.
Elucidations of accounts, introducing new and simplified features
of accounting. Problems from the counting-room discussed and
explained. Instructive notes upon plans and methods of
book-keeping in every department of trade, commerce and
industry.’ The journal is a primary source for students interested
in the history of accounting.
Routledge
Market: Accounting, Business
: 400pp
Hb: 978-0-367-51367-2: Sep 2020: $150.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05354-5: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367513672
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The Book-Keeper and American Counting-Room
Volume 4

Shareholder Use and Understanding of Financial
Information
T. A. Lee and D.P. Tweedie
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Accounting History

January, 1884–December, 1884
Edited by Richard P. Brief
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Accounting History
This book, first published in 1989, contains reprints of the early
periodical on accounting, The Book-Keeper. It dealt with ‘historical
reviews of methods and systems in all ages and by all nations.
Elucidations of accounts, introducing new and simplified features
of accounting. Problems from the counting-room discussed and
explained. Instructive notes upon plans and methods of
book-keeping in every department of trade, commerce and
industry.’ The journal is a primary source for students interested
in the history of accounting.
Routledge
Market: Accounting, Business
: 272pp
Hb: 978-0-367-51400-6: Sep 2020: $120.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05372-9: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367514006

This book, first published in 1977 and reissued in 1990, examines
one of the most familiar aspects of accountancy – that of
company financial reporting. Assessing the view that
shareholders have little time for financial reports, this book
presents the findings from a research project analysing whether
or not shareholders understand financial reports; what they do
and don’t understand; their use of financial reports; the type of
shareholders who have the most, and least, understanding and
who make most, and least, use of financial reports.
Routledge
Market: Accounting, Business
: 434pp
Hb: 978-0-367-51793-9: Sep 2020: $150.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05522-8: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367517939
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Federal Securities Law and Accounting 1933-1970:
Selected Addresses

A History of Canadian Accounting Thought and
Practice

Edited by Gary John Previts and Alfred R. Roberts
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Accounting History

Edited by George J. Murphy
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Accounting History

The articles in this book, first published in 1986, cover the
developments of the first three decades of the Securities Acts,
and examines appraisals of the U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission. With the rise in interest in the evolution of
regulatory policy, these principal papers are key sources in the
study of the history of accounting. Written by accountants close
to the Commission, these papers will be of interest to
accountants in public and private practice, and all students of
accounting and its government regulation.

This book, first published in 1993, focuses on the evolution of
accounting institutions, practices and standard-setting in Canada.
Canada’s federal system complicates the jurisdictional authority
for accounting matters. The Canadian constitution empowers
the ten provinces to regulate the training and certification of
accountants, and each can incorporate organizations. A great
deal of effort has been made by accounting bodies on
jurisdictional coordination and disputes, and this book analyses
how these systems have come to function in their present form.

Routledge
Market: Accounting, Business
: 370pp
Hb: 978-0-367-51589-8: Sep 2020: $135.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05456-6: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367515898

Routledge
Market: Accounting, Business
: 666pp
Hb: 978-0-367-53189-8: Sep 2020: $200.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08088-6: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367531898
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Contributions of Four Accounting Pioneers

The Accounting Postulates and Principles
Controversy of the 1960s

Kohler, Littleton, May, Paton: Digests of Periodical Writings
James Don Edwards and Roland F. Salmonson
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Accounting History

Edited by Stephen A. Zeff
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Accounting History

This book, first published in 1988, is a valuable digest of the
contributions to periodical literature in accountancy by four
major contributors of the twentieth century. The four authors
represent a total of over two hundred years of experience and
leadership in the accounting profession. In many respects this
book can be described as a history of accounting thought since
1900, and the particular manner in which each author has
contributed to the development of the profession is detailed in
the biography preceding each section.

This book, first published in 1982, gathers together a series of
articles and editorials written in response to the Accounting
Research Program of the early 1960s. Accounting Research Study
No. 1 and No. 3 sprang from the American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants’ desire to keep up with ‘economic and social
changes which affect accounting’ and the research studies into
‘postulates’ and ‘principles’ proved to be controversial. These
articles analyse the findings and provide vital historical insight
into the profession of the time, and its further development.

Routledge
Market: Accounting, Business
: 252pp
Hb: 978-0-367-53512-4: Sep 2020: $120.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08229-3: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367535124

1-800-634-7064

Routledge
Market: Accounting, Business
: 448pp
Hb: 978-0-367-50681-0: Sep 2020: $150.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05078-0: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367506810
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The Contributions of Alexander Hamilton Church
to Accounting and Management

History of the Society of Incorporated Accountants
1885-1957

Edited by Richard Vangermeersch, IMA, Montvale, NJ
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Accounting History

A.A. Garrett
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Accounting History

This book, first published in 1986, includes primarily articles
written by Church not reprinted in his books. The collection
demonstrates the breadth of his work and demonstrate why he
was such a renowned expert in the fields of cost accounting
and management. He introduced the ‘machine-hour rate’
method, the production-centre concept, the ‘regulative
principles of management’ and distribution cost-analysis. His
writings spanned the fields of accounting, business,
management and industrial engineering, and this book captures
the essence of his work and central themes.

This book, first published in 1984, marks the closing of a long
and important chapter in the history of the accountancy
profession. The Society of Incorporated Accountants was
founded in 1885 and over its long history achieved much in the
development of the profession. The book is concerned with the
main policies of the Society, its leading personalities, its
organisation, and the general will of its body of Members. It also
focuses on economic and business affairs, legislation and
constitutional development, as well as the relationship of
different sections of the profession and developments in other
countries.

Routledge
Market: Accounting, Business
: 212pp
Hb: 978-0-367-52110-3: Sep 2020: $120.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05658-4: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367521103

Routledge
Market: Accounting, Business
: 384pp
Hb: 978-0-367-53528-5: Sep 2020: $135.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08235-4: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367535285
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Contributions of Limperg and Schmidt to the
Replacement Cost Debate in the 1920s

The Evolution of Audit Thought and Practice

Graeme W. Dean and Frank L. Clarke
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Accounting History
This book, first published in 1990, examines the works of
Theodore Limberg and Fritz Schmidt and their contribution to
the development of the case for replacement price valuations.
It analyses which of Limberg’s and Schmidt’s contributions was
the most prominent and whether either was the genesis of an
evolutionary development of replacement price valuations. This
analysis is apposite. History indicates we will experience further
periods of inflation and accompanying debate on the
serviceability of accounting proposals to incorporate the financial
effects of price and price-level changes.
Routledge
Market: Accounting, Business
: 358pp
Hb: 978-0-367-50864-7: Sep 2020: $135.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05158-9: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367508647

Edited by T. A. Lee
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Accounting History
This book, first published in 1988, analyses the history of auditing
with as much objectivity as possible. These chapters reveal the
importance of auditing in society generally and business activity
particularly. The character of the auditor is examined, and their
part in history as their role developed from an amateur status
to a professional one. The development of the accounting
profession is a significant part of the history of auditing. The
emerging professional bodies assumed a societal role and by
doing so, the audit function changed in terms of its aims and
practices, and became a matter of public as well as private
concern.
Routledge
Market: Accounting, Business
: 348pp
Hb: 978-0-367-50201-0: Sep 2020: $135.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-04914-2: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367502010
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Understanding Accounting in its Social and
Historical Context

The Birth of American Accountancy

The Case of Cost Accounting in Britain, 1914-1925
Anne Loft
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Accounting History
Underlying this book, first published in 1988, is the belief that it
is insightful to examine accounting not as merely a technical
process, nor as a technical process with social and political
consequences, but as an activity which is both social and political
in itself. One way of illuminating the social nature of accounting
is through studying its cultural variations, for although
accounting is a feature of modern industrial society the extent
of its use varies across cultures. This book examines the history
of accounting and explores the complicated relationship
between accounting and society.
Routledge
Market: Accounting, Business
: 330pp
Hb: 978-0-367-51115-9: Sep 2020: $135.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-05249-4: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367511159

Peter L. McMickle and Paul H. Jensen
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Accounting History
This book, first published in 1988, brings together for the first
time a comprehensive, analytical and annotated bibliography
of all American Accounting Works up to 1820. The discussion
extends, clarifies and corrects our knowledge of early American
publications on accounting. All known printings are listed
including many heretofore overlooked and hard-to-find
accounting treatments. Each work is reviewed and many
illustrations are provided including the title pages of the first
printing of every item. The reviews represent the first modern
analyses of these early accounting writings and the illustrations
are often the first ever published.
Routledge
Market: Accounting, Business
: 270pp
Hb: 978-0-367-53468-4: Sep 2020: $120.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08209-5: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367534684
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4 Volume Set

The Legal Literature of Accounting

Minstrel Shows And Songs: An Archival Collection
Of Early American Books And Documents

On Accounts by Diego del Castillo
Patti A. Mills and Patti A. Mills
Series: Routledge Library Editions: Accounting History

Edited by Keiko Wells

This book, first published in 1988, is an English translation of the
sixteenth-century Spanish treatise Tratado de Cuentas or On
Accounts by Diego del Castillo. The broad purpose of this work
is to make this treatise and the issues it raises in accounting
history better known. Despite its importance to the field, the
Tratado has been relatively inaccessible. It is a legal treatise with
legal implications – accounting activity has always had social
consequences, and as a result, accounting practices have been
subject to and shaped by legal constraints throughout their
history. This work makes clear the important relationship
between law and accounting.
Routledge
Market: Accounting, Business
: 124pp
Hb: 978-0-367-53482-0: Sep 2020: $110.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08216-3: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367534820

4 Volume Set

This 4-volume facsimile collection focuses on early minstrelsy
material, particularly songs and performance records. Included
are songbooks of famous Christy Minstrels, a performance guide
for amateur troupes, sheet music and playbills, books that
explore minstrelsy history. The material gathered together is a
unique and valuable primary source on the early history of
American popular culture. Moreover, it provides an important
historical view of the discriminative stereotypes of African
American people from which they still suffer.
Edition Synapse
Market: Asian Studies
: 1600pp
Hb: 978-4-905-21112-9: Feb 2020: $1600.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9784905211129
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Comparative Constitutional Law

Humanizing LIS Education and Practice

Edited by Vicki C. Jackson and Mila Versteeg
Series: Critical Concepts in Law

Diversity by Design
Edited by Keren Dali, University of Denver, USA and Nadia
Caidi, University of Toronto, Canada

This new 4 volume collection meets the need for an authoritative
reference work to help researchers and students navigate and
make better sense of an abundance of scholarship in
comparative constitutional law. Topics include
constitution-making and amendment; the different structural
components of constitutional governance; the interaction of
constitutional law with transnational sources of law; and
theoretical and practical aspects of constitutional legitimacy.
Routledge
Market: Comparative Constitutional Law
: 1748pp: 15 illus: 15 halftones: 20 tables
Hb: 978-1-138-82730-1: Oct 2020: $1050.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138827301

Humanizing LIS Education and Practice: Diversity by Design
demonstrates that diversity concerns are relevant to all and need
to be approached in a systematic way. Developing the Diversity
by Design concept articulated by Dali and Caidi in 2017, the
book promotes the notion of the diversity mindset.
Calling on individuals, organizations, policymakers, and LIS
educators to make diversity integral to their daily activities and
curriculum, Humanizing LIS Education and Practice: Diversity by
Design will be of interest to anyone engaged in research and
professional practice in Library and Information Science.
Routledge
Market: Library and Information Science
: 192pp: 5 illus: 2 halftones: 3 line drawings: 4 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-36964-4: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-40449-9: Oct 2020: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-429-35620-9: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367404499
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Selected Letters of Vernon Lee, 1856–1935

Armed Conflict Survey 2020
Edited by The International Institute for Strategic Studies
(IISS)

Volume II - 1885-1889
Edited by Sophie Geoffroy and Amanda Gagel
Series: The Pickering Masters
Vernon Lee was the pen name of Violet Paget – a prolific author
best known for her supernatural fiction, her support of the
Aesthetic Movement and her radical polemics. She was an active
correspondent who included many well-known figures among
her circle. This scholarly edition of her letters makes a selection
from more than 30 archives worldwide.

Routledge
Market: Literature
: 762pp: 7 illus: 7 halftones
Hb: 978-1-848-93496-2: Sep 2020: $200.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08919-3: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781848934962

1-800-634-7064

The Armed Conflict Survey provides in-depth analysis of the
political, military and humanitarian dimensions of all major armed
conflicts, as well as data on fatalities, refugees and internally
displaced persons. Compiled by the IISS, it is the standard
reference work on contemporary conflict.
The book assesses key developments in 36 conflicts, including
those in Iraq, Syria, Afghanistan, South Sudan, Israel–Palestine,
Southern Thailand, Colombia and Ukraine.
The Armed Conflict Survey also features chapters on UN
peacekeeping; sexual violence; the Islamic State’s shifting narrative; governance by armed
groups and rebel-to-party transitions.
Routledge
Market: Conflict Studies, Military Studies, Security Studies
: 365pp
Pb: 978-0-367-54150-7: Jun 2020: $470.00 • eBook: 978-1-003-08780-9: May 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367541507
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Africa South of the Sahara 2021

Romania as an Energy Actor in the EU

Edited by Europa Publications
Series: Africa South of the Sahara

Cooperation in European Energy policy

The definitive one-volume guide to all sub-Saharan African countries, providing invaluable
economic and directory data. This title includes articles written by experts on topics of
regional interest and thoroughly updated individual country chapters. Users will benefit
from over 1,500 pages of economic and demographic statistics, directory material and
analytical essays, contributions from over 60 leading experts on African affairs, coverage
of recent elections and details on major news stories over the past 12 months.
Routledge
Market: African Studies, Politics, Economics, Reference
8-1/2 x 11: 1602pp
Hb: 978-0-367-44046-6: Oct 2020: $1400.00 • Prev. Ed Hb: 978-0-367-17482-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367440466
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Anca Sinea
Series: Europa Perspectives on the EU Single Market
The purpose of this book is twofold. First, it aims to explain the
general framework for cooperation in the field of energy in
Europe, with a conceptual basis that allows for a better
understanding of the dynamics that led to its existence. Second,
the volume deals with Romania both as a representative case
for the region, given the commonalities raised by the transition
process in the last three decades, and also as a country with a
specific agenda in the field of energy, with implications for
internal and foreign policy that can only be perceived and
understood in the Romanian context.
Routledge
: 12pp
Hb: 978-0-367-41787-1: May 2020: $60.00 • eBook: 978-0-367-81625-4: Apr 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367417871

21st Edition • NEW EDITION

71st Edition • NEW EDITION

Central and South-Eastern Europe 2021

The Europa World of Learning 2021

Edited by Europa Publications
Series: Central and South-Eastern Europe

Edited by Europa Publications
Series: The Europa World of Learning

A comprehensive survey of the latest economic and political
developments in Central and South-Eastern Europe, including
expert analysis of regional issues and of the recent history and
economy of each country, up-to-date statistics, directories,
chronologies, geographical information and details of regional
and international organizations operating in the region.

A comprehensive directory and guide to the organizations and
institutions throughout the sphere of higher education and
learning. Profiling some 33,000 academic institutions and over
246,000 staff and officials, this highly esteemed work covers the
whole spectrum of higher education, research and learning.
Available in both print and online editions, there is no other
source that provides such comprehensive and international
coverage.

Routledge
Market: European Studies, Politics, Economics, Reference
8-1/2 x 11: 840pp
Hb: 978-0-367-44019-0: Aug 2020: $1400.00 • Prev. Ed Hb: 978-0-367-17507-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367440190
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21st Edition • NEW EDITION

36th Edition • NEW EDITION

Eastern Europe, Russia and Central Asia 2021

International Who's Who of Authors and Writers
2021

Edited by Europa Publications
Series: Eastern Europe, Russia and Central Asia
Extensive coverage of the political, economic and social affairs of the region, providing
expert analysis and commentary and containing up-to-date economic, socio-political and
directory material. This impartial survey of the countries and territories of this region includes
essays on: contemporary Russian foreign policy; poverty, inequality and social welfare in
the region; the separatist movements in Eastern Ukraine; the economies of the region; the
politics of energy in the Caspian Sea region; the politics of water in post-Soviet Central
Asia; and an appendix on the religions of Eastern Europe, Russia and Central Asia.
Routledge
Market: European Studies, Slavic Studies, Politics, Economics, Reference
8-1/2 x 11: 786pp
Hb: 978-0-367-44049-7: Oct 2020: $1400.00 • Prev. Ed Hb: 978-0-367-17511-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367440497

Edited by Europa Publications
Series: International Who's Who of Authors and Writers
Now in its 36th edition, this title is a comprehensive and practical
source of biographical information on the key people and
organizations of the literary world, whether world-famous or
lesser known. This descriptive directory is revised annually by
our editorial team and all entrants are given the opportunity to
update their career details, publications and contact information.
International in scope and covering all literary genres, this title
will prove an invaluable acquisition for public and academic
libraries, journalists, television and radio companies, PR
companies, literary organizations and anyone needing up-to-date information in this field.
Routledge
Market: Literature, Biographical Reference, Directories
8-1/2 x 11: 888pp
Hb: 978-0-367-44040-4: Aug 2020: $775.00 • Prev. Ed Hb: 978-0-367-17526-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367440404
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21st Edition • NEW EDITION

18th Edition • NEW EDITION

International Who's Who in Poetry 2021

South Asia 2021

Edited by Europa Publications
Series: International Who's Who in Poetry

Edited by Europa Publications
Series: South Asia

The twenty-first edition of the International Who's Who in Poetry
is a unique and comprehensive guide to the leading lights and
freshest talent in poetry today. Containing biographies of more
than 4,000 contemporary poets world-wide, this essential
reference work provides truly international coverage. In addition
to the well known poets, talented up-and-coming writers are
also profiled.

South Asia 2021 is an in-depth library of information on the
countries and territories of this region. Combining impartial
analysis from expert contributors with exhaustive facts and
figures, this edition includes a wide range of up-to-date
economic, socio-political and statistical data and provides a
unique overall perspective on the region.

Routledge
Market: Biographical Reference, Poetry, Directories
8-1/2 x 11: 438pp
Hb: 978-0-367-44016-9: Aug 2020: $550.00 • Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-857-43949-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367440169

Routledge
Market: Asian Studies, Reference
8-1/2 x 11: 736pp
Hb: 978-0-367-44039-8: Sep 2020: $1400.00 • Prev. Ed Hb: 978-0-367-17533-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367440398
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29th Edition • NEW EDITION

Guidance for Librarians Transitioning to a New
Environment

South America, Central America and the Caribbean
2021

Tina Herman Buck, John C. Hitt Library, University of Central
Florida, USA and Sara Duff, John C. Hitt Library, University
of Central Florida, USA
Series: Routledge Guides to Practice in Libraries, Archives and
Information Science
Guidance for Librarians Transitioning to a New Environment offers
practical advice for those hoping to transition into a different
type or size of institution. Written by librarians who have
successfully navigated such changes, the book encourages
consideration of unexplored opportunities.
This book is essential reading for librarians who are considering
or in the process of making a career move, as well as those
working on career planning. The book will also be helpful for library science school faculty
and career counselors who are advising current students and library managers who want
to help their new hires transition in the most effective way.

Edited by Europa Publications
Series: South America, Central America and the Caribbean
This 29th edition of South America, Central America and the
Caribbean is scrupulously revised and updated, bringing you
impartial and comprehensive coverage of this vast area. It is an
unrivalled survey on the countries and territories of this immense
region and includes contributions from acknowledged
authorities who examine topics of regional importance. Users
will benefit from the latest available statistics on key
demographic and socio-economic indicators; individual chapters
covering each country in the region; detailed essays.
Routledge
Market: Latin American Studies, Caribbean, Politics, Reference
8-1/2 x 11: 1108pp
Hb: 978-0-367-44041-1: Oct 2020: $1400.00 • Prev. Ed Hb: 978-0-367-17532-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367440411

Routledge
Market: Library and Information Science
: 170pp: 2 illus: 2 line drawings: 2 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-19903-6: Oct 2020: $160.00 • Pb: 978-0-367-19906-7: Oct 2020: $39.95
eBook: 978-0-429-24399-8: Oct 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367199067
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12nd Edition • NEW EDITION

Handbook of Caribbean Economies

Who's Who in International Affairs 2021

Edited by Robert E. Looney, Naval Postgraduate School,
Monterey, California, USA
Series: Routledge International Handbooks

Edited by Europa Publications
Series: Who's Who in International Affairs

This volume aims to illustrate the uniqueness of the economies
of the countries and territories of the Caribbean as well as the
similarities they share with other regions. While most countries
in the region share many of the characteristics of middle-income
countries, theirs is a matter of extremes. Their generally small
size suggests a fragility not found elsewhere. While much of the
world is beginning to feel some effects of climate change, the
Caribbean is ground zero. These factors suggest a difficult road
ahead, but the chapters presented in this volume aim to help
spur the search for creative solutions to the region’s problems.
Routledge
Market: Caribbean/Country Economies/Economic conditions/North American Studies/ Central American
Studies
: 500pp: 47 tables
Hb: 978-0-367-21048-9: Sep 2020: $220.00 • eBook: 978-0-429-26510-5: Sep 2020
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367210489
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The twelfth edition of Who's Who in International Affairs is a
biographical reference guide to nearly 7,000 people prominent
in international politics, diplomacy, law and economic affairs
from every country. This book is an invaluable guide to the lives
and careers of the most important figures in international affairs
today. Each entry contains information on the education, career
and publications of the entrant, as well as personal and contact
details. There is also an extensive index, with entrants listed by
nationality and by selected organizations for which they work.
Routledge
Market: International Studies, Reference
8-1/2 x 11: 864pp
Hb: 978-0-367-44044-2: Oct 2020: $975.00 • Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-857-43948-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367440442
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ECONOMICS
Organizations and Technical Change
Strategy, Objectives and Involvement
David Preece
: 300pp
Hb: 978-0-367-50288-1: Sep 2020: $140.00
* For full contents and more information, visit:
www.routledge.com/9780367502881

ENVIRONMENT AND SUSTAINABILITY
Traditional Plant Foods of Canadian Indigenous
Peoples
Nutrition, Botany and Use
Harriet Kuhnlein and Nancy J Turner
: 648pp
Hb: 978-0-367-51630-7: Sep 2020: $200.00
* For full contents and more information, visit:
www.routledge.com/9780367516307

HISTORY
Rome
The Shaping of Three Capitals
Paul Balchin
: 386pp
Hb: 978-0-367-52063-2: Sep 2020: $135.00
* For full contents and more information, visit:
www.routledge.com/9780367520632

LITERATURE
Renaut de Bâgé, 'Le Bel Inconnu'
('Li Biaus Descouneüs'; 'The Fair Unknown')
Edited by Karen L Fresco
: 442pp
Hb: 978-0-367-52929-1: Jun 2020: $150.00
* For full contents and more information, visit:
www.routledge.com/9780367529291

MEDIA AND CULTURAL STUDIES
Locating Gender
Occupational Segregation, Wages and Domestic
Responsibilities
Janet Siltanen
: 222pp
Hb: 978-0-367-53237-6: Jul 2020: $120.00
* For full contents and more information, visit:
www.routledge.com/9780367532376
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